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Abstract 
This thesis presents three contributions to the field of symbolic computation, 
followed by their application to symbolic physics computations. 
The first contribution is to interfacing systems. The Notation package, which is 
developed in this thesis, allows the entry and the creation of advanced notations in 
the Mathematica symbolic computation system. In particular, a complete and 
functioning notation for both Dirac's BraKet notation as well as a full tensorial 
notation, are given herein. 
The second part of the thesis introduces a prototype based rule inheritance language 
paradigm that is applicable to certain advanced pattern matching rewrite rule 
language models. In particular, an implementation is presented for Mathematica. 
After detailing this language extension, it is adopted throughout the rest of the 
thesis. 
Finally, the third major contribution is a highly efficient algorithm to canonicalize 
tensorial expressions. By an innovative technique this algorithm avoids the dummy 
index relabeling problem. Further algorithmic optimizations are then presented. 
The complete algorithm handles linear symmetries such as the Bianchi identities. It 
also fully accommodates partial derivatives as well as mixed index classes. 
These advances in language and notations are extensively demonstrated on 
problems in quantum mechanics, angular momentum, general relativity, and quasi-
spin. It is shown that the developments in this thesis lead to an extremely flexible, 
extensible, and powerful working environment for the expression and ensuing 
calculation of symbolic physics computations. 
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§1.0.0 : History, BackJifound, and Goals 
Chapter 1 
Introduction 
1.1 History, Background, and Goals 
1.1.1 The Opening ... 
It is hard to say exactly when symbolic computation became a field of research. Yet, one can 
now say with certainty that it is one. This thesis forms a contribution to the field of symbolic 
computation and its application to problems in physics. Before we embark upon a discussion of 
the background and history of the field, let us broadly say what this thesis attempts to, and 
arguably succeeds in, achieving. 
Often problems in physics and mathematics share a common background. If one studies many 
of the computer packages and extensions for physics problems, one can discern pattems of 
commonality. There are certain operations which are fundamental to these packages and 
should be combined into a foundational layer. This foundation occurs in (i) the high level 
interface, (ii) the language used to express problems, and (iii) the algorithms used to solve 
particular problems. 
It is vitally important that our developments are of practical use, thus any work such as ours 
must be tied to specific or hard computations. Consequently, this thesis must be intimately 
related to the capabilities of a computer algebra system in our case, Mathematica. Yet, the 
work herein has implications, to be discussed, for the broader field of symbolic computation 
and physics beyond the Mathematica language. 
This thesis can be broken down into four main parts; 
1. Enhancements to the high level interface of our working language. 
2. Fundamental modifications to the underlying language paradigm and the expression of 
computations. 
3. Applications of both the interface and language enhancements to problems in physics. 
4. An efficient and general algorithm for the simplification of tensorial expressions, and 
applications of this algorithm. 
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To the author's knowledge, all of these contributions are original. This thesis describes these 
original developments. To a large degree, the topics covered are intertwined. 
The field of symbolic computation as applied to physics is a meld of physics, mathematics, and 
computer science. Necessarily then, this thesis is inter-disciplinary in nature. It unites aspects 
of functional programming, language design, rewrite rules, interfacing, parsing, object-oriented 
programming, quantum mechanics, operator theory, relativistic quantum mechanics, 
combinatorics, permutation group theory, computational group theory, algorithm design, and 
general relativity. 
Although more detail will be given later, the notational advances are a vitally integral and 
important part of our overall system. The original advances allow one to perform computations 
in the notations in which one standardly works. Even though the enhancements are based 
upon the Mathematica front end - which in its own right is revolutionary - to the author's 
knowledge, such expressibility was simply not present in systems before the innovative work of 
this thesis. 
The fundamental language modifications presented in this thesis can be categorized, in part, as 
context sensitive non-local rules, and in part as a prototype-based rule rewriting system. These 
modifications result in a paradigm which shares traits with many other paradigms such as 
abstract data types and object-oriented programming. It should be stressed that many 
applications or works are labeled" object-oriented" at the present time since it is a readily 
applicable "buzzword" in almost any area of computer science. Yet our developments are 
novel, and to the best of the author's knowledge, there are no comparable language extensions 
or viewpoints. Thus I claim that my developments in this area are original. 
The tying together of these developments leads to a highly expressible and flexible working 
paradigm for expressing problems in physics and indeed other areas. The examples we present 
motivate the need for a general and efficient algorithm for canonicalizing tensorial expressions. 
We also present an advanced problem involving quasi-spin, where through the systems 
developed, we correct mistakes in some previously published works and find a different, more 
standard formulation for the quasi-spin operator. 
The simplification of tensorial expressions lies at the core of many problems in physics - such 
as general relativity, Dirac algebra, second-quantized operator calculations, and indeed other 
areas. Consequently, finding an efficient, widely applicable algorithm that is not based on 
problem specific heuristics is of great importance. Due to an original innovation, the algorithm 
we develop for canonicalizing tensorial expressions is highly efficient. To the best of the 
author's knowledge, -it is orders of magnitude faster than comparable algorithms. 
To a large degree the original work in this thesis has all been motivated by problems the author 
has observed or encountered in physics. Yet, as is common in mathematical physics, the 
answers to the questions raised can be elegantly addressed in more abstract settings. Still, in 
the end, once the developments have been discovered and described, their application is once 
again to concrete physics problems. 
It is imperative that the readers of this thesis have had some degree of exposure to symbolic 
computation. By this I mean they have used Mathematica, Maple, Macsyma, MuPad, REDUCE, 
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AXIOM, or a similar system so that they are familiar at least with the concept that symbolic 
computation is computing with symbols. (At a stretch, this class could include computational 
abstract algebra programs such as GAP, Cayley and Magma.) I do not believe an exposure to 
writing programs, say in Matlab or Pascal, is sufficient. Symbolic computation is the process of 
trying to automate algebraic computations on a computer system. If the reader has not had this 
exposure, then I fear they will not understand even the basic motivation for symbolic 
computation, let alone its advanced applications in this thesis. 
1.1.2 Computer Algebra: Origins to the Present 
According to various authors, notably Winkler[337], some of the very early work in computer 
algebra started in 1953 at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT). Davenport[87], as 
well as Geddes[124], provide an historical overview of the development of computer algebra. 
Symbolic computation has been, and for the foreseeable future is, inexorably tied to the 
development of computer science. Symbolic computation is, of course, also inescapably tied to 
mathematics. However, the limitations of the very early systems had more to do with a lack of 
knowledge with respect to programming languages and environments than to a lack of 
mathematical knowledge. Indeed, it was not until the rise of languages in which one could 
"reasonably" create programs/systems for performing algebraic computations, that the field of 
computer algebra developed. Foremost of such programming languages was Lisp [226, 227], 
developed at MIT. LISP also heralded the start of the development of modern functional 
languages. 
The early systems were limited in several ways [87]: (i) the computational power of machines in 
which the systems were implemented was not sufficient for th~ programs; (it) the algorithms 
were too simplistic; (iii) the interfaces to the programs were extremely cryptic and hence only 
usable by experts; (iv) the systems were inflexible or set up for just one selected task. 
early systems were actually batch process driven. Interactive computer algebra really only 
started in the late 1960's. At the present day most systems, barring the more specialist 
applications, are interactive. This is a necessary part of working and "playing" with systems, 
equations, models, etc. "Playing with a problem", as any physicist knows, is vital to 
understanding concepts in physics. 
Since the dawn of computer algebra in the 1960's, there have been a plethora of languages 
covering many different applications and systems. However, from the mid 1960's on to the late 
1970's authors became increasingly focused on providing general systems. Yet, as Davenport 
points out, "One person's general is another person's specific system". We leave a detailed 
listing of many of the" general" and" specific" languages to the aforementioned overviews, and 
restrict ourselves to just the major systems. 
In the late 1960's Hearn[156] started the development of REDUCE, an interactive LISP based 
system for physics calculations. REDUCE has since then made the transition to a general 
purpose computer algebra system. Also in the very early 1970's Moses & Martin developed 
MACSYMA at MIT. At the time MACSYMA was one of the most advanced computer algebra 
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systems. However, MIT MACSYMA bifurcated into many different variants, most of which are 
now" dead". Only Macsyma[217] is still under development and maintained. 
In the mid 1970's several specialist systems for calculations in physics emerged. These were 
primarily concerned with general relativity and high energy physics. The notable system in 
general relativity was SHEEP[115] and its descendants [7, 165, 298]. Also in 1967 the first 
version of SCHOONSHIP[319], a package for high energy physics calculations, was developed 
by Veltman. Algorithmic development continued strongly throughout the 1970's and 1980's, 
and indeed continues today[87]. 
The early 1980's saw the introduction of Maple by Gonnet & Geddes [57, 58, 59, 152, 244] at 
the University of Waterloo as well as SMP[[70, 134] by Wolfram at Caltech. The core of each of 
these systems was written in C. However, whereas Maple was designed to be a procedural 
language, SMP used a new language model, that of rewrite rules. Also, SMP was written with 
physics calculations explicitly in mind. The 1980's also marked the beginning of the 
commercialization of symbolic algebra systems. In 1988 Wolfram released Mathematica [341] 
the successor to SMP. Mathematica featured an integrated environment for numeric and 
symbolic computation and continued the language model of pattern matching and rewrite 
rules. 
The Scratchpad system [136, 137], which had its origins in the 1970's at IBM Thomas J. Watson 
Research Center, developed into the AXIOM[177] system in the 1980's. To date, AXIOM is the 
only major "strongly typed" computer algebra system. The foundational paradigm of AXIOM, 
is based on principles of category theory and abstract data types. Although these concepts have 
a strong appeal in terms of rigor, for various reasons the system has not flourished. By the end 
of the decade, various other notable systems had been released including Derive[302] by 
Stoutemyer & Rich, as well as the group theory system Cayley [ 43, 44] by Canon. 
In the 1990's the group theory package GAP[121] by Neubtiser at Aachen was introduced, as 
well as Magma[223], the successor to Cayley. This decade also saw the introduction of the high 
energy physics package FORM[320, 321, 322] by Vermaseren, which has mostly supplanted the 
SCHOONSHIP system. The 1990's have seen continued development of the major computer 
algebra systems, the algorithms underlying these systems, and vast improvements in the user 
interfaces, notably Mathematica 3.0 [342] and its successor Mathematica 4.0 [343]. As a notable 
alternative to the commercial algebra systems, this decade also saw the introduction of the 
public domain computer algebra system MuPad[118, 119]. Loosely, it is similar to Maple, but 
more advanced in various respects. 
Unfortunately but not surprisingly, for all the advances made, no computer algebra system yet 
matches a human in terms of "generalizability". For a simple example of this, consider the 
Schrodinger equation. Typically, to get to the Pauli-Schrodinger equation, one just adds a term 
like IT' B to the equation and says "Oh, by the way, that is a Pauli matrix, so we are now 
worldng with spinors." However, from a rigorous mathematical viewpoint, we have completely 
changed the setting in which we are working, and consequently to some degree any symbolic 
implementation will have to likewise be changed. Humans are exceedingly well adapted to 
such instances of "context switching", but less well adapted to performing enormous repetitive 
tasks. The complete opposite is true of symbolic computation systems. In some isolated areas, 
generalizability is occurring[346], but by almost all predictions, it is still a long way off. 
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Hopefully, at some stage in the future, symbolic systems will attain the generalizability and 
flexibility which is natural to humans. 
1.1.3 Advances in Computer Science 
Only through developments in computer science has it been possible to develop ~ystems for 
computer algebra. Symbolic computation uses many ideas from computer science, including 
modularity, scope, abstraction, typing, language design, and a raft of other higher level 
concepts. To a large degree, the foundation of a symbolic computation system is just a 
specialized programming language, where hopefully the permissible structures and commands 
allow the easy creation of programs and structures for computations. 
Von Neumann was instrumental in the creation of the computer systems we know today, since 
most computers use the von Neumann architecture, or at least derivatives thereof. We will not 
mention any of this specific history, since there are numerous articles and books which cover 
the origins of transistors, computer chips, machines and computation. The following historical 
summary is extremely brief and covers an eclectic set of points relevant to the content of this 
thesis. 
The early languages were machine code based. Comparatively, it is far more difficult to write 
machine code programs since the commands used are of a "low level", yet machine code 
programs are usually the fastest since the coder can "hand tool" the algorithm to the 
architecture of the target machine. Because of the difficulties of writing machine code, people 
wanted to use other languages to express programs or concepts, and hence programming 
languages were created for this purpose. Language design and other concerns were 
instrumental in the genesis of computer science. 
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Early computer programming languages tended to be imperative in nature. That is, they 
consisted of a sequence of steps which included some simple iteration and branching 
statements. Typical of such languages were Fortran, Algol, Pascal, C and Ada. In a now famous 
statement, Wirth wrote" algorithms + data structures programs". Pascal is an example of a 
"statically typed" language. In the Pascal language "everything" has a type, and moreover, this 
type can be discerned at compile time. As we later discuss in Chapter 4, the issue of types is 
not clear in symbolic computation. In typical computer languages or applications, one deals 
with say booleans, integers, floats, arrays, files, and other similar data structures. In symbolic 
computation we deal with myriad structures that are innately coercible to other structures[243, 
281, 282, 332]. No attempt is made to comment on this issue, and the debate is ongoing in the 
community. 
"Modern" programming languages, including functional languages followed imperative 
languages. Whereas imperative programming is closely tied to the von Neumann modet 
functional programming is based on functions and mathematics. LISP is an example of a 
functional programming language. A main driving motivation for the development of modern 
functional languages has been to allow better expressiveness and specification[169]. As 
mentioned above, it was really only with the advent of functional languages that the field of 
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symbolic computation started. Henceforth in this subsection, we discuss concepts in modern 
computer science. Background details are provided in [18,22,89, 125, 169, 178, 264, 310J. 
The more modern languages which are related to our needs are the functional languages, 
specification languages, and object-oriented languages. Examples of such relevant functional 
languages are, (i) LISP, which was used in many early symbolic computation systems, and is 
manifestly untyped; (ii) ML[146, 237, 259, 314] and its variants, which are pattern matching, 
strict evaluating, polymorphically typed languages; and (iii) Haskell[22, 89, 310] and its variants, 
which are also pattern matching based, polymorphically typed languages, but adopt a "lazy" as 
opposed to a strict evaluation model. Both ML and Haskell are rewriting languages [90]. It 
should be noted that there is much debate in the community of what exactly entails a functional 
language. 
Let us briefly mention the features of the main symbolic computation systems, expressed in 
terms of the concepts of computer science. AXIOM is the only strongly typed language. Maple 
and Mathematica are untyped or extremely weakly typed languages. AXIOM is compiled, 
whereas Mathematica and Maple are in part semi -compiled or cached. Maple has an older style 
imperative core, while Mathematica has a functional rewrite rule core. AXIOM has an abstract 
data type / category theory paradigm. Mathematica by default has an eager evaluation mechanism, 
but there are ways to change this. Maple has a semi -eager evaluation mechanism, but again 
there are ways to change this too. 
It should be pointed out that the pattern matching rewriting model used by Mathematica is 
comparatively advanced. There exist some extensions, such as [175], which border on allowing 
the same degree of expressiveness in patterns as does Mathematica. It is an important and 
outstanding problem to find a language as expressible as Mathematica yet one which is at least 
dynamically or incrementally compilable. Despite the superiority of Mathematica on the above 
mentioned points, it would be disingenuous to say that Mathematica is the best at everything. 
Various languages have various strengths. There are many factors which need to be taken into 
account when comparing languages [125] . 
Another model which has direct relevance to symbolic computation is graph rewriting[77, 264]. 
Graph rewriting is concerned with transforming multiply referenced structures within the 
setting of a graph as opposed to transforming a single term in an expression. Since much of an 
expression is typically duplicated in large symbolic expressions, if we work in a graph based 
setting, there is the potential to reduce or eliminate redundant computation. Unfortunately, 
this usually requires that we work in a referentially transparent way [22, 89, 259, 264, 310]. 
We are also concerned with the notation of "higher-order languages" [22, 89, 259,264,310, 338J. 
In such a language we can create and manipulate functions, and sometimes even procedures, in 
the language itself. The majority of the modern functional languages are higher-order, at least 
with respect to functions. Pascal is an example of a language which is not "higher-order". 
Mathematica is definitely a higher order language. This is important to us since the language 
model which we introduce is fundamentally based on being able to use higher-order language 
mechanisms. Indeed, we use this to a degree that computer scientists might find frightening. 
For more details see Chapter 4. 
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The concept of object-oriented programming is also important to us, specifically prototype 
based object-oriented systems. For reference on these concepts, see [18, 24, 252]. For further 
details, again see Chapter 4. 
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Specification theory and formal methods also share some commonality with symbolic algebra 
systems. But, as one of the invited speakers at the ISSAC'96 conference stated: "Formal 
systems are trusted but not used, while computer algebra systems are used but not trusted." In 
the large, to the best of the author's knowledge, this has so far apparently remained the case. 
Thus, despite the large amount of research into formal systems and specifications, unfortunately 
no substantial or real change has yet occurred in the main computer algebra systems. 
As we design extensions to our system, we must be peripherally, and at times directly, aware of 
the concepts mentioned in this subsection. Hoare[162]' amongst others, expresses similar 
sentiments when describing the role of a language designer. For further background in the 
literature on the interaction of computer science and the design of symbolic computation 
systems, consult the many papers found in the various proceedings of the Design and 
Implementation of Symbolic Computation Systems (DISCO) symposia, for instance [48, 110, 
238,239]. 
Most computer languages are in some sense "Turing equivalent" [229]. Thus, one might argue 
that one computer language is just as good as another, since anything one can do in one 
language can theoretically be done in another. In practice, this may be true in some limited 
imperative style programs, but in regards to more sophisticated languages, this is patently 
untrue. Indeed, language development and expressibility lie at the heart of the whole field of 
computer science. The expressiveness of the language one uses to create the computations or 
calculations directly influences the comprehensibility of the calculations. This is an obvious but 
deep truth. If a system is designed to be widely used, then the computations must be 
comprehensible. Moreover, if the system is comprehensible, it speeds up the adoption of the 
system. 
In summary, the language in which we express our problems and computations is critical to the 
development of such computations. 
1.1.4 Physics, Symbolic Computation, and Goals 
The need for symbolic computation is dearly obvious. There are a large number of application 
areas and symbolic computation has solved some problems which would have otherwise been 
intractable. Many texts enter into detailing such applications for instance see [65,66], 312]. 
Beyond this, we will not justify the need for symbolic computation. 
From the aforementioned reviews, the need for symbolic computation in physics should be 
equally apparent. There are multitudes of problems that are either cumbersome to tackle "by, 
hand", or in all practicality impossible to tackle "by hand". 
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Most of the well known packages for physics in symbolic computation systems fall into only 3 
categories: 
(i) High energy physics, which tackles problems in Dirac algebra, Feynman diagrams, 
evaluation of resulting integrals, etc. The notable systems for tackling such problems are 
SCHOONSHIP[308, 319] and its acknowledged successor FORM[320, 321, 322]. There are also 
many excellent packages which interface to general symbolic computation systems. Amongst 
many others, such systems are FeynCalc[230, 231], FormCalc, xloops[33], Tracer[174], HIP[168], 
and Dill[208]. The review of [143] gives an excellent overview of the field. 
(ii) General relativity, where the systems tackle problems in tensor canonicalization, 
expression manipulation, component calculations, metric classifications, etc. The notable 
systems in this area were SHEEP[115] its descendants [7, 165, 298], but now are Cartan[ 303, 
304], EXCALC[286, 287, 288], GRTensorII[248, 249], MathTensor[258], REDTEN[144, 145], and 
MapleTensor[188, 189], to name the major ones. Also see [7, 15, 52, 56, 79, 80, 192, 193, 218, 
219,220,317,347]. For reviews of algebraic computing in general relativity, see [29, 67,82,83, 
116, 209, 210]. 
(iii) Groups, Lie groups and group representation theory. Notable systems are 
Schur[345] and Dimsym[294]. 
Technical Note: Even though all discussion so far has been restricted to symbolic computation, it is currently the case that 
numerical computation dominates computational physics - see Pang[257] or Koonin & Meredith[198]. 
Despite the large number of computer algebra programs for specific areas of physics, there are 
no packages that provide an adequate framework for handling a broad class of "middle ground" 
physics, that is, core physics applications including standard calculations in quantum 
mechanics, angular momenta, operator expansions, quantum electrodynamics, etc. 
Technical Note: Of course some specific perturbative expansion calculations in say quantum electrodynamics are expertly 
performed by systems such as FeynCalc amongst others, but other calculations are not. 
One of the motivating examples for the packages and tools which are developed in this thesis 
was the problem of looking at higher-order terms in the non-relativistic limits of the Dirac 
equation. This involves some operators and their general handling and also some tensorial 
manipulations. Many problems in physics involve such mechanisms. Yet if one looks at the 
various packages in say Mathematica, such as FeynCalc[230], HIP[168], Dill[208], Tracer[174], 
Ricci[202], none are particularly suited, since they do not tackle this style of "problem" directly. 
NCAlgebra[160, 250] might be the closest such tool in Mathematica, but it is not well integrated 
into the underlying language. The REDUCE system would cover some aspects of such 
calculations, but again it leaves much to be desired in terms of the interface and extensibility of 
the underlying language. This is because the language is somewhat simplistic compared to 
modern languages for symbolic computation. 
The problems above are not meant to criticize the aforementioned packages. Such packages are 
vital since the calculations in say high energy physics are truly large even by the scale of today's 
machines. Moreover, the perturbative calculations scale poorly, so the problems will not be 
totally alleviated by having faster machines. To achieve the large scale computations that are 
needed requires very efficient and specialized routines [143]. 
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The middle part of this thesis presents something other than yet another package such as 
FeynCalc, HIP, Tracer, etc. Instead, it is concerned with the development of a general language 
framework which extends Mathematica in a direction in keeping with problem solving in 
physics. This general language extension is meant to not only allow the expression and 
manipulation of core physics problems, but it is also useful as a "foundation" on which one 
could write more specialized packages such as FeynCalc, HIP, Tracer, etc. 
Our major concern is providing a language framework which will allow us to elegantly express 
physics problems. What language features are desirable? What will make our physics 
calculations readable? And equally as important what will make them writable? What 
structuring of the language facilitates the creation of reusable structures? These are classic 
central concerns oflanguage design [125, 162, 340]. 
Earlier in my research, I created several programs for performing physics calculations in 
Mathematica that accomplished their specific goals and yielded answers. However, at this early 
stage, the calculations created were not even recognizable to the author after a few weeks. 
Indeed, it was hard to understand the programs which created the calculations since they 
looked nothing like the natural notations one normally uses on paper. From these early 
attempts to improve the working notations, I developed the notation package which now ships 
with Mathematica. 
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In addition to my early programs being hard to read, they were quite often closed in design, and 
insufficient in regards to generalizability. In essence, they were "throwaway" programs. 
Possibly this may have been associated with my own lack of expertise, but I usually found the 
same "problems" with the code of others. Consequently, one of the foremost design goals was 
to avoid creating "just another package". I intended my system to be able to handle general 
problems in physics. I strongly desired a system which would have a "comprehensible", 
"modern", and "reusable" foundation. In essence I wanted to be able to perform calculations 
with the same clarity as I did on paper. These concerns prompted the creation of the language 
modifications of Chapter 4. 
The applications of the notational and language changes are exhibited in Chapter 5 and Chapter 
7. The calculations we perform in these sections are truly elegant in terms of their expressibility 
and readability. Moreover, they are comparatively efficient. One only has to examine some 
programs in say FORM or REDUCE to be convinced of the desperate need for the extensions 
such as those presented in this thesis. 
The Tensors package grew from a need to be able to canonicalize tensorial expressions. The 
core algorithm is somewhat orthogonal to the language design concerns of the other parts of 
the thesis. In this sense the canonicalizing algorithm can be categOrized as traditional applied 
"algorithm development" in symbolic computation. The algorithm we develop is orders of 
magnitude faster than other comparable algorithms. Yet, we then proceed to use our algorithm 
in conjunction with our language modifications to elegantly and cleanly present computations 
in physics. 
This thesis consists of a dichotomy of complexity and simplicity. Our overall raison d'etre for the 
work herein is to make computations "simple". Physicists or other scientists can often simply 
state some problem or other. Yet, upon "entering" such a problem into a symbolic computation 
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system, the implementation sometimes becomes unreadable to all but implementor. When 
this is the case, the system has failed us. The primary reason for using a symbolic computation 
system is to compute that were not easily possible on paper, such as when algebraic 
manipulations or expansions are too laborious. We have attained our design goals to the 
degree that our calculations seem intelligible, readable, understandable and extendable. Other 
systems in the main definitely do not share this combination of properties. 
In summary, this thesis is an attempt to cleanly tie the areas of physics, symbolic computation, 
and computer science together to get a useful, expressive, structured, and extensible system for 
doing physics. 
1.2 Overview and Conventions 
1.2.1 The Choice 
The Maple and Mathematica systems are now so large that thousands of man years of 
development have gone into each system. Of course it is inevitable that at some stage, once 
one has developed applications on any such system, one begins to encounter specific 
limitations, etc. One then faces a choice - both Hartley[150], and Davenport[87] also echo 
this. Does one maintain the use of the same underlying system? Or does one launch into the 
creation of a new system? 
There is no universal answer, but as time progresses, the sensible answer is to use one of the 
pre-existing underlying systems. To attempt to recreate the monolithic systems with a small 
collection, or even a medium sized collection, of talented individuals is a herculean task. Maybe 
at some far flung future date the realities of the situation will change, and the proposals of the 
Open Math community[2] will be de rigueur, and every system will fluently communicate with 
every other system. But this date in all likelihood is far away. 
Depending on the limitations of the problem, it may be possible to write a small to medium size 
program, say in and then interface this with a pre-existing system. In this case, the 
problem is solved. However, some problems are not so easily tackled. If one does create a 
small stand-alone system, it is critically important that it can easily linked to a system in 
which people standardly work. If not, then many tasks which will naturally arise in the course 
of any medium to large scale problem will have to be independently coded in the specialist 
system; or equivalently, one has to "reinvent the wheel". 
Our choice was to work within the Mathematica system. However, as should be apparent from 
the coming chapters, we ff extend" Mathematica to suit our Indeed, if we had total 
flexibility, we would adopt much of the base of Mathematica but change the aspects with which 
we are concerned. Consequently, the work of this thesis is applicable beyond Mathematica. For 
instance, the Notation package or something similar should a standard to which other 
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interfaces can attempt to match. Of course; since the other systems will have access to the 
fundamentals; they will be able to avoid much of the tricky manipulations we have to perform 
with box structures. Yet in essence, the ideas should be similar. For another instance, the 
canonicalization algorithm is manifestly applicable to canonicalizing tensorial expressions, 
independent of the calling system. Other than Mathematica being an ideal system in which to 
express the canonicalization algorithm, and allowing us to easily develop the algorithm, there 
are no intrinsic ties to Mathematica. 
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Yet despite the wider implications of our work, it is extremely important that we develop an 
elegant working system. This requires that we address many small details throughout the thesis 
that involve the language of our choice, namely Mathematica. 
Geddes[124] notes IIWhile all the languages of the sixties and seventies began as experiments, 
some of them were eventually put into 'production use' by scientists, engineers, and applied 
mathematicians outside of the original group of developers." It is extremely important that any 
language extensions we develop are not just experiments, but are actually useful to the wider 
community. Any package or system may be used by the authors of a system to compute 
specialized solutions to problems. Indeed, there is an extremely large number of such packages. 
However, to obtain the more elusive goal of contributing to the wider community, a package or 
system must satisfy one of the following conditions: (i) the system is an instrumental precursor 
to a new package or system which contributes to the wider community; or (ii) algorithms or 
routines which were previously unknown are developed in the package / system; or (iii) the 
package I system is cohesive and comprehensible enough to be used by the wider community. 
The Notation package forms an original contribution to the wider community. This is 
corroborated by the fact that it is one of a select number of external packages which are 
shipping with Mathematica. There is also little doubt that the canonicalization algorithm forms 
an original contribution to the wider community since efficient algorithms to canonicalize 
tensorial expressions have long been sought [209] in general relativity packages and other 
packages, for the handling of tensorial expressions. Finally, there is no doubt that the language 
changes proposed are original. physics calculations in this paradigm are extremely elegant 
and expressive. I hope and believe that they will also form a contribution to the wider field. 
1.2.2 Superficial Overview 
We now give a selective overview of the coming thesis. Each chapter has its own detailed 
introduction and conclusion; hence we specific introductions to the beginnings of the 
chapters themselves. However, the material of this thesis, after the present introductory 
chapter, can be roughly outlined as follows. 
The part deals with mathematical notations in computer algebra systems, as embodied in 
the Notation package developed by the author for Mathematica. Besides presenting the basic 
and more advanced features of the Notation package, Chapters 2 and 3 also contain two 
significant developments for the application of symbolic computing to physics. In Chapter 2 we 
present the first proper treatment of functional bra and ket vector notation in a symbolic system. 
And in Chapter 3 we present the first proper treatment, at least in Mathematica and probably in 
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any system, of functional tensorial notation in a symbolic system. Especially the latter is non-
trivial and makes definite use of the advanced features of the Notation package. Heavy use of 
these notational advances are made throughout the rest of this thesis. 
In Chapter 4 we develop the language extension to Mathematica that we use to express 
calculations in physics. In brief, it presents and provides examples of the prototype based, 
context sensitive, non-local, rewrite rule inheritance paradigm that we will adopt as our 
working paradigm. 
The material in Chapters 2 through 4 may seem rather umelated to physics for most physicists. 
However, without such a development, there is no way we could perform the symbolic physics 
calculations we do with the elegance that we do. Examples of such quantum mechanics 
calculations are given in Chapter 5. In that chapter, amongst other topics, after giving some 
basic generic prototypes, we use the example of the harmonic oscillator to perform calculations 
involving eigenbasis projection, normal ordering, creation and annihilation operators, 
computations with these operators, Hermitian conjugates, algebraic sums, the resolution of the 
identity, the propagator, and some time independent perturbation theory. We then treat 
angular momentum, calculations with primitive operators, raising and lowering operators, 
spherical harmonics, the addition of angular momenta, spherical tensor operators, and eigenket 
actions. 
The third part of this thesis is devoted to tensors. In physics it is not uncommon to obtain 
expressions with hundreds of tensor terms, many of which are equivalent to each other under 
various symmetries. Thus, such complex expressions can potentially be greatly simplified. 
Various tensor packages available have routines for performing such reductions to a "canonical" 
form. They have various shortcomings, described elsewhere, one of the main ones being the 
lack of a good way to handle the" dummy index" problem. Chapter 6 provides the first proper 
solution of this problem and, in a definite sense, can be said to eliminate the problem. This 
allows the presentation of a "full" canonicalization routine for tensor expressions, more efficient 
than any previously developed. Actually Chapter 6 itself can be thought of as consisting of 
three parts. The first part is devoted to discussing and solving the dummy index problem and 
presenting the algorithm BasicCanonicalize. The second part develops the 
implementation and somewhat difficult mathematical theory behind the more advanced 
algorithm OptimizedCanonicalize. Finally, in the last part we take account of such 
advanced features as fixed index elevation arising through partial derivatives, mixed index 
classes, and linear symmetries. These combine to result in our "complete" algorithm 
Canonicalize. 
The last chapter contains further applications demonstrating the language modifications, the 
notations, and the canonicalization algorithm, in general relativity as well as quasi-spin, and for 
illustrations sake some non-commutative dirac algebra. 
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1.2.3 Conventions Used 
Often in the text we will speak of sets of rules or rule or other types of sets. Usually in 
Mathematica these are implemented as lists. For the most part, we will use the terms 'set' and 
'list' synonymously, and no confusion should be possible. 
Each chapter starts in its own pristine Mathematica session. At the beginning of each chapter, 
the line numbering is reset to O. Thus, we adopt the format followed by the Mathematica 
Book[342, 343] as well as various authors such as Trott[312] and Meader[222]. This is 
accomplished by the following code. 
= 0 i 
However, this resetting occurs inside "hidden input", a specific style set up in the thesis which 
does not appear in printing. Thus, this resetting is not explicitly shown. Inside each chapter 
any packages that are loaded or options set will remain loaded or set for the duration of that 
chapter. 
In addition to the above, certain Mathematica defaults are changed. For instance, the output 
form of information is changed so that blank lines are not inserted, thus economizing space 
without causing any detrimental loss of readability. Also, spell checking has been turned 
off for the duration of the examples in this thesis. This allows a more uncluttered explanation of 
the various examples and points. However, no package in practice turns spelling off. Thus, a 
user's experience may subtly vary from that portrayed in this thesis. But any variation should be 
extremely minor and recoverable by appropriately setting certain options. Moreover, executing 
any notebook chapter will result in the exact results printed (modulo timings). There have 
been no "modifications" to output, and all results are "true and untampered with". 
In terms of the programming style in Mathematica used throughout this thesis, the author has 
adopted more of a applicative style of notation like f @ arg, since this is more in keeping with 
modern functional languages such as Haskell[22, 310L Hugs[151], Clean[265], ML[146, 237, 
259,314] and its variants[CAML, SMLJ, MoscowM], logic languages, and even some symbolic 
computation languages like Aldor[31], which is the underlying language ofAXIOM[177L etc. 
Thus, f [g [x 1 1 will usually by written as f @ g @ x. This style of code, using @'s, is superbly 
effective when it comes to demystifying longer expressions. For a simple example, consider the 
utility function padList, which will be later used in various parts of the thesis. (padList 
pads a list by a given element.) We can code this function in two equivalent ways. 
[fisCList I pad8fement_) : '= 
Drop[#, -1) & @ Flatten @Thread @ {list, pad8fement}; 
padList [fist_List, pa.d8fement_) : = 
Drop [Flatten [Thread [(lIst, pa.d8fement}]) , 1); 
In the author's experience, the first version appears to be more readable than the second. 
Indeed, generally the applicative style notation largely avoids the problem of denesting 
brackets, which plagues LISP[338]. Against the common style of Mathematica programs, we 
also adopt the applicative style notation. However, in some simple cases when there is only 
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one set of brackets, we will use the more conventional approach. In practice, the reader must 
be familiar with both approaches. 
Another feature of the programming style in Mathematica adopted in this thesis is that pattern 
variables in expressions are almost always scripted. For instance, as we see in the above 
example coding of padList, both fist and pad8fement are scripted. This allows one to see 
which parts of an expression are pattern variables at a glance. The use of scripted variables is 
ubiquitous throughout this thesis. 
Throughout the various chapters of this thesis some specific computations have associated 
timings. The base machine on which these timings are performed is a PowerMac 
7600/4Gb/SOMb with a 300MHz G3 accelerator running in 2:1 mode with 1 Mb of backside 
Cache. 
In this thesis the word semantics will refer to the meaning of certain operators or operations. 
For instance, a typical usage might be 11 ••• In the following subsection, we give the semantics of 
the tensorial assignment operator ... ". By the semantics of an operator or operation, we are 
referring to its behavior and meaning, inside Mathematica, via a set of rules or definitions. Be 
aware that this definition differs from that used in formal programming semantics such as 
operational, denotational, or axiomatic semantics [125]. However, this usage appears to be 
common enough in computer science, and no real confusion should arise once this proviso has 
been noted. 
Throughout the thesis, I use the terms or identifiers faa, goo, bar, etc., and a few others to be 
generic functions that are used to illustrate certain points. The functions have no special 
significance and are only used to illustrate a generic program, expression, or form. This is a 
common place practice in computer science texts. 
This thesis attempts to provide major extensions to the basic Mathematica language that are 
useful to a wide range of disciplines, but most importantly physics. Many of the application 
areas are motivated by physics problems and concerns. However, describing and documenting 
these extensions is best done from a theoretical base. The situation is much the same as when 
physics books seem clearer, but may be less enlightening, because they adopt a pragmatic 
rather than an historical approach. Of course when we apply our extensions, we do so in a 
physics setting. 
The physics notations in this thesis should be recognizable to any physicist; however, the 
notations may appear to be slightly different from normal. For instance, a bra-ket is denoted by 
( I/! fl· !f-t • II/! i ), whereas in normal physics notation a bra -ket is denoted by (I/! f I 11 II/! i ) . 
This divergence arises from the fact that we must be able to manipulate bra's and ket's in 
isolation from an overall bra-ket, thus for consistency, we must actually have an operator, in 
this case a 1.', present in the actual operator product. This is explained in greater detail in 
Chapter 5. Similar notational differences are true with creation and annihilation operators. 
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Chapter 2 
The Notation Package 
2.1 Introduction 
2.1.1 Background 
Throughout the evolution of Computer Algebra Systems(CAS), an extremely desirable feature and 
objective that has been strived for is a functional and elegant user interface. (For a survey of 
user interfaces, see Kajler & Soiffer[185]. For a history of notations see CajoriI 47].) Undeniably, 
the easier it is to interact with a computer algebra system, the more it will be used. An 
important part of the user interface is the ability to enter expressions and display results in ways 
that are standard to each field of use. If a user has to contend with an awkward linear syntax or 
deal with an unfamiliar way of representing his or her standard ideas, the computer algebra 
system or package is less likely to be used. Correspondingly, the closer a user interface 
reproduces the standard representations of a field, the more likely it is to be used. Therefore, it 
is extremely important to be able to present computations in the notations specific to the field of 
use. 
This chapter and its sequel describes the Notation package, how to use it, what it can 
accomplish, and what advances are expected in the future. The Notation package allows users 
to define their own general notations. When a notation is defined, it creates special behaviors 
for the interpretation of input and the formatting of output that involve the syntactical notation. 
The Notation package is an add -on package to Mathematica and is installed when Mathematica is 
installed. It first appeared in the Mathematica 3.0 distribution, which was released in 1996, and 
has been updated several times since then. The latest revision, at the time of writing, is the 
version being shipped with Mathematica 4.0. When Mathematica is mentioned, then unless 
stated otherwise, the reference is to Mathematica 4.0 or any later versions. 
The remainder of this introduction presents some of the motivations for creating the Notation 
package. The beginning sections of this chapter describe how to use the package and how to 
create notations. The sections discuss some of the advanced features of the Notation 
package, culminating in §2.7 Example: Bra-Ket Notation with an implementation of Dirac's bra-
ket notation. In the following chapter we discuss, among other things, the principles 
underlying the Notation package, the creation of a notation for tensors, give further complex 
examples and outline the planned future enhancements. 
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A notation in our context involves the correspondence between the way a mathematician might 
represent a concept and the form that a computer might handle. For example, consider the 
expression fo~ e-x dx and its Mathematica ASCII counterpart Integrate [ Exp [-x], {x, 0, 
Infini ty} ], or the correspondence between V X:3 I x - Xo I < 6 and 
ForAll [x, Abs [x - Xo J < 6 J. (In the last expression we did not exclusively use ASCII since 
o is not a character in the ASCII language and the Xo is subscripted.) These two examples 
illustrate that it is invariably easier to understand an expression if it is presented in a standard 
way. 
There have been many advances in notational systems leading up to the modern computer 
algebra systems. To date, the major computer algebra systems have varying degrees of 
graphically typeset output and to a lesser extent allow some degree of graphically typeset input. 
These systems can be loosely broken down into three categories: 
• Commercial systems, such as Mathematica[342, 343], Maple[57, 58, 59, 152,244], 
MACSYMA[217], AXIOM[177], Derive [302], MathCad [225], and Theorist [25]. 
• Specialized and non-commercial systems, such as GAP [121], Cayley[43, 44], and its 
successor Magma [27, 50, 223], REDUCE [155], and MuPAD[119]. 
• Configurable shell systems, such as CAS/PI [183], CarninoReal [10, 11], and SU[[94] ; 
strictly, these are not computer algebra systems but interfaces to other computer 
algebra engines. 
Generally, the commercial systems have the best interfaces, while some of the shell systems, 
particularly CAS/PI, also have progressive interfaces. However, the shell systems are usually 
not as "polished" or "integrated" due to their developers' lack of resources. The idea of having 
a shell system which is able to interface with different computational engines is an appealing 
one, and there is ongoing work on this idea, for example, the Open Math System [3, 85], and 
IZIC [112, 113]. 
In almost every major system, a common focus has been to have or develop a notational system 
that is recognizable. Bosma & Cannon et al. [26] state that one of their overriding design 
principles of Magma was that the system should have a notation as closely resembling 
recognized algebraic notation as possible. The Maple [57, 58, 59, 152, 244] system has moved 
progressively towards better typeset notations. The latest version of AXIOM Genks & Sutor 
1992 [177]) has a system that interacts with a TeX[194] style environment. Many of the other 
systems such as MuPAD[119], MACSYMA[217]; and Derive[302] have also moved towards 
better notational interfaces. Even some of the older systems like REDUCE now have some 
comparatively simple graphical extensions [49]. 
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It is obvious that a computer algebra system which allows input and presents output in a 
"standard" and recognizable form has a clear advantage over a computer algebra system which 
requires the use of "non-standard" or non-recognizable input and output. Researchers will be 
more interested in results presented in the notationally superior computer algebra system, 
they then do not have to translate these results from arcane linear syntactical expressions. They 
will approach such systems with more familiarity and greater understanding. In addition, the 
documents produced will also be easier to prepare for electronic publishing. Moreover, using a 
familiar notation can greatly demystify the coding of algorithms specific to a field. 
the ability to easily represent objects can sometimes drive the development of mathematical 
algorithms dealing with these objects. In summary, the issue of notations is a critical one. 
Some systems allow the user to introduce new operators and notations; for example, Maple 
the user can override neutral operators. However, most systems are quite limited in how far one 
can add new notations. Mathematica lets the user modify the functions ion and 
which are at the heart of the parsing and formatting of notationsi and by doing 
this, the user can add new notations. Unfortunately, without the Notation package, creating 
lYlaxe.l:!;xpression and MakeBoxes rules becomes problematic for anything but trivial 
additions. 
Currently, the only two systems, apart from Mathematica, known to the author which allow the 
user to change the meaning of notations in a general way are CAS/PI[183] and MuPAD[119]. 
Unfortunately, in CAS/PI the only way to add new notations is through expertly defining new 
grammar rules in a separate language. For more complicated expressions, this becomes very 
difficult. The MuP AD group have very recently announced a new front end (postel & 
Hillebranq[268]), produced by SciFace[289], which appears to have more potential to handle 
customized notations. It is not yet clear how well integrated and extensible their mechanisms 
are. Indeed, it is the author's understanding that one has to compile new templates in order to 
introduce new notations; but it may be that this is somehow internally automated when a 
MuPAD kernel is running. Certainly, the SciFace interface system postdates the introduction of 
the Notation package (1996), and in all likelihood has "borrowed" from the style and results of 
Mathematica. Thus, with the addition of the Notation package, Mathematica was, and probably 
still is, unique amongst computer algebra systems in its capabilities to add new notations that 
are usable in input as well as output. 
The underlying structure of a two dimensional expression in Mathematica, such as r e-x dx, is 
defined in terms of boxes. These boxes represent the underlying structure of an expression. For 
instance, the expression 10 e-x d x is represented by the box structure 
RowBox [ {subsuperscriptBox [" I" F "0" F 11 00 "] F 
RowBox [ { SuperscriptBox [" e" F RowBox [ {" II "x"} ] ] F 
RowBox [ { "ell" F " x" } ] } ] } ] 
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For readability and usability, it is necessary to be able to introduce new notations easily, 
intuitively, and graphically. The Notation package achieves this functionality. Without the 
Notation package, it is necessary to define new notations by constructing explicit 
MakeExpression and MakeBoxes rules. With the Notation package loaded, one can use its 
three main utility functions Notation, Symbolize and InfixNotation - to define 
new notations. At the internal level the package works as a compiler, translating Notation, 
Symbolize and InfixNotation statements into corresponding box structure manipulation 
rules, which are generally long and visually unintuitive. 
If problems arise using the Notation package or when working through the electronic notebook, 
it is extremely helpful to check the expression structure of input and output. One can reveal the 
underlying structure of an expression by clicking in the cell that contains the expression and 
then using the Show Expression command from the Format menu of the front end. 
Before attempting to use the Notation package, the reader must digest at least the next section, 
Vital Preliminaries. 
2.1.2 Vital Preliminaries 
In the introduction we have briefly given some motivation for why it is necessary to be able to 
define and use new notations. In the next two sections - Notation and §2.3 Symbolizations, 
Infix Notations, and InputAliases we will introduce the three main functions of the package: 
Notation, Symbolize and InfixNotation. These sections contain many examples and 
give the flavor of how the Notation package works. In the present subsection we will address 
some vital issues concerning conventions and the entering of notations that will be used 
throughout the rest of this In particular, we will briefly discuss (i) what we mean by a 
notation statement, (ii) the method for entering new notations, and (iii) the method 
entering expressions which involve newly defined notations. 
The Notation package is loaded in the usual way. 
In[1]:= «Utilities 'Notation' 
It is best that the reader wait to use the Notation package until after reading at least the next 
section. However, for those who will not wait, the following is essential information. To 
declare a new notation, it is critically important that one makes use of the notation palettes, 
shown in Figure 2.1.A below, containing the notation templates. (The first one is for 
Mathernatica 3.0; the second, for Mathernatica 4.0.) It is also critically important that, having 
declared a new notation, one does not try to copy and paste parts of it to form new input. 
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Figure 2.1.A 
The notation palette is automatically loaded when the Notation package is loaded. If hidden, 
the palette may be obtained by selecting NotationPalette.nb from the Window menu. If 
accidently closed, it may be retrieved by opening the NotationPalette.nb notebook. 
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In Mathematica 4.0 one can often avoid the explicit use of the notation palette since each of the 
template buttons on this palette has its own pre-defined alias. That is, a Notation statement 
template can be created by Escnotation~, a Symbolize statement template can be '-.L'- .... '-Y. 
by etc. Moreover, the notation palette contains a sixth template, 
[ • , .] , allowing users to introduce their own aliases for expressions, possibly 
but not necessarily containing notations introduced by Notation, Symbolize or 
InfixNotation statements. 
The reason that the notation palette must be used when declaring a notation is that it pastes a 
template whose box structure contains essential hidden tag boxes embedded in the correct way 
(tag boxes will be scrutinized later, in §2.5,4 Tag Boxes in Notation Statements and §3.2.2 Tag 
Boxes). These embedded tag boxes allow Notation, Symbolize and InfixNotation 
statements to properly group and parse the new notations being defined. Furthermore, they 
allow these statements to capture the styling information of the new notation so that the output 
is formatted with the same spacing, sizes, adjustments, etc. as the input. Similarly, the reason 
that parts of a notation declaration must not be copied and then to form new input is 
that the essential tag boxes contained in these parts of the declaration are detrimental to input. 
Both of these reasons will be explained in greater detail in later sections. 
The conventional concept of a 'I notation!1 is that of a style, form or representation of syntactic 
marks. However, throughout this thesis the word 'notation' will generally refer to something 
defined or created by a Notation statement. Occasionally, the word Inotation' will refer to 
anything declared by a Notation, Symbolize, or statement, and on rare 
occasions can even refer to the conventional notion of a notation. should be clear 
the context. 
By analogy, a notation statement is a statement produced by one of the three main notation 
creating functions of the Notation package, that is, either a Notation statementl a Symbolize 
statement or an InfixNotation statement 
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In later sections, specific functions will be introduced enabling one to remove individual 
notations that have already been declared. However, if one would like to collectively remove all 
notations present inside the system, one can use the command ClearNotat []. This 
command removes all notations, symbolizations, and infix notations active in the current 
Mathematica session. 
Syntax for clearing notations. 
Technical Note: Using ClearNotations [l should not affect other packages that do not use tile Notation nor 
should It affect definitions that have been made via MakeExpression or MakeBoxes, 
2.2 Notation 
In this section, we introduce and give examples of how to use the function the first 
of the main functions provided by the Notation package for introducing new notations. 
2.2.1 Notation: An Introduction 
In our description of the Notation function, we will use the notions of parsing and formatting 
see Aho[6], Bennett[20], Watson[330]. In the context of Mathematica, parsing is the 
transforming of input to a kernel expression and formatting is the reverse process of 
transforming a kernel expression to output. (See §2.5.2 Parsing and Formatting for an extended 
discussion.) For example, Mathematica standardly parses the external input 3 + to the 
internal expression Plus [ 3, Power [ x I 2 ] ], and conversely formats this internal expression 
as the external output 3 + x 2 • 
The function Notation takes both an external and an internal representation as arguments. 
forces Mathematica to translate (parse) any input matching the external 
representation into the corresponding internal representation, and! or it Mathematica to 
output any internal expression matching the internal representation in the form of the 
corresponding external representation. The various types of Notation statements are given in 
the following table. 
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Syntax 01 notation declarations. 
Let us illustrate Notation [ ... ] with a simple example. Assume we want to declare a 
notation for a new operator, to be represented externally by ED with a subscripted parameter and 
internally by the function gpl us. Currently, expressions of the x EDl yare not admissible. 
In[1]:= x(fl). y 
Syntax::sntxi Incomplete expression; more is needed. 
X!ltA Y 
We can implement the desired notation effortlessly with the following declaration which, as 
explained in §2.1.2 Vital Preliminaries, we must enter using the Notation [0 = 0] template. 
(Recall that one can obtain this template via either the Notation palette, or via the input alias 
~s~notation~.) 
'The above notation having been declared, any input of the form x EDl y is now admissible and 
is interpreted as gplus [x, y, A]. 
In[2]:= a 90:+13 b / / FullForm 
Out[2jIlFuIiForm= 
gplus [a, b, Plus [a, 13]] 
Conversely, any gpl us expression is now formatted in the newly declared notation. 
In[3]:= gplus [a, 13, r] 
Out[3]= a (fir 13 
The underscores in the Notation statement above represent patterns, just as in normal 
Mathematica rules. What is unusual is that the underscores appear on both sides of the notation 
statement. Let us defer a full explanation of this, and for now just say that they are necessary 
because the single statement sets up transformations in both directions. 
Before we progress on to more involved examples, let us give one more simple example of a 
Notation statement. Let us remove a trivial irritation that arises in the everyday use of 
Mathematica when solving differential equations. In solutions, all constants are normally 
returned in the form C [n] rather than in the textbook form en. 
In[4]:= DSolve [y' I [x] x +y[x], y[x], x] 
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e ix 
OUI[4]= {{y[X] --cl - -2- + e-x C [1] + eX C [2]}} 
In[5]:= Notation [Cn _ ~ C 
In[6]:= %% 
OUI[6]= {{y[xl --cl-
2.2.2 Notation: Examples 
The above notation for en solves a minor irritation in the everyday use of Mathematica. 
However, the main focus of the Notation package is to give the user the ability to define 
notations for input and output that would normally be inadmissible to Mathematica. The 
notation x EElA y was one such example. In this subsection, we consider several more examples 
of notations, many of them practical, which would normally be inadmissible to Mathematica. 
Let us start by creating notations for the Laplace transform and its inverse. 
In[7]:= Notation ~ LaplaceTransform 
This new notation for the Laplace transform is now acceptable and is interpreted correctly. 
In[B]:= L t ... s [Sin [t 11 
Out[8]= 1 
Applying the Laplace transform to a linear combination of general functions gives us the 
corresponding linear combination of Laplace transforms, because of the linearity property of the 
Laplace transform. 
In[9]:= L t ... s [a f [t ] + b g [ t 1 ] 
Out[9]= a L t -> s [f [t] ] + b ... s [g [ t 1 ] 
This confirms that our notation is working correctly with input and output. Further to our 
notation for the Laplace transform, let us create a notation for the inverse Laplace transform. 
In[10):= Notation 
1 
In[11]:= L~~ t [ ---:=-
Out(11)= Sin [t 1 
In[12):= L;~t [a F[s] +bG[s]l 
Out[12]= L~~t[aF[s] +bG[s]l 
~ InverseLaplaceTransform[F_ J S~J e]l 
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In Mathematica 4.0, the Notation palette contains a template button, AddlnputAlias [_ f _], 
which allows a user to add to the current notebook his or her own input alias for a specific 
notation. For example, we could introduce aliases for the above Laplace and inverse Laplace 
Transforms as follows. 
In[13]:= AddInputAlias [1: ...... f "laplace"] 
In[14]:= AddInputAlias [1:;:'. f "invlaplace"] 
Subsequently, any time one wants the Laplace or the inverse Laplace transform template, one 
need only enter [§glaplace[§g or [§ginvlaplace[§g, respectively. 
Technical Note: When an input alias is introduced, it applies only to the notebook in which it was entered. This in contrast 
to the fact that notations, symbolizations, and innx notations work session·wide. Unfortunately, the limited scope of the input 
aliases Is a consequence of the current front end technology. Hopefully, this will be rectified in later releases. 
Next, let us proceed to consider an example which introduces a non-standard notation 
involving the integral symbol. For instance, let us define a notation for a hypothetical 
genericlntegral. 
In[15]:= Notation [1_ = generic Integral [f_f 
In[16]:= 16r II FullForm 
Out[16]IIFuIiForm= 
generic Integral [Derivative [1] [6],~] 
Clearly, generic integrals are now acceptable in input. Similarly, assuming generic 
is itself undefined, any genericlntegral expression is now formatted in the newly declared 
notation. 
In[17]:= generic Integral [6 ! I Action [A]] 
Out[17]= r 6 r 
JAction [AJ 
Later, in §2.6.5 Changing Grouping Behavior, we will define a generic partial derivative notation 
to complement our generic integral notation. In addition, we will define some toy rules for the 
functioning of generic integrals and generic derivatives. 
Our next example creates a notation for the Wigner 3-j symbol, which is used in the coupling of 
angular momenta in quantum mechanics - cf. Racah[272, 273, 274], Brink & Satchler[30], 
Rotenberg[277], Condon & Shortley[75]. The 3-j symbol is a more symmetric form of a 
corresponding Clebsch-Gordon coefficient. 
In[18]:= . ( )2_)3_ ) Notatlon[ 1 = 
m _ m3_ 3) 
ThreeJSymbol [{j1_1 m1_} I 
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This notation consists of a 3x2 grid box, with round braces subscripted by'3j'. 
calculation involving the Wigner 3-j symbol. 
In[19]:= (~ 
-m 1 T 
Out[19]:= - -'-r=====::::::;::-~=====:;=-
As before, we can add an input alias for this notation. 
In[20]:= (0 0 0) [ . ..... ," 3j " ] o 0 03J 
§2.2.2 ; Notation 
is a typical 
A blank template of a Wigner 3-j symbol can now be created by typing in any input cell. 
Until §2.3.5 Adding Input Aliases, we will not add any further input aliases for notations, 
symbolizations, or infix notations, although it is very easy to do so. 
In standard Mathematica, abstract sums are only admissible between limits, if at all. The final 
example of this subsection addresses this shortcoming, by providing at least a notation for 
expressing more abstract sums. (In §5.4.8 Algebraic Sums, we will provide a natural semantics 
for this syntax.) 
In[21]:= Notation [ expr_ <= AlgebraicSum [expr_, 
As the following shows, this notation works correctly with both input and output. 
In[22]:= x y,;\. / / FullForm 
ysr, 
Out[22]IIFuJiForm= 
[Subscript [x, y, A]I Y6r I A6A] 
In[23J:= AlgebraicSum [Xy + y;\., YEr, AEA] 
Out[23]:= 
Almost every character and operator in the Mathematica palette CompleteCharacters can be 
used inside a "notation statement". To reiterate, by a notation statement we mean a statement 
produced by one of the three main notation creating functions of the Notation package, that is, 
either a Notation statement, a Symbolize statement or an InfixNotation statement. 
In the next subsection, we give some examples implementing a semantics for some of our 
customized notations. 
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2.2.3 Notation: Assignments 
In this subsection, we demonstrate, as one expects, that our notations can be used almost 
everywhere in normal input. In particular, notations can be used inside assignment statements. 
This has the great benefit of allowing definitions in the language in which the author / coder 
"thinks". To illustrate, let us introduce some notations, and then proceed to define some 
semantics for the introduced notations. 
For our first example, consider the Laplacian. The traditional notation 
normally unacceptable. 
Syntax: : sntxi Incomplete expression; more is needed. 
a Laplacian is 
Including brackets around does not help. With a Notation statement, however, we can 
make it acceptable. 
In[24]:= Notation = Laplacian [f_1 coorcls_1J 
We assign the properties of the 3-dimensional Cartesian and the 2-dimensional polar co-
ordinate versions of the Laplacian to our Laplacian as follows. 
In[25]:= ,,2 f + Oy,y f + Oz,z f 
x,y/z 
1 1 
r f + Or f + -2 Oe e f 
r r' 
Observe that we have entered the definitions in terms of the newly created notation! That the 
above definitions function correctly is demonstrated by the following. 
In[27]:= (X2 
XtYI Z 
Out[27J= 12 + 6 X2 Y Z4 + 2 y3 z4 
In[28]:= sin [2 el) 
r,e 
Out[28]= 12 Sin [2 el 
In a more abstract setting, the following declares a notation for arrows overscripted by Apply, 
which works with both input and output. 
In[29]:= Notation [r_ 
In[30]:= u 
Out[30]IIFuIiForm= 
v I I FullForm 
lu, 
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In[31]:= myApply [u, v] 
Out[31]= u v 
Simple rilles like linearity can now be entered in a visually intuitive way. 
In[32]::= := a Apply b + a~c 
In[33]:= (Sin [x] + Log [x] ) 
Out[33]= f Log [x] + f Sin [x] 
For the third and final example of this subsection, let us next extend Mathematica's ability to 
build lists with specific conditions. We use a Notation statement to introduce one list-
building notation which mimics standard set-building notation, and then provide a semantics 
for the notation. 
In[34]:= Notation [ 
The following assigns the semantics for ListOfAll. 
In[35]:= {f _ I 
Function [x I 
SetAttributes 
E fisC, condition_} : = 
/@Select [fist, Function [x, condition]] i 
, HoldAll]; 
Here are two simple illustrations of this notation. 
In[37]:= + 1 I i Range [20] , Pr imeQ [ i) } 
Out[37]= { 5, 10, 26, 50, 122, 170, 290, 3 62 } 
In[38]:= {i-7 + 1 liE Range [10] , Sin [)T5 i) > O} 
Out[38]= {2 -7 5, 3 10, 6 -7 3 7, 9 -7 8 2, 1 0 -7 1 0 1 } 
This kind of list constructor would be the precursor to more general Zermelo-Fraenkel set 
theoretic constructors, see Monk [245] . Actually, there are some shortcomings in the way we 
defined the above list-building notation. These will be discussed when we have more fully 
developed some of the necessary background. Specifically, this example is briefly revisited in 
§2.7.2 Prototypical Ket Structures using Named Styles. 
The ability to use notations in definitions and not just calculations is of extraordinary benefit, as 
we shall see throughout the entirety of this thesis. 
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2.2.4 Notation: Explicit Bracketing 
The Notation package has expressly set up so that when a notation is introduced using a 
Notation statement, then what appears on the left-hand side, except spaces and simple 
patterns, is taken literally, that is, as part of the notation being introduced. Thus, apart from 
spaces and simple patterns, everything appearing in the notation statement must also be 
present in any input that is intended to use that notation. (The same holds true for 
Symbolize and statements, to be discussed in §2.3 Symbolizations, Infix 
Notations, and InputAliases.) For example, consider 
In[39):= Notation [ s = Semantic [expr_J J 
When using the above notation, $ is recognized as a Semantic wrapper if and only if 
parentheses are included in the input expression. 
In[40):= FullForm /@ { (a, s' Hs} 
Out[40]= {Semantic [a, b] , Subscript [H, §]} 
Thus, the brackets need to be literally present for the notation to function. 
One could even use Notat to introduce high-level changes or additions to existing basic 
Mathematica notation. For example, some misguided individual might want to denote lists 
using angle-brackets '( )' rather than the standard curly brackets '{ y. To accomplish this 
effortlessly, we enter the following. 
In[41]:= Notation [ = {efms_}] 
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The new notation is now active and works with both input and output, as expected and desired. 
In[42]:= { a, L b, 2} 
Out[42]= (a, L b, 2) 
In[43]:= MatrixForm /@ ( «1, 2), (3, 4», {{a, b}, {e, d}} > 
However, such a fundamental and radical change of standard Mathematica notation is to be 
greatly discouraged. we remove it immediately. 
In[44]:= RemoveNotation [(efms_> = {efms_. _}] 
30 : Notation 
AB we see in the above examples, each of the external and internal parts of a notation statement 
can have embedded patterns. However, there are added complications when the patterns are 
complex ones for example, if they contain embedded conditions. So, until the next chapter, 
we will assume that all patterns inside notation statements are simple patterns, namely of the 
form labeL, label_, or label_. Once a new notation involving simple patterns has been 
declared, one is free to use it like any other Mathematica notation. Therefore, of course one is 
free to use complex patterns in definitions that use the new notation. 
We can put the forgoing together to create a new notation for functions, more in keeping with 
the way mathematicians denote pure functions. 
In[45]:= Notation [ !--7 bod}L) I< <=> Function [arg_ J bodY-ll 
In[46]:;= Function + 11 
Out[46]= (X!--7 + 1) I< 
In[47):= f + Sin [2 xJ) I< 
Out[47]= (X!--7 +Sin[2x])1< 
Oearly, our new notation is working correctly in both input and output. We can, of course, use 
these pure functions as one normally would. 
In[48):= f' 
Out[48)= (X!--7 3 x 2 + 2 Cos [2 xl ) I< 
Our notation also works for functions of more than one variable. 
In[49)::= g = ( I Y} !--7 x 3 y2 ) I< 
Out[49)= ({XI Y}!--7 y2 ) & 
In[50j:= 
Out[50]= 
AB a motivation for our next example, observe that the standard 
Mathematica can not handle pure functions. 
In[51]::= f f dlx 
out[51]= x ( (x !--7 
function in 
Unquestionably, this is mathematical nonsense. We could override but instead let 
us introduce a notation and a definition for integrating pure functions. First, the notation. 
In[52]:= Notation [ if-<=> FUnctionlntegral [f -lJ 
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We can now codify how Functionlntegral works on pure functions. (Note the 
inter-mixing of notations.) 
In[53]:= HOldPattern[1 (.A._Symbol 1---7 f_)&] := 
(A 1---7 Evaluate@SimPlify[f (JI. 1---7 f) & [A] ellA]) & 
In[54]:= f 
Out[54]= (x 1---7 x 3 + Sin [2 ) & 
In[55]:= If 
Out[55]= (x 1---7 2COS[2X]})& 
The previous examples concerning the creation of notations for integral-like functions are not as 
contrived as they might at first seem. Certain integrals are sometimes not easily solvable, and it 
is necessary to use a more specialized function, only applicable to certain classes of integrands. 
For two selected instances, see Feagin[107} AN.2 and AN.3, or Trott [312] problem 12.8a. 
All the above notations were straightforward to declare using the function Notation. The 
notations that will be introduced in the rest of §2.2 Notation and in §2.3 Symbolizations, Infix 
Notations, and InputAliases, will also be easily declared. However, one must not be misled into 
thinking that any notation one can type into a notebook can so easily be made acceptable. 
Examples in this chapter, of notations which require more advanced techniques, will be given in 
§2.6.5 Changing Grouping Behavior and §2.7 Bra-Ket Notation. A reasonable treatment of tensors 
- such as that appearing in the next chapter, §3.4 Tensorial Notation requires extensive use 
of such advanced techniques. 
2.2.5 Notations that only Parse or only Format 
So far, we have restricted consideration to Notation statements involving just' t;::::::/, that is, 
notations which both parse input and format output. However, one can restrict a notation to 
only parse or only format by using' =!;' or' ¢=', respectively, instead of' ~', in the Notation 
statement. 
First, we will describe notations that only parse, that is, notations of the form Notation [ ... =!; 
... ]. To illustrate this style of notation, let us add a new variant of our pure function notation 
introduced in the previous subsection. 
In[56]:= Notation [x_ 1---7 body~ = Function [X_I bodY_ll 
In[57]:= f {x I y} 1---7 (z 1---7 x 3 y2 + z) 
Out[57]= ( {x, y} 1---7 (z 1---7 x 3 y2 + z) & ) & 
In[58]:= f [a, b] 
32 : Notation 
Out[58]= 
Since (X H f) & has already been defined as the notation for Func t i on [x, f] in the previous 
section, it is appropriate that we only enter a parsing notation for x H f. (As an aside, for 
output formatting, we used the notation (x H f)& in preference to x H f the former 
circumvents a bug in the parenthesization routines of Mathematica 3.0 and 4.0.) 
The standard notation in Mathematica for partial differentiation is to use a, as in Ox f. With the 
use of a Notation statement, we can easily define another input notation for partial 
differentiation that looks more traditional, at least for nth order partials with respect to the same 
variable. 
In[59]:= Notation [ 
In[60]::= 
If we wish, we can override how Mathematica normally formats the output of internal 
expressions such as Deri vati ve [n] [f] [x] by the following. 
In[61]:= Notation [-~-"- <= Derivative [1] [f_l [x_] ] 
Notation [~~=...::..-==-- <= Derivative [n_l[f_l 
Derivatives are now formatted according to the new derivative notation. 
In[63]:= {rex I [tl, (z + r) I I [ql } 
Out[63]= {a 
To create a completely general definition to handle mixed partial derivatives using traditional 
notation more advanced techniques, covered in the next chapter (primarily the 
techniques to be presented in §3.3 Complex Patterns in Notations). 
We have seen some examples of notation statements that only parse and some that only format. 
In §3.4 Tensorial Notation, we will see an important example where, instead of giving a single 
notation statement that both parses and formats, it is preferable to give separate statements for 
how to tensor input and how to format tensor output. 
It is strongly recommended that notations should be defined, where possible, in such a way that 
they are usable for both input and output, since users will generally expect this functionality. 
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We close this section by reiterating our previous warning. For a syntactically complex notation, 
a natural tendency might be to try to save time and effort, even for creating one's first usage 
instance, by just copying the new notation from the defining notation statement and then 
pasting the copied pattern where one wants it, possibly as a template. However, this is very 
dangerous and should be avoided, for reasons which will become clear later. Be advised that, in 
generat if one tries a copy/paste operation based on the contents of a Notation, Symbolize, 
or InfixNotation statement, then a hidden and unwanted tag box may well be copied. 
Instead, if possible, use an input alias which we touched on in §2.2.2 Notation: Examples, and we 
treat in detail in §2.3.5 Adding Input Aliases. 
2.3 Symbolizations, Infix Notations, 
and InputAliases 
2.3.1 Symbolize 
Let us start by first discussing exactly what constitutes a symbol in Mathematica. A symbol is a 
sequence of characters, each character being either a letter, a letter-like form, or a digit, with the 
first character being non-numeric. However, unlike many older languages, Mathematica is 
much more generous in which characters are allowed to make up a symbol. These characters 
include Greek, script, gothic, double struck, and extended Latin letters, as well as a large range 
of letter-like forms, such as various technical symbols, shapes, icons, and textual markers. (For 
a complete list of all letters and letter-like forms, see Wolfram[342] §A.12 Listing of Named 
Characters.) As an example of a bizarre symbol, consider 
In[1]:= 0:2 tlk5'7(~wow / / Head 
Out[1]= Symbol 
of mathematical notation often want to treat a 2-dimensional pattern of marks as an 
inseparable whole, as a name, a label. For instance, when considering 1-dimensional motion 
along a straight line, we might wish to represent the initial position and velocity of a particle by 
Xo and va, respectively. For 3-dimensional motion, we might instead use and 
respectively. In quantum mechanics, a physicist might wish to denote the initial and final states 
of a system by iftj and ift f. In chemistry, one uses to denote the conventional molar 
enthalpy of an ideal gas. In finance, one uses rf to denote the risk-free rate. In mathematics, 
we might wish to denote the zero of a special algebraic structure by 0*. 
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Mathematica usually 2-dimensional structures into i-dimensional full expressions 
which are not symbols. So, if we want to be able to treat a particular 2-dimensional structure as 
a symbot that if we wish to symbolize a structure, then we must be able to over-ride 
Mathematica's normal parsing behavior, and tell it instead to parse such a structure into a 
standard i-dimensional symbol. The function Symbolize does exactly this. 
Syntax of symbolization declarations. 
To illustrate the behavior of Symbolize, let us compare Xo and Yo after we have made use of 
the Symbolize template to symbolize Xo but not Yo. 
In[2]:= 
Now Xo is treated as a symbol but Yo is not, as we see by 
In[3]:= Head /@ {xo I Yo} 
Out[3]= , Subscript} 
It is instructive to examine the symbol to which Xo is parsed and the expression to which Yo is 
parsed. 
In[4]::= FullForm /@ {xo I Yo} 
Out[4]= I Subscript [y I O]} 
Values can be assigned to both Xo and Yo. 
In[5]:= Xo 4 i Yo: 5 
In[6]::= + 6, Yo + 6} 
Out[6]= {10 Ill} 
The definition of Xo can be queried in the normal way, since Xo now parses to a symbol. 
In[7]:= ? Xo 
However, ? Yo is inadmissible since Yo is a composite object and not a symbol. 
In[8]:= ? Yo 
Information: :ssym : Yo is not a symbol or a string. 
Out[8]= Information [Yo, LongForm -'; False] 
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Regrettably! the quickest way to obtain the names and values of subscripted but non-
symbolized expressions so far introduced is to use ?Subscript. 
Technical Note: Unfortunately, Mathematica is somewhat inconsistent in its handling of subscripts, Paralleling other 
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Mathematica value functions, the rlA~i"'nAr~ ideally should have introduced a separate value function, say ScriptValues, to 
contain these values, 
Before proceeding, let us clear values of Xo and Yo. 
In[9]:= clear [xo] i Yo:;;. 
We cannot use Clear [Yo] Yo is not a symbol. Of course Xo still parses to a symbol. If 
desired! the symbolization for Xo can be removed via RemoveSymbolize. 
In[10]:= RernoveSymbolize [xo] 
2.3.2 Symbolizing a Class of Expressions 
Symbolize can also be used to symbolize an entire class of expressions. For example! some-
times we may want to collectively specify that all labels having the same name part but different 
subscripts should be treated as symbols. For instance! when considering a force field F in 
dynamics! one often uses to denote the Cartesian components! and F rt Fe! F </l to 
denote the spherical components, etc. We can collectively handle all these cases with the 
following single command, which symbolizes Fanything' 
In[11]:= Symbolize [ 
We can now check whether various instances of F"ny_ are symbols, by checking if they have 
head Symbo 1. 
In[12]:= Head I@ {Fx' 
Out[12]= { Symbo 1, Symbo 1 } 
Every new instance of a composite symbol gets a new full 
following. 
In[13]:= {Fx( Fl+2 ( Fx} II FullForrn 
Out[13111Full Form= 
List [ 
name! as we see by the 
Since the lX' appearing in a composite symbol such as 'Fx' is truly part of the symbot we are 
also free to use 'x! again in other roles. For example! consider following, which first defines 
and then calculates the force in the x-direction of an inverse-squared central force field. 
kx 
In[15]:= {Fx[2, 1,2], Fx[x, 1, 2] l.x~2} 
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2 k 2 k 
OUI[i5j= {27 I 2:7} 
Technical Note: A generalized symbolization statement such as Symbolize I does not actually create any symbols; it 
just sets up rules for creating symbols, so that any expression matching F __ is symbolized when entered. As currently 
implemented, the Notation package does not keep track of any symbols added by usage of a generalized symbolization, so that 
removing such a symbolization does not remove the symbols created by its usage, 
considered symbolizations of the form Symbolize J, let us next consider 
symbolizations of the form [anythinglabel J. For example, it is common in science and 
engineering to denote the initial value of some quantity using a subscript 10'. We might wish to 
that the initial coordinates of a particle are xo, Yo, Zo , the initial electric field is Eo (f), etc. 
In[i6]:: Symbolize [any_o J 
Every instance of a symbolized "initial value" symbol gets a new full form name, as we see by 
the following. 
In[i7]:= 10 / I FullForm 
Eo I / FullForm 
Oul[i7jIlFuIiForm= 
I~Subscript~O 
Oul[i8]IIFuIiForm= 
E~Overscript----..RightVector~Subscript~O 
Creating a symbolization such as Symbolize [-0 J introduces the potential for confusion. 
instance, we can now have two expressions that have the same display form, but quite different 
full forms, as we next demonstrate. 
In[i9]:= {zo, Zi /. i -7 O} 
OUI[i9]= {zo I zo} 
In[20]:= FullForm/@{zo/ Zi /. i-70} 
Oul[20J= {z~Subscript~O, Subscript[z, oJ} 
Although we have only given two forms of symbolizations in this subsection, it is important to 
point out that a symbolization can be as general as the patterns used inside the symbolization 
statement. We now turn our attention to one of the main reasons why it is sometimes 
necessary to have the capabilities of the Symbo 1 i z e command, 
§2.3.3 : Symbolizations, Infix Notations, and InputAliases 
2.3.3 Symbolized Structures as Pattern 
Variables 
Though subscripted variables can not be used as pattern names in function definitions in 
Mathematica, symbolized expressions which look like subscripted variables can. Thus, 
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Symbol allows a user to create formulas in a more familiar notation. However, one must 
be careful to formulate pattern expressions in the form CompositePatternVariable : Pattern Content, 
otherwise Mathematica will interpret the pattern expression as CompositePatternVariable * 
Pattern Content. To clarify, let us symbolize kan.lL and then examine patterns involving a 
subscripted k label. 
In[21]:= 
In[22]:= kl _ / / FullForm 
Out[22]IIFuIiForm= 
Times , Blank [11 
is being interpreted not as a pattern labeled by but as k~ times 
anything. This problem can be avoided by using symb : ,which is equivalent to symb_ . 
We can confirm that kl : _ is interpreted as a pattern labeled by kl from the following. 
In[23]:= k l : / / FullForm 
Out[23]IIFuIIForm= 
Pattern [k...-..Subscript~l, Blank [11 
Often in science, one defines certain functions in terms of subscripted variables. The 
corresponding function definitions in Mathematica would then be in terms of patterned 
subscripted variables. However, Mathematica does not allow unsymbolized objects to appear as 
names of patterns in the definition of a function, as is next illustrated. 
In[24]:= f [Xl : : Sin[xll 
Syntax::sntxf: " cannot be followed by "Xl: 
f : Sin[xlJ 
Using subscripted names which have been symbolized avoids this problem. For example, 
consider the following definition of the transmission coefficient for an incident wave packet on 
a potential step under certain physical conditions, where our subscripted names have already 
been symbolized. 
In[24j:= transmissionCoefficient [kl 
We can see that this function works as intended. 
In[251:= transmissionCoefficient [a, /3] 
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Out[25]= 1 _ 4 0: (3 
(0:+(3)2 
Technical Note: In some versions of Mathematica, the option ShortBoxForm must be set to False in order to use 
pattern variables which are actually structures that have been symbolized. Otherwise, notebooks can become 
corrupted. This option can be set by using the option inspector in the Format menu. The option should be set to False at 
a notebook or global level. 
a more complex example using Symbolize, see §2.6.S Changing Grouping Behavior. 
Since many of the examples so using Symbolize have involved subscripted variables, it 
must be pointed out that non-symbolized subscripted variables are equally important. 
example, if one wants to manipulate a series of elements, then non-symbolized subscripted 
variables are necessary, as the following demonstrates. 
In[26]:= Symbolize [z_J 
3 3 
In[27]:= t~= Yj, L Zj } 
j =0 j =0 
Out[27]= {Yo + Yl + Y2 + Y3, 4 Zj } 
summary, if one wants to refer to a subscripted variable X2 as a special case of Xi, then one 
should not symbolize X2. If one thinks of X2 as a label or name, much like x2, then it may pay 
to symbolize it. 
Before we continue, the general symbolizations of k and z, subscripted by anything, should be 
removed. 
In[28]:= RemoveSymbolize ] i 
RemoveSymbolize[z_] i 
2.3.4 I nfix Notations 
InfixNotation is the third fundamental function of the Notation package. It enables us to 
declare that a composite object, such as +'R, will be treated as an infix notation. Although we 
can achieve this to a limited extent with a Notation statement, it will become apparent in 
§2.6.3 InfixNotation Revisited, that notation statements are not always sufficient. 
Syntax of Infix notation declarations. 
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ion takes as arguments both a composite object and a symbol. The composite 
object the infix operator, and the symbol represents the full form head of the 
corresponding function. A simple parallel of this duality in Mathematica is that the infix 
notation' +' has the full form head Plus. 
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To illustrate 
form of 
let us declare that the composite object + {} should act as an infix 
In[30]:= InfixNotation [+{} I Join] 
Now, input involving + {} will be parsed to a kernel expression involving and reciprocally 
a kernel expression involving Join will be formatted using +{}. Moreover, this parsing and 
formatting will be done in keeping with the properties of Join, as is next illustrated. 
In[31]:= {a, b} +{} {b, c} +{} {c , d} 
Out[31]= {a, b, b, C I C I d} 
In[32]:= Join[{a, b}, {b, cL {c l d}] //HoldForm 
Out[32]= { a I b} + {} {b I c} + {} {c I d} 
Let us another simple use of infix notation. Normally, Mathematica formats the 
function Or as I I, as we see when we solve the following inequality. 
In[33]:= < < Al gebr a' Inequal i t ySo 1 ve ' 
In[34]:= Inequali tySol ve [x (- 3 + x 2 ) (- 2 + x 2 ) > 0 I x] 
Out[34]= ...[3 < x < ...[2 I I 0 < x < Y2 I I x > {3 
us change the formatting of Or from II to the more mathematically standard symbol v. 
In[35]:= InfixNotation [V lOr] 
Now the previous output is formatted with V. 
In[36]:= %% 
Out[36]= -...[3 < x < Y2 V 0 < x < Y2 V x > {3 
Common infix notations which we will subsequently adopt are in place of === and $ in place 
of ! Strangely, the input alias for '=.' is [§g===[§g and that of is yet there is 
no default interpretation for either =. or $.We fix this as follows. 
In[37]:= InfixNotation[=, SameQ] 
InfixNotation [;;: I UnsameQ] 
In certain circumstances, InfixNotation has major advantages over Notation. For 
instance, one might naively assume that it is possible to obtain the same change to the format-
ting of Or as above by using a notation statement like Notation .Y-] ] . 
This and other circumstances necessitate the specialized function These 
circumstances will be fully explained later, in §2.6.3 InfixNotation Revisited. 
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------ ........... _ ...... ---------------
Technical Note: InfixNotation can be interpreted as a considerably more advanced formulation of the standard infix 
form offunctions - f - see the Mathematica Book 2,1.3 [342], 
2.3.5 Adding Input Aliases 
In the forgoing, we have only briefly touched on one of the important issues that the user 
when using the Notation package. Once notations have been defined, it is critically important 
that the user can enter them easily. The notations we will use can become exceedingly 
complex, as we will see in later sections. As has previously been mentioned in the earlier §2.2.2 
Notation: Examples, we can add input aliases, so that a notation may be entered using an escape 
sequence, such as [§Qstring[§Q. 
Syntax for adding input aliases. 
As an example, we can easily create an input alias for the function myApply, created in §2.2.3 
Notation: Assignments. 
In[39]:= AddlnputAlias [0 0, "myApply"] 
Then, entering @gmyApply@g in a normal input cell would produce the following template. 
D D 
Next, we enter an input alias for the notation for pure functions created in §2.2.4 Notation: 
Explicit Bracketing. 
In[40]:= AddlnputAlias [ & f "function&" J 
Finally, we can create an input alias for something that has nothing at all to do with any 
notations introduced by notation statements. Here is an input alias for an integral over 
momentum space. 
In[41]:= AddlnputAlias lIintd4"] 
Unfortunately, input aliases are only added to the individual notebook in which the command 
AddlnputAlias is executed, rather than the current front end session. It is not possible in 
Mathematica version 4.0 to add things to the front end session, although it is hoped that this 
feature may be available in later versions of Mathematica. 
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2.4 Options 
The basics of the Notation package have now been covered. This section describes the options 
common to the functions Notation, Symbolize, and InfixNotation. These functions all 
take the options WorkingForm and Action. In addition, the Notation package has a local 
option, AutoLoadNotationPalette, which affects the loading of the palette. 
2.4.1 The Option Working Form 
The working form option and some of its possible values. 
The option WorkingForm specifies the form or environment in which a notation works, be it a 
Notation, Symbolize or InfixNotation statement. It does this by generating and 
adding rules to the grammar, rules which only work for input and / or output of the form 
specified by WorkingForm. 
The typical values of WorkingForm are StandardForm or Tradi tionalForm. However, 
WorkingForm can be set to any form we define, for instance LogicForm, sForm, 
etc. One can view the current list of working forms by examining the value of $BoxForms. 
The mechanisms whereby a new working form can be defined are illustrated shortly. 
When WorkingForm is set to Automatic, the working form will be the value of 
DefaultOutputFormatType. To see or set this front end option, one can use the menu 
item Default Output Format Type under the Cell menu. (For the purposes of this article, the 
default format types for both input and output are set to StandardForm.) The default value of 
WorkingFormisAutomat 
Let us illustrate these concepts by creating a Tradi tionalForm notation for the vector 
calculus functions Div, Curl, and the wrapper Vector. (Though not always necessary, the 
following Notation statements themselves are entered in traditional form.) 
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In[1]:= Notation [V .expr _ ¢::::} Div[expt _], WorkingForm ~ TraditionalForm] 
Notation[V x Curl [expr _], WorkingForm ~ TraditionalForm] 
Notation [v_ Vector[v.J, WorkingForm ~ TraditionalForm] 
These notations behave as expected: they only apply to expressions both entered and returned 
in Tradi tionalForm. For example, let us first enter V x a in Tradi tionalForm, -and 
return the result in tionalForm. 
In[4]:= V xa /1 TraditionalForm 
Out[4]lfTraditional Form= 
Vxa 
If we enter expressions in Tradi tionalForm but return the output in the default output 
format type, StandardForm, our expressions will be parsed but not formatted. 
In[5j:= V xa 
Out[5]= Cur 1 
As we see, the parsing rules for Curl and Vector were applied, but the formatting rules were 
not. Let us now enter a more complicated Tradi tionalForm expression and return, by 
default, a StandardForm result 
In[6):= V .(V xa x b) + V .(a + b) 
Out[6]= Div [Curl [a] x Vector [b] ]] + Div [Vector [a] + Vector [b] ] 
However, as previously indicated, our notations only parse expressions entered in 
Tradi t We can see this by trying to enter V x a in StandardForm. 
In[7]:= V x it 
Syntax: :sntxf "V" cannot be followed by " an. 
If we want to create a notation that parses input entered in, say, forma and formats output in, 
say, formb, then we can use a Notation [ ... => ... ] type statement with the option 
WorkingForm set to forma and a Notation [ ... ¢= ... ] type statement with the option 
Wor kingForm set to formb. 
To illustrate functioning with a non-standard form and also illustrate how to 
add a new form to the current list of working forms, let us that MyEng ineeringForm 
has the parent form StandardForm and add it to the list of box 
In[7]:= wasProtected = Unprotect [ParentForm] i 
ParentForm[MyEngineeringForm] = StandardFormi 
Protect[Evaluate[wasProtected]] i 
[$BoxForms, MyEngineeringForm] i 
Now we can enter new notations for MyEngineeringForm, just as we would for the forms 
StandardForm and Tradi tionalForm. 
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In[11]:= Notation [Ji = I, 
In[12]:= I + 1 II MyEngineeringForm 
Out[12]IIMyEngineeringForm:: 
l+Ji 
~ MyEngineeringForm] 
The function ParentForm and the variable $BoxForms are minimally documented in 
Mathematica, and therefore only advanced users should try to use the above kind of 
functionality. However, for the advanced user, it is even possible to add this new form to the 
menus in the front end. 
2.4.2 The Option Action 
The action option and its possible values. 
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The Notation, Symbolize, and InfixNotation option Action determines what a 
notation statement does with the rules it generates. The default value of the Action option is 
CreateNotationRules, which causes the generated rules to be entered into the system. 
The following statement creates a notation for iterated unions in keeping with sums and 
products. 
n_ 
In[13]:= Notation[ U expr..;.. = IteratedUnion[expr_, 
Action ~ createNotationRules] 
Iterated unions now use this new notation. 
n 
In[14]:= U Jii II FullForm 
i = 0 
Out[14]1IFuIiForm= 
IteratedUnion[ [Ji, i], List [I, 0, nl] 
If the Action option is set to RemoveNotationRules, then the notation rules are removed 
from the system. Using the option value RemoveNotationRules in a notation statement is 
equivalent to using the appropriate RemoveNotat i on, RemoveSymbolize or 
RemovelnfixNotation statement. 
The following removes the above notation from the system. 
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n_ 
In[15]:= Notation [ U expr_ IteratedUnion [expr_, 
Action ~ RemoveNotationRules] 
Now the special notation for iterated unions is no longer defined. 
n 
In[161:= U.9'!i 
i 0 
Syntax::sntxi Incomplete expression; more is needed. 
By setting the option Action to PrintNotationRules, we can actually print out and view 
the rules generated by a notation statement. In fact, using this option in §3.2.1 The Functioning 
behind the Notation Package, we will be able to see how notation statements actually accomplish 
their intended behavior. 
2.4.3 The Package Option 
AutoLoadNotationPalette 
The option to control automatic loading of the notation palette. 
If one is designing a new package that relies on the Notation package, it may be desirable that 
the notation palette does not load when the new package loads (so as not to confuse users). 
This is accomplished by setting AutoLoadNotationPalette to False inside the new 
package as follows: 
utilities'Notation'AutoLoadNotationPalette = False 
If the value of AutoLoadNotationPalette is undefined or set to True, then the notation 
palette will be loaded when the new package loads the Notation package. 
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2.4.4 The Symbolize Option 
SymbolizeRootName 
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Unless directed otherwise, Symbolize will automatically generate the full form name to be 
used for a symbolized version of a particular structure. Sometimes the user may wish to directly 
specify the full form name. This is the purpose of the option SymbolizeRootName. 
The option for generating a new root name when symbolizing and its behavior. 
instance, in electromagnetism two constants arise: the permittivity EO and penneability Jio of 
free space. Let us first symbolize EO and flo without making use of the above option. 
In[17]:= Symbolize [eo] 
Symbolize [,uo] 
In[19):= FullForm I@ {eo, ,uo} 
out[19]= {e~Subscript~O, ,u~Subscript~O} 
It is evident that the symbol names that the Notation package chose were not close to any 
descriptive names a physicist might use. Using the option zeRootName we can 
choose more appropriate names as follows. 
In[20]:= Symbolize [eo, SymbolizeRootName -7 "PermittivityFS"] 
Symbolize [,uo , SymbolizeRootName -7 "] 
Now the full forms of these symbols are more recognizable. 
1 
In[22):= . ~ II Full Form 
'V eo ,uo 
Out[221I1FuliForm= 
Power [Times [permeabilityFS, PermittivityFS], Rational [-1, 2]] 
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2.5 Box Structures 
2.5.1 Introduction to Box Structures 
N ow that the basic ideas and functions of the Notation package have been presented, we should 
briefly describe how Mathematica actually represents expressions in the front end. At a 
fundamentallevet all Mathematica front end input and output is made up of box structures, that 
is, nested collections of boxes. When one enters a parsable textual expression into Mathematica, 
the corresponding box structure is parsed into an internal full form expression, internal 
evaluation then occurs, and finally the resulting internal expression is transformed back into a 
box structure for displaying in the Mathematica front end. For example, consider the expression 
(2.S.a) 
Internally, the front end stores this expression as 
FractionBox [SubscriptBox [ "a", "i"], 
RowBox [ {SuperscriptBox [ "3", "2"], "+", "1"} ]]] (2.S.b) 
This can be revealed by using the Show Expression command from the Format menu of the 
front end. If the text of an input cell constitutes an admissible (or acceptable) expression, that is, 
one that can be parsed to a full form, then another way of seeing its box structure is to apply the 
function MakeBoxes to it. 
In[1]:= MakeBoxes [ 3 2a: 1 1 
Out[1]= FractionBox [SubscriptBox [ "a", "i" J , 
RowBox[{SuperscriptBox["3" , "2"J, "+", "l"}JJ 
MakeBoxes takes an acceptable kernel expression and essentially converts it to its box 
structure without evaluation. Reciprocally, to see how the front end will display a given box 
structure we can use DisplayForm. 
In[2]:= % II DisplayForm 
Out[2]IIOisplayForm= 
ai 
---
3 2 + 1 
ToBoxes, a function similar to MakeBoxes, also shows the box structure of an acceptable 
kernel expression, but after evaluation. 
In[3]:= ToBoxes [ 3 2a~ 1 1 
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Out[3]= FractionBox [ [na ll f lIift] I "10 11 ] 
At this stage, it is suggested that the reader should become familiar with the contents of §2.8.3 
The Representation of Textual Forms and §2.8.10 Representing Textual Forms by Boxes, of the 
Mathematica Book [342]. These sections give several examples describing the boxes listed 
above. However, let us give a brief encapsulation of the information contained in these sections 
by looking at some simple box structures using MakeBoxes. 
SubscriptBox is used to represent a subscript. 
In[4]:= MakeBoxes [ai ] 
Out[4]= SubscriptBox [fla", II i"] 
Note that admissible symbols such as Greek letters are treated in a box structure in the same 
way as symbols consisting of ordinary alphanumeric characters. 
FractionBox is used to represent a fraction. 
In[5]:= MakeBoxes [ : ] 
Out[5]= FractionBox[",9'I" , ":B"] 
RowBox is used to group together a sequence of boxes and/ or strings appearing in an 
expression. 
In[6]:= MakeBoxes [a 2 + 
Out[6]= RowBox[{SuperscriptBox["a" , "2"], "+"," "}] 
From this, it is evident that the expression 0:2 + 13_ is represented as a RowBox containing a list 
of three items: a SuperscriptBox structure followed by two strings. 
Most of the other boxes have similarly intuitive meanings. For example, a FrameBox puts a 
visible frame around another box structure, while a modifies the style of the box 
structure it surrounds, say by turning the text green and using a different font. 
In Mathematica versions 3.0 and 4.0, the accepted fundamental boxes are SubscriptBox, 
SuperscriptBox, SubsuperscriptBox, UnderscriptBox, OverscriptBox, 
UnderoverscriptBox, FractionBox, SqrtBox, RadicalBox, RowBox, GridBox, 
FrameBox, InterpretationBox, FormBox, S AdjustmentBox, 
ButtonBox, and TagBox. 
TagBox figures prominently in the rest of this chapter, and indeed thesis, and lies at the heart 
of the Notation package. The Mathematica Book [342] contains no information of substance on 
tag boxes, which is extremely unfortunate since they are vital to achieving any significant 
notational changes, as we will see in later sections. 
Let us comment on what takes place in the Mathematica front end during editing. one edits 
an expression on-screen, the internal box structure is being correspondingly manipulated. 
Consider the following incomplete input. 
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Internally, the front end stores this incomplete expression as a box structure; and as one edits 
this textual expression, say typing '1' after the , the internal box structure is correspondingly 
manipulated. Any Mathematica textual expression in an input cell, even an ill-formed or 
incomplete one, has a corresponding box structure, that is, a nested collection of boxes. 
In(7]:= Times [XI y] II FullForm 
Out[7]/lFull Form= 
Times ,y] 
Consider the box structures of the texhlally similar expressions x2, x+ and . The first is both 
admissible, i.e. parsable, and meaningful. The second is acceptable but not meaningful - for 
example, has no defined value. The third is not even normally admissible. Yet, all three have 
corresponding box structures. In fact, they have the same basic box structure, namely 
SuperScript [ "x" I script], where script is '2', '+', or '±'. To reiterate, one must not confuse a 
textual expression being admissible with its having a box structure. 
Having minimally discussed box structures, we can elucidate the functioning of Symbolize. 
Let us symbolize £.,-1. This does not change the box structure of £,-1 into that of a true symbot 
as we see from the following. 
In[8]:= Symbolize I SymbolizeRootName -> "Llnverse"] 
MakeBoxes [1:-1 ] 
Out[9J= Superscr iptBox [ "1:" I RowBox [ {" - 11 I "1"}]] 
However, it does change what the box structure of £.,-1 parses to, and that indeed is a symbol; 
and conversely that symbol formats to £.,-1. 
In[10]:= II FullForm 
Out[10]IIFuIiForm= 
Llnverse 
2.5.2 Parsing and Formatting 
Let us take a look at the overall process of going from an input expression to a corresponding 
output result. As has been pointed out, each structured expression is stored in the front end in 
terms of a box structure. When the Mathematica kernel receives input from the front end, the 
input box structure is transformed into a kernel expression. Evaluation then takes place within 
the kerneL Finally, the resulting internal expression is transformed back into a box structure for 
display in the Mathematica front end if an output is returned. Transforming a box structure to a 
kernel expression is referred to as parsing, and the reverse, transforming a kernel expression to a 
box structure, is referred to as formatting. 
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Figure 2.S.A : The process of parsing, evaluation, and formatting. 
The function that carries out parsing is MakeExpression. It is called when the front end 
passes a box structure to the kernel for eventual evaluation. MakeExpression creates a 
kernel full form expression from the supplied box structure. For example 
In[11]:= MakeExpression[RowBox[{"a", "+", RowBox[{"3" , " ", "4"}]}]] II 
FullForm 
Out[11]IIFuIIForm= 
HoldComplete [Plus [a, Times [3, 4J J J 
The HoldComplete in the output is present to ensure that no evaluation of the expression 
takes place during parsing. The parsing process is quite separate from the evaluation process. 
(The FullForm is included so we can see the structure of the result.) 
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The function that carries out the formatting is MakeBoxes, which we have already mentioned 
in the previous section. MakeBoxes is normally called once an evaluation is complete and the 
resulting expression needs to be transformed into a box structure to be sent back to the front 
end for display. For example 
In[12]:= MakeBoxes [Plus [a, Times [3, 4J J] 
Out[12]= RowBox [ { "a", "+", RowBox [ { "3", " " "4" } J } ] 
MakeBoxes and MakeExpression are inverses of each other. We can represent their 
behavior by the following diagram. 
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Kernel 
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Figure 2.5.B : Reciprocal nature of MakeExpression and MakeBoxes. 
One important factor in the above model is that the Mathematica front end normally strips 
superfluous spacing characters, styling information, and other boxes that do not change the 
underlying expression before the box structure is even passed to MakeExpression. 
Therefore, it is generally not possible to distinguish notations on the basis of italics or other 
stylistic features that are stripped out. For example, it would not be easy, if at all possible, to set 
up a notation to recognize bold objects as vectors. (However, one could use tag boxes to 
visually emulate this. Better still, one could use tag styles see §2.6.7 Style Sheets and Tag 
Styles.) 
Finally, it is clear from the above diagram that MakeBoxes applies just to kernel expressions. 
Yet, in the previous subsection, we had many examples of what appeared to be the application 
of MakeBoxes to "2-D expressions" which appeared not to be kernel expressions. But is 
no conflict. To see this, consider MakeBoxes [ 3;! 1 ]. The box structure of this gets passed to 
MakeExpress i on, which results in 
In[13]:= HoldComplete [ 
MakeBoxes [Subscript [a, iJ, Power [Plus [Power[3, 2], 1], -ill]] 
Out[13J= HoldComplete [MakeBoxes [ 3 2a~ 1 II 
Evaluation then strips the HoldComplete and MakeBoxes then returns its result. Thus, 
MakeBoxes really is operating on kernel expressions, even though it may have appeared 
otherwise in the previous subsection. 
2.5.3 Modifying the Grammar 
What makes a given input inadmissible is that for some part of the input,. there is no 
corresponding MakeExpression statement which matches it, hence no rule telling the kernel 
how to convert this part into an admissible kernel expression. For example, standard 
Mathematica parses structures matching x_Ef:'Y_ but not x_ +g y_ because Mathematica includes a 
MakeExpres s i on rule for the former but not the 
By creating new rules for MakeExpression and MakeBoxes, new parsing and formatting 
behaviors can be added. This is how the functions Notation, Symbolize, and 
InfixNotation of the Notation package are able to introduce new notations: essentially they 
generate and add some additional rules for MakeExpression and/or MakeBoxes, effectively 
extending the grammar of Mathematica. 
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The concepts introduced in the previous subsection are illustrated in the Mathematica Book, 
§2.8.17 Advanced Topic: Low-Level Input and Output Rules, by stepping through an example of 
adding a notation by hand. We will now quickly present a similar example, adding the operator 
notation +R to the grammar. Let us first confirm that the current grammar of Mathematica does 
not accept a + 9 b. 
In[14j:= a +£1 b 
Syntax: : sntxi Incomplete expression; more input is needed. 
a±" b 
Let us now add a 
expressions. 
to MakeExpression that allows Mathematica to parse this class of 
In[14j:= [RowBox [{X_I SubscriptBox [" +" I "[J"ll ] , 
: MakeExpression [ 
RowBox [{ "GroupPlus" I "[" I RowBox [{XI "I" I y} 11 "]"}] I 
Now Mathematica can parse the input a +9 b. 
In[15j:= a +£1 b 
Out[15j= [a, b] 
However, the situation is slightly different for the formatting of output. Any kernel output can 
always be formatted using the current rules of MakeBoxes. For example, if the result of a 
kernel evaluation is GroupPlus [2 I 3] and if no special MakeBoxes rules are present then 
the standard MakeBoxes rules will apply and the output will be GroupPlus [2 I 3]. 
However, if one adds a new MakeBoxes rule which GroupPlus [2 I 3] matches, then this 
new rule would apply. Let us now add such a new MakeBoxes rule, one which will give us the 
desired formatting of GroupPlus objects. 
In[16]:= MakeBoxes [X_I Y_] I StandardForml : 
RowBox [{MakeBoxes [XI StandardFormjl 
SubscriptBox ["+n I n[JlI] I MakeBoxes [YI StandardForm]}] 
Now objects are formatted according to the desired notation. 
In[17j:= I bl 
Out[17]= a +£1 b 
To reiterate, Notation, Symbolize, and InfixNotation statements essentially define new 
parsing behavior by creating appropriate MakeExpression rules/ and similarly define new 
formatting behavior by creating appropriate MakeBoxes rules. 
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2.5.4 Tag Boxes in Notation Statements 
So far we have considered examples of box constructs, such as RowBox, FractionBox, Sub-
scriptBox, and SuperscriptBox. Let us now consider tag box structures, that is, box 
structures with the head TagBox. A tag box structure is of the form TagBox [boxes, tag, 
options]. Tag boxes are used to indicate or change the grouping, encapsulation, or interpreta-
tion of a subexpression at an underlying level. Tag boxes involving tag can be intercepted 
before conventional parsing occurs, and instead parsed according to additional rules for MakeEx-
pression that involve tag. Such an interception is essential for allowing the input and function-
ing of Notation, Symbolize, and InfixNotation statements. 
Technical Note: Usually the tag in a tag box is a symbol. although this is not a requirement. The tag can actually be any 
expression. which in particular, includes This is important for defining notations in the context of packages. This point 
will be revisited later in §3.2.3 Tags in Tag Boxes. 
In this subsection, we will only be concerned with showing how tag boxes occur in a notation 
statement. To this end, let us examine the box structure of the template Notation [0 = 0]. 
Using Show Expression, we see that, apart from tag box options (which differ between the 
versions of Notation for Mathematica 3.0 and 4.0), it is 
RowBox [{ "Notation ", "[", 
RowBox [{ 
TagBox [ "0", NotationBoxTag] , 
It It, 11<==:>", n H, 
TagBox ["0", NotationBoxTag]}], "]"}] 
(2.5.c) 
Observe that each placeholder '0' is embedded in a corresponding tag box structure with the 
tag Nota t i onBoxTag. These tag boxes allow the contents of the relevant 10' to be intercepted 
and treated according to rules associated with NotationTagBox rather than as the parser 
would normally treat them. Examining the box structures of the other Notation palette tem-
plates would reveal that the exact same tag box structure surrounds the placeholder in 
Symbolize [0] and the first placeholders in InfixNotation and 
AddlnputAlias [0, ell. 
Any expression matching expr± is normally umecognizable by the Mathematica parser. To make 
it recognizable, let alone define it to be something meaningful, we will need to set up rules 
allowing such an expression to be parsed, and furthermore, dictate the form to which it is 
parsed. As can be gathered from what has been said so far, the Notation package will generate 
such rules when we supply it with a notation statement like 
Notation ± = superPlusMinus [x ___ ]] (2.5.d) 
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But how can the Notation compile such a statement, since it contains the so far 
unrecognizable subexpression x_ ± I hence it would seem that the whole notation statement 
would be umecognizable until the rules for recognizing it were generated? This is where tag 
boxes are pivotal. Since the Notation statement above was entered using the palettes, x_ ± is 
embedded in a tag box structure. This allows x_± to be intercepted before normal parsing to a 
full form is attempted. The tag No tat ionBoxTag present in the tag box" directs" Mathematica 
how to "handle" x_ ±. What actually happens during and after interception will be discussed in 
§3.2 Principles behind the Notation Package. 
Sometimes it is necessary to be able to modify an input cell by adding hidden tag boxes to it 
manually. To accomplish this, enter the input as normal and then, using Show Expression, 
convert the cell to show its box form. Next, edit the existing box structure, adding the desired 
tag boxes. Finally, using Show Expression again, convert the cell back to ordinary input. 
2.6 Precedence and Grouping of 
Operators 
In this section, we will first consider how Mathematica normally structures input, depending on 
the precedence and grouping of the objects that make up the input. We will then consider how 
one can alter this behavior when desired. In particular, we will make use of the encapsulation 
nature of tag boxes. 
2.6.1 Precedence and Grouping of Characters 
and Operators 
So far, we have not discussed the relationship between the visual screen form of textual input 
and its corresponding box structure. This relationship is determined entirely by the front end, 
even before one hits Enter or Shift-Return. All input cell expressions, no matter how 
outlandish, have a corresponding box structure, but obviously not all box structures are parsable 
to kernel expressions. 
The precedence and grouping behavior of operators is very important at the front end level. To 
illustrate this, consider a +1( b * c. 
In[1]:=: a +'11 b * c 
Syntax::sntxi Incomplete expression; more input is needed. 
a.±.", b * c 
a.±.7< b*c 
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Clearly, a +1( b * c is not currently parsable. However, using Show Expression, we can see that 
it does have a corresponding box structure, namely 
RoWBox[ 
{ II a" I SubseriptBox [ II +" I "R II] I RowBox [ { "b II I II * II I "e II } 1 } ] (2.6.a) 
We see that b is grouped with c rather than with a, hence the grouping is like (a +1( (b * c) ) . 
This is because * has a higher precedence than +1(, for reasons to be explained; so * is first to 
pick up its operands, namely band c, essentially giving what is equivalent to (b * c) . +1( 
gets to pick up its operands, which are now a and (b * c) . 
In mathematics, the relative precedences of some operators, and consequently how strings of 
characters will be grouped, is sometimes left open. A typical instance of this would be V x ax b. 
To specify groupings when there is no accepted convention, the user must include sufficient 
parentheses or other bracketing so as to allow parsing - for example, to write (V x a) x b or 
V x (ax b), whichever one is meant. (Even if not needed, a little bracketing is not only safer, but 
also makes for more readable notation.) 
In contrast, each character or operator in Mathematica has a relative precedence and a grouping 
behavior. For example, n groups to the right and has a higher precedence than G1, which is an 
infix grouping operator that in tum has a higher precedence than many other operators, for 
instance +. As already been pointed out, these grouping and relative precedence relations 
take effect during front end editing. To illustrate this, using Show Expression one could check 
that the expression I1 a +1( fG1b is front end internally grouped like (m a) +1\ (f $ b) ), though 
neither expression is parsable to a kernel expression. 
Front end structuring incorporates the correct behavior of flat (non-flat)operators, resulting in 
flat (non-flat) structures. (Intuitively, flat objects are non-nested - see §2.5.3 Attributes in the 
Mathematica Book [342].) For example, using Show Expression, one can check that a+b+c and 
a" b" c are respectively structured as 
RowBox [ { n a II I 11 + II f II b!1, II + 11 I 11 cit} ] (2.6.b) 
RowBox [ { 11 a " I nAil RowBox [ { II b II I II " " I lie"}]}] (2.6.c) 
Hence, the front end structuring of a+b+c is flat whereas the structuring of a"b"c is not. The 
grouping nature and relative precedence of all Mathematica operators and symbols is given in 
Appendix A.2. 7 Operator Input Forms, in the Mathematica Book [342]. 
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2.6.2 Precedence and Grouping of Composite 
Structures 
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When it comes to handling a composite operator, even if it does not constitute a parsable 
notation, the front end precedence/grouping rules are determined according to the components 
from which the operator is composed. For instance, the operator hac; the same front end 
precedence / grouping as does and the mapping has the same front end 
precedence / grouping as does Generally speaking, the front end precedence / grouping of a 
composite operator is determined by the operator on which it is based. For instance, 
SubscriptBox [base, subscript] has the same front end precedence and grouping behavior as 
does base. Therefore, *'R has a higher precedence than + or +'R since * has a higher precedence 
than +. Finally, several notations with the same "base", such as + and +'R, are treated as having 
equal front end precedence. This is illustrated by the fact that the box structure of a + b +'R cis 
RoWBox[{lI a ", "+11, "b", SubseriptBox["+", ":RII] , "c"}] (2.6.d) 
The design decision to make the front end precedence I grouping of compound operators 
depend upon their constituents makes intuitive sense and generally leads to notations that are 
consistent with one another. instance, assume we wish to work with a ring < 'R, +'R, *'R)' 
Even before we make the composite notations +'R and *'R for ring addition and ring 
multiplication acceptable to Mathematica, a typical front end expression such as a +'R b *'R c 
will have a box structure essentially equivalent to that of (a +'R (b * 'R c) ). This grouping is due 
to, as one would expect, *'R having precedence over +'R since * has precedence over +. Let us 
now make these composite notations admissible. 
In[i]::: Notation [x_ +1'( y_ RingPlus[x,-, y_] ] 
Notation [x_ *1'( y_ ~ RingTimes [x_, Y-l] 
Mathematica can now parse expressions containing +'R and *'R' 
In[3]:= a +1'( b *1'( e / / FullForm 
Out[3jIlFuIiForm= 
RingPlus [a, RingTimes [b, ell 
Also the reverse process, formatting expressions containing RingP 1 us and / or RingTime s in 
terms of the composite notations +:R and *:R, works properly. The output has the correct 
formatting. styling. spacing. and parenthesization: 
In[4]:= RingTimes [a, b], e] 
Out[4]= (a +1'( b) *1'( e 
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2.6.3 InfixNotation Revisited 
As seen in §2.6.1 Precedence and Grouping of Characters and Operators, the structuring of a+b+c 
is flat in the front end. And, as explained in §2.6.2 Precedence and Grouping of Composite 
Structures, the precedence and grouping of +\'( is the same as that of +. Hence, we also expect 
a +9( b +\'( c to have a flat structure in the front end. Indeed, by examining the box structure, 
we can confirm this. 
RowBox [{" a", SubseriptBox [" +", "'R"], 
"b", SubseriptBox["+", "'R"] , "e"}) (2.6.e) 
Therefore, we would expect that an expression involving say just the operator +9( and a similar 
expression involving just + would parse to similar full forms. But they do not. 
In[5j:= a + b + e II FullForm 
a +", b +", e II FullForm 
Out[5jllFuli Form= 
plus [a, b, c) 
Out[6lI1FuIiForm= 
RingPlus [a, b), e) 
Clearly the grouping of the notation for RingP 1 us that we defined in the preceding section is 
not working in the way that we desire. That a +9( b +9< C has a flat box structure in the front end 
is in stark contrast to the fact that it parses like (a +9< b) +9( c. This problem arises since the 
notation defined for only works with two arguments, whereas the normal notation 
defined for Plus of course works with multiple arguments. 
In[?]:= {RingPlus ,b, e), plus [a, b, e]} 
Out[?l= [a, b, e], a + b + e} 
In general, a Notation statement creates a notation which only works with the explicit 
number of arguments given in the Notation statement. This behavior of Notation is the 
main reason for the genesis of the more specialized function InfixNotation. 
InfixNotation statement creates a notation which works correctly with any number of 
arguments. To demonstrate this, let us first remove the Notation statements for +9< and *9(, 
and replace them with corresponding InfixNotation statements. 
In[8l:= RemoveNotation [x_ +1< y_ = RingPlus 
RemoveNotation [x_ *1< y_ = RingTimes 
InfixNotation[+1<, RingPlus] 
InfixNotation[*1<, RingTimes] 
Now let us give some examples illustrating that the new notations handle more than two 
arguments in the way desired. 
In[12]:=: {a +1< b +1< e II FullForm, RingPlus [a, b, e]} 
: Precedence and Grouping of Operators 
Out[121= {RingPlus [a, b, el, a +", b +", e} 
In[13j:= a +", b +", e *", d *", e +", f II FullForm 
Out[13]IIFuIlForm= 
RingPlus [a, b, 
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In summary, in our usage an infix notation is more than just a notation for a binary operator 
whose front end form appears in an infix position. It must also result in parsing and formatting 
of expressions in keeping with the parsing, formatting, grouping, and precedence properties 
one expects of the underlying operator. 
2.6.4 How Boxes can Affect Grouping 
The grouping behavior of some boxes can be affected by the grouping behavior of their 
contents. To illustrate this, we will consider the grouping behavior of SubscriptBox. 
Assume that in an input cell, one has so far entered the following. 
(2.6.f) 
This has the box structure 
RowBox [ { " a ", II + II , 
RowBox[{lb", SubseriptBox["0", "'R"l, "ell}]}] (2.6.g) 
If we enter' *' in the placeholder '0' in the front end expression (2.6.£), we get something with 
box structure 
RowBox [ { II a ", " + II , 
RowBox[{"b", SubseriptBox["*", "'R"] , "e ll }]}] (2.6.h) 
If we instead enter' +' in the placeholder '0', we get something with the flat box structure 
RowBox[{" a ", "+", "b", SubseriptBox["+", "'R"] , "e"}] (2.6.i) 
Thus, it is clear that the grouping behavior of Subscript [base, subscript] is indeed affected 
by the grouping behavior of base. But for some structural boxes, the grouping behavior is not 
thus affected. For instance, the grouping behavior of FractionBox [numerator, denominator] 
is independent of the grouping behavior of numerator and denominator. 
The following table shows which boxes can affect the grouping behavior of surrounding 
elements. 
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The standard boxes and their relationship to grouping. 
Knowledge of the above grouping nature of boxes is important when it comes to changing the 
grouping behavior of an operator, as we will see in the next subsection. 
2.6.5 Changing Grouping Behavior 
As previously pointed out, when one enters text in an input cell, the front end structures this 
internally as a box structure. Loading the Notation package and declaring notations will in no 
way affect how the contents of an input cell will be structured in terms of boxes. In any given 
box structure, all structuring is explicit. To reiterate, this structuring is due to the precedence 
and grouping of the constituent parts of the box structure. So just how, if at all, can we change 
the precedence and/ or grouping behavior of an operator? In §2.7 Example: Bra-Ket Notation, 
which implements the bra-ket notation of quantum mechanics, we win provide a very practical 
example of such a desirable change. In this subsection, we will consider two simpler examples 
in order to give some idea of how to make such changes. 
Say we would like to introduce yet another notation for pure functions, one similar to 
Mathematica's standard version which uses' &', but more suggestive. Let us attempt to use f &x 
in place of Function [x, fl. For, example, we might use x2 + 3&x instead of #2 + 3 & to denote 
the function given by the rule x H x2 +3. Normally f will group as (j &)x' In fact, if we 
even try to typef &x into the front end, it will structure itself as (j &)x' We can, however, rectify 
this by wrapping a tag box around the &x, since a tag box encapsulates its contents. So when 
wrapped, it would have the following underlying structure. 
TagBox [SubscriptBox [" &", "x" 1, "functionTag"] (2.6.j) 
The tag name" functionTag" was chosen to be suggestive of its purpose, though we could 
have chosen any symbol or string not already involved in parsing andlor formatting. Using the 
box structure (2.6.j), we next create our desired notation for pure functions. 
In[14):= Notation [bodY_&A~ ¢=> Function [ {X},bodY_l ] 
N ow pure functions are formatted and parsed in this new notation. 
In[15]:= Function [ {x, y}, + 
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Contrast this with #12 + #22 &, the way this pure function would usually have been previously 
entered in standard Mathematica. 
In[16]:= x2 + y2 &x. y / / FullForm 
Out[16]IIFuIiForm= 
Function , Plus [Power [x, 2], Power [y, 2]]] 
The new notation is easily able to represent functions of functions. 
In[17]:= x2 y &x &y / / FullForm 
Out[17]IIFuIiForm= 
Function [List [y] , Function [List [x] , Times [Power [x, 2]" y]]] 
There is, of course, the question of how we can conveniently enter the above inputs involving 
&vart since they contain hidden tag boxes. We will discuss this difficulty in §2.7.3 Implementing 
the Notation. For now, however, we offer an appropriate input alias, usable in Mathematica 4.0. 
In[18]:= AddlnputAlias , II function II ] 
It should be noted that in constructing our new function notation above, we used the tag box 
structure (2.6.j), which has the string tag" functionTag". Up to this point, the only tags in 
the tag box structures have all been symbols. In contrast, when creating tag box structures to be 
used in notations, it is sometimes desirable to use tags which are The advantage of, and 
reasons for, this will be fully explained in §3.2.3 Tags in Tag Boxes. Briefly though, the main 
reason to choose a string in preference to a symbol is that when a notation is defined in one 
context, it should work equally well in other contexts; and this is sometimes not so if a symbol is 
used. Henceforth, in this chapter and indeed throughout the test of this thesis, in tag box 
structures used for notations, we will usually use tags which are strings. 
We next consider another, somewhat more complex, example. Say we would like to introduce a 
symbol with i.J appearing not as an operator but as a character at the end. To be specific, say we 
want to join the symbol and the operator character i.J to form the symbol generic a. 
Unfortunately, just typing in the eight characters appearing in a will result in an 
unparsable input expression that is structured in the front end like RowBox [{ "generic II f 
"i.J II }], hence not structured as a single composite object. 
Moreover, if we tried Symbolize [generica], it would fail structures to be symbolized 
cannot have a RowBox as their head. Symbolize must be used only on a single composite 
object, for example something whose head is SuperscriptBox, SubscriptBox, 
OverscriptBox, etc. Importantly, Symbolize can also be used on a box structure whose 
head is TagBox, since the effect of a TagBox is to encapsulate the expression it surrounds into 
a single object. 
A further complication is that i.J groups to the right. Say we want to use our new generic-partial 
and enter something like a f. Unfortunately this is structured in the front end as 
RowBox [{ II " RowBox [ { II a ", " ", " f " } ] } ] (2.6.k) 
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since the operator 8 naturally groups to the right. Thus we need to suppress the grouping 
behavior of a. This can be accomplished by encapsulating RowBox [ { "generic", "a II } ] 
inside a TagBox. In addition, if we include a small space between generic and a, then we 
can also suppress the visual space. Finally, we can add suitable tag box options to ensure that 
the new object, once created, will not be editable nor will subparts of it be selectable. Therefore, 
a suitable solution is 
generic a (2.6.1) 
whose box structure has been edited manually to conform to the following. 
TagBox [RowBox [ {" ", "\ [VeryThinSpace] ", "\ [PartiaID] "}] , 
"genericPDTag", Editable -> False, Selectable -> False] 
It only remains to declare that the encapsulated object (2.6.1) be treated as a symbol. 
In[19]:= Symbolize [generico] 
If we wish to, we can now attach rules to the composite symbol genericc3. Recall that in 
§2.2.2 Notation: Examples, we defined a notation for generic integrals that looked like J,J{f. 
though this should just be considered a toy example, we could nevertheless add a toy 
fundamental theorem for domain integrals. 
In[20]:= generico /: I 
V [7<_1 
is an example making use of the above rule. 
In[21]:= I generico[f 
V[R+I 
Out[21]= f [x, y] 
To recap, in this section we have used the encapsulating nature of a TagBox to alter normal 
grouping behavior. 
2.6.6 Changing Precedences and the Option 
SyntaxForm 
In Mathematica 3.0.1, SyntaxForrn was added to the list of tag box options. Using this option, 
one can change the precedence of an operator contained in a tag box. A tag box containing a 
SyntaxForrn option wi1llook like TagBox [ box structure, tag, SyntaxForrn -7 string], where 
string is a string indicating the operator on which the precedence of the tag box is to be 
modelled. 
To illustrate the use of the SyntaxForrn option, first consider the following example which 
shows that the standard arrow 11 (--)" has a precedence higher than we sometimes want. 
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In[22]:= a + b <f-7 e / / FullForm 
Out[22jIlFuIiForm= 
Plus I LongLeftRightArrow[b , ell 
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Thus, a + b f-7 C is being grouped as a + (b f-7 c) whereas we would like it to group as (a + 
b) f-7 c. Using a Notation statement, we can define a new composite arrow which is still 
displayed as but which has a much lower precedence, say that of ' , " hence groups as 
desired. This is accomplished by surrounding the' f-7' in the defining notation statement by a 
tag box that has the SyntaxForm option set to ',', Specifically, the substructure TagBox [ 
"f-7" I Ident I SyntaxForm -7 " I " ] is embedded in the following notation. 
In[23j:= Notation 
This new composite arrow now groups as desired. 
In[24]:= (a + b <f-7 e) / / FullForm 
Out[24]1/FuIiForm= 
[Plus [a, bl f el 
We illustrate the underlying groupings of the expressions above in the following table. 
grouping boxfonn 
a+b <f-7 e a+ (b <f-7 c) RowBox[ {"a" 1"+" ,RowBox r {"b", ", "e "}.] n 
a+b H C (a+b)<f-7 e RowBox [{RowBox [{" a" 1"+" f lib "} If 
TagBox ["H 11 I Identity I SyhtaxForm ->", i, l, "e"} 1 
A table illustrating the precedences and grouping of expressions w~h and without precedence changing tag boxes. 
The option value must be a string. This string can consist of any single operator 
character in the UnicodeCharacters. tr file - see [316]. It can also include 
symbols before and after the operator to indicate whether the precedence is that of a prefix 
operator, an infix operator, or a postfix operator. Some typical values for the Syn taxForm 
option are given in the table below. 
Typical syntax form values and their associated precedence behaviors. 
For a "real world" example, consider the interior product, 'J', in differential geometry - see 
Crampin & Pirani [78]. The interior product of v and w is the (p i)-form v J w (read "v hook w fI) 
defined by 
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(2.6.m) 
However, as soon as we try to enter any expression with a 'J' in Mathematica, even ignoring the 
unmatched bracket style, the grouping is very different from what we want. For instance, the 
following input 
is grouped like (Wi + b)J w. This grouping is clearly wrong. To rectify the grouping, we can 
wrap the' J' character with a tag box having the option SyntaxForm ~ "*". This ensures that 
the overall structure has an infix grouping with the precedence of multiplication. Thus, for our 
underlying box structure, we choose the following. 
TagBox [StyleBox [" J " , 
AutoStyleOptions ~ {"UnmatchedBracketStyle II ~ None}] , 
11 InteriorProductTag", SyntaxForm ~ "*" , 
Editable ~ False, Selectable ~ False] 
(2.6.n) 
Using (2.6.n) as the underlying box structure for our "interior product" operation, we create the 
following notation. 
In[25]:= Notation [v_ J w",- ~ InteriorProduct [v_, 
Here is a simple example demonstrating the correct parsing, grouping, and precedence of the 
interior product operation. 
In[26]:= a + InteriorProduct [v, w + 11] 
Out[261= a + v J (11 + w) 
Here is a simple rule involving the linearity of the interior product. 
In[28]:= a + InteriorProduct [v, w + 11] 
Out[28J= a + v J 11 + v J w 
In[29]:= FullForm @ % 
Out[29]IIFuIIForm= 
Plus [a, InteriorProduct [v, 11], InteriorProduct [v, w]] 
Operations like this are used in coordinate free calculations in differential geometry. more 
information on this, see the REDUCE program EXCALC[286, 287, 288]. 
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2.6.7 Style Sheets and Tag Styles 
From the material in the previous subsections, it should have apparent that it is 
sometimes necessary to specify several different styles/options for some particular box. This 
need will become apparent when we introduce Dirac's "bra-ket notation" in the next section. 
We will need to specify several options for our tag box wrappers and also for our argument 
wrappers. We could do this in one of two ways: include all of the options in each particular box 
structure, or modify the box structure options according to a named style. Up until now, we have 
only described how to use the first approach. Below we touch upon the second approach, the 
one we will mostly use in the future. 
Adding a new named style to the style sheet allows us to set up a uniform style that will be used 
consistently throughout a notebook. (The reader can access the style sheet in Mathematica 
through the Edit Style Sheet. .. command in the Format menu of the front end.) A named 
style can be modified at any time, resulting in the changes to the style being immediately 
applied uniformly throughout the document. It should thus be obvious that it is preferable, 
when possible, to named styles rather than specifying isolated style options in a 
haphazard way as one encounters the need for them. Indeed, we will find that it is necessary to 
use named styles in some of the sections to come, such as §2.7 Example: Bra-Ket Notation and 
§3.4 Tensorial Notation. For a thorough discussion of style and other front end issues, 
consult Gray [132]. 
For now though, let us demonstrate how named styles are used. Assume, for instance, that we 
want to be able to have some letters boldfaced in input and output (maybe to represent a vector 
or otherwise). We proceed by adding the following named style to the style sheet. Actually, the 
following style has been previously added to the style sheet, but it looks like the following. 
Prototype for style: "BoldTagStyle": 
BoldTagStyle 
If one were to examine its underlying structure using the Show Expression command from the 
Format menu, it would look like the following. 
Once a style, style name, has been added to the style sheet, any box structure that is surrounded 
by a StyleBox [box expr, "style name"] will inherit all the options defined in style name. 
Moreover, in Mathematica 4.0 we can use the TagStyle option of a tag box. For instance, any 
box structure [boxexpr, tag, TagStyle ~ "style name"] will inherit all the options 
defined in style name. 
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BoldTagStyle sets the option to Bold. In addition, the BoldTagStyle also 
sets the option StyleMenuListing to None, indicating that this style should not appear on 
the list of styles in the front end. However, we could have set a whole host of options for this 
style. In fact, we could have changed almost any of the styles present in the Option Inspector. 
Among the options that are extremely important to us are the following: Editable, 
Selectable, and SyntaxForm. 
To make use of the bold style, all we have to do is either encase the structure we want with a 
StyleBox[ ... f "BoldTagStyle" ] or a TagBox[ ... f "boldTag" f TagStyle ~ 
"BoldTagStyle"]. Setting the tag style option is the preferable approach. By setting this, 
we do not have to worry about style boxes being accidently deleted or propagated or otherwise. 
Furthermore, since we normally have to use tag boxes anyway in our structures, we can simplify 
the underlying structure by using a tag box with a tag style option rather than surrounding a tag 
box with a style box. 
For instance, say we want to symbolize all bold variables. We can easily achieve this by the 
following Symbolize statement. 
In[30]:= Symbolize [expr_] 
where the underlying structure of the boxes being symbolized is 
TagBox ["expr_", "boldTag" I TagStyle -> "J.JU_L'-AJ.U-'-1 " ] (2.6.0) 
When we use "bolded" characters in some input (that is, characters wrapped in a boldTag tag 
box), they remain bolded in the output. 
In[31]:= 2 (4 w + 3 v) / / 
Out[31]= 6 v + 8 w 
In[32]:= 6 v + 8 w / / FullForm 
Out[32]IIFuIiForm= 
Plus [Times [6, ] f Times [8 I w]] 
Moreover, the underlying structure is relatively simple. AB always, we can of course add an 
appropriate input alias. 
In[33]:= AddlnputAlias I "bold"] 
After the above statement has been executed, we can enter ~bold[@ in any notebook that has 
the bold style in its style sheet, and we will obtain a placeholder surrounded by the appropriate 
bold box structure. 
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If we symbolize a structure of the form (2.6.0), then we obtain something which has head 
Symbol (we could also consider this to have the "type" Symbol). Alternatively, for various 
reasons, we might wish certain bold characters to have the "type" (or head) Vector, or maybe 
a more specific vector type, such as Momentum, Force, For example, to 
give a notation for vectors we could enter a notation statement like Not a t i on [ ex pr _ ~ 
Vector [expr -1], where the left hand side is wrapped with a boldTag tag box. In this case, 
however, we probably would have named our style vectorStyle and our tag, vectorTag or 
something similar. 
In fact, the above paragraph underscores an important point. It is strongly recommended that 
one use different styles for different objects, since at some later stage one may need to change 
one style independently of the other. For instance, in the above example, which used the 
bolded style for vectors, it may be necessary at a later date to distinguish between vectors and 
some other unforeseen character which also needs to be bolded. one might try and use 
a different styling for vectors, say italicization (for example, LB.l of [69]); but since just a general 
bold style was instead of a specific VectorStyle, it is not possible to modify the vectors 
in isolation. 
AB users of Mathematica 4.0 have no doubt observed, the placeholders appearing in the 
templates for Symbolize, InfixNotation, and AddInputAliases are 
shaded yellow. Such shading is simply achieved by appropriately setting the tag style option for 
the tag boxes embedded in the templates - see §2.5.4 Tag Boxes in Notation Statements. We will 
enter into the functioning of the package in §3.2 Principles behind the Notation Package. 
Currently, it is not easy to programmatically add styles to the style sheet. Hopefully, this 
deficiency will be rectified in a future release of Mathematica. The author has long advocated 
the use of cascading style sheets to the designers of MathematicC(. Cascading style sheets are 
basically multiple style sheets with a set precedence hierarchy for determining which style sheet 
to use if a style appears in more than one style sheet. Not surprisingly, it is acknowledged 
amongst the front end design staff of Wolfram Research Institute that such a feature is highly 
desirable. Sadly, such a neat solution is not yet available. Nevertheless, the resolute and 
determined package designer can use a private function, AddStylesToNotebook, which is 
defined inside the Notation package, to programmatically add styles to the style sheet. 
However, the use of this private function is not for the uninitiated and should only be 
attempted by the expert, and somewhat masochistic, Mathematica practitioner. 
Now that tag styles and style sheets have been introduced, and the reader has an inkling of how 
they are used in order to set up uniform and consistent styles, we can proceed on to the 
example of bra-ket notations. This example will make use of a large amount of the information 
given so far in a concrete and practical setting. 
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2.7 Example: Bra-Ket Notation 
Now that we know how to use the Notation package and have some understanding of how the 
package works at a low level, we can present an example illustrating all the forgoing sections. 
In this section, we will develop a non-trivial Notation example that uses tag boxes to modify 
grouping and editing behaviors. Of course, once a notation has been created, others can copy 
and use the notation, including all its hidden structure and associated styles (contained in the 
style sheet), if any, without knowing the details of the notation definitions or how it was 
constructed. 
Dirac's bra-ket notation for the state vectors of a quantum mechanical system is an 
indispensable notation for physicists. Consequently, a visually and structurally correct 
implementation of the bra-ket notation has long been coveted by physicists using Mathematica 
or one of the other computer algebra systems. Such an implementation is presented in this 
section, using just the knowledge and techniques of the previous sections. Actually, a non-
physicist does not need to know any quantum mechanics or even any physics to follow a large 
part of this section - namely §2.7.1 Prototypical Ket Structures, §2.7.2 Prototypical Ket Structures 
using Named Styles, and §2.7.3 Implementing the Notation since the focus in these subsections 
will be on notation. However, for a reference, see any book on quantum mechanics for 
example, Cohen-Tannoudji [68] Chapter II Section B). 
2.7.1 Prototypical Ket Structures 
We first consider what is called the ket state vector II/!) a quantum mechanical state 1/1. It 
should be obvious that Mathematica will not even parse the notation ' , I/!)' without special 
intervention, since it includes a right angle bracket not balanced by a left angle bracket. 
In[1):= I 1/1) 
Syntax: ;bktmop Expression" I 1/1)" has no opening "<". 
There is yet another difficulty. Say we want to represent a multiplication of a constant, say n, 
times the ket vector II/!). One would enter this as 
h I 1/1) 
But this has the box structure 
RowBox [ {RowBox [ { "h" , II n " I ", " 1/1" } }, " ) " } J 
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It is clear that'll/! I has been grouped with' h' rather than /)' since the precedence of ' I' is 
higher than that of I)', This is not what we want. We could resort to putting brackets around 
all our kets, as in h ( II/!) ), but this would make our notation highly non-standard; moreover/ it 
would have other parsing problems as well, 
We want the symbols" I", "I/!" and" >" to be grouped together as a single structure, a ket 
structure, To accomplish this desired grouping and precedence changing, we will use tag boxes, 
As a first attempt, we might use a box structure like the following, 
In[1]:= TagBox [ RowBox [ {" I", ""''', ">"} J, "Ket"] i 
This box structure is displayed as desired, 
In[2):= % / / DisplayForm 
Out[2jIIDisplayForm= 
I "') 
The fact that II/!) is actually a composite object, consisting of a tag box structure/ is not 
immediately visible to the user. This box structure has some of the desired properties: it is 
grouped into a single encapSUlated object and its display form looks correct on screen (except 
for the bracket matching). To use this box structure in a functioning notation, all that would 
remain would be to enter a statement like Notation [ I ¢:::::> Ket [1/1:_]], In practice, 
there are some further details that we must be concerned with, and we now address these, 
We must ensure that the user can only edit the argument of the ket and not delete the 'I' or the 
T, Therefore, we must add the option Edi table --7 False to the outer tag box to make the 
structure uneditable, However, we must be able to edit the argument of the ket; so in addition, 
we must introduce an inner tag box, surrounding just the argument of the ket and having the 
option Edi table --7 True, So motivated, our next attempt might be 
TagBox [ 
RowBox [ 
{"l", TagBox[""''', "KetArgs" , Editable->True], ")"}], 
"Ket", Edi table > False] 
(2.7,a) 
Also, we must not allow selection of only part of the ket, or else the user might not copy the 
. vital tag box information, and hence the new input would not be able to be interpreted as a ket. 
Therefore, we must add the option Selectable --7 False to the outer tag box. However, as 
before, we must allow the argument of the ket to be selectable/ so we add the option 
Selectable --7 True to the inner tag box, Thus, our next candidate is 
TagBox [ 
RowBox [{ " I", TagBox [" "''', "KetArgs" , 
Edi table > True, Selectable -> True], ")"}], 
"Ket It I Editable -> False, Selectable -> False] 
(2,7.b) 
However, it is also desirable to add some styling changes to ensure that the 'I' and the ')' are 
slightly larger than normal, and that auto highlighting of unmatched brackets is turned off, So, 
the next candidate would have the following structure. 
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TagBox[ 
RowBox[ { 
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StyleBox [" I ", SpanMinSize -> 2, AutoStyleOptions -> 
{"UnmatchedBracketStyle" -> None}] , 
TagBox [" 1/1", "KetArgs", Editable -> True, 
Selectable -> True] , 
StyleBox [")", SpanMinSize -> 2, AutoStyleOptions -> 
{"UnmatchedBracketStyle" -> None}] }] , 
"Ket", Editable -> False, Selectable -> False] 
We must also ensure the overall structure acts like a symbol, so we must set the syntax form of 
the outer tag box to a single symbol, as described in §2.6.6 Changing Precedences and the Option 
SyntaxForm. The final problem, which is only observable under close inspection, is that ket 
argument is slightly too close to the I)'. We rectify this by adding an adjustment box that moves 
the argument over by a small amount. ryv e could have added thin spaces to move the 
argument but, for reasons that will become clear, it is better to use an adjustment box.) 
Together, these changes yield the following candidate. 
TagBox [ 
RowBox [{ 
[ " I", SpanMinSize -> 2, AutoStyleOptions -> 
{"UnmatchedBracketStyle" -> None}] , 
AdjustmentBox [ TagBox [" 1/1", "KetArgs", 
Editable -> True, selectable -> True], 
BoxMargins - > {{ - 0 . 1, O.l}, {O, O}}], 
StyleBox [")", SpanMinSize > 2, AutoStyleOptions -> 
{"UnmatchedBracketStyle" -> None}] }] , 
"Ket", Editable -> False, Selectable -> False, 
SyntaxForm -> "symbol II ] 
(2.7.d) 
Undeniably, the box structure candidate above has become fairly complex. The box structure 
can be made far simpler by placing the various styles in a style sheet, thus uniformly 
incorporating all of the above information. The next subsection does exactly this. 
2.1.2 Prototypical Ket Structures using Named 
Styles 
In the previous subsection, we progressively built up the tag box structure for a prototypical ket 
vector (2.7.d). AB was apparent, the prototypical structure was fairly complex. The solution to 
this predicament is to use named styles to replace all of the style options set in the tag boxes. 
This can be done in the way previously discussed in §2.6.7 Style Sheets and Tag Styles. By 
suitably defining the styles BraKetArg and KetWrapper, we can simplify the prototypical 
box structure (2.7.d) to obtain our new distilled prototypical ket structure (2.7.e). 
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TagBox [ 
RowBox [{ It I" , AdjustmentBox [ 
TagBox[lttJt lt , ItKetArgs", TagStyle -> "BraKetArg"], (2.7.e) 
BoxBaselineShift -> 0], ")"}], "Ket" , 
-> "KetWrapper ", SyntaxForm -> "symbol 11] 
Tile approach of using named styles, however, requires the addition of several styles to the style 
sheet. The styles that we need to add are the following ones. 
Prototype for style: "BraKetArg": 
BraKetArg 
Prototype for style: IKetWrapper": 
KetWrapper 
Were.these styles to be examined, one would find that they have the following structures. 
["BraKetArg" ], 
{"UnmatchedBracketStyle"->"UnmatchedBracket ll } , 
SpanMinSize->Automatic, 
StyleMenuListing->None, 
{BoxMargins->{ {O, O} ,{O, OJ}}, 
{Editable->True, 
} ] 
Cell [StyleDatatnKetwrapper" I , 
AutoStyleOpt,ions->{lIUnmatchedBracketStylell->None}, 
SpanMinsize->2, 
StyleMenuListing->None, 
AdjustmentBoxOptions-> {BoxMargins->{ {-O .1, 0 .i}, {O, O}}}, 
TagBoxOptions..,.> {Editable->False, 
Selectable-~Falsef 
SyntaxForm->ilsymbol" } ] 
By inspecting these styles and our new prototypical ket structure (2.7.e), it should be apparent 
how we have avoided explicitly setting all of the options present in the earlier candidates, but 
have instead incorporated these options into the named styles. All the options that are set in 
the wrapping tag box are reset in the internal tag box that surrounds the argument. For 
instance, Editable is set to False in KetWrapper but it is reset to True inside 
BraKetArgi similarly for Selectable, SpanMinSize, AutoStyle, and the adjustment box 
BoxMargins. In this way the named styles embody all of the explicitly set options in the box 
structure (2.7.d). 
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Two last quandaries remain. (i) Why do we explicitly include the option SyntaxForm -t 
"symbo I" in our prototypical (2.7.e)? (i1) Why do we have the adjustment box in our 
prototypical ket (2.7.e) when it only appears to set the option BoxBaselineShift? The 
answer to the first question is that in Mathematica 4.0.1 there is currently a bug in the internal 
parenthesizing routine. If the syntax form option is set in the style sheet, it is not obeyed; 
however if it is set explicitly in the box structure, it is obeyed. Thus, our explicit inclusion of the 
syntax form option is necessary to circumvent this bug. The resolution of point (ii) is that 
Mathematica will unfortunately delete an adjustment box from a box structure if no options are 
given to the adjustment box. Thus, we need to include some dummy adjustment to stop the 
automatic removal of the adjustment box. A much nicer solution would be for the front end to 
include box margins as a basic option to be set at the normal style level, for example, something 
oftheformStyleBox[ ... , BoxMargins -t {{I, rL {b, t}L AdjustMargins-t 
True J. In this way, we could include the adjustment right into our named styles, and our 
prototype would consequently become 
TagBox [ 
RowBox [ { " I " , 
TagBox [" 1/1", "KetArgs", TagStyle -> "BraKetArg"J, ")"}], (2.7.f) 
"Ket", -> II KetWrapper II 1 
This would be truly elegant. Alas, it will have to wait for a future version of Mathematica. 
The distilled prototypical structure (2.7.e) only works correctly with Mathematica 4.0 and 
later, since Mathematica 3 did not implement tag styles. Mathematica 3.0.0 did not even possess 
the ability to have one tag box inside another with the appropriate handling of the options. 
This situation was rectified in Mathematica 3.0.1. Thus, it was still possible in Mathematica 3.0.1 
to use named styles to greatly simplify the structure of (2.7.d). Indeed, the following box 
structure (2.7.g) is the more refined ket structure that one would use when named styles are 
allowed but the TagStyle option is not allowed. 
TagBox [ 
StyleBox [ 
RowBox[ 
{ " I" , ustmentBox [StyleBox ["1/1", "KetArgs "l, 
II BraKetArg" 1, BoxBaselineShift -t 0], ") "} 1 , 
"KetWrapper"] , 
"Ket", Editable -t Fal se, 
Selectable -t False, SyntaxForm -t II symbol" ] 
(2.7.g) 
It would not be possible, providing Mathematica functions correctly, to delete or edit either of 
the style boxes in structure (2.7.g). One of the great advantages of using the TagStyle option 
is that one avoids any complications arising from making sure that the compensating style 
boxes cannot be deleted and do not extend themselves. For the remainder of this section, we 
will assume that the user is working with Mathematica 4.0, unless otherwise stated. 
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Previously, in §2.2.3 Notation: Assignments, we introduced the notation {jl domain, condition}. It 
should be evident that some of the difficulties encountered in developing a "proper" notation 
for kets are also present in our previous presentation of ListOfAll, especially those related to 
Edi table and Selectable. Fortunately, it should be just as evident how the techniques 
illustrated in this subsection, especially the use of named styles, can be adapted to finding a 
safer implementation of ListOfAll. 
After the protracted development of the prototypical ket structure, it now remains to actually 
enter the notation. 
2.7.3 Implementing the Notation 
We now use the underlying box structure of a ket, developed in the previous subsections, for 
the left hand side of a Notation statement for ket structures. 
In[3]:= Notation [ I!/I~) = Ket [!/I~ll 
Using Show Expression, one can check that our ket notation statement contains our 
prototypical ket structure with the embedded tag boxes. Our notation now correctly 
implements the physicist's ket notation. 
In[4]:= Ket [r, 1, ml 
Out[4]= Ir, 1, m) 
In[5]:= n lex, r, 1, m) / / Fu11Form 
Out[5]//FullForm= 
Times [n, Ket [ex, r, 1, ml] 
In a similar way, we can implement the notation for bras and bra-kets. The underlying box 
structures for bras and bra -kets exactly parallel that of kets. 
In[6]:= Notation [ (!/I_ I = Bra [!/I-ll 
In[7]:= Notation [( !/If_ I !/Ii_ ) = BraKet [{!/If_}, {!/Ii_}]] 
Just as the notation for ket used the named style KetWrapper, our above notations use 
corresponding named styles, BraWrapper and BraKetWrapper. These styles have also been 
preloaded. 
The full forms of expressions involving bras, kets or bra-kets are uniform and intuitive. 
In[8]:= BraKet [{!/Id, {!/Id 1 n 
Out[8]= n ( !/If I !/Ii ) 
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One final issue remains. The bra, ket, and bra-ket structures are made up with complex 
underlying tag boxes. The structures for tensors, to be introduced in §3.4.2 Prototypical Tensor 
Box Structure, are even more complex. So how is the average user meant to enter expressions 
involving such notations in order that they may be used? In the case of Mathematica 4.0, there 
is fortunately a more natural solution than for Mathematica 3.0. As has been indicated in §2.3.5 
Adding Input Aliases, we can use input aliases. Consequently, we add the following aliases to 
the current notebook. 
In[9]:= [ 10) I "ket"] 
[ (0 I, "bra"] 
[ ( I 0 ) I "braket"] 
In the case of Mathematica 3.0, the task is awkward. To be specific, let us consider entering kets. 
One method is, every time we want to enter a ket, we enter it in full form, for example as 
Ket [I/r] i then select this expression, and then under the Cell menu, select ConvertTo ~ 
StandardForm (even if StandardForm already has a check mark). (If we work in traditional 
form, then of course we should select TraditionaIForm.) Obviously, this method will only work 
if the ket notation is active within the current Mathematica session. A second approach would 
be to copy an existing ket from somewhere else, possibly from within our current notebook, and 
then edit this to the desired form. However, in Mathematica 3.0, attempting to do this by trying 
to copy a prototype from within a Notation statement is very dangerous and should be 
avoided, since the prototype will necessarily have a hidden NotationBoxTag surrounding it, 
which might be inadvertently copied. 
We should lastly note that in the package which we create based on the above information, that 
is the BraKet package, we define the underlying structures slightly differently than those given 
in this chapter. difference is not critical, and only constitutes the inclusion of an additional 
overall adjustment box in the underlying structure. This additional adjustment box allows us to 
control the to the right and to the left of the bra/ket structures. However such an 
inclusion would add little to the above discussion since the concepts that are being explained 
should by now be clear. 
2.7.4 Example Calculations from Physics 
The readers that are familiar with physics will understand the following steps; those that are not 
conversant in physics should try to observe how the notations are seamlessly interoperating 
within the calculations. The toy rules that are set up in this section are really only for illustrative 
purposes. Once we have covered the underlying language modifications in §4 Language 
Modifications, we will provide a suitable semantics for our bras and kets. Indeed, the following 
section could be viewed as the way calculations were done before the upcoming language 
modifications were developed. 
Let us also introduce some notations for operators and eigenkets. (Note how the second 
notation below is defined in terms of the first notation.) 
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In[12]:= Notation ~ Operator [1CJ 1 
In[13]:= Notation ~ EigenLabel [A_I 1-I~11 
Technical Note: Although I will not enter into the issue of representations in detail at this stage, in some cases the notations a 
physicist uses can be ambiguous. A computer scientist might say that physicists do not lexically scope their notations. At best, 
they have semantic meaning beyond any syntactic representation, For instance, consider the kets Ix), Ii) and Ip). In each of 
these states, the corresponding letter represents some specific semantic variable that is not free to change. For example, we 
could not use the ket Ix) to represent an arbitrary momentum state vector, even though there is no reason 
I>CP'"pntlnn this. 
Let us introduce some basic results from angular momentum theory. For reference, see any text 
on quantum mechanics - for instance, Shankar[292], Cohen-Tannoudji[68], or more 
specifically, Wiesbluth[334], Thompson[311], or Fano[106]. Firstly, we will denote a 
simultaneous eigenstate of the operators J2 and Jz by the angular momentum ket I j J I ) • 
Secondly, let us denote the operation of NonCommutativeTimes by"', and give it the 
attributes of Flat and Oneldenti ty. 
In[14]:= InfixNotation [. I NonCommutativeTimes 1 ; 
SetAttributes[NonCommutativeTimes , {Flat , OneldentitY}]i 
Technical Note: One applies SetAt tributes to the full form name, not the new infix operator notation, 
Thirdly, for the sake of style, let us symbolize the raising and lowering operators J + and J _ as 
well as the operator J z . 
In[1 Symbolize [J +] ; Symbolize [J~] ; Symbolize [J z 1 
Finally, we can define how our raising and lowering operators act on eigenstates of angular 
momentum. 
In[16]:= : = m n Ih I mJz ) 
In[17]:= 
In[18]:= 
IL,'J' m_J,,) :=n-Jj (j+i) -m (m+i) Ih, (m+i)J",,) 
. IL,'J' m_J,.) :=n-..jj (j+i) -m (m-i) Ih, (m l)J",,) 
We can now perform some simple calculations, 
In[19]:= J+. 13,'J I 0J-:') 
Out[19]= 2 -f3 n 13,'J I i Jz ) 
Again, without entering into detail about how to represent operators at a lower level or how to 
properly handle operator computations in Mathematica, we must add some basic properties to 
our NonCommutativeTimes. The following is an extremely crude implementation of 
multiple linearity over addition and over constantsi however, it is sufficient for the calculations 
in this section. The following rules state that constants can be factored out of a 
NonCommutati veTimes expression, and that NonCommutativeTimes distributes over 
addition. 
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In[20]:= f __ 
f_ 
?ConstQ 
(a_ + b_) • 
'r __ : cf·a·r 
:= f·a·r +f·b·r 
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In turn, the above depends upon our providing rules for Cons tQ, that is, rules for what will be 
considered a constant. 
In[22]:= ConstQ 
ConstQ 
ConstQ [c_"-] 
] : And @@ ConstQ /@ List @@ args 
] : = And @@ ConstQ /@ List @@ args 
ConstQ [c] A ConstQ [n] 
ConstQ ] : True 
ConstQ [_Symbol] : True 
ConstQ : False 
Now our calculations work correctly. 
Out[28]= {j (1 + j) 
In angular momentum theory, the operator .]2 has the eigenvalue j (j + 1) li2 on eigenstates of 
angular momentum. It is usually a textbook calculation to show that the operator .]2 can be 
decomposed into operators involving J+, J_, and Jz. Let us verify that this is the case. 
( 
1 A 
In[29]:= "2 (J + • + ·J+)+j'z·j'z)·lj,J/m,fz) 
)+ 1 {{j (l+j)-(-l+m)m) 
{j (l+j) -m (l+m)) 1'12 IjJI 
In[30]:= Simplify @ % 
Out[30]= j (1 + j) 1'12 I j J I 
For those that know enough about quantized angular momentum, it is evident that the 
calculation above shows that .]2 is equivalent to -} . J_ + J_ . J+) + Jz . Jz. In fact, we 
could verify this just by the appropriate substitution of the raising and lowering operators in 
terms of the operators Jx and Jy . 
In[31]:= ( 2
1 
Out[31]= j'z + 
Let us extend our implementation of angular momentum a little further, by adding the 
additional information that the eigenstates of angular momentum are orthogonal. 
In[32]:= (jl-a I 
We can now evaluate the decomposition of 
momentum. 
In[33]:= ( 
between different eigenstates of angular 
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+ 
1 ((j (l+j) (l+m) m) h 2 Ok,j on,m+ (j (l+j) -m (l+m)) 
In[34J:= Simplify @ % 
Out[34]= j (1 + j) h 2 Ok,j 
We can calculate expressions involving products of operators between 
In[35j:= (kJ' 
Out[35J= -12 h 3 Ok,3 o + 2 
To reinforce the fact that notations are critically important, note that although the input 
expression above is very intuitive, at least to physicists, its full form or ASCII form is almost 
incomprehensible. 
In[36J:= InputForm ) ] ] 
Out[36]lIlnputForm= 
HoldForm[NonCommutativeTimes[Bra[EigenLabel[k, Operator[Jll, 
[n, Operator[J~Subscript~z]]l, 
J, 
Operator 1, Operator + 
Operator [J~Subscript~plusl, 
Ket [3, Operator[J]], EigenLabel[O, 
11111 
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If should now be evident that not having the ability to represent structures in the way a 
physicist is used to viewing them can be extremely detrimental to understanding and working 
with these structures. 
Before finishing this section, let us reiterate an important point. Although we have used non-
commutative our approach is limited, and the correct handling of non-commutative 
operators requires a somewhat different approach. Describing the changes that are necessary to 
achieve proper handling of such structures is the topic of Language Modifications and §5 
Prototypical Structures and Quantum Mechanics. 
2.8 Closing Comments 
A major milestone in computer algebra systems has been achieved. Indeed, only 5 years ago 
Davenport said it would not be possible to have a system where the input and output were 
substantially the same [87]. Actually, on an historical note, when the author first embarked 
upon the Notation package, some developers inside Wolfram Research said that to develop such 
a package was an impossible task. Happily, they were wrong. and users the world over are the 
richer for it. 
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This chapter has introduced the Notation package, and has given a wide range of examples from 
the simple to the complex. I have specifically tried to limit the amount of physics needed in this 
section, in order to appeal to as wide a range of talents and backgrounds as possible. But the 
reader should be under no doubts that physicists, amongst all the physical scientists, are most 
in need of having the ability to create notations in the settings of symbolic computation. For 
instance, to give an idea of how far one can push the Notation package, and indeed to what 
extent physicists need notations, consider the double tensor constructed by the coupling of two 
spherical tensor operators in quantum mechanics. 
( S I IDs, ~ I S I IDs, 1) I S I S, x, p) 
1) (2.S.a) 
Setting up these structures and doing computations in an elegant and intuitive way without the 
Notation package would extremely difficult, if not impossible. instance, in the above we 
x: k 
have used a tensorial notation at. a - - , a notation for abstract sums (Zt' ,.,), a new 
P_<L- ;"'1 
notation for correctly assigning tensor values (:=), a notation for bra-kets, and finally a notation 
for creation and annihilation operators. H we did not have all these notations, then (2.8.a) 
would not look like an expression from physics to a physicist. Indeed, we will perform 
calculations such as the one above. In fact, statements simliar to (2.8.a) occur in §7 Tensor 
Calculus, Applications, and Quasi-Spin. It also appears in almost the exact same form in 
Wybourne[344]. Thus, the need for diverse notations and their applicability in physics should 
be apparent. 
Where possible, one should follow standard Mathematica conventions or follow the conventions 
of a given field. Inventing one's own individual non-standard notations is discouraged, since 
such notations are unrecognizable by other users. if a notation has an 
historical origin and is not as intuitive as other possible notations that one could invent, it is 
usually better, where possible, to use the historical notation. Admittedly, however, it is 
sometimes difficult to resolve the inconsistencies present in a certain notation with the desire to 
have a uniform notation. 
One should endeavor not to alter standard Mathematica conventions too much. For example, 
changing commas to vertical separators is strongly discouraged. The more notational oddities 
present in the system, the higher the chance that one notation will adversely interact with 
another, giving unexpected results. Some parsers have mechanisms to detect ambiguity or 
conflicts in a given grammar, but the Notation package does not. It effects, in essence, a 
dynamic grammar with the grammar potentially changing at any stage. Although some work 
has been done on dynamic grammars [28, 159, 283], certainly none of the standard parser 
generation tools such as Yacc[20], Lex[20], Bison[76], Flex[256], routinely handle dynamic 
grammars. 
On a related point, some authors - for example Ghezzi & Jazayeri [125], Hoare[162], and 
Wirth[340] - comment that in some languages, like PLIT and Ada, it is possible to create 
11 dialects". UnfortunatelY1 this means that other people that do not understand the new dialect 
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may find programs using the dialect indecipherable. This is another strong and compelling 
argument for why one should not deviate from standard conventions. 
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The introspective reader may feel that, with the Notation package, one can launch a multitude of 
dialects and hence make interoperability impossible. The refutation of this challenge is that 
although programmers now have the flexibility to create a vast number of different notations 
using the Notation package, the overriding point is that they can now create the specific dialect 
that is used in their particular field. This can only be a good thing. 
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Chapter 3 
Foundations of Notation 
3.1 Introduction 
In the previous chapter, we showed how to introduce new notations through the use of the 
three main functions of the Notation package - Notation, Symbolize and 
InfixNotation. We also showed how to use the various options available which are specific 
to the Notation package. We briefly discussed box structures - the underlying representations 
used by the Mathematica front end. This included a brief introduction to tag boxes, which are 
vital to the working of the Notation package. Precedence and grouping of operators were 
considered, especially in relation to new composite operators which one can define using the 
Notation package. This included material on how one can alter grouping behavior by the use of 
tag boxes. The chapter culminated with a sophisticated example - that of the bra-ket notation 
of Quantum Mechanics - using many of the notions introduced up to that point. 
The present chapter examines the principles underlying the material of the previous chapter. 
We wi1llook at how new notation definitions are built up at the box structure level by the 
Notation package. This includes a discussion of how tag boxes work in general and which 
specific tags are defined by the Notation package. We will then describe how to use complex 
patterns inside notations - for example, how to create a notation that needs some parameter to 
be an integer. Using this new knowledge, we will then build up a notation for tensors and 
consider some simple usages of this tensor notation. Finally, we conclude this chapter with a 
discussion about future possibilities and give some closing remarks. 
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3.2 Principles behind the Notation 
Package 
In this section, we come to grips with how the Notation package works at a fundamental leveL 
We start off in §3.2.1 The Functioning behind the Notation Package, by looking at the parsing and 
formatting rules produced by a notation statement. How these are able to operate on notations 
not recognized by the parser depends intimately on how tag boxes function. So, we consider 
tag boxes in general in §3.2.2 Tag Boxes, and the particular tag box NotationBoxTag in §3.2.4 
The Tag NotationBoxTag. We are then finally in a position to illustrate how the compiler of the 
Notation package is able to parse and format new notation. 
If not already so, the reader should become familiar with the concepts in §2.8 Textual Input and 
Output of the Mathematica Book [342L in particular §2.8.3 The Representation of Textual Forms, 
§2.8.4 The Interpretation of Textual Forms, §2.8.10 Representing Textual Forms by Boxes, §2.8.12 
String Representation of Boxes, §2.8.13 Converting between Strings, Boxes and Expressions, and finally 
§2.8.17 Advanced Topic: Low-Level Input and Output Rules. 
3.2.1 The Functioning behind the Notation 
Package 
The Notation package is, in essence, a notation compiler - see Aho [6]. In §2.5.3 Modifying the 
Grammar, we stated that the Notation package uses each notation statement to produce some 
additional rules for MakeExpression and/or MakeBoxes, which implement the notation. 
Actually, notation statements produce rules for two new functions : 
NotationMakeExpression and NotationMakeBoxes. These functions, introduced by 
the Notation package, behave in exactly the same way as their counterparts, MakeExpression 
and MakeBoxes. The reason for introducing and using these new functions will be discussed 
near the end of this section. 
Since we are starting this chapter in a fresh Mathematica session, as a prelude to our discussions 
we must load the notation package and the set of common notations we developed in the last 
chapter. (These common notations are listed in §A.l Common Notations.) 
In[1]:= «utilities 'Notation' 
« CornmonNotations' 
Let us consider a very simple Notation statement, and use the Action option to see what 
rule(s) the statement would generate, if we entered it. 
In[3]:= Notation [x_± <=> superPlusMinus [x_l , Action ---7 PrintNotationRules 1 
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Notat ionMakeExpress ion [SuperscriptBox , "±"], StandardForm] .-
MakeExpression [ 
RowBox [ { "superPlusMinus", "[", x, "]"}], StandardForm] 
NotationMakeBoxes[superPlusMinus , StandardForm] .-
SuperscriptBox [MakeBoxes [x, StandardForm], "±"] 
Note that these rules are just ordinary assignment statements. (One can easily check that the 
above Notation statement with '~' replaced by '~' or'¢==-' would generate just the first rule 
or second rule, respectively.) 
Now consider a simple input, say (3 + 5) ±. Its corresponding box structure is 
SuperscriptBox[RowBox[{ 
" (", RowBox [ { " 3 ", " +", II 5 " } ], "}"}], " ± II ] (3.2.a) 
For such an input box structure, the NotationMakeExpression rule printed above would 
match and return 
MakeExpression[RowBox[{ 
II superPlusMinus ", "[", 
RowBox [ { II (", RowBox [ { " 3 ", II + ", II 5 " } ], ")"}], (3.2.b) 
" ] "} ] , 
StandardForm] 
This in turn results in the kernel expression 
HoldComplete[superPlusMinus[Plus[3,5]]] (3.2.c) 
The above passes to the evaluator, where the HoldComplete is stripped off and the result 
evaluated to superPlusMinus [8], The rules for NotationMakeBoxes are then applied, 
resulting in 
SuperscriptBox [MakeBoxes [" 8", StandardForm], II ±"] (3.2.d) 
which is sent to the front end, where it is displayed as the textual output 8± . 
Having seen the above, the reader should now have a better understanding of how an input 
expression containing some new notation is converted to a corresponding expression of 
this new notation, which is in turn evaluated, and then the result appears as an output 
expression (possibly involving the new notation), For more complex notations, the rules 
generated for NotationMakeExpres and NotationMakeBoxes are considerably 
more complex, as the following demonstrates. 
In[4]:= Notation[x_+qy ..... ~ GroupPlus [x_, , Action ~ PrintNotationRules] 
NotationMakeExpression[RowBox[{Utilities'Notation'Private' 
x_, SubscriptBox["+", "[J"] , y_, 
Utilities'Notation'Private'r ___ }], StandardForm] 
MakeExpression[RowBox[{Utilities'Notation'Private'l, 
RowBox[{"GroupPlus", 1[",ROWBox[{x, ",",y}], "]"}], 
Utilities'Notation'Private'r}], StandardForm] 
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NotationMakeBoxes [x_ +g y_, StandardForm] : = RowBox [ 
{Parenthesize [x, StandardForm, Plus], SubscriptBox["+", "{j"], 
Parenthesize[y, StandardForm, Plus]}] 
There is an aspect of what we have just seen which is somewhat subtle, but is nonetheless 
important if one wants to understand how to construct notation statements involving complex 
patterns, to be discussed in §3.3.1 Complex Patterns and Notation Pattern Tags I. What we have 
just seen is that when making use of a Notation statement, pattern matching on the external 
representation is performed on box structures while pattern matching on the internal 
representation is performed on full form expressions. In our example, it is the box structure of 
(3 + 5) ±, that is (3.2.a), which matches the box structure SuperscriptBox [x_ f "±"] 
appearing in the NotationMakeExpression rule; and it is the full form version 
superPlusMinus [8] of 8± which matches the full form expression superPlusMinus [x_] 
appearing in the NotationMakeBoxes rule. 
Let us briefly discuss why the Notation package has used alternatives for MakeExpression 
and MakeBoxes. The functions NotationMakeExpression and NotationMakeBoxes 
perform almost exactly the same functions as their counterparts; but they have been used so 
that the Notation package has a minimal interaction or overlap with other packages that use or 
modify MakeExpression and MakeBoxes. Also, using these alternative functions allows a 
much cleaner separation between the rules a user might define and the machine generated 
rules of the Notation package. 
What is still not clear, even after the above example, is why the Notation statement for x_±, 
which is used by the Notation compiler to generate the above rules, is itself admissible to 
Mathematica's parser. For that statement contains a subexpression, namely x_ ±, which is not 
yet parsable by Mathematica, hence the whole Notation statement would seem to be not yet 
parsable. Simply stated, how does the notation creation process get started? The answer: by 
making appropriate use of tag boxes. 
AB we saw in §2.5.4 Tag Boxes in Notation Statements, each of the placeholders in the box struc-
ture ofthe template Notation [0 = 0] is encapsulated by a hidden tag box with the tag Nota-
tionBoxTag. This is also true of each '0' appearing in the templates for Notation [0 = 0], 
Notation [0 = oj, Symbolize [oj, InfixNotation [0, oj, and AddlnputAlias [0, 0]. In 
the next two subsections, we will elucidate how tag boxes work in general, and in particular 
how they work when they are tagged by Nota tionBoxTag. 
3.2.2 Tag Boxes 
To illustrate tag boxes, consider the following input. 
Looking at the above, one would probably guess that its box structure is 
Supers cr iptBox [ II x ", II 2 II ] • Actually, it is 
(3.2.e) 
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TagBox [SuperscriptBox ["x", "2"], fool (3.2.0 
as one can check by using Show Expression. Tag boxes are visuaUy hidden from the user. 
The default parsing of a box ofthe form TagBox [boxes, tag] is tag [exprJ, where ex:pr is what 
boxes is parsed to. For example, 
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Box structure iJ 'raQ~Box [HOV1Box [ { "i5I.", "+ ", II b II } 1, foo] 
Qul[5]= foo [a + b] 
However, in the case when we enter a currently inadmissible notation like ex:pr, even though it 
is surrounded by a hidden tag box with the tag foo, as in the following example, itis still 
inadmissible. 
Box structnre is 'ra.gBo;;:: [Superscr ip tBox [ " xU, " ± "J I f 001 
Syntax::sntxi Incomplete expression; more input is needed. 
The example above, demonstrating an inability to parse tag boxes containing unparsable parts, 
would not necessarily fail if the tag foo had a special parsing behavior associated with it We 
can define our own rules for the way specific tag boxes are parsed. For instance, by using the 
low level function MakeExpression, the following rule will change how Mathematica parses 
expressions containing a with the tag 1 (Remember, a 
MakeExpression statement must evaluate to a HoldComplete, to stop premature 
evaluation.) 
In[61:: MakeExpression 
HoldComplete 
[boxeS_I literalBoxes] I 
] 
The tag literalBoxes now has the special parsing behavior associated with it of creating an 
expression consisting of the very same box structure encapsulated by the tag box wrapper. It is 
important to note that this works, whether or not the box structure encapsulated is nonnally 
acceptable. This is illustrated by the following list, neither of whose members is normally 
acceptable, and each member having a hidden li teralBoxes tag box surrounding it. 
In[7]:= {3!, x±} 
Qul[7]= {SubscriptBox["3", "!"], SuperscriptBox["x", "±"]} 
Note also that aU this is happening quite independently of the Notation package. 
Because of the new MakeExpression statement, any input has become admissible if wrapped 
in a hidden literalBoxes tag box. Such input could be an entire notation statement, so 
already we see at least one way of making a notation statement admissible, even though it 
contains parts which are ordinarily inadmissible. 
To see in detail what happens, consider for an example the above x±, which has the box form 
Tag Box [SuperscriptBox ["x" f "±"] I literalBoxes] (3.2.g) 
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This is sent to the kernel to be converted to an expression by the sion rules. 
None of the built-in s ion rules apply, so ordinarily this box structure could not 
be parsed and an error message would ensue. However, there is now a ion 
rule to handle this tag box structure, namely the one defined above involving Ii teralBoxes. 
Using this new rule, the kernel parses the input box structure (3.2.g) as follows. 
In[8]:= 
Out[8]= 
[TagBox [SuperscriptBox ["x", "±"], Ii teraIBoxes] ] 
["Xll I II ± II ] Ihor: 
Evaluation then takes place, giving SuperscriptBox ["x", "±"]. This, in tum, is formatted 
by the kernel using the built in rules for MakeBoxes. 
In[9]:= MakeBoxes [SuperscriptBox ["x", "± II J J 
Out[9]= RowBox [ { " ", "[", RowBox [ { II \ II x\ II II , II II , , 
Finally, this result is sent to the front end, where it is displayed as follows. 
In[i0]:= 
Oul[i0]I/DisplayForm= 
@% 
[UXU, "±ff] 
"\"±\""}], "J "}J 
We now have some idea of how tag boxes work in general and how special behaviors can be set 
up for specific We are at last in a position to learn how the special tags defined by the 
Notation package actually work. There are three such special tags: NotationBoxTag, 
NotationPatt and NotationMadeBoxesTag. We examine NotationBoxTag 
next, and subsequently examine the other tags in §3.3.1 Complex Patterns and Notation Pattern 
Tags and §3.3.5 NotationMadeBoxesTag. 
3.2.3 Tags in Tag Boxes 
In some previous subsections, such as §2.6.5 Changing Grouping Behavior and §2.7.1 Prototypical 
Ket Structures, the tags we used in the tag boxes were strings, not symbols. Let us now give a 
fuller explanation of why this choice was made. The easiest way to demonstrate the potential 
problems arising from the use of symbols, as opposed to strings, as in tag boxes is to give 
an example of a notation inside a small package. First, let us all of the notations 
currently active. 
In[11]:= ClearNotations [J 
Next, inside a dummy package, let us recreate a variant of the notation for our interior product, 
which we gave in §2.6.6 Changing Precedences and the Option SyntaxForm. We modify the 
prototypical interior product tag box structure, (2.6.n), to use a symbol as opposed to a tag, 
resulting in the prototypical structure (3.2.h). 
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Tag Box 
-1 {"UnmatchedBracketStyle" -1 None}] , 
InteriorProductTag, SyntaxForm -1 "*" , 
Edi table -1 False, Selectable -1 False] 
Here is the code which starts the dummy package. 
In[12]:= ["DummyPackage''', "Utilities'Notation' "] i 
Begin["'Private'''] ; 
The following notation statement, based on (3.2.h), creates the interior product notation. 
In[14]:= Notation J w_ = InteriorProduct [v_, w_]]; 
Finally, the package is ended by the following. 
In[15]:= End [1 i 
[] ; 
(3.2.h) 
But the notation inside the package does not work outside the package. (This might be 
considered a good thing.) 
In[17]:= v _ J + 
Syntax: : sntxf: "v_" cannot be followed by " J 
(w_+ vJw+vJfJ. 
To see why this is so, we must examine the rules the Notation package created. Instead of 
performing the query ??NotationMakeExpression, we only quote here, due to space 
considerations, the single produced rule. 
NotationMakeExpression[ 
RowBox[{utilities'Notation'Private' 
DummyPackage'Private'v_, 
TagBox [StyleBox [" J ", AutoStyleOptions -1 
{ "UnmatchedBracketStyle" -1 None} ] , 
DummyPackage'Private'InteriorProductTag, 
Edi table -1 False, Selectable -1 False 1 
SyntaxForm -1 II *" I 1 
Utilities'Notation'Private' 
11 StandardForm"] : = MakeExpression [ 
RowBox[{Utilities'Notation'Private'l, 
RowBox [ { "InteriorProduct" 1 "[" 1 
'Private'w_ 1 
}], 
RowBox [{DummyPackage' Private' v, " If 
DummyPackage'Private'w}], "]"}] 1 
Utilities'Notation'Private'r}] 1 "StandardForm"] 
(3.2.i) 
Examining (3.2.i), we see that instead of creating a pattern which matches a tag box of the form 
TagBox [ ... , InteriorProductTag] 
it has instead created a pattern which matches 
TagBox ["" DummyPackage' Private' InteriorProductTag] 
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Thus, unless we change the tags in our input, we will not get a match. There are two solutions: 
either declare the symbol InteriorProductTag in the public context of the package, or use 
a string tag. If we use a symbol, then we must create a usage string for the symbol, for example 
"InteriorProductTag is a symbol used in the parsing of interior products." Also, if the user 
accidentally enters a statement that uses a notation in some package not yet loaded, then the 
user can unfortunately load that symbol into the global name space. There will then be issues 
surrounding the shadowing of symbols, when the package is loaded. By using a string tag, we 
avoid any issues of the context of the symbol and avoid worrying about which context the 
notation was declared in. 
String tags were not used in the previous subsection, §3.2.2 Tag Boxes. This was done for the 
sake of simplicity since we were only explaining the functionality of tag boxes. Unfortunately, 
they were not used in the Notation package since, at the time of creating the package, the author 
was not aware that string tags were allowed. The only excuse for this is perhaps that tag boxes 
have almost no documentation in the Mathematica Book [342], or elsewhere to my knowledge. 
Thus, when discerning the functionality of tag boxes, the author just used examples occurring 
within Mathematica. Only at a later date was it realized that string tags were in fact permissible. 
For backward compatibility, the Notation package still uses tags which are symbols. 
Although not critical, it is recommended that string tags are used whenever possible. 
3.2.4 The Tag NotationBoxTag 
Upon loading, the Notation package sets up rules for how the tag NotationBoxTag is handled 
in input and output. It is this tag which allows us to capture the box structures of notations 
when the notations are entered into Mathematica. This tag behaves somewhat like 
literalBoxes, considered in the previous subsection, allowing normally unparsable 
expressions to be parsable. Tag boxes containing this tag are embedded in every Notation, 
Symbolize, InfixNotation, and AddlnputAlias statement in Mathematica. 
TagBox tagname visual/ann 
NotationBoxTag I ... expression... I 
The visual form and behavior of the tag NotationBoxTag. 
effect of tag 
allows notation statements to parse 
notations which ate not yet admissible 
In the remainder of this section, let us assume that the private context of the Notation package 
has been added to the context path, so that our discussion is more readable. (This would easily 
be accomplished by something like PrependTo [ $ContextPath, "utili ties'-
Notation' Private'" ].) Under this assumption, the rules involving NotationBoxTag 
set up by the Notation package look like the following. 
NotationMakeExpression [TagBox [boxes_, NotationBoxTag, opts __ L 
anYForm_] : = HoldComplete [NotationBoxTag [boxes]] (3.2.j) 
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NotationMakeBoxes [NotationBoxTag [boxes_] f any1::"orm_1 .-
TagBox [boxes, NotationBoxTag] (3.2.k) 
Let us focus on the above NotationMakeExpression rule. It involves the tag 
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NotationBoxTag and is rather similar to the MakeExpress rule in the previous section 
which involved the tag 1 i t e r al Boxe s . However, the parsed expression of a 
NotationBoxTag tag box will contain a wrapper. For example, 
In[171:= NotationMakeExpression [ TagBox [SuperscriptBox ["x", "±"], 
NotationBoxTag1, StandardForm] II FullForm 
Out[17]IIFuIiForm= 
HoldComplete [NotationBoxTag [SuperscriptBox ["x", II ± "]]] 
We can now illustrate how the compilation engine of the Notation package works, at for 
simple examples. Consider a notation statement of the form 
Notation [leftExpr ¢=> rightExpr] (3.2.1) 
Assume leftBoxes is the box structure corresponding to leftExpr, hence has a hidden surrounding 
NotationBoxTag tag box, and similarly for rightBoxes and rightExpr. The box structure of the 
notation statement would essentially be 
RowBox [{ "Notation", II [", RowBox [{ 
TagBox [ leftBoxes, NotationBoxTag] , 
1f n II 
TagBox [rightBoxes, NotationBoxTag]}], 
(3.2.m) 
" 1 II } ] 
Because of the specific way NotationBoxTag is handled, as dictated by (3.2.j), TagBox [ 
leftBoxes, NotationBoxTag 1 is parsed to NotationBoxTag [ leftBoxes ], and similarly for 
rightBoxes. Thus overall, the notation statement is parsed to 
HoldComplete [DoubleLongLeftRightArrow[ 
NotationBoxTag [leftBoxes] , NotationBoxTag [rightBoxes] ] ] ] (3.2.n) 
where leftBoxes and rightBoxes appear literally, that is, unparsed. To see a specific case of the 
above, let us consider the notation statement for treated previously in §3.2.1 The Functioning 
behind the Notation Package. The following shows what it is parsed to. 
In[18j:= Hold [Notation 
Out[18]IIFuIiForm= 
:t ¢=> superPlusMinus 11 II FullForm 
Hold [Notation [DoubleLongLeftRightArrow[ 
NotationBoxTag [SuperscriptBox ["x_", "±"]], NotationBoxTag [ 
RowBox [List ["superPlusMinus", "[", "x_", "]" ]]]]]] 
The Notation compiler then uses this statement (with the 'Hold' removed) to generate the 
specific NotationMakeExpression and NotationMakeBoxes rules shown in §3.2.1 The 
Functioning behind the Notation Package. Returning to our generic example, the Notation package 
would, by a rather sophisticated algorithm, generate new rules of the form 
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NotationMakeExpression [processedLeftBoxes I StandardFormj .-
MakeExpression [processedRightBoxes I StandardForm] 
NotationMakeBoxes [processedRightBoxes I StandardForm] : 
heavilyProcessedLeftBoxes 
where the processedBoxes are all different. 
(3.2.0) 
To describe further the inner workings of the Notation package in general, or even just the 
algorithms which generate the NotationMakeExpression and the NotationMakeBoxes 
rules, would embroil us in rather technical considerations. These details are beyond the focus of 
this thesis. Moreover, besides embodying some sporadic and useful ideas, much of the code is 
not that insightful. The interested reader, however, can consult the source code of the Notation 
package. It is located in the normal Mathmtatica distribution in the directory math I AddOns I 
ExtraPackages IUtilities INotation/Documentation/Englishl (at least for versions 3.0 and 4.0). 
3.3 Complex Patterns in Notations 
Up to this point, the only patterns that have appeared in notation statements have been simple 
ones, that is, patterns of the form labeL label_, or label_. In §3.3.1 Complex Patterns and 
Notation Pattern Tags, we describe how to include conditional patterns and complex patterns in 
notation statements. Conditional patterns are sometimes necessary to ensure that a notation 
only works for say integers or maybe to ensure that a notation conforms to a certain form - for 
instance, in tensors hvo indices cannot appear directly above and below each other. In 
addition, we introduce the tag NotationPatternTag, to ensure that what appears to be a 
conditional or complex pattern is so interpreted. There are, however, times when we want 
complex patterns to be interpreted literally, and one such case is discussed in §3.3.3 The Need for 
Literal Patterns. In §3.3.5 NotationMadeBoxesTag, we expose the reasons why we sometimes do 
not want an expression appearing in a Notation statement to be processed any further, and 
we introduce the tag NotationMadeBoxes to accomplish this. 
3.3.1 Complex Patterns and Notation Pattern 
Tags I 
For normal purposes, it is usually sufficient that the patterns present in Notation .and 
Symbolize statements are simple patterns. However, it is sometimes necessary or desirable to 
use more complicated patterns in notations. For example, we might want a notation to be valid 
only when a certain pattern is matched by a number. 
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To introduce complex patterns inside a notation statement, we must surround each such 
pattern by a tag box with the tag NotationpatternTag. Then, when the Notation package is 
generating the rules which embody the notation statement being entered, it can act accordingly. 
This wrapping is critical, since if what appears to be a complex pattern is not embedded in such 
a tag box, then it will be treated as a literal string of characters to be matched and not function 
as a pattern. 
The visual form and behavior of the tag NotationPalternTag. 
To illustrate, consider the following notation statement, which has no embedded 
NotationPatternTag tag box. 
In[1]:=: Notation [V [any_ ?NumericQ] ¢::::> goo [anY_l 1 
Although one might think that the following input should now be recognizable to Mathematica, 
it isn't. 
In[2]:= V [3] 
Syntax: : sntxf "'il" cannot be followed by "[3]". 
In contrast, the following is parsable. 
In[2]:= V [y?NumericQ] / / FullForm 
Out[2]IIFuIiForm= 
goofy] 
From these two examples, it is evident that the notation has been defined to match literally 
something of the form II [ something? NumericQ ]. Thus '?NumericQ' is being treated as a 
string of characters which must be literally present in order to effect a match. This is exactly 
analogous to the fact, discussed in §2.2,4 Notation: Explicit Bracketing, that if brackets are 
involved in declaring a notation, then they must also be present in any input that is intended to 
use the notation. 
To illustrate complex patterns, let us define a notation which accepts input of the form r fUme 
only when the subscript expression num is a numerical expression/value. As a preliminary, recall 
from §3.2.1 The Functioning behind the Notation Package, that pattern matching on an external 
representation is actually performed on box structures, not expressions. Consequently, we 
usually have to create small variants of our testing functions in order to use them inside 
complex patterns. In practice, this amounts to defining box handling functions similar to the 
corresponding expression handling functions. For instance, for our present example, we must 
define the function unparseCiNumericQ, which is analogous to NumericQ but operates on 
unparsed box structures. 
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In[3]:= unparsedNumericQ [boxes __ ] : = NumericQ [ ToExpression [ boxes]] 
We are now in a position to create the notation which only recognizes input of the form r !TUm' 
where num must parse as a number. We do this by the following. 
In[4]:= Notation [rnum_,unparsedNurnericQ = faa [num_ ?NumericQ]] 
We use NumericQ rather than unparsedNumericQ on the right hand side of the statement, 
since pattern matching on an internal representation does follow conventional pattern matching. 
Any substructure surrounded by a tag box with the tag NotationPatternTag as well as 
having it's TagStyle set to "NotationPatternWrapperStyle" is visually distinguished 
by having a pink background, like subexpression. 
One would enter the previous notation statement by first entering a Notation [0 = 0] 
template, then replacing the 'D's with the external and internal forms as seen above, and then 
finally selecting the sub expressions num_?unparsedNumericQ and num_?NumericQ in 
succession, each time clicking the button InsertPatternWrapper (which is located in the 
Wrapper Boxes part of the full notation palette). Each such click wraps a tag box (with the tag 
NotationPatternTag) around what is selected and tints the background of the selection to 
indicate that a complex pattern is present. 
The following shows that our Notation statement works as intended. In particular, only input 
of the form r !TUm, where num can be considered a numerical expression, will be interpreted as a 
foo object. 
In[5]:= rJT + rh / / FullForm 
out[5]//Full Form= 
Plus [faa [Pi] , Subscript [r, h]] 
Reciprocally, only foo objects with numerical arguments will be formatted using the new 
notation. 
In[6]:= faa [IT] + faa [h] 
Out[6]= rJT + faa [h] 
It is highly instructive to examine the form of the rules created by our Notation statement. 
In[7]:= Notation [rnum_?unparsedNurnericQ = faa [num_ ?NumericQ] , 
Action"""", PrintNotationRules] 
NotationMakeExpression[ 
SubscriptBox["r", num_?unparsedNumericQ] , StandardForm] := 
MakeExpression [RowBox [ {" faa", "[", num, "]"}], StandardForm] 
NotationMakeBoxes [faa [num_ ?NumericQ] , StandardForm] : = SubscriptBox [ 
"r", Utilities'Notation'Private'makeEvaluatedRowBoxOfBoxes [ 
{num} , StandardForm, None]] 
Observe that when it comes to parsing, num_ ?unparsedNumericQ appears in the Nota tion-
MakeExpression statement as a pattern, not as a literal string, since in the notation state-
ment it is surrounded by a NotationPatternTag. This is as intended. For instance, Sub-
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scriptBox [ "r", "3"] (the box structure of r 3) matches SubscriptBox [ II r" , 
num_?unparsedNumericQ] (the pattern in the NotationMakeExpression rule). Note 
also the importance of our having used unparsedNumericQ rather than NumericQ, since 
SubscriptBox [ "r", "3"] would not match SubscriptBox [ "r", num_ ?NumericQ] .-
Similarly, when it comes to formatting, num_?NumericQ appears in the NotationMake-
Boxes statement as a pattern, not as a literal string, since it too is surrounded by a 
NotationPatternTag. 
completeness, we give the underlying structure of the notation statement. 
RowBox [ { "Notation ", II [ " , 
RowBox [{ 
TagBox[ 
SubscriptBox[lfr", 
TagBox[ 
RowBox [{ "num_", "? ", "unparsedNumericQ"}], 
NotationPatternTag, 
"NotationPatternWrapperStyle"]], 
NotationBoxTag, 
TagStyle->INotationTemplateStyle"], II If, 11=", 
TagBox[ 
RowBox [ { II foo ", II [ If , 
TagBox[ 
RowBox [ { "num_", "? II , " } ] , 
NotationPatternTag, 
II H 
If NotationPatternWrapperStyle" ], "]"}], 
TagStyle->"NotationTemplateStyle"]}], "]"}] 
3.3.2 Complex Patterns and Notation Pattern 
Tags II 
(3.3.a) 
An application of the general ideas presented in the previous subsection is that of symbolizing 
expressions subscripted by This is a question that is frequently asked of the author. 
The problem is the following: if one symbolizes some variables and then creates them in an 
expression as a by-product of evaluation, then they will not be treated as symbols. For instance, 
consider the following list. 
OullS]= {Yl' Yz, Y3, Y4, Ys} 
In[9]:= FullForm @ % 
Out[9)/lFull Form= 
List [Subscript [y, 1] , Subscript [y, 2], 
Subscript [y, 3] , Subscript [y, 4], [y, 5)] 
We can see that all the items in the list are expressions, not symbols. Even if we had directly 
symbolized the Yl, Y2, etc., it would make no difference because symbolization occurs only 
during parsing, yet the subscripted symbols are created during evaluation. The problem should 
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now be clear. The solution should probably be equally clear. We simply symbolize objects 
which fit the complex pattern of symbinteger' We can do this as follows. 
In[10]:= Symbolize [ ?unparsedSymbblQ) _?unparsedNumericQ ] 
Technical Note: The parentheses in the above symbolization, that is in (_ ?unparsedSymbolQ) , do not affect the pattern 
since they are part of the complex pattern. Therefore, (_ ?unparsedSymbolQ) is treated as an expression and not as 
something to be literally matched. Thus the parentheses do not need to be explicitly present in any input that is intended to 
match the symbolization. (They were included to allow the correct grouping of the input.) 
It only remains to define the suitable testing function for unparsedSymbolQ. 
In[11]:= unparsedSymbolQ @ • - SymbolQ @ @ boxes; 
SymbolQ @ = True; 
SymbolQ @ False; 
Finally, if during evaluation we create a symbol subscripted by an integer, then we can simply 
transform this to the same expression that parsing the boxes would create. 
In[14]:= (symb_? {_?IntegerQ : = ToExpression @ MakeBoxes @ symb{ 
Observe that now, even subscripted variables created during evaluation are treated as symbols 
in their own right. 
In[15]::= Table [Yi' {i, 1, 5} J 
Out[15]= {Yll Y2' Y3, Y4 I Ys} 
In[16]:= FullForm @ % 
Out[16]IIFUIiForm= 
, y~Subscript~2, 
, y~Subscript~4, 
Despite complex patterns providing advanced capabilities, it would be remiss not to give the 
following warning. One should be very careful to avoid unwanted evaluation through testing 
functions when parsing expressions. For example, when using the notation defined above for 
r num, parsing causes the testing function unparsedNumericQ to evaluate its arguments; and 
as we next see, this can lead to unusual results. 
In[17J:", Hold [ rprint ["Oops ... 'I 
ItOOpS •• ~H 
trOops . .. II 
Out[17J= Hold [rprint ["Oops ... " I J 
We rectify the parsing of by changing our testing function, unparsedNumericQ, in order 
to ensure that during testing its argument is not actually evaluated. This can be achieved in 
various different ways see any of [123], [222], [325L [293], or specifically [323]. Here is one 
way which suffices for illustration. 
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In[18j:= unparseclNumericQ @ 
ReleaseHold [ 
Unevaluated /@ ToExpression [boxes, StandardFOrffi, Hold] ] 
Technical Note: There are many ways we could have coded unparsedNumericQ, The above way is probably the 
simplest. 
Now the testing function does not allow any side effect evaluation. 
In[19]:= Hold[ rprint ["Oops ... ·] ] 
Out[19j= Hold[rprint[.ooPs ... "l] 
Moreover, our notation is still correctly recognized. 
In[20j:= r3 / / FullForm 
Out[20jIIFuIiForm= 
foo[3] 
Finally, in accordance with correctly guarding our'testing functions against unwanted 
evaluation, we should rectify the definition of unparsedSymbolQ to the following. 
In[21]:= unparsedSyrobolQ @ boxes __ : = 
ReleaseHold [ SyrobolQ /@ 
unevaluated /@ ToExpression [boxes, StandardForffi, Hold] ] 
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the information above on how complex patterns are incorporated into notations, an 
obvious question arises. Why are notations with an embedded' 7' not interpreted as complex 
by default? The answer is that it is sometimes necessary to treat the constituents of complex 
patterns literally. Thus, it transpires that we need to use patterns in dual ways, literally and as 
pattern expressions. This necessitates a choice. In notation statements, should the default 
interpretation of patterns be literally as box structures or as pattern expressions? The author's 
decision was that it is easier and more uniform to adopt the following convention. Unless 
explicitly indicated otherwise, everything is to be treated literally except the simple patterns, that is, 
-, 
Further justification for the above decision is forthcoming in the next subsection. But for now, 
let us give a practical example of when we would want to have a complex pattern treated 
literally. This will involve a simple notation, 7!, for the opposite of PatternTest. Whereas 
an expression expr matches patt7test if expr matches patt and satisfies test, we want expr to match 
patt 7 ! test if expr matches patt and fails test. First we introduce a notation and a semantics for 
negating a function. 
In[22]:= Notation [ ! f testrunctlon~ = notFunction [testrunctlon_l ] 
In[23]:= ! f tesC:= ! test [ #] & i 
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Now we define our negated pattern tests in terms of this notation. 
In[24):= Notation [patC 7~ tesC = patC 7 ( !f tesCJ ] 
In[25):= Notation [patC 7 1 tesC = patC 7 (!f tesC) ] 
Notation: :notationalPatternsUsed : 
Warning: The pattern patC? (!f tesC) is being interpreted 
as a notation and not a pattern. Use an embedded 
NotationPatternTag TagBox wrapper if you want 
this pattern to be treated as a genuine pattern. 
The warning tells us that as intended, in the Notation statement, pate 7 ( ! f tesC) is actually 
being interpreted literally, hence as a notation -- a notation which happens to have the form of 
a "pattern test" -- rather than acting like a "pattern test" which would put restrictions on patt_. 
Let us create a trivial function, Atomize, which uses the new notation. 
In[26):= Atomize [expr_ 7 1 AtomQ] : = furtherProcessing [expr] ; 
Atomize [expr_] : = expr 
Here are a few examples validating the functioning of Atomize. 
In[28):= Atomize [x] 
Out[28)= x 
In[29):= Atomize [x + y] 
Out[29)= furtherProcessing [x + y] 
On a more general note, by looking at the underlying rules that the notation statement 
generates, we can see that the pattern test is being matched literally. 0N e turn off the warning 
first) 
In[30):= Off [Notation: :notationalPatternsUsed] ; 
In[31):= Notation [patC 7 1 tesC = patC 7 (!f tesC) , Action --7 PrintNotationRules] 
NotationMakeExpression[RowBox[{Utilities'Notation'Private'l ___ , 
patt_, SuperscriptBox["7" , "!"], test_, 
Utilities'Notation'Private'r ___ }], StandardForm] .-
MakeExpression[RowBox[{Utilities'Notation'Private'l, 
RowBox [ {patt, "7", RowBox [ { " ( ", RowBox [ 
{SubscriptBox["!", "f"], test}], ")"}]}], 
Utilities'Notation'Private'r}], StandardForm] 
NotationMakeBoxes [HoldPattern [PatternTest] [patC, HoldPattern [!f tesC]] , 
StandardForm] := 
RowBox [{parenthesize [patt, StandardForm, PatternTest] , 
SuperscriptBox [" 7", "!"], 
Parenthesize [test, StandardForm, PatternTest]}] 
Specifically, we see that the NotationMakeBoxes rule contains 
HoldPattern [PatternTest] [patt, HoldPattern [! (test [#1]) &]] (3.3.b) 
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This means that when a kernel expression is being converted to boxes, the pattern tests 
appearing in the kernel expression will be converted according to the above notation, as 
opposed to the pattern tests in (3.3.b) placing conditions upon which kernel expressions can be 
converted 
3.3.4 Expressions within Notations 
The direct motivation for the introduction of the NotationPatternTag is to allow complex 
patterns in a notation statement to function as normal patterns. Nevertheless, these tags allow 
any piece of a notation statement to be treated as an expression, as opposed to a literal 
structure. Hence, they have wider application than just too complex patterns. Since this 
subsection and the next are going to examine many notation statements, let us set the option 
Action to PrintNotationRules and then later reset it. Thus, instead of actually entering 
notation statements, rather we just examine the underlying rules that would be generated if the 
statements were actually entered. 
In[32):= SetOptions [Notation I Action --7 PrintNotationRules] 
Out[32]= --7 Automatic, Action --7 PrintNotationRules} 
Also, as in previous examples, the function names fool omega, etc., have no special 
significance and are only used to illustrate the form of the notation statements. 
In this subsection, we will examine notation statements in pairs. pairs will only differ in 
that the first will have a single embedded tag box with a NotationPatternTag tag while the 
second will have no embedded pattern tags. To fully illustrate the effects of including versus 
not including such a tag, we will examine notations which parse and notations which format 
separately. 
We start by examining the effects of embedding a NotationPatternTag tag box in the right 
hand sides of statements. In the case of notations which parse, consider the 
following. 
In[33):= Notation = omega [foo [an!L]]] 
NotationMakeExpression [SubscriptBox ["n" I , StandardForm] : = 
[RowBox [ { "omega", "[ II, foo [any], II]II}], StandardForm] 
In[34):= Notation [nan!L = omega [foo [any~]ll 
NotationMakeExpression [SubscriptBox ["n" I any_] I StandardForm] : = 
MakeExpression[ 
RowBox [ { "omega", II [ ", RowBox [ { " foo" I 11 [ ", any, "]"}], "]"}] I 
StandardFormj 
Observe that in the first statement above, the one with the embedded notation pattern tag, 
foo [any] as an actual expression, as opposed to occurrence in the second statement 
as a literal structure RowBox [ { II foo II I 11 [ II I any, "]" } ]. In contrast, in the case of 
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notations which format, we see below that any notation pattern tags on the right hand side are 
ignored. 
Notation [QU/1.!L <= [foo [an!:Llll 
NotationMakeBoxes [omega [foo [anl:Lll, StandardFormJ : 
SubscriptBox ["Q" 1 MakeBoxes [any, StandardFormJ 1 
In[36]:= Notation [Q"ny""" <= omega [foo [anY_l 1 1 
NotationMakeBoxes [foo [anY_J 1, 
SubscriptBox ["Q" 1 MakeBoxes [any, StandardForm] 1 
What is the use of such parsing behavior? We will see a direct application in §3.4 Tensorial 
Notation. But it should be readily apparent that if the particular notation is designed for 
situations where the box structure of any is typically extremely complex, then we could create 
some sophisticated rules for f 00 and have it interpret the box structure appropriately. 
us next examine the reciprocal situation, where a notation pattern tag occurs on the other 
side, the left hand side, of a Notation statement. We use a small variation of the above 
notation statements. 
In[37]:= Notation [Qroo [anY_l omega [anY_l ] 
NotationMakeExpression [SubscriptBox ["Q", foo [anY_l ], StandardForml 
MakeExpression [RowBox [ {" omega", "[", any, "l"} 1, StandardForml 
In[38]:= Notation [Qroo [anY_l omega [anY_l 1 
NotationMakeExpression [SubscriptBox ["Q" , 
RowBox [{" foo", "[", any_, "l"} 1 J , StandardForml ::= 
MakeExpression [RowBox [{ "omega", "[", any, "]"}], StandardForm] 
Observe that in the first statement above, again the one with the embedded notation pattern 
tag, f 00 [any 1 appears as an actual expression, as opposed to its occurrence in the second 
statement as a literal structure RowBox [{ "foo", "[ If , any, "1" }]. In the formatting 
case we have the following. 
In[39]:= Notation [Qfoo[U/1Y_l omega [any_] 1 
NotationMakeBoxes [omega [anY_l, StandardForml SubscriptBox ["Q", 
Utilities'Notation'Private'makeEvaluatedRowBoxOfBoxes [ 
{foo }, StandardForm, Nonell 
In[40j:= Notation [Qfoo[anY_l omega [anY_l J 
NotationMakeBoxes [omega [any_J , StandardForm] SubscriptBox ["Q" I 
RowBox [ { "foo", "[", MakeBoxes [any, StandardFormJ, "l"} II 
Thus, when formatting, the substructures on the left hand side that are wrapped in a 
NotationPatternTag tag box are evaluated and then made into boxes. Overall, the various 
combinations are summarized in the follOwing table. 
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The behavior of the tag NotationPatternTag Inside notation statements. 
The behavior of the notation pattern tag can be extremely useful, especially when we need to 
have certain bits of code parse dynamically. We will encounter this in the next section, §3.4 
Tensorial Notation. In summary, complex pattern tags will playa pivotal role; but before this, we 
must introduce an additional tag that affects how notation statements are generated. 
3.3.5 NotationMadeBoxesTag 
The tag NotationMadeBoxesTag is intended for advanced users. It is used to indicate that 
box processing and formatting has already been done and that the Notation package should not 
perform any further processing. Typically, this tag is used to surround functions that return 
expressions which have already been turned into boxes or parsed into expressions. 
The visual form and behavior of the tag NotationMadeBoxesTag. 
To illustrate, let us consider a simplified version of a notation statement which will be used in 
§3.4.4 Definitions for Tensor Fonnatting, to generate output in conventional tensor notation. (In 
the previous subsection we set the notation option Action to ionRules, hence 
we are only examining the generated notation rules.) 
In[41]:= Notation [I"_makeGridBox [indices_l Tensor [I"_, '? validIhdicesQ 11 
NotationMakeBoxes [Tensor [I"_, indices_? 
TagBox[RoWBox[{Parenthesize[I", StandardForm, Times], 
II If RowBox [{ "makeGridBox", "[", 
MakeBoxes [indices, , II II}]}], "Tensor" 1 
We see that, as expected, the NotationMakeBoxes rule generated by a Notation [lhs ¢= 
rhs] is of the form. 
NotationMakeBoxes [rhsExpression] ::= lhsBoxes (3.3.c) 
The Notation package has converted Ihs to a box structure IhsBoxes. Specifically, it converts 
makeGridBox [ indlces_ ] into the following box structure. 
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RowBox [{ "makeGridBox", II [", 
Parenthesize [indices, StandardForm, Times 1, "]"}] (3.3.d) 
But this is not what we want. The function makeGridBox is designed to take an internal list 
involving indices together with their high or low positions and convert it to a grid box (to be 
used to display the upper and lower indices of a tensor). However, in the above rule generated 
by the Notation package, makeGridBox [ indices] appears as a literal box structure (3.3.d), not 
as an expression. Hence, the makeGridBox cannot build the requisite grid box of indices. 
Therefore, we need a way to tell the Notation package not to process the expression makeGrid-
Box [ indices_] (other than to drop the "_") during the construction of the NotationMake-
Boxes rule. This is what a Notat ionMadeBoxesTag tag box does, as we next see. 
In[42]:= Notation mak.§!$:i:'j,dBoxllndices .. :-J = Tensor , indices_ ?validlndicesQl] 
NotationMakeBoxes [Tensor [r_, indices_? , StandardForm] .-
TagBox[RoWBox[{Parenthesize[r, StandardForm, Times], 
" ", makeGridBox[indices]}], "Tensor"] 
The embedded tag box with the tag NotationMadeBoxesTag is visually distinguished by a 
purple background like subexpression, due to the tag style 
"NotationMadeBoxesWrapperStyle". It is evident from the internal definition returned 
that there is essentially no further processing of the expression makeGridBox [ indices_ ] by 
the Notation package. The above Notation statement also illustrates the point made earlier in 
§3.3.1 Complex Patterns and Notation Pattern Tags, that indices_ ?validlndicesQ is treated as a 
pattern when it is surrounded by a NotationPatternTag tag box. 
For our second example, let us consider a simplified version of a Notation statement which 
will be used, in §3.4.5 Definitions for Tensor Parsing, to generate the internal form corresponding 
to a tensor notation input. What it actually does is transform a tensor box structure into an 
internal tensor expression. 
In[43]:= Notation stringIndices_ ?validStringlndicesQ = 
Tensor makelndices [stringIndices_lll 
NotationMakeExpression[ 
TagBox [RoWBox [{r_, stringIndices_ ?validStringlndicesQ}], "Tensor"], 
StandardForm] : = MakeExpression [ 
RowBox [{ "Tensor", "[", RowBox [ ," , ", RowBox [{ "makelndices" I 
" [", stringIndices, "]"}]}], "]"} 1 , StandardForm] 
Observe that, as expected, the NotationMakeExpression rule generated by a 
Notation[lhs rhs] is of the form 
NotationMakeExpression [lhsBoxes] ion [rhsBoxes] (3.3.e) 
Hence, the parts of rhs are converted to corresponding parts of the box structure rhsBoxes. 
Specifically, [ indices_ 1 is converted to 
RowBox [ {"makelndices", "[", indices, "l"}] (3.3.f) 
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Again, this is not what we want The function makeIndices is designed to take an input grid 
box of indices and convert that to a row box of indices. Yet, in the above the makeIndi-
ces [ fndfces_ ] subpart appears as the box structure (3.3.£), not the expression makeIndices [ 
indices]. Thus, the make Indices perfonns no evaluation and therefore cannot build the 
requisite row box of indices. So, as in our first example, we need a way to tell the Notation 
package not to process the expression make Indices [ fndfces_ ] (other than to drop the I_I) 
during the construction of the NotationMakeExpression rule. And, as in our first example, 
we can accomplish this by wrapping makeIndices [ indices_ ] with a NotationMadeBoxes-
Tag tag box, as we see below. 
In[44]:= Notation [ 
r ?validStringlndicesQ = Tensor [r_f ]] 
ion [ 
TagBox[RowBox[(r_ f {ndices_?validStringlndicesQ}] f "Tensor"] f 
: MakeExpression [RowBox [ { "Tensor" f "[", 
RowBox [ {r, "," f makelndices [indices] } 1 f "]"}], StandardForm] 
It is evident from the internal definition returned that there is essentially no further processing 
of the expression [ indices] in the generated rules. 
So far, we have considered two ways to use a NotationMadeBoxesTag. in the previous 
subsection with NotationPatternTag, there are actually four ways. We could consider 
either a Notat [lhs rhs] or a Notation [lhs ¢= rhs] statement; and for each of these, 
we could surround a part of lhs or a part of rhs with a NotationMadeBoxesTag tag box. 
Surrounding f [ and g [x_] in the statement below shows that in all four cases, the 
surrounded expression is essentially left unprocessed. 
In[45]::; Notation ~ Tensor [r _, g[x..;.ll] 
[TagBox [RowBox [ (r _, f [x_l } ] , Tensor] , 
StandardForml : = MakeExpression [RowBox [ 
{"Tensor", "[", RowBox[{r, ",", g[x]}], "]"}], StandardForm] 
NotationMakeBoxes[Tensor[r_, g[x_]] , StandardForm] : TagBox[ 
RowBox [ (Parenthesize [r, StandardForm, Times], f [x] } ] , Tensor] 
It is illuminating to compare the behavior of the tag NotationMadeBoxesTag, as illustrated 
above, to that of the tag NotationPatternTag, as illustrated next. We do this by using a 
notation statement which only differs from the above in that it has different tags. 
In[46]:= Notation 
[TagBox[RowBox[(r_, f[x_l}], Tensor], 
:=MakeExpression[RowBox[ 
("Tensor", "[", RowBox[{r, ",", g[x]}], "l"}l, StandardForm] 
NotationMakeBoxes [Tensor [r_, g [x_ll , StandardForm] : 
TagBox[RowBox[{Parenthesize[r, StandardForm, Timesl, 
Utilities'Notation'Private'makeEvaluatedRowBoxOfBoxes [ 
{f [xl}, StandardForm, None] }] , Tensorl 
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Technical Note: Actually, in three out of the four possible cases mentioned, surrounding an expression by a tag box with the 
tag NotationPatternTag will produce the same effect as using a But we have used 
the two different tags for reasons, 
Now that we have finished examining the generated rules, let us reset the Action option to 
CreateNotationRules, 
In[47]:= SetOptions [Notation, Action -7 CreateNotationRules 1 
Out[47]", {WorkingForm -7 Automatic, Action -7 CreateNotationRules} 
All the information necessary to create complex and sophisticated notations has now been 
presented. The next section gives a "real world" application of the foregoing material. 
3.4 Tensorial Notation 
3.4.1 Introduction 
As surprising as it may seem, even with the new capabilities provided by the Notation package, 
it is not a trivial exercise to implement an !I adequate" notation for tensors, (For references 
treating tensors, see [81, 240, 295].) This is manifestly evident from the fact that of the many 
packages dealing with tensors - from those in the fields of general relativity and cosmology 
(ORTHOCARTA.\.JU99L Classi[7], RSHEEP[298], GRTensorll[248, 249], Redten[144, 145], 
STENSOR[164, 165]), to general packages in geometry and I or tensor analysis and lor index 
handling (CARTAN[303, 304], EinS[192, 193], EXCALC[286, 288], MapleTensor[188], 
MathTensor[258J, NP[80J, Ricci[202], RicciR[180], Riegeom[266], Riemann[267], SHEEP[115], 
TIC[15, 56]), and even special packages for index handling in high physics (Dill[208], 
HEPHYS[154] ) none of them have an "adequate" notation for tensors or tensorial objects. 
Other notational difficulties also arise with these packages, As a result, many physicists feel 
uncomfortable with the output of these packages, since the notations are unintuitive and 
different from the notations they are accustomed to using. This obstacle must be surmounted, 
for in the author's experience, it is important to be able to employ a familiar and intuitive 
notation when attempting to solve a problem. When unfamiliar with symbolic 
computation systems attempt to learn a computer algebra system, they will sometimes give up 
in frustration because they could not figure out how to express their particular problems in the 
unfamiliar, foreign, and arcane notation of the system. If we can solve the notational problems 
at the start, we can at least alleviate the language difficulties. 
To the above end, and to illustrate some of the more complex underlying principles of the 
Notation package, we will create a working and useful notation for tensors. In actuality, we 
define a notation for tensorial objects, not just tensors. For us, a tensorial object is a tensor or a 
general indexed object. It need not satisfy any absolute requirement about how its components 
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transform with respect to coordinate transformations. The transformation properties of specific 
classes of tensorial objects are prescribed by specific semantics yet to be given. 
Just as we did in the section that developed a notation for bras and kets, we must decide what 
the underlying structure of a tensor will be. In §3.4.2 Prototypical Tensor Box Structure, we focus 
on the external representation, hence the underlying box structure, while in §3.4.3 Prototypical 
Tensor Expression Structure, we will deal with the general form of the internal representation. 
We then proceed to enter the notation in §3.4.4 Definitions for Tensor Formatting and §3.4.5 
Definitions for Tensor Parsing. In the following chapter, we present some simple calculations 
using these tensors so defined. Real, or industrial strength, applications of our tensorial 
notation will be deferred until §5 Prototypical Structures and Quantum Mechanics and §7 Tensor 
Calculus, Applications, and Quasi-Spin, since we first need to modify the underlying language in 
§4 Language Modifications in order to facilitate the entry of the semantics for the tensorial syntax. 
3.4.2 Prototypical Tensor Box Structure 
Tensors form a generalized class which include scalars, vectors and matrices as special cases. 
Scalars, vectors, and matrices have no indices, one index, and two indices, respectively. Tensor 
representations - from now on we will just call them tensors have zero or more indices. 
Normally, in vectors and matrices, all indices are of the same kind. However, with tensors we 
sometimes need to take into account both contravaliant (raised) and covariant (lowered) indices. 
(This depends on the metric.) instance, the following is an example of how a tensor is 
notationally displayed. 
a 
T be (3.4.a) 
index a is contravariant and the indices band c are covariant. T is the name of the tensor. 
The following is a second example of a tensor, with contravariant indices a, b and covariant 
indices c, d and covariant derivative e. 
ab 
'R e d ; e (3.4.b) 
To ensure that the tensor name and associated tensor indices will be grouped together in a 
single structure, we proceed as we did with the bra-ket notation and use a tag box: Also, the 
natural choice for the indices is a GridBox. So as a naive approach, we might try using 
something like the following. 
TagBox [RowBox [{tensor name, GridBox [indices] }], "Tensor "] (3.4.c) 
Let us give a specific example of this box structure for the tensor T with say a raised index a and 
a lowered index b, and look at how it would be displayed. 
In[1]:= TagBox[RowBox[{"T", GridBox[{{" a ", ""}, {"", "b"}}]}] I "Tensor"] II 
DisplayForm 
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Out[ 1]IIDisplayForm= 
a 
T b 
As we can see, the indices are not the right size or in the right place. We can rectify this by 
changing the font size, shifting the GridBox, and using an AdjustmentBox. Also, contrary 
to standard convention, we wish the tensor name to be displayed in bold face, which we 
accomplish using a StyleBox. Our refined candidate would be structured and displayed as 
follows. 
In[2]:= TagBox [RowBox [ { 
Out[2]IIDisplayForm= 
a 
T b 
["T", FontWeight -> "Bold"], 
StyleBox[AdjustmentBox[ 
GridBox [{ {"a", ""}, {"", "b"}}, GridBaseline > Axis 
RowSpacings -> 1.4, ColumnSpacings -> 0.3], 
BoxMargins -> {{-O.35, 0.21, {O.45, -O.15}L 
BoxBaselineShift > 0 . 45] , 
FontSize -> 9] }], "Tensor"]!! DisplayForm 
We can see from the above that we have put the name in bold face, reduced the of the 
indices to 9 point, and added the appropriate grid box options. Next, as was the case in the bra-
ket notation discussed in §2.7.1 Prototypical Ket Structures, we must make sure that the user can 
and edit the arguments of a structure - for a tensor these are the name and the indices 
yet ensure that the structure itself remains uneditable; and as with the bra-ket notation, we 
enforce such restrictions using tag boxes. With these modifications, the underlying structure 
becomes the following. 
TagBox[RowBox[{ 
StyleBox [TagBox [name, "TensorName", Editable -> True, 
Selectable -> True], -> "Bold"] , 
StyleBox [ 
AdjustmentBox [ 
TagBox [ Gr idBox [indices, 
GridBaseline -> Axis, RowSpacings -> 1.4, 
ColumnSpacings > 0 . 3] , 
Tensorlndices, Editable -> True, 
Selectable -> True], 
-> {{-O.35, O.2L {O.45, -O.15}L 
BoxBaselineShift -> 0.45], 
FontSize -> 9] } ], 
Tensor, Editable -> False, 
Selectable -> False, SyntaxForm -> "symbol"] 
(3.4.d) 
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This structure is sufficient to implement a notation for tensors. However, the box structure is 
rather complex. As was previously done with the bra-ket example in §2.7.2 Prototypical Ket 
Structures using Named Styles, let us again adopt the highly advantageous practice of specifying 
the style modifications in a uniform way via the style sheet. Not only does this simplify the 
underlying structure, but if we wish to change the style or grid adjustments in the way tensors 
will uniformly appear, we only need perform this modification once, in the style sheet, instead of 
indivdually changing every instance of a tensor in our notebook(s). 
To reiterate: adding a new style to the style sheet allows us to set up a uniform style that will be 
used consistently throughout a notebook. We will define three styles, one for the tensor name, 
one for the tensor indices, and one for an overall wrapper. The style for the tensor name, 
"TensorName ", will set the font weight and tag box options. The style for the tensor indices, 
"Tensorlndices ", will set the font size, adjustment box options, grid box options, and tag 
box options. Finally, the wrapper style sets the outer tag box options and also the syntax form 
of the tensor structure as a whole. (These styles were added to this notebook in advance.) 
In the style sheet these styles look like 
Prototype for style: "TensorName": 
TensorName 
Prototype for style: "Tensorlndices": 
Tensorlndices 
Prototype for style: "TensorWrapper": 
TensorWrapper 
Examining these cells, by using the Show Expression command from the Format menu of the 
front end, we find their structure to be the following. 
cell [StyleData ["TensorName" J , 
Evaluatable->Fals.e, 
styleMenuListing->None, 
FontWeight-> "Bold" , 
TagBoxOptions-> {Editable->True, 
Selectable->True, 
StripWrapperBoxes->True}] 
cell[StyleData["Tensorlndicesilj, 
Evaluatable->False/ 
StyleMenUListing->None, 
FontSize->9/. 
AdjustmentBoxOptions->{BoxMargins->{{ 0.35, 0.2}, {O.45, -O.i5}}, 
BoxBaselineShift->..,O.45J, 
TagBoxOptions->{Editable~>True, 
Selectable:::>True} , . ••.•... 
GridBoxoptions->{GridBaseline--:>AXis, 
RowSpacings'->1.4, 
ColumnSpacl.ngs->O.3}] 
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---~'VH""r 
{Editable->False, 
Selectable->False, 
"symbol"}] 
It is evident that styles set the correct formatting options. 
Recall from §2.6.7 Style Sheets and Tag Styles, that once a style, style name, has been added to the 
style sheet, then any box structure that is surrounded by a StyleBox [ . ." "style name"] or a 
TagBox [ ... I tag, "style name"] will inherit all the options defined in style name. 
For instance, a wrapped by a StyleBox [ ... , 11 Tensorlndices " ] will inherit the 
grid box options GridBaseline ~ Axis, RowSpacings ~ 1.4, ColurnnSpacings ~ 0.3. 
In light of the foregoing, our prototypical tensor structure should be simplifiable to something 
like the following. 
Tag Box n.V\/'I'-''-''''!\' [ { 
TagBox [name, II TensorName" , TagStyle -> "TensorName"], 
AdjustmentBox [ 
TagBox [GridBox [indices], "TensorIndices", 
TagStyle -> "TensorIndices"]] }] , 
"Tensor", TagStyle -> "TensorWrapper ", 
SyntaxForm -> "symbol"] 
(3.4.c) 
Technical Note: Actually, as previously discussed in §2.7.2 Prototypical Ket Structures using Named Styles, It would be truly 
elegant if aqjustment boxes were part of normal styles. In this case, we could omit the adjustment box in the box structure 
(3.4.e) and instead incorporate it into the Tensorlndices style. Also, we must again explicitly include the syntax form 
option in the outer tag box to circumvent the parenthesizing bug in Mathematica as previously described in §2.7.2 Prototypical 
Ket Structures using Named Styles. 
Unfortunately, due to current limitations in Mathematica, there are some problems with the 
above box structure (3.4.e). Firstly, recall that adjustment boxes with no adjustments are auto-
matically stripped out, hence we need to add at least one adjustment, like BoxBaseline-
Shi f t ~ 0 . 45. Secondly, for some mystifying reason, including a style box around the 
adjustment box or some similar code seems to be necessary in order that the front end behave 
correctly when moving a cursor through the tensor box (this will hopefully be rectified with the 
next Therefore, our prototypical tensor will have the following structure. 
TagBox[RoWBoX[{ 
TagBox [name, II TensorNameII , TagStyle -> "TensorName"] , 
StyleBox[AdjustmentBox[ 
TagBox [GridBox [indices], "Tensorlndices", 
TagStyle -> "Tensorlndices"], 
BoxBaselineShift -> 0.45], "Tensorlndices"]}], 
II Tensor", TagStyle - > "TensorWrapper" , 
SyntaxForm -> "symbol"] 
(3.4.f) 
One might think that using uniform styles is not worth the extra complication of having to 
modify the style sheet. However, it cannot be stressed enough how important this is for long 
term viability and program management. It is extremely worthwhile for a variety of reasons. 
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For example, when printing, one might want smaller indices than for on-screen editing, or a 
specific user might not want the tensor name to be bold, etc. Using defined styles allows 
greater flexibility and a cleaner structure. It is good style. 
3.4.3 Prototypical Tensor Expression Structure 
After having chosen the underlying box structure for tensors, the next step is to determine how 
the full form tensor expressions should be structured. There are two obvious candidates that 
are immediately apparent to mind. The first candidate representation we will consider for a 
tensor expression structure 
Tensor [name I {indexl I index2 I ... I indexi} I 
{elevationl I elevatio1l2 I ... , elevationi} 1 (3.4.g) 
a 
For instance, the tensor T be would be represented as Tensor [ T, {a, b, C}, {High, 
Low, Low} ]. There are some benefits to such an expression structure, and indeed it would be 
adequate. However, creating a notation that uses the above underlying expression structure 
will be left as an exercise for the reader. (It is suggested that one finish reading this section 
before attempting such a notation.) 
The second expression structure we consider is: 
Tensor [name I {elevationl [indexl 1 I elevation2 [index2 J I ... , elevationi [indexi J } 1 (3.4.h) 
a 
For instance, the tensor T be would be represented as Tensor [ T, {High [al , Low [b J , 
Low [ c]} ]. It is this second expression structure which we will use to represent our tensors, 
since it is easy to work with when pattern matching. Incidentally, this structure is close to the 
data structure the package Ricci[202] uses. There are obvious variants of our chosen expression 
structure, such as Tensor [ T I {{ a, High} I {b I Low}, {c, Low} ]} ] or even Tensor [ T, 
{a [High] , b [Low] I C [Low] } ]. However, since these variants can be treated similarly, we 
will not discuss them further. Our chosen representation is consequently the following. 
The structure of a tensor. 
In the spirit of the Notation package, instead of using High [ index] or Low [ index] in our 
definitions, let us introduce the following notations for indices that are contravariant or 
covariant. 
In[3]:o: Notation 
Notation 
+ = High [a.~J ] 
= LoW [a.....:;] ] 
For our indices, we can summarize the data structures for them, the notations for them, and 
their meanings in the following table. 
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data structure 
High [index] 
Low [index] 
The data structures and notations for indices. 
purpos~ 
represents a contravariant index in a, tensor 
represents a covariant index ,in a tensor 
Now that we have chosen an underlying box structure and an underlying expression structure 
for representing tensors, a problem arises. In the case of the bra-ket notation, the box structure 
and the expression structure were simple enough and compatible enough that defining a 
notation for bras, kets, and bra-kets was relatively easy. Unfortunately, the same is not true for 
tensors. The incompatibility between the tensor box structure and expression structure lies in 
a 
the indices. To illustrate this, let us examine the indices in T b c for both structures. As a part 
of the tensor box structure, the indices are represented by 
GridBox[{{lI a ll, 1111/ IIII}, {"II, "b", Hell}}] (3.4.i) 
But as part of the tensor expression structure, the indices are represented by 
{High[aJ, Low[bJ, Low[c]} (3.4.j) 
It is clear that there is no trivial conversion between the box structure and the expression 
structure. Herein lies the problem. The complications that arise from the conversion from 
boxes to expressions and vice-versa occupy the next two subsections. 
3.4.4 Definitions for Tensor Formatl'ing 
In the two previous subsections, we decided on both an underlying box structure and an 
underlying expression structure for tensors. We will now proceed, in a top down fashion, to 
implement a Mathernatica notation for tensors, using two Nota tion statements connecting the 
box structures and expression structures representing tensors. The implementation of this 
notation is non -trivial because there is no direct translation between the two structures. 
Let us implement the notation that transforms a tensor expression, such as 
Tensor [r, {a +, b-, c-} l, into a tensor box structure, and then discuss it. 
In[5]:= Notation [r_makeGridBox[indices~] = Tensor [r_, indices_ ?validlndicesQ] ] 
In this Notation statement, indices_ ?validIndicesQ is wrapped by a tag box with the tag 
NotationPatternTag, and the expression makeGridBox [ indices_ ] is wrapped by a 
NotationMadeBoxesTag tag box. This latter wrapping is necessary since makeGridBox 
returns a box structure, hence we must not allow MakeBoxes to process it further. (Recall from 
§3.3.S NotationMadeBoxesTag, that if a substructure is wrapped with a tag box with the tag 
NotationMadeBoxesTag, then in the rules generated by the Notation package, the 
substructure will not be surrounded by MakeBoxe s.) 
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To confirm that the NotationMadeBoxesTag has functioned correctly, let us inspect the 
NotationMakeBoxes rule generated by the above Notation statement. 
In[6]:= Notation [r_makeGridBox[/ndio-es_l = Tensor [r_, indices_ ?validIndicesQ] , 
Action ~ printNotationRules] 
NotationMakeBoxes [Tensor [r_, indices_ ?validIndicesQ] , StandardForm] .-
TagBox[RowBox[{TagBox[MakeBoxes[r, StandardForm], 
"TensorName", TagStyle ~ "TensorName"], 
StyleBox [AdjustmentBox [TagBox [makeGridBox [indices] , 
"TensorIndices" , TagStyle ~ "TensorIndices"] , 
BoxBaselineShift ~ - 0.45], "TensorIndices"]}], 
"Tensor", TagStyle ~ "TensorWrapper" , 
Syn taxForm ~ "symbol"] 
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It is evident that the NotationMadeBoxesTag functioned correctly, since makeGridBox [ 
indices_ ] does not have a MakeBoxes wrapper surrounding it, unlike say the r. It is also clear 
that we will need to define a testing function, validlndicesQ, that will determine if the 
indices in the tensor expression are of the right form to be translated into a grid box of indices. 
In addition, it is necessary to define the function makeGridBox, which will create a box 
structure of indices from a given list of indices. 
First we consider validlndicesQ. This function determines whether each ofthe indices in 
the tensor expression is of the form Up [_] or Down [_]. Obviously, if one of the indices is not 
of this form, then we cannot translate from a tensor expression to a tensor box structure. 
In[7]:= validIndicesQ @ {fndices __ ? (MatchQ[#, High [_] I Low [_] ] &)} := True; 
validIndicesQ @_ := False; 
As a quick test ofvalidlndicesQ we have 
In[9]:= validIndicesQ /@ {{a+, b-, c-}, {a, b}, {a, b-}} 
Oul[9]= {True, False, False} 
Once it has been determined, via validlndicesQ, that the indices are of the correct form, it 
is the duty of makeGr idBox to create a grid box of indices from the given list of indices. 
In[10]:= makeGridBox @ indices_List: = 
GridBox @ Transpose [makeStringIndexPair /@ indices] i 
In[11]:= makeStringIndexPair @ High @ index_ : = {MakeBoxes @ index, ""}; 
makeStringIndexPair @ Low @ index_ : = {"", MakeBoxes @ index} ; 
Technical Note: Although it is not strictly necessary for the present work, the full source code for the Tensors' package sets 
the HoldAll attribute for the functions validlndicesQ, rnakeGridBox, and rnakeStringlndexPair; and also 
suitable ensures that no unwanted evaluation takes place, 
With the notation declaration above and the subsidiary functions validlndicesQ and 
makeGridBox, our tensors are now being formatted properly, as demonstrated by the 
following, 
In[13]:= Tensor [r, {a+, b-, c-}] 
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a 
Out[13J= r be 
In(14):= Tensor[r, {a+ }] 
a 
Out(14)= r 
Actually, it is commonplace in physics to denote the partial derivative by a comma I/o (See any 
of the references on relativity such as [81, 240, 255] or quantum field theory [138, 173, 186, 278] 
or mechanics [130].) Also, in general relativity and differential geometry one uses covariant 
derivatives, denoted by';' - see [8t 240, 255]. Let us add these to the parsing of tensors. 
In(15]:= makeStringIndexPair @ Low [ " i "1 : = {" ", "i"} i 
makeStringIndexPair @ Low [ " , "1 : = {" ", ","}; 
In[17]:= Tensor[r, {a+, b-, c~, "i"~, b~}l 
a 
out[17]= r be; b 
For completion, observe that products of tensors are formatted correctly, and in particular, are 
parenthesized correctly since the syntax form of the overall box structure of each tensor 
structure is a symbol- d. (3.4.f). 
a 
Out[18)= r beG ad e 
Formatting is now working, so we next tum to parsing. 
3.4.5 Definitions for Tensor Parsing 
reciprocal notation that transforms a tensor box structure into a tensor expression is slightly 
more complicated than that for the formatting of tensor expressions. In the notation statement 
below, both stringIndices_ ?validStringlndicesQ and [ stringIndices_ 1 are 
wrapped by a tag box with the tag NotationPatternTag. This is to ensure, as 
discussed in §3.3.1 Complex Patterns and Notation Pattern Tags, that they are interpreted as 
patterns. 
In[19):= Notation [ 
r_ stringIndices_?validstringlndieesQ = Tensor [r_, makeIndices [strlngIndices_ll 1 
essence, we only want to match boxes that can be interpreted as a tensor. Let us inspect the 
internal rules generated by the above statement. 
In[20):= Notation [ 
r_ stringIndfces_?validStringlndieesQ = Tensor[r_, makelndices [strlngIndices_l 1 , 
Action -> PrintNotationRules 1 
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NotationMakeExpression[TagBox[ 
RowBox [ {TagBox [r _I "TensorName" 1 TagStyle -7 "TensorName" J 1 
StyleBox[AdjustmentBox[ 
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TagBox [stringIndices_ ? validStringIndicesQ 1 
"TensorIndices" 1 TagStyle -7 "TensorIndices" J 1 
BoxBaselineShift -7 -0.45 J 1 "TensorIndices" J } J 1 
"Tensor" 1 TagStyle -7 11 TensorWrapper" 1 
SyntaxForm -7 "symbol" J 1 
StandardForm] ,-
ion[ 
ROWBox[ 
{"Tensor" 1 "[ If 1 RowBox [{r 1 
n] " } ] 1 StandardForm J 
1 1 makeIndices [stringIndicesJ } J , 
We will proceed in a top down fashion. From the above, it is clear we will have to define a 
testing function, validStringlndicesQ, which win determine if a grid box of potential 
indices can actually be interpreted as a valid bunch of tensor indices. In more detail, 
checks to see that the grid box contains a valid list of index pairs. It 
ignores style boxes. We must also define the function makelndices, which will create the box 
structure of the parsed indices from the grid box of indices. 
In[21]:= validStringIndicesQ @ GridBox [ indices_List 1 
And @@ (validStringIndexPairQ /@ Transpose @ indices) 
validStringIndicesQ @ StyleBox [ boxeS_I ,-
validStringIndicesQ @ boxes 
validStringlndicesQ @ other _ : == False 
A valid index pair is something like {index, white space} or {white space, index}, that is, something 
that can be interpreted as a high or low index. 
In[24]:= validStringlndexPairQ @ {_ ?whiteSpaceQ, ? 
validStringlndexPairQ @ L ?validStringIndexQ 1 
validStringlndexPairQ @ _ : == False 
} True 
} : = True 
valid index is something that is parsable or a I,' or a ';' where, as is conventional in tensor 
analysis, the latter two symbols denote partial and covariant differentiation, respectively - see 
[81,240,255,326,333]. 
validStringlndexQ [" ;" I "," I a_ ? silentParsableQJ 
validStringIndexQ @ other_ : = False 
True 
Apart from a definition of whi teSpaceQ and silentParsableQ, which are given shortly, 
we have provided a complete definition for val 
Once it has been detennined, via validStringlndexQ, that a grid box of potential indices 
actually represents tensor indices, it falls to makelndices to transform the grid box of indices 
into a row box of High and/or Low indices. (Style boxes are ignored by makelndices.) 
In[29]:= makeIndices @ StyleBox [boxes_I --J : = makeIndices @ boXes 
make Indices @ GridBox [ indices_List 1 __ J : 
RowBox @ {If {" 1 RowBox @ padList [ 
parseStringIndices /@ Transpose @ indices 1 n 1 "J, "}"} 
makelndices @ other _ . - ErrorBox @ other 
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The purpose of parseStringlndices is to convert each column of the grid box into a single 
High or Low type index. 
In[32]:= parseStringlndices @ {_? whi teSpaceQ, index_? validStringlndexQ} .-
RowBox @ { "Low", "[", parseSpecial@ index, "]"} 
parseStringlndices @ {index_? validStringlndexQ, _? whi teSpaceQ} .-
RowBox [{ "High", "[", parseSpecial@index, "]"}] 
parseStringlndices @ other _ : = 
RowBox @ {" tensorParseError", "[", other, "]"} 
The function parseSpecial ensures that the special characters for covariant and partial 
differentiation, as well as ordinary indices, are handled correctly. 
In[35]:= parseSpecial @ ";" : = "\"; \ " " 
parseSpecial @ "," : = "\", \" " 
parseSpecial @ other_ : = First @ StripBoxes @ other 
We have now defined a notation for parsing tensors, that is, a notation that translates tensor 
box structures into tensor expressions. It only remains to define padList, whiteSpaceQ and 
silentParsableQ. 
The function padList will insert a padding element, padElement, between all adjacent 
members of a list. This is useful for inserting, say, commas or infix operators, into a box 
structure. 
In[38]:= padList [fisCList, pad8femenC] : = 
Drop[#, -1] & @ Flatten @ Thread@ {fist, pad8fement} 
Here is an example using padList. 
In[39]:= padList[{"a", "b", "c"}, ","] 
Out[39]= {II a II 1 II 1 II 1 II bil, II 1 II 1 II ell} 
For the upcoming function definitions, it is convenient to reintroduce the following infix 
notations for SameQ and UnsameQ. 
In[40]:= Inf ixNota tion ["$, UnsameQ] 
InfixNotation[=, SameQ] 
To determine if a given string consists of only white space characters, that is things like tabs, 
spaces, empty strings, etc., we require the function whi teSpaceQ. 
In[42]:= whi teSpaceQ @ string_String : = 
DeleteCases [Characters @ string, 
( "\t" I "\n" I " " I 
II If "" I II II I II II 11 II I 1111 
"" I 1111 I II \nll I II II I II II I "..,11 
{}; 
whi teSpaceQ @ other__ . - False 
III! I 
II II I II II)] _ 
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The last function, silentParsableQ, is a variant of parsableQ. The function parsableQ 
determines whether a given box structure or string is parsable in StandardForm. If it is not 
pars able, then the error message given by the first non-parsable object will be displayed and 
parsableQ will return False. 
In[44]:= parsableQ @ boxexpr _ : = 
Head @ ToExpression [boxexpr, StandardForm, HoldComplete J _ 
HoldComplete 
For example, the box structure of a+ is parsable while that of af is not 
In[45]:= parsableQ [SubscriptBox [ "a", "+" J J 
Out[45]= True 
In[46]:= parsableQ [ SuperscriptBox [ "a", "I" II 
Syntax: :sntxi : Incomplete expression; more input is needed. 
ToExpression: :esntx : 
Could not parse SuperscriptBox[a, fJ as Mathematica input. 
Out[46]= False 
The function silentParsableQ performs exactly the same function as parsableQ, but it 
will not report any error messages. We accomplish this using silentEvaluate which, like 
Evaluate, will evaluate an expression and return the result, but unlike Evaluate, it will not 
report any error messages. 
In[47]:= SetAttributes [silentEvaluate, HoldAll J ; 
silentEvaluate @ expr_ : = 
Block [{Message}, SetAttributes [Message, HoldFirstJ ; exprJ; 
silentParsableQ @ boxexpr __ : = silentEvaluate @ parsableQ @ boxexpr; 
In[50]:= silentParsableQ [ SubscriptBox [" a ", "+ II J J 
Out[50]= True 
In[51]:= silentParsableQ [subscriptBox [" a", "I" II 
Out[51]= False 
Finally, let us declare that any tensor object that is not parsable by the above is illegal. 
In[52]:= MakeExpression [TagBox [any_, Tensor, opts __ J, StandardFormJ : = $Failed; 
Tensor parsing now works! 
a 
In[53]:= T b c / / FullForm 
Out[53]IIFuIiForm= 
Tensor[T, List [High[aJ, Low[bJ, Low[cJJJ 
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3.4.6 Concluding Remarks 
To conclude this section, observe that, as desired" our tensor notation is working in both input 
and output. 
a 
In[54]:= T b c 
a 
Out[54]= T b C 
In[55]:= FullForm @ % 
Out[55]IIFuIiForm= 
Tensor [T, List 
a 
Out[56]= r bee a d e 
[a], Low[b], Low[c]]] 
We are now in the position where we have created a notation for tensors. Some rather complex 
concepts were needed in the two previous sections, §3.2 Principles behind the Notation Package 
and §3.3 Complex Patterns in Notations, as well as in the previous chapter, §2 The Notation Pack-
age. But even though the end result may seem relatively straightforward, this accomplishment 
should not be underrated. Currently, to the author's knowledge, there are no other competing 
systems that have such facilities. This is even despite the fact that Mathematica 3.0 was released 
some 3 years ago, in 1996. Moreover, the lengthy history of the field, which started in the 1960s 
see d'Inverno[82] - and the fact that many programs have tackled such problems are testa-
ment to the fact that the problem is non-trivial. 
No than six Mathematica packages for tensor analysis have been introduced or updated 
since Mathematica 3.0 was released: MathTensor[258], Ricci[202], Cartan[303, 304], TTC[15, 56L 
EinS[192], and GRTensorI[[248, 249]. There are also other associated Mathematica packages 
that could make good use of the" correct" display of general indicial expressions: among these 
are Dill[208J, FeynCalc[230, 231J, HEPHYS[154J, HIP[168J, and Tracer[174]. This listing of 
programs, of course, does not include any of the programs or systems for handling tensors not 
based in Mathematica, such as STensor[165], Redten[144, 145], Riegeom[266L or EXCALC[286, 
288] 
None of these aforementioned systems properly handle the notations for tensors. Ours does. 
Obviously, we have achieved something highly desirable. 
In the next section, we turn our attention to some simple issues involving, as well as examples 
demonstrating, the use of our notation for tensorial objects. 
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3.5 Tensors: Examples and 
Ancillary Notations 
3.5.1 Introduction 
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At this juncture, we are faced with a choice. Should we present some actual calculations before 
we have modified our underlying language and hence give somewhat awkward code? Or 
should we delay any calculations until after §4 Language Modifications, in which case we will be 
able to perform them "properly"? There are advantages and disadvantages to both approaches. 
Nevertheless, it is perhaps beneficial to see how to do calculations the "wrong way" in order to 
recognize and appreciate the advancements made when we perform and structure calculations 
the II right way". 
To the above end, in this section we will consider examples that use the tensor notation and, 
more generally, use the notation for indexed objects which need not tensors. We will 
also develop some new ancillary tensor notations. Specifically, in §3.5.2 Simple Examples Using 
Tensors, we implement and illustrate a small precursor to dummy index handling that we need 
for tensor analysis. In §3.S.3 Dummy Indices, we continue our treatment of dummy indices by 
introducing a function for reindexing, along with some notations for "tensorial assignment". 
Next, in §3.S.4 Complications Involving Index Elevations, we consider an example from quantum 
mechanics involving indexed objects with negative indices. We proceed on to a simplistic 
system for Cartesian vector calculus in §3.5.5 and §3.5.6. This motivates the notational 
extension we give in §3.5.7 Extended Tensor Syntax. Finally, in §3.5.8 Examples Using the Extended 
Tensor Syntax, we conclude this section with an example demonstrating the use of our extended 
syntax: an implementation of the generalized Kronecker delta function. 
To reiterate, the examples in this section are really for illustration of the tensorial notation. 
They are not intended to provide a complete solution to the problems illustrated. 
3.5.2 Simple Examples Using Tensors 
Let us "play with" a few simple calculations in this subsection, demonstrating the tensorial 
notation. Later, in §7 Tensor Calculus, Applications, and Quasi-Spin, we will give a "proper" 
functioning to go with the tensor notation. 
Here is a simple tensorial expression. 
In[1]:= Tensor [€ f {a- f d- f e-} J Tensor [r f {a+, b-, c-} J 
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a 
Out[1]= r bee a d e 
We can add two tensors and, in general, perform computations on expressions involving 
tensors. 
a 
In[2]:= % + r bee d e a 
a a 
Out[2]= ~ bee a d e + r bee d e a 
In[3]:= Simplify @ % 
Out[3]= r abe (e a d e + e d e a ) 
When dealing with tensors in relativity, mechanics, quantum mechanics, and indeed almost any 
discipline, the Einstein summation convention is often used. That is, when two indices appear 
in a product, it is assumed that these indices are summed over. (This material should be 
standard to any physicist - see, for instance, Simmonds [295] or D'Inverno[81].) However, in 
the context of symbolic computation, a problem arises, called the reindexing problem. To 
illustrate this problem, consider the expansion of the Christoffel symbol in terms of the metric 
when the metric is torsion free [81, 240,295]. 
(3.S.a) 
I 
Now, if we are asked to expand, say, the Christoffel symbol r m n' how do we proceed? We 
cannot blithely use formula (3.5.a), since then we would have the following reduction. 
(3.S.b) 
Obviously this is nonsense, since the index m appears twice in a covariant position in the same 
metric tensor. Thus, as physicists, we automatically rename variables, almost unconsciously, 
whenever using formulas in order to maintain the Einstein summation convention. That is, we 
would pick an unused index, say a, and write the following. 
I 1 I a ( ) 
r mil ~ '2 g gma,1l +gan,m -gllln,a (3.S.c) 
A solution to this problem in the context of symbolic computation is needed. Evidently, we 
must somehow encompass automatic renaming or reindexing whenever we rewrite expressions. 
Far better ways to resolve index handling will be given later, but for now let us proceed in an 
extremely simplistic fashion. We will directly create a rule that replaces any summed indices on 
the right hand side with unique indices, that is, indices never used before in the session. We do 
this using the Module construct. 
i 1 im ( ) In[4]:= expandr = {r - k_ 1_ :~ Module [ {m}, 2 9 9 k m , 1 + 9 m 1 , k - 9 k 1 ,m l}; 
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Consequently, calculations using expandr can now be tackled. For example, here is the 
expansion of the covariant derivative T a; b . 
c 
In[S]:= '1' a , b + '1' era b 
c 
Gul[S]= '1' a , b + '1' era b 
We expand the Christoffel symbol in this expression as fo11ows. 
In[6]:= % / • "'''''1,.-'''';......... / / Expand 
1 c m$1016 
Gul[6]= - 2 9 gab, m$1016 '1' c + 
1 c m$1016 1 c m$1016 
9 9 a m$1016 , b '1' c + 2 9 9 m$1016 b , a '1' c + '1' a , b 
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It is startlingly obvious that we are going to need a function to our expressions after we 
have chosen unique indices. The obvious choice is to replace the "ugly" dummy index above by 
a "nice" index. Using IIreplacements" was the way calculations typica11y proceeded before the 
material in this Although it is possible to make do with this style of calculation, it is 
certainly not elegant. instance, in EinS[192] the expansion of Christoffel symbols in terms 
of the metric and its derivatives would be accomplished by the following rule which is at best 
arcane, and at worst ugly and inelegant. 
withmetric 
{Gam [ k_, l_J :-4 
Module [{m}, 
DefES[1/2gc[L m] * (PD[g[m, kJ, x[lJJ + 
PD[g[m, lJ 1 x[kJ J PD[g[kl 111 x[mJ 1) 1 
{m}, ESRange ---+ $ESDimension11 } ; 
(3.5.d) 
Observe the bad handling of the elevation of the indices, the direct specification of the module 
in order to scope the variables (as above) and other problems which are apparent to the 
experienced practitioner. Unlike (3.S.d), at least our given by the rule expandr, is 
readable. But we can easily do much better, as will be seen in the next subsection. Later sti11, in 
§7 Tensor Calculus, Applications, and Quasi-Spin, we sha11 tackle and overcome the other intrinsic 
problems with the approach that uses "replacements". 
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3.5.3 Dumn1Y Indices 
The previous subsection presented several simple examples using tensors/indexed objects. It is 
obvious that we need further tools to manipulate such objects. Most tensor systems share at 
least some tools in common. Almost invariable, one of these tools is that for reindexing a 
tensorial expression. In practice, this amounts to replacing, in a uniform way, all the dummy 
indices by new dummy indices. In §6 An Algorithm for Tensor Simplification, we will extensively 
revisit tensors, their functioning, and present an algorithm for canonicalizing tensor 
expressions, all in the context of developing what will be called the Tensors package. For now 
though, let us just use the Tensors package and its ancillary routines. The following clears all the 
variables we have so far introduced and then loads the Tensors package as well as the common 
notations. 
In[7]:= ClearNotations [l ; 
ClearAll /@ Names @ "Global' *" ; 
Remove /@ Names @ "Global' *" ; 
In[10]:= «Tensors' 
« CommonNotations' 
Loading the package defines many top level functions. The number of such functions has been 
kept to a minimum in order to keep the interface clean and functional. As already mentioned, 
we will discuss these functions in further detail later, but for now let us just use them with 
cavalier flippancy. 
In order to handle indexed objects, we must first introduce at least one set of indices. Loading 
the package automatically accomplishes this by declaring that the following symbols are general 
indices: a, b, c, d, i, j, k, I, m, n, 0, p, q. We can, of course, alter this set or indeed work with 
different sets, for example a, /3, 'Y, etc. However, these simple details are left until §7.2.1 Indices 
And Coordinates, when we will have dispensed with all our notational concerns. Under most 
circumstances, it is not critical which class of indices one uses for which function. In fact, to 
demonstrate this in the early sections of this thesis, we will use general indices. In later 
chapters, we will use more specialized indices belonging to other classes. 
Let us return to reindexing expressions, for which we use the Tensors package function 
. d 
Relndex. For instance, if we reindex the equivalent expressions T i r 1- a band T d r a b' 
then we should obtain the same expression, with the dummy indices i and d being replaced by 
a common dummy index. Relndex accomplishes this, using the first general index which is 
not free in either expression, namely c. 
. i d 
In[12]:= ReIndex [T ira b + T d r a b 1 
c 
Out[12]= 2 T era b 
In fact, reindexing can be thought of as a partial step towards canonicalization. That is, some 
expressions which initially appear different, but which are in actuality equivalent, can be 
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transformed into the same expression just by renaming the dummy indices in an expression in a 
uniform way. 
Recall the example from the previous subsection, where we expanded the Christoffel symbol in 
the covariant derivative of T a ; b . 
i 
In[13]:= expandr = {r - k_ 1 i m ( ) :~ Module [ {m}, 2" 9 9 k m,l + 9 mI, k - 9 k 1 1 m ] } i 
c 
In[14]:= T b + T r b! . expandr !! Expand 
a I C a 
Out[14J= 
1 c m$1365 
- 2" 9 gab I m$1365 T c + 
1 cm$1365 1 cm$1365 
"2 9 9 am$1365 , b T c + "2 9 9 m$1365 b I a T c + T a, b 
This expression can now be reindexed to obtain a normal looking tensor. As above, Relndex 
uses the first general inde~ this time d, which is not free in the relevant expression. 
In[15]:= ReIndex @ % 
1 cd 1 cd 1 cd 
Oul[15j= - 2" 9 gab, d T c + 2 9 gad, b T c + 9 9 db, a T c + T a I b 
Unfortunately, reindexing expressions is an intrinsic property of tensor manipulation that 
cannot readily be avoided. This issue will be revisited in § 7 Tensor Calculus, Applications, and 
Quasi-Spin. In that chapter, we will outline the reasons and motivations which lead to the 
following notation and definition for tensorial assignment. 
= TensorSetDelayed[fhs_l rhs_J 1 i 
In[17]:= (fhs_ :-= rhs_) : 
With[ {dummies = DurruuyTndices [rhs] \ DurnmyIndices [fhs]}, 
fhs: Module [dummies, rhs]] 
For now though, a tensor assignment, such as lhs := rhs, just makes a delayed assignment of rhs 
for lhs, with the proviso that the dummy indices in the rhs will be unique in e:very usage instance. 
For example only, here is an extremely simplistic toy definition of the covariant derivative which 
works only for vectors (and is in no way intended to be part of a more general solution). 
k 
In[18j:= T_ i . J' :-= T i J' + r i J' T k 
- I _ , 
We can easily illustrate the uniqueness of the dummy index used to replace k in each 
k 
application of the rule T . --7 T. . + r .. T k . 
- ; J_ 1. I J 1. J 
In[19]:= U a ; b + U a I b 
k$1381 k$1382 
Oul[19)= 2U a I b +U k $1381 r ab +U k $1382 r ab 
Of course, these individual terms with unique indices reindex to the same object. 
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In[20]:= Relndex @ % 
c 
Out[20]= 2 U b + 2 U r b a, c a 
Using tensorial assignment, we can elegantly define the Christoffel symbol in terms of the 
metric tensor. 
i 
_ 1 i m ( ) 
k_ 1_ : = "2 g g k m , 1 + g m 1 , k - g k 1 , m In[21]:= r 
Observe that this definition is marvelously elegant in its simplicity. We are finally starting to 
enter formulas that "look" and" act" like a physicist would expect. Whenever expressions using 
the Christoffel symbol are used, the dummy indices of the expanded form will always be unique. 
i m 
In[22]:= r j m r i k 
1 i m$1383 m m$1384 ( ) 
Out[22]= ""4 g g -g j m , m$1383 + g j m$1383 , m + g m$1383 m , j 
(-g i k , m$1384 + g i m$1384 , k + g m$1384 k , i) 
We can, of course, reindex this expression to obtain a "normal" looking tensor. 
In[23]:= Relndex @ % 
Out[23]= ~ g a C g b d (g ad, k - g a k , d + g d k , a) (g C b , j - g j b , C + g j c , b) 
It should be evident that the Notation package allows us to change many features of our 
underlying language, or at least give the appearance of such changes. The expressive power we 
can harness from a good notation should not be underestimated. Indeed, this raises a 
philosophical question. Does the language remain "unchanged"? Or do the semantics we give 
our notations imply that the grammar extensions as a whole are more than just syntactic sugar? 
AB is the case in philosophy, there is no correct answer - just viewpoints. 
3.5.4 Complications Involving Index Elevations 
Some packages attempt to do some of the same things as our Tensors package. Indeed, some 
packages in certain areas have capabilities that are as yet unimplemented in the package under 
development here. However, in criticism, these other packages are, at times, "clunky". Their 
lack of notation gives rise to problems - for which they should not be criticized since such 
features were at the time of development, and in many cases still are, beyond their host 
systems'software. In this section, let us focus on just one of these problems: how to denote the 
elevation of indices. 
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In an attempt to capture the covariant versus contravariant nature of an index, many of the 
packages denote a covariant index by -index and a contravariant index by +index. For these, 
a c 
T [a I -b I -a Ie] would represent the tensor T b a . Amongst such systems which follow 
this convention are EXCALC[286, 288], DUMMY [153] and its successor CANTENS[52], 
Riegeom[266], and TIC[15, 56]. Of course, such a convention leads to disaster if the indices 
that are being summed over are not all intrinsically positive. Indeed, this situation frequently 
arises outside general relativity. (In all fairness, it appears that many of the systems mentioned 
were not designed to have applicability outside relativity and / or differential geometry.) For 
instance, in treating angular momentum in quantum mechanics, we often use indices which 
contain angular momentum quantum numbers that can range from - J to J. A typical example 
arises when we actively transform a set of angular momentum eigenkets by a rotation. This 
rotation results in transforming each eigenket into a linear combination of the original 
eigenkets, with the coefficients of the linear combination providing the indexed objects. 
(General details of finite rotations of quantum systems are given in most standard texts on 
Quantum Mechanics. For example, see Shankar[292], Merzbacher[232], or Cohen-
Tannoudji[68]; or more specifically, see Thompson[311], Weissbluth[334], Judd[179], or 
Fano[106].) 
In[24]:= Notation [D(L) [w_l ~ FiniteRotation [j_1 w_l] 
Let us load the bra-ket notation created in §2.7 Example: Bra-Ket Notation. 
In[2S]:= «Notations' Braket' 
We can now define how rotations act on our kets. 
j 
In[26]:= P[w_l ·1'(_1 L;;, m_Jz ) := ID(j) [fLI] nm 161 hi m Jz ) 
n=-j 
This is a perfectly valid formula which uses "negative indices". Here is a typical expansion. 
In[27]:= P [w] • 12;; I lJA
z
) 
Observe that some of the indexed objects have "negative indices". For half integer angular 
momenta, we obtain the following. 
In[28]:= P [w 1 . I (3 / 2) ;; I (1 / 2) Jz ) 
Out[28]= I ( ~ ) J I (~) JJ D ( %) [fLI 1 - + + + I ( ~ ) J I (~) Jz ) 
D(%)[fLll_+++I(~)J' (~)Jz) 
D(%)[fLI] +++I(~)JI (~Lfz)D(%)[fLI] 1. ..!.. 
2 2 
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There are several notational variations on the above approach that we could have taken. One 
would have been to explicitly include the angular momentum state number as an index in the 
indicial expression, as in '1J [(sJ] j n m' We will revisit angular momentum in quantum 
mechanics later, in Example: Angular Momentum. 
Actually, even excluding negative indices, many programs insist that 0 is not used as an index 
either, since in this case 0 auto reduces to 0 T so all covariant zeros automatically become 
contravariant zeros. Again, this is disastrous, and the steps that certain programs take in order 
to avoid - 0 simplifying to 0 are quite contorted - see, for instance, CANTENS [52]). 
In any case, the original point is clear: we need proper handling of indices, including negative 
indices and the index 0, if we are going to use tensors and, more generally, indexed objects in a 
consistent way throughout the physical sciences. In the next subsection, we introduce some 
semantics for handling indexed objects. 
3.5.5 Simple Cartesian Vector Calculus I 
Now that we can at least express our relations in a nice way, reindex expressions, and perform 
"tensorial assignments", we can present an extremely simplistic example involving this 
machinery. As good a choice as any is a simplistic treatment of a portion of Cartesian vector 
calculus. We will not do any "significant" calculations in this subsection, just simple 
calculations to describe the functioning of the notation. 
In later chapters §4 Language Modifications and others we will make extensive changes to 
the underlying language. However, at this juncture, we restrict ourselves to using just standard 
Mathematica (including the Notation package). With this restriction, typically, our system would 
be implemented by a set of rewrite rules, which we would then apply or directly assign. Let us 
adopt such an approach. 
In vector calculus, both the divergence and the curl of a vector field are valid operations. Thus, 
we introduce the following notations in the same way as was previously done in §2.4.1 The 
Option Working Form. 
In[29]:= Notation ['\7 .expr_=Div[expr_J J 
Notation ['\7 xexpr_=Curl [expr_JJ 
Notation =Vector [v_J ] 
For simplicity, in this subsection we restrict ourselves just to this toy segment of Cartesian 
vector calculus. Thus, all calculations we do here involve just constants (i.e., numbers), vectors, 
and lor the divergence and curl operators. Since we are going to expand our vector calculus 
formulas in terms partial derivative operators, let us consequently introduce a partial derivative 
operator notation. 
In[32]:= Notation [8 = operatorPD 1 
Here is the full form of a typical expression. 
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In[331:= V x V x 'IT I I FullForm 
Out[3311IFuliForm= 
Curl[Curl[Vector[vlll 
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For further progress, we need the NonCommutativeTimes operation. It was previously 
introduced in §2.7.4 Example Calculations from Physics; but for convenience, we re-introduce it 
here. 
In[341:= ConstQ [a_ ?NumberQl : = True 
ConstQ [-l : = False; 
In[361:= InfixNotation [ . , NonCornrnutativeTimes 1 ; 
SetAttributes[NonCornrnutativeTimes, {Flat, Oneldentity}l; 
In[371:= 1_· (c?ConstQb_) ·r_ :=c!·b·r I; ({I, r} =!= O} 
1 __ . c_ ? ConstQ . r_ : = c I . r 
1_ . c_ ? ConstQ . r __ : = c I . r 
1 __ · (a_ + b_) . r __ : = I· a . r + I . b . r 
We must also declare that our NonCommutati veTimes is a tensorial multiplicative head. 
This enables DummyIndices and several of the other functions defined in the Tensors package 
to work correctly across the head NonCommutativeTimes. 
In[411:= Dec lareTensor ialMul t ipl ica ti veHead [ 
NonCornrnutativeTimes, Cornrnutivity~Falsel 
Now we can codify our rules for D i v and Cur 1. 
In[421'- V v .-= B . v 
.- . -' j j 
V )( v_ i :-= e i j k • B j . V k 
Here we have used the Levi-Civita tensor defined as follows. 
e i j k { 
+~ 
-1 
if {i, j, k} are an even permutation of 1, 2, 3 
if any of the i, j, k are not unique 
if {i, j, k} are an odd permutation of 1, 2, 3 
Actually, the Levi-Civita tensor is a tensor density, but we will not enter into these nuances at 
this stage - see d'Invemo [81] or Weinberg[333] for details. The Levi-Civita tensor is 
extremely simple to implement. 
In[441:= e i_Integer j_Integer k_Integer : = Signature @ {i, j, k} 
We must also include the fact that the Levi-Civita tensor is a constant. 
In[451:= ConstQ @ e = True; 
Simple calculations can now be entered. Let us use our tools to prove the extremely well 
known result that V . V x anything = o. 
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In[46]:= v. V x 'IT / / Relndex 
OUI[46]= a . a . 'iT e 
abc abc 
Our canonicalization routines, which we later develop in §6 An Algorithm for Tensor Simplifica-
tion, will trivially simplify this expression to zero. However, at present! our routines can not yet 
recognize that a product of a symmetric object and antisymmetric object is zero. Consequently! 
we resort to the more brutish solution of contracting the summed indices over the actual coordi-
nates. It is extremely easy to implement a function! Contract! which contracts the dummy 
indices in a tensorial expression. (Later! in §7.2 Tensor Manipulations and Tensor Calculus! Con-
tract will be adapted to contracting over specific index classes.) 
In[47]:= Contract @ expr _Times: = SumOverlndices [expr, Dummylndices @ exprl 
SumOverlndices [expr _, indices_l : = 
with [{iterators Sequence @@ ({#, 1, 3} & /@indices)}, Sum [expr, iteratorsl] 
Here is a simple example a contraction. 
In[49]:= Contract [T a A a b] 
Oul[49]= Alb T 1 + A 2 b T 2 + A 3 b T 3 
Applying Contract to V.V xV-yields 
In[SO]:= Contract [V . V x 'IT] 
The partial derivative operators commute, that is, d a . db' db' d a' Consequently, we can 
order the derivatives according to their indices. This provides a IInormal ordering'! of a 
sequence of these operators. For elegance! we specify the commutation rule in terms of the 
following notation, which lexicographically compares one index with another. 
In[S1]:= Notation <lex b_ = Not [OrderedQ [{b_ i 11 1 
a a . ab / i a <'ex b 
This results in the derivative operators being in "normal order", as the following example 
demonstrates. 
8b ·a.8.8.'iT a d b 3 
a .a .a ·a .'iT 
a b b d 3 
With normal ordering of derivatives now active! we 
V.V xi!. 
In[S4]:= V. V x 'IT / / Contract 
the contraction of the expression for 
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Out[54]= 0 
Thus, as we knew all along, V.V xv is identically zero. Later, we will be able to show this just 
by canonicalizing a a • ab • iT c e abc' Of greater importance is the fact that performing such 
canonicalizations is much faster than performing contractions and manipulating the larger 
expressions resulting from having the actual coordinate indices present in the expressions. (The 
latter is the way Sheep[84] operates.) The simple contraction of aa . ab • iT c e abc has 27 
terms in it before the resolution of the Levi-Civita tensor. Even after this resolution, the 
expansion has 6 terms. The contraction a a . ab • iT dec b d e i a c' which we encounter in 
our next example, has 81 terms before the resolution of the Levi-Civita tensor. If at all possible, 
it is better to deal with the single compact symbolic term. 
3.5.6 Simple Cartesian Vector Calculus II 
Let us now turn to a slightly different example. Our next goal is to compute the ith component 
of V xV xv. 
In[55]:= (v)C V )C iT) i II Relndex 
Out[55]= a a . ab . iT dec b d e i a c 
We could contract the summed indices, but this would lead to a semi-ugly expression that 
would not really be all that illuminating. Instead, let us use the fact that the product of two 
Levi-Civita tensors can be expanded in terms of Kronecker delta functions ([81, 326, 333]). 
Specifically, 
Oil 0, 0, 1m In 
€ijk€lmn = °jl 0, 0, Jm J n (3.S.e) 
Ok 1 0 km °kn 
This determinant can be easily calculated. 
6 il 6, 6, lm In 
In[56]:= Det @ 6 j 1 6, 6, J m J n 
6 kl 6 km 6 kn 
Out[56]= - 6, 6, 6 k 1 + 6, 6, 6 k 1 + 6, 6, 1 6 k -In Jm lm In In J m 
6'1 6 , 6 k -6, 6'1 6 k +6'1 6 , 6 k l In m lm ] n l Jill n 
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Let us embody the above expansion in the following simplification rule. (yVe restrict the 
application of this rule to only those cases where some reduction is possible.) 
In[57]:= fication:::: e i . k elm n :-7 
_ J_ _ _ __ 
Applying this rule to our calculation, we obtain the following. 
In[58]:= (V xV xv) i II Relndex) I. ESimplification 
Out[58]= d a . db . V d (6 b i 6 c c 6 d a - 6 b c 6 c i 6 d a -
6 bi 6 ca 6 dc +6 ba 6 ci 6 dc +6 bc 6 ca 6 di 6 ba 6 cc 6 di ) 
In[59):= Expand @ % 
Out[59]= d a . db . v d 6 b i 6 c c 6 d a - d a . db . v d 6 b c 6 c i 6 d a -
d a . db . v d 6 b i 6 c a 6 d c + d a . db . v d 6 b a 6 c i 6 d c + 
In order to simplify this expression, we need to create some rules for the simplification of 
expressions involving the Kronecker delta function. 
In[60):= 6Simplification =: 
{6;_IntegerLlnteger:-7If[i:=j, 1, 0, 01, 6 a_ a_ -t3, 
((6 a_ b_ T-l liNot@FreeQ[T, all:-7 (T/.a-tb), 
((6
a
_ b_ T-l Ii Not@FreeQ[T, bl) H (T/. b-ta)}i 
Applying these new Kronecker delta simplification rules to our last result, we obtain the 
following. 
In[61]:= %% II. 6Simplification 
Out[61]= 
This shows that V x V x'O:::: V (V .'0) - "'12 '0, which of course confirms this standard identity. 
us perform one final example and calculate V xux'O (which groups as V x (ux'O) ). We do 
this by adding yet another rule. Specifically, we define the cross product of two vectors as 
follows. 
x i_: :::: e i j k • U j . v k 
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Now we calculate V xuxv. 
In[63]:= (( (V )(U)(v) i /. eSimplification 1/ Expand) 1/. ication) II 
Relndex 
Out(63]= - (B . U . v . ) + B . u. . V 
a a J. a J. a 
By inspection, we see the result is (V .v) 'u - (V :it) v. This expression further reduces if we 
introduce yet more rules. However, we have given the general idea of how to proceed. 
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It should be noted that the approach we gave to Cartesian vector calculus was developmental 
and possibly piecemeaL Alternatively, we could have just given the final set of rules to be 
obeyed and then performed the calculations. But this would have had the drawback of not 
being very illustrative. The approach we have taken, via using components, is of course not the 
only way to perform vector calculus calculations. Indeed, one could implement the relations 
more generally in a set of rewriting rules that did not make use of coordinates. Such an 
approach is taken in the package VECTAN by Fidler[109] or GeneralVectorAnalysis by Qin[270, 
271]. (Actually the latter author uses the notation package for defining his notations.) 
Nevertheless, in practice, component calculations arise in many of physics, and the toy 
calculations we have performed in this subsection should make the approach we later take 
more familiar. In any case, even the approach of manipulating expressions containing divs and 
curls without reducing expressions to components, would be greatly aided by the notations we 
have introduced in this chapter. 
3.5.7 Extended Tensor Syntax 
Actually, there is yet one further addition to the notation for tensors which is required. For 
motivation, consider that some tensorial definitions can be used with both contravariant and 
covariant indices. For instance, the expansion of the Weyl tensor in terms of the Riemann, 
Ricci, and metric tensors is the following - see [81, 255, 326, 333]. 
R
Ji 
Ji (-g ao g PI' + g ay gpo) 
Cap I' 0 ---+ (d - 2)(d - 1) 
However, since all of the components involved are real tensors and no explicit derivatives 
appear in the formula, it transpires that we can raise and lower any of the indices at our 
discretion. How then can we introduce a single formula that will capture all 16 different 
combinations of elevations, that is tttt, ttt.j" tt J. 1, tt H, ... , .j,.j,.j,.j,? We need definitions that 
maintain the elevation of their given indices but accept indices of any elevation. 
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The extension is straightforward. Notationally, we will use starred indices in a subscript 
position to denote indices of indeterminate elevation. To accomodate this extension, we of 
course need to modify both the parsing and the formatting behavior of our tensorial notation. 
First, for formatting, we need to format any tensor with an index that is neither high nor low as 
a low starred index. We consequently add a single rule to those already given for 
in §3.4.4 Definitions for Tensor Formatting. 
In[64J:= @ index_ .-
{"", SuperscriptBox [MakeBoxes @ index, 
StyleBox [" *", "TensorStarStyle"]]} 
We must also state that all indices are valid, not just the high and low ones. 
Clear @ validIndicesQ; 
@ _ == True; 
With modifications, tensors like the following are now formatted as shown. 
In[67J:= Tensor[T, {a, b+}] 
b 
Out[67]= T a' 
In order to reciprocally modify parsing, we need to change how parseStringIndices 
functions. We clear the old definition and add a specialized case. 
In[68]:= Clear @ parseStringIndices; 
In[69]:= @ 
{_ ?whiteSpaceQ, SuperscriptBox [index_ ?validStringIndexQ, 
" *" I StyleBox [ "*", "TensorStarStyle"]]} : = 
@ index; 
parseStringIndices @ 
{Superscr iptBox [index_ ? 
11 *" I StyleBox [ "* ", 11 " ] ] , 
_ ?whiteSpaceQ} : = parseSpecial @ index; 
If the index pair to be parsed is not a "starred" index, then we must fall back to our old parsing 
behavior. 
In[71]:= parseStringIndices @ {_ ?whiteSpaceQ, ?validStringIndexQ} .-
RowBox @ { "Low", "[", parseSpecial @ index, "]"} 
parseStringIndices @ {index_? , _ ?whiteSpaceQ} .-
RoWBox [{ "High", "[", 
parseStringIndices @ other _ : = 
@index, "]"}] 
RowBox @ {" tensorParseError", II [ " , "] " } 
Technical Note: Actually, the complete code for the Tensors' contains a few additional lines of code. These ensure 
that nested tensors parse correctly, as well as ensuring the tensor "name" is n~r,~nrf",c;7nrl if it is a composite expression as 
to a symbol. for instance, something like Tensor [A+ B, [a 1 } J. 
Let us demonstrate that our new parsing behavior is working as desired. 
a b* 
In[74]:= T c d* II FullForm 
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QUI[74]IIFuIiFonn= 
TenSor[T , List [High [a], h, Low[c], dlJ 
We can immediately use our new parsing behavior to define the Weyl tensor with indices of any 
elevation in terms of the Riemann, Ricci and metric tensors. 
In[75]:= C a_ (3_ 'C' 0_' :~= (( 9 a' 0' 9 (3 Y' + 9 a' y' 9 (3 0' ) R /.< /.<) / ( (d 2) (d 1)) - d 1 L 
(g (3' 0' R a' y' 9 (3' y' R a' 0' - 9 a' 0' R {3' Y' gay' R {3' 0' ) + R a' {3' y 0' 
Here is a Weyl tensor demonstrating that our formula works with indices of any elevation. 
(3 <5 
In[7S]:= Cay 
Qul[7S]= 
( 
{3 0 {3 0 ) /.<$1538 
-g Y 9 a + 9 gay R /.<$1538 
As a further example using this notation, we will calculate the complete contraction in d 
dimensions ofthe Weyl tensor C a fJy {; C a fJy {; in §7 Tensor Calculus, Applications, and Quasi-
Spin, where we will have at our disposal further machinery for canonicalization. (Actually, we 
could perform this contraction at the present stage, but we could not simplify the result.) 
Now that we have introduced all the notations for this section, we can progress onto some final 
examples using the new extended tensorial notation. In particular, we consider the relatively 
simple examples of metric contractions and generalized Kronecker delta symbols. 
3.5.8 Examples Using the Extended Tensor 
Syntax 
This subsection endeavors to illustrate the extended tensor syntax introduced in the previous 
subsection. One of the great benefits of the extended tensorial notation is that we can now 
create rules for tensors with indices specified by patterns like *. For instance, if we want to 
contract the metric tensor with other tensors, we can achieve this using the following set of 
rules. 
In[77]:= ContractMetricRules = { 
a_ b_ b 
9 T_t_ :-* T f' .. I; ! IntegerQ [aJ I a_ r_ r 
a_ b_ a 
9 T_ ( __ 
. b_ :-* T f r' I; ! IntegerQ [aJ I r 
a_ 
9 a_ b_ T_,_ :-* T f' b r' I; ! IntegerQ[aJ I r_ 
b_ 
IntegerQ[aJ}i ga b_ T_ t :-* T f' a r' I; ! 
-
-
r_ 
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These rules, ContractMetricRules, assume that we are working in a locally flat space. We 
could easily eliminate this restriction by putting in a few simple conditions to make the rules 
more general, but we are only trying to illustrate the functioning of the rules at this stage. In 
this set of rules, we test to ensure that a is not an integer, that is, it is not already a fixed 
aD b b a 
coordinate. This is because, for example, g T 0 1= T ,but it is always true that 
a ebb a 
g T c = TifT is tensorial, etc. 
In addition to the above contraction rules, the metric tensor with indices of any elevation is 
symmetric, thus we should "normal order" its indices. 
In[7B]:= g /: g b_* a_* : = g a* b* / i a -«ex b 
Here is an example demonstrating the contractions of the metric tensor with other tensors. 
Er 0: 
g go:yg/3E g or R 0: 
In[79]:= / / • ContractMetricRules (d-2) (d-1) 
Out[79]= (- 2 + d) (-1 + d) 
Actually, as a consistency check, let us perform another calculation using the contraction of our 
metrics. In the previous subsection, §3.S.7 Extended Tensor Syntax, we gave a definition of the 
Weyl tensor that functioned for indices with any elevation. Let us check that raising and 
lowering the indices using the metric tensor indeed functions correctly. If our definitions are 
functioning correctly, it must be the case that C fJ £ = g £ g fJ C Jl v. We can show this 
a 'Yu Vu Jl a 'Y 
as follows. 
J1 v 
In[BO]:= Co: /3 Y 0 - g v 0 g J1 /3 C 0: Y / / Expand / / Relndex 
r E 
g o:g/3E g or R Y 
-2 + d 
E 
go:y g /3oR E 
E ry r E ry r 
g yg o:g/3E g oryR r g go:yg/3E g OT]R r 
~~--~~~~~+ (- 2 + d) (-1 + d) (-2 +d) (-1+d) (- 2 + d) (-1 + d) 
E r Er 
g yg/3E g or R o: g g/3E g or R o:y 
-2 + d + -2 + d + 
+ + 
It now remains to contract all of the metrics present in the above expression. 
In[Bl]:= % / / • ContractMetricRules 
r 
go:og/3yR r 
(- 2 + d) (-1 + d) 
r 
go:yg/30R r 
(- 2 + d) (-1 + d) 
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In[82]:= % / / Relndex 
Out[82]= 0 
We thus see that indeed our formula for the raising and lowering of the metric tensor is 
consistent with our definition of the Weyl tensor with indices of any elevation. (In order to 
make our metric contraction rules function correctly in non-locally flat spaces, we can just 
attach conditions to our rules to ensure that the indices we are trying to raise do not occur in 
tensorial objects having partial derivatives. We elaborate on this in §7.3.1 Standard Tensors in 
General Relativity.) 
In §3.5.6 Simple Cartesian Vector Calculus II, we considered the product of two 3-dimensional 
Levi-Civita tensors in terms of the Kronecker delta function. We would now like to generalize 
this to the case of the product of two d-dimensional Levi-Civita tensors. We will denote 
ij ... k ij ... k 
product by the generalized Kronecker delta function, that is, 6 I = € € 1 • 
m ... 1l m ... 1l 
The same general form of a determinant expansion used in 3 dimensions applies to this product 
in d dimensions. That is, we can express the product of two d-dimensional Levi-Civita tensors 
in terms of a d x d determinant, as follows. 
i i i 
0 I 0 0 m n 
i j ... k i j ... k oj oj oj (3.5.1) 
€ € = 0 I m Il 1m ... n Im ... 1l 
k k k 
0 I 0 {j m Il 
We could blithely just expand all generalized Kronecker delta's in terms of standard Kronecker 
delta's. This is the approach we previously took in §3.5.6 Simple Cartesian Vector Calculus II, and 
a routine to carry out such an expansion in the d-dimensional case is easily given. 
In[83]:= Notation [f '-fen ¢=} 
Unprotect @ <5 i 
In[85]:= Clear @ <5 
[C] ] i 
In[86]:= <5 /: 6 indices_ : = With [ {f = {indices} fen / 2} , 
Det @ Outer [6 {' j &;,j' Sequence @@ Partition [ {indices}, f] 1 / i 
f .. 2 A IntegerQ @ f] 
is an example testing this expansion. 
ijk 
In[8?]:= 6 ilm 
i j k i j k i j k 
Out[8?]:=: 6 m 6 1 6 i + 6 16 m 6 i + 6 m 6 i 6 1 
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However, to simplify these results, we need to again introduce some simplification rules for 
Kronecker delta functions. 
In[88]:= oSimplification = { 
(_Integer 
c5 . :~ If [i :; j, 1, 0, 0 L )_Integer 
a_ 
c5 :~ d, 
a 
-
b_ a_ b 
c5 c5 :~ c5 / i ! IntegerQ [al, a_ c_ c 
a_ c_ c 
c5 b_ c5 a_:~ c5 b / i ! IntegerQ [al, 
.. k 
In[89]:= c5 1 J . 1 / / . oSimplification / / Simplify 
1 m 
. k . k 
Out[89]= - (- 2 + d) (c5 J m c5 1 - c5 J 1 c5 m) 
This approach is only partially adequate. It takes some time to simplify generalized Kronecker 
delta functions like the following. 
ijklpq 
In[90]:= c5 i j k 1 a b / / . oSimplification / / Simplify / / Timing 
Out[90]= {Null Second, - (120 -154 d + 71 d2 -14 d3 +d4 ) (c5 P b c5 q a - c5 p a c5 q b)} 
Consequently, we would like an approach the does not automatically expand out all generalized 
Kronecker delta's into sums of products of standard Kronecker delta's, but yet puts them into a 
"standard form". 
Unfortunately, we do not actually introduce our canonicalization functions until §6 An Algorithm 
for Tensor Simplification, and only discuss the application of such algorithms in §7 Tensor Calcu-
lus, Applications, and Quasi-Spin. So until then, protracted discussions involving such algorithms 
are delayed. However, once we introduce the canonicalization functions, then all we have to do 
is declare that the generalized Kronecker delta has the following symmetries. 
h, ... i j ... h" 
6 
6 
h, ... h" 
I, ... i j ... I" 
h, ... h" 
h, ... j i ... h" 
=-6 
h, ... h" 
= -6 
h, ... h" 
1, ... j i ... I" 
6 =6 1, ... 1" 1, ... 1" 
(3.S.g) 
Additionally, note that the generalized Kronecker delta computationally reduces to a more 
simplified version whenever it has a summed index present. 
i h, ... h" h, ... h" 
6 il, ... I" ---7 Cd - n) 6 1, ... I" (3.S.h) 
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In the above, d is the number of dimensions in our base space. The identities (3.5.g) follow 
trivially from the properties of the determinant. Only the rule (3.5.h) is non-trivial to show. It 
can be found by experimenting with the implementation of the generalized Kronecker delta we 
have given; alternatively, it can be shown to be true by other arguments. However, for the 
present, since we cannot simply specify the symmetries of our generalized Kronecker delta 
function and leave the rest to the canonicalization algorithm, we must instead create our own 
rules which achieve (3.5.g) and (3.5.h). Here is one such implementation. 
In[91]:= clear @ <.5 
In[92]:= <.5 /: /j •.•• t * a_)_ _ -6 a*i*j*/* Ii (i<rex) I\Abs[{f}ren {a}ren] >l)i 
<.5 /: /j := With[ {t = {a} len , m:=: {b}fen' r 
kroneckerMultiplier [I, m, r] 6 a' b* c' Ii 
! IntegerQ [I] 1\ EvenQ [t + m + r] ] ; 
{e} (en} , 
i_ 
t_* := With[ {f = {al,en' m = {b}'enl r {e}/en} ' <.5 /: /j 
kroneckerMultiplier [I, m, r] /j * b' , / i 
a c 
! IntegerQ [i] 1\ EvenQ [I + m + rl ] ; 
In[95]:= kroneckerMultiplier [e, m_, r_] := 
With[{n U+m+r)/2}, OI;I>l+nVr>l+n] 
[/_, m_, r_l ::=: 
With[{n U+m+r)/2}, (d-n) (_1)1 (_l)n-,] 
Here are a few calculations illustrating the identities (3.5.g) and (3.5.h). 
ijkp 
In[97]:= 6 pmil 
j k . 
Out[97]= - ( 3 + d) (- 2 + d) /j 1 m 
ijk 
In[98]:= /j i 1 m == 
Out[98]= True 
ijk 
In[99]:= 6 
Out[99]= True 
iml 
ijk 
-6 iml 
j k 
(d-2)/j ml 
We can compare the timings for this newer method to our previous method and confirm that it 
is much faster. 
ijklpq 
In[100]:= 6 i j k 1 a b 1/ Timing 
pq 
Out[100]= {Null Second, (-5 + d) (-4 + d) (-3 + d) ( 2 + d) 6 a b} 
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Necessarily, this answer must be the same as that returned by our original method. This can be 
corroborated by turning back to our original calculation of this generalized Kronecker delta, and 
confirming that the original coefficient was (120 - 154 d + 71 d2 - 14 d3 + d 4 ) , which equals 
our new coefficient. 
In[101]:= Expand [ ( 5 +d) ( 4 +d) (-3 +d) (-2 +d)] 
Oul[101)= True 
We could actually do this whole calculation in a faster but less intuitive way. Basically, we could 
find all the dummy indices and remove them, multiplying by the signatures necessary when 
removing them. We would do this as follows. 
In[102]:= Clear @ (5 
In[103]:= (5 /: {j indices_ 
With[ {f {indices},en / 2, dummies = union @ [ '1' indices' l}, 
Module [ {Indices 1 , indices2, rest1, rest2, n, s1, s2, att'Dummies}, 
{indices1, indices2} = Partition [{indices}, t] i 
n = dummiesten i 
att'Dummles = Flatten @{High/@dummies, Low /@ dummies} i 
, rest2} = {indicesl \ att'Dummies, Indlces2 \ att'Dummies} i 
s1 = Signature [ (indicesl n att'Dummles) +{) restl] 
Signature [ indfcesl] i 
s2 = Signature [ (indlces2 n att'Dummies) +{) rest2] 
Signature [ indlces2] i 
(Times @@ Table [d - j, {j, t n, t l}]) * s1 * 
s2 * Tensor ((5, restl +{} rest2]] / i 
t ,. 2 A IntegerQ @ t A dummies '$ {} 1 
ijklpq 
In[104]:= {j i j k 1 a b / / Timing 
Oul[104]= Second, ( 5 +d) (-4 +d) (-3 +d) pq 2 + d) {j a b} 
It transpires that this last algorithm turns out to be than our second version for large 
numbers of indices but slower for small numbers of indices, like 4 to 8 indices. This last 
algorithm is very similar to that given in Trott[312]. 
Incidentally, similar sorts of symmetries arise in quantum mechanics. Specifically, the wave 
function of a mUlti-particle system consisting of fermionic particles must be anti-symmetric in 
the interchange of particles. This product wavefunction can be constructed using Slater 
determinants [55, 68, 30, 334, 206]. 
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3.5.9 Concluding Remarks 
The problem sets in this section were largely chosen so that they would be familiar to both 
mathematicians and physicists. It must be repeated that many of the calculations were not 
intended to provide the "best" way to solve the problems addressed. However, many of these 
same problems will be revisited, elaborated upon in detail and given adequate solutions in the 
coming chapters. 
Instead of presenting simplistic solutions to "toy" problems in order to illustrate our tensorial 
notations, we could have taken the approach that is standard in computer science texts, namely 
to provide such illustrations in terms of generic functions like foo and goo. This has the 
advantage that it in no way advocates a method of solution that is non-optimal. However, it 
has the drawback that it involves expressions which look unfamiliar, or indeed, have no 
meaning outside the context of the concept being illustrated. (The author's personal preference 
is for the latter, but considering the intended reader, the former has been chosen.) 
It should also be mentioned, yet again, that the computations in this section were clear and 
concise. We used the underlying notational system physicists work with. Our tensorial 
assignment operator is just a small step from normal assignment and elegantly handles the 
dummy index problem. This typifies the intermixing of notations and solutions to problems 
with the minimum intrusion upon normal working paradigms. The notation for tensors was 
demonstrated through many examples. We saw it seamlessly working with Cartesian, non-
Cartesian and even just indexed objects, in definitions and in calculations. In short, it was 
simply "used", as opposed to being a problem to contend with. 
It should be obvious that, with the tensorial objects, at least the tensorial syntax is functioning 
as an integral part of our working environment. It remains to furnish the tensorial objects with 
a correspondingly thorough and well designed semantics to complement the syntax. This is the 
goal of §7 Tensor Calculus, Applications, and Quasi-Spin. 
3.6 Conclusions and the Future 
3.6.1 Summary 
We have now completed the first of our major goals. The setting and representations in which 
we choose to out our calculations can now be tailored to the specific notations of a given 
field. The functions in the Notation package automatically set up parsing and formatting rules 
for the specified notations, including the correct parenthesizing, styling, and precedences. In 
short, we can define notations. 
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It is true that we have not yet specified under what paradigm various computations or 
calculations will be carried out (This shortcoming will be remedied in later chapters.) What we 
have accomplished at this stage is that we are now able to work and create definitions in the 
language in which we are used to working. Davenport[88], in his predictions and plans for the 
future, made the prognosis that it would just not be possible to have the input in the correct 
notations that one uses in output He believed that it would be just too difficult Indeed, as a 
point of interest, many developers within Wolfram Research, at the time I embarked upon the 
package, thought the task of creating the Notation package was impossible. Happily, as 
evidenced by the last two chapters/ they were wrong. The Notation package allows us to work 
and create definitions in the language in which we are used to working. The value and utility of 
this accomplishment is immense. 
The functions Notation, Symbolize, and InfixNotat were introduced in §2.2 
Notation and §2.3 Symbolizations, Infix Notations, and InputAliases. These main functions were 
illustrated in numerous examples. In §2.4 Options, we described many of the options made 
available by the Notation package/ such as WorkingForm, Action, and others. An 
introduction to box structures was given in §2.5 Box Structures. There the foundations were laid 
for the more involved discussions about notations given in the subsequent chapter. Further 
details about the underlying box structures, their grouping and precedences, were given in §2.6 
Precedence and Grouping of Operators. Finally, Chapter 2 culminated in an exposition of the 
development and details leading up to a complete and functioning implementation of Dirac's 
bra-ket notation. 
The present chapter continued the exploration of the foundations and working of notation 
statements in §3.2 Principles behind the Notation Package. Tag Boxes were revealed to playa 
pivotal role in the underlying box structures of our designed notations. Information detailing 
how complex patterns can be incorporated into notations was given in §3.3 Complex Patterns in 
Notations. Of great significance, in §3.4 Tensorial Notation, we presented a complete, 
functioning notation for tensors. As stated before/ to the best of the author's knowledge, such a 
system has not been achieved by anyone previously. This is an extremely important 
accomplishment Of course, some programs had output that was II sort of" tensor-like/ but only 
in a strictly limited fashion. None had provided for correct input. Most importantly, one could 
never give new definitions in proper tensor notation, so any input was necessarily veiled, 
mysterious, and arcane. 
Finally, in §3.5 Tensors: Examples and Ancillary Notations, we gave some examples and further 
notations involving heavy use of our tensorial notation. We also gave many definitions and 
rules using our tensorial objects. In short, we were using them as an integral part of the system. 
In these two chapters, we have presented, detailed, and illustrated notations and their use in 
numerous cases. For the remainder of this thesis, notations will be used as an integral part of 
our working paradigm. 
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3.6.2 Guidelines 
Before we close this chapter and indeed finish our exposition on notations, let us give some 
closing technical comments, advice, and guidelines for the prospective user of the Notation 
Package. The following are some such caveats and considerations to be aware of when using 
the Notation package and/or designing notations. 
It is intrinsically difficult to debug something one cannot see; therefore, it is best to build up 
notations, seeing if something works or where a mistake has been made. It is harder to find 
errors if one enters a whole complex notation before testing it. Many notational problems will 
usually be revealed by examining the full form of an expression or its internal structure via 
-e. 
It is sometimes necessary to set the front end option ShortBoxForm -7 False in order to 
maintain notebook integrity when saving and reloading a package. This is due to the fact that 
the Mathematica parser can become confused with some forms of linear notation. This is true of 
both Mathematica 3.0 and 4.0. Although globally setting this option to False slows saving and 
loading operations, it is recommended by the author since it prevents input getting corrupted in 
certain circumstances. 
When designing notations, one should strive to parse expressions to their correct full forms 
without evaluation. This is not always possible for complex notations, where there is no direct 
correspondence between an external form and an internal form. However, for the cases when it 
is possible, there should be no side effects from evaluation. instance, Mathematica already 
parses expressions like 11; thus one might then think that it would be acceptable to say 
In[1]:= 11_ = Operator [11] ; 
This, unfortunately, requires evaluation to work, so is unsuitable as a proper notation. 
demonstrate the absurd behavior that this approach leads to, consider the following. 
In[2j:= Hold [11 + 'X] /. 11 :;. 'X :-711 + 1<: 
Out[2]= Hold [11 :;. 'X] 
This result initially appears extremely perplexing. Yet, upon inspection, the problem lies with 
evaluation. No replacement occurs since the "operator" in the rule evaluates, whereas the 
It operator" inside the Hold does not, so in essence the calculation is the following. 
Hold [OverHat [1-1 + 'K]] I. Operator [1-1 + 'K] :.." OverHat [1-1] + OverHat ['Kl 
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Thus, obviously no replacement occurs. Holding, evaluation, and control of evaluation are 
fundamental concepts in Mathematica. Held expressions occur ubiquitously throughout 
Mathematica. Therefore, the approach of having notations work through evaluation is doomed. 
Moreover, declaring the formatting via Format [Operator 1 = 11, leads to infinite 
recursion. Thus, overall, notations should force the parsing of expressions to their full forms to occur 
without evaluation, and reciprocally for formatting. 
As an example of the correct approach to notations, note that the following does not depend on 
evaluation in order to behave correctly. 0Ne first remove the old evaluation for expr.) 
In[3]:= • i 
Notation [1-,,- ~ Operator [11....:.] ] 
In[5]:= Hold[L] / / Full Form 
Out[5jIfFuIiForm= 
Hold[Operator[L]] 
The previous calculation which did not work now results in the correct behavior. 
In[6l:= Hold [11 + X] /. 11_ + X_ :-711 + 1<: 
Out[6]= Hold [11 + 1<:] 
In[?]:= FullForm @ % 
Out[?]IIFuIiForm= 
Hold [Plus [Operator [11] I Operator [X] ] ] 
Reciprocally, one should avoid "preemptive human evaluation" in notation statements. For 
instance, in contrast to the notation for Laplace transforms defined in §2.2.2 Notation: Examples, 
under no circumstances should we attempt to define that notation in the following way. 
This mixes parsing and evaluation, which one should avoid at all costs. This ill-conceived 
statement is the wrong way to tackle the notation. We will not pursue in detail many examples 
illustrating why this is a fundamentally flawed undertaking. However, here is one. 
SetDelayed: :write : Tag Integrate in t (f_ + g_) dt is Protected. 
Out[9]= $Failed 
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As we see, we cannot make assignments for our Laplace transform objects since they parse to 
integrals, and thus we are trying to override the rules for which of course are 
protected. If still curious, one can experiment to determine the numerous problems with such 
an approach. Briefly, the list of problem areas one would uncover include: pattern matching, 
pre-existing formatting rules for the right hand side, evaluation, and lack of manipulation of 
kernel objects. Thus always, input needs to be parsed to kemel expressions representing the junctions. 
Let evaluation evaluate the functions. 
The caveats above should be kept in mind by anyone designing their own notations. 
3.6.3 The Future of Notations 
Davenport [87], in his history of computer algebra, made the prediction that in the future, 
specialized computational engines will be hooked up together. An example of this would be 
linking, say, a polynomial solving system to a differential equation solving system. Already, the 
linking of systems is a widespread and familiar concept in symbolic computation. Many 
systems, such as Mathematica's MathLink, Reduces's [253], MuPad's Modules, and the other 
dedicated communication systems such as the Multi-Protocol[133] advocated by the Open 
Math consortium [2, 3, 85], all tackle the same sort of problem to various degrees. However, for 
connecting a specialized system to a front end, the Notation package can playa pivotal role. For 
instance, among many others, systems like Magma[27, 50, or Gap[121], which are largely 
text based specialized abstract algebra systems, are perfect candidates for using the Notation 
package as a front end for the display of their input and output. 0Ne comment on this in §6.8.3 
GAP, Mathematica, and Tensor Simplification in §6 An Algorithm for Tensor Simplification) The 
same is true for other specialized systems such as Schur [344] . 
It is an unavoidable fact that any /I decent" treatment of physics in symbolic computation will 
involve concepts from computer science. I am concerned that some physicists, when it comes 
to computation, will not take the time to get the early details "right" because they just want to 
"get on with doing physics". Physicists are too intrenched in working out the problems they 
immediately face, and describing them in terms of "standard methods" and the ways that are 
already familiar to them. Also, they are too wedded to describing and implementing algorithms 
in keeping with the way they would perform the calculations on paper. Indeed, Davenport[87] 
affirms this general trend as well. Many programs today have such a basis, but it would be 
mean spirited to attack them since it is such a common place practice. Such a practice 
inevitably leads to closed-end designs that pay no heed to the twenty odd of recent 
development of computer science. This is all the more unfortunate since computer science has 
witnessed a rapid development with major revolutionary steps. 
It is my fervent belief that most scientific packages should be developed in order to be useful to 
and used by a wide community. In other words, a package should not be so complex that in the 
end only the developers and their direct colleagues use the software. When that is the case, I 
believe the authors of such software have failed, in that they have not written widely useful 
code. Granted, what they offer may solve some specific problem(s), and indeed they may use it 
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as a mill to grind out special cases or solutions to problems in order to publish. But I believe 
that, for the most part, this does not benefit the community as a whole. 
Good notations form the bridging step from specialist systems to general use in the scientific 
community. Of course, that many of the authors of existing packages have not used good, let 
alone proper, notations has not been entirely their fault, considering the lack of software having 
the capabilities of the Notation package, at least prior to its release in late 1996. With the advent 
of the Notation package this situation has changed. 
The Notation package is a fairly sophisticated program, and the mechanics of how the notation 
statements are generated will not be elaborated on in this thesis. However, it should be noted 
that such an undertaking is made vastly simpler by having a dynamic language in which the 
language can change as the program executes. Mathematica is such a language. In addition, the 
interested reader might note the extent to which the Notation package is written in a style that is 
similar to that advocated by Knuth [196], called 'Literate Programming', a label he also coined. 
Wolfram Research is currently in an advanced stage of development of an extension to the 
Mathematica front end which enables the graphical editing of diagrams. This will allow 
diagrams to be parsable by Mathematica. This is not yet part of the standard Mathematica 
distribution, so a thorough discussion of it is premature at this stage. However, the graph 
editing structures, just like the other input structures, are made out of boxes. To parse and 
format such structures, one needs a program that parses and formats boxes. By the very design 
of the Notation package, in that it is a general program which specifically handles the translation 
of box structures, it can easily be extended to encompass the box structures encountered in 
graph editing. Indeed, the box structures it recognizes currently reside in an internal table. This 
has the implication that we can design notations for all sorts of diagrammatic notations in their 
native form. Such applications would include category theory diagrams[215, 216], Feynman 
diagrams[173, 186, 285], angular momentum coupling diagrams[306], etc. Barring some major 
unforeseen problem, when Mathematica releases a version containing the graph editing 
structures, it will also contain an updated version of the Notation package which can work with 
such structures. 
As for larger concerns with notations and system design, it is mystifying to the author why 
unicode[316] has not yet become ubiquitous in computer algebra systems. Mathernatica uses 
unicode but encodes all characters in a long ASCII form. The dependence on ASCII should 
have been eliminated by now. Stranger stilt it appears that no other system fundamentally 
uses unicode either. Perhaps this is due to many programs and programmers being "text 
based". It was obvious to the author at the outset from Mathernatica 3.0 Beta 1, that notations 
would be necessary and developers would create packages inside Mathernatica notebooks. 
Within Wolfram Research, this was almost universally thought to be pure madness. With the 
passing of time, however, it has become evident that the original views of the author are now 
widespread. Many packages are developed within a notebook, and notations are widely used. 
Similarly, I believe the same phenomenon is true of unicode. There are no "intrinsically 
unicode" editors, thus unicode is not used for symbolic computation systems, thus there is no 
demand for "intrinsically unicode" editors, etc. However, it would seem to be the perfect 
solution to many problems in parsing in conjunction with symbolic computation systems. In 
systems that are becoming unwieldy and complex, it would be beneficiat and possibly required, 
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to at some stage consolidate and prune out the old concepts that are outmoded. ASCII seems 
to fit this description. 
To summarize and strengthen our arguments about the necessity of notations, let us repeat a 
comparison that was evidenced previously in §3.5 Tensors: Examples and Ancillary Notations. In 
that section, two examples for the expansion of the Christoffel symbol in terms of the metric 
tensor were given, both using Mathematica, but one using notations, and the other not. 
C 1 im 
r k_ 1_ :-= :2 g (g k m , 1 + g m 1 ,k g k 1 , m ) 
witbmetric 
{Gam[i_, ,1_] :-7 
Module [ {m} , 
DefES [1/2 gc [i, m] * (PD[g[m, k], x [1]] + 
PD[g[m, 1], x[k]] PD[g[k, 1], x[m]]), 
{m}, ESRange -7 $ESDimension] ] } i 
The first is eminently understandable. The other is cryptic and inelegant at best. The first a 
physicist would largely recognize. The other is nearly indecipherable. 
Previously, most calculations had to be conducted in a system that lacked standard notations, 
and hence suffered from a corresponding difficulty in coding, manipulation, and reasoning. 
With the advent of the Notation package, this situation has at the very least been drastically 
changed, if not solved. There is little doubt in the author's mind, that the notation package and 
its concepts, or something based upon its paradigm, will become the standard way notations 
are developed in symbolic computation systems. Indeed, the author found it strange that a 
limited notational system was implemented in the Mathematica 3.0 core in the first place. 
Notations do not just allow users to have "pretty" input and output; notations demystify 
calculations and definitions for users and designers alike. Notations have always played a key 
part in mathematics, physics, and indeed the sciences. The degree to which they can demystify 
definitions, calculations, and indeed thinking and reasoning, can not be overstated. The 
Notation package has been conceived and developed to accomplish this aim in the context of 
symbolic computation. I believe, and indeed this thesis advocates, that the notation package 
achieves this goal. 
In any development of an overall system for computation in which all the parts commingle to 
form a whole, a starting point must be chosen. I have chosen to start with the notations used in 
our computations. Now that we have attained a proficiency with these, we can progress on to 
changing the underlying language. This is the topic of the next chapter. Once this is complete, 
we can start to present physics computations in their entirety. 
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Chapter 4 
Language Modifications 
4.1 Introduction 
The language of Mathematica is strongly based on rewrite rules. Other symbolic computation 
languages, and indeed other functional languages such as ML[146, 237, 259, 314], Clean[264, 
265], and Haskell[22, 89, 310], use rewrite rules; but as yet none of these languages are as 
general and as flexible when dealing with rewrite rules as is Mathematica. The rewrite rule 
foundation of Mathematica extends throughout its language in a consistent and intuitive 
manner. The style of programming this affords is one of extreme flexibility and ease of use. 
However, at present there are some limitations implicit in this generalizability. Chief among 
them is that presently there is no general way to compile Mathematica code, owing to the lack of 
referential transparency[125] and the complex evaluation semantics. In spite of this, or perhaps 
because of this, there are still many refinements that can be made to the underlying 
Mathematica language. 
This chapter examines several such refinements. Conceptually, these refinements encompass 
rule inheritance, and allow a form of object oriented-programming in a rule based system. At 
the implementation level, these amount to extensions to the class of rewrite rules available to 
the system. These extensions, although theoretically significant, have been largely made to 
afford ease of design in practical situations. 
In this chapter we will describe how it is possible to refine Mathematica's handling of 
assignments and transformation rules into a more general, integrated, and systematic form. 
The Assign package implements these ideas directly in Mathematica in a clear, intuitive, and 
efficient way. Once we introduce these mechanisms, they will give rise to: 
• A more integrated system 
• A way to write system modifying or system creating programs in an intuitive way 
• A way to present assignments which are active only in certain environments 
• A way to implement object-oriented programming and inheritance in rule based systems 
• An inheritance paradigm that naturally incorporates the notion of multiple inheritance 
• A way of tying together rule rewriting systems and inheritance. 
The tying together of rwe rewriting systems and inheritance gives rise to an elegant style of 
programming, as we will see. Parallels can be drawn to abstract data types [125, 149, 339] and 
uses thereof: OBJ[127, 128, 254], C++[207, 307], Eiffe1[103, 235], Modula-3[142, 242], and 
AXIOM[177,261]. The style also has strong parallels to the formalism of category theory, in 
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particular functors [263, 327]. Another field that borders on the topics presented in this chapter 
is generic programming[14, 176] - typified by the Haskell extension PolyP[175]. 
Concerning inheritance itself, in Mathematica we can define a versatile system that will 
encompass many different styles of inheritance. Yet, within the field of symbolic computation, 
it is important to note comparisons to the system AXIOM and to the system Gauss[243], a 
package for Maple[57, 244, 329]. Both AXIOM and Gauss are object-oriented, or more 
specifically abstract data type / category theory oriented. The system presented here is more 
flexible than either AXIOM or Gauss, but this comes at the price of not having as many inherent 
safeguards. Thus the flexibility has both strengths and weaknesses. 
In §4.2 Assignments, Rules, and Values we start with a brief review of the differences between 
rules and assignments. This is followed by a review of Mathematica's current system of "value" 
functions and some ofits deficiencies. These deficiencies motivate §4.3 Extensions ofTransforma-
tion Rules, where we introduce tagged rules, which simplify the handling of "values". When 
tagged rules are used, all values become resolvable (we can tell where they came from). This 
enables us, in §4.4 Assignment and Inheritance, to define the function Assign and in turn to 
present a simple, flexible, intuitive form of inheritance. At that point we also develop more 
complicated models of inheritance. These ideas are applied in §4.5 Examples of Inheritance, to 
abstract data types and stacks. 
In §4.6 Dynamic Rules and Assignments, we extend the notion of tagged rules to that of dynamic 
rules. These context sensitive, non -local rules will form the backbone of much of the code that 
we will create in the later chapters, where we consider applications in tensor analysis, quasi-
spin, general operator handling and other subjects. This chapter is rounded out with §4.7 
Technical Details about how the Assign package works and §4.8 Conclusions and Implications. 
It should also be noted that, although the concepts presented in this chapter are couched in the 
language of Mathematica, the ideas are largely applicable to rewrite rule languages in general. It 
may well be the case that these ideas have been presented in some abstract form in the 
literature at some point; but at the time of writing, there are no systems known to the author 
that actually have an implementation of these concepts. Indeed, the concepts presented here 
are almost diametrically opposed to the current prevailing trends in computer science. In 
computer science, highly desirable language features are referential transparency and static 
typing, which both facilitate compilation. (Actually certain languages like Clean[264, 265] are 
moving towards incorporating more dynamic code; but in the main, the trend is towards 
referential transparency and static typing.) Dynamic structures break referential transparency 
and, by their nature, are highly non-static. Yet despite this, they lead to an extremely elegant 
method to describe and code structures, as we will see. 
It should also be pointed out that there has been work on applying the ideas of object-oriented 
programming to symbolic computation (and indeed to many other fields which are not so 
relevant to the work in this chapter). For a concrete language based on "classical" object-
oriented programming see any of Eiffel[103, 235], Smalltalk[129, 234], Modula-3[142, 242], 
Self[301, 315], Java[167, 318J, or OBJ[127, 128, 254], or to a lesser extent C++[207, 307]. For a 
general reference on object-oriented programming, see Budct[38J and Meyer[236]. The 
marrying of symbolic computation and object-oriented programming has typically occurred 
down "classical" lines. In general symbolic computation, one might see the work of 
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Temperini[91, 205, 64], Abdali & Soiffer[4]t or Vlasov[324]. The general symbolic computation 
system AXIOM[177t 261] andt to a lesser extentt MuPAD[119] have combined symbolic 
computation and object-oriented programming. Some specific computer algebra systems are 
firmly based on object-oriented formalism, for instance Magma[27t SOt 223] and GAP[121]. In 
Mathematica, one might see the implementation by Maeder[222], or indeed for a derivative of 
the Mathematica systemt see AlgBench[221, 139t 241]. 
Object-oriented programming has become so diverse in its paradigms and implementations -
class based versus prototype bas edt typed versus typelesst etc. - that calling something object-
oriented still leaves a huge gulf of latitude in language design. Indeedt Luca Cardelli[53] states 
" ... The definition of what makes a language object-oriented is still controversial. An examination of the 
differences between Simula, Smalltalk and other languages suggest that inheritance is the only notion 
critically associated with object-oriented programming. Coroutines, message-passingt static / dynamic 
scoping, type checking and single / multiple superclasses are all fairly independent features which may 
or may not be present in languages which are commonly considered object-oriented. Hence, a theory of 
object-oriented programming should first of all focus on the meaning of inheritance. JJ 
It could even be argued that the language model to be presented in this chapter is not object-
oriented since it is not data structure centric. Rather, in some senset it is expression manipula-
tion centric: the code that manipulates expressions is itself manipulated, transformed and 
inherited. This will all be clarified in the latter sections, after we give a careful introduction to 
rules as they occur in Mathematica. 
4.2 Assignments, Rules, and Values 
4.2.1 Assignments and Transformation Rules 
This section is intended to give a brief outline and description of the terminology and usage of 
assignments and transformation rules. Mathematica is said to be a rule-based language. 
Specifically though, it uses assignments (or equivalently junction definitions) and transformation 
rules. It is important to comprehend both of these concepts, which are reviewed below, and the 
relationship between them, covered in the next subsection, to fully understand the following 
sections. 
Definition 4.2.A: An assignment is a statement of the form lhs = rhs or lhs : = rhs. 
An assignment (or equivalently a function definition) is just a rule that is applied, whenever 
possible, in the evaluation of all expressions. For example, consider the following assignment 
for f. 
In[1]:= f : = x 2 
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Any expression entered subsequently that involves f L] will be rewritten, as we see in 
In[2]:= g [f [Sin [x] + t] ] 
Out[2]= g [ + Sin [xl) 2] 
In contrast, a transfonnation rule is applied only when the user specifies that it is to be used. 
example, we are given the transformation rule 
In[3]:= gRule g 
Out[3]= g 
Then, if we enter 
In[4]:= g[f[Sin[x] +t]] 
Out[4]= g [ (t + Sin [x] ) 2] 
we can see that the output expression has not been reduced / transformed by gRule' The user 
can, of course, decide to apply the transformation rule gRule as follows. 
In[5]:= g[f[Sin[x] + t]] /. gRule 
Out[5]= C + (t + Sin [x] ) 2 
Definition 4.2.B: A transfonnation rule is a statement of the form lhs ~ rhs or Ihs :~ rhs. 
Assignments and transformation rules are fundamental to Mathematica, and any user of 
Mathematica should be reasonably familiar with them and able to distinguish between them. 
However, sometimes we will use the word 'rules' ambiguously, to refer to assignments and/or 
transformation rules. 
4.2.2 DownValues and UpValues 
What is the relationship between assignments and transformation rules? Essentially, Mathemat-
ica internally stores definition (or assignment) as a corresponding transformation rule. 
Mathematica provides mechanisms for returning the transformation rules corresponding to the 
assignments associated with a symboL These are the "value" functions DownVal ues, UpVal 
ues, OwnValues, NValues, FormatValues, and DefaultValues. For 
illustration, consider the following additional assignment for f. 
In[6]:= f /: f 
Now f has the following rules or assignments associated with it. 
In[7]:= ? f 
Global'f 
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This is, of course, the printed form of the rules for f. Let us now attempt to obtain the values or 
transformation rules of f. Consider 
In[8]:= DownValues [f] 
Out[8]= 
DownVal ues [f 1 returns some of the rules associated with the symbol f as a list of transforma-
tion rules. As one can see, there is a close resemblance between the transformation rule and 
the corresponding assignment. (Mathematica includes the wrapper HoldPattern in the above 
transformation rule to ensure that f [x_l itself is not evaluated to give x_ 2 .) 
However, the II downvaluesll of a symbol do not necessarily give all the rules associated with 
that symbol. In Mathematica, there are sometimes rules that are associated with other IIvalues/. 
For example, the above assignment for f [x_r h_J is an "upvalue" for f. To obtain this 
assigned rule as a transformation rule, one must request the "upvalues". 
In[9]:= UpVal ues [f 1 
Out[9]= 1 :-?h[x+c]} 
This is now all the transformation rules associated with the symbol f. Unfortunately, in gen-
eral, the UpValues and DownValues do not always comprise the full set of rules associated 
with a given symbol. There could have been further transformation rules returned by any of the 
"values" functions already mentioned: OwnValues, SubValues, NValues, FormatValues, 
and Defaul tValues. Each of these is a "value" function: each returns a (possibly empty) list 
of transformation rules which represent assignments for the given symbol. instance, the 
following assignment actually defines an "nvalue" for foo rather than an "upvalue". 
In[10]:= N [faa [x_l 1 : = numericalFunc [xl 
Similarly, the following assignment represents a "subvalue". 
In[11]:= faa 
We can obtain these "values" by the following. 
In[12]:= NVaIues [faa 1 
SubVaIues[fool 
Out[12]= {HoldPattern [N[ faa 11 : .... numericalFunc [xl} 
Out[13]= {HoldPattern [faa [x_l ] H x2 + t} 
However, neither of these rules would appear in the downvalues or upvalues of foo. Most 
references on Mathematica give more details on the different value functions. In particular, see 
Trott[312], Maeder [222L Wagner[325], and Wolfram[342, 343]. 
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4.2.3 Disparate Nature of Standard Value 
Functions 
Collectively, the examples in the previous subsection demonstrate the following fact. All the 
rules assigned to a symbol are separated as far as the user's access to them is concerned. We can 
diagrammatically represent this by the following figure. 
Assignments 
for 
Symbol 
DownValues 
UpValues 
SubValues 
NValues 
etc ... 
Transformation Rules 
Transformation Rules 
Transformation Rules 
Transformation Rules 
Transformation Rules 
Figure 4.2.A: The disparate nature of the Value functions. 
Each "value" function takes a symbol and returns a separate list of transformation rules. The 
most significant deficiency of this way of presenting the "values" of assignments is that the 
"owner" of some of the resulting transformation rules cannot in general be resolved from only 
the rules themselves. That is, it is sometimes impossible to tell which symbol a specific rule 
should be associated with if one considers just the rule. For example, consider the transform a -
tion rule 
{HoldPattern [h [k [x_lll :~ x3 } (4.2.a) 
Is this an upva1ue for k or a downva1ue for h? Without knowing where the rule came from, 
there is no way to tell. It could be either. 
It is obvious that if we are going to easily manipulate the rules or definitions associated with 
several symbols, then there are several things we desire: 
• To be able to handle all such rules at once, not just the "down", "up", /iN", etc ... 
values separately. 
• To be able to handle the collection of such rules programmatically. 
• To be able to tell which rules are associated with which symbol. 
• To have this new functionality searnless1y integrated with the rest of Mathematica. 
We shall see that the Assign package enables us to accomplish these objectives. Consequently, 
the ideas behind, and functionality of, the package has implications for the design and 
structuring of information and the coding of programs in Mathematica and other rule based 
languages. Using the upcoming concepts as an underlying foundation allows many 
applications to be presented in a beautifully elegant way. This is true not only for computer 
science, but also for many other fields, for example, abstract algebra - see [147] - and for the 
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mathematical sciences, physics in particular - see §5 Prototypical Structures and Quantum 
Mechanics and §7 Tensor Calculus, Applications, and Quasi-Spin. 
4.3 Extensions of Transformation 
Rules 
4.3.1 Values 
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It has been demonstrated above that, using standard Mathematica, we can only obtain the rules 
of a symbol separately; however, we would like them all together. The obvious solution is just 
to obtain all the lists of transformation rules from the DownValues, from the UpValues, and 
from the rest of the value functions and join them all together. This is, in part, what Values 
does. Values is a function, defined in the Assign package, which combines all of the separate 
value functions of Mathematica. 
The function Values. 
The values are returned as tagged transformation rules and not transformation rules. Tagged 
transformation rules will be defined shortly, but first, we can now view the function Values as 
follows. 
Assignments 
for 
Symbol 
Values 
Figure 4.3.A: Values. 
Tagged Transformation Rules 
(of ALL assignments) 
As we will see in the next subsection, using tagged transformation rules intuitively solves our 
problem of not being able to determine which symbol a rule is associated with. Using these 
new tagged transformation rules, we can in essence join up all the values returned since we 
implicitly know where each rule came from. Thus we solve the problem of a disparate list of 
values via our new tagged rules. 
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4.3.2 Tagged Rules 
How can we resolve which rules are associated with which symbols? For instance, as stated 
previously, the rule h [k [x_l ] :-1 x3 could be a downvalue for h or an upvalue for k. In 
eral, given a set of rules, we can not uniquely resolve the associated symbols; therefore, we must 
attach more information to transfonnation rules. 
Consider the definition f /: D [f [x_J I c_J : = expr. Here we are telling Mathematica to 
associate this definition with f, not D. This is done through the use of the tag' f / : '. In the 
same way, we would like to be able to include a tag with each rule, thus creating "tagged rules". 
For example: 
Each such "tagged rule" or "tagged delayed rule" must consequently have a tag symbol 
embedded in it. This tag symbol uniquely specifies the symbol with which the rwe should be 
associated. In every other respect, tagged rules behave like normal rules. 
The data structures for tagged rules. 
transforfua;/> 
associatedwifhtheS~ .·.01 
tag I. thattransfbmlslhsIt()"s~s •. 
a delay~d transf?~rBt~~rt~~( 
asso<:fi;rtedWtthth,e,symbol 
tag ,thattransfortns lhs ·to • ihs 
illustrate tagged rules and their properties, let us first load the Assign package. 
In[1]:= «As 
Once the package is loaded, it is permissible to enter tagged transformation rules such as the 
following. 
In[2]:= g /: g -7 x2 
Out[2]= g -7 x2 
The Assign package formats this rule exactly like a standard transfonnation rule. This is 
intentional, since we would like tagged rules to behave, and appear, exactly like normal 
transformation rules when appropriate, and to borrow from the notation of assignments (with 
tags) when necessary. However, the above is still a tagged transformation rule. This is evident 
from InputForm, as well as its FullForm: 
In[3]:= FullForm @ % 
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Out[311IFuIiForm= 
TaggedRule[g[Pattern[x, Blank[J]], Power [x, 2], gl 
There are two different kinds of "tagged" rules: TaggedRule and TaggedRuleDelayed. 
They directly parallel Rule and RuleDelayed (that is ~ and:~). Tagged rules have the same 
behavior as their "untagged" counterparts except they have an embedded tag inside them. 
Technical Note: To be consistent with Mathematica's use of TagSet and TagUnset, it seems that one should use 
TagRule and TagRuleDelayed rather than our above choices, However, TagSet is used in the sense of "perform a 
Set operation with a tag present", hence Tag appearing in TagSet is used as a noun, In contrast, we are using 'Tagged' as 
an adjective modifying 'Rule', hence we prefer and will use TaggedRule rather than TagRule, and similarly for 
TaggedRuleDelayed, etc, 
To further illustrate the properties of tagged rules, consider the following. 
In[4]:= rules {g I: y [g[ x_ll ~ h[xl, pi: P[X_f rl HX2 } 
Out[41'" {g I: y[g[x_ll ~ h[xJ, p[x_, rl :~ x2 } 
We can see the tag g I: is visible in the OutputForm above, but not the tag pi:. This is due 
to the fact that the head of the second rule is p, so we don't really need the tag to be shown 
explicitly. Tags are shown explicitly in the OutputForm only ifthe rule is not associated with 
the direct head of an expression. 
The Assign package adds the option ShowTags to the options of Format, If ShowTags is set 
to True, then all tagged rules will appear with a tag. If ShowTags is set to Automatic, then 
only the strictly tagged rules will appear with tags. If then the tags will be not appear at 
all in the tagged rules. The Default is Automatic. 
For the purposes of illustration, let us re-enter the rules given in the previous section for f. 
In[5]:= f [x_l : = x 2 i 
f I: f [x_, h_l : = h [x + cl i 
We can now demonstrate the behavior of Values and of the option ShowTags by the 
following. 
In[7]:= thef'Values = Values @ f 
Out[7]", {f I: f [x_l :~ x2 , f I: 
Val ues has returned a list of tagged transformation rules corresponding to the assignments 
made for f. 
In[8]:= ? f 
Global'f 
f [x_, ft..J ":= I/[x+ 
r[,c] ::-:.x2 
We can change the appearance of these tagged rules by changing the option ShowTags of the 
function Format. 
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In[9]:= SetOptions [Format, ShowTags --7 True 1 ; 
thef'Vafues 
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Out[10]= {f /: f[x_l :--? x 2 , f /: Ge f[x_, h_l H h[x+cl} 
In[11]:= SetOptions [Format, ShowTags --7 Falsel ; 
thef'Vafues 
In[13]:= SetOptions [Format, ShowTags --7 Automatic 1 ; 
thef'Vafues 
But in any case, the internal form of these rules remains unchanged. 
Technical Note: When a rule is shown without a tag, in actuality an invisible tag box is wrapped around the output, thus it is 
still implicitly tagged. This is to ensure that when such a rule is re-entered, it is interpreted as a tagged rule. See §3.2.2 Tag 
Boxes. 
4.3.3 Replacements and Behavior 
Since tagged rules look almost the same as normal rules, intuitively they should behave like 
normal transformation rules. Therefore Replace, ReplaceRepeated, ReplaceAll, and 
Dispatch should all be able to handle tagged transformation rules in addition to standard 
transformation rules. Consequently, the Assign package modifies the behavior of these system 
functions slightly. Basically, if one of these system functions is called with tagged transforma-
tion rules, the tagged rules are changed to standard rules and then the system function is called 
with these instead. Therefore, all replacements with tagged transformation rules behave exactly 
like replacements with the corresponding untagged (standard) transformation rules. For 
example: 
In[15]:= rufes 
Out[15]= {g /: y [g [x_ll --7 h [xl, p [x_, rl :--? x2 } 
In[16]:= (y[ g[ Sin[ t lll) /. rufes 
Out[16]= h [Sin [t II 
In fact, the Assign package defines a function ToStandardRules that will change sets of 
tagged transformation rules into sets of standard transformation rules. 
ToStandardRules [taggedRulesJ 
The function ToStandardRules. 
return a set of standard transformation rules based 
upon the'tagged transformation rules. taggedRules 
As expected, applying ToS tandardRules to our rule set rufes returns a set of standard rules. 
In[17]:= ToStandardRules @ rufes 
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Out[17j= {y [g 
There is, however, one other important difference to note. Unlike any of the rules returned by 
DownValues, UpValues, OwnValues, SubValues, NValues, FormatValues, or 
DefaultValues, the tagged rules returned by Values do not have their left hand sides 
wrapped with a HoldPattern. 
In[18]:= values @ f 
Out[18]= {f /: f [x_] :-7 X 2 1 f /: 
In[19]:= FullForm @ % 
Out[19]IIFuIlForm= 
List [TaggedRuleDelayed[f [Pattern [x, Blank[llJ, Power[x, 2], 
TaggedRuleDelayed [f [Pattern [x, Blank[ll, Pattern[h, Blank[] J 1, 
Pattern[e, Blank[]]], h[Plus[x, e)], f]l 
However, the behavior of the tagged transformation rules returned by Val ues is only slightly 
different from that of normal transformation rules returned by DownValues, etc., since both 
TaggedRule and TaggedRuleDelayed hold their arguments instead of explicitly including 
a HoldPattern. 
In[20]:= Attributes /@ {TaggedRule, TaggedRuleDelayed} 
Out[20]= , Protected}, {HoldAll, Protected}} 
4.4 Assignment and Inheritance 
4.4.1 Assign 
Now that we have these new tagged transformation rules, what purpose do they serve? Besides 
cleaning up the way Mathematica handles "values", there is an extremely important conse-
quence of their introduction. Figure 4.3.A for Values was not complete. Since every tagged 
rule "knows" which symbol it is associated with, we can now define a function Assign that 
in essence, the inverse of Val ue s. Therefore, the extended diagram becomes 
Assignments 
for 
Symbol 
Values 
Assign 
Tagged Transformation Rules 
(of ALL assignments) 
Figure 4.4.A: The relationship between Values and Assign. 
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Strictly, the inverse of Values would just give the list of symbols Values was called with. 
However, considering the semantic meaning of Val ues, we define the inverse of Val ues to be 
the assignment of the transformation rules to the symbols they are associated with. 
data structure ..usage 
Assign·[ .. rules] 
UnAssign[ rules] 
The functions Assign and UnAssign. 
aclds rules totheset of active assignments. 
removes rules from the· set of active assignments. 
Technical Note: Assign can be applied to a single rule or a list of rules. Any such rule can be a standard Mathematica rule, 
a tagged rule, or a dynamic rule (as introduced in §4.6 Dynamic Rules and Assignments). 
For example, consider assigning the tagged transformation rules in the set rutes given below. 
In[1]:= rutes = {g / : y [g [ x_ ] ] ~ h [x] r P / : P [X_r r] :-7 X2} ; 
In[2]:= Assign @ rutes 
In[3]:= ? g 
G1oba1'g 
y [g [x .. J] """ 11 [x] 
In[4]:= ? P 
G1oba1'p 
p[x ..... , r] := x2 
The above example with rutes illustrates a most important feature of Assign: it allows us to 
perform assignments for more than one symbol at a time. Therefore, our diagram can be further 
extended as follows. 
Assignments 
for 
Symbols 
Tagged Transformation Rules 
(of ALL assignments) 
Figure 4.4.B: The relationship between Values and Assign for multiple symbols. 
We close this subsection by illustrating that, just as Assign [rules] adds rules to the set of 
assigned rules, UnAssign [rules] removes rules from the set of assigned rules. For example, 
whereas above we added rules, the following removes rules. 
In[5]:= UnAssign @ rutes 
In[6]:= ? g 
G1oba1'g 
In[7]:= ? P 
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GlobCll'p 
4.4.2 Inheritance 
The important foundational structures have now been described. It is but a small step to 
achieve inheritance. Now that we have sets of tagged rules, we can change them and re-assign 
them. For example, consider the following set of rules for f. 
In[8j:= ClearAll @ f; 
f[g_] : g+t; 
f /: r @ f @ x_ : = x3 i 
N@f@C: N@t3 ; 
Default[f, 2, 3] := 1; 
f c x2 ; 
In[14j:= ? f 
Global'f 
fL"L] g+t 
r [f ]" x?, 
f[x._, c_l : 
N[f[t...l] ; N 
f /: Default[f, 2, 3J := 1 
We can now set 
In[15]:= thef'Values Val ues @ f 
Out[15]= {f /: f :-> c x2 , f /: r [f [x_]] :-> x3 , f /: f 
] :-> N [t3 ], f /: Default [c 2, 3] H 1} 
and then assign rules to a different symbol, say k. 
In[16]:= [thef'Vafues / . f ..... k] 
In[17j:= ? k 
Global k 
k[g~] : g+t 
)~ [k ":,yj 
k[x ..... 1 c_] : c 
N [e .. wl]: 
k/: Default[k, 2,3] :"]. 
We can even easily remove the rules of f (or a subset of them) by 
In[18j:= @ thef'Vafues 
In[19]:= ? f 
Global'f 
:-> g+t, 
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If we contemplate the above, it is clear that we have actually performed inheritance of rules. We 
were given some assignments on f. From these we generated a corresponding list of tagged 
transformation rules for f. We modified these rules by replacing f by k, that is, rules/ ' f -7 k. 
Then we assigned the resulting tagged transformation rules. This process results in k having 
the same rules and assignments as f. In short, k has inherited the rules of or equivalently, 
the rules of f have been inherited to k. 
It is now evident that inheritance can be very elegantly performed by the sequence 
@ 'Replacements @ Values @ Symbols 
This inheritance mechanism can be diagrammatically represented as follows. 
Assignments 
for 
Symbols 
Tagged 
Rules 
Inheritance 
Replacements 
Assignments 
for 
Symbols' 
c 
C'I 
'iii 
.l2 
Tagged 
Rules' 
Figure 4.4.C: The process of inheritance through tagged rules. 
(4.4.a) 
Here is a simple example illustrating inheritance of several symbols, occurring simultaneously. 
In[201:= rules 
Oul[20]= {g /: y[g[x_ll -7 h[xl, p[x_, rl :-7 x2 } 
In[21]:= [rules /. {y -7 foo, g -7 w, r -7 expr}] 
Consequently, the symbols wand p are bestowed with the following rules. 
In[22]:= ? w 
GlobaJ.'w 
In[23]:= ?p 
Global'p 
Note that the previous rules for p, from past assignments, remain unaffected. 
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In this whole paradigm, multiple inheritance is totally natural. For instance, consider the 
following definitions. 
In[24]:= h [a_J : == a2 
r [C, .!LJ : == t + Y 
We can now arrange to have a single symbot say goo, inherit both of these definitions. 
In[26]:= Assign [Values [hJ I. h -1 goo J ; 
Assign [Values [r] I. r -1 goo] i 
In[281:= ? goo 
Global'goo 
goo [, •... J : '" aC 
~JOO[C, .0'-1 ;",c+y 
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We have described the properties and behavior of inheritance in terms of some g inheriting the 
properties of some f Many might be wondering how the above theory is applied. The 
next section gives a quick example that is somewhat contrived. Yet, the bulk of the applications 
are given in §5 Prototypical Structures and Quantum Mechanics and §7 Tensor Calculus, Applica-
tions, and Quasi-Spin, once further, and arguably necessary, additions are given in §4.6 Dynamic 
Rules and Assignments. There we will see another extension that will finally allow us beautifully 
simple specifications of the structures in which we wish to perform computations. 
4.5 Examples of Inheritance 
4.5.1 Stacks via Abstract Data Types 
To illustrate a very simple example of the model of inheritance introduced in the previous 
section, we can examine the modeling of a generic stack and the associated inherited stacks. 
Since the concept of a stack is extremely widely known in computer science [89, 125, etc.], 
stacks are one of a handful of examples that are usually treated in language definitions and 
explanations. Thus, in part to conform to convention and also because they are so simple, in 
this chapter we choose to illustrate inheritance using stacks. The presentation in this section 
mirrors the presentation of abstract data types as typically used in computer science [89, 
149,339]. For those readers not familiar with such concepts, the presentation is meant to a 
basic impression of abstract data types and of their workings. 
The use of abstract data types provides a conceptual framework for modelling generic or 
abstract properties of a system[125, 149,339]. Abstract data types are so named because they 
are abstracted from any implementation layer. They specify how the types associated with a 
structure should behave rather than focusing on implementing the functioning of a structure. 
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For instance, we know that the "length" of a list should be an integer, but this tells us nothing 
about how to implement the function 'length'. Mathematica is not a strongly typed language, 
but we can, of course, emulate types in Mathematica in many and varied ways. 
Technical l\jote: Typing information is often useful for both program correctness and compilation [61. Even in the case of 
general computer science, many varied and difficult questions involving typing arise - see for instance Cardelli[531. However, 
in the area of symbolic computation, the problems associated with typing are far more complex. Some languages such as 
AXIOM[1771 and REDLOG[951 try, and arguably succeed to some degree, to have typing information inherently tied to the 
underlying programming language. However even for these languages, problems can, and do, arise. In a "natural" typing 
system for symbolic computation, types must be generalized to some degree. For instance, a system might type the number 3 
as a positive integer. However, if we make the assumption about x that it is an integer lying between -2 and 2, then what is 
its type? Such questions can not be directly answered using many of the current typing models. Herein lies the difficulty of 
using strong typing. Instead, we have to view typing information as generalized predicates or sets of equations and inequations. 
Unfortunately, the "genericity" of the typing structures currently being researched and implemented are still not sufficiently 
sophisticated to handle nicely the problem of typing in symbolic computation. 
The generic stack structure we are about to implement can be approached in two ways. One 
way is functional and referentially transparent; the other is more imperative in nature and 
includes side effects. Hence, we will use two different naming schemes: namef for functional 
and names for side effects. Let us symbolize these names so that we can use them in functions. 
In[1]:= Symbolize [expr -r] ; Symbolize [expr_J 
Let us also create a nice notation for HoldPattern, since we will use it so frequently. 
In[2]:= Notation [expr -!hlP = HoldPattern [expr _11 
Technical l\jote: Actually, this notation is one of those given in §A.l Common Notations, but we have created it in isolation 
since it is the only one needed for this section. 
We now proceed to give the rules for a typed generic stack. As with all Mathematica functions / 
programs, there are many ways in which we could implement such a concept using rules. Here 
is one such way. 0Ne use 'Stacker' in place of 'Stack', as the latter already has a meaning in 
normal Mathematica. The Gothic letter 'T' is meant to be suggestive of a "type" or of a 
prototypical/generic type structure.) 
In[3]:= StackRulesr = { 
StackQ [ Stack'T @ efms __ ? StackElementQ 1lhIP ~ True, 
StackQ [ other __ ] !h1P ~ False, 
EmptyQ [ Stack'T [lllhlP ~ True, 
EmptyQ [ _Stack'T ? StackQ 1lhIP ~ False, 
EmptyQ [ other __ 1
lhlP 
~ $Failed, 
TOPr [stack_Stack'T1 :-7 First @ stack /; -, EmptyQ @ stack, 
. lhlP 
POPr [stack_Stack'T 1lhIP :-7 Rest @ stack /; -, EmptyQ @ stack, 
Pushr [efm_ ? StackElementQ, stack_Stack'T] lhlP :-7 
Join [Stack'T @ efm, stack1}; 
This generic prototype contains the typing information, together with the underlying 
implementation information. The typing is emulated by the pattern _Stacker and the testing 
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predicates ?StackElementQ,and ?StackQ. The inheritance mechanism described in §4.4.2 
Inheritance is now, of course, easily applied. We can implement a stack of integers simply by: 
In[4]:= [StackRulesr /. {Stack'l -7 IntegerStack, 
stackQ -7 IntegerStackQ, StackElementQ -7 IntegerQ} ] 
Here are some simple calculations with a stack of integers. 
In[5]:= stack = Pushr [23, IntegerStack [12, 34, 56]] 
Oul[5]= IntegerStack[23 , 12, 34, 56] 
In[6]:= @ % 
OUI[6]= IntegerStack [12, 34, 56] 
In[7]:= @ % 
OUI[7]= 12 
In[8]:= IntegerStackQ @ stack 
Out[8]= True 
By the choice of replacements and by the naming choices, we have made TOPf' POPf' and 
Pushf polymorphic over different kinds of stacks. The stack structure is inherited from 
StackRulesf' This inheritance paradigm is similar to prototypical inheritance see for 
example Blaschek[24], Self[315, 301], Omega[24], and other general references on object 
oriented programming [18, 38, 236]. 
Technical Note: In practice, the above polymorphism might be called ad-hock polymorphism [18, 89, 264J. This Is the reverse 
of the common situation In abstract data type languages, where It Is In general nicer to define functions that are parametrically 
see for instance Haskell 89, 310J, Ciean[264], and ML[146, 237, 259, 314J. However, Mathematica, by 
default, is in essence Inherently parametrically polymorphic due to its pattern matching capabilities, 
For a further simple example, we can implement stacks of atomic objects simply by the 
following. 
In[9]:= [StackRulesr /. {Stack'l -7 AtomicStack, 
StackQ -7 AtomicStackQ, StackElementQ -7 AtomQ}] 
In[10l:= Pushr [x, AtomicStack [bob, 23, "sid", t] 1 
Out[10]= AtomicStack [x, bob, 23, sid, t] 
In[1 POPr @ % 
Oul[11]= AtomicStack [bob, 23, sid, t] 
In[12]:= TOPr @ % 
Out[12]= bob 
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4.5.2 Type Coherence 
In the examples of the previous subsection we have not, by intention, automatically generated a 
$Failed when we do not get a type match. For instance, as desired, we cannot push a 
composite object onto a stack of atomic objects. 
In[13]:= Pushd f [x], AtomicStack [12, 34, 56]] 
Out[13]= pushdf[x] f AtomicStack[12, 34, 56]] 
Instead of failing, evaluation just returns the original expression, in keeping with the default 
practices of standard Mathematica. This subsection details the simple steps necessary to extend 
our original set of prototypical rules to enforce type coherence, or to modify our original set of 
rules for other purposes. 
Let us create a new set of prototypical rules which, once instantiated and assigned, will modify 
our stack functions in such a way as to ensure strict type coherence. 
In[14]:= StackStrictTypingRules r = { 
[ _Stack'l]lhlP ~ $Failed, 
[ _Stack'l]lhlP ~ $Failed, 
[efm_, _stack'lh
lP 
-t $Failed} i 
Instead of an overarching approach, we can selectively make a given stack class strictly type 
coherent in its arguments by inheriting the rules of StackStrictTypingRules. We 
illustrate this for atomic stacks. 
In[15]:= Ass [StackStrictTypingRUlesr /. 
Stack'l -t Atomicstack, 
-t AtomicstackQ, 
StackElementQ ~ AtomQ}] 
Now, when we try to push non-atomic objects onto an atomic stack, it will result in an error. 
In[16J:= Pushr [f [xl, AtomicStack [12, 34, 56]] 
Out[16]= 
Technical Note: Obviously, we could have created a specific error message to indicate, say, that we were trying to push the 
object '1' on a stack of '2', etc. But the idea is clear from the above, so it is left to the reader to perform any such extensions, 
Alternatively, we could create a set of rules for strictly typed stacks by combining the set 
StackRules with the set StackStrictTypingRules. 
In[17J:= = Join [StackRulesr' StackStrictTypingRulesr ]; 
Then, the strict stack prototypical rules, StrictStackRulesr, can be used whenever we need 
a strictly typed stack. On a slightly different bent, if we want, say, a typeless stack, we can just 
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strip off all occurrences of the typing predicate StackElementQ present in StackRulesr, 
using a fairly simple replacement. 
In[18]:= Assign [StackRulesr / /. { 
Stack'r -7 TypelessStack, 
PatternTestlllP [paC, StackElementQ] -7 pat}] 
We can check that typeless stacks, including their functions Push, Top, etc., place no 
restrictions on their members. 
In[19]:= ? 
Global ' Pus.h<"",,subscript~f 
Plishr [erriL" IntegerQ, stack_IntegerStack] : '" J'oin [Intege:cStack [elm], stack] 
: Join (l,tomicStack[dm], ,tack] 
stack_'l'ypelessStack] : '" ,Join 
In[20j:= ? Top r 
Global' 
:= Pirst[stack] Ii ! (EmptyQ[stack]) 
[:;tac,k_AtomicStackJ : pi:r:st [stack] /; ! (Empty'Q [stack] ) 
TaD .. 
• r '" $Pailed 
:",Flrst(stack] I; ! (EmptyQ[stack:l 
Here is a simple example involving a typeless stack. 
In[21j:= Pushr [f [x] , TypelessStack [asym, "bye", 3]l 
Out[21j= TypelessStack [f [xl, asym, f 3] 
In[22]:= [ % 1 
Out[22j= TypelessStack [asym, bye, 3] 
In[23):= TOPr [% 1 
Out[23]= a sym 
To summarize our overall example, we have considered a simple prototypical set of rules for a 
stack (or a specification, of sorts, for a stack), which we have inherited to several specific stack 
types, namely IntegerStack, AtomicStack and TypelessStack. Furthermore, we 
extended the specification of the stack to enforce strict type coherence and selectively inherited 
this for the AtomicStack. 
4.5.3 Imperative Stacks 
Readers with a background more in keeping with imperative languages (procedural languages), 
rather than functional languages, might have expected a slightly different treatment. They 
might, in fact, have expected usages more like the following. 
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s=IntegerStack[12, 34, 56]; 
Push [ 52, s]; 
Top [s] ; 
However, implicit in such an approach is the use of variables with state. Pop [s] changes the 
state of s, so executing Pop [s] again has a different effect the second time around. 
Consequently, referential transparency is lost [125]. The previous code was written from a more 
functional bent, hence avoided side effects. But Mathematica is quite flexible and has no 
particular difficulty in handling state. Let us assume that the reader wants to use stacks in a 
more conventional or "imperative", hence non-functional, way. Then it is appropriate that we 
have "imperative" stacks inherit their rules from those so far developed for functional stacks, 
and add some new ones. 
In[24]:= StackRuless = 
Join [StackRulesr /. {TOPr -7 Tops, POPr -7 POPs' Pushr -7 Pushs}' 
{ 
Tops [stack_Symbol? StackQ]lhlP :.-7 First [stack] /; .., ErnptyQ [stack] , 
POPs [stack_Symbol ?StackQ]lhlP:.-7 (stack = Rest [stack]), 
Pushs [etm_ ? StackElernentQ, stack_Symbol? StackQ ]lhlP :.-7 
(stack = Prep end [stack, etm]) , 
Attributes [TOPS]lhlP -7 {HoldAll}, 
Attributes [poPs]lhlP -7 {HoldAll}, 
Attributes [Pushs]lhlP -7 {HoldAll}}]; 
Our new functions, which include state, have to hold all of their arguments, so that may change 
the value of the symbol referencing the stack. 
In[25]:= Assign [StackRuless /. {Stacker -7 StringStack, 
StackQ -7 StringStackQ, StackElernentQ -7 StringQ} ] 
In[26]:= s = StringStack ["was", "here"]; 
In[27]:= Pushs [ "Heisenberg", s] ; 
Pushs ["Maybe", s] ; 
In[29]:= s 
Out[29]= StringStack[Maybe, Heisenberg, was, here] 
In[30]:= Tops [s] 
Out[30]= Maybe 
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4.5.4 Tagged Stacks: A Refinement 
The forgoing subsections form a perfect backdrop for an example showing the superiority of 
tagged rules over non-tagged rules. In particular, in §4.5.1 Stacks via Abstract Data Types and 
§4.S.2 Type Coherence, we created a set of prototypical rules for Top, Pop, and Push for a 
generic stack. We then inherited these rules to several concrete stack types, for example, to 
IntegerStack. Let us now consider the manipulation of the set of rules involving say, 
IntegerStack. To be precise, what are the rules of IntegerStack? We would like to be 
able to enter Values @ IntegerStack and get back all the rules to do with integer stacks. 
However, as one can easily check, no rules have so far been explicitly assigned to the symbol 
In tegerS tack. 
In[31]:= ? 
Global'IntegerStack 
Instead, all the rules involving IntegerStack were actually assigned to other symbols, 
namely IntegerStackQ, EmptyQ, TOPf' POPf' and Pushf. We could, of course, obtain all of 
the values of these last five symbols and from these select only those rules that involve 
IntegerStacki but this would be quite ugly. 
The resolution of this quandary is to have the transformation rules tagged from the very 
beginning. In this way, we can access just the rules we want. To illustrate this, let us remove 
the rules so assigned which involve IntegerStack. 
In[32j:= ClearAII [TOPr' POPr' Pushr, IntegerStackQ, EmptyQl; 
Let us, instead, now use the following set of tagged prototypical rules. 
In[33]:= TaggedStackRules r { 
Stack'l / : StackQ [ Stack'l @ efms __ ? StackElementQ llhp -) True, 
StackQ [ lhp -> False, 
Stack'l /: EmptyQ [ Stack'l [] h p -> True, 
Stack'l /: EmptyQ [ _Stack'l ? StackQ llhp -> False, 
EmptyQ [ other __ l lhlP -> $Failed, 
Stack'l / : TOPr [stack_Stack'lllhlP H First @ stack / i .., EmptyQ @ stack, 
Stack'l /: POPr [stack_Stack'l]lhlP H Rest @ stack / i -, EmptyQ @ stack, 
Stack'l / : Pushr [efm_ ? StackElementQ, stack_Stack'l] H 
Join [Stack'l @ efm, stack]}; 
Technical Note: Actually, we could have obtained the above set of rules with a tricky set of on the old set of 
rules, StackRulesf, but it would have clouded the discussion. 
Now, as before, let us inherit the generic tagged stack rules to an integer stack. 
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In[34]:= Assign [TaggedStackRules r /. {Stack'l---7 IntegerStack, 
StackQ ---7 IntegerStackQ, StackElementQ ---7 IntegerQ} ] i 
In[35]:= Pushd 15, IntegerStack [2, 37, - 9, 6]] 
Out[35]= IntegerStack [15, 2, 37, - 9, 6] 
However, since all the rules were tagged, we can now determine where they came from. 
In[36]:= Values @ IntegerStack 
Out[36]= /: EmptyQ [IntegerStack []]IhP :-7 True, / : 
IntegerStackQ[IntegerStack[efms __ ?IntegerQ]]llp :-7 True, 
IntegerStack /: EmptyQ [_IntegerStack? IntegerstackQ] L~P :-7 False, 
IntegerStack /: TOPr [stack_IntegerStack] :-7 
hp 
First [stack] / i ! (EmptyQ [stack] ), IntegerStack /: 
POPr [stack_IntegerS tack] IIp :-7 Rest [stack] / i ! (EmptyQ [stack] ) , 
IntegerStack /: Pushr [efm_? IntegerQ, stack_IntegerStack]lhlP :-7 
Join [IntegerStack [efm], stack] } 
@% 
In[38]:= ? IntegerStack 
GlobCll'IntegerStack 
close this subsection, notice that the left hand side of almost every rule in our example rule 
sets has been wrapped by a HoldPat tern. This gives a strong indication of the important role 
of HoldPattern in rules, as it pertains to our inheritance model. To elaborate, consider the 
following seemingly innocuous rule. 
In[39]:= myRule :::: {myConstQ @ other _ :-7 False}; 
Now assume that at some later stage the rule is assigned, like so. 
In[40]:= Ass @ myRule 
Then, owing to the assignment of the rule for myConstQ, the rule set myRule "\.vill have been 
changed. 
In[41]:= myRule 
Out[41]= 
Thus, we could not subsequently use this rule set, since it would obviously lead to erroneous 
results. However, if we had included a HoldPattern around the left hand side of the rule, 
then this problem would have been avoided. 
In[42]:= :::: {myCons tQ [ other _ ] IhlP :-7 Fal se} ; 
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Consequently, wrapping the left hand sides of a rule with a HoldPattern is usually the 
preferable option. It should be pointed out that some automatic stripping of superfluous 
occurrences of HoldPattern is committed by the Values function, but this stripping only 
occurs when the evaluation status remains essentially unchanged. 
In these past subsections, we have seen just the beginnings of a system for how to structure 
rules and manipulate rule sets, allowing rule sets to flux into and flux out of assignment, under 
the control of the user. This flexibility in rule set usage is what underlies the assignment and 
inheritance package. We can now use this base to dramatic effect with dynamic rules, which we 
introduce in the next section. This generalization will allow sets of dynamic rules to flux into 
and flux out of assignment, under the control of the program. 
4.6 Dynamic Rules and Assignments 
4.6.1 Motivation for Dynamic Rules 
The inheritance paradigm introduced in §4.4 Assignment and Inheritance allows us to make an 
elegant generalization to rewrite rules and tagged rewrite rules. This section introduces the 
concept of a dynamic rewrite rule. Again, for motivation we do not use a "real world" example 
since the complexity would only cloud the underlying issues. However, the basic subject of our 
example occurs frequently in practice: how to handle expansions which are desired only in 
special circumstances. 
For our "toy" example, say we would like expressions of the specialized form L [a+b] to 
"expand" to L [a] +L [b]. Assume we would also like to avoid the use of a special expand 
function and just use Expand. A naIve solution would be the following. 
Expand [L [a_ + 1 :=L[a] +L[b] (4.6.a) 
As stated, this "solution" is highly inadequate. Yet, in many real situations, it occurs that we 
need to have available special expansions. For example, tensor expand, derivative expand, sum 
expand, group product expan~ etc. In most of these cases, the expressions being expanded 
involve specialized data structures. This is an extremely common sort of situation, and can be 
found in many Mathematica programs that do "mathematical calculations" (as opposed to utility 
programs, such as the Notation package). 
Let us expose the specific flaws with the above approach, (4.6.a). First, as a minor preliminary, 
Expand is a protected function, so (4.6.a) or any more sophisticated version of it, and any other 
new rules needed for Expand would have to be entered in a sequence of the form 
Unprotect [ExpandL ... , Protect [Expand]. 
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Next, Expand needs to be "threaded" over its arguments. For instance, the above rule would 
not work on c L [u+v]. We would need to introduce a further rule, like the following, to 
rectify this. 
Expand [x_ .lL] : = Expand [x] Expand [yl (4.6.b) 
We could even introduce further rules so that expressions like faa [c L [u+v] ] were expanded 
properly. However, care would have to be taken over the evaluation properties of the various 
"heads" in the expression. For instance, if L [u+v] were buried in an expression whose head 
had the attribute HoldAll, and this expression was in turn in an Expand environment, then 
no expansion of L [u +v] should take place. 
In addition to all of this, in the original rule (4.6.a), a and b might need further expansion, so 
(4.6.a) should really be amended to at least the following. 
Expand [L [a_ + b_l] : = Expand [L [a] ] + Expand [L [b] ] (4.6.c) 
However, the combined result above might still need more expansion, so we need something 
like: 
Expand [L [a_ + b_]] : = 
FixedPoint [Expand [L [Expand [a 1 1 + L [Expand [b] 1 1 1 (4.6.d) 
Regrettably, this whole issue was spawned from the fact that we would like "L-expressions" 
expanded as L [a+b] ---7L [a] +L [b]. Typically, most designers, being cognizant of the above 
problems associated with the assignment approach, would instead turn to rewrite rules. Using 
rewrite rules as a solution is adequate but not entirely satisfactory. It might proceed along the 
following lines. 
Expand [an!LJ :=any II. {L[a_+b_J ---7L[aJ +L[bJ} 
However, if we need to add a second expansion rule, we must totally redefine the function. 
Again, typically, the way to circumvent this is to introduce a named set of transformation rules, 
like so. 
8xpand'Rufes = {L [a + bJ ---7 L raj + L [bJ }; 
Expand [any_J : = any I I. 8xpand'Rufes 
New expansions can now be added by simply appending new rules to 8xpand'Rufes, as in 
AppendTo [ 8xpand'Rufes I new'Rufe ]. Unfortunately, there is the further problem that the original 
argument in the above is not expanded. One cannot simply rectify this by something akin to 
the following. 
Expand [anY_l : = Expand [any II. 8xpand'Rufesl (4.6.e) 
since the use of (4.6.e) would lead to an infinite loop. We could get around this infinite 
recursion by using some trickery to make sure the rule is applied only once. But even then, the 
expansion rule is not truly consistent with the infinite evaluation model of Mathematica. (A nice 
treatment of rule sets is given in Maeder[222l.) 
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Thus, almost always in practice, instead of adding new rules to Mathematica's Expand, 
programmers will add specific functions for each kind of expansion. Fortuitously, it is 
sometimes necessary, due to speed considerations, to have these individual expansion 
functions. However, it can be handy to also have just plain expansion and have the various data 
structures do their appropriate things according to how they should be expanded. In our 
particular example, we would like basically to say that L [a_ + ::::: L [a] + L [b] only under 
expansion. Using dynamic assignments and dynamic rewrite rules, introduced next we will be 
able to do just that. 
4.6.2 Dynamic Rules and Assignments I 
A dynamic rewrite rule is a non-local context specific rule with a tag. This subsection describes and 
explains dynamic rewrite rules and dynamic assignments, and gives some simple examples of 
how they are used. 
The following gives a table of the dynamic data structures, both dynamic assignments and 
dynamic transformation rules. Paralleling our sometimes loose use of "rules" and "tagged 
rules", we will sometimes refer to both types of dynamic data structures as "dynamic rules", 
when convenient and no confusion is possible. 
The data structures for dynamic rules. 
Technical Note: We could have used 'f-' Instead of '7" since 'f-' has a in logic that has similarities to the operation we 
are trying to encapsulate see any standard logic text, for example, Enderton[104]. 
The most unusual and important new feature of these rules is that they have a "context" or, as 
we will say, an environment under which they are active. 
Technical Note: Instead of using the term 'environment', we could instead have used the term 'context'; but the latter term 
already has a predefined meaning in Mathematica, so the terminology of environments is preferable. 
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Definition 4.6.A: An expression expr occurs in the environment, sayenv, if expr is a 
subexpression of some expression with head env. The head env must be an acceptable 
Mathematica symbol. 
For example, consider 
Expand [x + L [a + b]] + L [a + b] 
Here, the first L [a + b] occurs in the environment of Expand, but the second L [a + b] does 
not. For any given dynamic rule, all sub expressions within the "environment" head can 
potentially be affected, whereas expressions outside the environment cannot be affected. To 
illustrate, consider the following dynamic rule. 
In[1]:= faa .?' L / : L [a_ + b_] :~ L [a] + L [b] 
Out[1]= faa.?' L [a_ + b_] H L [a] + L [b] 
Here is its full form. 
In[2]:= FullForm @ % 
Out[2]IIFuIiForm= 
DynamicRuleDelayed[L[Plus [Pattern [a, Blank[]], Pattern[b, Blank!:]]]], 
Plus [L [a] , L [b]] , L, faa] 
This is a dynamic rule for an expression matching L [a_ +b_] , associated with the tag L, and is 
applicable only within sub expressions of an expression with head faa. A dynamic rule, by 
itself, is inert, as is a normal rule. We can perform replacements with this rule in a similar 
manner to normal replacements, although replacements can only occur within the environment 
faa. 
In[3]:= foo[x+L[a+b2 ]] +L[i+j] /. % 
Out[3]= foo[x+L[a] +L[b2 ]] +L[i+j] 
It is clear that our dynamic rule only affects sub expressions inside the faa environment. 
Technical Note: For our illustration, we used the head foo rather than Expand (as was used in the motivational example in 
the previous subsection). Expand was not used since it is normally active and hence would have expanded its argument 
before the replacement could have been carried out. We could easily have wrapped our expression in suitable holding 
functions, but to keep our illUstrations simple, we have not done so. 
4.6.3 Dynamic Rules and Assignments II 
For each dynamic transformation, there is a corresponding dynamic assignment, just as to each 
standard transformation, there is a corresponding standard assignment. For instance, for the 
dynamic transformation rule Expand .?' L/: L [a_ +b_] :~ L [a] +L [b], the corresponding 
dynamic assignment is 
In[4]:= Expand.?' L / : L [a_ + b_] : = L [a] + L [b] 
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Now the expansion of our additively linear function will occur via this dynamic assignment. 
In[5]:= Expand[x+L[a+b2 +c3 ]] +L[i+j] 
Out[5]= x+L[a] +L[b2 ] +L[c3 ] +L[i+j] 
Expand now also works on expressions involving L at any depth. 
In[6]:= Expand [ L [a + b] L [c + d] Sin @ f @ eL[u+vl] 
Out[6]= L [ a] L [ c] + L [b] L [ c] + L L[d] +L[b] L[d] Sin[f[eL[u]+L[v]]] 
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Expand also works on chains of expressions involving L and respects the evaluation properties 
of the various "heads" of expressions within an Expand environment, as shown next. 
In[7]:= SetAttributes [hoo, HoldAll] 
[a+L[b+L[c+d]]] +hoo[L[u+v]]] 
Out[8]= hoo[L +v]] +L[a] +L [b]] +L[L[L[c]]l +L[L[L[d]]l 
In order to illustrate the use of a tag differing from the actual head, as well as illustrating the 
dynamic overriding of a protected symbol, consider the following somewhat contrived example. 
: :Protectionwarning : 
The symbol e is protected but will be dynamically overridden. 
(The warning tells us that e is normally protected but that it will be overridden dynamically.) 
Now the expansion of exponentials will occur via this dynamic rule assignment. 
Actually, to avoid cluttered output, let us tum off the warning that certain functions will be 
dynamically overridden even though they are normally protected. 
In[111:= off [DynamicValues: : ProtectionWarning] ; 
As an extremely brief precursor to the full details in §4.7.S Underpinnings of Dynamic 
Assignments, the following is the essence of how the dynamic assignment is working in the 
above situation. Assume we are evaluating an expression of the form Expand [expr]. At an 
intuitive level the following steps then take place. 
L[a_+b_l :=L[a] +L[b]; 
answer Expand @ expr i 
L + b_] -. I 
answer 
Thus, intuitively speaking, once one is inside an Expand environment, one can think of the 
assignment L [a_ + b_] : =: L [a] + L [b] as being unconditionally present and being used 
together with Mathematica's full infinite evaluation model to evaluate expr. So of course all the 
difficulties raised in the motivation subsection disappear. 
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Finally, and in summary, the above examples of dynamic assignment show that we can now 
actually achieve what was asked for at the end of the previous motivational subsection: we can 
now define rules to be active within specific environments. . 
4.6.4 Dynamic Rules and Assignments III 
Before we proceed with some extended examples of dynamic assignments, let us mention a 
few details about dynamic objects. Although all of the various dynamic rules and assignments 
must have a associated with them, the tag can be omitted in the input notation when it can 
be correctly determined from the left hand side of the rule or assignment. For instance, 
consider the following dynamic rule. 
In[12J:= faa l' f [x_l ~ x 3 
Out[12]= faa l' f [x_l ~ x 3 
In both input and output, this rule appears not to have a tag associated with it. However, 
examining full form shows that it does indeed possess the tag f. 
In[13J:: FullForm @ % 
Out[13]IIFuIiForm= 
[f[Pattern[x, Blank[l]], Power[x, 3], f, faa] 
This is exactly analogous to whether the tags in the output of tagged rules are visible, as 
discussed in §4.3.2 Tagged Rules. In fact, the Format option ShowTags, which controlled the 
visibility of tags in the output of tagged rules, has exactly the same behavior for the output of 
dynamic rules. 
Given the similarities between dynamic rules and tagged rules, it should be no surprise that, by 
design, can assign dynamic rules. Let us illustrate this by assigning the previous 
dynamic rule. 
In[14]:= @% 
Now f has a specialized behavior inside the faa environment. 
In[15]:= faa [f [tl + x] + f [y] 
Out[15j= f [y] + faa [ + xl 
Indeed, the function Values, by design, respects these dynamic rules and will include them in 
the returned list of values. 
In[16]:= Values @ f 
Out[16]= {faa l' f [x_l :~ x 3 } 
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Information about dynamic assignments is also contained in the information for symbols. For 
instance, foo has some environment rules associated with it, as well as f having some dynamic 
values associated with it. 
In[17]:= ?? foo 
Global'foo 
foo has the following environment rules: 
In[18]:=: ? f 
Global'f 
Since Values incorporates dynamic assignments by returning dynamic rules, we can 
consequently include dynamic rules in the inheritance paradigm introduced in §4.4.1 Assign. 
Thus, we can create generic rule sets specifying not only how a structure acts, but also how 
other structures interact with it. We will see some "real world" examples of such inheritance 
later in §5 Prototypical Structures and Quantum Mechanics and §7 Tensor Calculus, Applications, 
and Quasi-Spin. 
Technical Note: Dynamic rules and assignments should not be confused with dynamic evaluation as used in certain fields of 
computer science, In these fields, dynamic evaluation can refer to returning mUltiple answers to a single question, For an 
example of this type of evaluation in AXIOM, see Broadbery[321. or more generally, see Duval[100, 101], Cursorily, dynamic 
evaluation occurs when, in the intermediate stages of a calculation, the algorithm arrives at a critical stage where the answer 
could be one of several possibilities, Each of the various possibilities is investigated and the answer returned contains multiple 
solutions, Dynamic evaluation. as the afore mentioned authors use it, attempts to allow the reuse of all computations up until 
the point where the process must be split or forked, For a typical instance where multiple solutions are necessary. observe 
that Reduce [a x2 + 2 x + 1 0, xl yields solutions which include the case when a==O; however, if we issue the 
command Solve [a XL + 2 x + 1 == 0, x]. then Mathematica would automatically assume that a is non-zero, This is a 
well-known caveat of mainstream symbolic computation systems, But in all fairness, if a system did keep track of all possible 
values and conditions, it could lead to intermediate constraint swell, For instance, this arises in the verification of the direct 
reduction method in §6,14.7 The Method of Direct RedUction, which is used in the Canonicalize algorithm of §6 An 
Algorithm for Tensor Simplification. For a system that automatically keeps track of all possible variable restrictions, see 
REDLOG[95], For an extension to Mathematica that incorporates semantic matching and the returning of dynamic rules see 
Harris[148] 
To recapi standard assignments are globally active, but a dynamic assignment is active only in a 
specific environment. For instance, we might want the rule ABC to be active under 
simplification, and! or the rule XYZ to be active under expansion, etc. If we review many 
Mathematica programs, we can see that often there are some very important structure functions 
that have been written to accomplish what can naturally be expressed using dynamic rules and 
assignments. Indeed, some simple examples of such functions constitute the subject matter of 
the next two subsections. Thus, dynamic rules form an extremely important extension to 
Mathematica's rule basel allowing us much greater expressibility. Just how true this statement is 
will only become really evident with the work of §5 Prototypical Structures and Quantum 
Mechanics and §7 Tensor Calculus, Applications, and Quasi-Spin. 
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4.6.5 Dynamic Assignment Example: 
Non-commutative Expansion 
Let us now give a simple and semi-useful example of an application of dynamic assignment. 
Many readers might have felt frustrated with the earlier implementation of non-commutative 
times, which we introduced in §2.7.4 Example Calculations from Physics. Recall that the non-
commutative products were always expanded, as mandated by the assignments provided in that 
subsection. For reference, these are repeated below. 
1__ (c_ ? ConstQ a_) . r __ : = c I . a . r 
1__ (a_ + h_) . r __ : = I· a . r + I . h . r 
However, a better approach would be to have these "expansion" assignments being II active" 
only under expansion. This would have better coherence with standard Mathematica, since 
normally products are not expanded by default. 
In[19]:= a (b + c) 
Out[19]= a (b+c) 
We need Expand to expand this product. 
In[20]:= Expand @ % 
Out[20]= a b + a c 
So too, we would like this same behavior to be true for Qur NonCommutativeTimes. As 
before, let us first furnish NonCommutativeTimes with an infix notation and specify some 
rules for ConstQ. 
In[21]:= InfixNotation [ . , NonCommutativeTimes] ; 
SetAttributes[NonCommutativeTimes, {Flat, Oneldentity}]; 
In[22]:= ConstQ [args_Times] : = And @@ ConstQ /@ List @@ args 
ConstQ [args_Plus] : = And @@ ConstQ /@ List @@ args 
ConstQ [c_n-] : = ConstQ [c] /\ ConstQ [n] 
ConstQ [_ ?NumberQ] : = True 
ConstQ [_] : = False 
Using dynamic rules, it is now indeed trivial, as claimed, to state that the expansion rwes for our 
NonCommutati veTimes are only active within the Expand environment. 
In[27]:= Expand /" I __ 
Expand /" 1 __ 
(c_ ?ConstQ a_) . r __ : = c I· a . r 
(a_ + b_) . r __ : = f . a . r + I· b . r 
Consequently, expansion only occurs through Expand instead of being mandatory. 
In[29]:= a· (b + 2 c) 
Out[29]= a· (b + 2 c) 
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In[SO]:= Expand @ % 
Oul[SO]= a· b + 2 a . c 
Moreover, expansion works at any level inside an expression. 
In[31]:= f[g[h[x· (a+b+c) .z]]] 
Out[31]= f[g[h[x. (a+b+c) • z]]] 
In[32]:= @ % 
Oul[S2]= f [g [h [x . a . z + x . b . z + x . c . z] ] ] 
In addition, it respects the holding attributes of the various functions. 
In[3S]:= [Hold[x. (a + b)] + z· (c + d)] 
Out[3S]= Hold . (a + b)] + z . c + z • d 
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In summary, in a very "natural" way we have furnished the operation NonCommutative 
Time s with what most users would expect to be normal behavior. An alternative approach, the 
one most commonly used in the past, is to define a separate function, maybe something like 
NCExpand (see for instance FeynCalc[230, 231], NCAlgebra[160], Tracer[174], etc.). 
With dynamic rules introduced, we could now progress onto building up a collection of generic 
structures that are useful in physics. Once this is complete, we will use our inheritance 
paradigm to endow particular operators and operations with the correct expansion, 
simplification, factorization, and manipulation routines. However, such work will be deferred 
until §5 Prototypical Structures and Quantum Mechanics and §7 Tensor Calculus, Applications, and 
Quasi-Spin. 
Not only can we arrange, via inheritance, how structures work; but we are also able to arrange, 
via inheritance, how other external operations work on these data structures. This appears to 
be a key difference between our inheritance model and that offered by, say, abstract data types 
and/ or functors [327,339]. 
Technical Note: Given the breadth of the field of oQiect-oriented programming, It is, of course, almost a certainty that there 
are parallels to our approach that can be drawn with some form or other of inheritance appearing In the literature. 
4.6.6 Dynamic Assignment Example: 
Threading over == (Equal) 
To complete this section, let us consider one final simple problem. Fortuitously, Trott[312] and 
Maeder[222] also address this quandary. Consider the function Equal. It is not automatically 
threaded over certain expressions that one might normally expect it to be. For example, one 
might expect that adding two equations might result in a new equation with the various sides 
being added. But that does not happen. For instance 
In[34]:= (a == b) + (c == d) 
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Out[34]= (a == b) + (c d) 
We might reasonably have expected the answer to be a+c == b+d. Indeed, if one were asked 
what should be the result of adding two equations, then the probable answer would be the one 
just given. So how can we bring about this behavior? One way is to blithely override Equal, 
as Trott does. (No appropriation of blame should be ascribed to Trott for doing this, since his 
example was largely intended for illustration, as is our use of the problem.) However, Trott's 
code enforces all heads to be threaded over Equal whenever possible. So, this "threading 
over" behavior occurs not just for Plus, but also for every other possible head, like Times. 
Maeder gives a more refined solution than Trott but his is still always active. (In certain 
circumstances this may be the desired behavior.) 
Using normal Mathematica, we could easily define a function to bring about the desired 
threading of equals over appropriate heads. However, such threading can be elegantly stated 
using dynamic Let us proceed to do the latter. The following states that under the 
environment appropriate heads will be threaded over That is, we give dynamic 
assignments for in the environment Over. 
In[35]:= Over )'I 
(head [u, x) :::: head [v, y]) /; distributeEqualOverQ @ head 
Over )'I /: head_ [f __ , x_ == y_, .-
(head[f, x, r] ::= head[f, y, r]) /; distributeEqualOverQ @head 
In[37]:= Over @ any_: any 
This raises the question: What is an appropriate head? The answer is anything with a 
precedence higher than Equal, but not in the set of "solution type" functions. This is easily 
implemented as follows. 
In[38]:= 
head] 1\ 
'-'''''-'<:::1.1.'-'<::: @ head ~ Precedence @ ) 
In[39]:= headsNotToDistributeOver = {Solve, Reduce, Eliminate, SolveAlways, 
Roots, ToRules, NSolve, DSolve, NDSolve, FindRoot}; 
Now we can easily add equations, and by design, no new behavior is exhibited. 
In[40):= (a b) + (c == d) 
Out[40]= + (c d) 
Yet, if we want our expressions to be threaded over 
function Over. 
In[41]:= Over [ =:: b) + (c == d)] 
Out[ 41)= a + c b + d 
Note, it would not be possible to just use 
nonsensical results. For instance 
In[42):= Distribute [ (a == b) A (c == d) , 
we accomplish this using the 
because this would lead to some 
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Out[42]= a C 
In contrast, when we use Over, we get the desired result. 
In[43]:= Over [ (a == b) A (c == d) ] 
Out[43]= a C b d 
Here are some other examples illustrating the use of Over. 
In[44):= Sin [a 
--
b] 
Out[44]= Sin [a == b] 
In[45]:= Over @ % 
Oul[45]= Sin [a] Sin[b] 
In[46):= x+(a==b) 
Out[461= x+(a==b) 
In[47]:= Over @ % 
Out[47]= a + x == b + x 
It should be noted that one could, of course, create the function Over using conventional rules 
without too much difficulty. (All of the original problems given in §4.6.1 Motivation for Dynamic 
Rules would then be encountered.) However, as demonstrated, it is both easy and extremely 
elegant to use dynamic assignments to solve our "threading over Equals" problem. 
AB already mentioned, the major applications of dynamic rules to the structures we will use in 
physics calculations are given later, in §5 Prototypical Structures and Quantum Mechanics and §7 
Tensor Calculus, Applications, and Quasi-Spin. For the remainder of this chapter, we concentrate 
on the implementation details of the Assign package and possible implications, as well as 
possible further developments. 
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4.7 Technical Details 
This section deals with several of the technical details associated with the Assign package. Some 
simple issues involved in implementing the Assign package are discussed in the first subsection. 
Three new value functions are then introduced and illustrated in §4.7.2 Attribute Values and 
§4.7.3 DynamicValues and EnvironmentValues. Following this, a discussion of how dynamic rules 
and dynamic assignments are implemented is given in §4.7.4 Underpinnings of Dynamic Transfor-
mation Rules and §4.7.5 Underpinnings of Dynamic Assignments. The implementation of these 
objects being carried out in Mathematica itself raises several problems problems which could 
be corrected if one had access to the internals of Mathematica. These problems and related 
issues are discussed in §4.7.6 Caveats about Dynamic Rules I: Renegade Environment Rules and 
§4.7.7 Caveats about Dynamic Rules II: Efficiency. 
4.7.1 General Implementation Issues 
The major functions Values and Assign are generally not extremely difficult to implement. 
Indeed/ there is no real trickiness involved in their definitions. However, the coding details of 
assigning dynamic rules is non-trivial, consequently the implementation details of this specific 
case are deferred until a later subsection. 
In short, the function Values applied to a symbol, say symb, basically just collects all the values 
for symb of the various value functions, putting the tag symb on each one, and then returns the 
result. The values returned by the functions AttributeValues, DynamicValues, and 
EnvironmentValues must be incorporated into the result returned by Values with slightly 
more care. (JVe describe the new value functions shortly.) 
The function Assign, as applied to rules and tagged rules/ is similarly easy to implement. For 
instance, any tagged rule/ say tag_I: fhs_ --+ rhs_, is simply transformed to the assignment tag I: 
fhs = rhs. Care must admittedly be taken to ensure that the expressions are held correctly, and 
other miscellaneous details; but there is nothing intrinsically difficult in this part of the code. 
For instance, the particular fragment of the Assign code which assigns a tagged rule is given in 
the source code as follows. 
Assign [tag_ /: 4 rhs_]hlP := (tag /: Ihs rhs; ) i 
There are several non-trivial notations that are defined by the Assign package. To create these, 
the Assign package pivotally uses the Notation package, already detailed in §2 The Notation 
Package and §3 Foundations of Notation. (Actually, the need to create these notations was one of 
a handful of original problems that prompted the author to produce the Notation package.) The 
main new notations are for tagged rules, dynamic rules, and dynamic assignments. (The 
notation for tagged assignments is already handled by Mathematica,) The implementation of 
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the notations is fairly readable. For instance, here is one of the rules governing the parsing of 
dynamic rules. 
Notation [ 
env....,.. ?I tag_ I: Ihs_ -7 
Yet there are several places where complex patterns - first discussed in §3.3 Complex Patterns 
in Notations are needed. For instance, when the tag that a rule should be associated with is 
omitted, then the tag should be determined by the left hand side of the rule. This is done by the 
following notation statement. 
Notation [ eI1V_?I Ihs_ -7 => 
Dynam.icRule [Ihs_, rHs_, findTaglnBoxes[lhs_J i env_ll i 
where findTaglnBoxes is suitably defined. Similar notation statements are just as easily 
written for the formatting of tagged rules, dynamic rules, and dynamic assignments. But, as 
noted earlier, care is taken to obey the option ShowTags, which was added to the function 
Forma t. In fact, if the tag is to be visually omitted in a tagged rule, the formatting routines 
need to include a tag box in the underlying output structure so when the structure is edited, it 
remains a tagged rule. It is instructive to look at the box structure of such an example. 
In[1):= g/: g[x_l -+x"'2 
Out[1)= g -7 X2 
The above output has the following underlying box structure. (It may be insightful to review 
§3.2.2 Tag Boxes.) 
TagBox [RowBox @ { 
RowBox@{"g" , It [ tf I tf x_ n, n] n } / II If 
"-+", " ", SuperscriptBox[lx", "2"]}, 
Assign'Private'taggedStructure, 
StripwrapperBoxes -+ 
(4.7.a) 
The Assign package suitably defines the function taggedStructure in such a way as to 
ensure that the output expression, when used as an input expression, is parsed to a tagged rule. 
Let us progress onto the special value functions that the Assign package sets up. 
4.7.2 Attribute Values 
To adhere to the paradigm introduced in §4.4 Assignment and Inheritance, it is necessary that 
Val ues, applied to a symbol, returns" everything" to do with that symbol. So how should the 
information about the attributes be incorporated into" everything"? When one sets some 
attributes for a symbot say HoldAll and Listable for the symbol fool one does it like so. 
In[2):= SetAttributes [foo, {HaldAll, Listable}] 
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Clearly, this does not look like an assignment. How then should Values incorporate the 
attribute information now associated with faa? 
In[3]:= ? faa 
Global'foo 
Attributes[foo] "" {HoldA1J., Listable} 
Our inheritance paradigm is based on transforming rules produced by Values and then 
assigning the result. Thus, Values must return the information about the attributes of the 
symbol under consideration in the form of rules. The simplest way to accomplish this would be 
to have Values return something like 
Attributes [foo]hP ~ {HoldAll, Listable} (4.7.b) 
This would fit our inheritance paradigm perfectly. We could make some replacements and then 
reassign the resulting rule. For instance, say bar inherits the rules for faa. Then after the 
inheritance, bar will have the attributes HoldAll and Listable. Unfortunately, there are 
problems with this approach, which we soon address: First though, let us demonstrate what 
would happen if Val ues returned the above form of rules. 
In[4]:= thffoo'Vafues = Attributes [faa] hp ~ {HoldAll, Listable}; 
Let us create a simple rule for bar, and then have bar inherit the "proposed values" of faa. 
In[5]:= bar [x_] : = x 2 
In[6]:= Assign [thffoo'Vafues /. faa ~ bar] 
Now bar has inherited the attributes of faa. 
In[7]:= ? bar 
Global'bar 
!,ttributes [bar] '" {HoldAn, I,istable} 
bar [x_l : '" x-, 
However, there is a problem with the above approach. Normally Assign, acting on fhshp ~ rhs, 
produces the assignment fhs = rhs. Hence, if Assign acts on (4.7.b) in its standard way, it will 
make the assignment Attributes [bar] = {HoldAll, Listable}, hence any previous 
attributes of bar will be wiped. Except in special circumstances, this is clearly undesirable. We 
want bar to be able to inherit new information without necessarily loosing pre-existing 
information. For instance, in the above, bar did not loose the rule bar [x_l : = x2 when it 
inherited the values of faa. Moreover, if existing information about bar is wiped when bar 
inherits new definitions, then multiple inheritance from several symbols would not be possible, 
whereas it is eminently possible. 
A possible resolution to the above problem is to modify the behavior of Assign when it encoun-
ters rules of the form Attributes [symbol] hp ~ {attributes}. Instead of the normal behavior, we 
could have Assign translate this rule to the statement SetAttributes [symbol, 
{attributes} ]. Then, only the specified attributes of symbol would be affected and all other 
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attributes would remain unchanged. However, with this approach, we would not be able to 
clear particular attributes of a symbol by rule assignment. We will find in §B.l Attributes, Pattern 
Matching, and Associativity that sometimes it is desirable, or even necessary, to be able to also 
remove attributes by rule assignment. 
It should therefore be evident that none of the proposed solutions above are entirely adequate. 
Due to these considerations, we adopt a slightly different approach. We introduce a testing 
function which, when directly set, results in the side effect of setting or clearing the specified 
attribute for our symbol. 
The effects of setting the function AttributeIsSetQ. 
Using the function AttributelsSetQ, Values can return a list of tagged transformations 
encapsulating the state of the given symboY s attributes. Let us demonstrate this. 
In[8]:= Values @ foo 
Out[8]= {foo /: AttributelsSetQ[foo, HoldAll] -i> True, 
foo /: AttributelsSetQ[foo, Listable] -i> True} 
In this manner, Values incorporates the attributes of a symbol into the rule set it returns. For 
completion, let us demonstrate inheriting these rules to a symbol, say goo, already having 
attributes. 
[n[9]:= Attributes [goo] {Orderless}; 
[n[10]:= Assign [Values @ foo /. foo -i> goo] 
[n[11]:= ? goo 
Global'goo 
Attributes[goo] '" {HolclAl1, Listable, 
If a specific prototypical function needs to remove a specific attribute, then this can be easily 
accomplished by including a rule of the form symb / : AttributelsSetQ [symb, attr] ~ 
False in the prototypical rules. 
To specifically access the attribute values, one uses the Assign package function 
At tr ibu teVal ues, which returns the rules associated with the attributes. 
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The attribute values function, 
To illustrate AttributeValues, consider the following. 
In[12]:= AttributeValues @ bar 
Out[12]= /: AttributeIsSetQ[bar, HoldAll] ~ True, 
bar /: AttributeIsSetQ[bar, Listable] ~ True} 
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As with the other value functions in Mathematica, it is possible to set the attribute values 
directly. instance, 
In[13]:= AttributeValues @ bar := {bar /: AttributeIsSetQ [bar, HoldAll] ~ True, 
bar /: AttributeIsSetQ[bar, Oneldentity] ~ True} 
In[14]:= ?? bar 
Global 'bar 
Attributes 
bar [.c.l : x2 
'" {Holdl\.ll, One Identity} 
Technical Note: The attribute values are returned first in the list of all values, The reason for this is that any rule which makes 
use of a specific attribute must be assigned after the attribute is set or else the rule will not function This is a feature 
that is fundamental to Mathematica and has nothing to do with the Assign package, (Extremely technical comment: some users 
might actually make use of this feature in Mathematica and define certain rules before they set an attribute in order that these 
rules will not make use of the attribute, Only later will they then set the attribute, Thus, if users want to make use of this 
rather unorthodox and possibly dangerous style of programming, then they have to edit the order in which the rules are 
returned from the values function, More is said on this in §B,l Attributes, Pattern Matching, and but largely this 
topic lies outside the scope of this chapter,) 
In the next subsection we consider, in succession, the other value functions that are defined by 
the Assign package. 
4.7.3 DynamicValues and EnvironmentValues 
Since we now have dynamic assignments, it follows that we must also correspondingly have 
dynamic values, hence should have some new corresponding value functions. This subsection 
describes such functions. 
The dynamic and environment values, 
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DynamicValues and EnvironmentValues have complementary aspects. DynamicVal-
ues deals with dynamic rules from the perspective of tags, whereas EnvironmentValues 
deals with dynamic rules from the perspective of environments. We will even speak of environ-
ment rules, meaning dynamic rules with a particular environment. 
To illustrate these functions, let us first re-enter the rules that we previously used for 
NonCommutativeTimes. 
In[15]:= InfixNotation [. , NonCorrunutativeTimes] i 
SetAttributes[NonCorrunutativeTimes, {Flat, OneIdentity}] i 
Now, let us also re-enter the simple dynamic expansion rules for NonCommutativeTimes 
objects. 
In[16]:= Expand 7' 
Expand 7' 
? ConstQ a_) . r __ : = c I· a . r / i ({I, r} =! = {}) 
+ b_) . r __ : = I . a . r + I . b . r 
Further, let us add another rule for our NonCommu ta ti veTimes operation. 
In[18]:= Simplify 7' ·O·r __ 0 
Out[18]= 0 
This rule should unquestionably be active all of the time, but for illustration's sake, let us 
assume we only want it true for simplification. 
In addition to the above rules for non-commutative times, for illustration purposes, we need 
dynamic rules for another sort of operation. We choose algebraic summation. We re-introduce 
the notations for algebraic sums and abstract functions, as treated in §2.2.2 Notation: Examples. 
In[19]:= Notation [ sum_ ¢::::::>AlgebraicSum [sum_, 
Notation [body_&;.._ ¢::::::> Function [ p_}., boa'y_]] 
us also quickly give one of the rules for the expansion of algebraic sums. 
In[21]:= Expand 7' [. I arg_Plus] : = [I A &;..) /@arg 
/ndlces_ indices 
AlgebraicSum now incorporates a small part of what one would expect to be the normal 
behavior of an algebraic sum, in that it behaves correctly under expansion. 
In[22]:= I (f [a, /3] + g [a, /3]) 
a.,{3 
Out[22]= I (f [a, /3] + g[a, /31) 
a.,{3 
In[23]:= Expand @ % 
Out[231= If[a, /3] + Ig[a, /3] 
a.,fJ a.,{3 
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Later, in §5.4.8 Algebraic Sums, we give the other rules that govern the behavior of our algebraic 
sums. For now though, we have entered enough rules to able to illustrate both 
DynamicValues and EnvironmentValues. Let us display the dynamic rules for our 
operation " that is, all the dynamic rules for NonCormnutati veTimes. 
In[24]:= DynamicValues [NonCommutativeTimes] 
Out[24]= {Expand 7' 1 __ , c_?ConstQ) 'r __ :~cl'a'r/i {f, r} =!= {}t 
Expand 7' 1 __ · (a_ + b_) . r __ :~ I· a· r + (I· b) 'r, 
Simplify 7' ' 0 ' :~ O} 
This returns all the dynamic rules associated with NonCormnutativeTimes. Notice that the 
dynamic transformation rules can have different environments, since we are requesting all 
dynamic rules associated with the symbol NonCormnutativeTimes, rather than all dynamic 
rules with a given environment. This is the purpose of DynamicValues. If, however, we 
wanted all dynamic rules having a given environment, we could use EnvironmentValues. 
In[25]:= EnvironmentValues [Expand] 
Out[25]= {Expand 7' 
Expand 7' 
Expand 7' 
:~ l' I A &A) /@arg, 
Indices 
(a_c?ConstQ) 'r __ :~cl·a·r/i {I, r} =!= {}, 
+ b_) . r __ :~ 1 ' a ' r + (t ,b) • r, 
Again, it is instructive to note that the environment rules need not all be associated with the 
same tag. One environment can have rules for many different operations. 
The dynamic and environment values for a symbol can be directly set, just like the attribute 
values and other types of Mathematica values. For example, if we want to set our factorization 
rules to be those of our expansion rules, we could simply do this as follows. 
In[26J:= EnvironmentValues [Factor] ::= 
EnvironmentValues [Expand] /. "'AlJaHU~ Factor 
And if we wanted to clear our factorization rules, that is, our rules having the environment 
Factor, we could do this by the following. 
In[27]:= EnvironmentValues [Factor] :=. 
Instead of directly setting the values functions, it is generally preferable to inherit rules. That 
way, any previous assignments are unaffected. We perform this inheritance, as always, using 
Assign. 
In[28j:= Assign [EnvironmentValues [Expand] /. L:;AfJaLLU ~ Simplify] 
Now, not only does keep all its original dynamic rules, but in addition it has also 
inherited the dynamic rules of Expand. 
In[29]:= Simplify (f [ex, (3] + g [ex, (3]) 1 
ex, 
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Out[29]= L f [ex, i3l + L g [ex, i3l 
a,{3 a,{3 
In[30]:= EnvironmentValues [ 
Out[30)= 
Simplify .7' f __ 
Simplify .7' 
Simplify.7' L 
indices_ 
.7' f __ · 0 . r __ :-7 0, 
c_?constQ) - :-7cf-a-rli {f, r} :::1= 0, 
+b_) -r __ :-7f-a-r+ (f-b) -r, 
:-7 (L A &AJI I@arg} 
indices 
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Obviously, since we have altered Mathematica in a substantial way, the inevitable question 
arises: How was this done? The short answer is dynamically. Again, as in earlier sections, the 
implementation details will be covered in a somewhat cursory fashion. In this subsection, we 
will examine some of the implementation details of dynamic transformation rules, while the 
sequel on dynamiC assignments will be given in the next subsection. 
First let us examine how a dynamic rule is translated into its corresponding normal 
replacement rule. 0/Ve do this in the Assign' Private' context to ease readability.) 
In[31]:= @ "Assign'Private'" i 
ClearAll @ goo i 
toReplacementRules [goo .7' e I: (e lL-) b_ :-7 ea b 1 
Out[33J= expr$ : goo [-_l hIP :-7 wi th [ {evafuate$ == [expr$ 1 I _ (elL-) b_ H eab } , 
evafuate$ Ii evafuate$ !::: assignHolq [expr$l 1 
It is doubtful whether an explanation of the above code fragment would provide more insight 
than does the code itself. But in general terms, the dynamic rewrite rule is transformed into a 
replacement rule that, when used, looks for expressions inside the environment under 
consideration. Let us illustrate this particular rule acting on an expression. 
Out[34J= Hold [assignHOld [goo [x + e ab + 2 + 2 1 1 + ) j 1 
The function assignHold is required in order to correctly maintain the same kind of 
evaluation mechanism under replacement as Mathematica has. For comparison, note the 
following standard behavior of Mathematica. 
In[35J:= Hold [goo [xl] I. goo [xl :-7 2 + 2 
Out[35)= Hold [2 + 2] 
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For the sake of comparison, note that by design, almost the exact same thing happens with 
dynamic rules. 
In[36]:= Hold [goo [x]] /. (goo II x :-'7 2 + 2) 
Out[36]= Hold [goo [2 + 2]] 
This coherence with standard Mathematica replacement is the reason why we require that the 
assignHold wrapper is present in the transformed rules. In fact, we can see that if we were to 
remove this wrapper, then inadvertent evaluation would sometimes take place. To confirm this, 
let us remove the assignHold wrapper from the transformed rule of goo II x :-'7 2+2, and 
retry our above example. 
In[37]:= Hold [goo [x]] /. expr$ : goo [ __ 1 !hIP :-7 
Wi th [ {evaluate$ expr$ / . X:-7 2 + 2}, evaluate$ / i evaluate$ expr$] 
Out[37]= Hold [goo [4]] 
The introduction of the assignHold wrapper unfortunately 
ingly override the functions Replace, ReplaceAll, and 
remove the wrapper once replacement is complete. Both 
that we must correspond-
so that they 
modified in such a way as to incorporate a releaseAssignHold that removes the assign-
Hold added in any replacement. Here is the definition of this override for Replace. 
Replace [expr_1 rules_ ?containsDynamicRulesQ] : 
releaseAssignHold @ 
[expr 1 Evaluate @ toReplacementRules @ rules] i 
However, slightly more care must be taken with the case of ReplaceRepeated. 
ReplaceRepeated [expr_ 1 rules_? containsDynamicRulesQ] .-
With[ {the'Rules = toReplacementRules @ rules} 1 
FixedPoint[ 
releaseAssignHold @ ReplaceAll [#, the'Rules] &, expr]]; 
As dictated by the above code, the constructed replacement rule is applied and then the 
assignHold is released. This is repeated until no further change is possible. Unfortunately, 
the evaluation semantics might differ from that of normal Mathematica. We are implicitly 
assuming that ReplaceRepeated is equivalent to repeated replacement, or more formally, 
that the following statement is always true for reasonable instances of expr and rules. 
ReplaceRepeated[expr, rules] == FixedPoint [(# /. rules) &, expr] 
Since there is no publicly available exact specification for the semantics (behavior) of Replace-
Repeated, and indeed since to the best of the author's knowledge there is no specification 
documented even within WRI, then it is likely that the above prescription is not, in fact, always 
true. Due to the substitution of a fixed point structure for a ReplaceRepeated structure, we 
can unfortunately, at times, inflict more than an order of magnitude decrease in speed in the 
overall replacement process. 
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Technical Note: There might exist a rewrite rule that one could construct from the dynamic rule which actually achieves the 
desired holding attributes without introducing a wrapper (such as assignHold) that must be present and then removed at 
a later stage. The author has tried to find such a rule by manipulating various combinations and interactions of Wi th, Block, 
Unevaluated etc. Unfortunately, no such combination was found. 
4.7.5 Underpinnings of Dynamic Assignments 
The underpinnings of dynamic assignments are more involved than those of dynamic transfor-
mation rules. For clarity, we continue to operate within the context Assign' Private' . 
The main mechanism whereby dynamic assignments operate is by using the dynamic properties 
of a Block statement. The functions that have environment values must be overridden in 
order to effect the behavior we have previously illustrated. The overriding of a given function is 
achieved with a simple conditional pattern dependent on a variable that is dynamically 
changed. For instance, from the previous examples in this section, Expand has some 
environment rules. We can view the rule that forces the overriding of Expand by examining 
the downvalues of Expand. 
In[38]:= DownValues @ Expand 
Out[38]= {(Expand [expr$ __ l I; dynamicExpandRuleslnacti ve ) hp :-t 
evaluateExpandWithDynamicRules [expr$] } 
Technical Note: The override definition for the environment assignments will not show up in the information on a symbol, for 
instance? ?Expand. This is intentional in that the Assign package modifies the function information to include the dynamic 
assignments, but explicitly hides the override definition since it is an implementation part of the language modification. 
The symbol dynamicExpandRuleslnactive is initially set to true and henceforth is never 
changed by the Assign package. 
In[39]:= dynamicExpandRuleslnacti ve 
Out[39]= True 
However, within the function evaluateExpandWithDynamicRules, dynamicExpand-
Rul es lnac t i ve will be dynamically set to false. Consequently, the override rule will only be 
called once. This is a somewhat typical programming structure allowing a single override and 
can be found in many of the books and articles detailing programming with Mathematica - for 
instance, Trott[312], Maeder[222], and Wagner[325]. 
If we examine the definition of evaluateExpandWithDynamicRules, we would find 
almost the following (modulo cosmetic reformatting). 
evaluateExpandWithDynamicRules [expr __ J 
Block [ 
{ans f dynamicExpandRuleslnactive '" False, was'Protected} I 
was'Protected Unprotect @ 
Evaluate @ tagsOfEnvironmentRules @ "' ..... Uel.,Uu 
Assign @ environmentRules @ '-"hUo.,UU 
ans CheckAbort [ @ Evaluate @ expr, (4.7.c) 
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(UnAssign @ environmentRules @ )';'AI"Cu.',", 
Protect @ Evaluate @ was'Protected; Abort [] ) ] ; 
UnAssign @ environmentRules @ Expand; 
Protect @ Evaluate @ was'Protected; 
ans] ; 
First, we can see that dynamicExpandRulesInactive is dynamically set to false. Second, 
we record which tags are protected and then unprotect these tags. We must do this if we are 
making a dynamic assignment that is associated with a tag that is protected. For instance, the 
dynamic rule Expand ?l 8 I: ( ) h_ :~ 8 ah, has the tag 8, yet 8 is protected. Third, we assign 
the environment values of hence the environment rules are now /I active". Fourth, we 
perform the actual expansion, checking to make sure that if the calculation is aborted, we do it 
cleanly. This calculates the value while the environment rules are active, and we record the 
returned answer. Fifth, we deactivate the environment rules. Sixth, and lastly, we re-protect 
the functions that we unprotected and return the recorded answer. 
Of course the above example, where we used Expand, carries over more generally to every 
other environment. For example, if we had used the environment Foo, then our overriding 
condition would have been denoted dynamicFooRulesInactive, and the overriding 
function would have been called evaluateFoowithDynamicRules, etc. 
We can summarize the overall process. When a function with environment rules is 
encountered, we temporarily override the function, then assign the environment rules, then 
perform the calculation and record the answer, then unassign the rules, and finally return the 
answer. It is actually rather simple, but it all hinges on Mathematica's ability to create and 
remove rules dynamically. 
Of course, rather complex construction code is involved in order that functions like evaluate-
ExpandWi thDynamicRules can be created on the spot (dynamically) whenever a new 
dynamiC assignment is entered. Again, just as in the case of the Notation package, for further 
details the interested reader should consult the source code for the Assign package. 
Before progressing, let us restore the context to the global context. 
In[40j:= End [] 
Out[40]= Assign' Private' 
Elegant though it is, there are still some problems with the above approach to dynamic 
assignments that we have managed to graft onto Mathematica. Let us next examine some of 
these difficulties. 
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4.7.6 Caveats about Dynamic Rules I: 
Renegade Environment Rules 
There are a few limitations in our working model of dynamic assignments that are not practical 
to overcome. The first is that environment rules can unfortunately remain active outside their 
intuitive scope, owing to the Block used to implement the assignment. Here is an illustrative 
example. 
In[41]:= ClearAll [f f goo] i 
goo 7' x : = 2 
goo @ any_ : = f @ any 
Now goo has dynamic values, as expected. For instance: 
In[44]:= goo [x] 
Out[44]= f [2] 
This is the expected behavior. However, what happens when we create a new rule for f which 
involves x, and we use it in conjunction with goo? 
In[45j:= f @ any_ x; 
Let us examine the result of the following input. 
In[46]:= goo [x] 
OUI[46]= 2 
This is unexpected. Normal intuition dictates that the evaluation sequence would progress as 
follows. 
goo [x] evaluation standard evaluation standard evaluation goo[2] ) f[2] ) x 
goo of goo of f 
(4.7.d) 
How, then, does x evaluate to 2? It transpires that the dynamic rules for x under the environ-
ment of goo persist, even after the head goo is gone. This is not too hard to understand, since 
we implemented the dynamic rules using a Block. The dynamic rules will remain active 
throughout the specific calculation that spawned them until the scope of the Block ends, 
regardless of whether the environment head that spawned the dynamic evaluation still exists. 
Thus, the evaluation actually proceeds via the following: 
] 
dynamic evaluation [ 2 ] standard evaluation goo [x ) goo ) 
of x under goo of goo 
f[2] dynamic evaluation X ) 2 
of x under goo 
(4.7.e) 
Intuitively, this is irritating, since one might feel that the goo environment is no longer present. 
There is no environment head left to form the" environment", yet the rules persist throughout 
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the evaluation process like some blind rudderless vessel, charging on regardless. Certainly if 
one had access to the internals of Mathematica, one could, and would, properly rectify this flaw. 
Ideally, dynamic rules would only be active within their given environment. What to do? To 
resolve this problem, we introduce the functions DynamicBar and ReleaseDynamicBar. 
Dynam.icBar[ expr] acts as. a wrapper, 
hokHnga11 evaluation of expr until released by a 
ReleaseDynam.icBar·. It can be used ihtheright 
hand sides of definitions involving any function 
that has environment values in order to limit 
the scope of that function's environm.entvalues. 
ReleaseDynamicBar [ expr] releases all bccurrences·of 
DynamicBar. that. appear within expr. 
Functions to limit the scope of environment rules. 
Technical Note: We might have called this wrapper DynamicBlock, to be suggestive of blocking any dynamic values 
escaping the conFines of their scope. However, DynamicBlock could be associated with the function Block, so it was 
r~ected as a choice of name. 
The wrapper DynamicBar is just an inert wrapper that has the attribute HoldAllComplete. 
Its complement is ReleaseDynamicBar, which releases the wrapper. These functions are 
much like their compatriots, Hold and ReleaseHold. 
Instead of defining goo @ any_ : = f @ any, if we add a DynamicBar to the head of the right 
hand side, this will restrict the environment rules of goo from interacting with the evaluation of 
the right hand side. To demonstrate 
In[47]:= goo @ any_ : = DynamicBar @ f @ any 
Now re-evaluating our previous computation returns the expected answer. 
In[48]:= goo [x] 
Out[48]= x 
Why does this work? Because the code for our dynamic rules actually contains a ReleaseDy-
namicBar, to overcome just such a problem. Unfortunately, to solve the problem of dynamic 
rules escaping their scope once the environment has been transformed away, we have had to 
manually add a wrapper to the right hand side of the definition which transformed away the 
environment head. 
Technical Note: The question arises of whether the wrapper DynamicBar could be added automatically? The answer is 
Yes, but it might lead to other unwanted problems. We could define "everything" in such a way that as soon as a symbol 
symb has environment rules attached to it, we automatically add a DynamicBar to the right hand side of every definition 
involving symb. It would not be particularly hard to do this, but it may have unforeseen ramifications. Such a change would be 
disquieting and has been forgone. There are questions about upvalues involving the environment symbol, and other boundary 
cases. If we do add DynamicBar wrappers automatically, then do we include the wrappers in the values functions? Do we 
include them in the information? These issues point to leaving the use of DynamicBar up to the user. 
In summary, we have surmounted the problem of the renegade environment rules persisting 
outside their intuitive scope, but at the expense of added programming complexity. As already 
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mentioned, if one had access to the internals of Mathematica, this could be overcome, and 
ideally it should. However, in practice the user must use the DynamicBar wrappers when 
necessary. 
Let us now go on to look at the second problem/ caveat with dynamic assignments. 
4.7.7 Caveats about Dynamic Rules II: 
Efficiency 
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Due to the implementation model of dynamic rules, there is one further caveat that users 
should be aware of when using them. Assigning and unassigning lists of rules takes time; so if 
the dynamic rule head is issued in a function many times, for instance something like 
Table [Expand [aiJ, {i, 1, 10000}], then, necessarily, the execution time will be 
comparatively long, since the expansion rules will be added and removed 10000 times. Such 
delays can amount to an inordinately long increase in execution. However, something like 
Expand [Table [ai, {i, 1, 10000}]] would execute without any real decrease in speed. 
The above difficulty is not an intrinsic limitation of dynamic rules; rather it occurs due to the fact 
that the implementation cannot access the internals of the Mathematica engine. If one could 
access the internals, it would be relatively easy to implement dynamic rules so this limitation 
never occurred. Basically, when the environment function is overridden, we would copy the 
rules and create a new environment function. Instead of doing this each and every time the 
environment is used, we could instead create an intelligent caching system along the following 
lines: once we have created these rules in the given environment for the first time, they would 
be cached and thus we wou1d avoid recreating them the next· time the function is called. 
Unfortunately, this all requires core access to Mathematica's internals. 
To make the above comments more understandable, let us consider a dynamic rule and a 
translation of it into a piece of pseudo-code. The dynamic rule is 
This can be translated into the following pseudo-code. 
privateF [ a] b 
foo[args_] := Block[{f =privateF}, foo[args]] Ii executeOnlyOnce 
Thus, any occurrence of foo would automatically use the privateF inside its execution. Of 
course, the above code will not execute in Mathematica, and there are deep and fundamental 
problems with it. However, it should give the idea of what we would do if we had access to the 
internals of Mathematica. We would make private functions that contained all the necessary 
definitions that we would like to be dynamic. Then we would use these private functions in 
place of our normal functions in the evaluation of the expression under consideration. There is 
nothing intrinsically stopping this implementation in Mathematica. 
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Technical Note: The above ideas could be stretched to make some sort of working version in top level Mathematica. 
However, there are several intrinsic problems, Among them are the existence of functions not associated with f that hold 
their values, For instance, assuming we are making use of the rule h [f [Ill -+.A, then this rule would never fire if we made 
the replacement f -+privateF, This too could be rectified by gaining access to the underlying internals of Mathematica, But 
this just reaffirms that we need access to the internals of Mathematica in any case, Also, there are other 
problems/complications with the above approach, 
The Assign package and its dynamic rules are still very usefuIr even with the unfortunate 
limitation in the assign and unassign overhead. Often in language design, the fundamental 
limits should be probed, but it is beyond the scope of this thesis to create a fully optimized 
package version. Maybe such work will be undertaken by Wolfram Research. It should not be 
inordinately difficult. 
To reiterate, we will apply language modifications in §5 Prototypical Structures and 
Quantum Mechanics and §7 Tensor Calculus, Applications, and Quasi-Spin. Dynamic rules will be 
used throughout the rest of this thesis when coding functions. 
4.8 Conclusions and Implications 
In this section we briefly discuss some of the potential developments before concluding this 
chapter. 
4.8.1 Potential Further Developments 
The material of this subsection is more speculative than anything presented so far in this 
chapter. In this subsection I outline a paradigm for a new language based on collections of 
rewrite rules. I have not seriously pursued either the compilability of such a language or indeed 
its efficiencies. However, I would like to outline it, for I believe it would solve some of the 
problems faced by language designers in symbolic computation. 
In the Maple language[57, 244, 329], by default, evaluations do not necessarily take place. To 
produce evaluation, one must liberally sprinkle eval wrappers throughout procedure code. In 
Mathematica, everything by default is evaluated, so we sometimes must be very careful to 
prevent evaluation. In such cases, Hold and Unevaluated wrappers must be sprinkled 
throughout the code. To do this correctly can sometimes be difficult - see Villegas[323]. 
Somehow one expects that a user should be able to choose any position at or between these 
opposite extremes at any 
With the developments of the previous sections and the advent of dynamic rewrite rules, it is 
clearly possible to develop a model language that is not viewed as static. However, it would be 
possible to internally transform the language to an equivalent semi-static language that is 
largely cached. Thus, it appears that it would be possible to construct a language where the 
program changes with context. This would be extremely helpful for evaluation. For instance, if 
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we would like to suspend all evaluation of data structures and only have replacement rules, part 
rules, and MyOperatorRules working, then we could do the following. 
EvaluationEnvironment[{evaluationRules~ 
{ReplacementRules, PartRules, MyOperatorRules}}, 
expffo8vafuate] 
In such a situation, no other evaluations would slow the calculation down or force one to clutter 
data structures with Hold or Unevaluated wrappers. Also, it is likely that having a smaller 
rule set would make dynamic compilation easier, although this might not always be the case. 
Certainly, if some of the rule structures that necessitated state and voided referential 
transparency were removed, then compilation would be much easier. 
Related to the previous discussion, instead of stripping the environment in dynamic rules when 
we want them to always be active, it might be nice to have a generic environment that 
overarches everything. Thus, we could express things akin to the following. 
Always ,11 fhs : = rhs 
The other potential evaluation scheme that I have contemplated would be to all rules a 
precedence value. A rule would be executed according to its precedence. For instance, consider 
3 00 : f [x_] : = 2 x 2 
200 : g [x_] : = 2 x 1 
A typical calculation might then proceed as 
f[g[x]] ~ 2 g[X]2 ~ 2 (2 X _1)2 
In this way, if one wanted an upvalue, or something like it, one would only need to give the rule 
a precedence above the rule surrounding it. Also, if one needed to write code to modify other 
code, all one would have to do is set the precedence of the code transformation rules higher 
than any of the precedences of the code to be modified, hence one would not have to worry 
about any inconveniences with holds or evaluates, etc. Indeed if rules had precedences, we 
could possibly allow conflicting rules by using the precedences of the various rules as their 
tiebreaking criteria. That is, say the conflicting rules lead to a loop as follows. 
Rule A3 Rule 
expr exprl expr2 --7 ... --~ expr 
Then we could just break the evaluation at the rule Ai which has the lowest precedence of all of 
the n rules. 
The other strong advantage of having rule precedences is that it then would not matter in which 
order some of the critical rules are entered. For instance, in §5.4.6 Aside: Commutation of 
Operators Raised to Powers we improve upon certain relations, and we would like these new 
optimized relations to work before the original relations. At present, the process to ensure that 
the optimized relations are processed prior to the general relations is not as elegant as it could 
be. 
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If we were really open to speculation, we could consider modifying the values of the relative 
precedences of the rules dynamically. Indeed, this would be desirable when we have code that 
modifies other code. In this way, we would be able to examine the precedences of a given set of 
rules and then create rules at other precedences, in order to facilitate our goals. 
All of these ideas could and should be pursued in the context of languages for symbolic computa-
tion, One can say that in the future, the languages for symbolic computation should have the 
following properties: (t) a functional style, (il) graph-rewriting[77, 264] rather than term 
rewriting[90], (iii) a significant degree of compilability, and (iv) some degree of typing, probably 
more than Mathematica has but less than, say, Axiom[177] currently has. 
Actually, let us briefly discuss an aside about typing in symbolic computation. There has been, 
of course, much work on this subject - see Temperini and colleagues[91, 204, 64], Cardelli[l, 
54], Santas[281, 282], Weber[332], Aldor[31] (the underlying language used by AXIOM[177]), 
among others. At the very least, any new language for symbolic computing should be a lot 
"regimented/inflexible/rigid" in its typing mechanisms than is AXIOM. However, it should be 
stressed that the typing must somehow be combined with expression simplification. Thus, 
simple typing constructs like, say, a positive integer, are inherently rather useless, or at the very 
least extremely non-general. One must have classes of types that are totally flexible. 
instance, under limited systems, such as Macsyma[200, 217], the question is sometimes asked: 
Is the following variable positive, negative, or zero? This is patently unhelpful if one knows, 
say, that a variable is real and ranges from -1 to 1. 
The above raises the question of type coercion in some languages, For instance, AXIOM has 
the type Positivelnteger, Again, for any generalizable system, such an approach is somewhat 
doomed. Of course AXIOM has an advanced typing system, but it is not clear to the author 
when typing information like this is particularly useful. Certainly, in terms of solving equations 
and inequalities, it is highly likely to be almost useless. fact, worse than useless, since it 
obviously encumbers the whole typing system because coercions, etc., must then be made. 
Thus, a more advanced system of typing is needed. instance, the mathematical precursors 
of such a system for numbers can be found in the theory and algorithms for quantifier 
elimination[72, 73, 74, 337]. Strzebonski, who at the time of writing works at WRI, has 
implemented and continues to refine such algorithms for Mathematica. This, however, is 
blurring the line between typing and structures / expressions. Is a type a system of inequations? 
The question of how this relates to other typed structures - say a group, or a ring, or a 
differential manifold, or indeed a Hilbert space - presents an open-ended dilemma. 
Assuredly, the final word has not been said on programming languages for symbolic 
computation. 
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4.8.2 Conclusions 
Just as the inheritance paradigm worked with tagged rules and assignments in §4.4.2 
Inheritance, the same paradigm works with dynamic rules and assignments. Instead of giving 
somewhat contrived examples of this inheritance, we defer examples of this until §5 Prototypical 
Structures and Quantum Mechanics and §7 Tensor Calculus, Applications, and Quasi-Spin. 
In conclusion, the Assign package gives us true dynamic rule inheritance. We can transform 
structures dynamically. The mechanisms are very simple and are intuitive for anyone familiar 
with Mathematica. Thus, the Assign package allows the adoption of a style of controlled self 
modifying code (more correctly, self creating). 
The inheritance paradigm is similar to object-oriented programming[125, 38, 236]. It is a loose 
generalization sharing traits from prototype based object-oriented programming[24] and 
abstract data types [125, 149,339] in imperative languages, as well as rule based programming in 
functional languages. It also shares similarities with the goals of generic programming[14, 175]. 
It might be a stretch to classify it as embodying abstract data types since Mathematica is a 
manifestly untyped language. However, the real inheritance is not of objects but "code", even 
though these are viewed as one and the same in most object models. Still, the end result of 
inheriting code gives new code that manipulates structures and expressions. These structures 
and expressions are not really objects in the classical sense. The working paradigm could 
possibly be viewed, at a stretch, as "message passing", but it would be mischievous to do so. 
Technical Note: The generidty described above, say that of the extension PolyP[175] to Haskell, is to a large extent 
incorporated into Mathematica since the latter is manifestly untyped, 
We have achieved the indicated simplicity by unifying the way Mathematica handles Jlvalues". 
This unification was accomplished by introducing the notion of tagged transformation rules, 
which are normal rules together with a tag with which the rule should be associated. As sign 
(UnAssign) will just assign (remove) these tagged transformation rules to (from) their 
associated tag symbols. This refines the way Mathematica handles rules into a more integrated 
and systematic paradigm. 
Once the concept of tagged rules, and adding and removing rule sets dynamically, is 
introduced, the evolution to dynamic rules and dynamic assignments is natural. Dynamic rules 
and assignments elegantly and beautifully allow the simplistic expression of rules being active 
in a given environment. 
Since the inheritance mechanisms are so trivial to someone who knows Mathematica, one does 
not have to explain the concept of multiple inheritance, overriding, or the other common 
concepts that occur in object-oriented programming. These are just natural consequences or 
specific cases of our framework. The user can set up the style of inheritance that best suites his / 
her application. If the user understands the use of ' / :' in rules and understands the simple 
function Assign, then there is effectively no learning curve. These tools are completely 
sufficient for inheritance. 
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As we have seen in the above examples, inheritance can be as simple as the one line operation 
Assign @ Replacements @ Values @ Symbols. By design, this working paradigm functions 
perfectly with dynamic rules and dynamic assignments. Thus, the inheritance of operations will 
collectively work with a variety of external functions, in a single unified way. In summary, 
inheritance is encapsulated in the following more general version of Figure 4.4.C. 
Assignments 
for 
Symbols 
Rules 
Inheritance 
Replacements 
Figure 4.B.A: The process of inheritance. 
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Of course, due to the fact that the Assign package is implemented in top level Mathematica, it is 
a fait accompli that using the package will not always lead to the most computationally efficient 
method of coding a problem. However, it greatly simplifies the coding process. As many users 
of Mathematica and symbolic computation systems in general will be aware, much of symbolic 
computation is either (i) finding specific algorithms to solve specific problems or (ii) being able 
to succinctly and elegantly present and adapt algorithms to the user's specific needs. The 
paradigm presented in this chapter fulfills the latter goal. Moreover, given access to the 
internals of Mathematica there is no intrinsic reason why a programmer should not be able to 
modify the internal code in such a way as to add dynamic rules at no extra computational 
efficiency cost. 
The elegant working paradigm developed in this chapter will consequently be adopted 
throughout the rest of this thesis. 
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§5.0.0: Conclusions and Implications 
Chapter 5 
Prototypical Structures and 
Quantum Mechanics 
5.1 Introduction 
5.1.1 Overview 
195 
In §2 The Notation Package and §3 Foundations of Notation we presented the Notation package 
and the notational systems which allow us to accurately represent the objects with which we 
need to work. In the last chapter, §4 Language Modifications, we developed the language 
extensions that will be used as a basis and framework for our computations. We have now 
progressed to a stage where it is possible to describe the abstract classes we will use for 
computations. These classes meld the topics covered so This chapter will develop generic 
classes for use in our physics applications and explain the design choices made to facilitate their 
use. In the previous chapters, we encapsulated the functionality presented therein into 
packages. Throughout the course of this chapter, we develop the package Prototypes as a by 
product of our explorations. 
In quantum mechanics and other areas of physics and indeed mathematics, we need to be able 
to express computational properties of our systems. For instance, we might need to specify that 
something is a linear operator. This could include the information that under expansion linear 
operators do such and such, or that under simplification all linear operators factorize like so. 
Another property might be that the operators A and B "normal order" like so under the 
operation C. We would like a "generic" way of expressing some of these properties in our 
system. 
Of course, in standard Mathematica we can usually create a translation from the "semantics" of 
our example to a set of rewrite rules. The issue we would like to tackle is that of the inheritance 
and reuse of such structures. By formulating computations in our inheritance paradigm, we 
obtain a useful level of abstraction and make our system more intelligible. The layer of 
abstraction also allows us to alter the underlying rewrite rules that our system depends on in 
order to speed up our computations, yet at the same time modifying just the prototypes that 
contain our generic code. We have the foundations to pursue this due to the previous work in 
the §4 Language Modifications. 
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There are two possible approaches we could adopt: (I) we could just state, in a postulatory 
fashion, a large collection of optimized prototypical rules and functions in their most general 
setting, and then proceed to apply them to specific examples, or (ii) we could present generic 
structures as we need them, finally culminating in a working set of prototypes. There are 
various advantages and disadvantages to both approaches. We shall adopt the latter approach 
in all but the first section of this chapter. 
Our motivation for creating the prototypes for handling structures in a non-commutative 
setting and quantum mechanics in particular is that such handling is not currently performed in 
Mathernatica [342, 343]. Of course Mathernatica has a data type for non-commutative 
multiplication, but it is largely inert. The same is largely true of Maple [244] as well, since even 
though Maple has a special package for this purpose, its use is problematic. Indeed, Horbatsch 
[163] goes so far as to state the following. 
... Maple has a built in package to deal with non-commuting algebras. We have not 
figured out how to use it for our purposes in a straightforward way ... 
There are certain systems that take a different approach to the one given here. Usually the 
approach taken is application specific. For instance, FeynCalc[230, 231L Dil1[208], HIP[168L 
and Tracer[174] all perform calculations in "Dirac-algebra-like" settings; but incorporating, say, 
angular momentum into such systems is somewhat awkward. We desire an elegant extensible 
system whereby we can uniformly combine approaches. 
It should be mentioned that a Mathernatica package called NCAlgebra[160, 250] attempts to 
give a set of rules for the handling of non-commutative objects. This appears to be the only 
widely targeted Mathernatica package for non-commutative algebra. Indeed, in a wider setting, 
there are other non-commutative systems of note [9, 63, 190, 201, 228, 309]. Some of these 
systems are based on non-commutative Grabner bases[187, 246, 247, 313] and other 
methodologies. Possibly at a later date, some form of a non-commutative Grabner basis 
algorithm could be incorporated into the core of Mathernatica. However at our stage, we are 
more interested in being able to specify the inter-relations between hierarchies of objects. It 
appears that often in our calculations, we are not so interested in finding general non-
commutative relations since almost always we know what the governing relations are at the 
start. For instance, creation and annihilation operators are governed by a Weyl algebra, etc. 
Thus, using the full generality of non-commutative Grabner bases would not appear to be 
worthwhile due to the execution overheads entailed by such an approach. Moreover, the 
consideration of tensorial non-commutative objects raises several issues, since non-
commutative Grabner bases work with a fixed monomial term ordering (at least in the usual 
settings[246, 247]. Thus, we encounter the relabeling problem when dealing with tensorially 
non-commutative objects. Therefore, overall we adopt the approach taken in this chapter. 
In relation to some of the other systems available, I believe it is not sufficient to just say 
something is commutative or it is non-commutative. There are finer degrees of granularity 
which we must be aware of and able to handle. Indeed, we will be able to handle them. As 
should be evident after reading this chapter, the method advocated herein is extremely elegant. 
The first section, §5.2 Generic Prototypes, presents the basic generic structures upon which we 
will base many of our later structures. Next, in §5.3 Physics Structures, we present some 
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examples using these basic structures and demonstrate how our inheritance paradigm is being 
used in order to facilitate the expression of these structures. In §5.4 Example: The Harmonic 
Oscillator, we present the harmonic oscillator using the machinery we have so far developed. 
This includes some work on creation and annihilation operators, normal ordering, matrix 
elements, propagators, abstract summations, and time independent perturbation theory. 
Following that, in §5.5 Example: Angular Momentum, we illustrate topics in angular momentum, 
. such as commutation relations, raising and lowering operators, spherical harmonics and their 
commutation relations, representations, couplings and spherical tensor operators. 
It should be noted that throughout this application chapter, we do not elaborate on much of the 
physics. A quick reference to the particular subject under discussion may be given but beyond 
that it is expected that the reader have the appropriate background in quantum mechanics. The 
physics being tackled is not sophisticated by any stretch, yet neither is it trivial. Hopefully it is a 
high enough level to distinctively illustrate the various concepts which we progressively 
develop, yet at the same time simple enough that anyone with a reasonable knowledge of 
quantum mechanics should not be overly challenged by the subject matter. 
In tackling a given problem in our system, it is important that we can handle all attendant 
calculations in our system, and in a uniform and intuitive way. For instance, someone might 
say "This part is easy, and one can do it by hand". This could well be true, but almost assuredly 
the calculations will resurface at some stage when the problem will not be easily doable by 
hand. For example, the early creation and annihilation operation calculations which we present 
in §5.4.4 Creation and Annihilation Operators can be done by hand. However, once we 
complicate matters somewhat and transform these operations to quasi-spin systems, the 
algebra becomes quite problematic by hand, So much so, that it took a doctoral dissertation to 
resolve some of these issues - see Savage [284] . But yet, our formulation of quasi-spin in our 
working paradigm differs little from the formulation given in §5.4.4 Creation and Annihilation 
Operators. 
Another example is in the canonicalization of tensors - see §6 An Algorithm for Tensor 
Simplification. The need for computer algebra in these calculations has long been recognized 
[15,52, 60, 83, 120, 164, 171, 172, 180/ 188, 193, 210, 266, 298]. It is quite important that we 
handle all the operations in a consistent and uniform manner. It is easy for a human to simplify 
expressions involving one or two Riemann tensors, but beyond that, it is far easier in a 
computer algebra system with an appropriate package. Thus we see that often one of the 
hardest parts in formulating a calculation in a symbolic computation system is doing it correctly 
once. After this, working with more complex calculations is essentially just more of the same (if 
we have designed our algorithms properly), and the computer can usually handle the problem 
as such. Thus in summary, it is important that we can handle all the attendant calculations in 
our system, and in a uniform and intuitive way. 
Let us therefore proceed to develop generic prototypes that embody the properties we need to 
/I do" quantum mechanics. 
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5.1.2 Initializations 
In this chapter we will make extensive use of the Notation package to allow the natural input 
and output of many objects. Let us load up our common set of notations in order that we may 
freely use notations like =, $., (.. ')IhIP' -<lex, etc. These common notations are documented in 
§A.l Common Notations. 
In[1]:= «CorrunonNotations' 
Since this chapter is fundamentally based on the language modifications of the previous 
chapter, we will also load the Assign package. 
In[2]:= «Assign' 
In addition to the common notations and the notations given in the Assign package, there are 
some additional notations defined in the Prototypes package. These notations allow us to easily 
express dynamic assignment rules with certain adornments. These notations will be discussed 
when they are needed. 
In[3]:= «Prototypes' 
Most of the major underlying structures and functions being referred to are defined in the 
Prototypes package. In some code instances throughout the earlier parts of this chapter, we use 
relatively simplistic underlying prototypes for illustration. Consequently, we sometimes clear 
the symbols of the objects we are working with, in order to avoid confusing the issues under 
discussion. Henceforth in this chapter, various examples will be prefixed by a Clear statement. 
In the next section we start by presenting the generic prototypes themselves. 
5.2 Generic Prototypes 
5.2.1 Gel1eric MulHlinearity 
Let us start by describing and specifying the property of multilinearity. A typical example of a 
multilinear operator / operation is our non-commutative product previously used in §2.7.4 
Example Calculations from Physics and §4.6.S Dynamic Assignment Example: Non-commutative 
Expansion. Another example of a multilinear operation might be the generalized cross product 
defined as follows. 
(S.2.a) 
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The commutator B] _ = A • B B· A provides yet another example. That is, the 
commutator is linear in both its arguments. 
These "multilinear" operators are characterized by the following properties. Given a set of 
constants, C, and two operations, EEl and 0, then for all C E C and for all a, in our admissible 
base set of operands, the following should hold. 
al ® a2 ® ... ® cam ® ... ® an = c * al ® a2 ® ... am ® ... ® an 
al®a2®.··® (amEEla~I)® ... ®an = 
al ® a2 ® ... ® am ® ... ® an EEl al ® a2 ® ... ® ~l ® ... ® an 
(5.2.b) 
We need to embody the generic behavior of multilinearity into a set of rules. We will then be 
able to inherit these rules to specific instances of multilinear operators. Let us denote our 
prototypical generic multilinear operation by gener(cMLop ' (The ML stands for'multilinear'). 
We first symbolize all generic operations, environments, and rule sets. 
In[1]:= Symbolize [ 
Symbolize [ 
Symbolize [ 
Technical Note: For consistency. we will always use Rules in the plural, even when the specific set under consideration has a 
single rule. 
Now, any 0 occurring within our multilinear operation in any place makes the whole result O. 
(This is a trivial consequence of its multilinearity.) 
In[4]:= MlLZerORUles = { qenericMlLOp 0, 
Besides 0, any /I constants" should be factored out of our expressions. This should happen 
under simplification, expansion, and factorization. Here is a simple set of rules that achieves 
this goal. 
In[5]:= MlLConstantsRules = { 
Simplify .7' (QenerfcMlLop , c_? qenericConstQ m_. , r __ ] I; c '" 1) 
c qenericMlLop [I, m, r] , 
Factor.7' (generfcMlLOp [/ __ , c_? qenericConstQ m_. , Ii c'" 1) 
c qenericMlLOp [I, m, r] , 
, c_? qenericConstQ m_. , 
c qenericMlLop [I, m, r]}; 
:~ 
Technical Note: The above set of rules is actually fairly inefficient for large scale problems, Yet. because we have set up our 
inheritance paradigm in a consistent and abstracted way, it is perfectly permissible to later replace the underlying code 
structure with a more efficient version, 
If any expression has a subexpression with a /lplus" in it, then we should distribute this 
expression over the "plus" under expansion. 
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In[B]:= MlLDis tribu tionRules = { 
Expand l' genericMlLop /: (expr: genericMlLop [ __ , -yenericPlus, __ l) :-7 
Distribute [ expr u I genericPlusu 1 } i 
Finally, we can put all these operations together into a coherent set of rules for our generic 
multilinear operator. 
In[7]:= genericMlLop : = MlLZeroRUles +{} MlLConstantsRules +{} MlLDistributionRules i Rules 
Technical Note: The assignment above uses delayed evaluation. Consequently, this allows us to change any of the underlying 
rules such as MLZeroRules, or MLConstantsRules, or MLDistributionRules, and still have the whole paradigm work 
without top level change. This is one of the reasons for using a prototypical inheritance paradigm; that is, it allows us to 
change the implementation, with a relatively small amount of effort - see §S.3.S Efficient Matching for further details. 
We can now inherit these multilinear operator behaviors to any desired operator. Before giving 
specific examples of inheriting these operators, it is convenient to build up some additional 
prototypical structures. The next subsection creates the prototypical rules for linearity and 
discusses associativity. 
5.2.2 Generic Linearity, Associativity, and 
Flatl1ess 
The generic rules for linearity are just specialized versions of the rules for multilinearity (where 
it is to be understood that we are implicitly referring to linearity with respect to the first 
argument). Based on our naming of the multilinear operator, let us denote the generic linear 
operation by (ienericLop ' Similar to before, a zero appearing in the first position makes the 
overall expression zero. 
In[8]:= lLZerORUles = { genericlLop [0 I -_l ~ 0 } i 
Any constants appearing in the first position should be factored out. 
In[9]:= lLConstantsRules = { 
Simplify l' 
(genericlL op [c_? genericConstQ m_" r __ l / i c'" 1) '" :-7 c genericlLop [m, rl, 
Factor l' 
(genericlLop [c_? genericConstQ m_" r __ l / i c'" 1) :-7 c genericlLop [m, rl , 
Expand l' 
(genericlLop [c_? genericConstQ m_" r __ l / i c'" 1) :-7 c genericlLop [m, r 1 } i 
In addition, if the first argument to the generic linear operator is an expression whose head is a 
generic plus, then distribute over this head. 
In[10]:= lLDistributionRules = { 
Expand l' genericlLop [genericPlush.,@args_,rest __ lH 
genericPlus @@ (genericlLop [#, restl & /@ {args})} i 
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Finally, as before, we join this collection of rules together to obtain the prototypical set of rules 
for a generic linear operator. 
In[11]:= generiClLOPRules :== lLZerORules +{} lLConstantsRules +{} lLDistributionRules; 
Let us now tum to associativity and thus "flatness", These are standard concepts in Mathemat-
ica, and traditionally, flat operations are implemented in terms of setting the attributes Flat 
and Oneldentity. The role of attributes within our assignment and inheritance paradigm 
was extensively discussed in §4.7.2 Attribute Values, Indeed, it may be insightful to the present 
discussion to review that subsection. 
We have not yet unilaterally declared that our generic operators are associative or "flat", nor 
should we, Such declarations are only true in selective circumstances. For instance, the 
multiple cross product, (5.2,a), is neither associative nor flat To specify that an operator is flat 
in a consistent manner in our inheritance paradigm, we must create a prototypical set of rules 
for a generic associative flat operator. If we use attributes, such a set of rules would look like the 
following. 
In[12]:= AssociativeViaAttributesRUles == { 
AttributeIsSetQ [§enericOp' Flat] ~ True, 
AttributeIsSetQ [genericOp 1 Oneldentity] ~ True}; 
However, we should probably avoid using the Mathematica attributes Flat and Onelden-
ti ty. Although they appear at first to be able to describe associative operations, their imple-
mentation in Mathematica unfortunately makes them slightly crippled. The main reason is that 
flat heads cannot be removed. For instance, if f is flat then the rule f [x_J : =x results in an 
infinite loop. This makes it very hard to emulate the normal behavior of Mathematica's func-
tions like Plus and Times, since for both of these functions, Plus [any] ~ any and 
Times [any] any. Also, there are other problems which are surmountable but hard to avoid. 
These problems have to do with matching structures when flat. For further discussion of this 
point, see §B.l Attributes, Pattern Matching, and Associativity. 
The other possible way in which we can implement associativity, and indeed the way we will 
adopt, is via some simple rules. 
In[13):= genericFla tRules = 
{genericop /: (genericop [args __ l / i Blank [genericop ] E7 {args} u) H 
Flatten [ (genericop @ args) \.I. f 00, genericop 1 } i 
generic One I den t i ty Rules {generlcop /: 
(expr : Blank [generlcOp] /; exprUfen 1) hp H expru [1]} ; 
In[15):= AssociativeRules : == generlcFlatRules +{} genericOneldentitYRules 
Again, we delay the presentation examples using these prototypical rule sets until after the 
next two subsections. 
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5.2.3 Generic Constants 
Previously, in §2.7.4 Example Calculations from Physics and §4.6.5 Dynamic Assignment Example: 
Non-commutative Expansion, we gave a somewhat informal implementation of constants. In 
keeping with our generic structures, we need to create a prototypical set of rules which embody 
" constants". In our more formal generic version we require, in the interests of execution speed, 
that all results are cached. The following set of rules allows the declaration, the un-declaration, 
and the handling of" constants". 
In[16j:= { 
genericConstQ [argsJenericTimes] :~ 
(genericConstQ @ args == And @@ genericConstQ /@ Hold @@ args
u
) , 
genericConstQ [argsJenericPlus] :~ 
( genericConstQ @ args = And @@ genericConstQ /@ Hold @@ argsu) , 
genericCons tQ [arg_num- ] :~ 
(genericConstQ @ argnum == genericConstQ [argu ] /\genericConstQ [numu ]) , 
genericConstQ [arg_ ?NumericQ] :~ True, 
genericConstQ [other _] L :~ False, 
[expr _];" :~ 
{DownValues @ genericConstQ = Select [DownValues @ genericConstQ, 
FreeQ [#, expr, {O, =}] &] ; 
genericConstQ @ expr = True i) , 
[exprs : {_}] i' :~ 
{DownValues @ genericConstQ = Select [DownValues @ genericConstQ, 
FreeQ[#, Alternatives @@ exprs, {O, co}] &] i 
(genericConstQ @ expr = True) &expr /@ exprs; ) , 
DeclaregenericUnconstant [exw_] :~ 
@ genericConstQ = Select [DownValues @ generlcConstQ, 
FreeQ[#, expr, {O, =}] &]; 
genericConstQ @ expr = False; ) , 
DeclaregenericUnconstant [exprs : {_}] :~ 
{DownValues @ genericConstQ = Select [DownValues @ genericConstQ, 
FreeQ[#, Alternatives @@ exprs, {O, co}] &]; 
(genericConstQ @ expr == False) &expr /@ exprs i) } i 
Why in this case did we create a generic set of definitions for what constitutes a constant? It 
turns out that it is convenient to sometimes have more than one class of "constants". As in any 
object-oriented language, there is always the issue of what to encapsulate as a class, or equiva-
lently where to "draw boundaries". In the end, it is a matter of style. In some object-oriented 
languages, everything is an objecti in others, mixtures of objects/non-objects are allowed. a 
discussion of these concepts, see [18]. In our language modeL we allow a mixture of object-
oriented programming and" straight" programming. This allows us to create instances without 
classes. 
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Technical Note: For classes of "constants" other than the one considered in this subsection, see §5.4.7 Aside: Hermitian 
C0rYugates or Primitive Cartesian Angular Momenta. 
We can recreate a cached version of our previous sffilple ConstQ function by simply inheriting 
this structure. 
In[17]:= Ass [yenericConstantQRules /. { 
yenericCons tQ ~ Cons tQ I 
yenericTimes ~ Times I 
yenericPlus ~ Plus I 
DeclareyenericConstant ~ DeclareConstant I 
Dec lareyenericUnc ons tant ~ Dec lareUncons tan t } ] 
Here are some constant declarations. 
In[18]:= DeclareConstant [{m, hi j}] 
The following expression can be considered constant since its constituents are constant. 
In[19]:= ConstQ [ym j (j + 1) 1 
Out[19]= True 
In contrast, since p has not been declared as a constant, the follOWing expression is not 
considered constant. 
In[20]:= ConstQ [p + 1] 
Out[20]= False 
On a related note, it would be desirable if Mathematica had a more general facility for handling 
assumptions. As it stands, assumptions can be used in the simplify functions, such as Sim-
pli and FullSimplify, as well as the integrate functions, such as Integrate and 
form, etc.- although there is a different calling syntax in these two function 
classes [343] . In §5.4 Example: The Hannonic Oscillator, we will see that it would be desirable to 
uniformly assert some assumptions throughout an entire calculation. Maple has some degree 
of assumption handling, but apparently it is somewhat problematic. I am led to believe efforts 
are continuing at Wolfram Research to introduce a more general assumptions mechanism 
[private communication - Adam Strzebonski]. 
Before we utilize the generic prototypes for multilinearity or linearity, let us introduce one last 
prototype that of generic differentiation. 
5.2.4 Generic Differentiation 
Differentiation is an operation that arises in any setting involving calculus. For instance, our 
partial and covariant derivatives are specific cases of this kind of generic operation - see §7.2.5 
Partial and Covariant Derivatives. Such structures will in many situations, and thus it is 
necessary for us to create a set of rules to embody the generic properties of differentation. 
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We first need a notation for partial derivatives. Because the Mathematica front end is so 
aggressive with the grouping of any expression involving I ai, we need to use a grid box with 
zero column spacing to juxtapose the symbol generic and the operator a. That way, when we 
subscript the combined construct, brackets are not added around the structure. (Unfortunately, 
tag boxes are not sufficient in this regard. The interested reader can examine the underlying 
structure in the usual way.) 
In[21]:= Symbolize (generfcal 
In[22j:= Notation [generfcavar arg_ = generfcD [arg_, liar -lJ 
The notation for generic partial derivatives is now functioning as desired. 
In[23]:= generic a t f @JT@t + x 
Out[23]= x + generic at f [JT II 
In[24]:= FullForm @ % 
Out[24]IIFuIiForm= 
plus [x, generfcD [f [Pi [tll, tll 
We want generic partial derivatives to be linear in their first argument. Moreover, we want this 
linearity to always be active. Thus we include rules almost exactly like those in 
LConstantsRules above. In addition, we must add the specific behaviors of generic 
differentiation when it is active. 
In[25]:= generfcDProductRules {generfCEnv l' (generiCavar_ :~ 
generfcPlus@@MapEach(generica
var #1 &, argl Ii argufen > l}i 
In[26]:= generfcDPowerRUles 
{ t::!eneric l' (generfCa an_Integer? Poai ti ve ) ~ Env V~_ - :~ With [ {d = generfcavar a} , 
genericplus @@ ({generfcTimes [d, an-Il } +{} Table (genericTimes [d, d, an-i-Il , 
{i, 1, n - 2}] +{} (gener{cTimes [an-I, dl}) l} i 
In[27]:= genericDRuIes = { 
(generfca
r
_ ? genericConstQ m_.) Ii C $ 1) 
(generiCa t res_ [args_l) 
generfcplus @@ # &) I@ {args} , 
(genericavar_ 1) :~ O} + {} 
genericDProduc tRuIes + () 
genericDPoWerRules i 
:~ C (generica r m) , 
rules in genericDRUles depend on the routine MapEach. Given a function, say f, and an 
expression, say expr, MapEach creates n duplicates of expr with f mapped onto the ith element 
of the ith duplicate of expr. 
In[28]:= MapEach [f _, expr: @ Table [ MapAt [f, expr, fl , {i, 1, exprfen }] 
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We are now in a position to start developing specific structures with these generic operations. 
In the next section, the first such structure that we will add is that of non -commutative 
multiplication. 
5.3 Physics Structures 
5.3.1 Non-Commutative Times I 
In previous subsections of this thesis, we have used the operation NonCommutativeTimes 
several times. We have used this operation to embody a somewhat generic non -commutative 
times operation. This operation has been polymorphically used over different data types. 
Recall that it was used when an operator acted on a ket in §2.7.4 Example Calculations from 
Physics, for instance J'+ . ;L· I j J' mJ"z)' It was also used between a differentation operator 
and a vector in §3.5,5 Simple Cartesian Vector Calculus I, for instance, 
6 a • 6b . V dec b d e i a c 
Yet another example of its usage was as a general "non-commutative" operation in §4.6.S 
Dynamic Assignment Example: Non-commutative Expansion, for instance a' (b+ 2 c) . 
We would like our operation to be general, yet if needed, we· want to be able to further 
specialize it through our inheritance paradigm. As before, we use the· operation for our non-
commutative times. 
In[i]:= InfixNotation [', NonCorrunutativeTimes 1 
It is also highly convenient to have a "mono-fix" form for our non-commutative times operation. 
We choose the following form. 
Technical Note: Although it is not a standard concept, we use the term" mono-fix" to refer to the notation it intuitively 
conjures up. For instance, assume as is standardly the case, that the infix expression a+b parses to Plus [a, b], 
and a+b+c translates to Plus [a, b, cJ, etc. What then, is the pre-image or pre-translation of Plus [a]? Is it +a? For 
our usage, this is the mono-fix form. 
In[2]:= Notation [expr-:nc NOl1.Conu:lllltativeTimes [expr_l 1 
Since our non-commutative times operation is a multilinear operation, we inherit the rules of 
multilinearity. We make the necessary replacements of NonCommutativeTimes for 
genericMLap and Plus for genericPlus since we do not have any variants of plus that we need 
to distinguish between. 
In[3]:= Assign [ (jenericMlLop /. { Rules 
(jenericMlLop -7 NonCorrunutati veTimes, 
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@enericTimes --7 NonCommutati veTimes, 
@enericPlus --7 Plus, 
@enericConstQ --7 ConstQ} 1 
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We need our non-commutative times operation to be both flat and associative. 
In[4]:= Assign [AssociativeRules !. {@enericop --7 NonCommutativeTimes}] 
Finally, powers distribute over Plus, but only under expansion. 
In[5]:= Expand?' (/ __ . sum_Plusn_Integer?POsitive . r __ ) ><, .-
Plus @@ (f. ##. r &) @@@ 
Distribute [ Table [ List @@ sum, {n}], List] 
Our non-commutative times is now functioning in a capacity as a non-commutative operator. 
In[6]:= a. (b+C)3 
Out[6]= a. (b + c) 3 
In[7]:= Expand @ % 
Out[7]= a· b . b . b + a . b . b . c + a . b . c . b + a . b . c . c + 
a·c·b·b+a·c·b·c+a·c·c·b+a·c·c·c 
In[8]:= x . ( - 2 v z) 
Out[8]= x· (- 2 v z) 
In[9]:= Expand @ % 
222 Out[9]= - 2 x· (v z) . k . k + - x· (v z) . k . 1 + - x· (v z) . 1 . k - - x . (v z) . 1 . 1 
3 3 9 
In[10]:= DeclareConstant [v] 
In[11]:= Expand @ %% 
222 Out[11]= - 2 v x . z . k . k + - v x . z . k . 1 + - v x . z . 1 . k - - v x . z . 1 . 1 
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In doing non-commutative calculations, it often arises that expanding seemingly small 
expressions can give rise to an alarming number of terms. For instance, consider the following 
relatively simple non-commutative product. 
In[12]:= a· (b+ C)6 (d+ e)6 
Out[12]= a· (b + c) 6 (d + e) 6 
Expanding this product leads to a large number of terms. 
In[13]:= Length @ Expand @ (a. (b + c) 6 . (d + e) 6) 
Out[13]= 4096 
Comparatively, the corresponding commutative product has far fewer terms. 
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In[14):= Length @ Expand [a (b + c) 6 (d + e) 6] 
Out[14]= 49 
We have yet to create an additional behavior for powers. We will soon do this, but first it is 
illuminating to a few further examples using our generic prototypical structures. 
5.3.2 Commutators 
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In this subsection we present several further simple examples that use our generic prototypical 
structures. The first of these is the commutator. This structure is ubiquitous in physics and is 
seen in areas too numerous to list. Its main use is probably in quantum mechanics. It 
interrelates two non-commuting observables or operators, for example, X and P, or Lx and Ly 
see Shankar[292], Cohen-Tannoudji[ 68], etc. It is also used in the basic quantization scheme 
of quantum mechanics, where the quantized versions of the basic variables must satisfy the 
canonical commutation relations - see [68, 292]. Indeed, a similar approach is taken in 
quantum electrodynamics, and the canonical quantization scheme of quantum field theory [69, 
173, 186]. In short, it is an extremely widely used concept. Let us therefore define the 
commutator of two objects. 
How do we implement such a concept? As usual, we start by defining a notation for our object, 
in this case a commutator. 
In[1S]:= Notation [[X_I !:L] _=Commutator [X_I iLl 1 
The commutator is a multilinear object, so we force it to inherit the rules of multilinearity. 
In[16]:= Clear @ Commutator; 
Assign [ {)enerfcMLop I. { Rules 
{)enerfcMLap -? Commutator I 
{)enericTimes -? Times I 
{)enericPlus -? Plus I 
{)enericConstQ -? ConstQ} 1 
To complete the definition of the commutator, we need only add the single rule of how a 
commutator is expanded, along with the simplification that anything commutated with itself is 
zero. 
In[18]:= "'-"-IJC!.HU l' [x_, Y-]_ x·lj -lj'X 
[x_, : = 0 
Commutators now have all the factoring, simplification, and expansion properties one would 
expect of them. 
In[20):= DeclareConstant [j] 
In[21):", [2 j a, b - c]_ 
Out[21]= [2 a j,b - c] _ 
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Commutators simplify as desired. 
In[22]:= @% 
Out[22]= 2 j [a, bc]_ 
Commutators are also expanded as one desires. 
In[23):= 
Out[23]= 2 j a . b 2 j a . c - 2 j b • a + 2 j c • a 
Self commutation is automatically simplified to zero. 
In[24j:= 2 j [a, 
Out[24]= 0 
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For illustration purposes, suppose we only want expansion to expand over sums in our 
commutator, and instead leave to some other environment, say Act, the explicit re-expression 
of the commutator itself in terms of non-commutative products. This is easily achieved by 
removing the expansion rule for commutators under the environment Expand. 
In[25j:= 
Now expansion will not, by default, expand commutators completely, but only to the limits 
given by our generic multilinear operators. 
In[26]:= Expand @ [2 j a, b - c] 
Out[26]= 2 j [a, b] 2 j [a, c] 
We may want to do this in order to perform computations entirely within a commutator 
formalism - for instance, see [251]. We could easily introduce the ffcomplete expansion" rule 
in another environment, say Act. 
In[27]:= Act }'I ([x_, 
Act @ any_ : 
x·y-y·x 
@ any 
In the last definition involving Act, we enforced the fact that the dynamic rules of Act do not 
extend outside their context. This was explained in §4.7.6 Caveats about Dynamic Rules I: 
Renegade Environmental Rules. In addition, it is nice for the Act environment to have the same 
linear expansion properties as the environment Expand. Thus, we again simply force Act to 
inherit the rules for a multilinear operator. 
In[29]:= Assign [ Gip.np.l"irM /. { 
~NonCommutativeTimes, 
~NonCommutativeTimes, 
~ Plus, 
genericConstQ ~ ConstQ, 
Act} ] 
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5.3.3 Continued Commutators 
Related to the commutator, defined in the previous subsection, is the continued commutator. 
continued commutator is just a nested commutator of a given depth of the form 
[s, [s, ... [5, [Sf h]] ... ]] for n nestings. For example, here is a 6-nested continued commutator. 
In[30]:= [s, [ s, [ s , [ s, [s, [ s, h L L L L 1 1 
Out[30]= [ s, [ s , [ s , [s, [s, [ s, h L L L 1 _ L L 
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We can expand this nested commutator by acting on it with our commutator expansion rules 
given in the previous subsection. 
In[31]:= Act @ % 
Out[311= h· s . s . s . s . s . s - 6 s . h • s . s . s . s . s + 
15 s . s . h . s . s . s . s - 20 s . s . s . h . s . s . s + 
15 s . s . s . s . h . s . s - 6 s . s . s . s . s . h . s + s . s . s . s . s . s . h 
With a minor amount of insight, the coefficients in the above expansion can easily be seen to be 
the binomial coefficients, up to an alternating sign. Also, the above commutator is linear in its 
"main" argument, which in this case is h. Let us verify this. 
In[32]:= Expand /@ Act [ 
Out[32]= True 
[ s, [ s , [ s , [ s , [s, [ s, ho + 2 hl 1 _ 1 _ 1 _ 1 _ J _ J _ 
[ s, [ s, [ s , [ s, [ s , [s, ho L 1 1 _ L L L + 
2 [s, [s, [s, [s, [s, [s, 1 1_1_1_1_] 
Let us consequently introduce ContinuedCommutator as a linear operation. This is 
accomplished by inheriting the rules for linearity. As always, using inheritance affords a degree 
of elegance and structure, and is also beneficial for efficiency reasons. 
In[33j:= Assign [ genericLop /. { Rules 
genericLop -? ContinuedCommutator, 
genericTimes -? NonCommutativeTimes, 
genericPlus -? plus, 
genericConstQ -? ConstQ} ] 
Without any further rules, our continued commutators are by default inert. 
In[34]:= Con t inuedCommu ta tor [2 t + h, s, 61 
Out[34)= ContinuedCommutator + 2 t, s, 6] 
Yet, due to the inherited generic rules, our continued commutators are linear in their first 
argument. Observe this behavior in the following. 
In[35]:= Expand @ % 
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Out[35]= ContinuedCornmutator [h, s, 6J + 2 ContinuedCornmutator [.t, s, 6J 
Let us now add the !!binomial-like!! expansion rule demonstrated above. 
InI36]:= Ac t )'l ContinuedCornmutator [h_, s_, m_Integer ?NonNegativeJ 
plus @@ 
Table [( 1) n+1 (_1)m+1 Binomial [m, n] (NonCornmutativeTimes @@ Join [ 
Table[s, {n}], {h}, Table {m n}]]), {n, 0, m}]i 
Expansions of our continued commutators now occur according to this rule. 
In[37]:= Act @ ContinuedCornmutator [h, t, 5] 
Out[37]= - (h . t . t . t . t . t) + 5 t . h . t . t . t . t - 10 t . t . h . t . t . t + 
10t·t·t·h·t·t 5t·t·t·t·h·t+t·t·t·t·t·h 
This, of coursel agrees with result of just expanding out the nested commutators. 
In[38]:= % == [t, [t, [t, [t, [t, hLLJ LL II Act 
Out[38]= True 
5.3.4 Baker-Campbell-Hausdorff Expansions 
Some applications in operator theory and quantum mechanicsl and in particular, quantum 
electrodynamics and quantum field theoryl make use of the Baker-Campbell-Hausdorff 
expansion [23, 1351 186]. This expansion expresses the product !E/f; re-iS as a power series of 
continued commutators of H by S. Formally it can be expressed as the following. 
(5.3.a) 
We denote a Baker-Campbell-Hausdorff expansion by the function/data-structure BCHExpan-
sion. Note that the Baker-Campbell-Hausdorff expansion is linear in its main argument. This 
can easily be seen from (53.a). For efficienCYI let us consequently inherit the generic linearity 
rules. 
In[39]:= Assign [ I. { 
generid.-,op -7 BCHExpansion, 
genericTimes -7 NonCornmuta ti veTimes , 
genericPlus -7 Plus, 
genericConstQ -> ConstQ} 1 
Technical Note: We do not include a notation for BCHExpansion oqjects since there is no conventional notation which 
encapsulates these Objects other than likf' e'S He-iS. Possible notations that come. to mind are IS, At", but this 
raises the dilemma of wondering if the occurs like rS, IS, '" rs, At "l t or like III A, st, sL ' "" st The 
former corresponds to ei~ A while the latter cormsponds to e-iS A e,$, 
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As before, we could demonstrate that BCHExpansion objects have the expansion and 
simplification behavior associated with a linear operator. 
In[40]:= "'-'.h.(..)C1UU @ BCHExpansion [2 h + x, s, 4] 
Out[40]= 2 BCHExpansion[h, s, 4] + BCHExpansion[x, s, 4] 
Let us now add the single rule for the expansion (5.3.a) under the Act environment. 
In(41]:= Act ;'I BCHExpansion [h_, 5_, n_Integer ?NOnNegative] 
Module [{j}, t (~;J ContinuedCornrnutator [hI s, J]] 
)=0 J. 
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Since continued commutators are fully expanded under the Act environment, our BCHExpan-
sion objects will get expanded to continued commutators and then further expanded to non-
commutative products. 
In[42]:= Expand @ Act @ BCHExpansion [h + x, s, 3] 
Out! 42]= h + x - i h - s + is- h + is· x - ix- s h-s·s --:;:--+s ·h· s-
s·s-h s-s·x x-s·s 1 
--::--+s·x-s---::--+ ih-s-s-s 
1. h 1. h 1. :lS- -S-S+-1S-S· ,s--1s-s·s·h-
2 6 
1 . 1 . 1 . 
61S-S,s-x+21S'S'X's 21S'X.S's+ 
1 ix·s·s·s 
We can easily verify that our rule for BCHExpansion expansion agrees with the formal Baker-
Campbell-Hausdorff expansion (5.3.a). 
In[43j:= Expand@Act[(h+x) +i [Sf h+ + 
:n.z i 3 2T [Sf [s, h+xLL + [Sf [Sf [Sf h+x] ] LJ == % 
Out[43]= True 
With the simple way we have stated the above rule, it is important to realize that we have 
achieved a good degree of efficiency in a clean and consistent manner. Here are the two 
timings for the equivalent yet different ways to obtain the same result. 
In[68]:= expr1 Act @ ContinuedCornrnutator [h + x, s, 60] i / / Timing 
Out[681= {1. 23333 Second, Null} 
In[69j:= expr2 ", Act @Nest[[s, #1_ &, h+x, 60] i II Timing 
Out[69]= {24_3667 Second, Null} 
In[70]:= Expand @ == Expand @ expr 2 
Out[70]= True 
One might think that this result is trivially obvious, that is, we just have a better way to reduce 
continued commutators. However, the important thing to realize about the overall example is 
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that we specified the rule just once in the Act environment, yet all the other associated 
behavior is occurring as we would desire. 
We indulge for a moment in a piece of informal comment. Hopefully, in progressing through 
this section, the reader just "reads" each line and thinks "yes, that is fairly obvious" or "yes, that 
seems reasonable". If we have achieved this, then we have accomplished our goals. We have 
managed to state in a clear, consistent extensible, and uniform way, a simple translation of the 
way we would work on paper. All of the functions like Expand, Simplify, etc., work 
consistently with the objects just defined. This was made possible only through our generic 
structures and dynamic rules, both of which are parts of our whole inheritance paradigm. 
Thus, our language modifications are instrumental in allowing the elegant expression of 
mathematical properties. 
this subsection, it should be pointed out that in the last three subsections, we split off 
the full expansion rules for our various objects into the environment Act, for the sole reason of 
illustration. Thus, let us merge the rules presently defined in Act back into Expand. As usuat 
we can perform this with our inheritance paradigm. 
In[44]:= As s [ EnvironmentValues @ Act I. {Act ~ Expand} J 
now fulfills both its normal expansion role, as well as expanding out the special 
structures introduced so far. 
In[45]:= @ BCHExpansion [h + x, s, 2 J 
Out[45]= h + x h·s-s ih·s+is·h+is·x-ix·s- + 2 
s·h·s s-s·h s·s·x +s-x-s- x-s·s 2 
Technical Note: We did not assign all of the rules of Act. In partiCUlar, we did not assign the rule Act [anyJ :-'> 
[anyJ. for to have done so would have circumvented the expansion carried out by the "system", This brings 
up the of when one should inherit from one structure to another. Is it "safe" to inherit from just "any old structure"? 
In our extremely flexible environment, in the end, it is a matter of style. 
In summary, by the simple inheritance of linearity and the addition of a single rule, our 
objects are acting in a manner consistent with a full and faithful 
implementation of Baker-Campbell-Hausdorff expansions. 
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5.3.5 Efficient Matching 
In the foregoing material, we have presented several generic prototypes for operations that we 
are interested in. We have given several simple examples of inheriting these structures and the 
consequent usage of the instantiated systems. There are several key reasons why we have 
developed the generic prototype paradigm in the manner that we have: (i) it gives structure to 
our overall calculations as has hopefully been witnessed; (ii) it allows the reuse of our code 
structures; and, (iii) by having a layer of abstraction between the specification and the 
implementation, we can change the implementation layer with relative impunity. In fact, these 
reasons are generally true of abstract datatypes/object-oriented programming[18, 38, 125,234, 
235]. It is this last stated reason, that is reason (iii), which will occupy our attention in this 
section. 
It was pointed out in §5.2.1 Generic Multilinearity that the rules we used for linearity, 
genericMlLop 1 ,were not as fast or as efficient as they could be. For reference, the rules we Ru es 
are referring to are those that were instantiated from the following generic form. 
generfcEnv l' (generfcMlLep 
c genericMlLop [f I m I r] 
I c_? genericConstQ m_. , /; c"$ 1) (53.b) 
Although the intent of (5.3.b) is relatively transparent, it is unfortunately slow compared to 
other equivalent rules. The following rule appears quite horrible, but compared to (5.3.b), it can 
typically be around 50 times faster for larger expressions. However, in all fairness, (5.3.b) is 
equally efficient for smaller expressions. 
In[46j:= OptimizedMlLConstantsRules = {genericEnv l' genericMlLop [args_J H 
Block [ {theSpfit = Flatten /@ Transpose @ Cases [ {args} I 
a_ ?genericConstQ I a_ ?genericConstQ I b_ -7 {{a} I {b}} J} I 
(Times @@ theSpflt[ll) (genericTimes @@ theSpflt n2D ) /; First @ theSpflt"$ {}]}; 
Technical Note; Due to an already long thesis, I have not provided details to justify the claim that it is more than 50 times 
faster. However, it is a relatively simple matter to do so. 
To incorporate our optimized rule into our generic prototypes, we simply change the 
MILConstantsRules and re-inherit the structures we would like to change. 
In[47]:= MlLConstantsRules 
(OptimizedMlLConstantsRules /. '"'''''''rtL_ 
( OptimizedMlLConstantsRules 
-j Expand) + {} 
-7 Simplify) +{} 
(OptimizedMlLConstantsRUles /. genericEnv -7 Factor) ; 
Let us now clear the old definitions for NonCoIlUtlutativeTimes and inherit the new 
prototypes afresh. 
In[48j:= Clear @ NonCommutativeTimes 
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In[49):= Assign [genericMlLop /. { Rules 
genericMlLOp --7 NonCornmutativeTimes f 
genericTimes --7 NonCornmutativeTimes f 
genericPlus --7 Plus f 
genericConstQ --7 ConstQ} 1 
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Again, we need our non-commutative times operation to be both flat and associative. 
In[SO):= Assign [AssociativeRules /. {genericop --7 NonCornmutativeTimes}] 
We again add the single rule for distributing powers over Plus, but only under expansion. 
In[S1):= Expand /' 
(f-- . sum_Plusn_Integer?Positive • r __ ) 1,,; : = Plus@@(f·##·r&)@@@ 
Distribute [ Table [ List @@ sum f {n}] f List] 
This completes the update of the rrues specifying the behavior of our non-commutative times 
operation. Let us demonstrate that simple calculations still proceed in the same manner as they 
did before. 
In[S2):= x . ( - 2 v z) 
Out[S2)= x· (- 2 v z) 
In[S3):= Expand @ % 
222 Out[S3)= - 2 v x . z . k . k + - v x . z . k • 1 + - v x . z • 1 . k - - v x . z . 1 . 1 
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In[S4):= Expand [v. a 2 ] 
Out[S4)= a 2 v 
Technical Note: We have not updated the generic prototypes for linearity since they would be no faster than using the new 
"optimized rUles". This transpires since the "optimized rules" were optimized for multiple arguments and the single linearity 
rule has only a single argument. 
Since we have created a layer of abstraction between our implementation and our generic 
prototypes, we can change the underlying implementation without changing the overall 
specification. This is one of the strong advantages I benefits of abstract data types I object-
oriented programming. Let us next move on, finalizing the non-commutative times operation 
with respect to the changes and enhancements of the previous subsections. 
5.3.6 Non ... Commutative Times II 
Let us now re-examine our implementation of NonCommutativeTimes. There are several 
deficiencies and flaws with our implementation. Consider the following. 
In[SS):= DeclareConstant [k] 
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In[56]:= Simpli [k . a] 
Out[56]= a k 
Owing to the flat nature of our non-commutative times operation, the non-commutative 
wrapper surrounding a has been removed entirely. This arises directly from our generic rules 
for associativity given in §5.2.2 Generic Linearity, Associativity, and Flatness. Is this behavior 
always desired? Having raised the question, let us temporarily postpone the answer. Instead, 
let us comment on powers. Consider the following. 
In[57]:= [a . a . b . b . k· b] 
Out[57]= k a . a . b . b . b 
Upon examining the above result, one might wonder why this has not simplified to k a 2 • b 3, 
where the power is a "non-commutative power". Let us introduce rules for such simplification. 
In[58]:= SimplifY?1 (fhs __ • m_,. b_ n_, • rhs __ ) fhs . bn+m • rhs 
Our powers now work correctly, 
In[59]:= [a . a • b ' b . k . b] 
Out[59]= k . b 3 
Yet this clashes with the simplification of NonCommutativeTimes [any] ~ any. For 
instance, under simplification we have a· a· a ~ NonCommutati veTimes [ ] ~ a3 . So, 
should we in fact reduce mono-fix non-commutative forms? The answer is yes, provided the 
head is not Power. Actually, let us defer the implementation of structures which consistently 
add powers to our non-commutative products, since the above examples motivate our next 
development. 
5.3.7 II Associative" Structures and Associativity 
In the previous subsection, it was shown that for operations without the Flat attribute, we 
must specify patterns as something like fhs __ . pattern· rhs __ . For instance, in that 
subsection we used the pattern fhs __ . b_m-.. n_,. rhs __ . This style of pattern is 
opposed to the more compact form of just the "central" pattern if the Flat and Oneldenti 
attributes are set. Yet, using the Flat and Oneldentity attributes can be problematic for 
pattern matching, efficiency, and the inheritance of attribute values. These problems are 
documented in §B.l Attributes, Pattern Matching, and Associativity as well as in §4.7.2 Attribute 
Values. How can we accommodate both succinctness and efficiency? We do this by introducing 
a new notation that will allow us to "grab" the patterns and internally transform them into a 
new form. The new notation has the same form for pattern specifications as that used when the 
operations have F la t attributes, yet we avoid the aforementioned problems of using attributes. 
Technical Note: In essence, the efficiency problem with fiat operators is due to the fact that they "try" awfully hard to find a 
match to a given pattern by "examining" all possible rearrangements of the expression to be matched, 
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The Prototypes package defines several notations and functions for the automatic transcription of 
/I centrally patterned" rules into their corresponding /I complete patterned" rules. This 
transcription is applicable to any non-flat and "sensible" sort of operation. The notations use 
an overscripted double-struck 'a' over the corresponding normal operation; that is, :~, ~, ;;, ;'!: 
(where '31' is to be suggestive of I associative'). In essence these notations transform" centrally 
patterned" rules to newly patterned rules which act in a flat or associative manner. Thus, 
overall, we to these newly introduced notations I structures as "associative" rules or 
"associative" assignments. 
Let us give an example concerned with powers since this topic was eluded to above. Consider 
the operation ® (which has yet to be defined). Assume, further, that we desire a "power-
simplification" law over ® to be active under a specific environment, say faa. We could create 
this as follows. 
In[60j:= faa ~ 
Now, due to the of the "associative" dynamic assignment, that is :Cll=, the internal 
pattern is created in a fashion that acts in a flat manner. 
In[61]:= ?7 foo 
Globa.l'foo 
faa has the following environment rules: 
foo /' Prototypes' Privat,"' f'hsOp" """'''' eb,,,,,"-' eb"",,"-' 0 Prototypes" Private' 
Prototypes' Private' f/lsOp0h"·m OPrototypes' Priva te" rhsOp 
Evidently, the" central patterns" have been translated into the following fuller form. 
faa ~ n_. ®rhsOp __ : = fhsOp __ ®lf+m ® 
We can see that this dynamic rule acts in a flat manner by the following example. 
In[62]:= foo [c ® a ® ® b] 
Out[62]= foo [c ® a 3 ® b] 
The pattern reconstruction manipulations given in the Prototypes package properly account for 
the usual pattern matching constructs, such as Conditions, HoldPatterns, etc. For 
instance, consider the following conditional associative dynamic assignment. 
a 
In[63]:= goo ~ (f3_' 0:_ / i 0: <rex (3) : = 0: • f3 
By examining the information associated with goo, we can see that the condition has been 
wrapped outside the overall extended pattern on the left hand side. 
In[64]:= ?? goo 
Global'goo 
goo has the following environment rules: 
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goo l' (Prototypes' Private' t'hsOp __ • f3_ . 
a_· Prototypes'Private'rhsOp_ .. /; ! (f,3 "If' a)) .~ 
Pr·ototypes' Priv",te' t'hsOp , ex . /3 . Prototypes' pri vate' rhsOp 
It is evident that this dynamic rule acts in a II flat" manner. 
In[65]:= goo [b. a . j . a] 
Out[65]= goo [a . a . b . j] 
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Regrettably, not all pattern matching constructs are extendable. For instance, if the head of the 
left hand side is the matching construct Pattern, then it is not currently possible to transform 
the pattern to an II extended" pattern . 
In[66]:= boo?' (patt: . ee) / i 0: «ex 13) :i'1l= 0: • 13 
DynamicSetDelayed::parseAssociativeFail: 
Pattern cannot be used as the head of the left hand side 
patt: (f3_. 0:_) / i (f3 "'fex ex) in a Associative dynamic rule 
or assignment. default interpretation instead. 
Technical Note: Actually, it might be possible but it would require some rather masterful contortions, whereas it is much 
easier to just recreate the rule in a compliant way. 
We can see that the dynamic rule actually entered into our system is the same as the one above 
without any special translations. 
In[67j:= ?? boo 
Global'boo 
boo has the following environment rules: 
boo l' NOl1CommutativeTimes /; (putt: ({3_. eel I; ! ({3 "if.' C()) : '" a . {3 
By using the notational methods presented in §2 The Notation Package and §3 Foundations of 
Notation, each" associative" dynamic structure is translated into a corresponding new data type 
having the suffix Associative. These associative structures are: DynamicRuleDelayedAs-
sociative,DynamicRuleAssoc DynamicSetDelayedAssociative, Dynam-
sociative, DynamicUnsetAssociative, TaggedRuleDelayedAssocia-
tiv~TaggedRuleAssociative/TaggedSetDelayedAssoc ive, TaggedSetAsso-
ciative, TagUnsetAssoc . Here is an example showing the parsing ofthese special 
structures. 
In[68]:= Hold [boo?' {pat t: (13_' 0:_) /; 0: <lex 13) :i'1l= 0: • 13] / / FullForm 
Out[68]IIFuIiForm= 
Hold [DynamicSetDelayedAssociative [Condition [ 
Pattern [patt, NonCommutativeTimes[Pattern[f3, Blank[]], 
Pattern[o:, Blank[]]]], Not [OrderedQ [List [13, 0:]]]], 
NonCommutativeTimes [0:, 13], NonCommutativeTimes I boo]] 
These "associative" structures are non-persistent in that they are immediately evaluated and 
transformed into fuller, dynamic or tagged, structures. For instance, 
In[69]:= boo?' ( • 0:_ / ; 0: «ex 13) :~ 0: • 13 
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Out[69]= boo)' (Prototypes'Private'fhsOp __ ' f3_' a_· 
Prototypes'Private'rhsOp __ /; ! (f3 "'rex a)) :~ 
Prototypes'Private'fhsOp' a· f3. Prototypes'Private'rhsOp 
The implementation of the notations and the pattern translations necessary to cover such rules 
has previously been treated in §2 The Notation Package and §3 Foundations of Notation. The 
interested reader should consult the full code for further details. 
It should be mentioned that if one uses a head that is Flat in an associative rule or an 
associative assignment, then essentially the associativeness is ignored and the normal flatness 
takes precedence. Thus the associative structures are in some sense compatible with Flat 
structures. 
Before we close this subsection, let us clear all the example functions we have created herein. 
In[70]:= ClearAll [foo, goo, boo] ; 
Henceforth, we almost exclusively use associative structures to state our rules and specifications 
in preference to a more fully patterned but less readable rule. 
5.3.8 Non-Commutative Times III 
We have now efficiently changed the underlying implementation of our generic multilinear 
operators. Let us move on to the combined incorporation of the simplification of powers 
outlined in §5.3.6 Non-Commutative Times II and the developments of §5.3.7 "Associative" 
Structures and Associativity. 
First, we need to remove the single rule for the II one identity" nature of non-commutative times. 
In[71]:= UnAssign [genericOneIdentitYRules /. {{]enericop --7 NonCornrnutativeTimes}] 
In its place/ we simply add a slightly updated rule to make sure the head of the expression being 
reduced is not power. 
In[72]:= (a_ /; Head@ aU! '" Power) TIC : = a 
We also handle the case when all terms in the non-commutative product are taken out. 
In[73]:= NonCornrnutativeTimes [] = 1; 
Let us now proceed to add the rules for the simplification of powers. These can be fairly 
succinctly and generically stated as follows. 
In[74]:= {]enericPowerSimplificationRules = { 
(]enericEnv )' {]enericop [b_ m_. , b_n_.] :~ bn+m , 
. . I t r m Integer } {]enerrcop /: {]enerrcop [a_n- n ege ] - :~ {]enericop [an m ] ; 
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As we have done in the past, we add to our rules for NonCommutativeTimes by inheriting 
from a prototype, namely, the one above. 
In[75j:= As s [genericPowerSimplificationRules /. { 
genericOp ~ NonCommutativeTimes, 
genericEnv ~ 
We also introduce a corresponding set of expansion rules for powers. 
In[76]:= genericPowerExpansionRules { 
generic
Env 
l' genericap b_m_Integer?positive, c __ L :--7 
(genericOp [a, ## [ c] & @@ Table [b, {m}])}; 
Similarly, we add these power expansion properties to our rules for NonCommutativeTimes 
by inheriting from the above generic prototype a generic prototype. 
In[77]:= [genericPowerExpansionRules /. { 
generfcop ~ NonCommutativeTimes [ 
genericEnv ~ Expand} J 
Let us give a few illustrative examples demonstrating the additional behavior our functions now 
have with powers. 
In[78]:= Expand [x. (_2t2 ). (k+p2)2] 
~~~= 20x.t.t-4kx.t.t.p.p-2x.t.t.p.p.p.p 
In[79):= Simplify @ % 
OU![79]= 2 (k2 x • t 2 + 2 k x • 
We should note that the standard combinations of these operators work. 
In[80):= a· (kc . d) 
Out[80]= a· (kc . d) 
In[81):= Simplify @ % 
Out[81)= ka·c·d 
There is one unfortunate detail which we must now explain. By examining the rules above, we 
can see that genericPowerExpansion rules expand powers, yet the genericPowerSimplifica-
tion rules collect powers. These rules are in conflict. Fortuitously, by the way we have 
designed the system, if we perform Expand @ Simpli @ expr or Simpli @ Expand @ 
expr, we should not encounter conflicts due to the inside argument evaluating completely. This 
is demonstrated by the following. 
In(82):= Simplify @ Expand [ x. (-2 t 2) . (k + ) 2] 
Out[82]= 2 (k2 x· t 2 + 2 kx· 
In[83]:= Expand @ Simplify [x. ( 2 t 2) . (k + ) 2] 
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Out[83]= - 2 k 2 X • t . t - 4 k x . t . t . p . p - 2 x . t . t . p . p . p . p 
However, in some select situations, the internals of Simplify call the top level Expand. This 
clandestine behavior is troubling, since it means we have to check our expansion rules to see if 
we are in the "simplification environment". Really, this is something of a bug in Mathematica 
and is independent of the Assign package. It should be perfectly permissible to have definitions 
in Expand which conflict with those in Simplify since these functions are diametrically 
opposed to each other. As it stands, Simplify can suffer a massive slow down since it can call 
Expand many times. Fortunately, there is a way we can tell if we are in the simplification 
environment. Recall that when a dynamic assignment is active, the calling function gets 
overridden dynamically - see §4. 7.5 Underpinnings of Dynamic Assignments. We can view this 
overriding rule as follows. 
In[84]:= DownValues @ Expand 
Out[84]= {Expand [Assign ' Private' expr$ __ l /; 
Assign'Private'dynamicExpandRulesInactive && 
lhlP Assign'Private'dynamicSimplifyRulesInactive H 
Assign'Private'evaluateExpandWithDynamicRules [ 
Assign' Private 'expr$l } 
As was described in §4.7.5, Assign' Private' dynamicSimplifyRuleslnactive is 
always true unless we are inside the simplification environment. The solution we adopt is to 
change the condition of the override so that the expansion rules will only ever be called if (i) the 
expansion rules are inactive, and (ii) the simplification rules are inactive. This is accomplished 
as follows. 
In[85]:= Unprotect @ Expand; 
DownValues @ Expand = {Expand[Assign'private'expr$ __ l /; 
Assign'Private'dynamicExpandRulesInactive A 
Assign'Private'dynamicSimplifyRulesInactive ~ 
Assign'Private'evaluateExpandWithDynamicRules [ 
Assign' Private' expr$l } 
Protect @ 
Expand; 
The following demonstrates that our overall language modifications still work. 
In[88]:= Simplify @ Expand [ x. (-2 t 2 ) . (k + p2) 2] 
Out[88]= -2 (k2 x . t 2 + 2 k x . t 2 . p2 + X • t 2 . p4) 
This is somewhat ugly, but it is the price we must pay for Mathematica calling the top level 
command Expand from the internals of Simplify. This is the only case the author is aware 
of where conflict arises due to apparent factors outside one's control. 
There are various permutations and combinations of these rules which we could use under 
different environments. That is, we could have power simplification always active, or active 
only under some grand-expansion routine, etc. Of course, these can all be changed/tailored to 
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the user's requirements, Indeed, we will use specifically tailored versions as we progress 
throughout the coming sections. 
5.4 Example: The Harmonic 
Oscillator 
5.4.1 The Harmonic Oscillator 
Let us start by giving a simple example that is absolutely standard in quantum mechanics, that 
of the harmonic oscillator, The reason we give such a simple example here is that it illustrates 
in a familiar setting the notations, language modifications, and generic structures we have 
developed in this thesis so far, The harmonic oscillator is presented in almost all treatments of 
quantum mechanics - for example, see [55, 68, 233, 292, etc,]. The reason the harmonic 
oscillator is so important is that it occurs in many systems throughout quantum mechanics and 
quantum field theory, For instance, phonons in solid state physics[12, 191], and the radiation 
field in quantum electrodynamics [69], are both modeled as a collection of harmonic oscillators, 
The harmonic oscillator is classically governed by the following Hamiltonian. 
mw2 x2 
<J(:= T+V= +---
2m 2 
Hamilton's equations for the Hamiltonian in (5.4.a) are x op <H = P / m and 
(SA.a) 
p:= -ax <H -m w2 x. By eliminating p, these equations reduce to m x + m w2 X = 0, This is, of 
course, the equation for the standard harmonic oscillator. This system is quantized, as is 
standardly done in quantum mechanics, by canonical quantization. That is, the classical 
position and momentum variables are promoted to operators, 
p2 mw2 X2 
Ii = <J«x ~ X, P ~ P) := + ---
2m 2 
(SA.b) 
The operators X and P obey the canonical commutation relation [X, P] = iii. The quantum-
mechanical oscillator must also obey the Schr6dinger equation, 
(SA.c) 
There are two ways to proceed. (1) We could project the energy eigenvalue equation onto the X 
basis and solve the resulting differential equation by a series expansion, arriving at a criterion 
that the solutions must satisfy; or (ii) we could use creation and annihilation operators. In the 
next subsection we will briefly illustrate some points about method (i), while the subsequent 
subsections will discuss (ii) in more depth. 
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Before we start our discussions proper, let us dispense with a few preliminaries. In what 
follows, we will need the tensorial notation developed in §3.4 Tensorial Notation. This is 
obtained by loading the Tensors package. However, we do not specifically use any of the 
tensorial canonicalization routines contained therein until after §6 An Algorithm for Tensor 
Simplification. We do not have to explicitly load the Tensors package since it is automatically 
loaded by the Prototypes package. 
The DeclarelndexClass: : overridingContexts warning arises from the fact that some 
of the dummy indices used in the calculations of the preceding subsections are needed by the 
Tensors package for indices. Consequently, these symbols have been removed from the global 
context. Also, since we will be dealing with concepts and examples in quantum mechanics, let 
us also load the notations for bras, kets, operators, and eigenlabels. 
In[1]:= «Notations' BraKet' 
5.4.2 Eigenbasis Proiection 
In this subsection we present a small amount of machinery that will allow projection of 
eigenbras onto operator equations. We could set up the following discussions in a more general 
setting, but our intended purpose is illustration, let us forgo total generality. 
We know that matrix elements of the momentum operator P in the X basis are differential 
operators. The passage from one basis to the other is governed by a Fourier transform - see 
any book in quantum mechanics. Let us encode this knowledge. First, we need a non-
evaluating generic partial differentiation operator. Here is the notation for such an object. 
In[2]:= Notation [a ¢:::> operatorPD 1 
We then wrap this operator symbol in a tensor wrapper, with the index representing the 
variable of differentiation. Here is a simple example of this operator. 
In[3]:= a 
x 
OUI[3]= ax 
In[4]:= FullForm @ % 
OUI[4jIIFuIiForm= 
Tensor I List [Low [xl J 1 
Technical Note: The reason why we use a tensor wrapper is that the partial derivative operator is extremely aggressive in 
regrouping its structure. We GOuld circumvent this by using a grid box as the primary underlying structure. as was done in 
§5.2,4 Generic Differentiation; but since we will be using indexed partial derivatives shortly. we have avoided this. 
Let us call the environment that moves a bra through a non-commutative product the projection 
environment. Since in the X basis P ~ -i Ii ax, or equivalently (xl·p·lx' ) = -iii 8(x - x') ax" we 
essentially have the following relation: (xlp = -iliox (xl. For computational purposes, we 
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have suppressed the resolution of identity and the attendant integral. We encode this relation 
as follows. 
In[5]:= Proj ection ?1 (x_x 1 . P ."'- i fl a x • (xx I 
Technical Note: Actually, there is a degree of freedom we have omitted from the above. It turns out that if one X basis is 
related to another, X, by a phase, then we can add the derivative of the 
Tannoudji[68] or Shankar[292]. 
to our differential operator see Cohen-
Also, the projection through the X operator by an X bra occurs as follows. 
In[6]:= Projection ?1 (x-x I· X tJ• X· (xx 1 
In the physicist's textbook version, all the subscripts of the variables have been suppressed since 
the physicist intuitively knows what they are - see the comment on lexically scoping in bras 
and kets in §2.7.4 Example Calculations from Physics. Moreover, physicists do not explicitly 
include a non-commutative times, even though it is implied. Finally, they of course do not use 
the notation :CIi for assignment, or include environment wrappers in their statements, or 
include patterns in their rules, as we must do to ensure proper functioning. Other than these 
provisos, we have created the notation that physicists would use. Certainly it should be 
recognizable to a physicist. 
Technical Note: There are alternate names by which we could have denoted the Proj ection environment. Amongst 
others, we might have used 'resolution', or 'quantization'. We have chosen the given name since in quantum mechanics we 
speak of "projecting an equation onto the X basis". which is achieved by multiplying by the basis bra and inserting resolution of 
identity pair products, 
We also want the Proj ection environment to have the same expansion properties over non-
commutative time operations as does Expand. Thus, we inherit these properties. 
In[7]:= [Select [Values @ Expand, NonComrtlutativeTimes rule &rufe] I. 
Expand -7 Proj 
Let us now observe this basic projection environment working in a simple example. 
In[8]:= (xx 1 . P . x . Il/I) 
Out[8]= (xx I . P . x . Il/I) 
In[9]:= Projection @ % 
Out[9]= ection [-i flax' X· (xx I· Il/I) 1 
The X basis eigenbras acting on a ket should just give that wave function in the X basis. This 
point could be elaborated on at length, since there are some rather subtle ideas in play here. 
Typically, most physics books gloss over this point see Cohen-Tannoudji[ 68] for a more 
detailed discussion. Instead, since we are only providing illustrative examples, let us define the 
rather specific projection of the energy eigenfunctions onto the X basis, that is ( x 18) = ifJs(x). 
In[10]:= Proj ection ?1 (x-x I . 1 ) ;"= l/IB [x] 
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Finally, it remains to declare that the Proj ection operator, apart from its environmental 
values, has no other action. 
In[11]:= Proj ection @ any_ : = DynamicBar @ any 
Let us now present a simple example of a projection onto the X basis. 
In[12]:= (xx I . p . x . 1811) / / Proj ection 
Out[12]= -i 11 a . X· 1/16 [xl 
x 
Since the Proj ection environment inherited all of the relevant expansion properties over 
non-commutative operations, it follows that powers, sums etc., are all handled, correctly and 
consistently. 
~ 2 ~ ~ 
Out[13]= X· 1/16 [xl - i 11 {j x . X • 1/16 [xl - 11 {j x . {j x . 1/16 [xl 
It is worthwhile noting that this operation is quite fast. 
In[14]:= (xx I . (p2 + X + P . x) . 1811) / / Projection / / Timing 
Out[14]= {o. 0333333 Second, x· 1/18 [xl - i 11 ax . X· 1/16 [xl - 112 ax . ax ·1/16 [xl} 
Let us return to the harmonic oscillator. The Hamiltonian is given as follows. 
( p2 ) m w2 (X2) 
I [1] H~ = ][1< __ -----=------'---"'][1"--< n 5:= 2 m + 2 
Out[15]= 
~2 
P][1< 1 2 ~ 2 
--+-mw X 2 m 2 ][1< 
For our calculations, we must declare ffi, W, [; to be constants. 
In[16]:= DeclareConstant [{m, w, 8} 1 
The energy eigenvalue equation is H leH ) = eleH ). If we project this equation onto the X basis, 
we obtain the following. 
Out[17]= (xx I· P2 : + ~ m w2 X2][1< • 1811) == (xx I . 8 . 1811) ( ~ 2 ) 
In[18]:= % / / Projection 
1 2 Out[18]= "2 mw x· x· 1/16 [xl 
---2-,-----m--- == 81/16 [xl 
112 a . a . 1/16 [xl 
x x 
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We could provide further tools for making our partial derivative operators act on the 
eigenfunctions, but for now we postpone this kind of operation to §5.4.4 Creation and 
Annihilation Operators. The physics texts will go on to solve this differential equation via a series 
solution. By doing this series expansion, they arrive at a criterion that 8 must satisfy in order for 
the solutions to converge. The criterion is that 8 = (n + 1/2) tz w where n 0, 1, .... Thus, we 
speak of the oscillator being II quantized", that is, it has a discrete quantized set of permissible 
energies. We have omitted from our discussion this last part the solving of the above 
differential equation. This last part is rather standard in physics texts [55, 68, 233, 292], and 
indeed texts on quantum mechanics based around computer algebra systems [107, 163]. 
However, setting up the equations in the consistent manner in which we did, and having the 
tools to properly manipulate such equations, is unique. Both Feagin and Horbatsch jump 
straight to the differential equation without setting up the problem in a more general context. 
For instance, we could also introduce similar projection rules for momentum space variables as 
follows. 
In[19]:= Projection .?' (p-re I . p a P' (Pre I 
In[20]:= ection .?' I·X :a= i f1 d p • (Pre I 
In[21]:= Projection .?' (p-i' I . I ) :a= 0/6 [p] 
Using these relations, we can project the energy eigenvalue equation onto the momentum 
basis. We obtain the following differential equation for the energy eigenfunctions in the 
momentum basis. 
In[22]:= (Pf? I . H . I ) == (Pi' I . [;. I ) II Projection 
P • P . 0/6 [p] 1 2 2 ~ ~ Oul[22J= 2m - mw f1 op ,op . % [p] ==80/0 [p] 
This whole process can become tricky when, say, we are projecting a complex Hamiltonian 
down onto say spherical coordinates. It is worth pointing out that since we have created 
properly lexically scoped variables, we can substitute any explicit variable into our basis 
eigenbra. For instance, let us use the bra (yl in the X basis. 
ection 
1 f12 d . d . 0/6 [Y] 
Out[23J= "2 m w2 Y • Y . 0/6 [y] - Y Y
m 
== 8 0/6 [yl 
This subsection has demonstrated the use of our notations and inheritance paradigm as applied 
to the setting up of a simple problem of the projection of eigenbras in quantum mechanics; 
Typically, in a quantum mechanics text, the issue we just focused on is usually mentioned only 
briefly and occupies a small fraction of any illustrative example. However, consistently handling 
this process is insightful for us since it not only illustrates the inheritance paradigm, language 
modifications, and generic prototypes, but it also gives a paradigmatic example of how we 
would handle this process in other settings. This is an important point, since it is highly 
beneficial to set up our working paradigm to be as consistent and as uniform as possible. 
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us next examine the harmonic oscillator using creation and annihilation operators. 
5.4.3 Normal Ordering and Hamiltonian 
Factorization 
Whereas the methods of the previous subsection focused on certain aspects of the treatment 
the harmonic oscillator via differential equations, we now present the treatment via creation 
and annihilation operators. Using creation and annihilation operators to treat the harmonic 
oscillator is standard in texts on quantum mechanics, but it allows us to present further 
illustrations and manipulations of non-commutative objects. Our treatment will cover several 
subsections as we present the various aspects involved in their manipulation and handling. 
Since the operators X and P are related by [X, P] = it Ii, we can introduce a simple function for 
transforming any product of the form p. X to X . P - i Ii. This leads to what is called 11 normal 
ordering", and it is a standard concept in physics [173, 186, 206, etc.]. We will use the concept of 
normal ordering in many places throughout the rest of this thesis. 
We would like our normal ordering operation, NormalOrder, to have the same expansion 
rules as over non-commutative products. Thus, we inherit these rules first. 
In[24]:= Ass [Select [Values @ Expand, NonCommutativeTimes 
Expand -1 NormalOrder] 
rule &rufe] I. 
Now we simply add the normal ordering property to the environment NormalOrder. 
In[25J:= NormalOrder /' (p. X) 
Slightly differently than before, upon completion we would like the result of a normal ordering 
to be simplified. 
In[26]:= NormalOrder @ an!L DynamicBar @ Simplify @ any 
Let us now demonstrate the normal ordering of an expression in X and P. 
In[27]:= NormalOrder [P . 
Out[27]= :iJ. h + X . P 
In[28]:= NormalOrder [p . 
Out[28]= - 3 i m h no: 2 i hX . P + X2 . 
At this stage, it is typical in physics texts to introduce the creation and annihilation operators. 
These operators are a carefully chosen mix of the position and momentum operators. They 
have special properties which we soon show. First, we create the notation for such objects. 
In[291:= Notation [a] ] 
In[30]:= Notation 
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It is worth pointing out that this notation differs slightly from that used in most texts - see 
[1731 1861 206/ 2921 etc.]. Instead of using a and at we have used a- and a+. The reason for our 
slight modification is that using an Ilunadornedl' annihilation operator, and at the same time 
distinguishing it from the letter 'a' is awkward. To accomplish this distinction, we would have 
to introduce hidden tag boxes akin to those used in §2.6.6 Changing Precedences and the Option 
SyntaxForm. Thus, we settle on the completely unambiguous use of a-and a +. In addition, this 
maintains consistency with the standard notations for the creation and annihilation operators 
for angular momentum, that is 1+ and J _ . 
Technical Note: The introduction of the above notation for creation and annihilation operators raises another point. Recall 
that we used j+ and j- to refer to high and low indices. in our notation for tensors see §3.4.3 Prototypical Tensor Expression 
Structure. This is in conflict with our notations for creation and annihilation operators. For instance, is a+ a high index 'a' or is 
it a creation operator? Here is a case were it would be ideal to have "generalized" context sensitive notations. For now we 
resolve this issue by blithely using a+ and a- as creation and annihilation operators. 
Let us introduce the expression for the creation and annihilation operators in terms of the 
standard basis operators. 
In[31]:= BasisForm J' a 
BasisForm J' a+ Xi /lp 
-V 2ffiWii 
We wold also like BasisForm to have the normal ordering properties above, so we inherit 
these. 
In[33]:= Assign [Values @ NormalOrder / . Normalorder BasisForm] 
Finally, for now, we do not simplify the result of expressing the creation and annihilation 
operators in terms of the position and momentum operators. 
In[34]:= BasisForm @ ant,i- : = DynamicBar @ any; 
reason for introducing the creation and annihilation operators in the way that we did is that 
they have special properties in this form. The first such property we show involves the 
commutation of these operators. 
In[35]:= [a- I a+]_ /1 Expand I I BasisForm 
Oul[35]= .[J;; :1 --
mw11 
~ A .[J;;fi X,P+1 -- --
mw11 11 ( i 11 + X· p) 
In[36]:= Simplify [%, m>OAw>O] 
OUI[36]= 1 
Thus we explicitly see that see a-and a + have been constructed so that their commutator is the 
identity, that is, in traditional notation, [a, at] = 1. Moreover, The operators a- and a+ have the 
important property that they are simply related to the Hamiltonian of our system. 
In[37]:= H == (a + • a - + ~ ) 11 w 
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Out[37j= 1 2~2 "'111 + _) + m w X nc == W 11 - + a • a 
m 12 
In[38j:= BasisForm @ % 
p.p 
Out[381= + 1 m w2 X . X X·p 
m 
In[39]:= [%,m>Ol\w>Ol 
Out[39]= True 
Thus we see that the Hamiltonian is expressible in terms of the creation and annihilation 
operators. That is! ignoring constants! H ::::: X2 + p2 = (X - i P) (X + i P) + 1/2! or we have 
Iffactorizedlf the Hamiltonian. The next subsection looks at formulating the workings of our 
quantum mechanical oscillator in terms of creation and annihilation operators. 
Technical Note: In Non-Commutative Times III. we stated that there were certain select cases where the internals of 
Simplify called Expand. The last example above is one such case where this occurs. Recall that to circumvent thiS, we 
had to change our dynamic rule condition to ensure that the expansion rules were never used once the simplification nules 
were being used. 
5.4.4 Creation and Annihilation Operators 
As with the other examples so far! the designer has to decide at which specific point he I she 
would like to demarcate the functionality. In our present case! this requires us to decide 
whether Bas also includes simplification along with its normal ordering and its re-
expression of creation and annihilation operators? If one so desires! this can easily be added. 
For instance! in the above examples it might have been convenient to have BasisForm 
perform simplification at the last stage of its action. 0IV e previously avoided doing this since for 
the purposes of illustration! it was better to see the explicit steps taking place.) 
In[40]:= BasisForm @ anlj_: DynamicBar @ Simplify [anljF m> 01\ w> Ol ; 
So! even though it is slightly repetitious! it is nice to note that with the addition of our 
simplification to the Hamiltonian relation drops out in a single line. 
( 
1 \ 
In[41]:= H == a+· a- + J 11 w / / BasisForm 
Out[41]= True 
As a preliminary to showing how a - and a + act on eigenkets! let us examine the commutation 
relations of these operators with the Hamiltonian. 
In[42]:= [a- F Hl_ 11 W a- / / Expand / / BasisForm 
Out[42]= True 
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In[43j:== [a+, Hl_ == -n w a+ / / "" ..... I-/O'uu. / / BasisForm 
Out[43j= True 
Henceforth, let us switch to using the creation and annihilation formulation for all of our 
operations. To enact this change to creation and annihilation operators, we need to specify how 
these operators normal order. 
a In[44j:= NormalOrder l' a- • a+ a+ . a- + 1 
Recall from above that [a, at] 1. 
In[4Sj:= [a-, a+l_ //Expand//BasisForm 
Out[4Sj= 1 
Our normal ordering rule is consistent with this commutator. 
In[46]:= [a- I a+ l_ / / Expand / / NormalOrder 
Out[46J= 1 
It is convenient to define a new environment where the Hamiltonian is normal ordered with 
respect to the creation and annihilation operators. In addition this environment will also allow 
the Hamiltonian to act on eigenkets. Let us reuse the environment Act for this purpose. We 
first clear Act, and then inherit the rules of NormalOrder. 
In[47j:= H = . ; 
ClearAll [Act] ; 
Assign [Values @ NormalOrder /. NormalOrder ~ Actl 
Next, let us encode the above commutation relations between the transformed Hamiltonian 
and the creation and annihilation operators. 
In[SO]:= Act l' (H. a-) 
Act l' (H. a+) 
As the final preliminary, let us add the action of the Hamiltonian on the eigenkets, much as the 
environment Proj ection acted in §5.4.2 Eigenbasis Projection. 
In[S2j:= Act l' (H. I ) ) ihp:a (0 + 1 / 2) n w 10& ) 
The ground state energy is given by ft w / 2, as it should be. 
In[S3j:= 
Out[S3j= 
H· I Oil) / / Act 
1 2 w n 1 0&) 
The creation operator acting on an eigenket yields a new eigenket according to the following. 
In[S4j:= H. a- . 10&) / / Act 
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So a 18H ) is an eigenket of H. Yet a 18H) shares the same eigenvalue as 18 lH) as we see by the 
following. 
In[55]:= H· I (S l)fl.) II Act 
Out[55]= 1 +s) whl (-l+S)fl.) 
So we know that a18H) = Ce I8-1H), for some Ceo Similarly, we can show that atl8H) = 
18 + lH)' To find the values Ce and Ce+1 is not difficult, and occupies more of the same 
sort of manipulations that we have just given. Since we pursued such a simple example in the 
place only for illustration purposes, let us only quote the results of the raising and lowering 
operators acting on energy eigenkets. That is, up to a phase, which we choose to be the identity, 
alnH) = vnln-1H) 
at InH) = {1'i+1ln + lH ) 
We can immediately encode these relations, (5A.d), into our Act environment. 
In[56]:= Act l' a-· I 
Act l' a+· I 
) ;"'= Vn I (n - 1) f!) 
) :"'= -rn+11 (n + 1)f!) 
(SA.d) 
It to find the eigenfunction for the ground state and then, using the ladder operators, 
we can create the hierarchy of eigenfunctions. The ground state eigenfunction can be found by 
projecting the ladder equation aIOH) = ° onto the X basis. We use the Proj ection operator 
defined in §5A.2 Eigenbasis Projection. 
In[58]:= (xx I . a- . I Oil.) == ° II BasisForm II Proj ection 
~ ~ X • 1/10 [x] + '\j n;-;;;I1 h a x . 1/10 [x] 
Out[58]= --------=------- == ° ~ 
The above differential equation must be solved to find the ground state eigenfunction. This can 
be accomplished with a straightforward application of DSolve, and an integration to find the 
normalization constant. 
In[59]:= sofution = First @ 
First@DSolve[)mhw x 1/10 [x] +) m~h hD[l/Io[X] , x] ==0, I/Io[x], x]; 
sofution [sofution, m > 0 1\ w > 0 1\ h > 0] 
Out{60]= 1/10 [x] C[l] 
To find the normalization constant we simply solve 1: iftO(x) iftO(x) dx = 1 for C [1 J. For 
the normalized solution is 
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ifro[X] = (S.4.e) 
The other eigenfunctions can then be found by laddering. For instance, if we act on the ground 
state with a creation operator in both possible ways, and then project the resulting equation 
onto the X basis, we arrive at the following equation. 
In[61]:= BasisForm [(xx I . a+ . I Oil:) 1 == Act [(xx I . a+ . I 0il:)] / / Projection 
x . 1/10 [x] -
Out[61]= ---------:=------- == 1/11 [x] 
These eigenfunctions correspond to Hermite polynomials. Further details are given in almost 
any text on quantum mechanics. 
5.4.5 Computations with Creation and 
Annihilation Operators 
In this subsection we look at performing computations and evaluating matrix elements using 
the creation and annihilation relations developed in the previous subsection. There are a few 
preliminary issues we must dispense with. First, we should note that the energy eigenkets are 
normalized. 
Second, we need to be able to express the position and momentum operators in terms of the 
creation and annihilation operators. That is, we need to be able to express the relations inverse 
to those embodied in the BasisForm relations. Let us add these inverse relations to the Act 
environment. 
A'---;;-
In[63]:= Act }1 X ::= If 2inW . (a+ + a-) 
Under the Act environment X and P are now expressed in terms of creation and annihilation 
operators. 
1 
Oul[65]= 
2Y2fl ((m
flw)3/2 (i Y2 mw 
i mw-.jmwfl (a-)2"c+fl (a-)3
nc +iY2mw-.jmwfl (a+)2nc+ 
fl (a + ) 3 ne + 3 fl a + . ( a - ) 2 + 3 fl (a + ) 2 • a -) ) 
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Since X and P are now expressed in terms of creation and annihilation operators, it is trivial to 
perform, say, the computation (3HIXI2H)' 
n (V2630+5632+2V3634) 
Out[66]= 
2mw 
We need to declare that the Kronecker delta is a constant, and in addition that Oij = 1 if i = j 
and 0 otherwise. 
In[67]:= DeclareConstant [6 
6 .. :=If[(i-j) =0, 1, OJ Ii IntegerQ[i-jJ 
l_ J_ 
Technical Note: The above handles simple symbolic arguments like 6n n-1, but is not fully general in its semanticness. For 
instance, indices such as Y2 + Y3 - ~ 5 + 2 Y6 will not be recognized as 0, even though they are equivalent to 0 through, 
say, RootReduce. 
We have now developed the machinery whereby we can evaluate matrix elements. For instance, 
Out[69]= ~ {3 (~)3/2 
2 '\j2" mw 
We can easily create tables of matrix elements. 
In[70]:= Table [ hi I . it . I Jft ), {f, 0, 3}, {j, 0, 3} J II .TableForm 
Out[70]/fTableForm= 
(Oft I . it . I Oft ) 
(1ft I . it . I Oft ) 
(2ft I . X . I Oa ) 
(3ft I . X . I Oft ) 
(Oft I . it . 11ft) 
(1ft I . it . 11ft) 
(2ft I . it . 11ft) 
( 3 ft I . X . 11ft) 
(Oft I . it . 12ft) 
(1ft I . it . 12ft) 
(2ft I . X . 12ft) 
(3ft I . it . 12ft) 
( Oft I . it· 13ft ) 
(1ft I ·X· 13ft ) 
(2ft I ·X· 13ft ) 
(3ft I ·X· 13ft ) 
These matrix elements are inert, as they should be, until we put them in an environment where 
they should become active. 
In[71]:= Act @ % I I TableForm 
Out[71]/fTableForm= 
0 M 0 0 
..[2 
M 0 {l; 0 
..[2 
0 {l; 0 H ~mhw 
0 0 H ~mhw 0 
It is reassuring to see that the Hamiltonian is diagonal in its own basis. 
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In[72]:= Table [ (If! I . fl: . I jf! ), {i, 0, 3}, {j, 0, 3} 1 / / Act / / TableForm 
Qut[72]/frableForm= 
wh 0 0 0 -2-
0 3wh 0 0 -2-
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
Here are the matrix elements of p3, where we have removed the factor of (m w 11) 3/2. 
(I, I . p3 . I j,) 
In[73j:= Table[ H H ,{i, 0 , 4}, {j, 0 , 4} 1 / / Act / / TableForm (mwn)3/2 
Qut[73]/frableForm= 
o 3 i 0 0 
- 2..f2 
2 
0 3 i 0 i-[3 
o 3 i 0 -Z.i{f 2 2 0 
0 9 'If T:n. ""2 0 -6i-..[2 
o -i -[3 0 6 i 0 
Before we close this subsection, let us comment on some of the expectation values for our 
stationary states, The expectation value of both the momentum and the position is zero. 
In[741:= DeclareConstant [nJ 
Qul[75)= 0 
In[76]:= (nil I . X . I n&) / / Ac t 
Qut[76]= 0 
Yet the expectation values of the squared operators are non-zero. 
In[77):= 
1 Qul[77]'" m (1 + 2 n) w n 
In[78):= (nf! I . X2 • I nf!) / / Act 
Qut[78)", n+2nn 
mw 
In a similar manner, we can calculate the uncertainties of the position and momentum 
operators. 
In[79):= L::.X ) (n& I . X2 • I n&) - (( n& I . x . I nil ) ) 2 / / Act 
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Out[79]= 
In[80]:= L1P = ) (nfj I . p2 . I nfj) - (( nfj I . p . I nfj ) ) 2 II Act 
ym(1+2n)wn 
Out[80]= -..f2 
These uncertainties satisfy the Heisenberg uncertainty principle, dX ilP ;::: Ii / 2, as they must. 
In[81]:= FullSimplify [L1X L1P, m> 0 /\ n > 0/\ w > 0 /\ n > 01 
Out[81]= (~ + n) n 
Indeed, let us calculate the expected kinetic and potential energies in the quantum harmonic 
oscillator Hamiltonian, (S.4.b). We do this by evaluating the following. 
A2 
In[82]:= (nfj I . ; m • I nfj) I I Ac t 
1 
Out[82]= "4 (1 + 2 n) w n 
mw2 2:2 
In[83]:= (nfj I . 2 . I nfj) II Ac t 
1 
Out[83]= "4 (1 + 2 n) w n 
Each term accounts for just half of the total energy of the quantum harmonic oscillator. 
Out[84]= (~ + n) w n 
Thus on average, half of the energy is in the kinetic part of the Hamiltonian, and half is in the 
potential part of the Hamiltonian. This agrees with the virial theorem - see Shankar[292] or 
Cohen -TannoudJi[ 68]. 
Before moving on to simple perturbation theory, let us next briefly tackle a side issue arising 
from the complexity of commutation of objects with high powers. 
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5.4.6 Aside: Commutation of Operators Raised 
to Powers 
235 
In the preceding subsections we have made use of the normal ordering properties of specific 
operators. Due to our general inheritance paradigm, the permissible expressions could contain 
sums, powers, etc. VVhen these powers are of low degree, the general rules we have developed 
work perfectly adequately. For example, 
[ A3 A2] In[85]:= NormalOrder P . X 
However, our simple formulation gets progressively worse for larger powers. 
[
A10 A4] In[86j:= NormalOrder P . x II Timing 
Out[86]= {53. 0667 Second, 
4 A6 .(j. A 7 2 A2 5040 h P lrlC + 2880 i A • P - 540 h X . } 
This has taken an inordinately long time for such a simple computation, where the answer is 
also simple. By some clever experimentation and playing around with expressions, it is not 
terribly difficult to come up with a relation for the general case. 
Min[m,nl [ 1 1 
pm. X" = Z (-[X, p]i Binomial[Min[m, n], i] Xn- I . pm-I n (Max[m, n] - j + 1) 
1=0 J=l 
(5.4.f) 
(Actually, this relation must exist in some book, but it would probably take longer to find it than 
figure it out ab initio.) We generically encode the commutator relation (5.4.f), with 
[~, 17J = CommutatorValue, as follows. 
In[87j;= qenericPowerCommutationRules = { 
qenericEnv l' (pm_ . • f[-' I; IntegerQ [m] /\ IntegerQ [n] ) 
Min[m,n] I (-CommutatorValue)i Binomial [Min[m, n] f i] 
ill 
:..., 
Technical Note: Actually, we can make the above rule slightly more general, so that one of the particular powers can be 
symbolic, Indeed, if proper handling of abstract sums were truly integrated, we could allow both powers to be symbolic, 
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We need to incorporate these new found efficiencies into our system. We could either (i) add 
our rule before the expansion of powers of non-commutative operators, or (ii) we could 
completely remove the rule for expanding out products while normal ordering. To implement 
(i), we would unassign the power expansion, then assign our new behavior, then re-assign 
power expansion. This can be done as follows. 
In[88]:= NonComrnutativeTimesPowerExpansionRules = genericPowerExpansionRules /. { 
genericop -7 NonComrnutativeTimes, 
genericEnv -7 NormalOrder} ; 
In[89]:= UnAssign [ NonComrnutativeTimesPowerExpansionRules] 
Assign [genericPowerComrnutationRules /. { 
ComrnutatorValue -7 i h, 
genericEnv -7 NormalOrder , 
P-7P, q-7X}] 
Assign [NonComrnutativeTimesPowerExpansionRules] 
Our new behavior is now used preferentially. 
[ ~10 ~4l In[92]:= NormalOrder P . x / / Timing 
Out[92]= {O .183333 Second, 
4 ~ 6 3 ~ ~ 7 2 ~ 2 ~ 8 ~ 3 ~ 9 ~ 4 ~ 10 } 5 0 4 0 h P JIlC + 2 8 8 0 i h X· P - 54 0 h X . P - 4 0 i h X . P + X . P 
This result agrees with our earlier calculation. Yet, our old commutators still function. For 
instance, here is a commutator of creation and annihilation operators. 
In[93]:= NormalOrder [ (a-) 4 . (a+) 3] / / Timing 
Out[93]= { 0 . 4 Sec ond, 24 a - + 3 6 a + . (a - ) 2 + 12 (a + ) 2 . ( a - ) 3 + (a + ) 3 . (a - ) 4 } 
Alternatively, we could remove the general power expansion rule completely and instead make 
sure we encode all our old commutation rules in terms of the new power commutation rulees 
In[94]:= UnAssign [ NonComrnutativeTimesPowerExpansionRules] 
In this case the only other rule necessary is that of creation and annihilation commutation. 
In[95]:= Assign [genericPowerComrnutationRules /. { 
ComrnutatorValue -7 -1, 
genericEnv -7 NormalOrder , 
p-7a-, q-7a+}] 
Now the normal ordering of creation and annihilation operators yields the same results as 
before, except that calculation times have decreased dramatically. 
In[96]:= NormalOrder[(a-)4. (a+)3] //Timing 
Out[96]= {O.0666667 Second, 24a- +36a+. (a-)2 +12 (a+)2. (a-)3 + (a+)3. (a-)4) 
Overall, it is convenient to keep the power expansion rule, so we reintroduce it. 
In[97]:= Assign [NonComrnutativeTimesPowerExpansionRules] 
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Actually in more generality, if c = [A, B] and [c, A] = [c, B] = 0, that is both A and B commute 
with their commutator, then the following relations can be shown to hold via a power series 
expansion. 
[A, F(B)] = 
[B, G(A)] 
c F'(B) 
-c G'(A) 
In the above, F' (z) of course denotes the derivative with respect to z. 
(5A.g) 
Technical Note: At least (5.4.g) holds for any "nice" functions F and G. For the basis for a more mathematically rigorous 
account. see books in Operator Theory for example, Dunford and Schwartz[99j. 
There are many other similar optimizations we could incorporate. For example, if we want to 
perform the computation (A + B)n where [A, B] commutes with both A and B, we can find 
special formulas for this. An instance of such an expansion would be say X30 in terms of cre-
ation and annihilation operators. To find the expansion, one notes that eA eB = eA +B+[A,Bl/2_ 
see any at least intermediate level book in quantum mechanics, such as Shankar[292]. From 
this we can substitute A -t AA and B -t AB, to arrive at eAA eAB =eAA+AB+A2[A,BJ/2. Since the 
commutator factor commutes with the other factors, we can transform the equation to the 
following. 
(5A.h) 
Using this equation we can expand and compare powers of A. By considering the factor An in 
(S.4.h) we can determine that the normally ordered expansion for (A + B)l1 is the following. 
(5.4.i) 
This optimized relation can be added in a similar manner to the relation for the commutation of 
powers above. 
Before we close this subsection, let us make a few final comments. The optimization to normal 
ordering presented in this subsection highlights an area in which we could further improve the 
workings of our inheritance paradigm if we had access to the internals of Mathematica. We 
have already inherited several functions that are based on NormalOrder. In some ways, 
which we will not quantify, it would be nice to have the environments based on 
NormalOrder, also receive the updated routines. Such issues are studied extensively in 
computer science as applied to object-oriented programming. For us, we just note the 
possibility and likely desirability. 
The other point that becomes evident in this subsection is that it would have been nice to insert 
our more optimized rule before the others. We could have elegantly done this if we had rewrite 
rule precedences, as briefly hinted at in §4.8.1 Potential Further Developments. 
Let us progress on with our applications. The next subsection continues topics needed in 
working towards some simple perturbation theory. 
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5.4.7 Aside: HermiHan Coniugates 
Let us now introduce conjugation operations. This will illustrate inheriting only part of the 
structures of a multilinear operator as well as defining a new class of "constants". We could 
override the default Conjugate operation, but for illustration we define our own conjugation 
function. Let us call it HermitianConjugate. We use a standard notation for Hermitian 
conjugation. 
In[98):= Notation[expr_t = HermitianConjugate [expr_ll 
Hermitian conjugation is close to but not quite a multi-linear operator. It inherits both linear 
distributivity over sums, and is zero for the zero argument. Moreover, we want this 
distributivity to always be "active", so we strip out the environment. (In fact, we do this for all 
of our Hermitian rules.) 
In[99):= Assign [StripTheEnvironment [MLZeroRules +{} MLDistributionRules 1 /. { 
yenericMLop ---1 HermitianConjugate I 
yenericPlus ---1 Plus} 1 
Hermitian conjugates also have the non-standard property of reversing the order of their 
arguments when being distributed over, that is (A B) t = Bt At. The same behavior is also true 
of other structural operations in physics and mathematics, for instance, conjugations, inverses, 
and transposes amongst others. In category theory there exists the notation of a contravariant 
functor[216] which in some sense carries out a reversing of the standard order. Based on the 
lack of a common name for this reversing property, we will denote the general concept by the 
term II contra-ordering". Here is a generic rule set for such aproperty. 
In[100):= ContraOrderingRules = 
{yenericEnv ?' yenericContraOrderingop @ expr -EenericTimes :~ 
yenericContraOrderingop /@ Reverse @ expr} ; 
We can use this prototypical rule for the contra-ordering of our non-commutative products 
under Hermitian conjugation. 
In[101):= Assign [StripTheEnvironment @ ContraOrderingRules /. { 
yenericContraOrderingop ---1 HermitianConjugate I 
yenericTimes ---1 NonCommutativeTimes} 1 
We can also use it for the contra-ordering over Times, even though Times will commutatively 
reorder its arguments once again. 
In[102):= Assign [StripTheEnvironment @ ContraOrderingRules /. { 
yenericContraOrderingop ---1 HermitianConjugate I 
yenericTimes ---1 Times} 1 
Also, subject to qualifications, Hermitian conjugation distributes over some standard 
operations. For instance, Power is one such operation. 
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In[103):= (arg_n_) t :::: (arl) nt I; PositiveQ [arg] V IntegerQ [n] 
We could add such distributivity for many other operations such as Sin, Cos, etc., 
for which Hermitian conjugation always distributes over. However/ there are other functions 
besides over which we cannot always distribute/ for instance, Sqrt or Log. For specific 
counter examples, ~ (_l)t = i, but (r-I)t = it = and also Log[(-l)t] Log[-lJ = 
i 7f, whereas Log[ _l]t = (i 7f)t = -it 7f. Thus we do not include any direct rules for simplifying 
Hermitian conjugates over" mathematicaY functions. One could easily introduce an environ-
ment where such simplifications take place (such as simplify, etc). 
Finally, if we Hermitian conjugate a pure numeric expression, it is the same as standard 
conjugation. 
In[104l:::: HermitianConjugate @ num_ 7 NumericQ : ugate @ num 
Let us now illustrate this simple Hermitian conjugation operation. 
In[105j:= (A + 3 t . T . A) 
This example yields the exact results that we desire. However/ consider the following example. 
In[106):= 
Out(106]= 
We know that the Hamiltonian is Hermitian/ and also that the time t is real. How can we 
specify this? We would like a uniform system of declaring that something is Hermitian, and 
also testing whether something is Hermitian. We have already developed the exact structures 
to accomplish this in §5.2.3 Generic Constants. Thus we need to inherit the rules for constants, 
only this time we are using "Hermitian-ness", as opposed to "constant-ness". 
In[107]:= Assign [genericConstantQRules I. { 
genericConstQ -t HermitianQ, 
genericTimes -t Times, 
genericPlus -t Plus, 
DeclaregenericConstant -t DeclareHermi tian, 
DeclaregenericUnconstant -t DeclareUnHermitian}] 
There are two rules which we must override in this inherited set. We do this as follows. 
In(108j:= HermitianQ [arg_ ?NumericQ] : = arg::::: Conjugate @ arg 
HermitianQ [arg-"um-l : (HermitianQ [argnum 1 
HermitianQ ] /\ HermitianQ [numtn ] /\ 
(Positive [argu] V IntegerQ [numu ] ) ) 
We can now declare that operators and variables are Hermitian. 
In[110):= DeclareHermitian [{iL t, m, W, fl}] 
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In[111]:= 
Out[111]= True 
In[112]:= 
Out[112]= False 
Technical Note: It seems even to the author, to declare that a real variable Is Hermitian, Indeed, conventionally 
physicists or mathematicians do not talk of a real variable being Hermitian, Hermitian-ness only applies to operators or 
matrices, Instead, will talk of complex conjugation, Yet, for the sake of consistency, we need an overarchlng operation, 
We could have chosen the term "Self Conjugate", but there are many notions of conjugateness which this Intuitively 
encompasses, For Instance, In §7 Tensor CalCUlUS, Applications, and Quasi-Spin we shall describe states" which are 
but are not "Hermitian conjugates", Thus, we settle on this somewhat irregular usage of Hermitian 
conjugating elements of the and real numbers, 
Finally, we can add the knowledge that we can resolve the Hermitian conjugate of anything 
which is Hermi tianQ. 
In[113]:= ugate/: (expr_ ?HermitianQ) t : '" expr 
Now conjugates work in the ways we are accustomed to. 
( .oJ. fr t) t In[114]:= 'L 
Out[114J= e-it H 
There are a few final details we should include: (z) the conjugate of a bra is a ket and vice-versa, 
(il) the creation and annihilation operators are Hermitian conjugates of each other, and (iii) the 
Hermitian conjugate of a commutator is just the reversed commutator of the conjugated 
arguments. These can simply be added as follows. 
In[115]:== (args_1 t 
I args_) t ._ 
(a+) t : = a- i 
(a-)t: a+j 
I args) i 
{args I; 
[X_I .ILl t : = [yt I xt 1 i 
Also note that we can determine the bra corresponding to a ket if the ket has a value. 
For illustration, we can easily explicitly show that the Hamiltonian is Hermitian (as well as X, P, 
etc., if we so choose). 
In[121]:= 
Out[121]= wn (~ +a+· a-) 
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5.4.8 Algebraic Sums 
To handle some of the upcoming calculations in a elegant way, it is convenient to be able to 
express abstract sums. One can standardly do this in Mathematica between indeterminate 
limits, but the functionality is somewhat limited. For instance, neither Expand nor Simplify 
works correctly on abstract sums, reindexing is not directly supported, etc. This is not to say 
that it is difficult to add such things; indeed we add them now. Let us reintroduce the notation 
for an algebraic sum from §2.2.2 Notation: Examples. 
Technical Note: There exists a Mathematica package for handling abstract sums by Peltio[260], however it is not suitable for 
our needs. For the general theory behind symbolic summation, see for instance Petkovsek, Wilf & Zeilberger[262j, 
In[122]:= Notation [ L: sum....., = AlgebraicSum [sum_, fndices_J] 
indlces_ 
An algebraic sum is linear in its first argument but constant factoring is only allowed for objects 
not involved in the sum. Here is the generic prototype for this factoring. 
In[123j:= AlgebraicSumFactorsRUleS 
{ 
Factoring terms outside of an algebraic sum is dependent on the factor being free of the 
summation indices. 
In[124]:= freeOfIndices [c_, CSymboll : = i ~~O,~} c; 
freeOflndices [c_, ,Indices __ l / i i ~~o,OQ} c : = 
freeOflndices [c, indices] i freeOflndices@other __ =Falsei 
In addition, algebraic sums distribute over non-commutative products. Let us encode this 
generically by creating a set of expansion rules for AlgebraicSuros. 
In[126j:= AlgebraicSumExpansionRUleS = { 
{JenericEnv ;'I fhS __ .' L: arg-l . rhs __ :"-7 
Indlces_ I 
{JenericEnv ;'I L: (expr: CPlus _) ) H 
Ind/ces_ 
+0 (JLZeroRules +0 JLDistributionRules /. 
{JenericPlus -> Plus, 
Expand -> {JenericEnv 1 
{JenericJLOp -> AlgebraicSum} ) i 
fhs· arg· rhs, 
Distribute [expr"" Plusu l} 
In addition, Kronecker deltas can reduce algebraic sums under the Act environment. (These 
rules are not totally general but sufficient for illustration.) 
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In[127):= AlgebraicSumReductionRules = 
{genericEnv /' ( I {j n_ m_ arg_. / i i E; {nl m} I :~ 
f_,I_Symbol,r_ 
With[ {sot = Solve [n == ml i]} 1 (Iarg /. sot[ll l]l] / i 
f, r 
sotfen == 1 /\ sot "$ {{}} 1 } i 
We also need some basic simplification rules for the Kronecker delta functions themselves. We 
define some auxiliary functions in the Prototypes package for KroneckerDel taReducibleQ 
and NewKroneckerVars. 
In[128):= KroneckerReductionRules = { 
( 
n ?POsitiVe) 
genericEnv /' Tensor / : ( {j n_ m_) - "",' :~ {j n m 1 
genericEnv /' <5 /: ({j n_ m_ / i KroneckerDel taReducibleQ [n 1 mJ) :~ 
With [{new = NewKroneckerSolutionQandA [nl m] } 1 new[2,lD / i 
First @ new] } i 
We can also note that the Kronecker delta is non-complex. 
In[129):= Dec lareHermi t ian @ ({j __ ) " 
We can collect these rules into a general rule set. 
In[130):= AlgebraicSumRules : = 
AlgebraicSUmReductionRules + () 
AlgebraicSumFactorsRules + () 
KroneckerReductionRules 
Now that we have created the generic prototypes, let us consequently selectively inherit the rule 
set behaviors to the environments Act, Simplify, and Expand. 
In[131):= Assign [AlgebraicSumRules /. genericEnv ~ Simplify] i 
Assign[ 
AlgebraicSumRules +() AlgebraicSumExpansionRules /. genericEnv ~ Act] i 
Assign [AlgebraicSumFactorsRules +() AlgebraicSumExpansionRules /. 
genericEnv ~ Expand] i 
In[134):= Act @ any_ : = DynamicBar@ any 
Lastly, before we progress further, we should implement some simple facts about algebraic 
sums. Any sum without summation indices is just the plain summand. 
In[135):= AlgebraicSum [arg_] : = arg 
Also, the Hermitian conjugate of any sum is the sum of the conjugates. 
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In[136]::=: [ L arg 1 t 
Indlces_ -
: = (L argt 1 
Indices / 
Finally, we are in a position to use abstract algebraic sums in our calculations. For instance, 
here is one such sum. 
In[137]:= DeclareConstant [{if j}]; DeclareHermitian [{if j}] 
In[138]::=: 
Out[138]= 
(-H + -.{1;j) {I; 
-f2 
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Just to confirm that our sums are working correctly, it is instructive to expand out the braket 
without the summation. 
In[139]:= (jjf I . x . I ) / / Act 
Out[139]= 
It is evident by inspection that after summing over n, the answers given above agree. Now that 
the machinery is in place, calculations that would be arduous by hand are easy. 
In[140j:= 
Out[140]= L {jR I . 
i 
In[141]:= Act @ % 
Out[141]= 1 
The above point succinctly states why we need the developments in this thesis. The language 
modifications, notations, and generic structures have all interacted to allow us to perform the 
above calculations with great ease and expansibility. To truly appreciate why we develop such 
systems, the reader should verify the above calculation by hand. When would we want to 
calculate such things? In perturbation theory, as we will shortly see. Before this, in the next 
subsections, we present two operators that use algebraic sums: the resolution of identity and 
the propagator. 
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5.4.9 The Resolution of Identity 
In this subsection we introduce the resolution of identity operator, while in the following 
subsection we introduce the propagator. These operators are easily expressed in terms of the 
structures we have built up and furthermore, they are active in our calculations. Throughout 
this subsection and the next, we assume that the reader has had some exposure to the concepts 
behind these operators. The operators are covered in most texts on quantum mechanics, for 
instance see any of [55, 68, 233, 292, etc.]. 
In quantum mechanical calculations it is sometimes necessary to insert the resolution of identity 
in order to calculate certain expressions. For instance, rtwe know the matrix elements (mIAln) 
and (nIBlk), then we can calculate (mIABln) by inserting the resolution of identity operator 
between the A operator and the B operator. Typically in a physics text, this operator is denoted 
~ = 2.: n In) . (n I for a discrete set of basis states, while it is expressed as Ixl x) . (x I for a continuous 
set of basis states. 
Technical Note: We could blur the distinction between sums and integrals and just use one notation for both as is sometimes 
done in some approaches. However, in this treatment we will maintain the distinction. 
The sum or integral of the projection operators - the Pu = Iu). (ul- form the identity only if 
the states form an orthonormal basis. To see this, consider the expansion of some state 11fr) in 
terms of an orthonormal basis lUi), that is 11fr) = 2.: i Ci lUi). Because of the orthonormality of the 
basis, the Cj are determined by ( Uj I Ifr) = Cj. Thus the expansion can be expressed as 
11fr)=2.:d ui 11fr)lui). Upon rearranging this becomes 11fr)=2.:ilui)·(Uil·IIfr). But since IIfr)was 
arbitrary, it must be the case that 2.: i lUi) . (Ui I = ~. 
Here is the resolution of the identity in the energy basis. 
In[142]:= tli : = L: I nli) . (nli I 
n 
We can verify that this acts as the "identity" in the following calculation. Here is a braket with 
the resolution of identity inserted. 
In[144]:= Expand @ % 
n 
In the Ac t environment, the various rules we have inherited are sufficient to reduce this 
calculation. 
In[145]:= Act @ % 
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Out[145]= (xx!,! mg ) 
Thus we see that the resolution of the identity operator has acted exactly like the identity. As a 
check on our system and also for illustration purposest it is instructive to take a given 
calculationt and compare the original results to the case when the resolution of identity is 
inserted. 
In[146]:= Dec lareCons tan t i DeclareHermitian [kJ ; 
In[147]:= (mg! .:X . ff.i . P . I kft ) 
Out[147]= (mg!':X, (~lnH)' (nft!) .P·lkft ) 
In[148j:= @ % 
n 
In[149]:= Simplify @ Act @ % 
Out[149]= ~ i) mnw -.,fm w n 
In[150]:= (mg I .:X . P .! ) / / Act / / Simplify 
Out[150]= 1 i) mnw -.,fmwn (~ff+k 0k_2+m +okm-
In[1 % == %% 
Out[151]= True 
EvidentlYt the results obtained in both cases are identicalt as they should be. 
5.4.1 0 The Propagator 
The propagator U(t) is somewhat similar in form to the resolution of identity operator. It can be 
expressed as a sum over projection operators times a phase involving each energy projection. 
The propagator is used to Ifpropagatell an eigenstate forward or backward in time - for further 
details, again see any book on quantum mechanics. The propagator is easily expressed in the 
energy eigenbasis as follows. 
(5.4.j) 
n 
Let us add this operator to our system. 
In[152j:= U[LJ := 8 n tlh 
n 
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We need to declare that the following symbols are constants with respect to non-commutative 
multiplication and also that they are Hermitian (non-complex), 
In[153):= DeclareConstant[{t, Ie, 8_, n}] 
DeclareHermitian[{t, Ie, 8_, n}] 
Here is an example of the propagator acting on a simple eigenstate of ",.,."O>"O'H 
In[155]:= U [t] 
·IIDft) 
Inil)' (nil I) ·IIDft) 
I 
Out[155]= l ~ 
We can expand this algebraic sum and act on the state. 
In[156]:= Act @ % 
This is how the eigenstates vary with time. The energy eigenstates are called "stationary 
states'! since the probability distribution P(¢) for an eigenket ¢ of an operator .0. is time 
independent in an energy eigenstate. That is, P(¢, t) = 1 (¢ I nH(t)) 12 = 1 (¢ I nH ) 12. Let us 
show this. 
In[157]:= Notation [jexpr_f2 ¢:::::> ModSquared[expr_l 1 
In[159]:= j ( 1; I . u [t] . I ) 12 == j ( 1; I . I mH ) f 2 / / Act 
Out[159]= True 
For the next example, consider the following wavefunction! which is a superposition of the 
energy eigenstates. 
In(160):= 11/1) = + + 
Out[160)= I °2H ) + + 
Let us now check that the state lift) is normalized. 
In[161):= (1/11· 11/1) II Act 
Out[161)= 1 
By acting on the initial state with the propagator, we obtain the evolved state at the future time 
t. 
In[162):= 11/1 [ t]) U ]. 11/1) / / Act 
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1 
Out[162]= "2 <e 
The state at time t remains normalized. 
In[163]:= (I/I[t] I'II/I[t]) I I Act 
Out[163j= 1 
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For what follows, it is convenient to directly specify the energy levels of the harmonic oscillator. 
In[164]:= 8 n_ : = n w (n + ~ ) 
Let us calculate the expectation value of the position operator, X, at time t. 
In[165]:= (1/1 [t] 1 . x . 11/1 [tl ) I I Act I I ExpToTrig I I Simplify 
3 
Out[165]= 
First, the expectation is real, as it should be since X is an observable. It is also evident that the 
expectation value of the position undergoes simple harmonic oscillation. As it should. 
Moreover, the average momentum is out of phase with respect to the position, as we see from 
the following. 
In[166j:= (I/I[t] I· P 'II/I[tl) II Act II ExpToTrig II Simplify 
Out[166]= 3 
Let us re-enter the Hamiltonian - either in terms of creation and annihilation operators, or in 
terms of the position and momentum operators (it will be handled in either case.) 
In[167]:= H = (a+. a- + ~) nw; 
We can explicitly reconfirm that the energy in the oscillator is time-independent. 
In[168]:= (1/1 [t 1 1 . H . 11/1 [t 1 ) I I Act 
7wn 
Out[168]= -4-
In[169]:= (1/11· H . 11/1) I I Act 
7wn Out[169]= 
The expectation of the potential energy oscillates at twice the fundamental frequency. 
In[170]:= (1/1 ttl 1 . x2 • 11/1 [t 1 ) I I Act I I ExpToTrig I I Simplify 
n (7+2Cos[2twJ) Out[170]= 4mw 
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This is consistent with the classical behavior since if x ex: cos(w t), then x2 ex: cos(w t)2 = 
t (cos(2 t w) + 1). It is instructive to note that for this particular wave function, all higher 
powers of X scale at the fundamental frequency or twice the fundamental frequency, that is, 
there are no other harmonics. 
In[171]:= (I/![t] I· X4 'II/![t]) II Act II ExpToTrig II Simplify 
Out[171]= 3h
2 (4+Cos[2tw]) 
However, this is not always true. Here it would be nice to transform to the Heisenberg picture 
and calculate U(t)t X4 U(t) -- for further details see [68, 280, 292, 334, etc.]. Yet, we have not 
scoped our summation variables in our abstract sums correctly. We could do this all 
automatically, and indeed we should as we will for tensors; but for this one example, we will 
make an exception since it would be a minor diversion to create such behavior here. Instead, let 
us manually specify the summation variable in our propagators as follows. 
Using this we can calculate the operator in the Heisenberg picture. 
3 
In[173]:= U[t, k] t • X . U[t, n] I I Act I I Simplify I I Expand 
Out[173]= 
ce3 i t w h ~ mhw Ik y - 2 + k Y -1 + k Yk. I k il ) . ( (- 3 + k) il I 
------~--------------~~------~~~--------~+ 
2 Y2 mw 
3 ceitWh~ mhw Ikk3/2Ikil)' ((-l+k)ill 
--------~------~~~--~------~ + 
2 Y2 mw 
3 ce- it w h ~ mhw Ik ~ I k il ) . ( (1 + k) il I 
--------~------~~~--~~------~+ 
2 Y2 mw 
3 ce -it w h ~ mhw Ik k ~ I k il ) . ( (1 + k) il I 
--------~------~=---~~--~----~ + 
2 Y2 mw 
ce-
3itw h{;f; Ik~ ~ ~ Ikil )· ((3 +k)ill 
2 Y2 mw 
We can see from the form of the output, we are obtaining both a cos(w t) term and a cos(3 w t) 
term. Finally, let us quickly repeat the calculation, but this time for two arbitrary eigenstates. 
In[174]:= II/!) = I iil) + I j il ) Y2 Y2 
Out[174]= hl + ill Y2 Y2 
The wave function 11/1) is normalized if i "* j. 
In[175]:= (I/! I . II/!) I I Act 
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Out[175]= 1 + 0 .. 
l J 
In[176]:= Il/![t]) := U[t] -Il/!) I I Actj 
This state remains normalized if i *' j. 
In[177]:= (l/![t] I-Il/![t]) II Act II ExpToTrig 
out[177];=; 1 + Cos [ ( ~ + i) t w (~+ j) t w 1 ° i ] 
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The expectation of the position always oscillates at the fundamental frequency, as we can see 
from the following_ 
In[178]:;=; (l/![t] I· x 'Il/![t]) II Act II ExpToTrig II Simplify 
Out[178]= 1,-;;- [J h r ((~ + V"J) Cos [(i - j) t w] -
2'12 mw \ 
i ( -V"J) Sin[(i-j) tW]) 0i 1+] + 
( (VI +...{l;j) Cos [ (i - j) t w] + 
i ( -Ii + ) Sin [ (i - j) t WI) 6 i 1 ., ) : 
Technical Note: The above example illustrates that there are further simplifications we could implement. Specifically, if the 
Kronecker delta is 1, then the coefficient of the respective Sin term must be 0, thus the expression overall simplifies to just 
the Cos terms, 
There are many other calculations we could perform in this same style, for instance, see Cohen-
Tannoudji[68]. To show a slightly different relation, consider the Thomas-Reiche-Kuhn rule 
see Shankar[292], etc. This rule states that the eigenstates of any Hamiltonian of the form 
H = p2 /2 m + VeX) obey the following rule. 
Let us verify this for our harmonic oscillator. 
In[179]:= Symbolize [n/] i 
In[180]:;=; DeclareConstant [n' ] 
In[ 181]:= I (en' en) i (n' fl I . X . I nfl ) I 2 I I Ac t I I Expand 
n' 
Out[181]= 
Here is a higher order variant of this rule. 
In[182]:= I (en' - 3 2 ) 1 (n' HI· x . I nfl ) I I I Act I I Simplify 
n' 
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Out[182]= 27 (1 + 2 n + 2 n
2 ) h4 
5.4.11 Sin1ple Time-Independent Perturbation 
Theory 
Let us now turn to some simple time-independent non-degenerate perturbation theory. 
Assume that for a Hamiltonian H, we know the eigenstates InH)' The question we then seek to 
answer is the following. If we add a "small" perturbing Hamiltonian W to H, how will our 
energies change, and also how will our eigenstates change? This question is answered in most 
quantum mechanics texts, and in principle is not overly complex - see Shankar[292], Cohen-
Tannoudji[68], etc. Essentially, one postulates that both the eigenvalues and the eigenkets of 
our total Hamiltonian can be expanded in a power series. This series is then solved to 
successive orders. 
The results, which we will only quote, are as follows. We denote the total Hamiltonian by 
H' = H + W. Additionally, we will let Ini) and 8:1 denote the successive series of eigenstates 
and their corresponding energies, where i labels the stage of the approximation. That is, to 
zeroth order, the nth eigenstate is the unperturbed eigenstate InO), and its energy is the 
unperturbed energy 8~. To first order, the corrections to the energy and eigenstates turn out to 
be as follows. 
8~ = (nO I· W'lnO) 
In) = InO)+lnl) 
The corrections to the energy eigenstates to second order are as follows. 
(5.4.k) 
(5.4.l) 
The only adaptation we must make is to handle the case in the algebraic summations when 
m =1= n. For this we must modify the reduction rules for our algebraic sums. 
In[183]:= AlgebraicSUmReductioTIRules = AlgebraicSumReductioTIRules U { 
generlcEnv ,71 I L 0n_m_ arg_. /; IE; {n, m}] :~ 
f_, i_Symbol * LSymbol ,r_ 
With[{sot=Solve[n==m, I]}, LsolutiOTINJ[sof[l,l], arg] /; 
f, r 
( sot fen =0 1 /\ sot of. {{}}) 1 } ; 
The additional rule for sums, which exclude a specific index, relies on the following simple 
auxiliary routine. 
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In[184j:= [i _____ r _I arg_] : If [r == J I 0 I arg I . i ____ r I arg I . i ____ r] 
solutionTrue[i_----r_ 1 arg_] : argl. i ____ r 
[i _____ r_1 arg_] : == 0 
In addition, we must update the criterion under which expressions can be factored out of sums. 
In[187j:= freeOfIndices [e, LSymbol "* n_] : == i ~~O,,,,,} Ci 
freeOflndices [c_ 1 "* n_1 indices __ ] Iii ~~O,~} c : = 
freeOfIndices [c , indices] i 
To incorporate the change to algebraic sums, we first unassign the previous rules for handling 
algebraic sums, and then inherit the new generic prototypes. This is yet another instance of 
where it would be nice to have precedences as described in §4.8.1 Potential Further 
Developments. 
In[189]:= [AlgebraicSumFactorsRUles I . 1.:iP.~IP.rt(:_ 
---- Simplify] i 
[ 
AlgebraicSumRules +{} AlgebraicSumExpansionRules I. genericEnv ---- Act] i 
UnAssign [AlgebraicSumFactorsRules +{} AlgebraicSumExpansionRules I. 
genericEnv ---- Expand] i 
Technical Note: It is important that the rule for factoring terms out of a summation be put after the rule for reducing the sum, 
The reason is due to "flat matching" on Times, That is. the "pattern matcher" tries every possible combination of "Times 
objects" to factor out. For instance. if the coefficient inside the sum Is something like j ~ ~ ~ ...['47j 
and the summation variable is j, then the pattern matcher will have to try 5! different combinations, in the coming 
calculations we encounter terms with 8 factors which would lead to 40320 different attempts to factor a term out of the sum, 
Thus it is quite important to reduce the sum before this, if possible, 
In[192]:= [AlgebraicsumRules I. genericEnV ---- Simplify] i 
[AlgebraicSumRules +0 AlgebraicSumExpansionRules I. 
genericEnv ---- Act] i 
[AlgebraicSumFactorsRules +{} AlgebraicSumExpansionRules I. 
genericEnv ---- Expand] i 
Let us test the modification to algebraic sums on a simple bra-ket. Because X connects energy 
eigenstates of levels differing by exactly one, we would expect the two sides of the following 
equation to be equal. 
In[195]:= I . x . I nil) II Act II Simplify 
Out[195]= True 
In contrast, since the following braket is only non -zero for i = n, we expect the answer to be 
zero. 
In[196j:= I . w • a + • a - . I nil) II Act 
Out[196j= 0 
With this background, let us assume we are working with the following perturbed Hamiltonian 
system. 
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H= H(x ~ (SAm) 
(The constant factor m2 w3 /fl, which multiplies AX4 in (5.4.m), has been suitably chosen so that 
our energy perturbations occur in units of w fl.) The perturbation of the energies to first order is 
easily calculated. First, we declare that the parameter A is constant and non-complex, and then 
we expand the perturbing potential. 
In[197j:= Declareconstant [A] j DeclareHerrnitian [A] i 
----:,--- ·1 II Actj 
We can now directly apply (5.4.k) in order to determine the energy changes to first order. 
In[199]:= {nil. I . VI·I ) II Act II Simplify 
3 
Out[199]= 4 (1 + 2 n + 2 ) A w h 
Also, by (S.4.k), our first adjusted eigenkets are calculated as follows. (We suitably collect terms 
in order to make the output more readable.) 
In[200]:= I n'il} ::: I } + 
Act II Collect [#, 1-), Simplify] & 
Out[200]= -m AI (-4 +n)H) + 
1 
-m( 1+2n)AI(-2+n)it)+I~)-
(3 + 2 n) AI (2 + n) it) -
1 ~AI(4+n)ft) 
Our first order approximate eigenstates should be normalized to first order. That is, the 
normalization can only differ from 1 in terms with coefficients of A 2 or higher. 
In[201j:= (n'H 1·ln'H) II Act II Collect[#, A, Simplify] & 
Out[201j= 1 + 1 n (156 + 422 n + 487 n 2 + 130 n 3 + 65 n 4 ) A2 
Thus it is evident, just as the underlying theory guaranteed, that the states Ink} are normalized 
to first order. Similarly, we can calculate the energy corrections to second according to 
(5.4.1). 
In[202j:= 8n + (nil I . VI . I ) + 
collect [#, A, Simplify] & II Timing 
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Out[202]= {3. 41667 Second, 
( ~ + n) w n + 3 (1 + 2 n + 2 n 2 ) Awn - ! (21 + 59 n + 51 n 2 + 34 n 3 ) A2 w n} 
These calculations agree with those given in texts see Shankar[292] and Cohen-
Tannoudji[68]. We have made no effort to obtain computational efficiency at this stage; rather 
we have attempted to present the calculations in a clear and concise manner. However, there 
are obvious simplifications that could be made. For instance, we could calculate (nHIWliH) and 
then just conjugate this result. With a minimal amount of effort we can store these 
intermediate computations as we progress, and thereby reduce the time taken to compute such 
expansions. 
In[203]:= Timing [ 
K (n}l I . w . I ) II Act i 
~ ~ t A 
F = K . K I I Expand I I Ac t i 
On + (nl! I . w . I na) + '\' F I I 6 On - 0i 
~*n 
Act II Collect [#, A, Simplify] & 1 
Out[2031= {O. 95 Second, 
(l+n)wn+! (1+2n+2n2)Awn 1 (21+59n+51 
We could progress further to higher energy levels, for instance see[108]. Performing such 
calculations would be relatively trivial with the current machinery we have developed. 
However, the above is more than sufficient for illustration purposes. 
5.4.12 Concluding Remarks 
In this past section we have used the simple example of the quantum harmonic oscillator to 
expose our notations, language modifications, and inheritance paradigm. We have treated most 
of algebraic portions of the problem in detail. We could have jumped straight to the raising 
and lowering operators, but then we would not have exposed all of our different operations, 
how they work, how they are inter-related, etc. 
Our inheritance paradigm has been used extensively throughout this last section .. We have 
observed it working in an elegant manner to allow the creation of generic structures for non-
commutative multiplication, as well as generic raising and lowering operations. These generic 
operations have been instantiated in specific environments and functions. Even though we 
explicitly used the Act environment to accomplish most of our "actions", we could of course 
have chosen any particular split of functionality into different environments. Indeed, this is the 
whole focus of the inheritance paradigm. 
Despite the fact that the topics covered are not at a sophisticated level of quantum mechanics, 
they are definitely non-trivial and sufficient to demonstrate the inheritance paradigm that we 
have developed. Indeed, from the prospective of computer algebra, it is impressive that we can 
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perform them in such a faithful manner. The calculations are extremely elegant and proceed in 
the way a physicist would expect and desire. Towards the end of this last subsection we were 
starting to perform calculations that would be semi-tedious by hand. Thus it is desirable to 
automate these kinds of calculations where possible. Of course, we could explore many other 
examples in a very similar vein to the above calculations, for instance, two coupled oscillators, 
etc. Instead, let us progress on to another commonly treated example that is sufficiently 
different from the quantum harmonic oscillator. 
5.5 Example: Angular Momentum 
In this section we continue with the development of our structures through examples in 
physics. We are endeavoring to illustrate the capabilities of the packages we have developed in 
this thesis, notably the Notation package and more importantly the Assign package along with 
attendant language modifications. Concurrently, we are developing further prototypical 
structures for expressing properties of our overall system. Therefore, let us continue our 
exploration of these packages via illustrations from quantum mechanics. The focus is more on 
an operator based approach than that given in the previous subsection. Specifically, the topic of 
this section is an example that all physicists should be familiar with: angular momentum. 
5.5.1 Primitive Cartesian Angular Momenta 
this subsection we introduce primitive forms of certain operators. These primitive forms will 
be used in the investigation of the commutation relations of angular momentum as well as 
several other related issues. 
Angular momentum obeys the condensed commutation relations proscribed by the following. 
(5.5.a) 
The standard definitions of the "angular momentum like" relations embodied in (55.a) can 
easily be derived from the more basic definitions of angular momentum in terms of Cartesian 
components and their partial derivatives. As an illustrative exercise, let us do this. 
We need to create an operator for the distinct purpose of expressing the Cartesian angular 
momentum operators, that is L ,L ,L ,in terms of the primitive Cartesian variables and 
x y z 
the partial derivatives of such variables. We will call this operator PrimitiveForm. One 
should be aware that the style of the calculations and the form of the resultsl using the Primi-
operatorl are usually on a level lower than that at which we would typically perform 
computations. That is, normally we will perform computations using the abstracted operators 
themselves. For instance, in the previous section, §5.4 Example: The Hannonic Oscillator, our 
calculations were fundamentally based on creation and annihilation operators. Despite this, it 
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is convenient to be able to defer, when necessary, to the most basic forms to confirm certain 
relations, manipulate expressions, etc. 
Here is how the Cartesian angular momentum operators are expressed in terms of the primitive 
Cartesian variables and their partial derivatives. These relations correspond to expressing 
L -irxV. 
In[1]:= PrimitiveForm ,71 I. .- -i (y.az-z.ay ) x 
PrimitiveForm ,71 I. i (z.ax-x.az) y 
PrimitiveForm ,7IL z i (x. ay - Y . ax) 
For reference, consult almost any text on quantum mechanics for instance, Cassels[55], 
Cohen-Tannoudji(68], Lindgren & Morrison(206], Shankar[292], Thompson[311], Weissbluth 
[334], etc. 
Technical Note: There is a small discrepancy amongst various authors as to whether or not to include a factor of Ii in the 
components of the angular momenta. We follow Weissbluth, Thompson, and Lindgren & Morrison with the above definition, 
as opposed to that of Shankar and Cohen-Tannouqji. which include a factor of Ii. 
In addition, we want our Primi ti veForm operation to also be of an expansion type we are 
attempting to obtain as primitive a form as possible. Thus we make Primi ti veForm inherit 
the appropriately selected rules of Expand. 
In[4]:= [Select @ Expand, 
(NonCommutativeTimes I Commutator) 
~4'''''~ •• ~ -7 PrimitiveForm] 
rute &rute] I. 
Further to the above definitions, it is again convenient to enforce the fact that 
PrimitiveForm does not extend outside context. This was explained in §4.7.6 Caveats 
about Dynamic Rules I: Renegade Environmental Rules. 
In[5]:= PrimitiveForm @ any_: DynamicBar @ any 
Recall the normal ordering for creation and annihilation operators in §5.4.4 Creation and 
Annihilation Operators. In a similar manner we can "normal order" the partial derivative 
operators. But, prior to this normal ordering, let us introduce the concept of a 
"semicommutative multiplier". 
At certain stages we encounter substructures whose "nature" lies somewhere between 
constants and operators. For example, x and y are clearly not operators, yet they are not free to 
commute with other structures, for instance the components of Cartesian momenta or angular 
momenta, etc. However, they are free to commute amongst themselves. For lack a better 
designation, we shall call symbols or structures which obey this nebulous description, 
semicommutative multipliers (or SCMultiplier). We must be able to identify when an object is a 
semi commutative multiplier and also how to handle such a structure via prototypical rules. 
Fortuitously, such "semicommutative-ness" can be directly inherited from the prototype for a 
constant. 
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In[6]:= Assign [generlcConstantQRules /. { 
generlcConstQ --7 §CMultiplierQ, 
generlcTimes --7 Times, 
generlcPlus --7 Plus, 
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DeclaregenerlcConstant --7 Declare§CMul tiplier , 
DeclaregenerlcUnconstant --7 DeclareNon§CMul tiplier}] 
In[7]:= Declare§CMultiplier [{x, y, z}] 
Along with the inherited" constant-like" behavior, we can simplify non-commutative products 
of semicommutative multipliers, to commutative products of semicommutative multipliers. 
This rule can be prototypically given as follows. 
In[8]:= generlc§CMultiplierSimplificationRules = { 
generlcEnv l' a_? §CMul tiplierQ . b_ ? §CMul tiplierQ :~ a b} i 
AB is by now standard, we can instantiate these generic rules to specific environments, namely 
Simplify and PrimitiveForm. 
In[9]:= Assign [generlc§CMultiplierSimplificationRules /. generlcEnv --7 Simplify] 
Assign [generlc§CMultiplierSimplificationRules / . generlcEnv --7 PrimitiveForm] 
Here are two examples that test the functionality of semicommutative multipliers. 
In[11]:= §CMultiplierQ [YX2 y + 1 + e 1 
OUI[11]= True 
In[12]:= X· Y . A . Y • yx2 Y + 1 / / Simplify 
OUI[12]= (xy) ·A· (y'\/1+X2y) 
This last example shows that we can simplify expressions involving semicommutative 
multipliers into a form that is more familiar to physicists. Unfortunately, the expansion rules we 
previously gave in §5.3.8 Non-Commutative Times III expand out powers in non-commutative 
objects, yet we have just specified a rule which will result in the collection of powers within the 
Primi ti veForm environment. Therefore, we need to override our power expansion rule. 
In[13]:= UnAssign [genericPowerExpansionRules /. { 
generlcEnv --7 PrimitiveForm, 
generlcop --7 NonCommutativeTimes}] 
Here is our new generic expansion that works safely with semicommutative multipliers. 
In[14]:= genericSafePowerExpansionRules = {generlcEnv l' 
generlcop [a __ , b_ m_Integer?Positive / i --, §CMul tiplierQ [b] , c __ ] :.-7 
(generlcop [a, ##, c] & @@ Table [b, {m}])} i 
In[15]:= Assign [generlcSafePowerExpansionRules /. { 
generlcEnv --7 PrimitiveForm, 
generlcop --7 NonCommutativeTimes}] 
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The Primi ti veForm environment operates correctly with semicommutative multipliers. 
In[16):= x· x . A . Y . yx2 Y + 1 // PrimitiveForm 
OUI[16)= 
We should also include the fact that powers of semicommutative multiplier expressions can 
simplify from within a single non-commutative times wrapper. 
In[H]:= /; Head@ a...l * Power)nc =. 
In[18):= /; Head@au * PowerV§CMultiplierQ @a)nc a 
5.5.2 Primitive Commutation Rela'tions of 
Cartesian Angular Momenta 
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With the addition of semicommutative multipliers, let us return to derivative normal ordering, 
We can specify that all derivatives commute, but we want them to commute into a "normal 
order", That is, we should only swap two adjacent partial derivative operators if the swap 
would make the resulting overall product lexically smaller. 
n • m . 
In[19):= DerivativeNormalOrdering 7' (Bb_) - . (Ba_) - a m ( B b ) / ; a <-lex b 
In addition, all partial derivative operators act on semicommutative multipliers by differentation. 
In[20):= DerivativeNormalOrdering 7' Bv_ . f _? §CMultiplierQ :a= (avf + f . Bv) 
As was the case in previous environments, we need our normal ordering on derivatives to 
inherit the expansion and simplification rules of a generic multilinear operator. 
In[21 Assign [ {JenericMlLop /. { Rules 
{JenericMlLop -7 NonCommutativeTimes, 
Expand -7 DerivativeNormalOrdering, 
Simplify -7 DerivativeNormalOrdering} ] 
Finally, we bar the environmental rules from escaping their context. 
In[22]:= DerivativeNormalOrdering@ any_ : = DynamicBar @ any 
We are now in a position to explicitly verify the angular momentum commutation relations 
(55.a), 
In[23j:= [£:x:' f. y] == if. z 
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illustration, remember that commutators were expanded by Expand (although Primi 
Form now also has these rules). 
In[24]::= Expand @ % 
Out[241= f. x . f. y - f. y . f. x if. z 
Now, by acting with Primi ti veForm, we expand the operators into their primitive 
constituents. 
In[25j:= % / / Pr imi t i veForm 
Out[25]= ( X • 3 . y . 3 ) + x . 3 . z . 3 + y . 3 . x . a y . 3 . z . 3 + z . 3 . y . 3 z z z y z z z x x z 
z·3 .z.3 z·3 .x.3 +z.3 .z.3 
x y y z y x x·3 -y.3 y x 
By normal ordering the derivatives, we effect a reduction. 
In[26]:= % / / DerivativeNormalOrdering 
Out[26]:= X· (1 + z . 3 z) . 3 y y. 
y.x.3 .3 -z.x.3 .3 +z.y.3 .3 
z z y z x z x·3 -y.3 y x 
By expanding the resulting expression, we obtain a more normal form. 
In[27]:= % / / Expand 
Out[27]= X· 3 - y . 3 - x . y . 3 . 3 + x . z . 3 . 3 + y . x . 3 . 3 -y x z z z y z z 
y.z.3.3 z.x·3·3 +z.y.3 ·3 
z x y z x z x·3 -y.3 y x 
By simplifying this expression, the semicommutative multiplier constituents are grouped 
together. 
In[28]:= Simplify @ % 
Out[28J= (x z) . 3 . 3 + (y z) . 3 . 3 = = (x z) . 3 . 3 + (y 
z y x z y z .3 .3 z x 
And finally, normal ordering the derivatives will yield the desired reduction to True. 
% / / DerivativeNormalOrdering 
Out[291= True 
As we can see, this process was somewhat laborious. It is more optimal to have 
Primi ti veForm inherit the rules of Deri vati veNormalOrdering. 
In[30]:= Assign [Values @ DerivativeNormalOrdering /. 
DerivativeNormalOrdering~PrimitiveForm] 
Now we can verify the commutation relations in a simple manner. 
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i £ / / PrimitiveForm / / Simplify 
z 
OUI[31]= True 
Similarly, we can check the commutation relations of the other variants of (5.5.a). 
In[32]:= [£ y' £ z] == i £ x / / PrimitiveForm / / 
OUI[32]= True 
In[33]:= [ £ z' £ xJ 
OUI[33]= True 
== i £ / / PrimitiveForm / / Simplify y 
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Although it should be obvious that the opposites of the above statements are true, it is nice to 
explicitly check them. 
. ~ [~ ~] 
== -], L , L , L 
z z y 
PrimitiveForm / / Simplify 
Oul[34]= {True, True, True} 
The standard central field Hamiltonian for the hydrogen atom is [55,69,292,334, etc.] 
H= 
2m 
(5.S.b) 
This Hamiltonian is used in many places in quantum mechanics. Thus, as a further illustration, 
let us note the commutation of the components of L with the constituents of the Hamiltonian 
(5.5.b). First, we need the simple expressions for the momentum squared and the radius. 
In[35]:= Primi ti veForm )l p2 : (13 . 13 + 13 . 13 + 13 • 13 ). x x y y z z' 
PrimitiveForm )l R : YX2 + y2 + Z2 ; 
The commutation relations are easily verified. 
] , [£ z' p2] } / / PrimitiveForm / / .t:.Al,.>ctLlU 
Out[37]= { 0, 0, O} 
Out[38]= { 0, 0, 0 } 
Thus we can find a It complete set of commuting observables" for at least one of the components 
of 1. Traditionally, we take this component to be . Note also that L2 commutes with the 
components of 1. 
In[39]:= PrimitiveForm)l L2 £ .£ +£ .£ +£ '£z; 
x x y y z 
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Just for the sake of interest, it is not often shown, here is expanded form of L2. 
In[40)::= i2 / / PrimitiveForm / / Simplify 
~ 2 (~\2 Out(40):= 2 x . ax - x . Oy) 2 _ 2 2 ( ~ ) ~ 2 (~) 2 (~) ~ • Oz I + 2 y . 0y - y . lax y. Oz + 2 Z • Oz -
2 
Z2 • (ax) 2 (a ) + 2 (x y) . a . a + 2 (x z) • a . a + 2 (y z) . a . a y x y x z y z 
are the explicit commutation relations of L 2 with the components of L. 
Out[41]= {Ot Ot O} 
Thus we can form a complete set of commuting observables including the energy H, the total 
angular momentum L2, and the z component of angular momentum Lz . The corresponding 
eigenfunctions are usually denoted !/tnlm(r, (), ¢). 
Of course, any physicist would have known the results of the above calculations in the first 
place. Yet, it is reassuring to confirm that our computations are performing faithfully. It is also 
insightful to compare the ease and elegance of these calculations to those of other computer 
algebra packages for physics [107, 163,214] 
We have chosen to associate different functionalities with different environments. We have not, 
instance, used one of the main environments of the previous subsection, Act, for expressing 
primitive forms. Overall, this demonstrates that we can taylor specific functions and 
environments to our exact requirements. 
5.5.3 Raising and Lowering Operators, and 
Spherical Harmonics 
In this subsection we introduce the spherical harmonics [30,68,292, 311,334]. These functions 
are eigenfunctions of the angular momentum operator and also of our simple central field 
Hamiltonian (S.S.b). For illustration purposes, in the next subsection, we will apply the explicit 
operators so far developed to the spherical harmonics in order to verify that they satisfy the 
appropriate commutation relations. 
Just as was the case with our creation and annihilation operators of §S.4.4 Creation and 
Annihilation Operators, we can introduce raising and lowering operators for angular momentum. 
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L + i L 
In[42]:= PrimitiveForm ?' L +1 .- x y 
PrimitiveForm ?' L -1 .-
PrimitiveForm ?' L 0 : == L z 
The operators L+, L, Lo are sometimes called the spherical components of the angular 
momentum operator. 
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Technical Note: As with the inclusion of the factor of Ii into the angular momentum, some authors choose to insert a factor 
of 12 as well as a minus sign into their raising and lowering operators while others do not. Again, we follow Weissbluth, The 
advantage of this approach is that the raising and lowering operators are exactly the same as the spherical tensor components 
of the angular momentum - see [311, 334), 
The spherical components of the angular momentum operator commute with the total angular 
momentum squared, 
Out[45)= {O, 0, O} 
Also, amongst the raising and lowering operators themselves, the following commutation 
relations hold, 
In[46]:== @ PrimitiveForm @ 
Out[46)= , True, True} 
We shall see that the quasi-spin operators of §7 Tensor Calculus, Applications, and Quasi-Spin 
also obey similar relations, This underscores the fact that it is useful to have the above 
machinery, since various authors use different sign conventions for the various different 
operations, 
Technical Note: For instance, letting the initials CT denote "Cohen-Tannoudji" and WB denote "Weissbluth", then the 
conventions are related by L~T = and = 12 L~~8, while L;r'B, 
Previously, we expressed the Hamiltonian in terms of the creation and annihilation operators, 
Similarly, we can express the total angular momentum in terms of the raising and lower 
operators, 
In[47]:= == -2 L+1 . L -1 + L 0 . (L 0 -1) II PrimitiveForm II ExpandAll 
Out[47)= True 
We can loosely describe the angular dependence of the atomic states by the spherical 
harmonics, (In a fuller picture, the eigenfunctions of an atom have to be modified by electron 
shielding and other effects, This can be handled by Hartree-Fock theory, or other more 
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advanced methods.) First, let us define a notation for the spherical harmonic functions in terms 
of tensors and the Mathematica function SphericalHarmonicY. 
In[48]:= Y [a_, 4>_] C m_ : = SphericalHarmonicY [I', m, e, ct>] 
Here are a couple of simple examples of spherical harmonics. These correspond to atomic 
states in the orbitals p, d, and f. 
In[49]:= Y [a, 4>] 1-1 
Out[49]= ~ e-iq, ) 231\ Sin eel 
In[50]:= Y [a, 4>] 2 2 
Out[50]= ~ e2i q, ) 15 Sin [e]2 
4 21\ 
In[51]:= yea, 4>] 32 
1 2'q, /lO5 . 2 Out[51]= "4 e ~ \j ~ Cos eel Sln eel 
Actually, it is instructive to plot examples of these functions/orbitals. Although we will hide the 
detailed code that actually does the plotting of these functions, it is illustrative to examine the 
real part of the spherical harmonics, as depicted in most chemistry texts. (These can loosely be 
thought of as the electron wave function lobes.) 
s state yO 
pO state 
Y 
p state 
Yl3 state Y~ 
d state ~ state 2 Y!§l state Y 
To show explicitly that the spherical harmonics commute with the components of angular 
momentum, it is necessary to express the spherical harmonics in terms of the Cartesian 
variables x, y, and z. (Or alternatively, we could recast the angular momentum operators in 
terms of spherical components.) There are several ways to transform the spherical harmonics, 
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expressed in terms of the angular variables (J and ,p, into functions of the Cartesian variables. 
We choose a way which is efficient and suffices, but it is not necessarily the cleanest. The 
transformation between spherical and Cartesian coordinates is governed by the following 
equations. 
x = r Sin[O] Cos[¢] 
y = r Sin[O] Sin[¢] 
z r Cos[O] (5.5.c) 
r2 
= +y2 +Z2 
It can easily be shown from equations (S.S.c) that the following transformations are valid. 
rein '" ~ 
(x+i y)" 
(X2+y2)1112 
Cos [0] z/r (5.S.d) 
Sin [0] YX2+y2/r 
r ~ Y x2 +y2 + Z2 
Thus, we can directly transform the "spherical" spherical harmonics into the "Cartesian" 
spherical harmonics by the following function. 
In[52]:= sphericalToCartesian @ expr _ : '" Simplify [expr / /. { 
",Cornplex[O,n_Integer] <P '._' _-'--_--=-'--:-:::- Cos [e] ._, Z 
..... ~ ,.~ , 
r 
Sin 
yx2 + y2 r 
H , Csc [e] :-> , r:-> yx2 + y2 + Z2 } 1 
r yx2 +y2 
Our Cartesian spherical harmonics just use Mathematica's built in function for spherical 
harmonics. 
In[53]:=: yR I' : = Y [x, y, z] lR I' 
_m_ m 
Y[x_, 9-, z_]lR Lm_: Block[ {x = x, y !:j, Z = z, r}, 
YeS, q,] t m / / sphericalToCartesian 1 
To demonstrate this code, here are the Cartesian spherical harmonics for the states 1 = 1, ml = 1 
and 1 = 7, ml = 5. 
In[55]:= Y[x, y, z]lR 11 
Out[55]= - 1 J 3 (x + i y) 
27f 
When the explicit Cartesian coordinates are omitted, the coordinates default to x, y, z. 
In[56]:= yR 7 5 
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Out[56]= 3 fijf85 . __ (x + ll. y) 5 (x2 + Y. - 12 Z2) 
27\ 
In the following subsections we make use of these "Cartesian" spherical harmonics to 
demonstrate relations in the theory of angular momentum. 
5.5.4 The Application of Operators 
us demonstrate that the IICartesian" spherical harmonics introduced in the previous 
subsection are eigenfunctions of Lz and L 2 . To do this, we need to apply the operators Lz and 
to the reputed eigenfunctions. In traditional mathematics this is thought of as "function 
application", that is, applying an operator, viewed as a function, to an element of its domain. 
However, so far we have been implicitly working in just an operator algebra setting, "applying'l 
operators to other operators via non-commutative operator multiplication. 
If we want to remain in an operator algebra setting, we need some way to ensure that when 
appropriate, a right-most multiplication will act as "function application", that is, will act like 
A· B ACB). There are several ways to do this. Probably the simplest method is to just 
"commute" (via their commutation relations) any operators through the other structures in the 
non -commutative product. Then, in the resulting expression, set any terms which have a 
remaining operator in them to zero, like so. 
In[57]:= [an!L] : = any / . a -7 ° 
icatioll, let us "apply" Lz to a typical spherical harmonic in order to 
that it is an eigenfunction. 
In[58]:= f. z • ylR 75 == 5 ylR 75 / / PrimitiveForm / / Simplify / / TerminateApplication 
Out[58]= True 
Technical Note: The notion that we are basically dealing with operators is intrinsic to much of quantum mechanics. Usually 
the distinction between operator and operator application is overlooked since physicists will automatically 
"SWitch context". For instance [X, P] = XP - P.X is intrinsically operator based, since it is "equivalent" to XVx -vx X 
the application of the operators is equivalent to operator application by the following argument (where TA 
Since p. rex) = P«((x» + r(x)· p, it follows that T A[P . rex)] = T A[P(f(x))] + 
TA[r(x)' P]. But by definition, T A[r(x). P] 0, Also, T A[P«((x»] = P(f(x» since P(f(x» is free of operators. Consequently, 
we can find p(r(x» by computing T A[P· r(x)]. More generally for an operator D, it is the case that 
il· rex) il(f(x» + L ''(x) . ill some functions" and some operators !1,), and hence equally !1(r(x» = T A[!1. r(x)] , 
But to tradition, we will also present a more mathematically" standard" way and 
introduce a function, OperatorApply, in order to apply an element of the operator 
algebra to an expression. 
In[59]:= Notation = OperatorApply [Q_, 1/1_1l 
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Operator application is a linear operationj in fact if our operators are linear, then 
OperatorApply is multilinear. 
In[60]:= [generic'Lop I. { Rules 
genericConstQ -? ConstQ, 
generid ... op -? OperatorApply I 
genericPlus -? Plus, 
Expand -? primitiveForm} 1 
Here are the simple rules for operator application. 
In[61]:= PrimitiveForm ?1 (args __ • c? §(:MultiplierQ) -: 1/'- : = argsnc -: (c 1/1) 
PrimitiveForm ?1 c_ ?§{:MultiplierQ -: 1/1_ : = c 1/1 
~ ... ... PrimitiveForm ?1 args __ . 0x_ .1/1_: argsrnc ' (ax 1/1) 
PrimitiveForm ?1 B -: ax 1/1 
x_ 
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We can now again explicitly demonstrate that the spherical harmonics are eigenfunctions of Lz 
and L2. 
I [65] L~ z -: ylR n:= 75 5 ylR 7 5 II PrimitiveForm II Simplify 
Out[65]= True 
In[66]:= £ z -: ylR 6 -2 == -2 ylR 6 2 1/ PrimitiveForm 1/ Simplify 
Out[66]= True 
In[67]:= i2 -: ylR 75 7 (7 + 1) ylR 75 / / PrimitiveForm / I Simplify 
Out[67]= True 
Just as was the case in §5.4.4 Creation and Annihilation Operators, the raising and lowering 
operators acting on eigenkets yield new eigenkets. By various arguments, it can be shown that 
the following relations are obeyed by our raising and lowering operators acting on our 
eigenkets. In fact, these are almost the same as the relations in §2.7.4 Example Calculations from 
Physics, except that we have changed the normalization factors. 
J + ·Ih, mfJ j(j+ l)-mCm+ 1) Ii·, m+ 1· ) z J Jz 
J ·Ih, mrJ = +~ j(j+l)-zm(m-l) ih,m (5.5.e) 
J 0 'Ii}, mfJ = +mlh' m-
To confirm that the spherical harmonics are acting as eigenfunctions, let us verify relations 
(5.5.e) for a few test cases. For readability let us define the following constants. 
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When we act on the angular momentum eigenstate 13], liz ) with the raising operator, we raise 
the eigenstate to something proportional to 13J, 2iz)' 
In[69]:= £ +1 -: ylR 3 1 C3, 1, +1 ylR 3 2 II Pr imi ti veForm II 
Out[69]= True 
A ~ lR _~ 
In[70]:= L -1 . Y 6 -2 C6,-2,-1;Y; 6 -3 II PrimitiveForm II 
Out[70]= True 
Actually, if we remain in an operator setting the spherical harmonics obey a similar relation. 
In[71]:= [£ +1' ylR 31] C3,1,+1 ylR 32 II PrimitiveForm II Simplify 
Out[71]= True 
Here are two further demonstrations of this raising and lowering action. 
In[72]:= [£ -1' ylR 5 3] CS,3,-1 ylR 52 II PrimitiveForm II Simplify 
Out[72]= True 
In[73]:= [£ +1' ylR 6 -2] C6,-2,+1 ylR 6 -1 II PrimitiveForm II Simplify 
Out[73]= True 
These relations confirm that the spherical harmonics are acting like spherical tensor operators of 
rank (l,m) - see [68, 292, 311, 334, etc.] as well as the upcoming subsection §5.5.8 Spherical 
Tensor Operators. We could continue on with various expansions, but these relations are 
sufficient to show that our derivative operations are working as expected and that we can 
perform calculations with them. 
5.5.5 Prototypical Angular Momentum 
Based on the previous commutation relations, let us create a generic set of rules angular 
momentum. Following this, we generalize our bras and kets so that they function correctly with 
tensor product states or even simultaneous eigenstates. 
In[74]:= genericAngularMomentumActionRules '" { 
genericEnv 7' J o ·1 ' m_;f, , b __ ) a I . :-7 m a, J:s, mJ"'-z J b) , 
genericrmv 7';2 'Ia_-, a j (j + 1) la, h, b), :-7 
genericrmv 7' J +1 ·1 I m_J~ t a I' H Cj,m,+l a, JJ' (m + l);fz' b), 
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I j U+1) -m (m+1) 
: > " 2 ' 
: > + 
As before, let us now inherit these rules to, say, the Ac t environment. 
In[75):= Assign [genericAngularMomenturnActionRules /. { 
(JenericEnv -7 Act} 1 
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We now act on the eigenstates of the hydrogen atom to test our relations. First, we declare that 
11, i, m are constants. 
In[76]:= DeclareConstant @ {n, jim} 
In[77]:= J 1 .J +1 ·Inil l JJI ) 
Oul[77]= J 
-1 .J 1 'InH, ]J I ) 
In[78]:= Ac t @ % 
Out[781= 1 (j (l+j) -m (l+m)) I nil I JJI ms.! 
We can confirm that f is working according to the expansion shown in the previous 
subsection, that is, J2 = JoUo -1) - 21+ J-. 
In[79]:= (-2J+1 ·J_1 +J o (J o -1)) 'Infll JJI msz ) //Act//Simplify 
Out[79J= j (1 + j) I nii I j J I 
In[80):= J2 . I nii I jJ I mJ,z ) / / Act / / Simplify 
Oul[80]= j (1 + j) I nfl I j J I 
Let us now add the orthonormality of the eigenkets. 
In[81]:= Act 7' (n1_il I ) :a=.5 m1 m2 () j1 j2 () n1 n2 
Both the inherited behavior of J and the orthonormality of the eigenstates are used to calculate 
matrix elements. 
1 
Out[82]= 2 ( - j (1 + j) + m (1 + m) ) 
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All our current machinery functions as before. For instance, if we inserted the resolution of 
identity between the operators in the previous calculation, we should obtain the same results. 
us verify this. 
In[8S]:= Symbolize [ro'} i Symbolize [j'} i 
In[84]:= DeclareConstant @ {m', j'} i 
In[85]:= 
Ou1[86]= 
InI8?]:= Act @ % 
OutI8?]: 1 ( j (1 + j) + ro (1 + ro) ) 
Of course, this last result is the same as that which we obtained without using the resolution of 
identity. In short, all of our previous machinery is applicable. 
Let us create a prototypical set of rules for expressing the Cartesian components of generic 
angular momentum in terms of its corresponding spherical operator components. 
In[88]:= genericAngularMoroenturnSphericalRules = { 
~ (J x) :~ (J -1 - J +1 ) / Y2, 
~ (J y ) :~ i (J -1 + J +1) / Y2 , 
~ (J z ) :~ J 0 } i 
As usual, let us assign these rules. 
In[89]:= Ass [genericAngularMoroenturnSphericalRules /. { 
~ Act}} 
Similar to before, it is now a trivial matter to calculate matrix elements. For instance, 
In[90]:: Table [ (nfl' 
Act / / MatrixForm 
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Out[90]IIMatrixForm= 
0 1 0 0 0 
1 0 If 0 0 
0 0 If 0 
0 0 If 0 1 
0 0 0 1 0 
5.5.6 The Addition of Angular Monlenta 
We next demonstrate our implementation of angular momentum by inheriting the relations of 
angular momentum to two different operators and then proceed to couple these operators 
together. 
We start by introducing the prototypical normal ordering rules for a generic angular 
momentum. (These are based on the commutation relations shown in §S.S.3 Raising and 
Lowering Operators and Spherical Hannonics. 
In[91j:= genericAngularMomentumcommutationRUleS = { 
genericEnv /1 (J 0 . J 1) a: J . J 0 + J +1 J :-7 +1 
genericEnv (J . J 0) a J O .J 1 + J -1 ' /1 1 :-7 
I~ 
. J 1) a: . J -1 + J 0 } i genericEnv /1 IJ 1 :-7 J +1 \ 
Technical Note: In the above generic rule set we avoid using the index +1, and instead use 1 since the HoldPattern 
stops Pl us [1] evaluating to 1. 
It is convenient to join all our prototypical rules together to yield an overall set of rules for 
generic angular momentum. 
In[92]:= genericAngularMomentumRuleS .-
genericAngularMomentumCommu ta tionRules + {} 
genericAngularMomentumActionRUleS + {) 
genericAngularMomentumSphericalRUleS ; 
Let us now create two angular momenta, namely Land S. We will add these two momenta 
together to form J, that is, J = L + S. Thus, let us create a new environment where we can 
resolve the components of J into its Land 5 constituents. 
In[93]:= Ass [genericAngularMomentumRules /. {J -> L, genericEnv -> Resolve} 1 
Assign [genericAngularMomentumRules /. {J -> S, genericEnV -> Resolve} 1 
We would also like Act and NormalOrder to recognize these angular momenta. 
In[95]:= [Values @ Resolve / . Resolve -> Act] 
[genericAngularMomentumCommutationRuleS /. 
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{J ~ L, genericEnv ~ NormalOrder} 1 
Assign [generiCAngularMomentumCommutationRules /. 
{J ~ S, genericEnv ~ NormalOrder } ] 
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The angular momenta Land S are independent of one another. Thus we can transform them 
into a normal order. 
In[g8]:= NormalOrder?1 S a_ • f. h_ a L h . S a 
In[100]:= Assign @ NormalOrder / . NormalOrder ~ Resolve] 
Furthermore, as stated above, any component of J is resolvable into its constituent components. 
In[101]:= Resolve?1 j : S + f. 
a_ a a 
Based on the relation previously given in §5.5.3 Raising and Lowering Operators and Spherical 
Harmonics, we can express the angular momentum squared in terms of the spherical 
components. 
In[102]:= AngularMomentumSquared [J~] .-jo·j -2j .j o 1 -1 
Using this, we can confirm that the total angular momentum resolves according to the 
following relation. 
In[103]:= AngularMomentumSquared [J] 
AngularMomentumSquared[L] +AngularMomentumSquared ] + 
2 f. 0 • S 0 2 f. -1 • S +1 2 f. +1 . S -1 / / Resolve 
Out[103]= True 
Actually, the sum involving the various raising and lowering operators turns out to be just the 
dot product of the vectors Land S. To see this, let us force Dot to be a multilinear operator in 
the Resolve environment. 
In[104]:= Unprotect @ Dot; 
Assign [generfcMlLOp /. { Rules 
genericConstQ ~ ConstQ, 
genericMlLOp ~ Dot, 
genericPlus ~ Plus f 
Expand ~ Resolve} 1 ; 
Protect @ Dot; 
Strangely, Mathematica does not automatically simplify Dot [a I 0 1 to o. There are few 
situations imaginable when such a transformation is not true. Thus it was necessary to 
unprotect Dot in the above, so that the zero simplification rule would always be active. Further 
to the multilinear rules for Dot, we would like the dot product of two vector operators to be the 
suitable sum of their component operators. 
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In[107]:= Resolve /1 at L .S +L .S +L .S 
x x y y z z 
Using this rule, together with the previous rules for Resolve, allows us to transform the 
Cartesian dot product into spherical components. 
In[108]:= L. § / / Resolve 
Out[108]= - (L -1 . S 1) + L 0 . S 0 - L 1 . S -1 
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We can now simplify the previous statement for the total angular momentum squared of J in 
terms of the constituents of Land S. 
In[109]:= J.J == (L+§).(L+S) == L.L+S.S+2L.§ //Resolve 
Out[109]= True 
Many texts in quantum mechanics provide further details on adding two angular momenta 
together. Since this is standard knowledge, we omit such detail here. In overview, when we 
add two angular momentum operators together, we obtain a new angular momentum operator. 
The permissible quantum numbers of the new eigenstates are constrained by the quantum 
numbers of the two constituent eigenstates. There are two different representations, 
corresponding to whether we work in the coupled or uncoupled representations. The eigenkets 
of the uncoupled form are In, 1, ml, s, ms) while the eigenkets of the coupled form are 
In, 1, s, j, mj). 
Because of the generality of our prototypical angular momentum, both Land S act correctly on 
the various eigenlabels. 
In[110]:= DeclareConstant @ {II ml, S, ms} 
In[111]:= L +1 • I nfl' If" mIL', ' , mssz ) / / Act 
Out[11 
.J I (1 + I) - ml (1 + ml) 
In[112]:= S2 . S 1 • L +1 • I nil' 
Out[112]= 1 2 s(l+s) 
) / / Act 
The next subsection looks at the subject of coupling in regards to our overall paradigm. 
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5.5.7 Coupled versus Uncoupled 
Representations 
The coupling of angular momenta occurs in many problems in quantum mechanics. For 
instance, one of the relativistic corrections to the Schrodinger equation is governed by the 
interaction of the orbital angular momentum and the spin angular momentum. This interaction 
is through a term proportional to the operator 1.5 in the corrected Hamiltonian. It is typically 
known as the spin-orbit coupling term [68, 292,334, etc.]. The question arises as to which basis 
it is best to solve problems in when the spin-orbit coupling term appears in our Hamiltonian. 
Let us examine the commutators of the spin-orbit interaction operation. 
In[113]:= {[J.J, L.S] , [L.L, L.sL, [s.s, L.sL} I/Expand//Resolve 
Out[113]= to, 0, O} 
Thus the spin orbit interaction commutes with all of the squares of the angular momenta. 
Moreover, we note that spin does not interact with any semicommutative multipliers, or partial-
derivative operators. Once this is realized, it is trivial to show that L.5 commutes with both 1/ R 
and p2, and hence the unperturbed Hamiltonian. 
In[114]:= Resolve 7' 8 . term ?§CMultiplierQ :"= term· 8 L - v 
a ~ ~ 
Resol ve 7' S v~ • a x_ : = ox' s v 
In[116]:= {[ft-1 , L.s] 1 [p2, L.s] J / / PrirnitiveForrn / / Resolve / / 
PrirnitiveForrn / / Resolve 
Out[1 {O 1 O} 
Yet, even though the spin orbit term commutes with the Z component of the total angular 
momentum, it does not commute with either the spin angular momentum or the orbital angular 
momentum. 
In[117]:= {[.rz' L.s] 1 [£Zl L.s] 1 [8 Z1 L.s] } //Expand//Resolve 
- -
Thus the L.5 operation is compatible with the complete set of commuting observables 
J2, , Jz but not L2, 52, Lz , 5z . Since as we saw before f = L 2 + 52 + 2 L.5, we can evaluate 
matrix elements of L.5 in the coupled representation. First though, since we now have 
and eigenbras in our calculations which can be coupled in different ways, let us 
encode into a prototypical set of rules a more generalized orthonormality condition for 
and eigenbras. 
In[118]:= = { 
7' (11_1 nl_rL 1 rl_1 . 112_1 n2-Q'_' r2_) :~ 
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() nl n2 (fl, rll ·In, r2) /; n !t:~o,oo) {fl, rl, 12, r2}, 
Ket [J -7 1, 
Bra [] -7 1} ; 
We inherit an instance of these rules to the Act environment. 
In[119J:= Ass [genericBraKetReductionRules /. { 
genericEnv -7 Act} J 
Here is an example of an eigenbra acting on a coupled eigenket where some reduction is 
possible. 
In[120]:= ( I· I ' 3T) / / Act 
Oul[120]= I ) () a 1 
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The situation when the bras and kets are not exactly matched can often arise. For instance, this 
occurs in quantum electrodynamics when dealing with electromagnetic interactions [69, 186], 
and also in angular momentum - for instance, see the Wigner-Eckart theorem [311, 334]. 
Importantly, no reduction in the bra-ket takes place when there are dependent variables. For 
instance, the following bra-ket is not reducible, even though there are Land 5 eigenlabels in 
both the bra and the ket. 
With the new handling of bra-kets, let us evaluate the matrix element of L.5 the coupled 
representation. 
In[122]:= Symbolize [1'] i [mj' ] 
In[123j:= ( l ' .,., f., s S' ] J' m] Jz , j J' mj J"., ) / / Act / / 
Simplify 
1 
Out[123]= (j (1 + j) - 1 (1 + 1) s (1 + s) ) () j j' () 11' () mj mj' 
Thus we see that L.5 is diagonal in the coupled basis. Finally, from the above, we know that 
ilm} must be 0, but what is the restriction on the ilml and the ilms? 
In[124J:= Symbolize [ml' J ; Symbolize [ms' 1 
In[125j:= (nil:' , ml' L'z' s§ I ms's'z I . (1..8) . I nil:' 
Act / / 
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Out[125]= 1 6 11, (~1+12 +ml-m12 V-ms (l+ms) +s (l+s) 6mll+ml' 6ms-1+ms' + 
2 ml ms 6 ml ml' 6 ms ms' + 
Vl+12 -ml (l+ml) vms-ms2 +8+S 2 {j {j \J 
ml -1 +ml' ms 1 + IDS' 
Thus we can clearly see the selection rule that AmI = -1, 0, 1 and Ams =: -AmI. 
Actually, the above calculations are an example of an extremely important point. In the 
environment, we defined reductions for all of our angular momentum 
operators! such as Lx! Ly! Lz! L+! and L_! in terms of their primitive constituents. Yet we can 
happily perform calculations with these very same structures in the Act environment, as well as 
in the Resolve environment. Thus, even though we state rwes for these objects, they are 
automatically "compartmentalized", Although this should be obvious from our language 
modifications, it is an important point that one may not be fully cognizant of, unless one's 
attention is specifically drawn to it. 
5.5.8 Spherical Tensor Operators 
Since both the coupled and uncoupled representations form orthonormal bases, we must be 
able to express the kets of either basis in terms of kets of the other basis. The coefficients on 
these basis expansions are the Clebsch-Gordon symbols [68, 292, 334, etc.]. Here is the 
notation for the Clebsch-Gordon symbols. 
In[126]:= Notation[( j3_, m3_1 j1_, m1_, j2_, m2_ )Cg = 
ClebschGordan[{jl_, rn1_}, {j2_, rn2~}, {j3_, rn3'-c-}] 1 i
Off :: 11 phy II J; 
Technical Note: We will not any sophisticated abstract computations with the ClebschGordon symbols. Yet if we 
were to, it would probably be beneficial to introduce non-evaluating algebraic intermediaries in order to avoid the generic 
evaluation of these 
Now given, say, an uncoupled ket, we can express this in terms of the coupled kets by inserting 
the resolution of identity . 
In[128]:= 
. I ) I I Expand 
Out[128)= , j' J' m' J, ) . (nH , j' J' rn' J, I . Ill.' mlL, , s s' rns s, ) 
If we recognize this second term as a Clebsch-Gordon symbol, we can perform the expansion. 
For instance, we can the uncoupled ket with values 1 = 2, mz = -2 and s = 1/2, 
ms = /2 in terms of the coupled kets as follows. 
In[129]:= Ij',J' rn'J
z
}' (j', m' 1 2 , -2, ~, +~ )Cg II Act 
j' =3/2 ro' =-j' 
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Out[129]= 
This state is, of course, normalized since the original uncoupled state is a member of an 
orthonormal basis. 
In[130]:= %t • % II Act 
Out[130]= 1 
Actually, we can couple spherical tensor operators together just like angular momenta. For 
instance, here is the spherical tensor operator resulting from coupling the orbital angular 
momentum to the spin angular momentum. 
1( 1( 1 
In[131j:= V - Q_: V Q = I 1; q . S q' (1(, Q I 1, q, 1, q' ) eg II Act 
q=-l 
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If Land S are coupled to 0 angular momenta, then we obtain the following expression for the 
coupling. 
o 
In[132j:= V 0 
1; 1 . S 
-1 
Out[132]= + ---==---
This can be recognized as ~ L.S. 
In[133j:= % -1 A A -{3 L. S II Resolve 
Out[133]= True 
The result of coupling two spherical tensor operators together is another spherical tensor 
operator, so V must obey the spherical tensor operator relations. The relations a spherical 
tensor operator must obey are almost identical to those stated in (5.5.e). 
[Jo, VKQ] = Q VKQ 
[J±1' V~] = =f 
(5.5.0 
Let us demonstrate that relations (55.!) hold, by explicitly verifying a few example cases. First 
we consider VOo' which we examined above. 
In[134]:= [.1 +1' v 0 0] == 0 II Expand II Resolve 
Out[134J= True 
In[135]:= [.1 -1' v 0 0] o /I ~~l"'~."~ II Resolve 
Out[135j= True 
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In[136]:= [3" 0 f v 0 0] o I I I2>X1JctlJLU I I Resolve 
Out[136]= True 
Thus VOo transforms like a scalar, and hence by the above, so does 1.5. Let us further examine a 
smattering of other cases. 
[3" -1' v 2 a] In[137]:= 2 C2,O,-1 V -1 II Expand II Resolve 
Out[137]= True 
[3" +1 f v 2 
-2] In[138]:= 2 C2,-2,+1 V -1 I I Expand I I Resolve 
Out[138]= True 
[3" 6 f V 2 2] In[139]:= 2 2 V 2 I I Expand I I Resolve 
Out[139]= True 
Thus we see that VKQ is acting as a spherical tensor operator of rank (K,Q). For illustration's 
sake, we could create a new tensor by coupling up V2Q and Lq to form, say, WKQ. 
1<: 
W V 2 ql . L q2 (1( f Q I 2, ql f 1 f Q 
Here are two components of W~. 
3 
In[141]:= W 3 
Out[141]= L 1 . L 1 . S 1 
3 
In[142]:= W 1 / / Expand 
LO .S 2 L 1 
A 
1 .So 
Out[142]= 
-[15 + 
2Ll .L 
-1 .B 1 
+ 
2Lo ·L a .B 1 
+ - {is + 
4L1 .L o .So Ll ·L 
A 
1 ·S -1 
+ 
) / / Act Clil 
The operator WKQ must also satisfy the relations of a spherical tensor operator, since it is 
constructed from the spherical tensor operators VKQ and Lq• 
3 3 
In[143]:= [3" +1 f Wi] == C3,1,+1 W 2 / I Expand / / Resolve 
Out[143]= True 
For further details on the topics raised in this subsection, consult Weissbluth[334], 
Thompson[311], or Butler [45] . 
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5.5.9 Commutation Relations and Actions on 
EigenKets 
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By this stage it should clear how to introduce commutation relations into the workings of our 
system. In particular, we could easily introduce the commutation relations for the raising and 
lowering operators with the Cartesian variables. For instance, here are the various 
commutation relations. 
In[144]:= TableForm @ PrimitiveForm [ { 
{[L+1'X], [LO'x] , [L_1'x]}, 
{[L+1 ,y], [Lo'Y], [L_1,y]}, 
{[L+1 , z] , [Lo' z], [L_1' z] }}] 
Out[144]llTableForm= 
:iI.y z 
--.[2 
-:iI. x 
- -:fiY 0 
Similarly, we can calculate the commutation relations of the raising and lowering operators with 
the momenta. For instance, 
In[145]:= [L +1' ax] I I PrimitiveForm 
a 
z 
Out[145]= 
Coding the above relations is performed almost exactly the same as has been previously done, 
so it is omitted. However, slightly more challenging is the treatment of the actions of X, Y, and 
Z on the angular momentum eigenkets. We would do this by expressing the Cartesian 
variables as spherical harmonics. 
In[146]:= Solve [{ylR 10 ==Y10' ylR 1-1 ==Y1-1' ylR 11 Y11}' {x, y, z}] II 
FullSimplify 
Out[146]= {{ z -"> 2 J!i y 1 0' X -"> J 2 t (y 1 -1 Y 1 1) , y -"> :iI. J 23 7f (y 1 -1 + Y 1 1) } } 
So we consider the action of a given Cartesian variable on an eigenket by considering the action 
of the corresponding combination of spherical harmonics. For instance, say we are trying to 
determine the action of Z on an eigenket. Let us insert the resolution of identity to obtain the 
following. 
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In[147]:= . y 1 a • 1 ,j J I mJ2 ) / / Expand 
Out[147]= 
The term (nf:r.' i'I' m' J: I· y 1 0 ·Inf:r.' if' mj;) is equal to the Clebsch-Gordon symbol 
( j', Ill' 1 1, 0, j, m) [68, 292, 311, etc.]. By the properties of the Clebsch-Gordon 
symbols, this particular symbol happens to be zero unless j - 1 ~ j' ~ j + 1 and m' = m. Using 
this knowledge, we can express the overall sum as a reduced sum over just the three possible 
l1j's and 11m's. (yVe just replace the last three terms in the non-commutative product with the 
appropriate Clebsch-Gordon symbol, although we could easily automate process.) 
Technical Note: Strictly, we do not need to sum over the Am's, But by doing 50, we can easily generalize the following 
arguments to handle the cases for X and y, 
In[148]:= 1 nil' j' JIm' J, ) . ( j' , ill 1 1, 0, j, m ) cg / / Act 
Out[14B]= - ------r=::--r==:===---;~===-----=--..;;;.;;,..-'--
1) 1-2 j +2 III -{2 --/1 + 2 (1 + j) --/1 + j - m --/1 + j + m 
This can be simplified somewhat as follows. 
In[149):= [#, {j >O&&mEReals}] & /@ % 
Out[149]= 
Therefore, we can define the action of Z on a given eigenket as follows. 
In[150]:= Act l' Z . 
2 (--~~ m 1 nfl I j J' md;') + H yr-:;=; 
(1+j)JI mJ';,}) ( 1) -2 J+2 III 
yr-:;=; --/1 + 2 j 
The results for the actions of and Y are similar. Using this relation we can work out specific, 
or indeed general, matrix elements. For instance, 
In[151):= L (nil I j'JI m'J';, I· 
j' ,ro' 
If 16 
Out[151]= 9' + If- If 8lf ---V21 9-[35 
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Technical Note: Actually. one has to be careful when dealing with general angular momentum values versus specific 
momentum values. For instance, if one acts on a general eigenstate with Z, one obtains terms multiplied by 1/.,,[j, If one 
then substitutes say j -) 0, one has infinities arising within the answer, In contrast, if one operates directly on the actual 
eigenstate of j 0 with Z, these Infinities never arise since they are handled in the Clebsch-Gordon code, We could avoid the 
spurious infinities by introducing the opposite to the Kronecker delta, namely something like Ii }/'o, which would be one for 
unequal values and zero for equal values, However, a much simpler way, although extremely "physicist" in nature, would be 
to Just throw out any infinities that arise in our general calculations when we substitute specific variables into the general 
formulas. (Of course, the infinities which we do throwaway must have arisen because of the Clebsch-Gordon coefficients, or 
else we will obtain incorrect answers,) 
We could consider finite rotations and perform calculations associated with these objects, etc, 
We could investigate calculations with the Wigner-Eckart theorem, etc. Or we could perform 
some time independent perturbation theory involving angular momenta. For instance, we 
could calculate the energy changes due to say the "Stark effect" [68, 292,311, etc.]. (One also 
needs to take into account degeneracy to perform this.) However, the work presented herein 
should provide sufficient background such that the general ideas on how to proceed are clear. 
In[152]:= 
5.6 Conclusions 
In this chapter we have used examples in quantum mechanics to illustrate the language 
modifications we developed in the previous chapter. It should be evident that using our 
inheritance paradigm leads to an elegant, genericl and practical solution to many of the 
problems one faces when tackling such a subject. 
Throughout this chapter we have built up several complex environments such as Act and 
Primi ti veForm. These environments have many environment rules attached to them, yet 
within each environment all the rules functioned according to their standard Mathematica 
evaluation sequence. If we had to emulate the same behavior with rewrite rules, it would be 
hard to ensure that some replacements did not occur before others. That is, we sometimes need 
to "evaluate" the internal parts of an expression before /I applying" other functions. For 
instance, consider the case under Primi ti veForm when a partial derivative is acting say on a 
raising operator. If the raising operator has not been "fully evaluated", then erroneous 
calculations would be returned. With our inheritance paradigm this cannot take place, since 
evaluation occurs according to the standard Mathematica evaluation sequence. This observation 
was not given in the language modifications chapter since we did not then have any pertinent 
examples that highlighted this behavior to the degree that we do in this chapter. 
From an intuitive standpoint it should not be possible to specify the rules for something outside 
its environment. For our most basic operations, Times and Plus, we have under expansion 
the following sort of rule a(b + c) -7 a b + a Ci yet under simplification, the exact opposite 
transformation is true. Thus intuitively, many rules are only valid in specific environments. If 
our working paradigm is based on rewrite rules, we need to somehow include environments 
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into our rewrite rules in an intuitive way. The language modifications fulfill this goal, as well as 
others. They provide an elegant basis for a prototype based object-oriented system. 
I believe it is insufficient just to have a general" does-not-commute" type. There are just too 
many structures which do not fit this categorization. For instance, Dirac gamma matrices 
commute with all normal spatial functions but not with other Dirac gamma matrices. Or for 
example, our spin angular momenta of the previous section commute with all variables like x,y, 
and z, as well as with partial derivatives of these variables. Yet the components of spin do not 
inter-commute. Thus, generally, the interrelations between structures are too complex for a 
general" does-not-commute" type to be useful. 
In our work we have not created a complex hierarchy of commutativity and non-commutativity. 
However, for the hierarchies that do exist, it would be entirely possible to set them up within 
our inheritance paradigm. Indeed, such hierarchies are the epitome of object-oriented 
programming. 
There are certainly some gaps in the implementations above. Abstract sums are not reindexed. 
Handling of time is not as elegant as one might like. Bras and kets are not commuted through 
each other when they contain independent eigen-Iabels. Operators have not automatically 
been set up to work on the bras when relations exist for their action on the kets. There are 
many other small quibbles one could raise. Yet overall, the basic structure is sound. Any of the 
particular gaps just mentioned can be fairly easily accommodated. Actually, in practice, abstract 
sum reindexing is not that common since most sums are usually tensorial and of the Einstein 
summation kind. 
The largest caveat with using our inheritance paradigm as we have presented it is that it may be 
possible when performing multiple inheritances to inadvertently inherit structures in such a 
way that the rules are reordered to cause a conflict. Yet this appears to happen only 
occasionally in practice. Moreover, if one had access to the internals of Mathematica, one could 
develop rule precedences to circumvent such problems. 
In some situations in symbolic computation, the expressions being manipulated are extremely 
large. In these situations it is often beneficial to use "tightly focused" functions, that is, 
functions that are designed for a single task. In other situations we would like our functions to 
be as general as possible. Both of these approaches are compatible with the advocated 
inheritance paradigm. That is, given a collection of "tightly focused" environments, we can 
easily inherit these environments to a new broad spectrumed environment that will 
subsequently contain the cumulative functionality of the "tightlyfocused" environments. 
In summary, our paradigm of inheritance has been used extensively throughout this section, 
and the workings of the calculations presented fit neatly into this paradigm. The work in this 
section provides a base upon which calculations in quantum mechanics can be performed. 
Indeed, in the author's humble opinion, the style of calculations presented within this paradigm 
and the uniformity of the methods and structures involved make the whole presentation of 
quantum mechanics in this chapter extremely elegant - more elegant than that offered using 
any other competing system. 
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Chapter 6 
An Algorithm for Tensor 
Simplification 
6.1 Introduction 
6.1.1 Background, History, Other Packages, 
and Goals 
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In this chapter we present in detail an algorithm for finding the canonical representation for an 
indicial tensor expression. It is widely known that because of the particular symmetries of 
tensors, any expression involving tensors can often be represented in many equivalent ways. It 
is a non-trivial problem to determine if two expressions involving tensors are equivalent. Thus 
it is necessary to have an algorithm which will determine the canonical or normal form for a 
expression involving tensors or tensorial expressions. 
The problem is usually attacked in two different ways. 
(i) The algorithm uses heuristics to try to find a smallest form, or 
(ii) The algorithm uses a systematic procedure which ensures that the "smallest" 
representation is found. 
The approach of (i) is intuitively not as "clean" as that of (il). Certainly on the computational 
side of things, it is quite important to have a general algorithm for canonicalizing tensorial 
expressions. Our algOrithm takes the second approach with some novel twists. In this section 
we will give an extremely brief outline of the strategy underlying the major steps. However, 
first the capabilities of several systems should be mentioned. 
At last count, there are at least 7 other Mathematica packages for tensor analysis and other fields 
that involve indicial manipulation[56, 174, 192, 202, 249, 258, 303]. Moreover, there are other 
packages for other computer algebra systems such as Reduce[144, 172, 287L Macsyma[165, 218, 
219,220]' and Maple [79, 80, 189,249,266,267,317,328], and indeed stand alone systems such 
as those in the Sheep genealogy [7, 115,298]. 
The predominant Mathematica tensor package is Parker & Otristensen's MathTensor [258]. It is 
a capable package and has many systems and metrics built into it. Its main strategy for tackling 
tensor symmetries is to define specific rewrite rules to match instances that one can work out 
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initially by hand. Then, as rules become more complex, the rules can be built entirely within the 
system itself, In our rough classification above, MathTensor falls into category (z), and there are 
certain strengths to this approach. However, the biggest hurdle is that potentially, as 
become large, MathTensor has to work very hard to try all possible matches in an 
effort to make reductions to an expression. For instance, to simplify tensor expressions having 
terms involving products of up to three Riemann tensors, MathTensor defines some rewrite 
some of which are quite involved, Moreover, if we need to consider products of 4 
Riemann tensors, we have to add yet more rules, and so on. This process is awkward and error 
prone. Consequently, when the user manually transcribes new rules into the system, they must 
be extremely cautious since they alone must ensure the large number of rules they add are all 
correct. This is in contrast to the algorithm we develop where we need only specify five simple 
symmetries for the single Riemannian tensor factor. All other "derived" symmetries are 
naturally handled by the canonicalization algorithm, 
Another useful package is Lee's package Ricci[202]. This also takes an approach that would fall 
into category (i) since it mainly uses heuristics. Other notable packages that fall into category (i) 
are GRTensor II[249] and those in the Sheep genealogy [7, 115, 298]. 
One particularly striking feature about all the papers / algorithms known to the author is that 
they seem to treat dummy indices as unique. Intuitively, this seems like a contradiction in 
terms. Yet, it appears to be the case for a large number of the algorithms. Almost all have an 
algorithm to relabel the indices; but none, to the author's knowledge, have used this as the 
starting point in an algOrithm that performs a search for a canonical configuration of a tensor 
product. For instance, Portugal's algorithm [266], which is probably the most advanced in the 
literature to date, only relabels at the end of the whole canonicalization algorithm. In contrast, 
by using an innovative technique, we efficiently perform relabeling at each stage. This 
drastically reduces our time and space constraints. 
One of the first papers that took the approach of (ii) was [171]. However, their algorithm was 
hopelessly inefficient. A practical working package that takes approach (ii) is that of Riegeom 
by Portugal[266]. In fact, his paper in part motivated the present work. Although Portugal has 
no relabeling code, he does, at least somewhere buried in his step 7, generate all possible 
equivalent configurations. And it is this that in fact instigated the author's investigations into 
the matter. 
The following is an attempt to distill the main ideas of the algorithm into a single paragraph. 
We initially transform a tensor product into a "configuration". From this "configuration" we 
generate all equivalent" configurations" using the "symmetries" of the tensor. In doing this/ we 
use a simplification / trick that lets us vastly reduce the number of configurations which we 
need to consider. From these configurations/ we pick the "smallest" one as our canonical 
configuration, From this configuration we reconstitute the indices to obtain a "canonical'/ 
tensor product. We can graphically summarize this process in the following diagram. 
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Figure 6.1.A: The canonicalization process 
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Although the basic form of the algorithm presented in §6.7 The Basic Canonicalization Algorithm 
is already comparatively fast, there are several key optimizations that we make to further 
increase its speed. For future reference, the key concepts we will introduce and develop are: a 
permuting and relabeling group action, the generation of configurations, the ordering on 
configurations, transpositional canonicalization, the canonicalization of free indices, the 
stabilized subgroup generators, Jointly Recursively Directional and Extrema Stabilizing 
generating GRDES) sets, criteria for zero equivalence, summed indices of fixed elevations, 
configurations with indices of mixed class, linear symmetries, Grabner canonicalization, and 
direct reduction. 
It is sometimes customary in an introductory section to give a detailed overview of the subject 
matter to come. Such a summary has been omitted from the introduction since much of the 
needed terminology would be initially unknown. However, if the reader would still like to 
examine such a summary, then consult §6.15.1 A Brief Summary. 
Concerning the originality of the material of this chapter and its contribution to the field, to the 
best of the author's knowledge, almost all of the material in the following subsections is 
original. An exception to this is §6.14.4 Grabner Bases, which contains a brief synopsis of the 
theory of Grabner bases. Also some of the background concepts in §6.8 Generators and Group 
Theoretic Underpinnings are common knowledge in group theory. It is also extremely likely that 
the orbit generation algorithm presented in §6.5.2 The Algorithm for Generating Configurations is 
given in the literature somewhere; however, Butler[42] does not give this algorithm in his semi-
exhaustive coverage of the field. Almost certainly, the ideas, methods and theory behind the 
variants of the I' canonicalizing algorithm" are original - in particular, transpositional 
canonicalization and complimentary-effect transposition pairs are original. The 
canonicalization of indices is a standard idea in most algorithms for canonicalizing tensorial 
expressions [56, 202,266]. Yet, the justification for our version depends upon the concept of a 
Jointly Recursively Directional and Extrema Stabilizing GRDES) set. The JRDES criterion is sort 
of an extension of a standard concept of computational group theory, namely, that of a base 
with a strong generating set. However, in the case of a JRDES setl the base is sort of "flexible l1 , 
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The JRDES concept is certainly unique in the context of canonicalization algorithms, and to the 
best of the author's knowledge is unknown / unused in present day computational group 
theory. For instance, neither GAP nor Magma implement such a concept. I think this is mainly 
because they are concerned with abstract groups and the group properties, whereas we are 
concerned with orbits and group actions. 
After all of the ideas, concepts, theorems, proofs, examples, and code, we arrive at the final 
canonicalization algorithm. Its formal capabilities are that it can handle standard symmetries as 
well as linear symmetries and auxiliary equations. It fully incorporates special behaviors for 
partial derivatives. It also handles mixed class indices. Together with the notational aspects 
previously developed, and the forthcoming calculus aspects which make use of our language 
modifications, the Tensors package is eminently usable, understandable, and functional. Most 
importantly of all, comparatively, it is extremely fast. 
6.2 Concepts, Notations and 
Background 
6.2.1 Terminology and Background 
Before we launch into the algorithm proper, we should first discuss the terminology used in this 
thesis. Tensors can be thought of as a generalization of matrices. Tensors in many aspects 
of physics, engineering, and mathematics, so it is highly desirable to have algorithms that 
efficiently manipulate tensor expressions. The reader of this chapter and the sequel should be 
familiar with the concepts surrounding tensor analysis. For a background on tensors, consult 
Simmonds[295L d'Inverno[8n Misner, Thorne & Wheeler[240L Ohanian[255L or any of the 
other standard references. . 
In this thesis, and in particular this chapter, we will use both the terms 'tensor' and 'tensor 
product', whichever is convenient, to refer to a tensor product. We will also allow a tensor 
product to consist of a primitive tensor as a degenerate case. Moreover, a 'tensor 
expression' will in general to a sum of tensor products. 
In this thesis we will use term configuration to refer to a syntactical object consisting of a 
specific set and arrangement of indices of a tensor product. Sometimes such a configuration of 
indices will be displayed in conventional way, that is, in relation to some tensor names. For 
instance, we might say S i j k , R m 'k is a configuration of the tensor product of Sand R. 
J 1 n 
Similarly, S j i i k R n k j m is also a configuration. Although these configurations are clearly 
syntactically different, they are in fact equivalent to each other when S is totally symmetric and 
R has the Riemann symmetries. We say that two configurations are equivalent if the can be 
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transformed into the second via a sequence of steps using only the symmetries of the associated 
tensors and index relabeling. 
In later stages the tensor names, such as sand R above, will be omitted from the configuration, 
and we will just write the configuration as the list of indices. For example, we might write the 
.. k 
configuration s ]. J j R m i k n as {it, /' k t, /", m t, i~, k~, n~ L where an index like it indicates 
a high or contravariant index and i.J. indicates a low or covariant index. When we do omit the 
tensor names, they must of course be saved somehow so that they may be restored when we 
wish to display a final answer in the traditional way. For now though, the term' configuration' 
will be used to to both a traditional 2-dimensional display of indices and to the 
corresponding list of indices. Actually, our algorithm will work correctly with both cartesian 
and non-cartesian tensors, so without loss of generality, we will sometimes give examples 
ignoring the high or low nature of an index. 
The main purpose of the canonicalization algorithm defined in this chapter is to transform an 
indicial tensor expression to its canonical form. Throughout this thesis we will always assume 
we have a metric of some form. Although it is premature, and possibly rash, to jump straight in 
and use our canonicalization algorithm before we have talked about canonical forms, 
symmetries, generators, permutation groups, relabeling, indices or any other of the topics that 
will concern us in this chapter, let us proceed anyway. First let us load the package that 
contains the tensor notations, canonicalization algorithms, and some basic tensor symmetry 
descriptions. 
1[1[1]:= «Tensors' 
By default, the tensor package sets the symmetries of R to be those of the Riemann or Ricci 
tensor depending on the number of indices, and sets the symmetries of A and S (with two, 
three or four indices) to be those of a totally anti-symmetric and a totally symmetric tensor 
(respectively). It is now an easy matter using canonicalize to show that the two 
syntactically different configurations of the tensor product of Sand R given above do in fact 
represent the same tensor product. 
i j k m 
1[1[2]:= Canonicalize [s j R i k n] i k j m Canonicalize [ S j i R n k ] 
Out[2]= True 
To be explicit, the relevant symmetries used, presented in conventional notation, are as follows. 
R i j k 1 == -R j i k 1 (6.2.a) 
R ijk1 "= -R i j 1 k (6.2.b) 
R ijk1 R k1ij (6.2.c) 
Sijkl ==Sjikl (6.2.d) 
Sijkl Sikjl (6.2.e) 
Sijkl Sijlk (6.2.1) 
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After generating a new configuration through the use of the symmetries of the tensors, it can be 
the case that the new configuration is equivalent to a previous configuration by relabeling 
dummy indices. Let us give a simple example of this. 
i j 
A R ijk1 
i j 
-A R j i k 1 (by the anti-symmetry of the Riemann tensor R (6.2.a) 
j i 
A Rjikl (by the anti-symmetry of A) 
However A i j R i j k 1 is the same as the configuration A J ~ R j i k 1 via the simple 
interchange of the dummy index labels i and j. So we have not really found an essentially new 
configuration of this tensor product at all. This illustrates the problem of dummy index relabeling. 
To elaborate, in tensor simplification algOrithms a large number of equivalent configurations 
must be generated and examined in order to find the "simplest" configuration. The larger the 
number of configurations generated, the longer our algorithm takes to execute. If most of the 
generated configurations are relabelings of one another, then we have wasted time generating a 
large number of redundant configurations. If we are able to all configurations that are 
equivalent to one another under relabeling by a single element, we can gain up to an n! fold 
reduction in the number of configuratipns that need to be generated and considered, where n is 
the number of distinct dummy indices. A comparative example which strikingly illustrates this 
is given in §6.5.3 The Number of Configurations. 
All tensor simplification algorithms make some attempt at trying to minimize the problem of 
dummy index relabeling. Our solution totally eliminates the problem. 
Our goal is to create an algorithm for canonicalizing a tensor or tensor product. In later sections 
we will state formally what this means, but for now it suffices to give an intuitive definition. 
The canonical configuration of a tensor product T is the" smallest" configuration equivalent to T. 
We will formalize what is meant by the "smallest" configuration in §6.6 The Ordering of 
Configurations. In the following sections we build up the basic machinery to state and prove the 
algorithm. Once we can canonicalize individual terms, we can extend our overall algorithm to 
canonicalize sums of tensor products, respecting all of their symmetries. 
6.2.2 Convenlions and Inilializalions 
Like the previous chapters, this chapter will proceed in an explanatory fashion. Since some of 
the underlying functions being referred to are defined in the Tensors package, it is convenient to 
use a special pedagogical version of the Tensors package which has no private symbols. That 
way there can be no confusion in this chapter about the public versus private tensor contexts. 
So let us quit the and load the slightly modified Tensors package which will only be used 
in the execution of this chapter. 
In[3]:= Qui t [ ] 
In[1]:= « 
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Technical Note: Actually, the only differences between Tensors' and TensorsPedagogical' is that there are no 
private variables in the latter This is accomplished by simply removing the begin private context commands and 
the corresponding end private context commands from the source code. 
In this chapter we will make extensive use of the Notation package to allow the natural input 
and output of tensors. We will use it to define notations for almost all our basic data types, thus 
allowing us to describe algorithms in ways that are very close to standard mathematics. In 
addition, in this chapter's Mathematica session we will use to denote set complement. 
Indeed, let us load up the common set of notations in order that we may freely use notations 
like =, =f:., ( .. .);hlP' -«e;(I etc. These common notations are documented in §A.1 Common 
Notations. 
In[2]:= «CommonNotations' 
In general, we will denote semantic equality by '=' in inline text and' ==' in Mathematica code. 
We uniformly denote syntactic equality by '='. Also we will usually denote a transposition (i j) 
by (i H j), since it would be difficult and problematic to parse expressions if we used just (i j). 
For instance, is (x + y) (i f(j)) equal to x + y times a transposition or x + y times i times f(j)? In 
addition, since many of the functions defined in some of the earlier sections of this chapter will 
be used in subsequent sections, we forgo the clearing of global variables in each section. 
However, as before, line numbers are still reset in each section. 
Finally, let us load the Mathematica package DiscreteMath' Combinatorica' since it will 
be convenient to use several of the functions defined therein. 
In[3]:= «DiscreteMath 'Combinatorica' 
The Combinatorica package is further documented in [299]. Usually, we will not specifically 
point out which functions belong to this package, rather we will just use the functions defined 
by this package as if they were part of standard Mathematica. 
Up until §6.12 Refinements for Partial Derivatives, we will ignore the difference between summed 
(or dummy) contravariant and covariant indices. We will be using the standard syntax for 
permutations in Mathematica. For more information on permutations, cycles, and 
transpositions, see a standard algebra reference such as Fraleigh[114] or Biggs [21]. For 
algorithms used in computation group theory and permutation groups, a good reference is 
Butler[42]. Knuth[195, 197] also has much information on algorithm design. Skiena, who 
wrote the Combinatorica package for Mathematica, also published a readable reference to many 
typical types of algorithms arising in computer science [300]. 
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6.3 Permutations and 
Configurations 
In the previous section we informally discussed configurations and also gave a few examples of 
tensor symmetries. This section deals with formalizing the notion of configurations as well as 
discussing symmetries in terms of permutations. We also clarify the nature of permutations and 
how they will be interpreted throughout the rest of this thesis. 
6.3.1 Permutations and Configurations 
Symmetries on tensors are equivalent to permutations acting on configurations. For example, 
applying the Riemann symmetry (6.2.c) to Ai k R jIm n would yield A i k R m n j l' This gives 
the same effect as applying the permutation {1, 2, 5, 6, 3, 4} to the list of indices {i, k, j, I, m, n} 
to yield {i, k, m, n, j, I}. 
In[1]:= Permute[{i, k, j, I, ro, n}, {I, 2, 5, 6, 3, 4}] 
OUI[1]= {i, k, ro, n, j, I} 
Thus we can see that any symmetry applied to a tensor can be viewed as a permutation acting 
on a configuration. However, some of the symmetries, such as those in equations (6.2.a), 
(6.2.b), include an overall minus sign, so we must also include signs in our permutations and in 
our configurations. Thus our basic data structures are going to be signed permutations and 
signed configurations. Symmetries and their corresponding permutations involving a minus 
are said to act anti-symmetrically while those with a plus sign are said to act symmetrically. 
As presented above, both permutations and configurations could be represented by lists of 
numbers. However, both conceptually and mathematically, there is a significant difference 
between permutations and configurations. Permutations are elements of the permutation 
group of the symmetries of the tensor, while configurations are the objects being acted upon by 
the permutations. For instance, the permutation {I, 2 , 4, 3} can act on {i, j , k, i} to yield 
{ i , j , i , k}; however, there is no standard or accepted interpretation of how {i I j I k, i } 
would act on a configuration like {a, b, c , c}. Let us therefore make a syntactical distinction 
between signed configurations and signed permutations. In particular, us maintain separate 
data structures for such objects and define separate notations for signed configurations as well 
as signed permutations. 
Definition 6.3.A: A signed configuration is a configuration or list of indices together with 
an overall sign. 
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In[2]:= Notation [ {indices_} + = signedConfiguration [1, {indices_}]] 
Notation [UndTces~L = signedConfiguration [ 1, {indices_}]] 
In fact it is helpful in our explanations to also include the following more general notations. 
In[4]:= Notation [coniiguration_~ = signedConfiguration (1, configuratlon_ll 
Notation [configuration __ = signedConfiguration [-1, conffguration_ll 
Notation [configuratiOn~Sign_ signedConfiguration [sign_, configuratfon_l 1 
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In discussions concerning tensor products having n indices, we will let C denote the 
corresponding set of all possible signed configurations with n indices. Moreover, it will always 
be the case that when two signed configurations are equal, then they are identical; that is, a = b 
~ a == b, for any signed configurations a and b. 
Definition 6.3.B: A signed pennutation is a permutation together with a sign indicating 
whether the permutation's action is symmetric or anti-symmetric. 
In[7]:= Notation [ {permIndices_) + SignedPermutation [1, {permIndices_}] 1 
Notation [ {permIndices_} = SignedPermutation [-1, {permIndices_} 11 
As we indicated above, a symmetry on a tensor is equivalent to a signed permutation acting on 
a signed configuration. Permuting a signed configuration by a signed permutation will of 
course result in another signed configuration. Let us formally create a notation for such an 
action, *7T' and implement *7T' 
In[9]:= Notation [sp_ *If sc_ = permuteConfiguration [sp_, sc_J 1 
The action, *7T' of the signed permutation sp on the signed configuration sc will be to change the 
sign of sc according to the sign of sp and permute the indices of the configuration part of sc 
according to the inverse of the permutation part of sp. (The reason why the inverse is used is 
explained in the next two subsections.) 
In[10]:= SignedPermutation [signp_, p_l *If configuration. : = 
-slgnc_ 
Permute [configuration, inversePermutation @ p J signp signc ; 
Here inversePermutation is a self-caching routine allowing fast inversion and defined as 
follows. 
In[11]:= inversePermutation @ p_ : = inversePermutation @ p := 
(Transpose @ Sort @ Transpose @ {p, Range @ Pten}) [2] 
The following illustrates the anti -symmetric permutation of indices 3 and 4 acting on the 
positive configuration {a, b, c , d} . 
In[12]:= {1, 2, 4, 3L *If {a, , c, d}+ 
Out[121= {a, b, , cL 
If R is the base tensor of the signed configuration {a, b, c, d} +' then this result would 
correspond to R abc d ~ - R a b de' 
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Since a large part of one of the later optimizations will make extensive use of transpositions, let 
us introduce at this time the notion of a signed transposition. Although signed transpositions 
are mathematically just a specific instance of signed permutations, we need a specialized data 
structure for them since we will use them so much. 
Definition 6.3.C: A signed transposition is a transposition together with a sign indicating 
whether the transposition's action is symmetric or anti-symmetric. 
In[13):= Notation [ U_ f7 J-) + ~ SignedTransposition [1, {C, J-} II 
Notation [U_ f7 L) _ ~ SignedTransposition [-1, {i-, L} II 
Notation [ U_ f7 J-) sign_ ~ SignedTransposition [s/gn_, {i-, J-} lJ 
The action of signed transpositions on signed configurations is just a specialization of the action 
of signed permutations on signed configurations. We do not actually need to define the action 
right now, and so delay this until §6.4.4 Permutation and Relabeling Action. 
Finally, when it is clear from the context that we are dealing with signed configurations or 
signed permutations or signed transpositions, we will sometimes omit the prefix 'signed'. 
However, we try to stick to the convention that in Mathematica code a signed configuration is 
denoted sc, a signed permutation is denoted sp, and a signed transposition is denoted by ST. 
6.3.2 Permutation Groups and Actions 
Usually when one states the symmetries of a tensor, one will not state all the symmetries, but 
just sufficiently many from which one can generate the group of all possible symmetries of a 
tensor. Such a collection is called a set of generators for the group of symmetries. For instance, 
one never sees the tensor symmetry R abc d ~ - R d cab since it can be formed by applying 
symmetry (6.2.c) followed by symmetry (6.2.a). 
Definition 6.3.D: Corresponding to any set of symmetry generators of a tensor, we 
have a corresponding set of signed permutations, typically denoted by S. Members of S 
will be called signed permutation generators. 
A set of signed permutation generators will of course generate a signed permutation group, as 
we will soon comment on. First though, we need to briefly digress into how Mathematica 
handles permutations. 
Standardly one views a permutation p as a bijection on a finite set. That is, a permutation is a 
one to one and onto function of the form p : n ~ n. Under this view, the permutation group 
operation is function composition. Indeed, the binary group operation we will use throughout 
this thesis will be function composition together with the multiplication of signs, unless 
otherwise specified. Mathematica's Permute function is in accordance with function 
composition, that is, Permute[(T, p] = (TOp for any permutations (T, p. More generally, we can 
use Mathematica's Permute function to shuffle lists of elements (configurations). However, in 
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this case Mathematica insists we use the list as the first argument, that is, Permute [list, oJ. 
For example, consider 
In[16]:", Permute [{a, b, c, d}, (2, 3, 4, 1}] 
Qut[16]", (b, c, d, a} 
Since function composition is associative, it follows that Permute is associative, that is 
Permute [permute [list, p], oj == Permute [list, Permute [p, 0]] (6.3.a) 
AB standardly known, the permutations form a group where the group operation is function 
composition. Since we work with signed permutations than permutations, we need to 
extend the function composition operator '0' on permutations to a corresponding binary 
operation on signed permutations. The extension just consists of multiplying the signs of the 
signed permutations to yield the new sign for the composition of the two unsigned 
permutations. This is formally stated in the following definition. 
Definition 6.3.E: The binary operation of signed function composition will be denoted by 
I.', and is defined by the following relations, where p and (J" are any permutations. 
P+ 'CT+ (poCT)+ 
p+ 'CT_ :::: (poCTL 
p_ 'CT+ :::: (poCTL 
(6.3.b) 
p_ . CT_ :::: (poCT)+ 
It can be easily verified that the binary operation· together with a set of signed pem1Utations 8 
generates a group of signed permutations (8):::: g. However, including the signs in our 
discussions does not lead to any substantial changes in our results, so they will often be omitted 
even though the underlying operation is not just function composition, but rather function 
composition together with sign multiplication; 
Technical Note: We could have used the designation 9 for the permutation group and g± for our signed permutation 
group, and Similarly used C± for our set of signed configurations. Being strictly formal, we could then identify the signed 
permutation group g± with the direct product of the group Si=({1,1},*> and the unsigned permutation group g, that is, 
g± = Six g. However, we will use permutation groups and signed configurations almost exclusively throughout the 
rest of this thesis, so including the '±' would just lead to notational clutter. 
Using the above facts, we can now show that, by design, our permuteConfiguration 
operator defined in the previous subsection, *If' defines a group action. 
Theorem 6.3.A: The operator *If : g xC ---+ C defines a group action of the signed 
permutation group g on the set of signed configurations C. That is, 
(i) e *If C :::: C for all c E C, 
(it) (J" *If (p *If c) :::: ((J'" p) *If C for all c E C and all p, CT E g. 
Proof: (l) Obvious from the definition of *If' (ii) Up to sign, (J" *If (p *If c) :::: 
Permute[Permute[c, p-1], (J"-1] == Permute[c, Permute[p-l, (J"-1]] :::: 
Permute[c, p-l o(J"-l] == Permute[c, ((J"op)-l]:::: ((J"op) *If C. Thus, including signs 
(J" *If (p *If c) :::: ((J'" p) *If C. III 
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6.3.3 The Nature of Permutations 
Before we continue, let us clarify the nature of permutations as we will use them. Although the 
previous section gave the intricate details of how the signed permutations formed a group 
«(J, .), and that *11" was in fact a group action, we have not discussed the interpretation of the 
permutations. This is the aim of this section. 
In most contexts, permutations are interpreted as affecting a rearrangement of a set of elements 
(Biggs[21], Fraleigh [114] and MacLane[216]). Usually however, as formally defined, 
permutations actually change elements rather than change the position of elements. Specifically, as 
stated before, a permutation is a one-to-one onto function (J": n -t n. (In fact our situation 
parallels that of the distinction between an active and a passive transformation.) For instance, 
consider the permutation denoted by {2! 3 , 4 I 1}. It has the action of changing the elements 
according to I-t 2, 4-t 1. 
In[17]:= permute[{i, 2, 3, 41, {2, 3, 4, i}l 
Out[17)= {2, 3, 4 Ii} 
That is, the elements themselves are transformed according to 
1 2 3 4 
t t t t 
2 3 4 1 
(6.3.c) 
However, we are more concerned with how a permutation moves elements of a set, since we 
will be dealing with sets made up of symbols, not numbers. As we can see from the diagram 
above, the permutation {2, 3 I 4 I 1} has the effect of moving the elements at positions I, 2, 3 
and 4 to the positions 4, I, 2 and 3 respectively. To see this effect using letters, let us permute 
the list {a I b I C I d} by {2 I 3 I 4 I 1} . 
In[18j:= Permute [ I b , c, d}, {2, 3, 4, i}l 
Out[18]= fb, c, d, a} 
As is clearly evident, b, the element originally in position 2, has moved to position I, that is 
2-t 1. Likewise C has moved from 3 to 2, d has moved from 4 to 3, and a has moved from 
1 to 4. It is obvious that the positions of the elements are changed according to 2-tl, 3-t2, 
4-t3,l-t4, that is, according to the rewrite rules ier -t i where (J" == {2, 3 I 4 , 1}. More generally, 
applying the permutation {2 I 3 14 ,1} to the list I =={llr f2' f31 f 4 }, would give the list.!' = 
{121 13, 14, f1}' In full generality, Mathematica permutes a list f by a permutation (J" to yield a list 
f', that is Permute[f, (J"] f', according to fi = ferU)' 
Of course, since our group action *Jf permutes by the inverse, for f' = (J" *Jf f, we have 
fj = Permute[f, (J"-1]i ler-l(i)' Thus, defining *Jf as we did results in l~{t)= fi' hence an index 
which was at position i in the configuration f is moved to position (J"(i) in the resulting 
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- ... - ....... _------
configuration ('. This is in accordance with viewing a permutation cr in terms of it moving an 
entry at position i to the position cr(i). 
In summary, we have a dichotomy. If we think of permutations as actively changing elements, 
then the elements are changed according to l-t2, 2-t3, 3-t4, 4-t1. However, if we think of 
permutations as shuffling elements, then the positions of the elements are changed according to 
2-tl, 3-t2, 4-t3, l-t4. It is clear that the change in elements is opposite to the change in 
positions of the elements. Budden[39] covers in detail these contrasting interpretations of 
permutations. We raise this whole distinction since the core of our algorithm will use 
permutations in both of the ways described above. In particular our algorithm depends on 
shuffling configurations as well as relabeling configurations. These topics are both covered in 
the next section. 
6.4 Labeling, Relabeling, and 
Group Actions 
6.4.1 Motivation for Labeling 
As raised in §6.2 Concepts, Notations and Background, the problem of dummy index relabeling 
gives rise to an n I fold combinatorial explosion in the number of configurations unless steps are 
taken to rectify this problem. Most tensor packages do not actually treat dummy indices as true 
dummy indices. Typically they will include a routine to re-index a configuration, which means 
that they replace all the dummy indices with new dummy indices, but usually this is as far as 
they go. 
In our algorithm we solve the dummy index problem by first labeling the indices in a systematic 
way, and thereafter relabeling at each stage. For the initial labeling, if a particular dummy index 
appears at positions i and j, then its occurrence at position i is replaced by Si,j and its occurrence 
at position j is replaced by Sj,i' For example, in A i j R i j k 1 the dummy index i occurs at 
positions 1 and 3, so we would replace the first i by s 1. 3 and the second i by s 3 1, Using this 
i j . . j i 
scheme, A R . . k 1 would be labeled as A 8 R k l' SImIlarly, A R.. k 1 
1J .1.3 8 2.4 8 31 S 42 J1 
would also be labeled as A S 8 R S 8 k l' Thus, configurations equivalent via dummy 
1,3 2A 3,J_ 4.2 
index renaming become the same object under our labeling. 
At first glance a problem appears to arise with this scheme. If we apply a permutation to a 
configuration as described above, we can obtain a configuration which is no longer correctly 
labeled. For instance, if we start with the configuration A 813 S, 4 R S31 Su k 1 and apply the 
symmetry R i j k 1 -t R j i k 1 to it, we will obtain the configuration -A S13 824 R S42 831 k l' 
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Obviously this is not correctly labeled; for example, the index 53,1 is at position 4, not 3, and the 
index 54,2 is at position 3, not 4. 
We can easily remedy this problem by relabeling all the indices after we have applied a 
permutation. In our example, the permutation interchanged the index in position 3 with the 
index in position 4. Therefore, we can simply change all 3's to 4's and all 4's to 3's in the 
transformed configuration to return to a correctly labeled configuration. 
In[i]:= A 813 824 R 84 2 831 k 1 /. {3 --7 4, 4 --7 3} 
Oulli]= A 81.4 82,3 R 83.2 8 4 ,1 k 1 
This is now correctly labeled. It is thus extremely simple to maintain a systematically labeled 
configuration and still be able to apply permutations to configurations. In actuality, we will 
apply a permutation and relabel at the same time. Our relabeling can be accomplished by 
applying a small table of rewrite rules. Furthermore, these rewrite rules are only dependent on 
the permutation itself and are independent of the configuration being operated on. Further to 
this, we can even cache the relabeling rules. Therefore, relabeling is extremely fast, and in 
practice it takes a negligible amount of time in the algorithm. That is to say, the speed of the 
algorithm's execution is completely dominated by other factors. 
6.4.2 Labeling 
The illustration in the previous subsection motivates the strategy upon which we will embark. 
Let us now introduce the notations, data structures, and algorithms to accomplish this. The 
actual labeled configurations we will use in practice will have not only labeled summed indices 
but also labeled free indices as well. Therefore, let us define the data structures and notations 
for the summed indices, the free high (contravariant) indices, and the free low (covariant) 
indices as follows. (The reason why we need labeled free indices will become clear in §6.6 The 
Ordering of Configurations.) 
In[2]:= Notation [Si_,i- = S [i-, Lll 
Notation [ee:_ = High [ee, n_l 1 i 
Notation[ee; = Low[ee, n_l 1 i 
Note: unlike for free indices, until §6.12.1 Necessity of Indices with Fixed Elevations, we will not 
bother to preserve the information about whether a particular dummy index was in a high or 
low position. This is because normally, by using metric tensors, any tensor product having a 
matched pair of dummy indices in a low-high arrangement is equivalent to a tensor product 
with the same indices in a high-low arrangement. 
Technical Note: It is not always true that we can ignore the information on whether a summed index is high or low. With 
expressions involving partial derivatives, we must include special handling for indices that must maintain a fixed elevation. 
However, we postpone this until §6.12 Refinements for Partial Derivatives. 
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The function toSignedConfiguration initially labels a tensor expression into the desired 
systematic form we will use in the rest of the algorithm. For example: 
. d . . [j i 1 In[5]:= toSlgne Conflgurat:LOn A R j i k 1 
Technical Note: toSignedConfiguration is one of several functions we introduce for pedagogical purposes only, 
Definition 6.4.A: A labeled signed configuration is a signed configuration, where each 
index is either a summed index of the form Sij with i being the position of the summed 
index and j the position of the corresponding summed index, or is of the form fJ or N 
with f being the free index name, n the free index position and t or ,j, used to indicate 
the contravariant or covariant nature of the index. 
Actually, we will often need to create labeled signed configurations from tensor products when 
discussing various topics, so it is useful to introduce a notation for toSignedConfigura tion. 
In[6]:= Notation [(tensor'ProducC > c ~ toSignedConfiguration [tensor'ProducC]] 
Here is another example of a labeled signed configuration. 
In[l]:= sfgnedConfig = (R abc a S deb f ) 
c 
OUI[l]= {Sl,4 I S2,7' c~, S4,1, f f'[' } I e 6 f 87 12 f 8 + 
6.4.3 Relabeling 
Let us now return to the issue of relabeling after a permutation has altered a configuration. As 
mentioned in §6.3.3 The Nature of Pennutations, if f' cr *lff, then f[ = f cr-1 (i)! or equivalently 
f:r(i)= fil that an index which was at position i in the configuration f is moved to position cr(i) 
in the resulting configuration f'. However, such a move does not update any position subscript. 
For example, if al is moved from position 3 to position 5, it will still be all not a1. So if the 
permutation cr moves the object at position i to position cr(i), then clearly a relabeling operation 
should be applied in order to update the object'S old location subscript from ito cr(i). We can 
efficiently carry out this relabeling operation by using the rewrite rules i-t cr(i), deleting those 
rules involving an i not moved by the permutation cr, that is, i $. Orbit(cr). 
In[8l:= generateRelabelingRules @ 0_ : = 
DeleteCases [i -'7 O[i] , {I, Oten}] , (;L-'7)'_)lhP] 
For instance, for the cycle (1 2 4 3) operating on a configuration with 8 indices, 
generateRelabelingRules just gives the rules transforming each initial position in the 
orbit of the permutation to its terminal position under the permutation. 
In[9]:= generateRelabelingRules [{2, 4, 1, 3, 5, 6, 7, 8}] 
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Out[9]= {1 ~ 2, 2 ~ 4, 3 ~ 1, 4 -4 3 } 
To gain in their use, we cache the above rules. 
In[10]:= @ p-:= 
relabelingRules @ p = generateRelabelingRules @ p 
Relabeling is simply accomplished by applying the relabeling replacement rules to the permuted 
configuration. 0Ne apply the replacement rules only to things at level {2} to save time and 
allow configurations with numbers to be manipulated.) 
In[11]:= relabelConfiguration [sp_SignedPermutation, configuration_slgn_l 
[configuration, relabelingRules @ SP[2 1 , {2}] 
>-' sign 
6.4.4 Permutation and Relabeling Action 
We are now the position where we can define a new group action of not only permuting the 
elements of a signed configuration but relabeling them as welL Let us denote this action by *c. 
In[12]:= Notation 
Let us define the overall action of a signed permutation on a signed configuration as simply the 
permutation action followed by relabeling. For later use, let us also define this action for signed 
transpositions. 
In[13j:= *c sc_signedConfiguration : 
[sp, sp *7[ sc] 
*c sC_5ignedConfigilration : = 
[51:, sc] 
The function will be defined shortly. Clearly for *c we have 
*c : {} x C ~ C, and soon we will indeed verify that *c is a group action. This combined 
permuting and relabeling action is the main group action that will be used throughout this 
chapter. Let us illustrate this action. First we need a labeled signed configuration and a signed 
permutation. 
In[15]:= signedConfig (R abc a S deb f ) 
c 
In[16]:= signed'Perm {3, 4, 1,2,5,6,7, 8}+; 
A permutation only shuffles the indices of a configuration amongst themselves. 
In[17]:= signed'Perm *7[ signedConfig 
Out[17]= {c; 1 54,1' Sl,4, 52,7' d~, e~ 1 57,2, f~} + 
Relabeling restores the correct labeling of the indices. 
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In[18j:= relabelConfiguration [signed'Perm I %] 
Our action, *CI simply combines permuting and relabeling. 
In[19]:= signed'Perm *c signedConffg 
Out[19]= {ci, 82.3, 83.2' 84,7, d;, 
• ca b de 
The new configuration represents a tensor like R a S b f . r.yv e say 'like' since using 
indices such as a and b is only unique up to relabeling.) Let us now formally state and prove 
that *c is a group action. 
Theorem 6.4.A: Let g be a signed permutation group and let C be the set of signed 
configurations. Then the operator *c : g x C ~ C defines a group action of g on C, that is, 
(i) e *c c c for all c E C, 
(ii) (T*cp*cC== «(T'p)*cc forallcECandallp, (TEg. 
Proof: The only non-trivial part is (ii), and it is clearly sufficient to give an argument 
that deals with just unsigned permutations and configurations. So consider any 
permutations (T and p, and any configuration c, all of length n. Since we have already 
proved that (T *l!' (p *l!' c) = «(T' p) *l!' C, it only remains to focus on the relabelings of the 
subscripts of the summed and free indices. Up to sign, the two successive relabelings 
of p *l!' C and (T *l!' c', where c' == p *c c, cause the subscripts to change according to 
i ~ p(i) ~ (T(p(i» == «(To p) (i). But this gives the overall relabeling rule «(To p) (i) 
for relabeling «(T 0 p) *l!' C. • 
It should be noted that the above routines for *rr: and *c are also applicable to unlabeled signed 
configurations. If our indices are unlabeled, then relabeling has no effect, hence *rr: and *c 
would have the same behavior. 
Later on, we will find it necessary to define the action of a set of signed permutations (some of 
which might be signed transpositions) on a set of signed configurations as just the combination 
of the action of every possible permutation on every possible configuration. Therefore, let us 
overload the operator * c as follows. 
In[20j:= S_List *c signedConfigurations_Li8t : = 
Flat ten @ Outer [permuteAndRelabel, Sf signedConfigurations I 1] 
At the theoretical level only, we will usually abbreviate extended notation such as S *c {a] by just 
S *c a when no confusion is possible. 
Finally for completion, the special case of transposing and relabeling is heavily used in later 
stages, so it is desirable for the implementation to execute expeditiously. The following simple 
code accomplishes this goal. 
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In[21]:= transposeAndRelabel [ (i- f7 J-) 5Ign"[_' config_5Ignc_l : = 
Block [ {newConfig = config} , 
{newConffg[/] , newConfig[j]} = {config[j] , config[/]}; 
Replace [newConfig, {i -> J, J -> I}, {2} 1 51gncslgnC 1 
Before we close this subsection, let us comment that there are other labeling schemes that one 
can implement in an attempt to gain speed. However, our labeling scheme is very simple, and 
our algorithm easily carries over to C or other low level languages if we need a faster 
implementation. 
6.4.5 Equivalence Classes 
In this subsection we formalize the notion of equivalence introduced in 1.2 Concepts, Notations 
and Background. It is a simple result that any group 1-f together with a group action * partitions 
the set it acts upon into equivalence classes, for instance see Fraleigh[114]. Therefore, given a 
set of permutations 8, the group (8), acting on the set of configurations C via the group action 
*c, partitions the configurations into equivalence classes under 8. Based on this, let us define 
equivalence as follows. 
Definition 6.4.B: Given signed configurations a, bEe and a set of signed permutations 
8, we say a is 8-equivalent to b if and only if 3 (Ti E 8 such that a = (I1i (Ti) *c b. We 
denote this equivalence by a ~s b. 
In essence we have stated that two configurations are equivalent if and only if they are in the 
same equivalence class generated by (8). Clearly, the equivalence class of a signed 
configuration a E C under the set 8 is just the set of all bEe for which b ~ s a, that is, the set of 
configurations (8) *c a. 
It is clear that given two sets of permutations 8 1,82 such that (81 ) = (82), then a ~Sl b if and 
only if a ~S2 b. This means that two configurations are equivalent independently of the 
particular choice of generators for a group. 
N ow that we have formalized the definition of equivalence for configurations, we can formally 
state what it means for two tensor products to be equivalent. 
Definition 6.4.C: Given two tensor products with the same tensor symmetries, say Tl 
and T2, then they are equivalent if and only if their corresponding configurations, say tl 
and t2, are equivalent. That is, Tl = T2 if and only if tl ~{J t2, where g is the 
permutation group of the symmetries of Tl and T2. 
Of course, for tensor expressions equivalence means semantic equality but not necessarily 
syntactic equality. 
For a prelude of things to come, given a tensor product T having the symmetries 8, in essence 
our basic canonicalizing algorithm initially converts T to a signed configuration t, then 
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generates all configurations a ~s tt then picks the smallest one as our canonical configuration, 
and finally converts this back to a tensor product expression to yield our canonical 
representation of T. 
We will use these definitions of equivalence extensively throughout the rest of this chapter. In 
particular, the notion of equivalence is indispensable in §6.9.1 Transpositional Equivalence and 
Canonicalization and throughout §6.9 Transpositional Canonicalization and §6.10 Identically Zero 
Tensors. 
6.5 Generating Configurations 
6.5.1 Background 
Our next task is to generate all possible configurations reachable from an initial configuration 
by the symmetries of the corresponding tensor. Once this is complete, we can then simply 
choose the "smallest" configuration as our canonical configuration. Formally, given a set of 
generators Sj E S for a signed permutation group (J, that is (J = (S), and an initial signed 
configuration t E Ct we need to calculate the set (J *c t. In group theory parlance, we must 
calculate the orbit of signed configurations equivalent to t generated by the signed permutation 
group (J under the action *C' Obviously, the set of all configurations reachable by the 
symmetries is just the set of all equivalent configurations, that is, b E (J *c a if and only if a ~{J b. 
This section deals with how to efficiently generate the set (J *c t. Essentially we must use a 
closure algorithm, ensuring that the final set of configurations is closed under the generators. 
However, we must do this as efficiently as possible. 
Butler[42] presents several algorithms for the generation of all elements in a permutation group 
(J, the most efficient of which is Dimino's algorithm. However, our goal is to calculate just 
(J *c t. Of course, we could first generate all of (J using Dimino's algorithm, and then use (J to 
calculate (J *c t. However, this would be computationally expensive, since usually 
1 (J *c t I « I (J I. SO instead we will present a more direct method of calculating (J *c t. 
Moreover, in later sections we will develop pruning techniques of our own that we can use to 
efficiently narrow our search space. 
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6.5.2 The Algorithm for Generating 
Configurations 
The algorithm we will use proceeds as follows. Start with a signed configuration and apply the 
generators to this configuration to yield a new set of configurations. If we find any 
configurations we did not have before, then apply the generators to these newly found 
configurations. Repeat until we can find no more new configurations. In this way, we are 
iteratively forming larger and larger sets of configurations by iteratively applying the generators. 
This process must terminate since the final set, g *c t, is finite. 
Let us first state the algorithm for calculating g *c t, namely generateConfigurations, and 
then later prove in §6.5.4 Correctness Proof for GenerateConfigurations that it actually does 
calculate all possible signed configurations reachable from t by the symmetries. The algorithm 
proceeds in stages: ris the collection of all configurations found in previous stages, N is the set 
of new configurations found at the current stage. AB usual, S is the list of permutation 
generators for the group g. 
In[1]:= generateConfiguration8 [seedConfiguration_8ignedConfiguration 1 S_Li8t] .-
Block[{r = {}, N = {seedConfiguration}}1 
While [N f. {} 1 
r rUN; 
N = (S *c N) \ r] ; 
Let us examine this algorithm in practice. Let us start with a tensor configuration from which 
we will generate the collection of equivalent signed configurations under the symmetries of the 
tensor. 
(
abed mn ) 
In[2]:= seedConfig = R R baR den m 
c 
--------
Out[2]= {81,SI 82.71 83.101 84.91 85,121 86,111 87,21 8S,11 89,41 810,31 811.61 812,5}+ 
We next need a set of generators for this tensor product. We will give more details about 
generators in §6.7.2 Specification of Generators, including how to define symmetries for a tensor. 
In addition §6.8 Generators and Group Theoretic Underpinnings will cover issues to do with 
generators in depth. However, for now we can obtain the standard set of generators for a 
tensor product of defined tensors by using the function StandardSymmetries, which has 
the notation <tensorProduct>s. Let us label this set Sg. 
(
abed mn ) 
In[3]:= SIJ = R R baR den m 
S 
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Out[3]= { (1 R 2) , (3R4)_, (5 R 6) , (7 R 8) _, (9(-710) , 
(11 R 12) , {3, 4, 1, 2, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12}+, 
{ 1, 2, 3, 4, 7, 8, 5, 6, 9,10,11,12}+, 
{ 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6,7,8,11,12, 9, 10}+, 
{5, 6, 7, 8, 1, 2, 3, 4, 9,10, 11,12}" 
{1, 2, 3, 4, 9, 10,11,12,5, 6, 7, 8} } 
Let us first find the total number of equivalent configurations that can be generated and how 
long it takes. 
In[4]:= iguration8 [seedConfig, S,,] ten II Timing 
Out[4]= {0.383333 Second, 64} 
It would take over a page to show the 64 different equivalent configurations in the generated 
set, so for illustration let us show a random subset of say 5 of them. 0Ne can use the function 
RandomKSubset of the DiscreteMath' Combinatorica' package to efficiently perform 
this task.) 
In[5]:= RandomKSub8et [generateConfiguration8 [seedConfig, ], 5 J 
Out[5]= 
81,8 , 82,7 I 83,12 , 84,11, 85,9 , 86,10 , 87,2' 88,1, 89,5' 810, , 811,4' 812,3 
. -
{8l, 6 , 82,5' 83,10 , 84,9, 85,2 I 86,1, 8'7,12, 88.11, 89,4, 810,3' 811, S , 812, '7 } + ' 
81,9' 82,10 , 83,5' 84,6, 85,3, 86,4, 87,12, 88,11, 89,1 , 810.2, 811,8 , 812, '7 } + ' 
{81 , 10 , 82,9' 83,5' 84,6, 85,3 , 86, , 8'7,11' 8a ,12 , 89, , 810,1' 811, 'I , 812,8 } + } 
For a second example, let us generate all reachable configurations from the same initial 
configuration but with a subset of generators small enough that we can view the entire set of 
results. Let us pick say the first, second and fourth generators of Sg. 
In[6l:= generateConfiguration8 [seedConfig, [{1, 2, 4}JIJ 
Out[6]= {{81,'!, 82,S, 83,10, 84, ,85,12,86, ,87, ,88,2,89,4,810,3,811,6, 812,S} , 
{81,S, 82,7, 83,9, 84,10' 8 5,12, 86,11' 87,2, 8a,1' 89,3' 810,4, 811,6, 812,S} , 
81,,),82,8,83,9,84,10,85,12,86,11, 89,3, 810,4, 811,6, 812,5}+, 
--------------- ---
{81,S' 82, ,83.10,84,9,85, ,86,11, 89,4,810,3,811,6, 812,S}+} 
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6.5.3 The Number of Configurations 
As mentioned previously in §6.2 Concepts, Notations and Background as well as in §6.4.1 
Motivation for Labeling, the symmetries with respect to dummy index relabeling lead to a 
plethora of equivalent configurations, and this can be computationally challenging to deal with 
unless handled properly. At this point it is instructive to compare the number of configurations 
generated when we do not account for dummy index relabeling with the number generated 
when we do; that is, to compare the number of configurations generated when we only 
permute at each stage with the number of configurations generated if we permute and relabel at 
each stage. From the previous subsection, §6.5.2, we see that when we permute and relabel, 
abed mn 
the number of configurations generated from the tensor R R baR den m is 64. To 
count the number of configurations generated when there is no relabeling, we simply start with 
the obvious unlabeled configuration as follows. 
------------- -- ---
In[7]:= generateConfigurations[{a, b, c, d, m, n, b, a, d, c, n, m}+, 5 g ]'en 
Out[7]= 3 072 
So we can see that without relabeling we get 3072 different configurations, which would then 
have to be compared to find a "smallest" configuration. Actually, it turns out that in this 
example the number of configurations without relabeling is the same size as the whole 
permutation group itself, but this is not always the case. 
Unfortunately just searching all reachable configurations without relabeling is not sufficient to 
determine what the canonical configuration is since there may need to be some form of 
relabeling to obtain the canonical configuration. So, if one tries all possible renamings with all 
possible configurations, one would have to check 6! X 3072 = 2,211, 840 configurations! 
However, if at each stage we relabel after permuting, then there are only 64 different 
configurations! This is 4 orders of magnitude fewer configurations to check. Of course there 
will be many duplicates in the 2, 211, 840 configurations, but there is no way to tell which will 
be duplicates before hand without some system like our permutation and relabeling scheme (or 
some other yet to be discovered routine). 
Actually, the number of distinct configurations must be less than the size of our permuted and 
relabeled collection of 64 configurations multiplied by the number of ways to relabel the 
configurations, that is n! , where n is the number of distinct dummy indices. Certainly 3072 is 
less than 64 X 6! = 46, 080. This illustrates that the number of configurations not taking into 
account dummy relabeling is usually less than n! times the number of labeled configurations. 
However, the n! multiplier is an upper bound on the increase from the set of equivalent labeled 
configurations to the larger set of all possible equivalent unlabeled configurations. 
We can now very roughly describe worst case bounds on the number of configurations. 
Assume that every index appearing in a configuration with 2 n indices is summed on, hence that 
there are n distinct summed indices. Let us also assume that the permutation generators 
generate 5211 , the full permutation group on 2 n indices. Then the number of configurations 
without relabeling is (2n)!/2Il, that is, all permutations (2n)! divided by the number of 
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degeneracies, which is 211 since each distinct summed index leads to a 2 fold degeneracy. 
However if we relabel at each stage, then at each stage all configurations that are equivalent 
under dummy index renaming are represented by a single labeled configuration. Since there 
are n! equivalent ways to relabel, the number of configurations with relabeling is bounded by 
(2 n)! I (n! 211 ). We can easily take a look at how these functions behave. 
In[S]:= Plot [{ (2 n) !( :_2:-::,-::_!} {n 0 4} 2 n f -il! f f f f 
plotLabel -> "Number of Configurations" f 
AxesLabel -> {"n" f ""} f PlotRange ~ All] 
Number of Configurations 
2500 
2000 
1500 
1000 
500 
1 2 3 4 n 
Out[S]= -
As one can see from the above plot, and of course from inspection of (2 n)! I (n! 2"), it is obvious 
that in the worst case there are still many different configurations that are being generated. 
There are, however, additional optimizations we can and will make in the later sections to 
further reduce the number of superfluous configurations being generated. However, before 
considering these, let us return our attention to showing that the above algorithm, 
GenerateConfigurations, does in fact generate all possible configurations reachable by 
the given symmetries. 
6.5.4 Correctness Proof for 
GeneroteCon'figuro'tions 
Let us now show that our algorithm generateConfigurations does in fact generate all 
possible configurations reachable by the symmetries of the tensor. We show that our algorithm 
iteratively generates a sequence of sets of configurations t, t U (S * tL ... , U7=o SI * t, ... and 
thus will converge to the set of all configurations reachable by the permutation group @, that is, 
@*c t. 
Theorem 6.S.A: generateConfigurations [t, S] generates @*c t where @ (S). 
Proof: The proof can be accomplished by a fairly simple induction argument. Let us 
unwind the loop in the algorithm and examine the iteratively generated sets of rand 
N. To avoid visual clutter for the duration of this proof, We will drop the c in *c and 
also assume that * has a higher precedence than \, that is, x * y \z == (x * y) \z. From 
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the algorithm the successive 'F's and N's are defined as follows: 'TO = 0, No = It} and 
for all n ~ 1 
lerE~tore. after the first iteration we must have, 
= 'To UNo = It} 
N1 == S*No \r1 == S*t\{f} 
Our induction hypothesis will be: 
11-1 
= U Sf *t 
'=0 
N" s'*t\rll 
Obviously the induction hypothesis is true for n = 1. If our induction hypothesis 
holds for the nth case, then for the (n + l/h case we have 
= rn U Nil (by definition) 
= [9: s' * t) U ( SII * t \ ~9: s' * t) (by induction hypothesis) 
Nn+1 = S * Nn \'Tn+1 
S * (S" *t\rn )\rn+1 
S"+1 * t\rn+1 
(by definition) 
(by induction hypothesis) 
(by argument below) 
To justify this last step consider: for any A and B, hence A = sn * t and B = 7;u we 
have: 
S*A d S*(A\B) d (S*A)\(S*B) 
sn+l*t d S*(S'*t\rll ) d S"+1*t\S*'F" 
SlI+1 * t \1:;1+1 d S * (S" * t\1:;,)\'F,1+1 d S"+1 * t\S * 'F" \'T;,+1 
But S * <;;;; therefore the left and right bounding sets are equal, hence 
S*(Sl1 *t\'Fn)\'Fn+l = SII+1 *t\7;l+l as required. 
Therefore, by induction = Ui (Si * t); and since {} = (8), it must be the case that 
'F"" {} *c t. Actually, since {} *c t is finite, there exists an n such that Nn ={}, and by 
inspection all further iterations will then add nothing new, hence 'F"" = 7;). II 
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---- ....... ------
6.5.5 Comments on Other Methods 
Before we move on to considering the ordering of configurations, let us note a few points about 
the above algorithm. The order of the algorithm is still only I {} *c t I x I S I. Given that the 
order of Dimino's algorithm is in its worst case 2 x I {} I, it may be possible to form some new 
algorithm that has a maximum order of 2x 1 {}*c t I. However, it is not immediately clear how 
to do this, since we are working in the set upon which the group acts, not the group itself, and 
some of the group properties upon which Dimino's algorithm relies on are no longer true for 
the sets of configurations. There may be a way, using advanced techniques in group theory or 
otherwise, under which one could generate all possible configurations under the group action in 
a more efficient way. In any case, the above suffices for our purposes, and we will find that it is 
fast enough in practice. Moreover, it also allows us to easily make changes. For instance, later 
on we will perform a transpositional canonicalization on every configuration at each stage, and 
this will drastically reduce the number of configurations generated. This transpositional 
canonicalization, introduced in §6.9 Transpositional Canonicalization, can be easily incorporated 
into the above closure algorithm without worrying about maintaining other group properties. 
There is one particular way we could possibly make the generation of configurations more 
efficient, but it requires the concept of an ordering on our configurations. Roughly, it breaks up 
the generation of configurations into stages, and at each stage it eliminates configurations 
which are known to lead to non-minimal configurations. Details are given in §C.4 
Canonicalizing in Stages. We now introduce the ordering on configurations. 
6.6 The Ordering of Configurations 
6.6.1 Description of the Ordering 
Now that we can generate all equivalent configurations allowed by the symmetries, let us 
introduce an ordering on the different configurations so that we can pick the "smallesf' as our 
canonical configuration. We would like our tensors to be as "close" as possible to the following 
form: 
free summed 
T 
summed free 
Here the free high indices are bunched together, followed by the summed high, then the 
summed low and finally the low. If one is dealing with a tensor product, then the ideal 
configuration will still have the same bunching of indices, but with the names of the various 
tensors interspersed in some definite order, say alphabetically increasing order, with two 
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tensors having the same name but a different number of arguments ordered say according to 
the number of arguments. 
Also, within each of the four groups of indices, the indices need to be in some definite order. 
We choose lexicographically increasing order. Others, such as Portuga1[266], choose a more 
sophisticated ordering. 
Any system of comparing two configurations will of course have to make compromises as to 
how heavily we weight bunching versus lexicographic ordering or some other factor. Thus, 
many reasonable orderings are possible, and the algorithms in this chapter can be modified to 
accommodate many different orderings. However, we will consider only one such ordering, the 
one we find most convenient for our computational purposes. 
Our ordering occurs in four levels of relative importance. First it deals with the free high 
indices, then the free low indices, then summed indices with summed high before summed low 
being considered better, and finally lexicographically ordered within the summed indices. 
First we focus on the free high indices. In rough terms, for our ordering, the further left any free 
high index, the better; for example, T a i . -< T i a ., Our ordering also takes into account the 
l l 
lexicographical order of the free indices; for example, sa b -< S b a. Next, among configurations 
with their free high indices in the same place, we focus on the free low indices. For our 
ordering, the further right any free low index, the better; for example T i i b -< T i b i' Also, as 
with free high indices, our ordering takes into account the lexicographical order of the free low 
indices; for example, S a b -< S b a' 
Next, among configurations with the same free indices in the same places, we focus on the 
summed indices. For our ordering, the more summed up indices one has before any summed 
low, the better; for example, T i j . . -< T i . j ., Finally, among configurations which are the 
l J l J 
same according to the first three criteria, we take into account the lexicographical ordering of 
. . i j i j 
the summed mdIces; for example T .. -< T .. . 
l J J l 
Obviously our whole ordering must be defined not on the tensors above but on their 
corresponding signed configurations. For instance, corresponding to T i j i j -< T i i j j we 
must have 
(6.6.a) 
In our system of ordering, we ignore the sign of a configuration. Thus, two signed 
configurations differing only in sign will be considered to be equal relative to our ordering. 
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6.6.2 Definition of the Ordering 
Actually, rather than define our ordering directly, it is more convenient to defu1e it in terms of 
an "ordering" function, signedConfigurationOrder, to be denoted by Like 
Mathematica's order function, signedConfigurationOrder returns either +t 0 or -1, 
depending upon whether the first configuration is less than, equal, or greater than the second, 
or equivalently, whether the two configurations appear in increasing order, have the same 
order, or are in decreasing order. It is then an easy matter to define the usual ordering relations, 
as we next see. 
In[i]:= InfixNotation [ 1 signedConfigurationOrder 1 
InfixNotation[<c 1 signedConfigurationLess] 
InfixNotation[~cl signedConfigurationLessEqual] 
InfixNotation[~cl signedConfigurationGreaterEqual] 
InfixNotation[>cl signedConfigurationGreater] 
InfixNotation [==c 1 signedConfigurationEquivalent] 
In[?]:: a_ <c b_ : = (a b) 1 
a_~c .-(a~cb)2:0 
a_ ~c (a ~c b) :<:; 0 
a_ >c b_: (a ~c b) == -1 
a_==c b_:= (a ~c b) == 0 
It is convenient to have our orderings work with lists of arguments like a -<c b -<c c. The simple 
yet somewhat cryptic implementation of the extended orderings is contained in the code section. 
The above definitions for -<c, ~c, "'c and >-c are natural for any reasonable version of the 
function signedConfigurationOrder. By design our chosen version will be 
In[i2]:= < 5c 
Block [ {ordering} 1 
ordering = Order [Sort @ Cases [config1, ] 1 
Sort @ Cases [config2 1 _High]] ; 
If [ordering 0 , ordering Order [Reverse @ Sort @ Cases [config2, _LOW], 
Reverse @ Sort @ Cases [config1, 1 i 
If [ordering 0, ordering = Order [ config1 / . s ~ elevation, 
config2 / . s ~ elevation] ; 
If [ordering 0, ordering = Order [conf/g1, config2]]]]; 
ordering 1 
The elevation of each Si.j index is given by 
In[i3]:= elevation[LInteger, J_Integer] := If[i< J, High, Low] 
It is apparent from the definition just given that our ordering does not distinguish between 
signed configurations differing only in their signs, that is, when con fig_ =c config+. 
Consequently, a ==c b, does not necessarily imply that a = b. Hence, we must be cognizant that 
a ~c b strictly means that a -<c b or a =c b. The ramifications of this design decision will be 
further taken up in §6.6.4Almost Total Orderings and §6.6.5 Minimum Configurations. 
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6.6.3 ExalTlples of the Ordering 
Let us illustrate our chosen ordering through examples. First, if possible, an ordering is 
determined from the free high indices. The further to the left a free high index is the better, 
where lexically smaller free indices take precedence. For example, 
In[14]:= (T a i b i) -<c (T i a b i ) 
c c 
Out[14]= True 
This is because, using <rex to denote lexicographic ordering, we have 
In[15]:= {High[a, 1J, High[b, 3J} -<rex {High[a, 2J, High[b, 3J} 
Out[15]= True 
However, if the free high indices are the same and in the same places or there are no free high 
indices, then we try to determine an ordering from the free low indices. For example, 
Out[16]= True 
If we still cannot order the two configurations based on the free high or free low indices, then 
we proceed onto ordering the configurations based upon the summed indices. 
The code for the summed indices might at first seem a little strange, so we will elaborate. 
According to the definition, to compare two configurations with respect to the summed indices, 
one replaces each index of the form Si,j by High or Low depending upon whether i < j or i > j, 
and then lexicographically compares the resulting" configurations". For example, this gives 
In[17]:= (x a i j i j) -<c (x a i i j j ) 
c c 
Out[17]= True 
This is because, using H = High, L = Low, we have 
In[18]:= {H[a, 1J, H, H, L, L} -<rex {H[a, 1J, H, L, H, L} 
Out[18]= True 
There are, in fact, several ways we could have implemented ordering on summed indices. 
However, the above code very efficiently ensures that an index like s 6 ,9 is considered to be 
smaller than s 6. 5 since s 6, 9 is the first index of a summed pair, whereas s 6, 5 is obviously the 
second index of a summed pair. 
To further illustrate our ordering, consider the following more complicated examples. 
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In[19]:= ( 
mpat en ) (mpat en ) 
R R <c R R mp pm 
c c 
Out[19]= True 
Out[20]= {False, True} 
In[21]:= (T a b i i) <c (T a i b i) <c (T b a i i) <c (T i a b i) <c (T b i a i) 
c c c c c 
Out[21]= True 
In[22]:= (S a b i i j j ) c <c (S a i b j i j) <c (S a i b i j j) <c (S i a b j i j) <c (S i a b i j j ) 
c c c c 
Out[22]= True 
6.6.4 Almost Total Orderings 
AB noted in §6.6.2 The Definition of the Ordering, our ordering, <'c, does not distinguish between 
signed configurations which differ only in their signs. Fonnally, our ordering, <'c, is degenerate 
in that two configurations differing only in their sign are considered the same by our ordering. 
In some cases, this can cause some rather peculiar effects. Consequently, definitions using the 
ordering <'c have to be stated carefully. This subsection will address and clarify the issues 
surrounding this degeneracy. 
First though, an obvious question arises. In practice, do we ever encounter two signed 
configurations that are exactly the same except for the sign? To answer this let us quote a 
theorem from §6.10.1 Zero Equivalence in the Basic Algorithm. For a tensor T whose signed 
configuration is t and whose symmetry group is g, the following theorem is true. 
Theorem 6.10.A: A tensor product T is identically zero if and only if 3 a E C such that 
a E g *c t and - a E g *c t. 
Thus, signed configurations which are degenerate with respect to <'c are only encountered if the 
tensor under consideration is identically zero - equivalent to zero by the symmetries alone, see 
§6.10 Identically Zero Tensors. Moreover, the tensors that are identically zero are handled by our 
algorithm as a special separate case. Thus, almost all of the time, our ordering on signed 
configurations, <'c, will be a total ordering. 
Definition 6.6.A: A total ordering on a set 51 is a relation, <', which obeys the following 
conditions. 
(i) a <, b or a = b or a >- b, for all a, b E 51 (trichotomy) 
(il) a <, b <, c ::::> a <, c, for all a, b, c E 51 (transitivity) 
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However, for our relation <0 the trichotomy condition does not hold since we cannot guarantee 
equality. Specifically, a ==c b does not imply a = b. However, the properties of <'c are sufficient 
for our purposes, that <'c is an almost total ordering. 
Theorem 6.6.A: The ordering <'c is an almost total ordering on the set of all signed 
configurations C, that is, 
(i) a <c b or a ==c b or a >-c b, for all a, b E C (almost-trichotomy) 
(ii) a b <c c => a <c c, for all a, b, c E C (transitivity) 
Proof: Our definition for comparing two signed configurations is clearly equivalent 
to 
Block [ {ordering} t 
ordering Testl [el, c2] ; 
If [ordering 0, ordering == Test2 [el, c2]]; 
If [ordering 0, ordering Test3 [cl, c2]]; 
If [ordering 0, ordering = Test4 [cl, c2]]; 
ordering] 
(6.6.b) 
(i) Since Testi[a, b] yields either + 1,0 or -1, obviously the answer returned must 
be + 1, 0 or That is to say, our comparison yields either a <c b (ordering = + 1) or 
a =c b (ordering 0) or a >-c b (ordering = -1). 
(it) One can easily check for k ::::: 1, 2, 3 and 4 that 
o if Testda, b] 0 and Testk[b, c] = l then Testda, c] = 1; 
f) if Testk[a, b] 1 and Testdb, c] = 0, then Testda, c] = 1; 
~ if Testda, b] 1 and Testdb, c] = l then Testda, c] = 1. 
Say a < b by Testi, that is, Testk [a, b] = 0 for k < i but Testi [a, b] = 1. Similarly say 
b < c~by Test}. Then one easily checks that if i > r then case 0 holds with k = j; and if 
i < j, then case f) holds with k = i; and if i = j, then case ~ holds with k i = j. II 
As an aside, our ordering <'c is in fact an instance of what is sometimes called a linear quasi-
ordering see for example Becker & Weispfenning[19]. In their terminology, a quasi-order is 
any binary relation which is both reflexive and transitive. A linear quasi-order is a quasi-order 
for which all elements are comparable. It is instructive to relate the example that Becker & 
Weispfenrung use to typify a quasi-ordering. Given Xo E IR[O, n then V I, g E IR[O, 1] -7 
IR[O, 1] they define I g if and only if I(xo) ~ g(xo). It is easy to see that there exists 1', g' 
such that I' g' and I' g', hence I' ==q g' but I' *" g'. The ordering ~q is an example of a 
linear quasi-ordering that is not a total ordering. 
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6.6.5 Minimum Configurations 
The motivation for our concept of an 'almost total ordering' should now be apparent Our 
ordering, <'c, is extremely close to a total ordering in that all signed configurations can be 
compared and the comparisons are consistent with each other. Also, each set of Signed 
configurations equivalent by the symmetries of the tensor is of course finite, thus we can 
proceed to define a "minimum" configuration, that is, a canonical configuration. In actuality 
the minimum may not be unique; specifically, both config+ and config_ might be "minimum" 
configurations. Mathematically it may be dubious to speak of a minimum element if there are 
tvvo minimal elements; however, we can largely ignore this difference, as we will see below. 
Definition 6.6.B: Let 31 be an arbitrary non-empty set of signed configurations. 
(i) A minimum signed configuration of 31 is any a E 31 which is as small or smaller 
than all of the other signed configurations b E 31: Formally, a ~c b, V b E 31. 
(il) minsc(31) is the set of minima of 31, that is, {a E 311 V b E 31, a ~e b }. 
(iii) minc is a non-unique theoretical function that picks out a (or the) minimum 
from each non-empty set of configurations, that is, mine (31) E minse(31). 
As has been noted, the set of minima almost always consists of a single configuration. 
Therefore, with impunity, we will use the expression the minimum, where it is understood that 
the exceptions to this designation will already have been handled or can be handled by a simple 
extension. 
In fact, our implementation is implicitly biased towards this interpretation in that it only ever 
returns a single minimum signed configuration. Let us now give our implementation of the 
function mine. 
In[23]:= Symbolize [Mine' SymbolizeRootName -7 "minimumConfiguration 11 1 
In[24]:= Mine @ signedConfigurations_List : 
Module [ {smaffest = signedConfigurations[l] } , 
Scan [I f [sc <'c smaffest, smaffest sc 1 &sc, signed Configurations ] ; smaffest 1 
Let us briefly comment on the underlying mathematical formalism in order to quash any 
question about well-foundedness. In actuality, our definitions involving almost total orderings 
or almost well orderings can all be handled by realizing we have a well ordering on the 
equivalence classes of the signed configurations, where two signed configurations are in the same 
equivalent class if their unsigned configurational part is the same. We have purposely side 
stepped this formality since we will extensively use totally different equivalence classes later, 
and any algorithm involving two entirely separate notations of equivalence would need to be 
detailed to the point of pedantry. 
The only other reasonable alternative, in terms of formalism, would be to extend the definition 
of our ordering so that it distinguished between the same configurations with different signs. 
However, this approach would be very artificial in that our implementation would not respect 
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these definitions, and to extend the implementation would be both inefficient and more 
involved. 
It should now be apparent why we have chosen not to extend our ordering. At the expense of a 
non-standard and somewhat eccentric definition, we have managed to semi-formalize the 
concepts underlying our implementation. In reality, our code never distinguishes between 
different signs since it would be inefficient to do so. Indeed, it will become apparent in §6.9 
Transpositional Canonicalization that this disregard for the sign in our ordering greatly simplifies 
the implementation of some parts of the algorithm to come. 
In the next section, §6.7 The Basic Canonicalization Algorithm, we present our basic of the 
canonicalization algorithm, where the minimum signed configuration of the equivalent signed 
configurations will be the canonical signed configuration. 
6.7 The Basic Canonicalization 
Algorithm 
6.7.1 The Basic Canonicalization Algorithm 
We have now presented the three cornerstones of our algorithm for canonicalizing tensor 
expressions, namely, our permutation and relabeling, the generation of configurations and the 
ordering of configurations. In this section we will put these concepts together and present a 
version of our canonicalization algorithm. As outlined previously, our algorithm will 
consist of the following steps. 
1. Expand all sums and products in the tensor expression. 
each tensor or tensor product in the sum, perform steps 2 through 7 
2. Encode the tensor product into a signed configuration. 
3. Calculate the set of generators S corresponding to the symmetries of the tensor product. 
4. Generate the set of all equivalent signed configurations under the generators. 
5. Check to see if the tensor product is identically zero by examining all generated signed 
configurations. If so, return zero. 
6. If the tensor product is non-zero, pick the smallest signed configuration using the 
ordering on configurations. 
7. Reconstitute the canonical labeled signed configuration into the canonical tensor 
product. 
Of course, there are issues yet to be tackled which have to elucidated in later sections. 
However, we are at the stage where we can present the code which accomplishes exactly the 
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steps above. After we present the code, we will discuss the steps involved and indicate what 
remains to be covered. 
The code that accomplishes step 1 simply maps our BasicCanonicalize function over sums 
and factors out numbers from products. 
In[1j:= BasicCanonicalize @ tensors_plus: = BasicCanonicalize /@ tensors i 
BasicCanonicalize @ (num_ ?NumberQ tensor'ProducC) .-
num BasicCanonicalize @ tensor'Product i 
BasicCanonicalize @ other_ = other i 
Here is the implementation of the basic algOrithm, steps 2 through 7. 
In[4j:= BasicCanonicalize @ tensor'Product : (head_ @ _Tensor I _Tensor) .-
Block [ {S, si gnedConffguration, afl8quivafentConfigurations I 
tensor Id, tensorIdentifiers, configurationLength I producmead} I 
{producmead, tensorIdentifiers I signedConfiguration} 
encodeTensors @ tensor'Product i 
confi gurationLength = si gnedConfi guration [2] fen i 
S = Union @ Flatten @ calculateGenerators @ tensorIdentifiers i 
afl8quivafentConfigurations = generateConfigura tions [signedConfiguration, 
If [ tensorIdenticallyZeroQ [afl8quivafentConfigurations] I 0 I 
reconstituteTensors [producmead, 
tensorIdentifiers I Mine @ afl8quivafentconffguratlons] ] ] 
From the already quoted Theorem 6.10.A appearing in §6.10 Identically Zero Tensors, we know 
that a tensor is identically zero if and only if some signed configuration appears with both a 
positive and a negative sign in the collection of signed configurations generated by generate 
Configurations, hence if and only if that set contains more signed configurations than 
configurations. Thus, for the basic algorithm, we can use the following simple cardinality test to 
check if a tensor is identically zero. 
In[5j:= tensorIdenticallyZeroQ @ signedConfigurations_List : = 
Union &sc /@ signedConflgurations] fen < signedConfigurationsfen 
The remaining subsections give an overview of the encoding and reconstituting routines, then 
present some examples, and finally prove that our algorithm in fact returns a canonical tensor. 
6.7.2 Specification of Generators 
The loading of the tensor canonicalization package defines several standard symmetries for 
common tensors. However, it is obviously necessary to have the capability to easily define new 
symmetries for new tensors. We can specify new symmetries for tensors using the Tensors 
package function DeclareSymmetries. Our basic canonicalization algorithm will function 
correctly with any set of generators. Yet since the efficiency of our basic canonicalization 
algorithm is of the order of I {} *c t I * I S I, it is transparently obvious that we desire the smallest 
set of generators S possible. 
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DeclareSymmetries takes as arguments the name of the tensor, the number of indices of 
the tensor, and the symmetries the tensor should obey. For instance, the Ricci tensor is denoted 
by R and has two indices which we can interchange, that is, R .. R.. for any indices 
~ J J 1 
We can state this as R .. (1 f-7 2) + * R .. = R .. , Thus, (1 f-7 2) + is a symmetry ofthe 
1J 1J J~ 
Ricci tensor. We would enter this symmetry as follows. 
In[6]:= DeclareSymmetries , 2, {( 1 0 2) + } 1 
All permutations which are effectively transpositions can be entered as transpositions. All other 
permutations must be entered as signed permutations. For instance, the Riemann tensor is 
denoted by R, it has four indices and has the symmetries R i j k 1 - R j i k l' R i j k 1 
:::: R i j 1 k' and R i j k 1 R k 1 i j' These symmetries correspond to (1 f-7 2) _, (3 f-7 4) I 
and {3, 4, 1, 2} +' We would enter these symmetries for the Riemann tensor as follows. 
In[7J:= DeclareSymmetries 
For a final example, consider the tensor S which we will define to be symmetric on all 4 of its 
indices. We do this as follows. 
In[8]:= DeclareSymmetries[S, 4, {(102)+, (203)+, (304)+)] 
After specifying the generators for each individual tensor, we tum to considering the set of 
generators for a tensor product. For example, what are the generators for 
abed mn 
R R baS den m? Previously, we mentioned that we can obtain these generators 
abed mn 
using (R R baS den m ) s' The generators returned are basically just shifted versions 
of the individual generators for factor plus some additional generators owing to the ability 
to swap overall factors. 
(
abed mn ) 
In[9]:= R R b S d 
a enm S 
Out[9]= {( 1 0 2) _, (3 0 4 ) _, (5 0 6) , (7 0 8) _, (9 0 10 ) +' (10 0 11 ) + ' 
(11012)+, {3, 4, 1, 2, 5,6,7,8,9,10,11, 12} , 
{1, 2, 3, 4, 7, 8, 5, 6,9,10,11, 12}+, 
{S, 6,7,8,1,2,3,4,9,10,11, 12}+} 
Further commentary on the simple code for the creation of the generating sets from the tensor 
names will be delayed in order to inclusively handle the small complications arising in the 
optimized algorithm. In addition, we will be much better placed to understand this code once 
the breakdown of the symmetries has been covered in §6.8 Generators and Group Theoretic 
Underpinnings. 
Later, in §6.11 The Optimized Algorithm, to guarantee that the optimized canonicalization 
algorithm returns valid results, we must use generator sets that fulfill criteria. This 
criteria is defined in §6.8.5 Jointly Recursively Diredional and Extrema Stabilizing (JRDES) Sets. 
Happily, for the rest of this section, we will not have any specific need to discuss this 
complication. 
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Once we progress onto §6.14 Linear Symmetries and the Complete Algorithm, we shall introduce 
one further type of symmetry to handle symmetries like R abc d + Rae d b + R a d b c = O. Up 
until then, however, all the symmetries we shall use can be entered with DeclareSyrnme-
tries and the appropriate signed transpositions and signed permutations. 
6.7.3 Encoding and Reconstituting Tensors 
In actuality, the longest pieces of our canonicalization code are those involved in both 
encodeTensors and reconstituteTensors. We will not present the code for these 
routines since it consists mainly of book keeping work with no real insight into the algorithm. 
For specific details, the interested reader can study the complete code at the end of this thesis in 
§D Appendix: Tensor Simplification Code. However, let us give an overview of the functionality of 
encodeTensors and reconstituteTensors and present a few examples of the kind of 
input and output both routines take and return. 
The function encodeTensors takes as arguments a tensor product over some head, and a 
possible option to sort the tensors that defaults to True. It returns a list of three answers: the 
product head, a list of tensor identifiers and an initial signed configuration. 
Technical Note: encodeTensors can actually take any structure of the form tlead[Tensorl , .. "Tensarnl. not just the more 
typical Times [Tensarl , ... ,Tensor nJ. This is necessary, for instance, when dealing with a product of non-commutative 
tensorial operators see §7 Tensor Calculus, Applications, and Quasi-Spin. 
us demonstrate encodeTensors on a list of tensors. 
a(3yr. Y !1 . 
In[i0]:= encodeTensors [ {R , R E; {3 Y ,A Y I; ; 7: }, sortTensors -7 False J 
Out[10j= {List, {tensorId [1], tensorId [2] , tensorId [3]} I 
S ;:·.1 S }} 
I 10,5, "'11' 12,4 + 
The data structure tensor I d is used to store all the particular information on each of the tensors. 
The structure tensor I d is dynamic, owing to its creation in a Block, and so it can be used with 
impunity throughout the sub-procedures of our algorithm. Associated with each of the tensor 
identifiers tensor I d[n] are four values. There is the name of the tensor, the index valence 
(which consists of the number of normal indices, the number of covariant indices and the 
number of partial derivatives), the offset to each tensor in the signed configuration, and finally 
the initial indices (from which we can determine the index classes of the indices in the tensor). 
For instance, if one were to query tensor I d, one would find that tensor I d[2] had the following 
values: 
tensorId[2] [indexValence] :;:: {2, 2, O} 
tensorId[2] [indices] = {y+, e-, {3-, y-} 
tensor I d [2] [name] R 
tensorId [2] [offset] 5 
(6.7.a) 
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Thus in the above example, a tensor named R starts at position 5 in the signed configuration. It 
has 2 normal indices (hence is a Ricci tensor), 2 covariant derivatives, no partial derivatives and 
it uses space time indices. 
The function reconstituteTensors takes as arguments a list of tensor identifiers that 
reference the information about the tensors, and a signed configuration. From these 
constituents, reconsti tuteTensors returns the reconstructed tensor. For instance, we can 
use the output of the previous example as input for the next example. 
In[11]:= reconstituteTensors @@ % 
a(3yo S ~i 
Out[11]= { R ,R E; (3 y' A s 1:;- ; 0 } 
In this example, since the signed configuration was not manipulated, the reconstituted tensor is, 
up to relabeling, the same as the input tensor. We can obtain a more typically encountered 
tensor product by replacing the head by times. 
In[12]:= Times @@ % 
p a(3yo s 
Out[12]= As';; 0 R R E; (3 Y 
The only part of the basic algorithm left unexplained is the calculation of the generators in step 
3. We leave this to §D.5 Constructing Generators from Primitive Generators. Next, let us consider 
some simple examples using the basic algorithm; and after that, let us prove some simple 
properties of the BasicCanonicalize function. 
6.7.4 Some Simple Examples 
Here is an example given in Portugal's paper [266]. Portugal's algorithm is in Maple, and to 
perform the following calculation it took in the vicinity of 26 seconds on a Pentium 100. 
abed mn 
In[13]:= BasicCanonicalize [R R baR den m] / / Timing 
abed ij 
Out[13]= {o. 516667 Second, -R R R } 
ab edij 
The timing above is for a Power Macintosh G3/300 Mhz. Thus, our algorithm is already quite 
fast. However, after including optimizations, we will be able to speed our algorithm up by at 
least another order of magnitude. Moreover, our optimized algorithm scales well. 
E(3YL va p 
In[14]:= BasicCanonicalize [R R L y S v,;] / / Timing 
ayos (3E P 
Out[14]= {2.38333 Second, -R R ol"S c} 
'" Y '" 
E(3YL va p 
In[15]:= BasicCanonicalize [R R T ] 
L Y va 
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,Be 0. If Os p 
Out[15]= R R 0. If T 6 s 
Our algorithm, as it correctly should, recognizes tensors that are equivalent to zero. 
ab e 
In[16]:= BasicCanonicalize [R cdS a b f 1 
Out[16)= 0 
Sometimes the canonical form is in a form that is non-standard. For instance, in the following 
the covariant derivatives are raised when they could be lowered. In fact, in §6.12.1 Necessity of 
Indices with Fixed Elevations, we will discuss the correct handling of partial derivatives. 
Cl 
In[17):= BasicCanonicalize [R 
/1 Y aos ,B 
Out[17]= A (3 ,R y R E; 
If ?: V /1 
R A 1 e;l3y v{;,?: 
It is a relatively simple task to add some form of post-canonicalization processing, so long as it 
is deterministic. 
6.7.5 Properties of Canonicalization 
Let us now formalize the definition of a canonicalizing function. Similar to Geddes[124], let us 
introduce the following definitions of /I canonical" objects - see also [36]. 
Definition 6.7.A: A canonicalizing function f relative to an equivalence relation ~ on a 
class of syntactical objects or expressions 8 is a computable function f: 8 ~ 8 such that 
for all a, b E 8, 'the following properties hold. 
(i) a ~ f (a) 
(ii) a ~ b ~ f(a) == feb) 
Definition 6.7.B: With respect to a canonicalizing function f : 8 ~ 8, we say that the 
canonical form of a E 8 is f(a), hence we say that a E 8 is in canonical form, if and only if 
a == f (a). 
To prove that our function BasicCanonicalize is a canonicalizing function, we need the 
following lemma that any two equivalent signed configurations generate the same collection of 
signed configurations. 
Lemma 6.7.A: Va, bEe if a -(j b then (J*c a = (J*c b. 
Proof: If a ~(j b then 3 g E (J such that a == g *c b. Therefore 
(J *c a == (J *c (g *c b) == «(J. g) *c b == (J *c b. II 
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To reiterate, in essence our tensor canonicalization function just picks the minimum element in 
the set of configurations equivalent to t, that is, it picks mine «(J *e t), given that the initial 
configuration is t. 
Theorem 6.7.A: The function BasicCanonicalize defined above is a canonicalizing 
function on tensor products. 
Proof: We want to show that when I is the function BasicCanonicalize and 8 
is the set of tensor product expressions, then I: 8--78 is a canonicalizing function. 
Hence, for this I we must show that the properties of Definition 6.7.A hold, namely 
(i) T = I(T) and (ii) Tl => I(T1 ) == I(T2). 
(i) Given T E 8 and its corresponding signed configuration t E C, then either T is 
identically zero or it isn't. If T is identically zero, then I(T) returns zero, thus 
T = 0 == I(T). If T is non -zero, then (J *e t has a unique minimum, mine «(J *e t), by 
Theorem 6.10.A. Furthermore, since mine «(J *e t) E (J*e t it must be the case that 
mine «(J *e t) ~(J t and thus I(T) = T by Definition 6.4.C. 
(it) Given tensor products and T2 such that Tl = T21 then by Definition 6.4.C, we 
must have tl ~(J t2' If the tensors Tl and T2 are identically zero, which can be 
determined algorithmically, then I(Tl) and I(T2) must of course both be zero by the 
construction of f. So assume the tensors are non-zero. Now, by Lemma 6.7.A, 
(J *e tl = (J *e t2, hence by Theorem 6.10.A, these sets have a unique common 
minimum. So mine «(J*e tl) = mine «(J*e t2); hence mine «(J*e tl) mine «(J*e t2), 
since equal configurations are identical. Therefore, the tensors returned by I are 
exactly the same. Thus, in either case, I(T1 ) == I(T2) .• 
It is also a trivial result to show that the canonicalization operator is idempotent. 
6.7.6 Overview of Optimizations 
There are, of course, several obvious enhancements that can be made to our algorithm. The 
first thing to note is that most of the time the signed permutation group is decomposable into 
the internal direct product of the groups that make up the symmetries of the individual tensors. 
Surprisingly though, to make use of this fact in our algorithm is a non-trivial process. We will 
not make use of such an enhancement and leave a cursory discussion of it to §C.4 Canonicalizing 
in Stages. 
Another obvious candidate for simplification is first to move the free indices into their canonical 
positions, and then to restrict our consideration to the subgroup of those permutations which 
do not move the free indices. The idea behind this is that once the free indices are in their 
optimal positions, any permutation that moves a free index will result in a "larger" 
configuration - recall §6.6.2 Definition 01 the Ordering - so need not be considered. This 
simplification, which will be incorporated into our optimized algorithm, is given in §6.11.1 
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Canonicalization of Free Indices. However, the theory underlying this simplification is developed 
in §6.8 Generators and Group Theoretic Underpinnings. 
Undoubtedly, the most complex optimization we will make use of in our optimized 
canonicalization algorithm involves efficiently handling transpositional symmetries; in 
particular, this implies that we can handle totally symmetric and totally anti-symmetric tensors 
extremely efficiently. Intuitively, a completely symmetric object is nice in that we can order the 
indices inside it in any way that we desire. However, from the basic algorithm in this section, 
we can see that a symmetric tensor with n indices leads to an n! fold increase in the number of 
configurations. This is bad. There is, however, an elegant resolution to this matter; and indeed, 
it turns out that tensors can have their "transpositional" parts treated in extremely efficient 
ways. This treatment is given in §6,9 Transpositional Canonicalization. Unfortunately, 
transpositional canonicalization makes the theory behind the zero-equivalence question quite a 
bit harder. Fortunately, the code to determine zero-equivalence is still quite fast and takes only 
3 lines of Mathematica code. The arguments and theory surrounding zero-equivalence are fully 
given in §6.10 Identically Zero Tensors. 
To undertake the discussions of these optimizations, it is first necessary to present some of the 
underlying group theoretic ideas about the fundamental workings of the overall algorithm and 
to discuss generators. The next section does exactly this. 
6.8 Generators and Group 
Theoretic Underpinnings 
The previous sections have discussed permutation generators in cursory terms only. We have 
not discussed which generating sets we should use, how efficient is it to use other equivalent 
generating sets, what tensors can be handled, and many of the other issues concerning 
generators. For the basic algorithm presented in §6.7 The Basic Canonicalization Algorithm, any 
set of generators is sufficient. However, in order to ensure that the optimizations we will make 
to the basic algorithm are valid, we need specific properties of our generating sets to be true. In 
this section we will discuss the kinds of generating sets used in our optimized algOrithm, as well 
as comment on some of the group theoretic underpinnings of our algorithm. 
6.8.1 The Classification of Symmetries 
Throughout this section we will make frequent use of the computational group theory package 
GAP[121] since it is specifically designed for computations in group theory (and other algebraic 
structures). In particular, it will be used to illustrate some of the theory and concepts behind 
our main algorithm. However, the code for the main algorithm does not require GAP and 
indeed does not use it. 
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Instead of GAP, we could alternatively use Mathematica. Unfortunately, currently the only 
major package in Mathematica for handling abstract algebra is the Tutorial/Book Exploring 
Abstract Algebra in Mathematica by Hibbard[161]; and this pedagogical tool, although useful, is 
insufficient for our needs here. So we would first have to develop the specific algebraic routines 
we need for this section in Mathematica. Largely, this undertaking would be redundant since 
these routines are not needed for our main canonicalization algorithm. In contrast, for the work 
of this section, we can utilize GAP as is. Other ready-to-use alternatives to GAP that we could 
have used are Magma[223] or its predecessor Cayley[43, 44], among others. 
In this section we will make frequent use of the concepts and notation common in group theory 
for objects such as group actions, orbits and stabilizers - for instance, see Butler [ 42], Dixon[93] 
or Wieldant[336]. The reader should have at least some knowledge of group theory. Unless 
stated otherwise, .0 will be a finite ordered set of points or positions and {] will be a 
permutation group acting on .0, that is, * : {] x .0 --7 .o. If fJ E .0 and g E {] then the image of fJ 
under g, that is g * fJ, is denoted by fJ g. Also, the orbit of the point fJ will be denoted by fJg , 
that is, fJg = {fJg I g E {]}. The subgroup of {] which stabilizes the point fJ will be denoted by {]p, 
that is, {]p = {er E {] I fJrT = fJ}. In addition given g, hE {] we will denote the conjugate 
g. h· g-l by gh. Typically in our applications throughout this section .0 = {1, 2, ... , n}, where n 
is the number of indices in the tensor product under consideration. 
Technical Note: One should note that there is no accepted standard as to exactly how conjugation is defined. This is true 
even after one settles on whether to denote function application on the left, as is most common, or on the right, as used 
by some algebraists. The two ways one can define conjugation are (i) g. h· g-1 and (ii) g-1 . h . g. In this thesis we will use 
g. h· g-1. This essentially corresponds to the convention adopted by Dixon[93], MacLane[ 216] and Rose[ 276], and is 
opposed to the convention used by Butler[ 42] and Fraleigh[114]. In any case, it is somewhat of a mute point in that the 
final results using conjugates will be isomorphic under either convention, hence in the end, it is immaterial which convention 
is chosen. 
Given a set of signed permutations, 8, corresponding to the symmetries for a tensor T, we 
know that 8 generates a signed permutation group {]. As has been mentioned before, the 
generating set 8 for the permutation group {] is not unique. We will find that for our algorithm, 
it will be necessary to construct an over-complete generating set that is still "small", in a way 
yet to be defined. This subsection will describe the separate parts that make up our generating 
sets and will also serve as a background for the other subsections in this section. 
It is convenient to divide 8 into three parts: the transpositions, the symmetries due to name 
degeneracy, and finally the other remaining symmetries. The symmetries in the second part, 
those due to name degeneracy, arise when two or more tensor factors in a tensor product have 
the same name and the same number and type of indices. For instance, in §6.5.2 The Algorithm 
for Generating Configurations, we illustrated the generation of configurations using the tensor 
abed mn 
product R R baR den m' This tensor has three tensor factors, all with the same 
name, R, and the same number of indices .. So it is obvious that we can interchange the overall 
factors; that is, 
abed mn mn abed 
R R baRdenm =R baR R denm 
mn abed (6.8.a) 
=RdenmR baR 
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Any symmetry due to the degeneracy of the tensor names carries over directly from tensor 
products to their corresponding signed configurations, but of course is only valid when the 
underlying product operation is multiplication or another commutative operation. For instance, 
tensor operators do not necessarily commute under "multiplication" see §7 Tensor Calculus, 
Applications, and Quasi-Spin. 
Technical Note: When we are canonicalizing expressions where the overall operation is non-commutative, we simply 
exclude name degeneracy symmetries From our generating sets. In this way we can canonicalize over operations such as 
non-commutative-times, etc. For example, see §7 Tensor Calculus, Applications, and Quasi-Spin. 
The third part of S consists of those members of S that are neither transpositions nor name 
degeneracy symmetries, The author is unaware of any common name in group theory for these 
symmetries. Therefore we will, for lack of a better name, call them complex symmetries or 
complex permutations. 
Technical Note: Other equally good names For the complex symmetries would be higher-order symmetries, non-simple 
symmetries, entangling symmetries, or even intricate symmetries, However, these all conjure up other connotations and so 
were not chosen. 
Given a set of generators S, we will denote the subset of transpositional generators by Sr, the 
subset of name degeneracy generators by S!l), and the subset of complex symmetry generators 
by Sx. Thus S = Sr U S!l) U Sx. Let us symbolize these. 
In[1]:= Symbolize [S,r 1 ; ze[Sx]; Symbolize ] i 
The mechanism whereby we can obtain the symmetries of a tensor product can return the 
different types of generators separately. For example, 
(
abed mn ) 
In[2]:= , Sx, Sv} = R R baR den m 
Sr,,,,']) 
Out[2]= {{ (1 B 2) _, (3 B 4) _, (5 B 6) _, (7 B 8) _, (9 B 10) , (11 B 12 ) _ L 
{{3, 4, 1, 2, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10 1 111 12}+1 
{11 21 3 1 4, 71 8 1 51 6 1 9 1 10 1 111 12LI 
{11 21 3 1 4/5/6/7/8/11/12/91 lOLL 
{{51 6/7/8/1/2/3/4/9/10/111 12}+1 
{11 21 3 1 4/9/10/11/12/5/6/71 8}+}} 
The subscripts on the S in < ... ) s ' indicate which symmetries should be returned and in 
subSCripts 
what order. 
It should also be mentioned that some tensors admit symmetries which are linear in nature. 
For instance, the Riemann tensor, in addition to the aforementioned symmetries, has the linear 
symmetry R abe d + Rae db + R ad b e = O. Similar to this linear symmetry, are the celebrated 
Bianchi identities, R 0: (3 y (5 ; 0 + R 0: (3 (5 0 ; Y + R 0: (3 0 Y ; (5 O. Neither of these linear symme-
tries can be viewed as a result of our group action operating on a configuration because new 
terms are pOSSibly being added. We will return to linear symmetries in due course in §6.14 
Linear Symmetries and the Complete Algorithm, but for now they lie outside the scope of our 
algorithm. 
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6.8.2 Examining the Classification of 
Symmetries via GAP 
In this subsection we use GAP to examine the separate parts of the generating set that we 
introduced in the previous subsection, namely, the transpositional generators, the name 
degeneracy generators, and the complex generators. Let us begin by re-examining the 
generators of the permutation group used by our algorithm to represent the symmetries of the 
abed mn 
tensor product R R b Rd' a e nm 
(
abed mn ) 
In[3]:= R R b R d 
a e nm S 
Out[3]= {(1~2)_, (3 ~ 4) _, (5 ~ 6) _, (7 ~ 8) _, (9~10)_, 
(11 ~ 12)_, {3, 4, 1,2, 5, 6, 7,8, 9,10,11,12}+, 
{1, 2, 3, 4, 7, 8, 5, 6, 9,10,11, 12}+, 
{1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 11, 12, 9,10}+, 
{5, 6, 7, 8, 1, 2,3,4,9,10,11,12}+, 
{1, 2, 3, 4, 9, 10,11,12,5, 6,7,8}+} 
Observe that this set of generators is over-complete. Let us use GAP to quickly show this. First 
though, a note on GAP notation. GAP represents permutations in disjoint cycle notation, as 
well as denoting assignments by := and semantic equality tests by =. Also GAP represents lists 
in the form [el, e2, .. " en], as do other symbolic computation languages such as Maple[244, 
329], MuPad[118, 289] and AXIOM[177], as well as some modern functional languages like 
ML[146], Haskell[89] and Clean[264, 265]. For now we will ignore the sign of a permutation 
and comment on this omission in the next subsection. First, let us enter the generators into 
GAP in disjoint cycle notation. Since GAP has no capabilities for working with mathematical 
notations, let us respectively use 51, SX, SO instead of Sr, S x, Sr. 
gap> 51 := [( 1 ,2), (3,4), (5,6), (7,8), (9,10), (11,12)]; 
[ (1,2), (3,4), (5,6), (7,8), ( 9,10), (11,12) ] 
gap> SX := [( 1 ,3)(2,4),(5,7)(6,8),(9,11)( 1 0, 12)]; 
[(1,3)(2,4), (5,7)(6,8), (9,11)(10,12)] 
gap> SO := [(1,5)(2,6)(3,7)(4,8), (5,9)(6,10)(7,11)(8,12)]; 
[(1,5)(2,6)(3,7)(4,8), (5,9)( 6,10)( 7,11)( 8,12)] 
It is now easy to show that the group generated by Sr U Sx U S'lJ is the same as the group 
generated by {(l, 2), (1, 3)(2, 4)} U S'lJ' 
gap> G := Group( Union(SI,SX,SO) ); 
<permutation group with 11 generators> 
gap> G = Group( Union ( [(1,2), (1,3)(2,4)], SO»; 
true 
Therefore, our generating set is obviously over-complete. 
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But for the existence of the name degeneracy symmetries, the whole permutation group would 
nicely factorize into the internal direct product of the permutation groups 'RG of the constituent 
tensors that is, 9 "" 'RG x'RG X 'RG. Unfortunately, the name degeneracies cause this 
factorization to be erroneous. 
gap> RG := Group( (1,2), (3,4), (1,3)(2,4) ); 
Group([ (1,2), (3,4), (1,3)(2,4) ]) 
gap> RGxRGxRG := OirectProduct(RG,RG,RG); 
<permutation group with 9 generators> 
gap> RGxRGxRG = G; 
false 
gap> RGxRGxRG = Group( Union(ST,SX) ); 
true 
Of course there are techniques in computational group theory whereby one can extend a group 
by a set of generators (for instance the GAP function GroupClosure). In fact, it is easy to show 
that extending the direct product group 'RG x'RG x'RG by closure with the name degeneracy 
generators in 81) leads to an exact copy of g. 
gap> ClosureGroup(RxRxR, SO) = G; 
true 
Although it is possible to precompute 'RG, trying to use the precomputed results raises 
complications for our optimized algorithm. Furthermore, precomputation does not save that 
much time since, as we commented before, our main focus is not in calculating 9 but in 
calculating g*c t. For instance, as you may recall from §6.5.3 The Number of Configurations, 
I 9 I 3072 while I 9 *c t I 64. We can also verify these sizes using GAP. 
gap> Size(G); 
3072 
To verify that the orbit 9 *c t has 64 elements using GAP is slightly more complicated. GAP's 
facilities can be used to calculate an orbit of a configuration if one chooses an appropriate 
representation for configurations and an appropriate group action. If we use the action of 1/ on 
sets of sets", which GAP names OnSet8Set8, and make the identification of an 8i,j label with 
the list [i ,j], then we can for instance generate the orbit of configurations equivalent to the 
abed rnn 
configuration for R R baR den rn' namely the configuration {81S 1 82.7 I 83,10, 
84 9,85,12,86,11/ 8 7.2, 8S,1, 89.4, 810 3,811,6, 812,S}' 
gap> initialConfig := [[ 1,8],[2,7],[3,10],[ 4,9],[5,12],[6,11]]; 
[( 1, 8 ], [ 2, 7 ], [ 3, 10 ], [ 4, 9 ], [ 5, 12 ], [ 6, 11 ]] 
gap> Gorbit := Orbit(G, initialConfig, OnSetsSets);; 
gap> Size(Gorbit); 
64 
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6.8.3 GAP, Mathematica, and Tensor 
Simplification 
In the light of the above computations in GAP, a couple of questions arise. First, we note that 
we used unsigned configurations and unsigned permutations. Are the results we obtained 
essentially the same as we would get performing the calculations on signed configurations with 
signed permutations? In particular, is the size of (J the same? As first noted in §6.6.4 Almost 
Total Orderings and as later shown in §6.10.1 Zero Equivalence in the Basic Algorithm, in the set of 
equivalent signed configurations the same configuration can be repeated with a different sign if 
and only if the tensor being canonicalized is identically zero. In our example using 
abed mn 
R R baR den m' the tensor is non-zero, so the unsigned version of the permutation 
group (J is isomorphic to the signed version of the permutation group (J. 
Second, from the ease with which we calculated the orbit (J *c t in the previous subsection, 
§6.8.2, one might get the impression that it would be very easy to implement the essential core 
calculations of our canonicalization algorithm in GAP. So why have we bothered to implement 
our algorithm in Mathematica? Actually, although we can achieve the same results in GAP, it 
takes much more work than the code skeleton given in the previous subsection, §6.8.2. For 
instance, how would we include free indices? We could change the default action of 
OnSetSets to a new user defined action which we would have to define and implement. 
Alternatively, we could include "virtual" positions in our configurations which are not moved 
by the permutation group (J. Each of these virtual positions would correspond to a free index; 
and since such a virtual position is not moved by the action of the permutations of (J, the labels 
remain fixed throughout the orbit of equivalent configurations. For an example involving virtual 
positions, consider the configuration obtained from the previous configuration by putting free 
indices in positions 1, 5, 6, 8, 11, 12. Our configuration has 12 positions, so we link position 1 
with the virtual position 13, 5 with 14, etc. 
gap> initialConfig:=[[ 1,13],[2,7],[3,10],[ 4,9],[5,14],[6,15],[8,16],[11,17],[ 12, 18]];; 
gap> Gorbit:=Orbit(G, initialConfig, OnSetsSets);;time; 
1139 
gap> Size(Gorbit); 
1536 
In GAP timings are measured in milliseconds, so finding the above orbit of 1536 equivalent 
configurations took approximately a second. This of course is faster than Mathematica could do 
such a calculation, but this is hardly surprising since it is highly likely that GAP is internally 
optimized for such calculations. However, speed is not the overall determining factor. If it 
were, then a low-level procedural version of our algorithm, say implemented in C++ or Pascal, 
would be the preferred choice. Besides, in our optimized algorithm we will not have to 
calculate the orbit of an initial configuration. Also, it would be no easier in GAP to create the 
routine that compares signed configurations, nor the routine that generates the degeneracy 
symmetries, nor the routine that generates the configurations for a product tensor from the 
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configurations for the individual tensors making up the product/ nor many of the other routines 
that would make up our algorithm or a corresponding one if we chose to use GAP. Probably 
the best answer is that/ to the author's knowledge, tensor analysis is rarely done in GAP, if at 
ali, so implementing a tensor optimization algorithm in GAP would be of arguable use. 
Besides, in GAP one could not easily do any of the calculus aspects of tensor analysis, which are 
of course vital. 
The above arguments should not detract from the GAP language in any way. It appears to be a 
well implemented and extremely useful language for group theory and other abstract algebra 
investigations. 
Actually as a side note, the desire to link Mathematica and GAP provides another perfect 
example of the value of the Notation package/ developed in this thesis. Using Mathlink to link 
Mathematica with GAP would allow all users of Mathematica access to the specialized group 
theoretic algorithms and tools bundled with the GAP language. The interface to the GAP 
system is relatively primitive, text based, and command line driven, so it would appear to be an 
ideal candidate for hooking up to Mathematica via the Mathematica Mathlink protocol. Such a 
pairing would also be highly beneficial for GAP since then, using the Notation package, all the 
technical group theoretic notation common in group theory could be introduced and then used 
as valid Mathematica input. For instance, it should be quite possible to define semantics for 
input like (G x R ~ G I T) (K) <l H. Such a development of group-theoretic notation in 
Mathematica would exactly parallel the development of the notation common to physics that 
has been implemented in this thesis, like the notation for tensors in §3.4 Tensorial Notation and 
for Bras and Kets in §2.7 Example: Bra-Ket Notation, etc. 
This subsection, together with the previous subsection, has served to reinvestigate, in the 
language of GAP, some of the familiar concepts first presented in §6.5.3 The Number of 
Configurations. This showcasing of GAP has hopefully given the reader the benefit of a cursory 
exposure to the language of GAP, and in addition has also underscored the concepts in a group 
theoretic manner such that the reader can see the rudimentary beginnings of an 
implementation of our basic canonicalization algorithm in GAP. 
6.8.4 Generating Sets 
As is well known/ we can easily find a set of generators for any group g. A simple method is as 
follows: initially set 8 to any element of g and then successively add a new element to 8 from 
g\ (8) until (8) = g. This is essentially the same sort of technique as the sieve of Eratosthenes 
which finds all the prime numbers in the range I, ... , m. However, unless we carefully pick 
which generators we sieve on at each stage, we cannot guarantee any properties of our 
generating set, such as minimum cardinality of the generating set or IIminimum size" of each 
generator/ etc. For instance, in cycle notation both of the following sets generate the same 
group. 
gap> Group« 1 ,2),(1 ,2,3,4,5,6» = Group« 1 ,2),(2,3),(3,4),(4,5),(5,6»; 
true 
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Clearly, the first set of generators is smaller while in the second set each generator is simpler. 
Not surprisingly, computational group theorists have already tackled the question of what is the 
"best" set of generators for a group. Authors like Butler [ 42], Dixon[93], and languages like 
GAP, Magma[223]' all give routines for creating generating sets with specific properties. 
Unfortunately, none of these routines correspond to exactly what we need, but these routines 
are a starting point from which we can adapt algorithms in order to create generating sets with 
the specific properties that we need. 
Two particular notions which have frequent application in computational group theory are that 
of a base and that of a strong generating set. A base for a group g is a sequence of points in .0., 
say f3l, f32, ... , f3n, such that the corresponding stabilized subgroup chain terminates in the 
identity subgroup, that is, 
(6.S.b) 
A set of generators S for g is said to be strong relative to the base f3l, . '" f3n if Sf31, ... ,f3111 = 
{eT E S I f3r = f3i for 1 ::; i ::; rn} generates gf31, ... ,f3m' for 1 ::; rn ::; n. These concepts were first 
developed by Sims[296, 297]. Descriptions of algorithms to calculate strong generating sets for 
a given base are presented in Butler [ 42]. We can demonstrate this in GAP by finding a strong 
generating set for the group g considered in the previous subsection, §6.8.3, with the base 
[1" .12]. 
gap> StrongGeneratorsStabChain(MinimaIStabChain(G»; 
[ (11,12), ( 9,10), ( 9,11)( 1 0, 12), ( 7, 8), ( 5, 6), ( 5, 7)( 6, 8), ( 5, 9)( 6,10)( 7,11)( 8,12), ( 3, 
4), ( 1,2), ( 1,3)( 2, 4), ( 1,9,5)( 2,10,6)( 3,11,7)( 4,12,8)] 
Unfortunately, strong generating sets are not exactly what we need since we do not know what 
order the base points are going to be in. However, we will need a similar concept to achieve 
our first optimization. In §6.11.1 Canonicalization of Free Indices we will present the algorithm 
that will move the free high and low indices into their canonical positions and then find 
generators for the stabilized subgroup of permutations that do not move the free indices. This 
optimization again reduces the number of configurations that have to be considered. We 
formalize our specific needs in the following subsection. 
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6.8.5 Jointly Recursively Directional and 
Extrema Stabilizing (JRDES) Sets 
As stated earlierl we assume that our group of permutations () acts on a set of points 
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n = {1, ... , n} with the usual ordering. Hence we can speak of one position or point of.o. being 
to the left or right of another, and thus speak of the maximum and the minimum points of an 
orbit. We need a set of generators for () such that any point f3 in n can be moved to the left and 
to the right as far as its orbitl f3(J, allows. That is, we need to be able to transform f3 to min(f3(J) 
and also to max(f3(J). It is important that we can do this in a ,I downhillll method with just the 
generators alone rather than the full group since the size of the group can be extremely large 
whereas the size of the generating set is generally much smaller. 
Definition 6.8.A: We say that 8 is a directional set of generators for a permutation 
group () acting on the set of points n if 
(i) 8 generates (), that is, () = (8) 
(ii) for each f3 En such that f3 "* max(f3{J), exists a erE8 such that f3rT > f3 
(iii) for each f3 E n such that f3 "* min(~)1 there exists a erE8 such that f3rT < f3 
We also need to be able to find stabilized subgroups with a minimum of effort. The points on 
which we need to be able to stabilize are the extrema orbit points, that is, the points that are 
either a minimum or a maximum point of an orbit of a point in n under (). To this end we 
define the following concept. 
Definition 6.8.B: The orbit extrema of a set of points n under a permutation group () are 
the extrema of the orbits of the points inn. Denoting the set of orbit extrema by 
Ext({), n), we formally have Ext({), n) = UyeU {min(y(J), max(y{J)}. 
Besides the obvious "intuitive" extremum points, one should note that any point that is not 
moved is also an extremum. If our generating set allows us to easily find subgroups stabilized 
on the orbit extrema, we give it the special designation of being extrema stabiliZing. 
Definition 6.8.C: 8 is an extrema stabilizing set of generators for a group () which acts on 
nif 
(i) 8 generates ()I that is, () = (8) 
(ii) for each f3 E Ext({), n) the set 8/3 = fer E 8 I P = f3} generates {)/31 that is 
()/3 = (8/3) 
Finally when we actually use a set of generators in §6.11.1 Canonicalization of Free Indices it 
transpires that we need it to be both extrema stabilizing and directional. Furthermore, we need 
both of these properties to be recursive. 
Definition 6.8.D: A set of generators 8 for a permutation group () is jointly recursively 
directional and extrema stabilizing ORDES) if 
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(i) S is a directional set of generators for g 
(ii) S is an extrema stabilizing set of generators for g 
(iii) for each f3 E Ext(g, .0) the set of generators Sf3 that generate gf3' given by 
Definition 6.8.C, is again jointly recursively directional and extrema stabilizing 
By using generator sets satisfying the JRDES property, as compared to the more standard strong 
generating set for a base, we have traded possible minimality of the generating set for the ability 
to choose any sequence of orbit extrema to stabilize on. 
The question of existence of a set of generators that is JRDES is easy to answer: the whole group 
is such a set of generators. Actually we can easily give a much better answer: we could use the 
union of all strong generating sets for all permutations of the base [1 ... n]. This resulting set 
would obviously satisfy the requirements of being JRDES. 
Sometimes we will talk about a set of generators with specific properties without reference to 
the group. This is of course permissible because the set of generators implicitly specifies the 
group. 
In most cases we will be able to find a "small" set of generators for our tensors which is JRDES. 
Fortuitously, the tensor product operation creates a new permutation supergroup which is also 
"nicely" JRDES generated if each of the groups corresponding to the tensors comprising the 
tensor product is "nicely" JRDES generated. The next theorem formalizes this. However, first 
for reference, the reader should recall from basic group theory the result that g is the internal 
direct product of subgroups 1f and X if and only if (i) g = 1fX, (ii) hk = kh for all h E 1f and 
k E X, and (iii) 1f n X = tel. (See Fraleigh[114J, MacLane[216].) 
Theorem 6.S.A: Assume that the signed permutation group g which acts on .0 is the 
internal direct product of two subgroups, 1f and 1(, that is g = 1fX. Also assume that 
both 1f and X have JRDES generating sets, say S and <V. If the non-trivial orbits of 1f 
and X do not overlap, then g is JRDES generated by SU<V. 
Proof: g = 1fX = (S) (<V) and hk = kh for all h E 1f and k E X since g is the internal 
direct product of 1f and 1(. It follows that (S U <V) = (S) (<V) = g, hence SU<V 
generates g. 
We next show that SU<V is a directional generating set. Consider any f3 E .0 such 
that f3 *' min(f3g ). Then obviously the orbit of f3 is non-trivial under g. This means 
that f3 is moved by some element in either 1f or 1(. This implies that either the orbit 
f3'H or the orbit f3'K is non-trivial. (They cannot both be trivial since then 
f3g = f3'H'K = {f3} but this would contradict the fact that f3g is non-trivial; furthermore 
they cannot both be non-trivial for this would contradict our assumption of non-
overlapping non-trivial orbits.) Therefore either f3g = f3'H or f3g = f3'K, but since 1f 
and X are generated by S and <V, which are both JRDES, it must be the case that 
there exists (j E S U <V such that f3rT < f3. Similarly if f3 *' max(f3g ) we can find 
(j E S U <V such that f3rT > f3. Thus the set S U <V forms a directional generating set 
for g. 
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Let us now show the extrema stabilizing criteria. Consider any 13 E Ext(g, n), that is, 
(3 which is an orbit extremum of g. It follows that 13 E Ext(1f, n) and 13 E Ext(1(' n); 
for if not then 13 could be moved both left and right by 1f or by 1(, hence obviously it 
can moved both left and right by g, contradicting 13 E Ext(g, n). Therefore 1fp and 
1<p are generated by Sp and 1'p respectively. Furthermore,1fp n1<p ~ 1f n 1< = {e}. 
Also, since the elements of 1f and 1< commute, then unquestionably the elements of 
1fp and 1<p must commute. Therefore, 1fp 1<p forms an internal direct product 
subgroup of g. 
Let us now show that the subgroup 1fp 1<p is in fact gp. Consider any g E gp. 
Necessarily f3 g = 13. Since g is the internal direct product of 1f and 1<, there must 
exist unique h E 1f and k E 1< such that g = h k, hence 13 f3g = f3hk = (f3h)k. If 
f3h = Y =f:. 13 then clearly yk = 13 and hence f3k-1 = y, but this implies that both f31-f and 
f3x are non-trivial; and since these orbits both contain at least 13 they unquestionably 
overlap, thus contradicting the initial assumption. ConsequentlY,f3h = 13 and hence 
13k 13, which means that hE 1fp and k E 1<p. Therefore gp ~ 1fp 1<p. It is easy to 
verify that gp 21fp 1<p and therefore gp = 1fp 1<p. Since 1fp and 1<p are generated 
by Sp and l' p it follows that gp is generated by Sp U l' p (S U 1')p. 
We have now shown that S U l' is a directional and extrema stabilizing set of 
generators for g. To show both of these properties are jointly recursively true it is 
easy to note that the conditions and circumstances of the theorem are still true for the 
stabilized subgroups. Specifically, the non-trivial orbits of 1fp and 1<p do not overlap, 
gp is the internal direct product of 1fp and 1<p, and furthermore both of these 
subgroups are respectively JRDES generated by Sp and 1'p. Therefore we can again 
apply the above arguments to stabilize on a new point y and so on. This of course 
can be repeated recursively and hence we can conclude that SU1' is a JRDES set of 
generators for g .• 
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Even though we have only stated and proved this theorem for two groups, it is obvious that it 
generalizes to a product of n groups which are each JRDES generated and whose non-trivial 
orbits do not overlap. 
Actually, the above theorem can be made more inclusive, but in its present form it is sufficient 
for our needs. However, it should also be pointed out that just being able to find an 1f and 1< 
which are JRDES generated such that g = 1f Xinteral1< is not always sufficient to guarantee that 
g can be JRDES generated with the generators of 1f and 1<. To guarantee that g is JRDES 
generated by the generators of 1f and 1< we need the property that the non-trivial orbits cannot 
overlap. A simple counterexample when the orbits overlap is provided by the permutations 
p (1, 4) (2, 3) and CT = (1, 3) (2, 4). The point 3 is an extremum of the orbits under the groups 
(P) and (CT), yet the group generated by p and CT moves 3 to 4. Therefore, the generators p and CT 
do not have the required directional property that they can move a point towards its orbit 
maximum, in this case 3 to 4. Yet, (P) and (CT) are both subgroups of (P,CT) and their internal 
direct product forms the whole group (P,CT). Hence (P,CT) is not JRDES generated by p and CT. 
The restriction in Theorem 6.8.A of g being the internal direct product of two subgroups means 
that we cannot apply that result to the tensor product of two versions of a tensor, for example 
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the tensor product of two Riemann tensors. This is because there are degeneracy generators 
associated with the later product, connecting the two subgroups. This complication is resolved 
by Theorem 6.8.E in the concluding subsection §6.8.8 Tensor Products and their ]RDES Generators. 
The next subsections will consider specific sets of generators that are jointly recursively 
directional and extrema stabilizing GRDES). 
6.8.6 Adiacent Transpositions 
The simplest sets of generators that are jointly recursively directional and extrema stabilizing 
GRDES) are sets of adjacent transpositions. 
Definition 6.8.E: A transposition T is said to be adjacent if it is of the form (i H i + 1) for 
some i. 
Let us consider a few examples of sets consisting entirely of adjacent transpositions and also 
sets containing non-adjacent of transpositions as well. The set {(1 H 2), (2 H 3), (3 H 4), 
(7 H 8), (8 H 9)} clearly consists of just adjacent transpositions. The transpositions in {(1 H 2), 
(1 H 3)} are obviously not all adjacent but this set generates the same group as does the 
adjacent set {(1 H 2), (2 H 3)}. Lastly, the set {(1 H 3), (3 H 4)} is fundamentally non-adjacent, 
that is, it does not generate a group which can be generated by any set of adjacent 
transpositions. 
Definition 6.8.F: A group (J is said to be adjacently generated if it can be generated by a 
set of adjacent transpositions 'T ~ (J. 
Let us now prove that a set of adjacent transpositions is a JRDES generating set. 
Theorem 6.8.B: Every set of adjacent transpositions 'T is a jointly recursively directional 
and extrema stabilizing GRDES) set of generators for the group (7). 
Proof: Consider a point f3 E n having a non -trivial orbit under the group generated 
by the set of adjacent transpositions 'T. The non-trivial orbit f3(T) must be connected 
since the transpositions are adjacent. Furthermore, the set 5l = {(f3min H f311lin + i), 
(f311lill + 1 H f3mill + 2), .", (f311lax -1 H f3max)}, where f3min = min(f3(T)) and 
f3max = max(f3(T)), must be a subset of 'T. We will first show that this set 5l is JRDES 
and then deal with the whole of'T. 
First, to show that the set of transpositions 5l is directional consider any point y in 
{f311lill'"'' f3max}. Intuitively, we can move y to the right and/or to the left by an 
element in 5l. Formally, if y E {f311lill! .'" f3max -1} then we can move y to the right 
by (y H Y + 1) E5l since y(y<-+y+1) = y + 1 > y, Conversely, if y E {f311lill + 1, "" f3max} 
then we can similarly move y to the left by (y - 1 H y) E 5l, 
Second, to show that 5l is an extrema stabilizing set of generators we need to 
consider stabilizing (J = (5l) on f311lin as well as stabilizing (J on f311lax' For the f311lin 
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case, it should be obvious that {jR . is generated by (f3min + 1 H f3min + 2), ... , Pmm 
(f3max 1 H f3max)} which is indeed g{p . ,as desired. The Rmax case is analogous. mm jJ 
Finally, both properties must be jointly true for any extrema stabilized subgroup of 
{jR. or {jR ,., since such a subgroup wilt by the argument above, be generated by a fJmm Pilla ... 
smaller set of adjacent transpositions, and so on. Thus set of transpositions g{ is a 
JRDES set of generators for (g{). 
Let us return to the issue of the whole group ('T). We can naturally partition Tinto 
subsets 11 that are just the equivalence classes of the equivalence relation ~ * defined 
on transpositions by (13 H 13 + 1) ~* (y H Y + 1) if and only if f3(T} = y('T}. These 
subsets 11 of course generate subgroups (11) which form the factors for an internal 
direct product group equal to ('T). It is easy to show for any pair of these subgroups, 
that they only have the identity in common and their non-trivial orbits do not 
overlap. Furthermore, the internal direct product of all of the subgroups (11) 
generated by the various equivalence classes is equal to ('T). Since we know, by the 
above arguments for a single connected subset, that each one of these subgroups (11) 
is JRDES generated by 11, then by Theorem 6.8.A it must follow that ('T) is JRDES 
generated by r. • 
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The following theorem, which we will need later, describes the cycle structure of a conjugated 
cycle. MacLane[216] presents a beautifully simple proof of this theorem, and we include it 
almost verbatim here. 
Theorem 6.8.C: If y E Sn is the cycle (ill i2, ... , im) then 0-' y. 0--1 = 
(0-(i1), 0-(i2), .,,' o-(im)). 
Proof: Let o-.y '0--1 act on any positive integer j ::; n. Oearly, j == 0-(0--1(j». If 
i 0--1 (j) is not one of the h, then the action of 0- . y. on j is o-(i) 0:1 i ~ i ~ o-(i); 
while if i = ik, then the action is o-(ik) 0:
1 
ik ~ ik+l ~ o-(ik+l)' However, this is exactly 
the effect of the cycle in our theorem. III 
Finally, as a prelude to the future optimization we are going to perform in §6.9 Transpositional 
Canonicalization, we remark that the subgroup formed from the transpositional symmetries is 
normal in the whole group (j. We can use our GAP example again to corroborate this. 
gap> T::: Group(ST); 
Group([ (1,2), (3,4), (5,6), (7,8), (9,10), (11,12)]) 
gap> IsNormal(G,T); 
true 
gap> F:::FactorGroup(G,T); 
<pc group with 5 generators> 
gap> Size(F); 
48 
In fact let us prove this for any transpositional subgroup of a group. 
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Definition 6.8.G: The transpositional subgroup of a permutation group {J is the group 
generated by the set of all transpositions in {J. 
Theorem 6.8.D: The transpositional subgroup (11 of a permutation group {J is normal 
in {J, that is, ('T) ~ {J. 
Proof: Let 11 = ('T). First consider any conjugate of a transposition T E 11, say 
Tg = g 'T' g-l for g E {J. By Theorem 6.8.C the cycle structure ofthe conjugated 
transposition must also be a transposition, and clearly Tg is in {J, hence Tg is in 11, by 
the definition of the transpositional subgroup. Thus Tg E 11 for all g E {J. 
Now given any p E 11, we know there must exist transpositions Tl, ... , Tn E 11 such 
that p = Tl . T2 ..... Tn, again by the definition of a transpositional subgroup. 
Th f -1 -1 ereore,g'p'g =g·Tl·T2· ... ·Tn·g = 
g'Tl' g-l. g'T2' g-l. g .... g-l. g'Tn ' g-l = Tf 'T~'''' ·T~. But each ofthe 
conjugates of a transposition in 11 lies in 11, hence g . p . g-l E 11. Therefore 
g·11· g-l = 11, hence 11 ~ {J . .. 
Later on, in section §6.9 Transpositional Canonicalization, we will show that we can essentially 
work entirely within the factor group (J/'T when 'T can be generated by a set of adjacent 
transpositions. This greatly reduces the number of configurations that have to be considered in 
our canonicalization algorithm. 
6.8.7 Testing of JRDES Generation 
The forgoing subsections have introduced powerful theorems that will, amongst other things, 
guarantee the JRDES property for a generator set for a tensor product in terms of JRDES 
generator sets for the tensor factors. However, we are still left with the question of how to test 
if an arbitrary set of generators is JRDES? The answer, regrettably, is that sometimes one just 
has to perform this check by brute force. We could write a small piece of code in Mathematica 
for this purpose, but in practice we use this test infrequently. Therefore, let us use GAP to do 
this by brute force when the need arises. Here is a reasonably simple implementation of a 
function that tests if a given set of generators is JRDES. 
testJRDES:= function(generators) 
local 
orbit,orbits,G,maxOrbit,minOrbit,b,generatorsStabMin,generatorsStabMax; 
if generators = [] then return true; fi; 
G := Group(generators); 
orbits := Orbits(G); 
for orbit in orbits do 
maxOrbit:=Maximum(orbit); 
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minOrbit:=Minlmum(orbit); 
for bin Flltered(orbit, p -> p < maxOrblt) do 
if Maximum(Llst(generators, s -> bAs» <= b then 
return false; fi; od; 
for b in Flltered(orbit, p -> p> minOrbit) do 
if Minlmum(Llst(generators, s -> bAS» >= b then 
return false; fi; od; 
generatorsStabMax := Flltered(generators, s -> maxOrbltAs = 
maxOrbit); 
if Group(Union( [0], generatorsStabMax» <> Stabilizer(G,maxOrblt) 
then 
return false; fi; 
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generatorsStabMln := Flltered(generators, s -> minOrbltAs = minOrblt); 
if Group(Union( [0], generatorsStabMin» <> Stabilizer(G,minOrbit) then 
return false; fi; 
end; 
od; 
if note testJRDES(generatorsStabMax) and 
testJRDES(generatorsStabMin» then 
return false; fi; 
return true; 
We can use this testing function to verify that the set of symmetries we have used for the 
Riemann tensor, namely { (1,2), (3,4), (1,3)(2,4) }, is indeed JRDES. 
gap> testJRDES( [(1,2), (3,4), (1,3)(2,4)] ); 
true 
In fact, by experimenting a little, one can find a set of non-adjacent transpositions which is not 
JRDES. 
gap> testJRDES( [(1,2), (1,3), (1,4)] ); 
false 
However, sometimes we can easily find an equivalent generating set that is JRDES. 
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gap> testJRDES( [(1,2), (2,3), (3,4)] ); 
true 
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gap> Group ( [(1,2), (1,3), (1,4)] ) = Group ( [(1,2), (2,3), (3,4)] ); 
true 
Another common class of symmetries used in tensor analysis are the cyclical symmetries. These 
can be naturally JRDES generated. 
gap> test.IRDES( [( 1,2,3), (1,3,2)] ); 
true 
As an interesting non-trivial example, we can show that the overall set of tensor symmetries of 
the product of the three Riemannian tensors considered in §6.8.2 is JRDES. 
gap> testJRDES( Union(ST,SX,SD) ); 
true 
The last example above illustrates an important general result which is the topic of the next 
subsection. 
6.8.8 Tensor Products and their JRDES 
Generators 
This subsection contains the culmination of our development which guarantees that a signed 
permutation group can be "nicely" JRDES generated if its constituents can be "nicely" JRDES 
generated. 
Theorem 6.8.E: A permutation group {} corresponding to the symmetries of a tensor 
product of two versions of the tensor T can be "nicely" JRDES generated if the 
permutation group corresponding to T can be "nicely" JRDES generated. 
Proof: Let us the permutation group corresponding to T by 'H, which in turn 
is JRDES generated by S. Then, by the definition of tensor products, 
{} := (S U s' U SD) where S' is the shifted version of the generators S for the second 
tensor T and SD is the degeneracy symmetry of the overall tensor product. It is easy 
to show that the generators for {} are directional since each point can either be moved 
internally by 'H or 'H', or flipped into its twin by the single degeneracy symmetry in 
SD' Moreover, after we stabilize on any point, say f3, the degeneracy symmetry 
involving this point is necessarily removed. Without loss of generality assume f3 
occurs within the first tensor factor, that is 'H. Then the stabilized subgroup, {}p, is 
the internal direct product of 'Hp and 'H'. Moreover, 'Hp and 'H' are JRDES 
generated by Sp and S', and the non-trivial orbits of'Hp and 'H' obviously do not 
overlap. Therefore by Theorem 6.8.A, {}p is JRDES generated by Sp US'. Hence, it 
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follows that g can be naturally JRDES generated by the generators of T along with 
the single degenerate name generator, that is, by S U Sf U S!D' II 
As before, the previous theorem can easily be generalized to a tensor product of n identical 
tensor factors. 
Corollary 6.S.A: The permutation group of a tensor product can be naturally JRDES 
generated from the "nice" JRDES generator sets of the factors comprising the tensor 
product. 
Proof: Obvious from Theorem 6.S.A and Theorem 6.S.E. II 
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Previously, in §6.7.2 Specification of Generators, we saw how to enter and define new symmetries 
to be used in our canonicalization algorithm. In the current section we have shown how to 
obtain a JRDES generating set for a tensor product from the }RDES generating sets for the 
product factors. In §D.5 Constructing Generators from Primitive Generators, we capture the ideas 
of this section and develop the actual code for producing a generating set for a tensor product of 
factors in terms of the generator sets for the individual factors. Finally, the applications of the 
theory of this section are left to upcoming sections: adjacent transpositions playa key role in 
§6.9 Transpositional Canonicalization, while JRDES generators are used in §6.11.1 
Canonicalization of Free Indices. 
6.9 Transpositional 
Canonicalization 
6.9.1 Transpositional Equivalence and 
Canonicalization 
In this section we shall introduce machinery for the first of our two main optimizations which 
we make to the general algorithm. The second optimization, to be given in §6.11.1 
Canonicalization of Free Indices, will put all the free indices in their canonical positions and then 
deal only with the stabilized subgroup of permutations that keep the indices fixed. 
The first optimization consists of treating as the same, all configurations that are related to each 
other by a sequence of allowed transpositions. That is, we partition the set of configurations 
into equivalence classes, where two configurations are in the same equivalence class if one can 
be reached from the other by the transpositions allowed by the symmetries. We then choose a 
representative from each such equivalence class. If we can still efficiently determine the 
answers we are looking for from the transpositional equivalence class representatives alone, we 
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will save a lot of work, since in general the number of equivalence classes of configurations is 
much smaller than the number of configurations. This means we have to do far less searching 
and far less generating of configurations, thus yielding a vast improvement in speed. 
Formally, transpositional equivalence of two configurations a, bEe with respect to a set of 
transpositions Tis a specific case of Definition 6.4.B given in §6.4.5 Equivalence Classes. That is, 
a ~r b if and only if b = (TI i Ti) *c a for some Ti E r. Thus, trivially, the T-equivalence class 
containing a is just (T) *c a. 
To perform calculations with equivalence classes we of course need equivalence class 
representatives. Intuitively, let us use the smallest configuration in the equivalence class as the 
class representative. Formally, we choose the equivalence class representative for (T) *c a to be 
one element from minsc(T) *c a). Actually, we will see in §6.10 Identically Zero Tensors that 
minsc( (T) *c a) contains a single element unless -a ~r a. Thus, normally there is no choice at 
all and the class representative is the minimum configuration of the equivalence class. 
Definition 6.9.A: For a set T of transpositions, the transpositional canonicalization 
operator, which we will denote by er, takes a signed configuration a to the minimum 
signed configuration of the T-equivalence class containing a (or one of the minimum 
signed configurations if there is more than one minimum). Formally, 
er(a) E minsc(T) *c a). Furthermore, we require er(a) = a if a E minsc(T) *c a). 
To reiterate, the underlying reason why we have to carefully state the definition of er is that our 
ordering operator, <'c, does not distinguish between signed configurations that differ only in 
sign. Consequently, a set of signed configurations might not have a unique minimum but 
rather two minimum signed configurations of the form config+ and con fig_ . However, in the 
main, we can think of er(a) as the smallest signed configuration T-equivalent to a. 
So far we have not specified the value of er(a) in the case when minsc( (T) *c a) contains two 
configurations. We will discuss this matter after the following result. 
Theorem 6.9.A: eris a canonicalizing function (relative to ~r) on signed 
configurations corresponding to non-zero tensors. Formally, for any signed 
configurations a and b which are not T-zero-equivalent we have 
(i) er(a) ~r a 
(ii) b ~r a ~ er(b) == er(a). 
Proof: Trivially we have (i) by the definition of er. For (ii) we have b ~r a 
~ b~('T} a 
~ (T) *c b = (T) *c a by Lemma 6.7.A 
~ minsc( (T) *c b) = minsc( (7') *c a) 
~ er(b) = er(a) by definition of er , since minsc( (T) *c a) contains just one 
minimum. 
~ er(b) == er(a) since equal signed configurations must be identical. II1II 
It is clear that Definition 6.9.A does not completely specify er(a) when a is in some T-
equivalence class which has two minimum configurations. One convention for the choice of 
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OrCa), when there is no unique minimum, would be the minimum signed configuration having 
the same sign as the configuration a. Unfortunately, this convention does not respect property 
Oi) of a canonicalizing function (Definition 6.7.A), namely, it would no longer always be true 
that b~ra => Or(b) == Or(a). For example, if 'Tis such that some 'T-equivalence class has two 
minimum configurations, say c and -c, then it would follow that -c ~r c yet 
0r( -c) = -c 0r(c). 
Besides the above mentioned candidate, there are obviously many more possibilities for Or. At 
the theoretical level we will not make any specific choice for Or. Instead we will just let Or 
denote a definite but unspecified one of the many such candidates. However, our 
implementation in Mathematica of Or will correspond to a completely specified computable 
function, to be called @r . 
In general the function Orwill not be a canonicalizing function on C, the set of all signed 
configurations. However, it is extremely close to being a canonicalizing function but for the 
uncertainty in the sign of the result. 
Theorem 6.9.B: Oris a semi-canonicalizing function (relative to ~r) on the set of signed 
configurations. That is, for any signed configurations a and b we have 
(i) 0r(a) ~r a and 
(U) b~ra => OrCb) == ±Or(a)t 
Technical Note: (Jr(b) '" ± (Jr(a) means that either (Jr(b) '" (Jr(a) or (Jr(b) -(Jr(a). 
Proof: (i) is trivial, as before. The proof of (ii) is just a trivial modification of the proof 
of Theorem 6.9.A Oi). If minsc«'T) *c a) contains two elements, say c and -c, then 
OrCb) equals either c or -c, and similarly for OrCa). Therefore 0r(b) == ±Or(a) .• 
It is convenient for us to overload our definition of Or so that it applies not only to signed 
configurations but also to sets of signed configurations. Or is overloaded in the obvious way, 
that is, for any set of signed configurations :A, Or(:A) {OrCa) I a E :A}. We will define @r[fist] 
similarly. 
The question now arises as to how to calculate 0r(a) given a signed configuration a. Following 
our definition of Or, one could generate all the configurations transpositionally equivalent to at 
that is ('T) *c a, using generateConfigurations [at 'TL and then pick a minimum element 
from this set. Obviously though, this would mean we have saved nothing and generated all the 
configurations in the end anyway. What is needed is a fast way to determine OrCa) given a. 
Luckily, such a method exists. the remainder of this section we shall develop a method for 
efficiently obtaining a minimum equivalence class representative. It is this method that will be 
embodied in our implementation of the Mathematica function 0 r , which is an instantiation of 
the theoretical function Or. 
By using the upcoming method, we can efficiently calculate a minimum representative for the 'T-
equivalence class containing a, that is, we can efficiently calculate OrCa). However, to find the 
overall canonical configuration, we need at least one such minimum representative from each 
equivalence class contained in () *c t, that is, we essentially need to calculate 0r({)*c t). In §6.9.4 
Transpositional Canonicalization Algorithm, we formally present the algorithm for making such a 
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calculation, an algorithm which avoids first generating g *c t. Finally, in §6.9.6 Correctness Proof 
for GenerateConjigurations'T' we will prove that this algorithm actually does produce a set 
containing at least one minimum signed configuration from each of the T-equivalence classes 
whose members make up g *c t. 
6.9.2 ReducingSwapQ 
In working towards our goal for an efficient implementation of e'T, let us define a function, 
reducingSwapQ, which tells us if we should apply a signed transposition to a signed 
configuration. In particular, given a E C and a transposition (i H i) with i < i, then 
reducingSwapQ determines whether (i H i)± *c a -<c a is true or not. Moreover, 
reducingSwapQ will accomplish this without actually performing the transposition and 
relabelling on the configuration a. reducingSwapQ takes two indices, sayai and aj with i < i, 
of the configuration a, and from these indices determines if transposing them will result in a 
"smaller" configuration. Motivated by the fact that applying the transposition (i H i) to the 
configuration a interchanges ai and aj' we will suggestively denote the test reducingSwapQ [ai, 
ajl byai G? aj. 
In[1]:= Notation [a_ !=;? b_ = reducingSwapQ [a_, b_ll 
We will intentionally implement the reducingSwapQ test in a non-symmetrical way. First, 
recall that each admissible index of a configuration contains information specifying at which 
position it occurs, since the ith index in any configuration will be of the form s [i, i]' 
High [name, i 1 or Low [name, il. For convenience, we will only implement a f:::;? b in the case 
when the inherent position of a is to the left of the inherent position of b. This requirement that 
a appears to the left of b makes our definition for reducingSwapQ easier to state, allows faster 
execution, and conforms with all of the algorithms that use reducingSwapQ since they always 
pass index arguments to reducingSwapQ in this order. It should also be noted that though 
the test a f:::;? b is used when the indices a and b are taken from some configuration, 
nevertheless the definition of a G? b, which we next give, does not refe~ to any specific 
configuration. 
In[2]:= s q? _High = True; 
_High q? _s = False; 
_s !=;? _Low = False; 
_Low q? _s = True; 
_High !=;? _Low = False; 
_Low q? _High = True; 
b_ t q? a_ t • _ a <lex b; 
- -
b_" q? a_" : = a <lex b; 
- -
Si_,rn_ q? Sj_.n_ = 
i < j < n < m V n < m < i < j V Max [ i, m 1 < Min [j, n 1 ; 
The only unintuitive part in our definition is for Si, rn G? Sj, n, and in this case what we specify 
will be exactly what we need later to prove Theorem 6.9.C. Actually, in the interests of speed, 
let us also compile this case of the definition of a G? b . 
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In[11]:= compareS = Compile [ 
{{i, _Integer} I {j I _Integer}, {m, _Integer}, {n, _Integer}} I 
i < j < n < m V n < m < i < j V Max [ i I m J < Min [j, n J 1 i 
Here are some simple examples involving the reducing swap test operator. 
Out[131= {True, True, True, False} 
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Our definition of t:¥? gives incorrect answers when the arguments are entered in the incorrect 
order. For example, we know that transposing fj and Sl. 4 would result in a smaller 
configuration since it moves a free high index from position 3 to position 1 while moving a 
summed index from position 1 to position 3. However, we get 
In[14J:= 
Out[141= False 
6.9.3 Proof that Reducing Transpositions Yield 
Snlaller Configurations 
We now state and prove the theorem which will underpin the transpositional canonicalization 
algorithm we are seeking to define. The following theorem simply proves that if the reducing 
transposition test is true for the given indices of a configuration, then applying the transposition 
to the indices will yield a smaller or reduced configuration. 
Theorem 6.9.C: Given any signed configuration a E C and a signed transposition 
(i H j)± such that i < j ~ aten then ai l:::J? aj if and only if (i H j)± *c a -<'c a. 
Proof: For convenience in this proof, we ignore all signs and consider just 
configurations and transpositions. The configuration (i H j) *c a only differs from the 
configuration a on the indices ai and ai' and possibly their connected indices, at and 
a]. Thus, the relative ordering of (i H j) *c a and a will be determined solely on these 
indices where the two configurations can differ. Also, the truth value of ai l:::J? aj is of 
course determined solely by ai and aj. Consequently, we can ignore the rest of the 
indices for the duration of this proof. 
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are various cases to consider, depending upon whether the indices ai and a j 
are high, low or summed. If the ai and aj indices are of different types, then by 
inspection of the definition of our ordering, -<'c' and the definition of 
SwapQ, it is relatively easy to see that our theorem is true. For instance, if ai is a 
summed index and aj is a free high index, then clearly we will achieve a smaller 
configuration by transposing i and j, since a free index will be further to the left while 
a summed index will be further to the right. Also, it is clear in this instance that 
ai !:::>? aj is true. 
Next, consider the case when ai and aj are both high or both low. Then it is to 
see that the ordering of (i H j) *c a relative to a is determined solely on the lexical 
order of the indices ai and aj. Similarly, for this case, ai !:::>? aj is also determined by 
the lexical order of ai and aj. By inspection of the definition of our ordering and the 
definition of reducingSwapQ, it is clear that in this case the theorem is true. 
Therefore, it remains to show that if ai = Si ,fi and aj = Sj, nl then Si, m l=f? . n is 
true if and only if the transposed configuration at, where the ith, ph, mth and nth 
indices have become Si n, Sj .m' Sm, j and Sn, i, is smaller that the configuration a, 
where the itll, lll, mth and 11tll indices are Sic m, Sj, n, Sm, i and Sn, j. The case when 
m = j and n = i, that is ai = Si j and aj = Sj. i, is trivial. Thus we need only consider 
the case when i, j, m, n are all distinct. 
As stated above, let us temporarily ignore the other indices besides i, j, m and n, 
which are the same for both configurations. We will refer to these configurations, 
where we have ignored indices that are the same, as mini-configurations. For instance, 
the mini-configuration {sLm' Sj n' Sn. j, Sm. i} corresponds to a full configura-
tionoftheform {"., Si,m' .,,' Sj,~, ... , sn.j' "., Sm.i' ... }±. We will deduce 
information about how mini-configurations compare to each other, and from this we 
can infer information on the orderings of the full configurations. Our goal is to find 
all mini-configurations such that transposing and relabeling positions i and j results 
in a smaller configuration. From this we can obtain a criterion that i, jl m and n must 
satisfy. Finally, we must show that this criterion is simply the one we defined for 
We must consider a1124 different reorderings of {Si fi' Sj, n' Sm, i, Sn j } and 
determine which mini-configurations would be made smaller by a transposition of i 
and j. Unfortunately, our existing routine to compare configurations does not work 
for symbolic values. However, it is easily seen that the ordering of one configuration 
over another is only dependent on the relative ordering of i, j, m and 11, so we can 
compare mini-configurations by simply substituting any numerical values that 
maintain the relative ordering of the symbolic values. The following function 
substitutes such relative values. 
In[15]:= relativeValues [expr: (sw_ ,Sx_._, S!f_._' sz __ }] .-
expr I. {w -7 1, x -7 2, Y -7 3, Z -7 4} 
Transposing and relabeling positions i and j can be symbolically achieved by using 
the following replacements: Si,m -7 Si nl Sm.i -7 sm.j, Sj.n ---7 Sj fi' Snj ---7 Sn,i' 
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In[16]:= transposelandJ @ expr _ : = 
expr /. {SLm ~ Si,n' Sm.i ~ Sm,j' Sj,n ~ Sj,m' Sn,j ~ Sn,i} 
We can now determine if transposing and relabeling positions i and j in a 
mini-configuration will result in a smaller mini-configuration. 
In[17]:= transposedConfigurationIsSmallerQ @ reducedConfiguration_ 
Block [ {transposedConfiguration ::: transposelandJ @ reducedConfiguratlon} I 
relativeValues [transposedConfiguration] + <c 
relati veVa lues Treduceck:5onfiguratlOl1] + ] 
For instance, if we transpose i and j in the mini-configuration 
{s i , m I Sj, n I Sn, j I Sm, i } , we get the mini-configuration 
{ S i , n I , m I Sn , i I j }. 
In[18]:= transposelandJ@ {sLml Sjnl Snjl sm,d 
Out[18]= {Si,nl Sj,rnl Sn,i I Sm,j} 
This mini-configuration is smaller than the untransposed configuration. 
In[19]:= transposedConfigurationIsSmallerQ@ {sLml Sj,n' Snjl sm,d 
Out[19]= True 
It is now easy to obtain all mini-configurations that are made smaller by transposing i 
and j where i < j. 
In[20]:= minIConfigurations:::Select[Permutations[{Si,m, Sj,nl Sm, I Sn,j}]' 
transposedConfigurationIsSmallerQ [minIConfig]/\ 
Position [miniConfig , sLm] [1, 1] < 
position [miniConfig , Sj,n] [1, 1ll &miniconfig] 
Out[20]= {{SLml Sj,nl sn,]1 Sm,i}' {Si,ml sm, I Sj,nl Sn,j}' {Si,1U1 Sm,il Sn,jl sj,nL 
{Sm,il si,ml Sj,nl Sn,j}' {Sm,il si,ml Sn,j' sj,nL {sn,jl Sm,if Si,ml Sj,n}} 
From each mini-configuration that can be made smaller by a transposition on i and j, 
we obtain a condition on i, jf m and n. 
In[21]:= relativeOrdering@ {SW_'_' SX __ I SjL I sz __ } ::::W<X<Y<Z 
In[22):= criterion = Or @@ relativeOrdering /@ miniConfigurations 
Out[22]= i < j < n < m I i < m < j < n I I i < m < n < j I I 
m<i<j<nllm<i<n<j In<m<i<j 
It is clear that the 2nd , grd, 4th and 5 th disjuncts above are in this instance 
collectively equivalent to Max[i, m] < Min[j, n]. Thus it is obvious that the above 
criterion is equivalent to the definition given for Si,m i:::>? Sjn, namely 
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i < j < n < m V n < m < i < j V Max [ i 1m] < Min [j I n 1 (6.9.a) 
Since the mini -configuration is made smaller by the transposition (i H j) whenever 
Si, m q? Sj, n is true (and vice versa), it follows that the configuration will be made 
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smaller by the transposition (i H j) whenever Si, m!::+? ,n is true (and vice versa). 
III 
For the interested here is an alternative to the above proof. Although this alternative 
proof furnishes no insight into how the test of reducingSwapQ was ever created, it proves the 
theorem with a minimum of effort. 
Alternative Proof: As before, all orderings can be determine from mini-
configurations. If we show that the result is true for all types of mini-configurations, 
then we have shown the theorem. So by brute force we will construct the set of all 
possible labeled mini-configurations. We start this by constructing all possible 
subsets of length 4 on the set {a+, b+, c+, d+, a-, b-, c-, d-}. 
In[23]:= aftConfigurations Fla t ten [ 
Permutations /@ KSubsets [{a+ , b+, c+ I d+ I a-, b- I c-, d-}, 4J I 1J; 
To give the reader an idea of what some of these possible configurations look like, let 
us consider 6 configurations chosen at random from the set of all configurations. 
In[24]:= RandomKSubs et [aftConflgurations, 6 J 
Out[24]= {(c+, b+, a-, a-}, {c-, d+, b', a'l, {c+, b-, a-, a'}, 
(c- I a-I d+ , a+}, {a-I d- , d+ , b+L {a-, d-, c+, b-}} 
Let us now convert configurations to signed configurations that are standardly 
labeled. 
In[25]:= aft Signed Configurations 
union [ /@ (Tensor [T I # J & /@ aftConfigurations) 1 ; 
The set attSignedConfigurations now contains all possible labeled signed 
mini-configurations. us again get an idea of what some of these signed 
configurations look like by examining 6 signed configurations, chosen at random 
from the set of all signed configurations. 
In[26]:= RandomKSubset [aft Signed Configurations I 6 J 
................... _------- ----.~ .. -
Out[26]= { (a~ I dL } + ' { , C!}+I {b~ , 82,4 f cL S4, } + I 
I a2f } + ' { I bL cj, a 4}+, {Sl.3, I 83, I }J 
Now all that remains is to show that our reducingSwapQ operator yields true if and 
only if the signed configuration is made smaller by the transposition. To show this, 
let us introduce a function that takes both a signed transpOSition and a signed 
configuration, and returns true if reducingSwapQ accurately predicts whether 
performing the transposition yields a lower configuration. 
In[27]:= 
(S1: *c sc <c 
f7 J-) signT._ I sc_signedConfiguration] 
( SC[2,i] q? SC[2,j] ) 
We can, for instance, test this hypothesis with the transposition (1 B 3) + and the 
configuration {Sl, 2, S2, 1 , 
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In[28]:= testHypothesis[(l <-> 3)+1 {s s a' d t }"" J 1,21 2,11 31 4 + 
Out[28]= True 
So now all we do is test the hypothesis on every transposition on 1 to 4 with every 
configuration. 
In[29]:= Union @ Flatten @ Outer [testHypothesis 1 {(1 <-> 2) + 1 (1 <-> 3) + I (1 <-> 4) + I 
(2 <-> 3) + 1 (2 <-> 4) +' (3 <-> 4) +}, afl'SIgnedConfigurations J 
Out[29]= {True} 
Thus by exhaustively testing all possible transpositions with all possible mini-
configurations, we have shown the following: reducingSwapQ returns True on a 
mini-configuration, hence on the full configuration, if and only if the transposition 
makes the configuration smaller. II1II 
6.9.4 Transpositional Canonicalization and 
GenerateConfigurationsr 
Now that we know that we can get smaller configurations through using the reducing swap 
operator, we can implement the transpositional canonicalization operator, er. 
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On the basis of extremely strong evidence, given in §C.2 Evidence for Steepest Descent Conjecture, 
the optimized algorithm is predicated on the following conjecture. Given a set of adjacent 
transpositions r, when we successively apply transpositions that yield smaller and smaller 
configurations until we cannot obtain any smaller configurations through these transpositions, 
then we obtain the smallest 7-equivalent configuration possible. In essence, successively 
transforming in a "downhill" manner will yield a local minimum, and this minimum will in fact 
be a global minimum over the 7-equivalence class. 
Conjecture 6.9.A: Given a signed configuration a E C and a set of adjacent 
transpositions 7 such that V T E 7, a ""'c T *c a, then er(a) = a. 
Evidence: See the arguments in §C.2 Evidence for Steepest Descent Conjecture. III 
Corollary 6.9.A: Given a signed configuration a E C and a set of adjacent 
transpositions r, then by applying members of 7 in a II downhill" manner, one obtains a 
minimum of the transpositional equivalent configurations. Formally, any maximal 
sequence of transpositions Tj E 7 which yield successively smaller configurations ai will 
terminate. The final such configuration satisfies afinal E minsc ( (7) *c a) . 
us proceed to incorporate Conjecture 6.9.A into our algorithms, and then subsequently 
examine the justification / evidence for it once we can compare results obtained using the 
conjecture to results obtained without using the conjecture. In §C.2.15 Limits to Testing the 
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Conjecture we will exhaustively verify this conjecture up to order 10 on all possible 
configurations with all possible transpositional orbits. This will involve around 4.5 million tests 
of the conjecture, thus giving a strong indication that it is true. 
In[30]:= Notation ~ transpositionallyCanonicalize 
In our final algorithm, we will only include adjacent transpositions in our set of transpositional 
generators. However, we frame our definition of E>r(c) in terms of arbitrary transpositions. 
One repeatedly applies each 'T-transposition in succession if it lowers the configuration, until 
there is no change. We a local copy of the signed configuration so that we can 
destructively update it. 
In[31]:= El'T_List [signedConfigs_List] : = Elr [sc] &SC /@ signedconfigsj 
ElLList [conflguratlon_s/gnc_] : = 
Block[ 
{newConffguratlon configuration, newSign = signC, partialCanonicalConfiguratfon:= {}} , 
While [partialCanonicalConfiguration '" newConfiguration, 
partial Canonical Configuration = newConfiguration i 
transposeIfMoreCanonical /@ 7] ; 
partiaICanonicafConfigurationnews/gn] 
In[33]:= transpo8eIfMoreCanonical @ (1_ B j-) signL_ .-
If [newConfiguration [I] I::>? newConffguration [j~, swapThem 
In[34]:= swapThem [sigm:::_, C, .-
( {newConflguratfon ,newConflguration [j]} = 
{newConflguration [j], newConfiguration [I] } i 
newSlgn newSign signr.; 
, I, j]] 
newConflguration Replace [newConfiguration, {i --:> j, j --:> f}, {2}]); 
It should be clear from Theorem 6.9.C and Conjecture 6.9.A, at least in the case when 'T consists 
of just adjacent transpositions, that E>r is an implementation of the transpositional 
canonicalization operator, Or. 
Let us demonstrate transpositional canonicalization on a tensor product of three Riemannian 
tensors. 
( 
camn bd ) 
In[35]:= signedConfig R R a c R n m b d 
c 
Out[35]= {81, 8, S2, 6, S12,7}+ 
(
abed mn ) 
In[36]:= {S'T' Sx, S'!)}:= R R baR den m 
sr,x,v 
Out[36]= {{ (1 B 2 ) ~, (3 B 4) , (5 B 6) ~, (7 B 8 L, (9 B 10) , (11 B 12) }, 
{{3, 4, 1,2,5,6,7,8,9,10,11, 12}., 
{1, 2, 3, 4,7,8,5,6,9,10,11,12)" 
{1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6,7,8,11,12,9, lOLL 
{{5, 6, 7, 8,1,2,3,4,9,10,11, 12}+, 
{1, 2,3,4,9,10,11,12,5,6,7, 8}+}} 
In[37]:= Elsr [signedConfig] 
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In[38]:", Union @ [generateConfiguration8 [signedConfig / Sr U Sx U Sv] ] 
Out[38]= 81,5/82,6/83,9/84,11/85,1/86.2/87,10188,12/ 89,31 810,71 811.4/ 8 12,8 
{81,51 82,91 83,61 84,101 85,11 86,3' 87,111 88.121 89,21810,4,811,7, 812,s}_, 
82,11, 83,61 84,12/ 85, I 86,3 I 87,91 88,10 I 89,7 J 810,81 811,2 / 812,4 
-
, 
----_ ..... 
82,8/ 83,91 84,10 I 85,111 86,1, 87,12 1 88, / 89,3 I 810,41 811,51 812,7 } _ I 
82,81 83/11 1 84,12 I 85,91 86.1 I 87,10 I 88,21 89,S I 810.7 I 811, I 812,4 I 
- -------- - ------
82,81 83,9, 84,111 85,10 I 86,12 I 87,1 I 88, I 89,3 , 810,51 811,';' I 812,d , 
{81,7 , 82,9 , 83,8, 84,10 , 85,11, 86,12 , 87.1, 88,3, 89,2 , 810,4, 811,5, 812,6}_, 
._--------
-----
82,11' 83,8' 84,12 , 85,9, 86,10 , 87,1, 88,3 , 89,5, 810,6' 811,2' 812,4}_, 
82,10 I 83,61 8';',8, 85,111 86,3 t 87,12 t 88,41 89,1 , 810.2 , 811,5 t 812 I 7 } ___ f 
82,11 t 83,5' 84, , 85,3, 86,4, 87,10 t 88,12 I 89,1, 810,7 t 811,2 , 
------------- --
82,11, 83.7 t 84,8 t 85,10 I 86,12 , 87,3 t 8 8 ,4, 89,1, 810,5 t 811,2 I 
81,11 I 82,12, 83,6 I 84,8, 85,9, 86,31 87,10 I 8a,4 , 89,51 810, I 811,1, 
Given that we can now efficiently transpositionally canonicalize a configuration, we can update 
our algorithm that generates all possible configurations, This new version of 
generateConfigurations is almost exactly the same as the previous version except we 
transpositionally canonicalize all new configurations before we add them to the collection of 
found configurations. In the following, as before, ris the collection of configurations found in 
previous stages and N is the collection of new configurations found at the current stage. 
However, unlike before, instead of using all of S as our "primary generating set" we now use 
only the non-transpositional generators, that is ~ = S \ 'T. 
In[39]:= Notation [generateConfiguration8r _ I 1C] ~ 
generateTran8po8itionallyCanonicalConfiguration8 
In[40]:", generateConfiguration8r_List [ 
seedConfiguration_8ignedConfiguration I 9CLi8t] .-
Block [{:F '" {} I N (er [seedConfiguration] )} I 
While [N *- {} I 
:F :F UN; 
N 9r[1<*cN]\:F;]; 
It should be noted that the new refinement, generateConfigurations'T' has some signifi-
cant differences from the old generateConfigurations. The new version has three argu-
ments whereas the old version just had two. Functionally, the two algorithms differ signifi-
cantly in what is added to rat any particular stage. In the old generateConfigurations, 
any newly generated signed configuration was added to 1". In the new 
generateConfigurations, only transpositionally canonicalized signed configurations are 
added, with each such configuration being a minimum element in the 'T-equivalence class of 
some intermediately generated element. 
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6.9.5 Comparisons 
For the purposes of illustration, let us perform a comparison on the size of the sets produced by 
generateConfigurations and generateConfigurations r . 
( 
camn b d ) 
In[41]:= seedConfig = R R a c R n m b d ; 
c 
As in the previous subsection, we obtain the symmetries as follows. 
( 
camn b d ) 
In[42]:= {Sr, Sx, S1)} = R R a c R n m b d 
Sr,x,'J) 
We can now find all equivalent signed configurations for our tensor product under its 
symmetries. 
In[43]:= generateConfigurations [seedConfig, Sr U Sx U S1) J I I Length I I Timing 
Out[43]= {2 .33333 Second, 384} 
Thus we can see that there are 384 different configurations equivalent to the initial 
configuration. The number of configurations is starting to make the computation time of the 
algorithm approach an undesirable amount. By removing some of the redundant generators, 
we can improve the generation time. 
In[44]:= generateConfigurations [seedConfig, Sr [{ 1, 2}] U Sx [{ 1} JI U S1) J I I Length I I 
Timing 
Out[44]= {l.lS Second, 384} 
However, there are still a large number of configurations generated. This collection can be 
greatly narrowed by using transpositional canonicalization. 
In[45]:= generateConfigurations Sr [seedConfig, Sx U S1)J I I Length I I Timing 
Out[45]= {O.166667 Second, 12} 
Moreover, we can further reduce this computation time by eliminating redundant generators. 
In[46]:= generateConfigurations Sr [seedConfig, Sx[{l}JI US1)J II Length II Timing 
Out[46]= {O.116667 Second, 12} 
Actually, we will be able to do even better than this with a small amount of temporary caching. 
For a correctness check, it is nice to verify that the configurations returned by generateCon-
figurations and generateConfigurationsr agree. We can confirm this by taking the 
union of the transpositionally canonicalized results of generateConfigurations and 
comparing them to the results of generateConfigurationsr . 
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In[47]:= Union [esr [generateConiigurations [seedConfig, Sr U Sx U Sv 111 
generateConfigurations Sr [seedConfig, Sx USvl 
Out[47]= True 
6.9.6 Correctness Proof for 
GenerateConfigurationsr 
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We now must prove that given an initial configuration t E C corresponding to a tensor product 
which has the permutation group symmetries of {iJ, our revised algorithm actually generates alt 
or at least a sufficient subset, of ()r({iJ *c t). us first prove an intermediate lemma. 
Lemma 6.9.A: Assume that the transpositional subgroup of {iJ = (S) can be generated 
by the set of transpositions r. Then for any PES and signed configuration a E C, 
()r(P *c a) = ±()r(P *c ()r(a)). 
Proof: First observe that P . T = P . T' p-l . P TP . P for any P and T E T. Now, 
by definition, ()r(a) ~r a, hence ()r(a) = Tl . T2 ..... Tn *c a for some Ti E T. Therefore 
P *c ()r(a) = P *c (Tl 'T2 .... 'Tn *c a) (P'Tl 'T2 .... 'Tn) *c a, and hence by our 
observation we can commute the Tj through the P to yield P *c ()r(a) = 
(rf . ~ .... 'T~ • p) *c a. By Theorem 6.S.C each rf must be a transposition since each 
Ti is a transposition, thus each rfmust be in the transpositional subgroup ('T). 
Therefore P*c()r(a) = (rf'~'''' 'T~)*c(p*ca) ~r p*ca. Consequently, by Theorem 
6.9.A which shows that ()r is a semi-canonicalizing function, it follows that 
()r(P *c a) = ± ()r(P *c ()r(a)). • 
The main result is now easy to show. By construction, er({iJ *c t) consists of all the minimum 
elements from the T-equivalence classes which partition (iJ *c t. In contrast, for our purposes it 
is sufficient to construct a reduced set, which we denote by et-({iJ *c t), containing at least one of 
the minimum elements from each such T-equivalence class; and that is what 
generateconfigurationsr does. Thus, if er({iJ*c t) contains a+ and a_ then et-({iJ*c t) 
must contain a+ or a_ or possibly both. 
Theorem 6.9.D: Assume the members of Tare all adjacent transpositions. Then the 
refined algorithm, generateConfigurationsr , yields et-({iJ *c t), a sufficiently large 
and sufficiently complete set of transpositionally canonical configurations. This set 
contains at least one minimum signed configuration from each T-equivalence class 
whose members lie in (iJ *c t. Formally, generateConfigurationsr [t, S\ T] yields 
e}({iJ*c t), where e}({iJ*c t) ~ er({iJ*c t) and the sets of unsigned configurations are 
equal, that is, et-({iJ *c t)lIllsgined = er({iJ *c t)lInsgined' 
Proof: A large portion this proof parallels the proof of Theorem 6.5.A. Also it 
holds for the theoretical function ()r, not just the special instantiation ofit, er, hence 
we will present the proof in terms of ()r. 
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.................................... _---------------------- ....................................... -
Let <J? S\ 'T be the set of non-transpositional generators. The refined algorithm, 
in its nth stage generates 
UNII-l 
N n tlr['R * Nn-d \ 'Tn 
whereas in the original algorithm, generateConfigurations, we had 
Nn S * Nn-1 \'Tn. As in the proof of Theorem 6,S,A, since (J *c t is finite, the 
sequence 'FL." ,. converges in a finite number of steps to its limiting value, say 
the result of generateConfigurationsr[t, <J?]. We need to justify that 'Thas the 
properties of ®h{J *c t); that is, we need to prove that 'T contains at least one of the 
minimum elements from each of the 'T-equivalence classes whose up 
(J *c t, Formally, it remains to show that 'F;msgined = ®r({J*c t)ullsgilled and 
'T ®rW*ct). 
To adapt the original argument, let us define a new action, *0/ where 
P *0 a 0r(P *c a). In the first part of this proof, we will ignore signs completely, and 
only reinsert signs at the very last stage. Ignoring signs, *0 is a group action on 
minimum configurations Or(C) since: 
(t) e*oa 0r(e*ca) = Or (a) = a for all a EOr(C). 
(ii) 0' *0 P*o a = Or (0' *c 0r(P *c a» = ±Or(O' *c P *c a), by Lemma 6.9.A. But/ 
Or (0' *c P *c a) = Or (0' . P *c a) ;::: (0" p) *0 a. Thus/ ignoring signs 
0' *0 P *0 a = (0" p) *0 a for all a E Or (C) and O',PE{J 
Thus/ up to sign/ *0 is a group action of (J on the minimum configurations Or(C), 
Now re-examine the proof of Theorem 6.S.A which guaranteed that 'Tn converged to 
Ui (Si *c n that is/ {J*c t. The reader should note that the original argument only 
depended on *c being a group action. Thus, in our new algorithm, by the exact same 
argument but replacing S by <J?, *c by *0, and t by Or(n it follows that 'F" must 
converge to Ui (<J?i *0 Or(t» (remember, signs are being ignored). Moreover/ it is 
easy to show that Ui (<J?i *0 Or(t» = Uf (Sf *0 0r(t» by commuting transpositions 
through products of permutations, as was done in Lemma 6.9.A. But since S 
generates {J, using Lemma 6.9.A we have 
U i (Si *0 0r(t» Ui Or(Si *c t) = OrCU i Sf *c t) = 0r({J*c t). Therefore, we have 
shown'Tu1!Sgined OrC{J *c t)lIllsgilled' 
Now, reintroducing signs, we must show that 'Tis a subset of 0r({J *c t). Consider 
any a E'T. Then a is in some Nil = Or[<J? * N n- 1 ] \ 'Til' hence 
a = 0r(S1 *c 0r(sz *c· .. *c Or(t) ... » for some Sf E <J?; but Sl *c 0r(sz *c ... *c Or(t) ... ) 
must be in (J *c t, hence a E OrC{J*c t). Therefore, 'T ~ 0rC{J*c t). II1II 
This subsection concludes the presentation of the transpositional canonicalization 
subalgorithm. It is fully incorporated into the optimized tensor algorithm in §6.11 The 
Optimized Algorithm. Before we proceed onto the optimized algorithm, we must tackle the one 
important question remaining, that of zero-equivalence of a tensor. This is the topic of the next 
section. 
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6.1 0 Identically Zero Tensors 
6.10.1 Zero Equivalence in the Basic Algorithm 
For the theorems and proofs in this section, it is desirable to formalize the notation of an 
identically zero tensor. 
Definition 6.10.A: A tensor or tensor product, say T, is identically zero if and only if 
T - T due to the symmetries of the tensors comprising T. Equivalently, Tis 
identically zero if and only if t -g -t by Definition 6.4.C (where t is the configuration 
of indices of the tensor product T and g is the signed permutation group of the 
symmetries of T). 
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Some readers may find the terminology identically zero somewhat strange, however it is 
strongly motivated from actual usage in physics. The tensor R a abc is zero by the symmetries 
a 
of R alone. That is, R abc vanishes in each and every physical situation independently of the 
metric or any other specific simplifications. Thus we say the tensor is identically zero. This is 
in contrast to tensors which may be zero under specific metrics or other conditions. For 
instance, the tensor R abc d is zero in all flat metrics but is in general non-zero in curved 
metrics. 
One of the consequences of our overall algorithm is that the test of whether the tensor being 
canonicalized is zero is extremely easy. The following theorems show that if a tensor is 
identically zero, then all signed configurations appearing in g *c t must again appear in g *c t 
with the opposite sign. In the case of our basic canonicalizing algorithm, all of g *c t is 
generated, hence it is a simple matter to test whether or not any configuration appears with 
both signs, hence whether or not the tensor is identically zero. 
Technical Note: For a signed configuration t. we will denote the oppositely signed configuration by -t, as one would expect 
That is. if t = c± then -t G.;:. where c is the unsigned configuration part of t, and similarly for -CT if CT is a signed permutation, 
Theorem 6.10.A: A tensor or tensor product T is identically zero if and only if 3.a E C 
such that a E g *c t and -a E g *c t, where t is the configuration of indices of the tensor 
product T. 
Proof: (===?) If T is identically zero due to the symmetries of the tensors comprising 
T, then t ~g -t, by Definition 6.10.A. Thus by definition, t g *c t for some g E g, 
hence, - t E g *c t. Obviously t E g *c t. So indeed 3 a E C such that a E g *c t and 
-aEg*c t . 
Conversely, assume a E g *c t and -a E g *c t for some a E C. Then a ~g t, hence 
t-g a. Also -a-g t, hencea-g-t. Thus t-g-t, by transitivity. So T can be 
transformed to - T by the symmetries of T, ergo T is identically zero. II 
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We can immediately apply Theorem 6.10.A to create a function to determine whether the 
tensor product under consideration is identically zero. If removing the signs of the generated 
signed configurations and taking the union of this collection of unsigned configurations 
results in a smaller set, then obviously some of the signed configurations must only differ in 
their sign, and hence the overall tensor or tensor product must be identically zero. As in §6.7.1 
The Basic Canonicalization Algorithm, we implement this idea with the following line of code. 
In[1]:= tensorldenticallyZeroQ @ signedConfigurations_List : = 
union [SC[2] &sc /@ signedConfigurationsj fen < signedConfigurationsfen 
Both for completeness and for use in the following subsection, we next show that if a tensor T 
having configuration t is identically zero, then every configuration reachable from t, that is, 
every configuration in g *c t, appears with both a plus and a minus in g *c t. 
Theorem 6.10.B: If 3 a E g *c t such that -a E g *c t, then V bEg *c t it is the case that 
-b E g*c t. 
Proof: Assume a E g *c t and -a E g *c t. Then t ~g -t as shown in Theorem 6.10.A. 
Now consider any b E g*c t. Then b~g t ~g -t, henceb~g -t, hence -b~g t, hence 
-b E g *c t. III 
Corollary 6.10.A: A tensor or tensor product T is identically zero if and only if g *c t 
"double covers" up to sign the configurations reachable from t. 
Incidentally, for some groups of symmetries associated with a given tensor, there is no 
configuration of indices for which the tensor will be identically zero, that is equal to zero by 
the symmetries alone. For example, say that g is generated only by positively signed 
permutations. Then it is clearly impossible to find any signed configuration t such that 
-t ~g t. 
6.10.2 Background to Zero Equivalence in the 
Optimized Algorithm 
As indicated in the previous subsection, the simple code for tensorIdenticallyZeroQ 
suffices when we generate all configurations reachable from a configuration t, that is, g *c t. 
However, once we use transpositional canonicalization inside our optimized canonicalization 
algorithm, we will only generate a subset of g *c t. Specifically, 
generateConfigurationsr[t, S] returns e:j-cg*c t) s g *c t. This necessitates some 
simple modifications to the code of our "identically zero" testing function. Yet, quite some 
theoretical work is required to prove that these modifications are sound. 
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If a tensor is identically zero then, by the results in the previous subsection, we know that for 
each a E g *e t we must also have -a E g *e t. In particular, for each a E e}(g *e t) we must 
have -a E g *e t, but it is not guaranteed that -a E e}cg *e t). However, we do have the 
following result. 
Theorem 6.10.C: Let T be a tensor or tensor product whose signed configuration is t. 
Then: 
(i) If -a ~r a and/or -a E e}(g *e t) for some a E e}(g *e t), then T is identically 
zero. 
(ii) If T is identically zero, then -a ~r a and/or -a E e}CfJ*e t) for every 
a E e}(g*e t). 
Proof: Part (i) is triviaL For (ii) consider any a E e}(g *e t). If T is zero, then we 
have -a E g *e t by Theorem 6.10.B, hence -a is in some 'T-equivalence class 
contained in g *e t. If a and -a are in the same 'T-equivalence then -a ""r a. The 
other possibility is that a and -a are in different 'T-equivalence classes, say A and B. 
Then we easily show that A = = {-c ICE B}. In detail, C E A ~ C~ra ~ 
-C~r -a ~ -c E B ~ C E Thus the configurations in A and B only differ in sign, 
and we know that -<e does not distinguish between two configurations differing only 
in sign. Thus A and B will each have a unique minimum configuration, and these will 
differ only in their sign. But a E e}(g *e t), hence a is the minimum element of A, so 
-a must be the minimum element of B, hence -a E e}(g*e t) .• 
AE a direct consequence of the previous theorem we can still determine if a tensor or tensor 
product is identically zero. This is accomplished by first testing to see if e}(g*e t) contains two 
signed configurations differing only in sign, and if not, then testing to see if -a ~r a, where a is 
the canonical configuration mine (e}(g*e t). That is, use tensorldenticallyZeroQ as 
before to test for a double presence and introduce a piece of code to test for -a ~r a. Our goal 
now is to find an efficient way to determine whether -a -r a, for any given signed 
configuration a. The following subsections work towards this by first introducing "induced" 
transpositions, then proving several theorems involving them, before finally presenting an 
algorithm for the efficient determination of whether a tensor is identically zero. 
6.10.3 Induced Transpositions 
Let us now introduce the notion of an induced transposition, which playa pivotal role in 
determining whether -a ~r a. 
Definition 6.10.B: Every transposition T acting on just summed indices of a 
configuration a E C is equivalent to an induced transposition (J" acting on the same 
configuration a, that is, T *e a = (J" *e a. Formally, if T (m H n) and am = Sm'ffl and 
an = SIl.TI, then (J" = (m H rr) is the induced transposition of T relative to the configuration 
a. We will denote this by induceda(r), or by T when no confusion is possible. 
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Consider the symmetry (1 H 2)+ of the tensor T acting on the configuration generated by 
abc 
T b a c· It is equivalent to the induced transposition (4 H 5)+ acting on the same 
configuration. 
In[2]:= (1 B 2) + * c (T abc b a c ) --
c 
( a be) (4 B 5) + *c T b a c 
c 
Out[2]= True 
It is easy to see that a "real" symmetry, like the symmetric transposition on the first and second 
indices of the tensor is fundamentally different from an induced transposition. For instance, 
abc 
as above, (1 H 2)+ together with the tensor configuration T b a c induces the transposition 
ab c (4 H 5)+ whereas (1 H 2)+ together with the tensor configuration T a c b induces the 
transposition (3 H 6)+. This clearly shows that the validity of using an induced transposition is 
dependent on the specific configuration of the indices, unlike the transposition (1 H 2)+ which 
can be validly used on any signed configuration since it is one of the symmetries of T. In 
summary, an induced transposition is only valid for a specific configuration. 
By examining the configuration we can see that the induced transposition is just the image of 
the original transposition under the map taking each summed position of the configuration to 
its corresponding summed index position. To illustrate this point us examine the 
configuration in the example above. 
In[3]:= ( T
abC 
) bac 
c 
We can see that positions 1 and 5 are linked, positions 2 arid 4 are linked, and positions 3 and 6 
are linked. We can put this linking into an algorithmic form by generating a set of rules taking 
each summed position to its summed partner's position. 
In[4]:= indudng'Rufes Flat ten @ Cases [% [2] I Si_ L -7 {i -7 j} ) 
Out[4J= (1 -7 5 I 2 -7 4 I 3 -7 6 t 4 -) 2 t 5 -7 1 t 6 -7 3 } 
Observe that inducfng~ufes is derived solely from the configuration and has nothing to do with 
which transpositional symmetries we might apply to the configuration. We can now easily 
create a simple function that returns the induced transposition of a given transposition under a 
given configuration. 
In[5]:= Symbolize [iind 1 i Symbolize Uind 1 
In[6]:= inducedTransposition [ 
Block[ 
{iind == i I . i nd ud ng'Ruf es I 
lind 1 I. inducing'Rufes} , 
If [ilnd < B) sign t (lind B iind) sign 11 
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Let us use this function to verify that indeed the above (1 H 2)+ induces the transposition 
(4 H 5)+ for the given configuration. 
10[7]:= inducedTransposi tion [ (1 f7 2) +] 
Out[7J= (4 f7 5) + 
We will have occasion to use sets of induced transpositions. That is, given a configuration a E C 
and a set of transpositions 'T, then induceda('T) will be the set of all transpositions induced from 
'Tunder the configuration a. Formally, induceda('T) (induceda(T) I T E 'T}. 
6.10.4 Theorems about Zero Equivalence in the 
Optimized Algorithm 
We are now in a position to state and prove the major results underlying the efficient 
determination of the following question. Is -a ~'T a? 
Definition 6.10.C: The closure of a set of signed transpositions 'Tis the set of all signed 
transpositions in the signed group generated by 'T, that is, all signed transpositions in 
<11. A set of transpositions 'Tis closed if closure('T) = 'T. We will usually denote the 
closure of a set of transpositions 'Tby 'T. 
Technical Note: Under other circumstances, we might have used 'T for the closure, but this can also be read 'T conjugate. 
Moreover, 'T looks too much like the induced transpositional set. Consequently, we have chosen the notation 'T. for the 
closure of a set of transpositions. 
Working with a dosed set of signed transpositions will be quite important in this subsection 
and in the optimized canonicalizing algorithm. In fact, when the symmetries for a primitive 
tensor are initially specified, internally the package will immediately generate the closure of the 
given set of signed transpositions, since this closure is made use of every time we canonicalize a 
tensor product involving this primitive tensor. However, it should be noted that even though 
the closure of a set 'T of transpositions contains all possible transpositions reachable from 'T, the 
closure 'T. does not form a group. 
Lemma 6.10.A: Given a set of signed transpositions 'T, if 3 (Ti E'T such that IIi (Ti = -I 
then there exists an unsigned transposition T such that both of the signed transpositions 
T + and T _ are in 'T •. 
Proof: Actually we prove a slightly stronger result, namely that for any unsigned 
transposition T, we have T _ E 'T. if and only if T + E 'T.. This follows from the fact 
that if T' E 'T., then -T' = -I 'T' = (IIi (Ti) 'T', hence - T' is a transposition in <11, 
hence -T' E 'T. since 'T. is closed. II 
Unfortunately just examining all transpositions in'T. will not always tell us when a configura-
tion is identically zero. Let us quickly give a motivating example of this behavior. Consider the 
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i j . . .. . .. 
tensor T i j and the corresponding signed configuration t = {81, 3, 82,4' 83,1, 84 2} +' 
Furthermore, let us assume this tensor T has the symmetries Tl = (1 H 2L and T2 = (3 H 4)+. 
Clearly no product or combination of products of Tl and T2 are going to equal -I. However 
Tl *c (T2 *c t) is equivalent to -t. 
This demonstrates that there may exist some Tj E'T such that (rrj Tj) *c a = -a, whereas there is 
no set Tj E'T such that (rr i Tj) = -I. The underlying reason for this is that the group action 
entangles the permutation operation with the configuration relabeling, and in some 
circumstances they can interact to yield an overall negative sign. 
Before trying to find conditions for when (rr j Tj) *c a = -a for some Tj E'T, let us first consider 
the special case when T *c a = -a. For an example of this case, we have the following: 
In[9]:= signedConfig = (x i a i b ) 
c 
Out[9]= {81,3, ai, 83,1, b~}+ 
In[10]:= (1 f7 3) _ *c signedConfig 
Let us embody this in the following lemma. 
Lemma 6.10.B: For any signed transposition T and signed configuration a E C, we have 
T *c a = -a if and only if T = (m H mL for some m such that am, the index at position m 
in the signed configuration a, is sm,m' 
Proof: (¢=) is trivial. For (~ ) assume T *c a = -a and say T = (m H nL, (Clearly 
T = (m H n)+ would not do.) We first show that the indices in a at positions m and n 
must be summed indices. For if one of them, say the index at m, were free, then it 
would be moved to position n in T *c a, but it appears only in position m in -a, 
contradicting T *c a = -a. 
So say am = sm,m and an = sn;n' If m, m, n and 'IT are all distinct, then the index at 
position m in a' = T *c a is am,n; but it is also am,m since a' = -a, hence m = 'IT, hence 
m = n, which is not possible if (m H n) is to be a transposition. 
So m, m, n and 'IT are not all distinct. But n '* m and n '* 'IT, hence this leaves only the 
possibility that n = m, hence also m = 'IT. Then am = sm,m as before and 
an = sn,n = sm,m = am; and indeed one can easily check that (m H mL *c a = -a. II1II 
It transpires that our main theorem, which states conditions for when -a ~'T a, will have to 
involve not only all members of 'Tbut also all of the induced transpositions relative to a, that is, 
all members of induceda ('T). The proof of this main theorem depends critically on the following 
main lemma. 
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Lemma 6.10.C: Say T. is a closed set of signed transpositions. Consider any product 
rrr=1 Tj = Tk ..... T2 . T1, with Tj E T. and consider any integer m appearing in one of the 
Ti' Then 3 T{ E T. such that TI;'1 T{ = TIf=1 Ti, where k' ~ k and m can occur only in the 
rightmost T (, if at all; and furthermore, only the positions moved by the individual Ti are 
moved by the T: . 
Proof: Consider the product of signed transpositions rrf=1 Tj = Tk' .... T2 . T1 and 
consider an m appearing in one of the Tj. Find the leftmost occurrence of m in the 
product. If this occurrence is in T1, then we are done. So assume it is in 
Tj+l = (m H x)± and consider the product Tj+1 'Tj within TItl Ti. If we ignore signs, 
then there are only four possible cases for Tj+1 . Tj. 
:n: 
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(m H x)·(m H x) 
(m H x)·(m H y) 
(m H x)·(y H z) 
(m H x)· (x H Y) 
(x H y) . (m H x) 
(y H z)·(m H x) 
(x H Y)'(m H y) 
(6.1O.a) 
In the first case we will have reduced the number of transpositions by two. In the 
three remaining cases, the leftmost occurrence of m has moved one place further 
right. Also, we have not increased the number of transpositions involved, and any of 
the new transpositions only move positions moved by the old transpositions. 
Moreover, any possible new transpositions are in T., since'T. is closed. For example, 
in the second case, multiplying both sides on the right by (m H x) we can see that 
(x H y) is just (m H x) ·(m H y). (m H x), hence is in T •. 
Repeating the above steps as many times as possible will result in either a single 
transposition on the far right involving m or no transpositions involving m, as stated . 
• 
Theorem 6.10.D: Given a set of signed transpositions T and a signed configuration 
a E C, then -a ~r a if and only if there exists a signed transposition T E T. such that 
either T *c a = -a or both T and -T are present in T. U induceda (T.). 
Proof: (===» If -a ~r a then there exists Tj E T such that (TIl TI)*ca = -a. If 
TIl Tj = -:n: then by Lemma 6.10.A our present theorem is obviously satisfied. 
Therefore, assume that rri Tj '* -:n: yet TI j Tj *c a = -a. Furthermore, assume there is 
more than one transposition in the product TIj Tj; for if not then we would have a 
T = T1 E T such that T *c a = -a, which would satisfy the theorem. 
Now pick any position that is moved in the transpositions, say position m. Find the 
leftmost transposition that moves m and then successively "move" this transposition 
further to the right. We perform this exactly as Lemma 6.10.C allows us. Either we 
encounter a transposition that is present in both signs, thus satisfying the theorem; or 
we eliminate the transpositions involving m, in which case we pick a new m and 
repeat the whole procedure; or we obtain a new product of transpositions, with a 
single rightmost transposition involving m and some other position, say n. 
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At this stage we have ITr:1 Tj ::;: (IT}:1 Tj)· (m H 11)± where the Tj E'T. do not involve 
position m. The indices at both positions m and 11 must be summed indices or 
we arrive at a contradiction. For instance, say that the index at position m in a is 
a index f. Then in a' = (m H 11)± *c a the free index f has moved to position 11 in 
a'. Since the product IT;1 Tj does not move m (by construction), then applying the 
product IT;1 Ti to a' cannot move the index f back to position m. Because the 
position of f in (IT;1 Tj). (m H n)± *c a cannot be m, clearly 
(IT;1 Tj)· (m H n)± *c a =f:. -a. 
Since the indices at both positions m and 11 must be summed, they are of the form 
and SH,n' If it transpires that the m, m, 11, n are not distinct, then since m =f:. m 
and n =f:. n it follows that (m H n)± must in fact be equal to (m H m)±. If the latter is 
(m H m)+ then (m H m)+ *c a = a, and we can eliminate the transposition. If it is 
(m H mL then (m H mL *c a = -a by Lemma 6.10.B, and we have satisfied the 
theorem. 
Progressing on, we now have IT}:1 Ti = (IT;1 Tf)· (m H 11)±, where the Ti E'T. do not 
involve the position m, where k I < k, and where the summed indices at positions m 
and n in a are Sm.m and SH.Ji with m, m, 11, n all distinct. Let us temporarily replace 
Sm.m and by the fixed dummy labels a: and {3. To do so gives results equivalent to 
working with the Sj,j notation and also makes the upcoming explanation easier to 
understand. (By our whole design, we can equivalently interchange our fixed dummy 
labels in our configurations with Si,j labels and vice versa. However, if one wishes, 
one can maintain the si,j labels and painfully verify the same overall result) 
Now consider (m H 11) acting on a by examining the movement of the indices at the 
distinct positions m, m, 11 and n. Ignoring the sign~ (m H 11) *c a gives the following. 
(6.1O.b) 
Since the Ti in IT}:1 Ti do not involve m, this implies that the mth index of 
(ITr:1 Tf)· (m H 11)± *c a must remain fixed as {3. However, the overall product of 
transpositions acting on a results in -a, hence after all the transpositions have been 
applied the mth index must still be summed with the mtll index. Therefore, we know 
that the (IT;1 Tj) must move the complementary dummy index {3 to the position m. 
Since m is moved by the product of transpositions, let us repeat the" successive 
shifting to the right" procedure, allowed by Lemma 6.10.C, for the leftmost 
transposition in IT;1 Ti that moves m. In performing this shifting we either 
encounter a transposition that is present in both signs, thus satisfying the theorem; or 
we obtain a new product of transpositions, with a single rightmost transposition 
involving m and some other position, say p. 
We now have IT}:1 Tj (IT7~1 Ti')' (m H p)± . (m H 11)±, where the Tj' E'T. do not 
involve either m or m and where kif ~ k - 2. It is clear that only (m H 11) and (m H p) 
involve the positions m and m (since none of the Ti' move m or m). However, after 
(m H p)± . (m H 11)± operates on a, the mth index must still be summed with the mtll 
index. Thus, it must be the case that (m H p) moves the complementary dummy 
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index f3 (which was at n) to m, hence p must be n. Hence the product must narrow to 
TI7=1 Ti = (TI7=1 Tn· (m H n)± . (m H n)±. Continuing with our temporary 
replacement of 8m,m and by the fixed dummy labels a and f3/ let us examine 
(m H n). (m H n) acting on a by tracking the movement of the indices at the distinct 
positions m, m/ nand n. 
m n 'Iii n 
a 
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f3 a f3 
mHn f3 f3 
(6.10.c) 
a a 
mHn f3 f3 a a 
Thus, since we relabel after applying each transposition, from (6.10.c) we can see that 
we must have (m H m . (m H n) *c a = a±. If the signs of (m H m and (m H n) are the 
samet then we have eliminated another pair of transpositions. If the signs are 
different then clearly, since the induced image of either one of these transpositions 
under the configuration a is the other/ we have found a transposition such that both 
signs of the transposition are elements of'T. U induceda('T.), so we have satisfied the 
theorem. For example/ if the factors were (m H nL and (m H n)+ then the induced 
image of (m H n)+ under the configuration a is (m H m+/ hence (m H m+ and 
(m H n)- are both members of our joined set. 
At each stage/ our process either reduces the number of transpositions or finds a pair 
of transpositions that satisfies the theorem, that is/ finds a T and -T which are both in 
'T. U induceda ('T.). Say that at no stage do we find a pair of transpositions that 
satisfies the theorem. Then we must terminate at a stage with less than two 
transpositions remaining, or else another stage of our process could be performed. 
Clearly/ we cannot terminate with zero transpositions since ][ *c a '* -a. Therefore/ we 
must terminate with one transposition, that is, we terminate with T *c a = -a. But 
then we have satisfied the theorem because the resulting T will be in 'T. since the 
initial Tj were, and since 'T. is closed. 
If T *c a = -a for some T E 'T,v then unquestionably we have a ~r -a. If both T 
and -T are present in 'T. U induceda('T.), then we have several cases to consider. 
Without loss of generality assume T = (J" + and -T = (J" _. If (J" + and (J" _ are both in 'T. 
then the result is obvious. If say (J" + E'T. and (J" _ E induceda ('T.) then (J" + and 0=_ are 
both in 'T., where 0=_ = inducedu«(J" _), since inducedu(induceda('T.» = 'T •. Also, 
«(J"+ '(J"-)*c a = (J"+ *c (0=_ *c a) = (J" + *c «(J"_ *ca) = -at hence 3 Tj E'T such that 
TIl Tj * a = - a/ hence a ~r - a. Finally, if both (J" + and (J" _ are in induceda ('T.)/ then 
both and (J" _ are in 'T. and (0=+ . (J" _) *c a ::::: -]I *c a = -at hence again 3 TI E 'T such 
that TIl TI *c a = -a. III 
To apply this theorem consider our preceding example of the tensor t (T i j i j) together 
c 
with the symmetries Tl .= (1 H 2L and T2 = (3 H 4)+. As was shown previously 
Tl *c (T2 *c t) = -t/ and clearly, no product of Tl and T2 could possibly be equal to -]I. However 
if we examine {TVT2}U{TVT2lt we should be able to find oppositely signed transpositions in this 
set, and indeed we do. 
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In[11]:= r {(lB2) , (3B4)+};signedConfig= (Tij ij) i 
C 
inducing'Rufes Flatten @ Cases [signedConfig[2] ' Si_ L -7 {i -7 j } ] i 
In[13]:= rU inducedTransposition /@r 
6.10.5 Zero Equivalence in the Optimized 
Algorithm 
Finally, we can now apply the theorems developed in the forgoing subsections. First, we 
calculate all of the transpositions in the closure of our given set of transposition symmetry 
generators, that is, we calculate T. from'T. We then calculate the set of transpositions this 
induces. Lastly, we determine if there are any transpositions which move the same ",1t:n'Y\,pn'~c 
but have a different sign. If so we have shown -a ~r a. If not we know that -a 1-r a. is 
our new overall algorithm for testing for zero equivalence. It fundamentally relies on the results 
of Corollary 6.10.A, Theorem 6.10.D, and Lemma 6.10.B. 
In[14]:= 
In[15]:= 
[r.] 
[minSignedConfiguration_, 
signedConfigurations_List, r. : _List] : = 
Block[ 
{afff, minConfiguration = minSignedConfiguration[2] , indudng'Rufes} , 
inducing'Rufes Flatten @ Cases [minConfiguration, Si_ L -7 {i -7 j } ] i 
afff r. U (inducedTransposition /@ r.) ; 
&5C /@ signedConfigurations] fen < signedConffgurations,en) V 
&sr; /@ afff] fen < afff'en) V 
[minConfiguration, r.]] 
The code directly above uses the ancillary function directZeroQ to determine if the tensor 
product under consideration is zero directly from a single transposition in the closure of 'T. 
Formally, determines if 3 T E T. such that T *c t = -t where t is the minimum 
signed configuration found previously. 
In[16]:= [minConfiguration_, r. : ] : = 
Block [{reducedIndices reduceIndex /@ minConfiguration} , 
Or @@ zeroTestAux /@ 'T.] 
In[17]:= zeroTestAux @ 
zeroTestAux @ 
False; 
: = reduced Indices [i] =' reducedIndices [J] 
In[19):= reduceIndex [sCL] : s @ Min [i, j] ; 
reduce Index @ h_ [index_, : h @ Index 
Technical Note: Our code must also cover the case when the tensor product under consideration has indices which 
contain coordinates, for instance, Roo a f.3' 
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We can demonstrate this code in operation with the following examples. We use the function 
OptimizedCanonicalize which is more advanced than our BasicCanonicalize, yet 
still lacks several refinements that we will develop later. The function Optimi zedCanonical 
ize is presented in §6.11.3 The Optimized Canonicalization Algorithm. 
a 
In[21]::=: OptimizedCanonicalize [R a e d] 
Out[21]= 0 
o 0 
In[22j:= QptimizedCanonicali ze [R e d] 
Out[22]= 0 
a8 
In[23):= OptimizedCanonicalize [R p p] 
Out[23]= 0 
a8 
In[24]:= OptimizedCanonicalize [R p p ; (3] 
Out[24]= 0 
In[25]:= QptimizedCanonicalize [R ex. )' p e ; /3 R )' ex. 1 
Out[25]= 0 
ex.e 
In[26]:= OptimizedCanonicalize [R p p , /3] 
Out[26]= 0 
abe 
In[27]:= OptimizedCanonicalize [R a e R be f 1 
Out[27]= 0 
abe 
In[28]:= OptimizedCanonicalize [R e d S a b f] 
Out[28]= 0 
a b fee 
In[29j:= OptimizedCanonicalize [R a e R de f A b] 
Out[29j'" 0 
abed mn 
In[30):= OptimizedCanonicalize [R S b a] 
Out[30]= 0 
Given the length of the proof for Theorem 6.10.D, one naturally feels that there may be simpler 
methods to determine whether a tensor is identically zero. Indeed, intuition tells us that it 
should be possible, using a cardinality equation to tell if the tensor is zero-equivalent by 
comparing how many classes there should be with how many we actually manage to find. Such 
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an approach would at least be conceptually simpler. However, it would be computationally 
more expensive since our implementation of tensorldenticallyZeroQ is actually very fast. 
Further to the above comment, there is an obvious and conceptually simpler alternative to the 
method provided by Theorem 6.10.D for determining if -a ~r a. This is to generate all possible 
signed configurations which are 'T-equivalent to a. This is easily done using our original closure 
method, generateConfigurations, of §6.5.2 The Algorithm for Generating Configurations, 
but applied to 'Trather than the full symmetry generator set S. 
Considering that there exists such a conceptually simple procedure, why did we develop the 
elaborate machinery of §6.10.3 Induced Transpositions and §6.10.4 Theorems about Zero 
Equivalence in the Optimized Algorithm? The reason is that comparing induced transpositions 
will be faster. Without entering into detail, our more complex method above for transpositions 
having n indices scales according to n2, whereas generating all configurations in the 'T-
equivalence class scales as (n /2)! In addition, the same sorts of concepts involved in 
determining if -a ~r a will be extensively used later in §6.13 Refinements for Mixed Index Classes. 
Let us now combine the developments of the last three sections to form our optimized 
canonicalized algorithm. 
6.11 The Optimized Algorithm 
In this section we apply the theories and ideas developed in the last three sections, §6.8 
Generators and Group Theoretic Underpinnings, §6.9 Transpositional Canonicalization, and §6.10 
Identically Zero Tensors, to culminate in our optimized canonicalization algorithm. This 
algorithm incorporates the canonicalization of the free indices and the subsequent stabilization 
of the permutation group on the free indices, transpositional canonicalization, and the 
identification of zero tensors. 
In §6.12 Refinements for Partial Derivatives, we extend the algorithm to include summed indices 
with fixed elevations, which arise when dealing with partial derivatives. Then, succeeding this 
in §6.13 Refinements for Mixed Index Classes, we make a further extension to allow summed 
indices from mixed index classes. Finally in §6.14 Linear Symmetries and the Complete Algorithm, 
we incorporate linear symmetries and all of the previous theories, algorithms, and 
developments, into an overarching canonicalization algorithm. 
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6.11.1 Canonicalization of Free Indices 
After the group theoretic developments in §6.8 Generators and Group Theoretic Underpinnings 
and the presentation of the transpositional canonicalization results in §6.9 Transpositional 
Canonicalization, we are ready to apply these to the canonicalization of the free indices of a 
configuration. Our goal is to transform an initial configuration by the permutations in its signed 
permutation group in such a way as to ensure that all of the free indices in the returned 
configuration are in their canonical positions. The method presented in this subsection entails 
the use of aI/downhill" method requiring a set of JRDES generators - d. §6.8.5 Jointly 
Recursively Directional and Extrema Stabilizing (JRDES) Sets. 
Definition 6.11.A: A free index a is in its canonical position in a signed configuration a if 
its position in a is the same as its position in the final canonical configuration. 
Given a signed configuration and a JRDES set of generators, say Sf for a permutation group (), 
the following algorithm uses a "downhill" method to compute an equivalent signed 
configuration in which all the free indices are in their canonical positions. The algorithm 
requires that S be split into its transpositional, its complex, and its degenerate parts, that is Sr, 
SXt and Sv - d. §6.8 Generators and Group Theoretic Underpinnings. 
In[1):= canonicalizeFreelndices [ 
sc_signedConfiguration I I Sx : _, S,!) : 
Block[ {new = sc, finat Null, temp} f 
While [finat t- new f 
finat new; 
If [(temp = p *c new) <c new, new = temp] &p /@ S,!) i 1; 
finat = Null; 
While [finat t- new, 
finat = new [new] ; 
If [ (temp = p *c new) <c new, new temp] &p /@ Sx] ; 
finat] 
In a sense this algorithm canonicalizes the free indices in parallel since it applies any generator 
in any place that makes the configuration smaller. Let us illustrate the algorithm with a few 
simple examples and then later proceed onto the validation of the algorithm. Consider the 
following signed configuration and its symmetries. 
( 
mpaq en d) 
In[2):= signedConfig = R R R b 
pm q n c 
In[3]:= {Sr I Sx, S'!)} ( 
mpaq en d) 
R R R pm qbn 
ST,X.'D 
In[4):= canonicalizeFreeIndices [signedConfig I Sr' Sx I S'!) 1 
Out[4]= 
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Often after canonicalizing the free indices, we will be close to the optimal form of the tensor. 
This is especially true in the case when there are enough free indices to restrict the 
permutations which can subsequently be used. In fact, for the example above, it is a simple 
matter to confirm that just canonicalizing the free indices yields the minimum configuration. 
In[5]:= equivafentConfigurations = generateConfiguration8 [signedConfig / u u ]; 
In[6]:= Min, @ equivafentConfigurations 
OUI[6)= 
In[7]:= % %%% 
Oul[?]= True 
us an indication of just how close the canonicalization of the free indices algorithm 
takes us towards a canonical configuration. We can do this by considering all possible 
equivalent configurations of a tensor product and seeing how many unique configurations 
remain after" canonicalizing the free indices". 
(
caron bd ) 
In[8l:= signedConfig = R R a c R n ro b d 
, 
In[9]:= equivafentConfigurations generateConfiguration8 [signedConfig I S1' U 5 x U 5'1) 1 ; 
In[10]:= Union [canonicalizeFreeIndice8[sc/ SrI SXI SvJ &" /@ equivafentConfigurations] 
Oul[10]= {{81,61 82, 183,9181[,10185,11186,1187,12188,2189,31810,41 811,51 812,7} I 
81,7182,8183,9184,11185,10186,12187,1188,21 89,31 810,51 811,41 812,6 
{81,71 82,91 83,81 84,101 85,11.1 86,12187,1188,31-89,21810,41811,51 812,6} 
We can see that we obtain only three configurations, whereas there was a total of 384 
independent configurations before the canonicalization of the free indices. 
In[11):= 
Out[11J= 384 
@ equivafentConfigurations 
Of course if our free index canonicalizer were a perfect canonicalizer, then the last computation 
wouJd have returned a single configuration. So, it is clear that canonicalizing the free indices 
alone does not always yield the canonical configuration. Nevertheless, it can be used to obtain 
good approximations to the canonical configuration, 
us return to issue of validation of the algorithm for the canonicalizing of the free indices 
of a signed configuration. 
By examining the algorithm, it is evident that we split the free index canonicalization process 
into canonicalizing with respect to the degeneracy generators, and then continuing by 
canonicalizing with respect to the other generators. This is valid since the degeneracy 
generators swap blocks of indices and the indices inside separate blocks are never intermixed by 
the other permutations. Any free index that ends up in a specific "block" location after being 
canonicalized with respect to the degeneracy generators should remain in the same block 
independent of internal movement within the block due to the other generators. Thus, the 
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algorithm first shuffles the blocks of indices into their canonical positions and then proceeds to 
shuffle the free indices around inside each block. 
Theorem 6.11.A: Given a signed configuration, a, and a JRDES set of generators, say 8 
comprised of Sr, 8x, and 8~[JJ then canonicalizeFreelndices [a, Sr, SX, ] 
returns a signed configuration equivalent to a in which the free indices of a are in their 
canonical positions. 
Proof: Assume for a start that the algorithm terminates with a configuration where 
the lexicographically smallest free high index, say 0:, is in a position, say j, that is not 
its canonical position. In this case, the orbit of j under the group g (8) contains a 
position, say i, where i < j; formally, 3 i E j{} such that i < j. Therefore, it must be the 
case that one of the permutation generators in 8 will yield a smaller configuration, 
since the generator set 8 is JRDES. Consequently, we obtain a contradiction since 
termination of the algorithm means that a configuration was reached that could not 
be made smaller by any of the generators. 
Since the generator set 8 contains all the generators for the extrema stabilizing 
subgroups, the above argument holds for next smallest free high index; and so on. 
Obviously, an analogous argument holds for the free low indices. Thus, it is clear 
that if any free index were out of its canonical position, then one of the generators 
could move it closer to its canonical position. And any such movement would not 
disturb the canonical positions of smaller free indices, due to the definition of our 
ordering. II 
The above algorithm may seem quite wasteful of computational time in that we could have 
alternatively used a slightly different algorithm that successively moved each free index into a 
canonical position. This could be achieved by finding the generators that move the most 
significant free index, and then applying these generators to make the overall configuration 
smaller. Once this free index cannot be moved into a position that effects a smaller 
configuration, we stabilize the total set of generators by removing all generators that move this 
free index (which is now in its canonical position). We would then move the next free index 
into a canonical position, etc. However, the author has run several examples and found that the 
algorithm above, which canonicalizes in parallel, runs generally on the same scale of time as 
when canonicalizing sequentially. 
After seeing how our algorithm maneuvers the free indices into their canonical positions, a 
natural question is raised. How come this works for free indices and yet we cannot apply the 
same technique to the dummy indices? After all, the algorithm makes no distinction 
concerning free versus summed indices: it just involves applying generators to the lowest· 
configuration found so far, updating only when one finds a new lower configuration. Indeed, 
during the execution of our algorithm, we might well obtain a smaller configuration due to 
applying a permutation which moves just summed indices. For example 
Out[12]= True 
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After briefly reflecting on this, one should come to the realization that unlike free indices, 
dummy indices have no fixed "identity", hence no meaningful ordering. For example, after 
transforming a configuration with the index 52,3, the result may well be a configuration in which 
52,3 does not appear. 
In calculations that involve thousands of terms, it may sometimes be quicker simply to use the 
above process to get a good approximation to the canonical expression, thus probably greatly 
initially simplifying the calculation. Then, once many of the terms in the expression have 
coalesced, we could proceed to apply more exhaustive techniques. 
6.11.2 Stabilized Subgroup Generators and 
Removal of Superfluous Generators 
In the previous subsection we presented a simple algorithm to canonicalize the free indices of a 
given signed configuration. Once we have put the free indices into their canonical positions, we 
only need to use the generators of the stabilized subgroup of permutations which keep the free 
indices fixed. Since the free indices are the most important in our ordering, it follows that any 
comparison of configurations is first determined on the free indices and then on the summed 
indices. This means that if the free indices of a configuration a E C are in their canonical 
positions with respect to the group {J, then the minimum configuration of {J stab *c a will be the 
same as the minimum configuration of {J *c a (where {Jstab is the subgroup of (J which does not 
move the free indices of the configuration a). 
Because our generating set S is JRDES, we can generate Sstab simply by removing from S all 
generators that move one or more of the free indices of the configuration a, which has its free 
indices in canonical positions. Moreover, after stabilization, we can remove the superfluous 
complex generators from our generating set, since some of the complex generators may be 
expressible in terms of the degeneracy generators together with other complex generators. In 
fact, given complex generators p, p' E Sx for which p and p' are equivalent to each other under 
the degeneracy generators, that is, p' = D-1 P D for D some product of degeneracy generators; 
then we can obviously remove either p or p' from our generating set. (It should be clear that p 
and p' are just shifted versions of each other.) For instance, if Sx = {CT, Jr} where 
Jr = {3, 4, 1, 2, 5, 6, 7, 8} and CT = {1, 2, 3, 4, 7, 8, 5, 6}, and S,!) = {p} where 
p = {5, 6, 7, 8, 1, 2, 3, 4}, then we can remove CT from Sx since p and Jr are sufficient. That is 
because CT = p' Jr. p-l, and so p and Jr generate the same set of configurations as p, Jr and CT. Of 
course, we will always need the full set of adjacent transpositions available after stabilization 
since they are needed in the transpositional canonicalization. 
The code that implements the above reduction of the generating set and returns a minimal 
stabilized generating set is as follows. 
In[13]:= stabilizePermutations [configuration . ,Sr: _, Sx : _I SV : -1 .-
-s/gn_ 
Block [{stabifizedrpositions = Cases [configuration 1 _;_ I -L --7 nJ 1 
stabifizedr 1 stabifizedX 1 stabifized'D} 1 
stabifizedr = removePermutationsWhichMovelndices [ 
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SeT' stabifized'Positions] i 
stabilizedV = removePermutationsWhichMovelndices [ 
Sv, stabifized'Positions] ; 
stabifizedX = removePermutationsWhichMovelndices [ 
Si(' stabifized'Positions U Flatten [ 
(Select[p, P[m] < m &m] ) I@ (0[2] &a) I@ stablfizedV]] i 
{ stabifizeriT, stabifi zed X, stabifi zedV} ] 
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It simply finds the locations of all the canonicalized free indices and removes any generators 
that move these positions. For the slightly more complicated case of calculating the complex 
generators that should remain, we simply find all the larger indices that are moved by the 
degenerate name symmetries and remove all permutations in Sx which move these indices. 
The removal of permutations which move a given index can simply be performed by the 
following snippet of code. 
In[14]:= , indices_List] : removePermutationSWhichMovelndices 
DeleteCases[S, 
(SignedPermutation[_, p-l Ii (Or 
( (m_ Ii (m E? indices)) f7 -) _ I 
@@ (P[m] t- m &m) I@indices)) 
f7 Ii (m E? indices) )) ] 
Let us give a small example of this behavior. Consider the symmetries of the following tensor 
product. 
Out[15]= {{ (1 () 2) , (3 f7 4) , (5 f7 6) _, (7 f7 8) , 
(9 f710)_, (11 f712)_, (13 H 14)+, (14 f715)+}, 
{{3, 4,1,2,5,6,7,8,9,10,11,12,13,14, 15}+, 
{1, 2, 3, 4, 7, 8, 5, 6, 9,10,11,12,13,14, 15}., 
{1, 2, 3, 4,5,6,7,8,11,12,9,10,13,14, 15}+}, 
{{5, 6,7,8,1,2,3,4,9,10,11,12,13,14, 15L, 
{1, 2, 3, 4, 9, 10, 11, 12, 5, 6, 7, 8, 13, 14, 15} + } } 
Once we encode this product into a signed configuration and canonicalize the free indices in 
the resulting configuration, we can then calculate the generating set for the stabilized subgroup. 
( 
exPE1:. v £A I.J. ) 
In[16]:= signedConfig = R R ex 1:. y R p {3 S E {; 
c 
r 
, S12,2, ,Li13' S14,:;' s: 
In[17]:= newSignedConfig =: canonicalizeFreelndices [signedConflg, ST' ,svl 
Out[17]'" 
In[18]:= stabilizePermutations [newSignedConfig, 
Out[18]", {{ (9 f7 10) _, (11 H 12) , (14 H 15) + } , 
{{1, 2,3,4,5,6,7,8,11,12,9,10,13,14, 15}+}, {}} 
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This generating set is, as expected, greatly reduced. Thus, far fewer configurations will have to 
be tested in order to determine the canonical configuration. We are now in a position to 
T'l1"'::'''''''''1'' the main optimized canonicalization algorithm. 
6.11.3 The Optimized Canonicalization 
Algorithm 
As previously stated, our basic canonicalization algorithm depended on three cornerstones: the 
permutation and relabeling action, the generation of configurations, and the ordering of 
configurations. For the optimized algorithm, we must add the canonicalization of 
indices and transpositional canonicalization. Here then are the formal steps in the optimized 
algorithm. 
1. Expand all sums and products in the tensor expression. 
For each tensor or tensor product in the sum, repeat steps 2 through 9. 
2. Encode the tensor product into a signed configuration signed Configuration. 
3. Calculate the various subdivided generator sets corresponding to the symmetries the 
tensor product. 
4. Update signed Configuration by moving the free indices of signed Configuration into their 
canonical positions. 
5. Calculate the generators for the stabilized subgroup which do not move the free indices 
of signed Configuration; also remove any superfluous generators. 
6. Relative to our stabilized generators, generate aff8quivafentConfigurations a set of 
signed configurations consisting of at least one minimum element from each 'T-
equivalence class of configurations equivalent to signed Configuration. 
7. signedConfiguratlon to a minimum configuration in aff8qulvafentConfigurations. 
8. If slgnedConfiguration satisfies the tensorldenticallyZeroQ test developed in §6.10 
Identically Zero Tensors, then return zero 
9. if the tensor is non-zero, reconstitute the canonical signedConfiguration into the 
canonical version of the original tensor product. 
The code that accomplishes step 1 simply maps our OptimizedCanonicalize function over 
sums and factors out numbers from products (It is exactly the same as that of the 
In[19]:= 
calize algorithm.) 
@ tensors_Plus: = OptirnizedCanonicalize /@ tensors 
@ (num_ tensor'ProducC) : = 
/ i FreeQ [num, Tensor] i 
edCanonicalize @ other_ = other i 
Here is the implementation of the optimized algorithm, steps 2 through 9. 
In[22]:= ze[(Sr).]i 
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In[23]:= OptimizedCanonicalize @ tensor'Product : (head_ @ _Tensor I _Tensor) : 
Block [ {Sr, Sx, ,( Sr) .' product:Head, tensor Identifiers I signedConfiguration I 
aff8quivafentConfigurations, tensorId, con{igurationLength}, 
{product:Head I tensorIdentifiers I signedConfiguration} 
encodeTensors @ tensor 'Product i 
con{igurationLength ;:: signedConfiguration [2] fen i 
{Sr I Sx, Sv I ( ) .} ;:: calculateGenerators @ tensor Identifiers; 
sf gned Configuration 
canonicalizeFreeIndices [signedCon{iguratlon, Sr, SX, Sv 1 i 
{Sr, Sx, Sv} stabilizePermutations [sfgnedcon{iguration, Sr I Sx I 1 i 
aff 8quivafentconfi guratlons 
generateConfigurations Sr [sfgnedConfiguratlon, Sv U Sx 1 i 
signedConffguration Mille @ aff8qufvafentConfigurations i 
If[ tensorIdenticallyzeroQ[ 
signedCon{iguration I aff8quivafentConffguratlons I (Sr).l, 0 I 
reconstituteTensors [product:Head I tensorIdentifiers, signed ConfIguration 1 1 1 
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In §6.10.5 Zero Equivalence in the Optimized Algorithm, we presented the code to determine if a 
tensor is identically zero (equivalent to zero from the symmetries alone) when we only have all 
the equivalent configurations up to transpositional canonicalization. 
The one apparent remaining issue we have not tackled is the calculation of generators. The 
concepts behind calculateGenerators should now be familiar after covering §6.8 
Generators and Group Theoretic Underpinnings and §6.7.2 Specification of Generators. We can 
superficially say that after obtaining the list of generators for each tensor, 
calculateGenerators proceeds to shift the generators along to where they occur in a 
configuration and then adds appropriate degeneracy generators according to the tensors in the 
tensor product. For a full discussion, see the code §D.5 Constructing Generators from Primitive 
Generators and in particular §D.5.2 Calculate Generators. 
Unfortunately, for a complete working algorithm, we have not addressed one major item. Our 
algorithm may inadvertently or lower indices which we are not mathematically justified in 
doing. This annoying but easy to handle complication is the topic of the next section. 
However, let us first give a quick comparison of the basic and optimized canonicalization 
algorithms. 
6.11.4 Optimized Canonicalization Examples 
At this stage, it is enlightening to compare the timings and results of the basic canonicalization 
algorithm with that of the optimized canonicalization algorithm. Since the time taken to 
canonicalize expressions will fall below 0.1 seconds, we are starting to approach the limits of the 
recording-time granularity in Mathematica. Thus it is convenient to introduce a function which 
returns the average time taken over n successive runs. We denote this function, Timingn . 
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In[24]:= Notation [ 
Timingn_ =:> Function [ {expr} , AverageTiming [n_, expr J , HoldAll J ] i 
SetAttributes[AverageTiming, HoldRestJ i 
AverageTiming [n_Integer / in> 1, expr _] : = 
MapAt[#/n&, Timing [Do [expri , {n-1}]i expr] , 1J 
We can now use this function to increase the perceived accuracy of our timings. That is, the 
higher the n in Timingn the better the timing estimate. 
Let us proceed to compare the execution speeds of the Basiccanonicalize and the 
OptimizedCanonicalize functions. 
E(3y-C va 11 
In[27]:= Basiccanonicalize [R R -c y S v ~ 1 / / Timing10 
a y 0 S (3 E 11 
Out[27]= {2. 37 Second, -R R 0 F S c} ~ y s 
E(3y-C va 11 
In[28]:= OptimizedCanonicalize [R R -c y S v ~ 1 / / Timing100 
ayos (3E 11} 
Out[28]= {O. 0418333 Second, -R R oS: S )' ~ 
In[29]:= %% [2 JI == % [2 JI 
Out[29]= True 
Next, let us compare the speed at which the basic and the optimized algorithms recognize that 
something is zero. 
ab e 
In[30]:= BasicCanonicalize [R cdS a b f 1 / / Timingso 
Out[30]= {0.815 Second, O} 
ab e 
In[31]:= OptimizedCanonicalize [R cdS a b f 1 / / Timing100 
Out[31]= {O. 0226667 Second, O} 
To get an idea of the relative scaling with respect to complexity of the basic and the optimized 
algorithms, compare the previous timing results for canonicalizing a tensor product of three 
factors with the following results for a tensor product of four factors. 
a(3y-c v ~A 11 
In[32]:= BasicCanonicalize [R R a -c y R 11 (3 S E ~ 1 / / Timing 
Aa(3y v!5SI] } 
Out[32]= {94. 4167 Second, R R R (30 s I] Say E 
. . .. [a(3Y-c v ~A 11 1 In[33]:= OptlmlzedCanonlcallze R R R S / / Timingso a -c Y 11 (3 E ~ 
Aa(3y VOsl] 
Out[33]= {0.065 Second, R R R(3oSl] Sa"E} 
In[34]:= %%[2] == %[2] 
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OUI[34]= True 
The next canonicalization does not finish for the basic algorithm, even with a 40 megabyte 
Mathematica kernel. However, the optimized algorithm handles it with ease. 
o{3yc v ';A ED T) 
In[35]:= OptimizedCanonicalize [R R R (3 R S,] / / Timingso or): aw EA 
11 v,By ';ESA T) 
Oul[35]= {o. 079 Second, R) R R R B r "S } 
/dXlil , ~ yu /1 
It is interesting to note that the time taken for the optimized canonicalization goes up 
dramatically when there are no free indices. 
o(3):r v ';A 
In[36]:= Optimizedcanonicalize[R R oc):R D{3R 
a{3 <5 Et:T)A /.1 v 
Out[36]= {o. 785 Second, R R R R.<) S!3 } y E U n,A l~iV 
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This increase in the time is due to there being many more configurations that have to be 
generated since there are fewer free indices to canonicalize and hence less restrictions on the 
generating set. However, the opposite is true for the basic algorithm since it generates all 
configurations and the presence of free indices greatly enlarges the set of configurations that 
have to be calculated .. So as not to further cloud the issue with more specialized code, we will 
only report here that the memory requirements of the basic canonicalization algorithm are 
much higher than those of the optimized algorithm. 
It is worthwhile pointing out that just canonicalizing the free indices and returning this result as 
something "close" to canonical form is typically about twice as fast as doing the full 
canonicalization. However, at times it can be up to an order of magnitude faster. 
a(3):r Y ';A Ea D 
In[37]:= CanonicalizeBrief [R R a r ¥ R 8 {3 R Y A S E';] / / Timing 100 
{ 
a,B,o Et:T)), Y 
OUI[37]= 0.0733333 Second, R R R y R 0 S T) A S (3 11 Y } 
In[38]:= %% [2J] == % [2] 
Out[38]= True 
The downside of just canonicalizing the free indices is that we are unable to then answer the 
zero-equivalence question. The technique may, however, be useful in some specialized 
applications. 
Before closing this section, for purposes of future execution speed comparisons, it is convenient 
to use the following test as one of our benchmarks. 
ron abdc 
In[39]:= OptimizedCanonicalize [R e d R R n ro b a] / / Timingloo 
abed ij 
Out[39}= {0.107Second, -R R abRedij} 
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We will compare the execution speed of the optimized algorithm on above tensor product 
with the execution speed after we make extensions for summed indices of fixed elevations, and 
then again when we make the further extension to class extended indices. 
In conclusion, it is 
us now return to 
indices. 
that the optimized algorithm is far superior to the basic algorithm. Let 
aforementioned complication concerning the raising and lowering of 
6.12 Refinements for Partial 
Derivatives 
6.12.1 Necessity of Indices with Fixed Elevations 
Our algorithm, as so far developed, is computationally quite fast and applicable in many 
situations. Unfortunately we still have several issues to address if we are going to use this 
algorithm for computations in practice. Let us motivate the next extension we are about to 
provide. First, one of the assumptions we have made so far throughout the algorithm is that we 
can raise and lower the dummy index pairs to suit our algorithm. Unfortunately this is not 
always true. Consider: 
i 'k 
TiS ,j Ti(gl Sk),j 
ik ik k ik (6.12.a) 
TiSk,jg +TiSkg ,j==T Sk,j+TiSkg 
, j 
This shows that when we raise and lower an index inside a partial derivative that is summed 
with an index outside the partial derivative, we must add a compensating term like 
ik 
T . S kg.. Consequently our algorithm, as it stands, will return mc.orrect answers since 
1 , J 
it does not include these extra terms in the canonical tensor. In geodesic coordinates - that is, 
when we have a locally flat metric - our results are still correct; however, we cannot always 
assume this is the case. The only solution is that for some summed indices, we must somehow 
remember whether they were initially lowered or raised and return them to their original 
elevations at the end of the algorithm. 
An equation analogous to (6.12.a) is also true for covariant derivatives, except that the covariant 
derivative of the metric is always zero unless the system has a non-metric connection. In 
standard general relativity, all memcs are torsion free, so this is not a huge restriction. 
Furthermore, in many of our other more exotic applications, there is no problem with raising 
and lowering indices. us therefore proceed with the theory and modifi.cations necessary to 
handle summed indices which must maintain a constant elevation. 
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Definition 6.12.A: An index with a fixed elevation is one that must maintain the same 
elevation, high or low, in the configuration throughout any manipulations. This 
includes dummy indices. 
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Obviously, in any given configuration, free indices already have a fixed elevation since they are 
of the form a~os or a;os- However, our summed indices of the form Sij clearly only have the 
default elevation high if i < j or low if i > j. Therefore, we must introduce an extension of the 
sij with a fixed elevation. 
In[1]:= Notation [8L L ~ 8 
Notation [8tL ~ 8 
High]] 
Low] ] 
The encoding routines in the code, §D.7.1 Encoding Tensor Products into Configurations, must of 
course take into account the fixed elevation of the necessary indices (although we will not 
i 
comment further on how this is implemented). For instance, in T . S . the dummy index i 
1 , J 
must be fixed in both places that it occurs in the configuration. 
In[3]:= ( T. S i .) 1 ,J c 
Out[3]= 
More generally, only indices which are involved in partial differentiation need ever maintain 
fixed elevations. For example, consider 
In[4]:= 
Out[4]= 
(
abed mn ) 
R R R ba,k denm 
c 
t 
84.10, 8 5 • 13 , 
The indices a, b, ill, and n all appear inside a partial derivative so they cannot be raised or 
lowered at liberty. The other indices, c and d, do not have any constraint on their elevation, so 
are just normal Sij indices. 
In the two examples so far, any summed index inside a partial derivative had its partner outside. 
If both indices of a summed pair occur inside a tensor, then we do not need to maintain any 
elevation on these dummy indices since they can be raised and lowered in conjunction. For 
i . 
instance, consider R . b k' The index i does not need to be fixed since, 
al , 
Ria i b , k == (R i a i b) , k --
( 
j i \ 
gR .. b I k J a 1 I ' 
j 
R. b J a , k 
(6.12.b) 
Thus, dummy indices summed entirely within the. scope of a partial derivative never need to 
have their elevations fixed because of that partial derivative. This is demonstrated when, for 
i ak 
instance, we encode the product R a i b , k S 
( 
i a k) 
In[5]:= R a i b , k S 
c 
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Out[5]= {Sl,3, St6' S3,1, bi, SS,7' St2' S7,S} + 
In summary, both indices of a summed pair must have fixed elevations if and only if just one of 
the pair is inside a particular partial derivative. 
Unfortunately, this opens up many issues all over again. What changes do we need to make to 
our basic permutation and relabeling action? What changes do we need to make to our 
ordering on signed configurations? Will we still generate all of the configurations using 
generateConfigurations? Will the canonicalization of free indices still work? What 
happens to transpositional canonicalization? Will our zero equivalence testing routines still 
work? In fact, almost everything we have developed so far must be subjected to a fresh 
appraisal. 
Fortuitously, there are very few additions that must be made to accommodate indices with fixed 
elevations. In particular, we need only modify a single line in our ordering of configurations as 
well as make several additions to our transpositional canonicalization routines. These two 
modifications are covered in the following subsections. Everything else we have developed in 
the previous sections remains unmodified. 
6.12.2 The Ordering of Configurations with 
Fixed Eleva'tions 
The modification to the ordering occurs through a change in the last line of our code that 
compares two signed configurations. Recall from §6.6.2 Definition of the Ordering that our code 
to compare two signed configurations is the following. 
In[6]:= configl_si9nl_ Sic config2_s;gn2_ : = 
Block [ {ordering} , 
ordering = Order [Sort @ Cases [configl, _High] , 
Sort @ Cases [config2, _High]] i 
If [ordering == 0, ordering = Order [Reverse @ Sort @ Cases [config2, _Low] , 
Reverse @ Sort @ Cases [configl, _Low]] ; 
If [ordering == 0, ordering =: Order [ configl / . s --7 elevation, 
config2 / . s --7 elevation] i 
If [ordering == 0, ordering = Order [ configl, config2]]]] i 
ordering] 
We do not need to modify the first two lines containing Order statements since these just 
compare the two signed configurations according to their free indices, which remain unchanged 
by our extension. The third comparison just compares the relative elevations of the indices. 
Therefore, we need to add a second line to our code for elevation. In its entirety, the new 
code for elevation is the following. 
In[7]:= elevation [i_Integer, J_Integer] : = If [i < J, High, Low] 
elevation [_, _, elevation_] : = elevation 
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Finally! the last comparison just compares the indlces themselves! and thus we need to ignore 
any elevations of the summed indlces. As a consequence, we can distill our comparison to just 
comparing the second position labels of correspondlng indices. For example, say we are 
comparing R i j k k S . , with R i j k k S . '. Let us examine their configurations. 
a, 1J a, J1 
In[9]:= (R i j k k S . ,) 
a, 1 J 
c 
Out[9]= 
In[10]:= (R i j k k S . . ) 
a, J 1 
C 
Out[10]= {si 7 t S;.6' 
It should be clear that our original code for comparing these two signed configurations will 
reach all the way to the last Order comparison, that is! to the line which has 
Order [configl, config2]. But when comparing indlces with fixed elevation! say si, 6 with 
s1, 7! we only need to compare 6 and 7; or in general, we only need to compare the second 
components of the s [i,j,elevation] or s [i,j] indlces. Therefore, we change the fourth 
comparison to 
Order [ configl / . :-'? index[2] t config2 /. index_s:-'? index[2J] . 
The complete code is now the follOwing. 
In[11]:= < 5c 
Block [ {ordering} , 
ordering Order [Sort @ Cases [configl t 
Sort @ Cases [config2 t _High]] i 
If [ordering 0, ordering = Order [Reverse @ Sort @ Cases [conflg2, _LOW] , 
Reverse @ Sort @ Cases [configl, ] ; 
If [ordering 0 t ordering = Order [conflgl /. s -? elevation t 
ordering] 
config2 / . s -? elevation] i 
If [ordering 0, ordering = Order [ conflgl / . Index_s :-'? Index[2] , 
conflg2 / . index_s H index[2] ] ] ] ] i 
One important change that arises when indlces with fixed elevations are included is that the 
minimum set of a set of signed configurations can now be potentially larger. Previously 
minsc(.7f.) could contain at most two configurations, both having the same configuration but 
dlffering signs - see §6.6.5 Minimum Configurations. However! after introducing indices with 
fixed elevations and our new ordering on them, the set of minimums can be much larger. Let 
us quickly demonstrate this. 
2 } + ==c 
Out[12]= True 
It is clear that these configurations are considered the same with respect to our new ordering. 
This is consistent since, if say hypothetically the underlying tensor is and it has no covariant 
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or partial derivatives, then both configurations reconstitute to Tab a b' Thus in effect, there is 
no substantial between the configurations. Actually, configurations considered 
would not jointly in practice from the same tensor. However, the general principle holds: 
two signed configurations can be different but still substantially the same, that is tl =1= t2 but 
sign(ft) == sign(t2) and tl ==c t2' 
There are only two further changes necessary to accommodate indices with fixed elevations. 
These modifications involve the transpositional canonicalization code as well as the 
determination of whether a tensor is identically zero. These are the topics of the next 
subsections. 
6.12.3 Derivation of Refined Transpositional 
Ca non ica I ization Criteria 
This subsection details the necessary changes to the transpositional canonicalization operator in 
order to accommodate dummy indices with fixed elevations. It transpires that the only code 
that needs changing is that of ReducingSwapQ. Recall from §6.9.2 ReducingSwapQ, that 
a q? b (or equivalently, ReducingSwapQ [a I b]) told us when we should swap the indices a 
and b in a configuration in order to effect a lower configuration. Let us first present the code for 
the necessary extensions to ReducingSwapQ, and then following this, let us prove that these 
extensions are the correct ones. That is, with these extensions, a q? b will return true if and 
only if swapping a and b yields a smaller configuration. The extensions are as foHows. 
We should not swap t q -!" but we should swap -!, q t. 
In[13]:'" False; 
True; 
If both elevations are the same, then clearly we should just order using the normal conventions. 
In[15]:= s: ], _,ID_ q? n < m; 
+ 8i_,ID_ q? n < mi 
And finally, for dealing with mixed kinds, we need to add the following four criteria. 
In[17]:= q? Sj_TI_ m>nVn> i· / 
t 
Si_,ro_ q? Sj_TI_ j < n < mi 
Si _,ID_ q? n_ n<m< ij 
8i 
-
ID_ q? n_ j >mVm > ni 
Technical Note: All of the above relations are subject to the constraint that i < j, which is always true in our uses of the 
reducing swap test. 
Let us now prove that the above criteria are the "correct" ones. In §6.9.3 Proof that Reducing 
Transpositions Yield Smaller Configurations, we described the arguments leading to the 
formulation of the transpositional canonicalization operator. An essential thread running 
through these arguments is the use of mini-configurations. All possible mini-configurations 
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that could be reduced by the swapping of two generic summed indices S i ,m and ,n were 
found, and this led to a criterion as to when to swap these indices. In this revision we give the 
bare essentials of the code that deduces the new criteria when summed indices are allowed to 
have fixed elevations. 
Theorem 6.12.A: Given any signed configuration a E Ct possibly containing dummy 
indices with fixed elevations, and a signed transposition (i H j) ± such that i < j =:::; afen 
then aj l:::;? aj if and only if (i H j)± *c a -<c a. 
Proof: (Superficially sketched) The first part of the current proof is essentially the 
same as the first part of the proof of Theorem 6.9.C in §6.9.3 Proof that Reducing 
Transpositions Yield Smaller Configurations. Consequently, at this stage it may be 
helpful to re-examine the proof of Theorem 6.9.C. That proof arrived at a stage 
where we had to show that if aj = Si, m and aj Sj, n then Si, m q? Sj, n is true if 
and only if the transposed configuration a' where the ith,/h, mth and nth indices have 
become Si, n, Sj m' Sm, j and Sn, i is smaller that the configuration a where the ith, 
·th th d th· d' d } ,m an n In lCesare SLm! Sj,n, ian Sn,j' 
The current proof diverges from the previous one at that stage of the proof just 
described above. We must now show our theorem to be true for ai = S i ,m or ,m or 
s1, m together with aj = Sj, n or n or 81 .. n' For each of the 9 possible 
combinations, we must show that aj aj is true if and only if the transposed 
configuration a't where the ith and /h indices have been swapped and relabeled, is 
smaller than the original configuration a. 
For the code snippets that follow, it is convenient to introduce a unified notation for 
our Sf. ) indices. 
'. [other ] In[21]:= Notat~on Si_,j~ ¢=? S [C, J-, other __ J 
As before, we define a function that gives relative values to a mini-configuration so 
that we can compare mini-configurations. 
In[22]:= relativeValues [expr : {sw_ ' } J 
expr /. {w -c> 1, x -c> 2, Ij -c> 3, Z -c> 4} 
Previously, transposing and relabeling the indices at positions i and j could be simply 
achieved by using the following replacements: sLm -7 Si,n, i -7 sm, j! 
Sj ,n -7 ,m! sn, j -7 sn, i, Now however, due to the more varied possibilities for 
the ith and ph indices, we must achieve this by actually swapping the indices as 
follows. 
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In[23]::= transposelandJ @ configuration_ : = 
Block [ { 
i = position [configuration, SL_] [l,lJ' 
j Position [configuration, s~]. ' 
- [1.1] 
newConfiguration := configuration} , 
{newConfiquration [I], newConfiguration [j] } = 
{configuration [j], configuration [/] } ; 
newConfiguration /. {i -7 j, j -7 i} ] 
As before, if we transpose the ith and /h indices in the mini-configuration 
{Si. m' Sj n' Sn. j' Sm, i} we get the mini-configuration 
{Si n' m' i, Sm,j}' 
In[24]:= @ {Si m' Sj,n' Sn,j' Sm.i} 
Out[24]= {Si, n, Sj ,m I Sn, i, Sm, j } 
But now, transposing the i th and jth indices works correctly even when summed indices of fixed 
elevation are involved, 
transposelandJ @ {Si n / s}, m I Sn, i I s~ j } 
We can now determine if transposing and relabeling the indices at positions i and j in 
a mini-configuration will result in a smaller mini-configuration, (This code remains 
unchanged from that of §6,9,3 Proof that Reducing Transpositions Yield Smaller 
Configurations.) 
In[26]:= transposedConfigurationIsSmallerQ @ reducedConfiguration_ .-
Block [ {transposedConflguration = transposelandJ @ reducedConfiguration} I 
_. ------------------
relativeValues [transposedConflguration] + -<c 
relati veValues [reducedConfiguration] _] 
following mini-configurations are made smaller by transposing the indices at 
positions i and j. 
In[27]:= transposedConfigura tionIsSmallerQ @ {SL m / Sj, n / Sn. j / Sm. i } 
Out[27]= True 
In[28]:= transposedConfigurationIsSmallerQ @ {sI m / Sj n I sn, j I S~ i} 
Out[28)= True 
mini-configuration that can be made smaller by a transposition on i and j 
we obtain a condition on i, j, m and n. 
In[29]:= 
Thus, given a mini -configuration we can obtain a criteria on i, j, ffi, n for when we 
should swap the indices Si m and Sj, n (with or without various elevations). 
Basically, we take all permutations of the mini -configuration and select from these all 
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the mini-configurations which would be made smaller by swapping the indices at 
positions i and j, and relabeling. We further select only those mini-configurations 
for which i is less than j . 
In[30]:= criterion @ configuration_ : 
Or @@relativeOrdering /@ 
Select [Permutations @ configuration, 
transposedConfigurationIsSmallerQ[#] A 
Position [#, s~ 1 [1, 1] < Posi tion [# I nl [1, 1ll &l 
We can now just generate the criteria under which we should swap and relabel S i , rn 
and Sj n (with or without various elevations). First, let us consider the cases when 
both indices to be swapped are of the same fixed elevation. 
In[31]:= criterion @ {stm' 
Out[31]= i < j < n < m I I i < n < j < m I I i < n < m < j I I 
n<i<j<mlln<i<m<j Iln<m<i<j 
In[32]:= criterion @ {stm l .. ,n I Sn,j I 
Out[32]= i < j < n < m I I i < n < j < m I I i < n < m < j I I 
n<i<j<mlln<i<m<j In<m<i<j 
Both of these just reduce to n < m 1\ i < j; but since we are assuming i < j, this 
simplifies to n < m. 
Next, consider the four cases when only one of the two indices to be swapped has a 
fixed elevation. 
In[33]:= criterion @ 
Out[33]= i < j < n < m I I i < j m < n I I i < n < j < mil 
i<n<m<jlli<m<j<n!li m<n<jlln i<j<mll 
n<i<m<j Iln<m<i<j ilm<i<j <nllm<i<n<j 
This reduces to --. (m < n < i) 1\ i < ji but since we are assuming i < j, this simplifies to 
m > n Vn > i. 
In[34]:= criterion @ {SimI S},nl S~,j' Sm,i} 
Out[34]= i < j < n < m I I i < n < j < mil i < n < m < j I I 
i<m<j nil i<m<n j Iln<i<j mlln<i<m<j II 
n m<i<jllm<i<j<nllm<i<n<jllm<n i<j 
This reduces to --. (j < m < n) 1\ i < j; but since we are assuming i < j, this simplifies to 
j > mVm > n. 
In[35]:= criterion @ {SLm, sj n' 
Out[35]= n < m < i < j 
In[36]:= criterion @ {stm' Sjnl Snj, s;;;d 
Out[36]= i < j < n < m 
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Finally, we consider the cases when the two indices to be swapped have opposite 
elevations. 
In[37]:= criterion @ { 
.m' 
t t 
n' Sn,j' sm,i} 
Out[37]= False 
In[38j:= cri terion @ { 
,m' 
Out[38]= i < j < n < m I I i < j < m < n I I i < n < j < m I I i < n < m < j I I 
i<m<j<nlli<m<n<j Iln<i<j<mlln<i<m<j Ii 
n<m<i<j Ilm<i<j<nlim<i<n<jlm<n i<j 
These last two computations respectively return False and an expression equivalent 
to True under our assumptions. 
Technical Note: Actually the last two computations respectively return i > j and i < j. Only under our original assumption 
that i < j do these criteria reduce to false and true respectively. 
For comparison, the original criterion, where none of the indices has a fixed 
evaluation, is as follows. 
In[39]:= cri terion @ {Si m J Sj. n I Sn j ISm, d 
Out[39]= i < j < n < m I lim j < n I ! i < m < n < j i I 
n<m<i<j Ilm<i<j<nlim<i<n<j 
This criterion is exactly the same as the criterion previously derived in 6.9.C. 
Thus, we have shown that with the extensions to ReducingSwapQ presented 
previously in this subsection, ai l:::t? aj if and only if (i H j)± *c a -<c a. _ 
CThere is one last question that to be asked in regards to transpositional canonicalization. 
Will the algorithm to compute the transpositionally canonicalized configuration in a downhill 
fashion still work? Again, as §6.9,4 Transpositional Canonicalization and 
GenerateConfigurationsp we must conjecture on the basis of strong evidence that it does. 
Conjecture 6.12.A: Given a signed configuration a E C, which can include indices with 
fixed elevations, and a set of adjacent transpositions r such that V T Era ~c T *c a, then 
0r(a) = a. 
Evidence: See the arguments in §C.2 Evidence for Steepest Descent Conjecture. _ 
Introducing dummy indices with fixed elevations has affected the ordering of configurations; 
the encoding and reconstitution of configurations; the reducing swap criteria, which we have 
just handled; and the determination of whether a tensor is identically zero, which we next 
handle. To achieve closure on the of correctness, the reader might like to briefly skim all 
the results and code contained in this chapter up to this point, verifying that after the next 
subsection we will have considered all of the ramifications of introducing dummy indices with 
fixed elevations. 
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6.12.4 Determination of Identically Zero 
Tensors with Fixed Elevations 
381 
As mentioned earlier, the extension to configurations with indices of fixed elevation raises 
afresh all of the issues we have dealt with in earlier sections. Importantly, we now address the 
question of whether or not the ideas developed in §6.10 Identically Zero Tensors are still valid 
when dealing with configurations with fixed indices. In particular, does the algorithm 
presented in §6.10.5 Zero Equivalence in the Optimized Algorithm still function correctly? 
It turns out that the ideas are still mostly valid except that we need slight extensions in a few 
specialized cases. Let us motivate these changes. Consider the following configurations. 
In[40]:= configl {813 , 8~. 4 f 83,1 f 2 } + 
Out[40]= {81,3 J 8; 4 , 83,11 
.2 } + 
In[41]:= config2 3 J 82.4 f ,1 f 84.2 } 
+ 
Out[41]= {8i 3 f 82,4 f 8~ 1 , 84,2 } + 
Further, assume that the symmetries of our system are the following. 
In[42]:= 1:1 (1 B 2) t i 1:2 = (3 B 4) 
{ 1:1 f 1:2}; 
It should be noted that even with the extensions to transpositional canonicalization, these 
configurations are minimal. 
In[44]:= [configl] 
Out[44]= {81,3 f 8 2. 4 ' 83,1 , 8~ 2} + 
In[45]:= [config2] 
Out[45]= (' i t 81,3 f 82,4 f 831 , 84,2 } + 
In what follows, it is convenient to use the oppositely signed configuration to a given signed 
configuration. 
In[46]:", oppo8iteConfiguration @config_s{gn_ = config_s{gn i 
oppo8iteConfiguration @ 0 = 0 i 
Now, given a signed configuration a, does there exist a sequence of transpositions whereby we 
can transform a into -a? This was the fundamental question around which the results of 
§6.10.5 Zero Equivalence in the Optimized Algorithm were focused. Unfortunately, when indices 
with fixed elevations are involved, sometimes no such transpositions exist, even when the 
tensor under consideration is identically zero. 
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First, recall that when the summed indices do not have fixed elevations, such a sequence exists 
whenever the tensor represented by the configuration a is identically zero by the transpositional 
symmetries. A simple example of this is the following. 
----
In[48)::= "[2 * c ("[ 1 * c 813/ 8 2,4/ 8 3,11 84,2J+) == {8131 S2,41 S3,11 S4,2L 
Out[48):= True 
But when some dummy indices have fixed elevations, this is no longer true. The following 
configuration cannot be transformed into minus itself. 
In[49):= "[2 *c ("[1 *c configl) oppositeConfiguration @ configl 
Out[49J= False 
In fact, "[2 *c "[1 *c conflgl is instead equal to the opposite of conflg2. 
In[50)::= "[2 *c ("[1 *c configl) oppositeConfiguration @ config2 
Out[50]= True 
So, is the tensor corresponding to conflgl identically zero or not? It is, since reconstituting 
indices in both configl and config2 yield the same tensor. That is, say hypothetically the 
underlying tensor is T, and it has no covariant or partial derivatives; then both configurations 
ab 
reconstitute to Tab' Another way to see that the tensor is identically zero is to note that 
configl and the opposite of conflg2 have the same sign and according to our ordering function 
they are equal. 
In[51]:= "[2 *c ("[1 *c configl ) ==c configl 
Out[51]= True 
It is then natural to hypothesize following generalization of our criteria. Loosely, to cover 
the -a ~'T a case in our Theorem 6.10.D, is it enough that two configurations which are 
essentially equal (equal via ==c) are related via a pair of oppositely signed transpositions? This 
guarantees sufficiency but it unfortunately does not guarantee necessity. Consider the following 
Out[52]= {S1 3 1 S2, 4 1 sl, l' s4, 2 } + 
After transposing via Tl and TZ, this configuration is not essentially equal to minus itself. 
----
) ==c {S13, s;, 4' S3, 1, 
Out[531= False 
Yet, since the Srj labels without fixed elevations can take on any elevation, we could reconstitute 
both configurations as the same thing. For instance, if the underlying tensor was say T, then we 
ab 
could reconstitute both these configurations as Tab . Then, since the signs are opposite, we 
ab ab 
would have Tab =" -T a b . Thus the tensor would be identically zero. 
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One might then be inclined to think that we can effectively ignore fixed elevations in signed 
configurations altogether. Unfortunately not. For instance, the following configuration has the 
same indices as the previous ones but different fixed elevations. The tensor represented by 
these configurations, however, is not identically zero. 
In[54]:= t2 *c (1:1 *c {Sl 3' 
Out[54)= .3 ' 
Thus, the only time when our original criterion for determining the identically zero property 
does not work is when our transposition T is operating on summed indices of fixed but opposite 
elevations. Formally, our generalization to Theorem 6.10.D is the following. 
Theorem 6.12.B: Let 'Tbe a set of signed transpositions and let a E C be any signed 
configuration, possibly with indices of fixed elevations. Then a -c b and -a ~T b for 
some bEe if and only if there exists a signed transposition T E 'T. such that either 
(i) T*ca = -at or 
(ii) both T and -T are present in 'T., or 
(iii) T E 'T. and -T E induceda('T.) and T does not swap summed indices which are of 
opposite fixed elevation. 
Proof: Essentially the same as the proof for the restricted version of the theorem, 
that is, Theorem 6.10.D ... 
Recall that Theorem 6.10.D relied upon Lemma 6.10.B. Similarly, Theorem 6.12.B, that is the 
revised version of Theorem 6.10.D, depends upon the following revised version of Lemma 
6.10.B. 
Lemma 6.12.A: Let T be any signed transposition and a E C be any signed 
configuration, possibly with indices of fixed elevations. Then T*c a = -a if and only if 
T = (m H mL for some m such that am, the index at position m in the signed 
configuration a, is sm,nv and is not of fixed elevation. 
Proof: Essentially the same as that of Lemma 6.10.B ... 
Due to the above Theorem 6.12.B above, we must modify our code. Here is the revised version 
of the code first presented in §6.10.5 Zero Equivalence in the Optimized Algorithm. 
In[55):: tensorldenticallyZeroQ [ 
minSignedConffguration_, signedConfigs_List, T. : _List] : 
Block[ 
{aNT, minConfiguratfon minSignedconfiguration[2] , fnducfng'Rufes} I 
inducing'Rufes Flatten @ Cases [minConfiguratlon, si_.L -7 {i -7 j} 1 i 
afff = T. U (inducedTransposition /@ T.) ; 
(Union [SC[2] &sc /@ sfgnedConfigs] fen < signedConfigs,en) V 
directlyZeroQ [minConfiguration, T.] V 
zeroByComplementaryPairQ [minConfiguration, afff]] 
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zeroByComplementaryPairQ proceeds by removing the signs from the set 
r. U induceda(T.) and finding any duplicates in the resulting set. If any of the index pairs in 
this set operate on indices which are not both fixed and of opposite elevations then the tensor is 
zero. 
In[56]:= zeroByComplementaryPairQ [minConfiguration_, afff -l : 
Or @l@ (permissibleZerolndicesQ @ minConfiguration[#] &) /@ 
Cases [Split @ Sort [S1:[21 &sc /@ afff], { I pair_} -7 pair] 
In[57]:= permiss @ {s ~ _, s: _} == False i 
permissibleZerolndicesQ @ {s: _, s ~ _} '" False i 
permissibleZerolndicesQ @ other _ == True; 
We can demonstrate this code on the previous configurations used in this subsection. Since our 
only generators are transpositional the list of signed configurations consists only of the 
singleton signed configuration. 
In[60]:= [config2, {config2}, Sr] 
Out[60]= True 
In[61]:= tensorldenticallyZeroQ [configl, {configl}, 
Out[61]= True 
Finally, we can confirm that our code acts correctly on cases when the tensor would be 
identically zero but for the oppositely fixed elevations. 
In[62]:= tensorldenticallyzeroQ [ 
,4 I ,4 , 
Out[62]= False 
There are other small differences that we have glossed over. instance Theorem 6.9.A and its 
generalization Theorem 6.9.B/ should really be amended to the following. 
Theorem 6.12.C: Oris a semi-canonicalizing function (relative to ~r) on signed 
configurations corresponding to non-zero tensors. Formally, for any signed 
configurations a and b which are not T-zero-equivalent we 
(i) 0r(a) ~r a 
(ii) b ~r a :::} 0r(b) ==c OrCa). 
Proof: Essentially the same as the proof of Theorem 6.9.A. II 
Let us finally 
standard indices. 
onto a brief comparison of the speeds of using fixed indices to that using 
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6.12.5 Comparison of Dummy Indices: both 
Fixed and Standard 
385 
In this section we compare the canonicalized result of a tensor which has some indices of fixed 
elevation with a similar tensor that has no indices of fixed, elevation. Our example tensor is 
chosen in such a way that the results are nearly identical, hence providing a fair comparison. 
In[63]:::o: signedConfig (
abed mn ) R R R ba,k denm 
c 
Out[63]::o: {Sl 8' s~ 
We next need the set of generators for this tensor product. Let us label this set Sg. 
In[64]:= (
abed mn ) 
R R R ba,k denm s 
Out[64]::o: {( 1 H 2) , (3 H 4) _, (5 H 6) _, (7 H 8) , ( 1 0 H 11) , 
(12 H 13) , {3, 4, 1,2,5,6,7,8,9,10,11,12, 13}+, 
{1, 2, 3, 4, 7, 8, 5, 6, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13} + ' 
{1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6,7,8,9,12,13,10, 11}+} 
Let us find the total number of configurations generated, how long it takes to generate them, 
and the overall minimum configuration. 
In[65]:= generateConfigurations [signedConfig, 3 q 1 ten II Timing 
Out[65]::o: { 0 . 35 Second, 64} 
In[66]:= MiI1c @ generateConfigurations [signedConfig, 3 q 1 
- ---
Out[66]= ,2' k~, S10,3, Sl1,4, sL 51 
For comparison, when we have no partial derivative, we obtain a very similar result. 
In[67]:= signedConfig (
abed mn ) R R R . ba denm ' 
c 
In[68]:= (
abed mn ) R R R . 
ba dcnm s' 
In[69]:= generateConfigurations [signedConfig, 3 1i ]len II Timing 
Out[69]= {O. 4 Second, 64} 
In[70]:= @ generateConfigurations [signedConfig, 
That is, but for the presence of the partial derivative, the resulting configurations are the same. 
It is perhaps easier to see this in the original tensor products rather than in the configurations. 
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Therefore, let us choose a tensor product that does not get reordered. Yet again, the of 
indices with fixed elevations does not unduly affect the resulting answer. 
abed mn 
OptimizedCanonicalize [R R baR den m 1 
abed 1 J 
Out[71]= -R R a b Red i j 
abed mn 
OptimizedCanonicalize [R R baR den m , k 1 
abed 1J 
Out[72]= - R R R 
ab edij,k 
Finally, we should mention the typical execution speed penalty for including the extra facilities 
in our code to allow for the possibility that our configurations contain summed indices of fixed 
elevations. To illustrate this, we canonicalize the benchmark tensor product given in §6.11.4 
Optimized Canonicalization Examples. In that subsection the timing for the following calculation 
took approximately 0.105 seconds. 
mn abde 
In[73]:= OptimizedCanonicalize [R e d R R n mba 1 II 
abed ij , 
Out[73]= {O.l13S Second, -R R R , 
ab edijJ 
Therefore, by allowing for summed indices which have fixed elevations, we have increased the 
overall execution time by something typically in the range of 5%. Thus we have been able to 
add a major extension to our algorithm at the expense of a extremely minor speed penalty. 
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6.13 Refinements for Mixed Index 
Classes 
6.13.1 Desirability of Mixed Index Classes 
387 
Initially we presented the Sij labels as if they were the "entire story". Then later, in §6.12 
Refinements for Partial Derivatives, we conceded that actually this is not entirely true, and at 
certain stages we need to maintain fixed elevations for our summed indices. We must now 
introduce one final shift in our underlying structures for our canonicalization algorithm. The 
underlying format we have been using is not always viable in practice. At certain times, 
users might need to have dummy indices of different kinds in the same tensor. For instance, 
they might want space-time indices in some slots and just spatial indices in others. We must be 
able to handle canonicalizing such tensorial expressions. The tensor R ex (3 i j T i j A ex (3 is a 
typical example of such a tensor with mixed class dummy indices. If such tensors are 
permissible in our calculations, then we need a way to canonicalize them. 
Possibly the easiest and most direct solution is just to expand all such indices in the tensor 
under consideration. For example, expanding the aforementioned tensor would yield 
All of the resulting terms are canonicalizable with our existing algorithms since their dummy 
indices are all of the same kind. However, it would be nice to have the ability to handle such 
objects without always having to expand them. Moreover, in certain situations, it may not be 
possible to expand one kind of index into another kind. For example, we could be working with 
a barred set of indices which might represent indices in a different coordinate system. A specific 
instance of this is, say, the following. 
aD 
R _ S c 
cd J.) a 
Of course the barred and unbarred indices are usually related by a coordinate transformation, so 
it may still be possible to expand the barred indices in terms of the unbarred indices. Overall 
though, just expanding the indices of one in terms of indices of other classes is not always 
the ideal solution. Thus, it is desirable to adapt our canonicalization algorithm to handle such 
cases. 
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We must adapt our canonicalization algorithm in such a way as to somehow force each dummy 
index to "know" which class it belongs to. This "knowledge" must of course remain valid 
under the permutations of the indices in our configurations. Consequently, the obvious 
solution is to embed the index class information into each Su index. We now discuss two ways 
in which we could embed this information. 
Let us briefly discuss a possible method we could use, but in the end opt not to use. We could 
incorporate the index class information into our summed indices by extending our summed 
index s [i I j, elevation 1 to s [i, j, elevation, class 1, where class is a symbol naming an index 
class. In this way, all dummy indices will still be treated as real "dummy indices", but only 
amongst indices of the same class. For instance, in the tensor R ex f3 i j T . . A f3 the indices lJ 0: 
a, f3 are space-time indices while the indices i, j are plain Cartesian spatial indices. The signed 
.. . '(v d a . 
configuratIon for thIS tensor would be the same as that of R T d A but dIfferent from 
a '(v 
kvda 
that of, say, R T d a A k v' 
Unfortunately, if we want all index class names to be in the same place (Le., the fourth 
position), we cannot just blithely tack on the class to the summed index since such a direct 
change would force all summed indices to be of fixed elevation. We would therefore need to 
introduce Au t ama tic elevations, that is, summed indices of the form s [i, j, Aut ama tic, 
class 1. These would be indices of natural elevation but belonging to the index class class. 
Similar to the above proposed dummy index extension, we instead adopt the following: we 
extend summed indices of the form s [i, jJ to indices of the form s [i, j I class 1, and similarly 
we extend indices of the form s [i, j, elevation 1 to indices of the form s [i, j, class, elevation 1 . 
Here class is a symbol naming an index class. However, when no confusion is possible, we will 
often refer to these symbols as just the 'index class', rather than the fuller 'name of an index 
class'. We must still be able to distinguish between the new s [i, j, class 1 and the old s [i, j, 
elevation 1; but these two objects are of course easily distinguishable since any specific index 
class name we will use can never be High or Low, and these are the only permissible elevations. 
Definition 6.13.A: A summed index with index class inclusion, or alternatively a class 
extended index, is an Si,j' slj' or Slj index with an affixed index class. The class extended 
index must maintain the same class as the index changes position due to the action of 
permutations or symmetry operations. 
Intuitively, due to the definition of our permutation and relabeling action, the class extended 
index must maintain the same class as the index changes position due to the action of symmetry 
operations. The following defines the notations for summed indices with an explicit index class 
affixed to the index. 
. [ClaSS ] In[1]:= Notatlon Si_,J~ ~ S [i_I )_1 dass_l 
Notation [s~~~S5~'i ~ S [1'_1 L, dass_1 High]] 
N t t · [efaSS_ , t [ , . 0 ] ] o a lon S''-,L ~ S I_I )_1 CfasS_ 1 Low 
N t t · [efaSS, efv [ . . 0 0] ] o a lon S,,-,j~ - ~ S I_I )_1 CfaSS_ 1 efV_ 
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Unfortunately, this latest extension to our dummy indices reopens many issues all over again. 
What changes do we need to our basic permutation and relabeling action? What changes do 
we need to make to our ordering on signed configurations? Will we still generate all of the 
configurations using generateConfigurations? Will the canonicalization of free indices 
still work? What happens to transpositional canonicalization? Will our zero equivalence 
testing routines still work? Yet again, almost everything we have developed so far must be 
subjected to another fresh appraisaL 
As before, fortuitously, the necessary changes that must be made to accommodate our newly 
extended indices are relatively minor. In particular, we need only slightly modify our ordering 
of configurations in much the same way as we did previously in §6.12.2 The Ordering oj 
Configurations with Fixed Elevations. Our transpositional canonicalization must be changed in its 
final stages, and our test to determine if a tensor is identically zero must also be changed. This 
is due to Theorem 6.10.D in general failing to hold under our extension. However, it remains 
true when the index classes of the dummy indices are the same. The following subsections 
develop the changes that are necessary to incorporate our extension. 
6.13.2 The Inclusion of Index Classes in 
Summed Indices 
This section introduces the notations for our extensions and gives several examples of signed 
configurations whose indices explicitly include index class symbols. An index class symbol 
represents the II class" or "kind" of an index. The concept of an index class, such as space-time, 
or Cartesian, etc., should be obvious. The two classes we will use in the present discussion are 
space-time indices and general indices. We will leave formal discussion of such things to §7.2.1 
Indices And Coordinates. Henceforth, in this chapter, we will usually use "index class" to refer to 
an index class symbol. 
As was the case for our extension to fixed elevations, the encoding routines in the 
implementation, §D.7.1 Encoding Tensor Products into Configurations, must take into account the 
inclusion of index classes into our summed indices. This capability is, of course, already 
incorporated into the code for the Tensors package. Index class inclusion can occur in a variety 
of ways. main way it is specified is through options to our functions. Among other 
functions, the main canonicalization function Canonicalize, to be presented fully in §D.13 
The Complete Canonicalization Algorithm, includes the capability to handle options. The relevant 
option for the purposes of index class inclusion is IndexClasslnclusion. Let us set this 
option for the function encodeTensors and then examine various signed configurations 
arising from tensor products. 
In[5]:= SetOptions [ encodeTensors f IndexClasslnclusion -7 True] 
Out[51= {sortTensors -7 Automatic f 
IndexClasslnclusion -7 True, MetricLocallyFlat -7 False} 
T echn1cal Note: Of course both BasicCanonicalize and our OptimizedCanonicalize could be modified in order 
to take options, but since they are largely pedagogical functions, we do not implement such an extension. 
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Let us examine the signed, classed, and labeled configuration corresponding to the tensor used 
in the motivating examples of the above subsection. 
( 
a(3ij ) 
In[6]:= configuration = R T i j S a (3 
c 
--- - ----
Out[6]= { SpaceTimeIndices SpaceTime Indices S1,7 , S2,S , S GeneralIndices SGeneralIndices GeneralIndices SGeJ 3,S '4,6 ,SS3 '6, 
This is somewhat awkward to read since the index classes are so long. Hence, let us introduce 
some further notation just for the index classes SpaceTimelndices and Generallndices. 
In[7]:= Notation [stf_L -:=> s [i-, L, SpaceTimelndices]] 
Notation [stL,L -:=> s [i-, L, SpaceTimelndices, High] ] 
Notation [stL L -:=>s [i_, j-, SpaceTimelndices, Low] ] 
Notation [sg;_L -:=> s [i-, L, Generallndices]] 
Nota tion [SgL L -:=> s [i-, L, Generallndices, High] ] 
Nota tion [SgL L -:=> s [i-, L, Generallndices, LOw] ] 
Let us now re-examine the signed, classed, and labeled configuration. 
In[13]:= configuration 
We can operate on this configuration with signed permutations and transpositions just as we 
normally would. 
In[14]:= {3, 4, 1, 2, 5, 6, 7, 8} + *c configuration 
----
Out[14]= {sg1,S' sg2,6' St3,7, st4 S, sgS,l' sg6,2' St7,,3' StS,4}+ 
In[15]:= (1 f7 2)_ *cconfiguration 
---------
Out[15]= {stl S , St2,7, sg3,s' sg4 6' sgS,3' sg6 4' St7,2, sts l} 
It is also illuminating to now examine the signed configuration of tensors where fixed elevations 
are required (due to the presence of partial derivatives). 
( 
i a k) 
In[16]:= R a i (3 , k S 
Just as was the case previously in §6.12.1 Necessity of Indices with Fixed Elevations the indices that 
must maintain a fixed elevation have been" fixed". It is clear that our machinery for generating 
signed configurations from tensor products is functioning correctly with indices that explicitly 
include an index class. 
By checking the definitions leading up to *c in §6.3 Permutations and Configurations and §6.4 
Labeling, Relabeling, and Group Actions, one should convince oneself that there are no 
dependencies in these parts of the code on the fact that our Si,j have been extended. Since our 
fundamental action as well as the machinery surrounding our configurations remains largely 
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unchanged, it follows that the generation of configurations will also require no modification. 
However, once we re-examine the code for our ordering on signed configurations, <'c, we find 
that just as with the extension to fixed elevations, we need to make slight adjustments. This is 
the topic of the next subsection. 
6.13.3 Modification to the Ordering for 
Class Extended Indices 
The ordering on signed configurations, <'c, was originally defined in §6.6.2 Definition of the 
Ordering. Later, in §6.12.2 The Ordering of Configurations with Fixed Elevations, it was modified to 
incorporate handling of summed indices with fixed elevations. This change did not 
substantially alter the basic ordering. That is, we still ordered with respect to: (1) the free high 
indices, then (ii) the free low indices, then (iii) according to the elevations of the summed 
indices, and finally (iv) according to the order of the summed indices. This remained 
unchanged with the introduction of summed indices with fixed elevations. The only thing that 
changed was (iii): the elevations of some dummy indices - those having fixed elevations -
were determined according to their fixed elevations rather than their natural elevations. 
When including index classes into summed indices, we are introducing a new facet to our 
ordering. As we will see, index classes are different in nature from the other entries we have 
used so far in determining our ordering. We could, of course, radically alter our ordering and 
promote the index class to be of high priority in our ordering scheme. However, doing this 
would drastically alter most of the theory and some of the code developed so far. So we adopt 
the opposite approach. We suppress the influence of the index classes in our ordering scheme 
as much as is possible. 
Thus, if after all the previous tests the configurations are indistinguishable and thus 
unorderable, then we try to order them according to the classes of each of the indices. To 
implement this, we just add a final line of code to our comparison. Here is the revised code. 
In[17]:= configl_signl_ config2_si9n2_ : = 
Block [ (ordering} , 
ordering = Order [Sort @ Cases [configl J _High 1 J 
Sort @ Cases [config2, _High]] i 
If [ordering == 0, ordering Order [Reverse @ Sort @ Cases [config2, _Low] J 
Reverse @ Sort @ Cases [configl, _Low] ] i 
If [ordering == 0, ordering Order [ configl /. s ~ elevation, 
config2 /. s ~ elevation] i 
ordering] 
If [ordering 0, ordering = Order [ configl / • index_s H index [2] , 
config2 / . index_s :~ index [2J ] ; 
If [ordering 0, ordering == Order [ 
configl / • s ~ classOfSummedIndex, 
config2 / . s ~ classOfSummedIndex] 1 ] ] ] ; 
The class of an index is determined by classOfSummedlndex. Any index without a specified 
class is treated as a 1/ general" index. 
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In[18]:= classOfSummedIndex 
classOfSummedIndex 
classOfSurnmedIndex 
classOfSummedIndex 
: = General; 
High I Low] '" General; 
, cfass_] = cfass; 
cfass_, _] = dass; 
We must also slightly revise our definition of the elevation of a summed index to take into 
account our introduction of summed indices with explicit index class inclusion. 
In[22]:= elevation 
elevation[_, 
elevation 
elevation 
, LInteger] : = If [i < J, High, Low] ; 
_ , I etevation_] = etevation ; 
, efevation ; (High I Low) J = efevation; 
, J_Integer, cfass_] If [I < j, , Low]; 
In §6,6,3 Examples of the Ordering, we gave several examples of our ordering, including the 
following. 
In[26]:= ( Sa b i i j ) -<c (S a i b j i j) <c j c c ( aib j ) S .. lo J c 
Out[26]= True 
This ordering remains unchanged, as it should, when dummy indices from different classes are 
used. 
In[27]:= ( 
abi C( ) 
SiC( -<c 
c 
( a
l3b
j ) (aib jJ')c S !3 j c -<c S i 
Out[27]= True 
Only when the configurations are identical but for the index classes, does our extension 
distinguish between them, 
In[28]:= ( 
a!3ij ) 
R T i j S a !3 -<c 
c 
Out[28]= False 
( 
ija!3 ) 
R T 3 S. , 
C(/ loJ 
c 
The basic algorithm is now fully functional with respect to the inclusion of index classes in our 
summed indices. 
a!3ij 
In[29]:= BasicCanonicalize [R T i j Sa!3] 
Out[29]= 0 
abed mn 
In[30]:= BasicCanonicalize [R R baR den m , k] 
abed loJ 
Out[30]= - R R a b Red i j , k 
a{3eo my 
In[31]:= BasicCanonicalize [R R {3 a R <5 e Y m , k] 
aab!3 ey 
Out[31]= -R R a 0: R b Bey, k 
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These last two results are substantially the same. That is, up to index classes the results are 
identical. We now progress onto the necessary alterations to transpositional canonicalization. 
6.13.4 Transpositional Canonicalization for 
Class Extended Indices I 
393 
In the previous subsection, we explicitly made the ordering of configurations have as little 
dependence on index class inclusion as possible. Thus, it might appear at first appraisal that 
transpositional canonicalization should have no dependence on index class inclusion. Indeed, 
when all the indices are of the same class it is obvious that we must default to exactly the same 
behavior as previously stated. Again recall from §6.9.2 ReducingSwapQ that a b, or equiva-
lently Reduc ingSwapQ [a, b], indicated when we should swap the indices a and b in the 
configuration in order to effect a lower configuration. Additional rules for reducingSwapQ 
were presented in §6.12.3 Derivation of Refined Transpositional Canonicalizafion Criteria for the 
extension to fixed elevations. This subsection presents the further rules needed to update 
ReducingSwapQ in order to allow the reducing swap operator to be used with class extended 
indices, as wen as class extended fixed elevation indices. 
The following rules are almost verbatim copies of the previous rules, however they have been 
extended by adding a slot for an index class. In these rules we ignore the index classes in our 
orderings. Only later do we talk about full transpositional canonicalization. Also since we 
either include index classes in all of our summed indices or in none of them, we never have to 
worry about reducingSwapQ working on one index that does have class inclusion and 
another that does not. 
In[32]:= cfass2 q? SL,n-=-: compareS [i, j, m, nl ; 
Clearly we should not swap t q J" but we should swap J" qt. 
In(33):= i False; 
Also if both signs are the same then we should clearly just order using the normal conventions. 
In[35]:= q? r '" n < m; 
q? S"7'-I, J~,n... n < mj 
And finally when we mix kinds, the criteria is the following. 
In[37]:= ~,! Si~,m~ 
r 
l1\... 
m~ 
8i~ ,In_ 
q? 
q? 
q? 
q? 
n_ '" m > n V n > i; 
j < n < m; 
8"7'-/. n<m<i; J~,n~ 
i . V 
n_ ::= J > m m > n; 
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Let us now turn to the issue of transpositional canonicalization when our signed configurations 
involve class extended indices, with different classes. Since we are about to discuss slightly 
more theoretical issues surrounding transpositional canonicalization, let us formally refer to our 
new extended ordering as -<en (where 'en' is intended to suggest "e-new", even though in terms 
of code, we have just redefined -<e). 
Assume in the following that we are starting with a class extended signed configuration, say 
t E C. Recall from §6.6.5 Minimum Configurations that minsc«7') *c t), the set of minima of 
(7') *c t, is defined as (a E (7') *c t I Vb E (7') *c t, a ~c b}. Also recall that this set of minima is 
intimately related to the definition of fJr, that is fJr(t) E minsc«"T) *c t) - see §6.9.1 
Transpositional Equivalence and Canonicalization. With the extensions to the reducing swap 
operator given in this subsection, it must still be the case that @r(t) E minsc( (7') *c t). This is 
due to the fact that all of the decisions /transpositions / permutations remain the same for our 
reducing swap operator since it ignores the index class. Thus Conjecture 6.9.A, and more 
generally Conjecture 6.12.A, must still be true. 
However, unfortunately we are not guaranteed that ®ret) is minimum with respect to the new 
ordering. That is, it may be the case that @r(t) f/: minscn«7') *c t). Note the distinction between 
minsc and minscn : minsc is the minimum set with respect to old order, -<c, and minscn is the 
minimum set with to the new order, -<en. When we were dealing with just standard 
configurations, the only possible difference between the elements of minsc(9l) was that of sign. 
Now there can be a multitude of different configurations in minsc(9l), all having the same basic 
layout, yet differing in any or all of (i) summed index classes, (if) summed index elevations, or 
(iii) overall configuration sign. Let us illustrate these concepts with a simple configuration 
involving the Riemann tensor. 
\R aa aa ) In[41]:= 
c 
Out[41)= {sgl 3 I st 2 4 I 1 I st4 2 } + 
(R aaaa) In[42):= 
c 
Out[42]= {Stl 3 I 
Under the old ordering, these were considered the same minimum configuration. 
In[43]:= SetOptions [ encodeTensors I IndexClasslnclusion ..... False] ; 
(Raaaa) 
c 
Out[44]= True 
Under the new ordering this is not so. 
In[45]:= [ encodeTensors I IndexClasslnclusion ..... True 1 ; 
(R aa aa) -<c (R aa aa) 
c c 
Out[461= True 
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Also, both of these configurations are in the same transpositional equivalence class. 
In[47J:= (R aa aa) == (3 f7 4) *c ((1 f7 2) *c (R ao: aa) ) 
c c 
Out[47J= True 
Yet a standard downhill method will never reach the smaller configuration from the larger, since 
no single transposition will make the larger configuration smaller. 
In[48]:= (1 f7 2) *c (R 0: a ) <c (R a a ) 
~ o:a o:a 
c c 
Out[48]= False 
In[49]:= (3f74) *c(R aa ) <c(R cxa ) ~ aa cxa 
c c 
Out[49]= False 
Thus, our original downhill approach is doomed to only find a configuration in minsc( (T) *c t), 
which is not necessarily in minscn«T) *c t). We need a new strategy. It turns out that we can 
create a new downhill strategy which will yield a configuration in minscn«T)*c t). This is the 
topic of the next subsection. 
6.13.5 Complementary-Effect Transposition 
Pairs 
In the previous subsection we explained why just adapting the conventional transpositional 
canonicalization will lead us to a minimum in terms of the old ordering, but possibly not for the 
new ordering. In this section we will explain the approach we will take for our new downhill 
scheme that will complete the transpositional canonicalization. 
We maintain the convention that minsc yields the set of minima with respect to the old order, 
-<c, and minscn yields the set of minima with respect to the new order, -<cn. First, us formalize 
the following concept which has already been used in the previous subsections, notably §6.10.4 
Theorems about Zero Equivalence in the Optimized Algorithm. 
Definition 6.13.B: Given a signed configuration a E C, a complementary-effect 
transposition pair (for a) is a pair of signed transpositions Tl,T2 E T such that 
unsigned(Tl) =1= unsigned(T2) and T2 = ± induceda(Tl)' 
We will speak of applying a complementary-effect transposition pair, by which we will mean 
just applying one transposition after the other. The order in which we apply them is irrelevant 
since the transpositions must commute in the permutation group and thus, by the definition of 
a group action, must yield the same results in both cases. Given a signed configuration, say a, 
then applying a complementary effect transposition pair to a will yield a signed configuration a' 
having the same i,} labels on the summed indices. (This follows almost trivially from the 
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definition of an induced transposition, Definition 6.10.B, and the definition of our permutation 
and relabeling action *c.) However, under a complementary-effect transposition pair, the index 
classes and I or the fixity of elevations may possibly move. 
For instance, the transpositions (1 H 2)+ and (3 H 4)+ form a complementary-effect 
transposition pair relative to {Sl, 31St 4' ~;~, -~f;}+. Applying this pair results in a 
configuration with the same i, j labels but with a changed fixity of elevations. 
In[50):= (304)+ *c ((102)+ *c {Sl 3, 
Oul[50]= True 
We can think of the identically zero test presented in §6.10.5 Zero Equivalence in the Optimized 
Algorithm as searching for the special case of a complementary-effect transposition pair, Tl and 
T2, such that T2 *c Tl *c a ai, where a' ==e a and sign(a' ) = -sign(a). 
Theorem 6.13.A: Let 'Tbe a set of signed transpositions, and let tEe be a signed 
configuration with class extended indices, some of which are possibly of fixed 
elevations. Starting with a member of minsc( ('T) *c t) and successively applying all 
complementary-effect transposition pairs possible from'T. which make the 
configuration smaller under the class extended ordering -<en yields a finite sequence 
terminating in a configuration lying in minscn«'T) *c t). 
Proof: (Extremely superficially sketched) It is recommended that the reader review 
Lemma 6.10.C and Theorem 6.10.D. Say the starting configuration is 
a E minsc( ('T) *c t), and also that one of the minimums with respect to -<en is 
bE minscn{ ('T) *c t). By the arguments similar to those previously given in §6.6.5 
Minimum Configurations, we note that minscn«'T) *e t) can contain at most two signed 
configurations - that is, the same configuration appearing with both signs. So 
ignoring signs, we can speak of the minimum b. Since b ~'T a we must be able to find 
Ti E 'T such that b ITf=l Ti *c a. If a is equal to b, then we are done. Thus assume 
a =1= b. Consider the lowest index m such that am =1= bm. Oearly, am must be a summed 
index since the elements of minsc( ('T) *c t) only differ on their index classes, and only 
summed indices have index classes. Thus, am ;:::: . Also, again since the elements 
of minsc«'T) *c t) only differ on their index classes, it must be the case that bm = 
0Ne are ignoring elevations at this stage.) 
By similar arguments as those given in Theorem 6.10.D, we can find Ti' E'T. such 
that ITf:=l Ti = (ITt:l Ti') . (m H n)± . (m H n)± where the Ti' do not move m or m. In 
fact, it can be shown that we can find Ti' such that the smallest position moved is 
greater than m. (If there were a smaller position moved by the Tj' then we could 
propagate this transposition through to the right-hand side, as was done in Lemma 
6.10.C, thus either contradicting the fact that am was the first index in a differing from 
those of b or resulting in an elimination of the transposition.) Call a' = (m H n)± . 
(m H n)± *e a. Since (m H n)± and (m H n)± form a complementary-effect 
transposition pair, it must still be the case that a' E minsc( ('T) *c t). 0Nith fixed 
elevations, the explanation is more involved, but it is still true.) Furthermore, since 
none of the transpositions Tj' can move the mth index, it must be the case that 
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a:n = bm . But since no position smaller than m was moved, a' and b must still also 
agree on all positions smaller than m. Collectively then, ai bi for all i ~ m. That is, 
we have moved the index class difference further along the configuration. Formally, 
a' -<en a. By successively shifting the index class difference further and further right, 
we must eventually arrive at the overall minimum signed configuration b. (The 
inclusion of indices with fixed elevations does not substantially alter the above 
arguments.) 
Thus, collectively, we know that if we are not at the smallest overall configuration, we 
can always find a complementary-effect transposition pair which will produce a 
smaller one. Since we are continually finding smaller and smaller configurations, we 
must arrive at an overall minimum signed configuration. III 
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Actually, on the basis of personal observation and experimentation, we conjecture that when 
our ('T) is adjacently generated, it is possible to just use 'Tin Theorem 6.13.A, as opposed to 'T •. 
Conjecture 6.13.A: Let 'Tbe a set of adjacent signed transpositions, and let t E C be a 
signed configuration with class extended indices, some of which are possibly of fixed 
elevations. Starting with a member of minsc( ('T) *e t) and successively applying all 
complementary-effect transposition pairs possible from 'T which make the 
configuration smaller under the class extended ordering -<en yields a finite sequence 
terminating in a configuration lying in minscn«'T) *e t). 
Evidence: If we have a transposition on (m H n) then we will have transpositions on 
all the positions in between since 'T consists of adjacent transpositions. On a strictly 
intuitive level, if we have a double transposition on a -<e-minimum configuration, 
then the indices will be so ordered that there exists intermediate indices which we 
should shuffle instead. This parallels, say, the situation when we order {w,x,y,y,z} in 
lexically descending order. It is true that we could shuffle z with one of the x's, but 
since there must be intermediate indices, we could shuffle with these instead. This is 
intuitively akin to the bubble sort method for sorting a list. 
Besides the intuitive notions above, there exists strong concrete evidence that the 
conjecture is true. By brute force we can test all signed configurations with all 
possible class extensions and all possible elevations on n indices with all possible 
adjacent transposition generating sets. We perform an indirect verification of our 
conjecture in §C.2 Evidence for Steepest Descent Conjecture completely for n = 6. 
Unfortunately, because of combinatorial explosion, we must limit the testing of larger 
configurations to random sampling methods. If we ignore configurations with fixed 
elevations, then the number of unique configurations on 8 indices drops to a level 
where we can verify the conjecture. III 
We can combine Conjecture 6.13.A with Conjecture 6.12.A to arrive at the following conjecture. 
Conjecture 6.13.B: Given a signed configuration a E C, which can include indices with 
fixed elevations and / or index class extensions, and a set of adjacent transpositions 'T 
such that: 
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(i) V T ETa ""'c T *c a, and 
(ii) V T, T ETa ""'c T *c T *c a (where T, T are complementary-effect transposition 
pairs), 
then (}r(a) = a. 
Evidence: See the arguments in §C.2 Evidence for Steepest Descent Conjecture. .. 
The next subsection presents the modifications we must make in the implementation of our 
transpositional canonicalization operator. 
6.13.6 Transpositional Canonicalizat'ion for 
Class Extended Indices II 
This subsection presents the actual code that implements our extension to transpositional 
canonicalization. To briefly recap, our original transpositional canonicalization searches 
through all transpositions, performing only those for which the original reducing swap criterion 
is true. This downhill method yields a configuration in minsc(T) *c t). Our modification will be 
the addition of further searching through all the transpositions looking for complementary-
effect transposition pairs that will further reduce the configuration. When we can find no more 
such transposition pairs we have arrived at a configuration in minscn ( (T) *c t). 
Here is the modified code for the transpositional canonicalization. It is very similar to the code 
given in §6.9.4 Transpositional Canonicalization and GenerateConfigurationsT . 
In[51]:= ElS_List [ configuration_signc_ J : = 
Block [ {newConfiguration = configuration, 
newSign = signC, partiafConfig = {}, 'F , N, r = S}, 
While [partiafConfig 'I'- newConfiguration, 
partiafConfig = newConfiguration; 
transposelfMoreCanonical /@ rJ ; 
complementaryTransposelfMoreCanonical /@ 
Cases [r, (i_ H j_) signL_ /; mixeslndexClassesQ@ partiafConfig[{i,J)] l; 
While [partiafConfig 'I'- newConfiguration, 
partiafConfig = newConfiguration; 
complementaryTransposelfMoreCanonical /@ rJ ; 
partiafConfi 9 newSign 1 
One of the changes in our code is that we partially unwind our second closure loop by first 
explicitly looking for cases when we would actually perform a swap. In many cases, we never 
have to do any complementary double swaps at all. Thus, unwinding the first step is done for 
the sole purpose of execution speed. 
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In[52]:= mixeslndexClassesQ @ {S:~~l_?ValidIndeXClaSSQ 
cfassl$ cfass2 
mixeslndexClassesQ @ other _ = False i 
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sctass2_ ?ValidIndexClassQ 
We must now determine if a given transposition can be one half of a complementary-effect 
transposition pair which will reduce the current configuration. We therefore pass the indices 
which this transposition would operate on along with the sign of the operation, to the auxiliary 
function reduc ingCompl emen tarySwap. 
In[54]:= complementaryTransposelfMoreCanonical @ (1_ B signr.~ .-
reduc ingCompl emen tarySwap [si gn1:, newConfi guration [ (i, j)] ] 
Without loss of generality, we can assume we are operating on a pair of indices (i,j) that are 
further to the left than their complementary pair (l;j), since if the pair (i,j) is further to the right, 
then the complementary transposition will operate on the complementary pair (t,]). Also, the 
whole purpose of performing the complementary double transposition was to achieve a lower 
configuration, so the index class ordering must be improved by the swap. In addition to all of 
these restrictions, since the transpositions are adjacent, we know that the first index of the 
complementary pair (min(l, ])) must be further right then either index of the pair (i,j). These 
considerations, in part, collectively lead us to the following code. 
In[55]:= reducingComplementarySwap [sign1:_, 
{
, dassl ?ValidIndexClassQ, ,ctass2_ ?ValidIndexClassQ ,- } 1 
a/ : SC,m_- -, aJ : Sj_n_ / i 
cfass2 <fel! cfassl/\ i < ) < Min [m, n] /\ 
doubleSwapIsMoreCanonicalQ [ai, a)] 
Block [ {foundSign} , 
found Sign = Cases [7, (Min [m, n] B Max [m 1 n] ) sign_ -7 sign] ; 
If [found Sign =f; {} 1 
doubleSwapThem [sign1: (First @ foundSign) , i, ), min] i 1 ] 
In[56):= reducingComplementarySwap @ False; 
It turns out that just by examining the two indices to be swapped, doubleSwapIsMoreCanon 
icalQ can determine whether we should perform the double swap if the complementary 
transposition exists. (In a sense it is the counterpart to reducingSwapQ.) By the way in 
which doubleSwapIsMoreCanonicalQ is called, it is the case in the following that cfassl is 
always lexically greater than cfass2. (Recall that under our ordering -<en we want the lexically 
smaller classes to be as far left as possible.) 
d bl . [ efass1 In[57]:= ou eSwaplsMoreCanon~calQ Si_,m_-' n_ 1 = True; 
In[58]:= doubleSwapIsMoreCanonicalQ True; 
d bl . I [ etassl i sdass2_, T ] ou eSwapIsMoreCanon~ca Q sCm_-' , J_,n_ True; 
d bl . lQ [ class1 ,i In[60]:= ou eSwapIsMoreCanon~ca Si_, m_- , = True; 
doubleSwapIsMoreCanonicalQ [ m_ 1 st~~:-' i 1 = True; 
AU other cases would either never occur in practice, or would not result in a lower configuration. 
In[62]:= doubleSwapIsMoreCanonicalQ [_I _] = False; 
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F . t th . bl c1assl ,-1 c1ass2 ld "t b d or InS ance, e concelVa e case Si_, m_ - I S L, n_ - wou never occur SInce 1 can e rna e 
smaller by the transposition (i H j). Also for instance, the case s7~~S~~_/l , n_ -1 may occur 
in practice, but we would be altering the elevations by performing the (t H j) swap, and so the 
double transposition would definitely not make the configuration smaller. 
To convince oneself that the choices made in doubleSwapIsMoreCanonicalQ will lead to 
smaller configurations, we could easily generalize the arguments we made using mini-
configurations see Theorem 6.9.C in §6.9.3 Proof that Reducing Transpositions Yield Smaller 
Configurations and Theorem 6.12.A in §6.12.3 Derivation of Refined Transpositional 
Canonicalization Criteria. 
Once we have determined that the double transposition would be beneficial, we proceed to 
determine if the complementary transposition exists. If such a transposition actually exists, then 
we to carry out the actual swap. This can be done in a manner very similar to that in 
§6.9.4 Transpositional Canonicalization and GenerateConfigurationsT • 
In[63]:= doubleSwapThem [slgm::1::_ , i_I 1-1 m_, n_l : = ( 
{newConfiguration [I] I newConflguration [j] t newConfiguratfon [mll, new Configuration 
new Configuration [ {j, i, n, m}]; 
newSlgn = newSign sign1::,-; 
new Configuration = 
Replace [newConflguration , {i-7j, j-7/, n-7m, m-7n}, {2}]i); 
us demonstrate this new extension in practice. Consider the following class extended 
signed configurations with some of the indices having fixed elevations. 
In[64]:= configl = {s t13 , 
config2 
Further, assume that the symmetries of our system are the following. 
In[66]:= 1::1 (1 ~ 2) +; '-2 = (3 ~ 4) _ ; 
{Lit '-2}; 
Under the old transpositional canonicalization, both of these configurations were minimal. 
With our new transpositional canonicalization, we can see that they can both be made smaller 
by our transpositional symmetries. 
In[68]:= [configll 
Dut[68]= st2,4, ,t st4 2} 3 ' sg3i ' 
In[69]:= [conflg2l 
----------
Dut[69]= {sgl 3 ' ,4 I sg3 l' st! 2} 
Let us address the last remaining issue, that of identically zero tensors when we include index 
classes in our configurations. 
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6.13.7 Identically Zero Tensors and 
Class Extended Indices 
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Let us first motivate the extensions which we will make to out code to determine whether or 
not a tensor is identically zero. Consider the following basic canonicalization of a tensor. 
. .. [ai!3j ] In[70]::= BaslcCanonlcallze R S i a 
j!3aa 
Out[70]= R S a a 
One might briefly ponder why the last answer was not zero. After all, R is anti-symmetric on 0: 
and i, and it is multiplied by s which is symmetric on 0: and i. Why is this tensor not zero? The 
answer is that, in general, symmetric times anti-symmetric must be working on the same class 
of indices, for it fundamentally depends on being able to substitute new dummy labels for old 
labels. 
[ 
ai!3j 
In[71]:= BasicCanonicalize R S i a] . .. [ia!3j ] BaslcCanonlcallze R S. (Xl 
Out[71]= True 
We have already modified the code for determining whether a tensor is identically zero in order 
to accommodate fixed elevation indices. In what follows, it is strongly recommended that the 
reader review that subsection, that is, §6.12.4 Determination of Identically Zero Tensors with Fixed 
Elevations. In that subsection, the code for zeroByComplementaryPairQ was given. This 
routine searches the set T. for a complementary-effect transposition pair such that the 
minimum configuration is taken to an equivalent of minus itself. Recall from §6.12.4 that even 
if we found a complementary-effect transposition pair with overall minus sign, we were still not 
guaranteed that the tensor was zero. To ascertain whether the complementary pair is operating 
on the right kind of indices, we introduced the testing function 
permissibleZerolndicesQ. Now we must make a further adjustment to this code in 
order to incorporate class extended indices. 
As in §6.12.4, if we are operating on class extended indices with fixed opposite elevations, then 
we cannot effect a zero tensor by a complementary pair of transpositions. 
In[72]:= permissibleZeroIndicesQ @ {s-d I s=: ~} =: False; 
permissibleZeroIndicesQ @ {s::~ I S-'I} =: False; 
The additional condition we must add is that when we are operating on class extended indices 
with different classes, then we again cannot obtain a zero tensor by a complementary pair of 
transpositions. 
In[74]:= permissibleZeroIndicesQ @ 
{ scfa~l_ ?ValidlndexClassQ '_, S~~~2-?ValidlndexClassQ } : = cfassl =: cfass2 i 
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In all other cases, it remains true that an oppositely signed complementary pair of 
transpositions will still yield a zero tensor. 
Finally, we need to change slightly one of the tests for directlyZeroQ. As long as we are not 
operating on a pair of indices with fixed elevations, then a tensor can still be directly zero. 
In[75]:= Clear @ reduce Index 
In[76]:= reduceIndex @ Si_ L : = S @ Min [i, Jl i 
d I d @ _?ValidlndexClassQ @ M' [ . re uce n ex Si_, L : = S In I, Jl i 
reduceIndex @ h_ [index_, -1 = h @ index i 
We are now ready to observe the combined changes in this section and give several examples 
comparing the speed of our extended algorithm to that of our original algorithm. 
6.13.8 Speed Penalties due to 
Class Extended Indices 
We have now presented the theoretical ideas and actual code necessary to incorporate class 
extended indices into our optimized canonicalization algorithms. This subsection briefly 
examines the influence of these changes to the execution speed of the algorithm. 
Unfortunately, including index classes in the summed indices of our configurations will lead to a 
slow down. Let us use our benchmark tensor product, introduced in §6.11.4 Optimized 
Canonicalization Examples, to evaluate the relative performance of our latest extension. 
mn abde 
In[79]:= OptimizedCanonicalize [R e d R R n mba J / / Timing100 
abed ij 
OUI[79]= {O .145833 Second, -R R a b Red i j } 
This particular calculation took approximately 0.110 seconds in §6.12.5 Comparison of Dummy 
Indices: both Fixed and Standard. Thus, the further slowdown in our algorithm for this 
benchmark tensor product is close to 30%. Relative to our original optimized algorithm without 
any extensions, this is a slowdown of approximately 35%. Let us compare the other larger 
calculation which we embarked upon earlier in §6.11.4. 
0(3'0'" Y £A EO: 6 
In[8D]:= OptimizedCanonicalize [R R 0" I' R 6 (3 R Y A S 'E £ J / / Timing10 
o:(3y6 ESI]A 11 v 
Oul[8D]= {1.04667 Second, R R R I' ER6SI]AS(3I1V} 
Comparatively, this calculation exhibits a slow down of around 30 %. Although such an 
execution penalty is regrettable in the instances when the final answer is unaffected by index 
class inclusion, such a slowdown is still well within the realm of acceptability. 
When the tensor being canonicalized actually includes indices that are of differing index classes, 
then there can be a further speed penalty. This can be due to either working with an inherently 
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larger number of configurations, or possibly longer computation times for transpositional 
canonicalization, or possibly both conditions. 
apyb e ';A EiO d 
In[8i]:= OptimizedCanonicalize [R R a b yR· d pRe A S Ei'; 1 / / Timing10 
a ya beE: r; d 1 
Out[8i]= {1.29333 Second, R R R y 8 Rabe Sp{;df 
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So our overall algorithm was some 20% slower in this last case, where class extended indices 
were necessary. 
6.14 Linear Symmetries and the 
Complete Algorithm 
Up until this stage we have avoided any discussion of linear symmetries in our canonicalization 
algorithms. Linear symmetries present a whole new dimension of complexity to the overall 
algorithm. Fortunately, the optimized canonicalization algorithm is fast enough that 
performing calculations with linear symmetries is eminently possible. 
6.14.1 Origins of Linear Symmetries 
The symmetries of tensors that have so far been mentioned are (i) transpositional symmetries, 
(ii) complex symmetries, and (iii) degeneracy symmetries. In practice, we must also take into 
account "linear" symmetries. We have purposely delayed the introduction of linear symmetries 
until this late stage since they are, in a certain sense, fundamentally different from the earlier 
symmetries. To motivate linear symmetries, consider the following equation which the 
Riemann tensor must obey. 
R +R +R -0 
apy8 ay6.f3 cx8p- (6.l4.a) 
Let us proceed to verify that this "linear" symmetry is indeed true. In principlet all that is 
needed is our canonicalization algorithm, together with the ability to resolve the Riemann 
tensor into terms involving Christoffel symbols and metric tensors. 
We first add the notation for tensorial assignment, previously introduced in §3.5.3 Dummy 
Indices. 
In[i]:= Notation [ths_ := rhs_ = TensorSetDelayed [ths_t rhs_]] i 
In[2]:=; (ths_ :-", rhs_) :;= 
With [{dummies;= Dummylndices [rhs] \ Dummylndices [ths]} t 
ths :;= Module [dummies t rhs]] 
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As one will find in any text in general relativity [81, 240, 255, 326, 333], the Riemann tensor is 
expressible in terms of the metric and Christoffel symbols as follows. 
( ) ( 
;1. ;1. 
In[3]:= Ry_ 0_ 11_ v_ lhlP :~= g '1';1. r 011, v - r a v , 11 
So as not to confuse the issues here, we have used a definition for the expansion of the 
Riemann tensor that is always active. After the involved work of §4 Language Modifications, we 
would expect that it would be possible to define this last rule just in a specific environment, say 
Resal veR. Indeed this is possible, and we will do almost exactly this in §7 Tensor Calculus, 
Applications, and Quasi-Spin. However, for now we are only interested in motivating linear 
symmetries, and so we forgo such elegance until later. 
Returning to our verification of (6.14.a), observe that the linear sum of the cyclically rotated 
Riemann tensor terms is expanded just by entering them, due to the automatic expansion rule 
entered above. 
In[4]:= R 0 /3 'I' 0 + ROY 0 /3 + Roo /3 'I' 
( 
0$1511 ;1.$1511 
Out[4]= go ;1.$1511 r (30 r 0$1511 'I' 
0$1511 ;1.$1511 ;1.$1511 ;1.$1511) 
r /3 'I' r 0$1511 0 + r /3 )' , 0 - r /3 0 ,)' + 
( 
0$1512 ;1.$1512 0$1512 ;1.$1512 
go ;1.$1512 -r 'I' 0 r 0$1512/3 + r 'I' /3 r 0$15120 
;1.$1512 ;1.$1512) 
r Y/3,o+r '1'0,/3 + 
( 
0$1513 ;1.$1513 0$1513 ;1.$1513 
go ;1.$1513 rOY r 0$1513 /3 - r 0 (3 r 0$1513 'I' + 
;1.$1513 ;1.$1513) 
r O(3,y-r 0'1',(3 
To transform this expression into a more recognizable form, we just expand the previous result 
and reindex it. 
In[5]:= finearSum8xpr = Relndex @ Expand @ % 
ESE S ESE s 
Out[5]= - g 0 .~ r y 0 r E /3 + g 0 s r 6 'I' r E (3 + g 0 s r (3 0 r E 'I' - g 0 s r 0 (3 r E 'I' -
ESE SE  
gosr (3yr EO+gOS r y(3r EO+gOE r /3y,O-gOE r (30,'1' 
E E E E 
g r r+g r +g r -g r OE y(3,o OE '1'0,/3 OE 0(3,)' OE 0')(,(3 
Before using our canonicalization algorithm, we need to declare the symmetries of the various 
tensorial objects in the above expression (if we have not already done so). That is, we must 
declare that the Christoffel symbol is symmetric on its second and third indices, as well as 
declaring that the metric is symmetric. 
In[6]:= DeclareSyrnmetries [r, 3, {(2 <73) +} J 
DeclareSyrnmetries [g, 2, {( 1 <7 2) + } J 
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To show that the linear sum of permuted terms (6.14.a) is zero, we simply canonicalize the 
expanded sum. 
In[8]:= QptimizedCanonicalize @ finearSum8xpr 
Qutl8]= 0 
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Actually, we only gave the above expansion so that the reader would get a better understanding 
of what was actually occurring. We did not have to reindex the expressions at all, since our 
canonicalization algorithm takes them to canonical configurations in any case. Thus 
alternatively, we could have verified (6.14.a) as follows. 
In[9]:= QptimizedCanonicalize @ Expand [R ex {3 y 6 + Rex y 6 {3 + Rex 6 {3 y 1 
Out[9]= 0 
This shows that the linear sum of cyclically permuted terms must be 0. Equation (6.14.a) is an 
example of a linear symmetry that the Riemann tensor must obey. Another linear symmetry 
that the Riemann tensor must obey is the Bianchi identities [81,240,255,326,333]. 
R +R +R =0 
ex{3y6;a ex{3i5a;y ex{3ay;i5 (6.14.b) 
This relation can also be verified I derived in a similar way to that used to show (6.14.a). 
However, we will delay proving (6.14.b) until §7.3.2 Linear Symmetries Revisited, since we have 
not yet developed any of the needed forthcoming tools for the "calculus" aspects of tensors. 
Another prominent tensor that has a linear symmetry is the Maxwell electromagnetic field 
tensor, F - see [81, 240, 255,326, 333]. The F tensor is expressible in terms of the covariant 
derivatives of the four-vector potential by the following. 
F A -A /.l v /.l ; v v ; /.l (6.14.c) 
The tensor F satisfies the follOwing linear symmetry. 
(6. 14.d) 
This linear relation is simple enough to easily verify with the tools so far developed. In an 
analogous way to defining the Riemann tensor above, let us express the partial derivative of 
F tensor in terms of four-vector potentials. 
And, by the definition of the covariant derivative, the following relation is also true. 
{3 {3 
In[11]:= A :-= A -A r -A r 
ex_ ; 11_ I v_ ex , 11 v {3 , v ex /.l {3 ex /.l I V 
Our linear symmetry, (6.14.d), can thus be verified as follows. 
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In[121:= F 11 Y , C( + F y C( , /1 + F C( 11 , Y 
Out[12]= A C( , 11 y - A C( , Y /1 
A r /3$1542 , C( 
13$1542 1361543 
y + A /3$1543 , a r 
A 
v t 1.1 0: 
(3$1545 
A ~$ 4 r /.) 15 5 , 11 + va 
/3$1546 /3$1548 /3$1549 
A /3$1546, r IX Y - A /3$1548 , v r C( iJ + A /3$1549 , v r 
/3$1542 13$1543 13$1545 
A /3$1542 r 11 v , ({ + A /3$1543 r Y,U ,C( A (3$1545 r 
13$1546 
A /3$1546 r (lV, 
13$1548 
A /3$1548 r' +A ap,v 
{3$1549 
1549 r 
Ii ({ 
+ vex, fJ 
J-1 a f v 
Ai; before, we can reindex this last result to obtain a more conventional looking expression. 
In[13]:= Relndex @ % 
Out[13]= A - A 
a J i-1)/ :2 f 'v 
A +A +A !.l,uv Ii/Va V,Oj.1 
(3 (3 /3 
A 
A 
Y,j1 
(1 
r 
, 0: j1 v 
A r +A rA r +A r + 
,3,tl vex (3,cx VJ-l f3 Ctf-.1,V aV,J-i-
Finally, to verify the linear symmetry (6.14.d), we simply canonicalize the previous result. 
In[14]:= OptimizedCanonicalize @ % 
Out[141= 0 
examples presented in this subsection have hopefully given some indication that linear 
symmetries of tensors frequently arise in practice. Generally, linear symmetries naturally arise 
from the particular expansions of tensors in terms of more "primitive" tensors. For instance, the 
Riemann tensor can be expanded in terms of Christoffel symbols and metric tensors; and 
consequently, due to the symmetries of these more "primitive/' combined tensors, the linear 
symmetries of R arise. In a similar manner, because the electromagnetic tensor F is expressible 
in terms of the anti-symmetric sum of the partial derivatives of the four-vector potential/ we can 
observe that there exists a linear symmetry of the tensor F. 
Before we close this section, let us remove the direct expansion rule for the Riemann tensor 
previously introduced in this subsection. 
Obviously, we somehow need to incorporate linear symmetries into our overall algorithm in 
some way. The next subsection presents the overall strategy we will use, and then the following 
subsections develop and discuss the material necessary to achieve the overall strategy. 
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6.14.2 Overview of the Linear Symmetries 
Algorithm 
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we saw in the previous subsection, linear symmetries in tensors arise naturally in many 
circumstances. The question arises, however, of whether we actually need to change anything 
in our algorithms at all. For in the above discussions, all that was necessary was to express the 
tensors with linear symmetries in terms of more primitive tensors, and then we obtained results 
with these. Is this a viable strategy in practice? The answer is, unfortunately, no. Firstly, it is 
subject to combinatorial explosion; secondly, it forces all tensors to be expressed as primitive 
tensors; and thirdly, it will only yield the simplest forms if our tensor products sum to zero. 
Consequentially, to utilize linear symmetries, we need to modify our canonicalizing algorithms. 
Our complete algorithm, Canonicalize, will loosely progress along the following lines. 
Given a tensor product to canonicalize, we first use a variant of our optimized canonicalization 
algorithm to canonicalize it with respect to the degenerate, complex, and transpositional 
symmetries. Then we generate, via a staged closure routine, all tensor products reachable via 
the linear symmetries and the corresponding governing equations. 0Ne formally define and give 
examples of such things shortly.) We apply our optimized canonicalization algorithm to the 
configurations found at each stage, thus considerably reducing the number of configurations 
reachable via the linear symmetries. To avoid redundant recomputations and hence to further 
reduce computation times, we cache the relevant computations as we progress. Once we have 
generated all possible governing equations, we use a canonicalizing strategy to find the simplest 
form of our initial expression. 
Before we step through an example of our complete algorithm, it is necessary to clarify what we 
mean by governing equations. 
Definition 6.14.A: The set of governing equations for a tensor product or a tensorial 
expression is the maximal set of linear equations relating all possible canonical 
rearrangements reachable by the linear symmetries of the tensorial expression. 
To relate the definition of a set of governing equations to a practical example, consider the 
tensor product R ex fj y b R i.J v E • Acting with symmetry (6.14.a) on the first tensor factor in this 
tensor product yields the following governing equation. 
ex6{3y 
+R R /1VEl: o 
Actually, it is convenient to talk of applying a linear symmetry to a tensor to yield an equation. 
Thus, applying symmetry (6.14.a) to the second tensor factor, we obtain another governing 
equation. 
{3y6 ex{3y6 a{3y6 
R R +R R +R R 0 i.JVEr i.JErv i.JrVE 
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Each of these equations has new tensor products in it, from which we could generate further 
governing equations. For instance, we could use the symmetry (6.14.a) on the first tensor factor 
of R a /3 Y 6 R /-I E Y to yield yet another independent governing equation. If we continue this 
process, we will eventually end up with a finite set of equations which cannot be added to by 
symmetry (6.14.a). This set would be the set of governing equations for the given tensor 
product under the given linear symmetry (6.14.a). 
In formal considerations, it might be important to clarify the distinction between an underlying 
linear symmetry and its equation form. This situation is almost identical to that stated in §6.2.1 
Tenninology and Background. Namely, our signed permutations or transpositions are equivalent 
to equations. For instance, R i j k 1 == -R j i k 1 is equivalent to (1 H 2)_, and 
R i j k 1 == R k 1 i j is equivalent to {3, 4, 1, 2}+. In almost this exact same way, there is a 
correspondence between an /I equational linear symmetry" and an underlying "Jonnal linear 
symmetry". The theoretical considerations concerning linear symmetries, to be presented in the 
next five subsections, are probably best described in terms of equational linear symmetries 
rather than formal linear symmetries. Thus, we need not concern ourselves with the formal 
underlying linear symmetry representations until §6.14.8 Linear Symmetry Pennutations. In any 
case, an equational linear symmetry is isomorphic to its underlying formal linear symmetry, so 
we will largely ignore the distinction. 
Now that we understand the concept of the set of governing equations, let us return to our 
complete algorithm. Although our brief description above may sound somewhat complex, to 
carry it out is actually a relatively simple procedure. Let us trace through a small motivating 
example. Say we are trying to canonicalize the following expression. 
a ), 
In[16]:= expr = R 0 a R 
a), c a 
Out[16]= R 0 a R 
a 
EY 
afL\ 
R 
('lA{3 
R {3y+R 8 R /3y E 
Our algorithm would proceed by first canonicalizing each term in the expression. 
In[17]:= OptimizedCanonicalize /@ % 
ex Ai3 c ex L c{A/3 L 
Out[17]= -R 0 R BYE - R oR E(:l),+R oR E{3y 
Then, by applying the linear symmetries of the Riemann tensor, the algorithm generates all 
governing equations for each of the terms in our expression. It does this via the aforementioned 
closure routine with caching. The Tensors package implements the high level function, 
EquationsOfExpression, which we can utilize to view all of the governing equations of a 
tensorial expression. 
In[18]:= EquationsOfExpression [expr 1 
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a A /3 1: 
{
a {3 A 
Out[18]= R 0 R 
E == R.s R E' 
ex. (3 A L a A 13 
R oR y{3 R 0 R (3 
a A (J I: a A (3 L a A (3 L 
R R ,(3c R R c(3" R R {3ye' 
a{3A L a(3A 1: al3A I: 
R 0 R Y.B c - R ,5 R E Y == R R {3 Y c ' 
y 
L 
R e{3y 
a 
R 
A (3 L 
R J} e /.)1 
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The full tensorial canonicalization algorithm must then /I simplify" the given expression with 
respect to the governing equations. To demonstrate this, let us use the full canonicalization 
algorithm Canonicalize. This algorithm simplifies with respect to linear symmetries in 
addition to all of the standard symmetries. 
In[19j:= Canonicalize [expr 1 
ex ).. {3 I: 
Out[19]= +R R o y (3 c 
The overall process above contains the essence of how our complete algorithm, 
Canonicalize, operates. We will discuss more of the details pertaining to the function 
Canonicalize as we progress through this section. 
The next subsection discusses what is meant by a canonical form for a system of equations. 
Then in §6.14.4 Grabner Bases, we briefly present the background necessary to use Grabner 
bases to find canonical forms under our linear symmetry equations. In that section we rely on 
the known results involving Grabner bases to show that we will always obtain a canonical form 
using such bases. Then in §6.14.5 Equational Systems and Grabner Canonicalization, we re-
examine the governing equations arising from our example tensorial expression, and step 
through the Grabner canonicalization process. That subsection also illustrates how term 
orderings affect canonical forms. The next subsection investigates changing the term ordering 
and the attendant consequences. Following this, we introduce the method of direct reduction, 
which is an alternative to Grabner canonicalization. The representation of our linear symmetry 
objects and auxiliary equations are then covered in §6.14.8 Linear Symmetry Pennutations. We 
finally briefly address implementation issues and then conclude with some example timings of 
our canonical algorithm. 
We can summarize this subsection as follows. The problem outstanding to us is the reduction 
of an expression to a "simplest form" with respect to a set of governing equations. The 
remainder of this section deals with this problem. 
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6.14.3 Linear Symmetries and Canonical 
Functions 
In defining a canonicalization routine that includes linear symmetries, we have several choices 
to make in the determination of a complete specification of a canonical form. Also, as always, 
we must ensure our canonical form is unique. And of course, we would like our canonical form 
to be as "simple" as possible. Unfortunately, there are several competing notions of "simple" 
when considering expressions involving tensors with linear relations. 
Probably the most obvious choice for a canonical form would be to select the expression 
amongst all equivalent expressions with the smallest number of terms. There are several ways 
we could handle the case when different expressions have the same number of terms. We 
could easily create a selection criterion which could be shown to yield a canonical form. 
However, as far as the author is aware, it is not possible to find this particular canonical form 
efficiently. It is highly likely that finding this canonical form would require an NP complete 
algorithm - see Garey & Johnson [122]. Our approach to finding a canonical form will be to 
use Grabner bases, even though we are dealing with linear equations. 
Technical Note: Actually, as previously mentioned, any deterministic "referentially transparent" function[125, 22, 264, 310J 
that acts on a canonical function a new canonical function. We could utilize this knowledge by initially using the 
methods forthcoming in this section to find a canonical form for a tensorial and then proceed to 
deterministically optimize the canonical form with respect to the governing equations to obtain a new optimized canonical 
form. Thus, any two expressions that are equivalent would first be reduced to exactly the same initial canonical form; and 
then, by deterministic optimization, both would be taken to exactly the same optimized canonical form. That is, our post-
canonical deterministic optimization would maintain "canonical-ness", Hence, all that would remain would be to find a 
deter'ministic optimizer, There are many diFFerent possibilities, but a likely candidate For this kind of ~IP-hard problem would 
be to use something along the lines of simulated annealing [269, 300J, However in this case, we would use deterministic 
annealing ~ see[97, 98], Such refinements have not been made since the canonical forms generated by our forthcoming 
methods are quite acceptable (in the author's opinion,) 
Before launching into more complicated discussions involving Grabner let us explain 
why a more generic Mathematica function such as Solve cannot be used. The pivotal reason is 
that Solve is not a canonicalizing function. Let us demonstrate this and then discuss the 
implications of this important realization. 
To show that So 1 ve is not a canonicalizing function, we will use So 1 ve to find answers in two 
simple sets of equations. These equations will be set up so that the answers are mathematically 
equivalent, given the equations, but Solve will return different answers. In this way we can 
see that Solve will violate property (ii) of the definition of a canonicalizing function, as given 
in Definition 6.7.A. Specifically, consider solving for x in the following sets of equations 
involving a, b, c: {a + b + c = 0, x -a} and {a + b + c = 0, x == b + c} 
In[20]:= Solve [{a + b + c == 0 I X a} I xl 
Out[20]= {{ x -7 - a} } 
In[21]:= Solve[{a+b+c 0, x b+c}, xl 
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Out[21]= {{x-jb+c}} 
By inspection, it is obvious that x is semantically equal to both -a and to b + c, yet the results of 
Sol ve are not identical. Therefore, we can say that Solve is not a canonicalizing function. 
Indeed, Reduce is also not a canonicalizing function. 
In[22]:= Reduce [{a + b + c == 0 I X a}] 
Out[22]= b =,= a c && x == -a 
In[23]:= Reduce [ {a + b + c == 0 I X b + c} 1 
Out[23]= a ==b c &&x == b + c 
This leaves us in a rather awkward position. We cannot use Mathematica's standard functions 
Sol ve or Reduce to determine a canonical form for expressions involving linear symmetries. 
Thus we are forced to tum to a different solution to this problem namely, the use of Grabner 
bases. 
6.14.4 Grobner Bases 
Grabner bases were discovered by Bruno Buchberger in his doctoral thesis[34]. (He named 
these bases after his supervisor, Grabner.) Without doubt Grabner bases, and the Buchberger 
algorithm to find such bases, were seminal discoveries. Every major computer algebra system 
today uses some variation on the Buchberger algorithm to generate Grabner bases from a given 
set of polynomials. Indeed, the field of research has bifurcated into others; for instance, see 
Buchberger & Winkler [37]. The report by Heck[1581 or the chapter in Geddes[124] provides a 
fast and readable introduction to the subject, along with some applications. In addition, the 
following books, amongst others, detailed information on the theory of Grabner bases: 
Froberg[1171, Adams & Lousraunau[5], and Becker & Weispfenning[191. 
Although in this thesis we will not present any of the theory of Grabner bases, and indeed we 
will only use Grabner bases in the capacity of a tool, let us briefly say a few words about them, 
The following discussion is an abbreviated and tailored form of the introductions of 
Geddes[124] and Heck[1581, 
Recall from basic ring theory (see Fraleigh[1141, MacLane[2161, Froberg[117], etc.) that an ideal 
I of a commutative ring R with identity obeys the following: 
(i) I c;;;, R 
(ii) P, q E I =* P - q E I 
(iii) P E I, r E R =* rp E I 
Consider a finite set of polynomials P = {PI, ... , PkJ in Xl, '''' XII over some field F, that is, 
Pc F[Xl' , .. , XII]. It is a textbook exercise to check that all possible linear combinations of these 
polynomials over the ring of polynomials form an ideal. That is, the infinite set 
I::::: 0: ai Pi I Pi E P, aj E F[XI, "" XII]) is an ideal of the ring of polynomials F[XI, ... , xn]. We 
say that the set P generates I, that 1 = (P), or equivalently P is a basis for the polynomial ideal 1. 
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us illustrate some of the relevant uses of polynomial ideals through examples. Following 
Geddes[124], consider the simple set of polynomials in Q[x, y, z] 
In[24]:= Pi y Z x i pz '" x Y 2 Z - x y z i P3 '" x 2 y2 - Z2 i 
polynomials generate a polynomial ideal in Q[x, y, z], namely (Pi, Pz, P3) = 
{api + bpz + CP3 I a, b, C E Q[x, y, z]}. Herein a natural question arises. How can one determine 
if a polynomial, say q, is in the ideal (Pi, pz, P3)? For example, is q = XZ yz - Z3 in 
(pv Pz, P3)? It turns out that it is. 
In[25]:= yz Expand [ - x P2 + Z P3 ] 
Out[25]= True 
In general, however, the membership problem had been difficult to solve until the advent of 
Grabner The question of membership is equivalent to deciding whether q simplifies to 0 
under the equations Pi = 0, pz = 0, P3 = o. 
Related to the membership problem is the following more relevant question. Can we reduce an 
expression modulo a polynomial ideal? For instance, 17 mod 10 is simply 7. Similarly then, 
what is 3 xz7 + X y6 Z4 - yZ x mod (pi, pz, P3)? Or, equivalently, is there a simpler form for 
3 x Z 7 + X y6 yZ x, given that Pi = 0, pz = 0, P3 = O? One can verify that indeed there is a 
simpler form: x yZ + 4 xzz. 
In[26]:= xy6 + 3 x y2 X == -x y2 + 4 X Z2, Pi == 0 A pz == 0 A P3 0] 
Out[26)= True 
Clearly, in some intuitive way, which we will soon formalize, - x yZ + 4 X Z2 is "smaller" than 
Z4 xy6 + 3 y2 x. We will shortly discuss such a reduction of a polynomial with respect to 
an ideal (equivalently, a system of equations) using Grabner bases. 
In essence a Grabner basis for a polynomial ideal I is an alternative set of generators for I that 
has "nice" properties. Given a set of generators P for I, the Buchberger algorithm calculates a 
new set of "nice" generators G such that (G) = (P) = 1. An important property of a Grabner 
basis G {glt. '" gil} for an ideal I = (P) is that it shares the same set of zeros as the original 
polynomials in P. G is "nice" in the sense that the system of equations gi = 0, .'" gil = 0 is 
easier to solve than the original system Pi = 0, .," Pm = 0 (assuming the latter is solvable). 
For instance, the Grabner basis of (Pi, P2, P3) is the following: 
In[27]:= G GroebnerBasis [{Pi' pz, P3}] 
Oul[27)= + y , X Z2 - X , -x Z2 + X Y Z2 , 
-x Y z + x z, + y z + Z3 , x 2 y2 _ Z2 } 
Although the members of G might not look "nice" on first sight, we can see that the first 
polynomial z 5 is entirely in z alone, and so we can solve Z4 - Z 5 = 0 for z, 
In[28):= Solve [ 0, z] 
OU1[28]= {{ z -'> O}, {z -'> O}, {z -'> O}, {z -'> O} I {z -'> 1} } 
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These solutions for z can be substituted back into the system of equations allowing us to 
proceed and solve -Z3 + Y Z3 = 0 for y, etc, In this way we can solve the original non-linear 
system of polynomials PI = 0, P2 = 0, P3 0 for its zeros. 
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The Buchberger algorithm[34] which generates a Grabner basis is based on reducing a 
polynomial with respect to other polynomials to yield "smaller" polynomials. To characterize 
"smaller", an ordering on polynomials needs to be introduced, much as we introduced an 
ordering on configurations in §6.6 The Ordering of Configurations. This ordering, in the 
nomenclature of the field, is a term ordering. A term is just a product of powers of 
indeterminants, that is, something of the form xi yi , .. zk for some indeterminants x, y, "., z 
and i, j, .," k E~. Grabner bases are calculated relative to a term ordering. There are many 
different possible term orderings. For instance, the following is standard in the literature . 
. Definition 6.14.B: Assuming Xl >- X2 >- .,,' the pure lexicographic term ordering on 
monomials is determined as follows. Xl i1 X2 i2 ... Xn ill -< Xl i1 X2 h ... xni ll if and only if 
31 E {i, ... , n -i}, such that V k < I it is the case that ik jk and iz < jz. 
So, for example, the pure lexicographic term ordering with X >- Y >- z results in the following. 
z-< 2 2 -< ... -<y-<yz-<yz -< ... -<y -< ... -<X-< ... 
Once we have an ordering on terms, we can reduce one polynomial with respect to a set of 
others. The Grabner basis G above was calculated with respect to the default lexicographic 
ordering. Let us reduce a polynomial term with respect to it. 
In[29]:= PolynomialReduce , G, {x, y, z}] 
Out[29]= {{ y8 _ x2 y8 Z _ x 2 yB _ x 2 yB Z3 .... x2 yB 
x 2 Z + x 2 Y Z + Z + x 2 y3 Z + x 2 Z + y5 Z + x 2 y6 Z + z, 
~x-xz, 0, 0, 1,0, O}, z4} 
PolynomialReduce expresses a polynomial q as al gl + a2 g2 + ... + ai gi + rem and returns 
{{al, a2, ... , an}, rem}, where the ai are polynomials and rem is minimal with respect to the term 
ordering. By minimal we mean there is no other combination of ai's which would yield a 
/I smaller" remainder rem. We say that q reduces to rem under G, or q ---4 C rem, or equivalently 
rem = reduce(q, G). For instance, the last result showed that X2 yB z9 ---4c z4, that is, x2 yB z9 
equals under G. This affirms our intentions in that under the standard lexicographic 
ordering, X >- Y >- z, it is clear that yB Z9 >- z4, thus indeed we have "reduced" the expression. 
In fact, if we changed the ordering of terms, we could reduce the expression to a different form. 
For example, if we use the reverse lexicographic term ordering, z >- y >- x, we obtain: 
In[30]:= = GroebnerBasis [ I P2 I P3}, {z, y, x} 1 
Out[30]= 
In[31]:= PolynomialReduce y8 z9, Greverse, {z, Y I x}] 
Out[31]= {{ 0, -x - x z - x _. x 
-xy-xyz xy 
X y2 Z8 + X 
X z4 - X Z5 - X X 
X Y Z3 - X Y Z4 X Y 
+ X y4 Z8 + X y5 
x Y z6 , X Z8 + X Y + 
Z 8 t _ X 2 Y Z 7 } , y2 } 
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This illustrates several important points. Firstly, Grabner bases with different term orderings 
can be substantially different; indeed G has 7 basis polynomials whereas Greverse has only 5. 
Computation times can also very dramatically for the different term orderings. Secondly, 
reducing polynomials with respect to different term orderings leads to different answers, even 
though the ideals must be the same. For instance even though (G) = (Greverse), the reduction 
X2 y8 z9~G Z4 is different to the reduction X2 y8 z9~Greverse x4 y2. Incidentally, one might feel 
that x4 y2 is not" smaller" than x2 y8 z9 since the power of x is greater in the term X4 y2; but this 
is solely due to the fact that in the reverse lexicographic term ordering x ~ y ~ z, we have 
x4 y2 ~ x2 y8 z9 since the power of z is smaller in x4 y2 than in x2 y8 z9. 
It is fairly simple to specify an algorithm for polynomial reduction, but we do not do so here 
(see any of the above references for details). For completeness, some texts use the terminology 
normalForm(q, G) in place of reduce(q, G). For reference, let us give the definition of a Grabner 
basis. 
Definition 6.14.C: An ideal basis G c F[Xl, ... , xn] is a Grabner basis with respect to an 
admissible term ordering if and only if P~G 0 for all P E (G). 
We will not delve into any details concerning the many interesting and useful theorems about 
Grabner bases. However, there are two theorems in particular that we need to consider. 
Theorem 6.14.A: If G is a Grabner basis, then: 
reduce(p, G) = reduce(q, G) if and only if p l1~d q, that is, p - q E (G) 
(G) 
Proof: See Buchberger [34], or any of the other references on Grabner bases, such as 
Geddes[124] etc. _ 
Theorem 6.14.A is the main result we need. Reduction modulo a Grabner basis yields a 
canonical form since reduction clearly satisfies the requirements of Definition 6.7.A. That is, (i) 
reduce(q, G) l1~d q and (ii) p l1~d q => reduce(p, G) == reduce(q, G). Thus the reduced form is a 
(G) (G) 
canonical form. 
In our canonicalization algorithm, if we have linear symmetries, then we will generate systems 
of equations from a given tensor expression consisting of sums of tensor products. We can then 
form a Grabner basis from the system of equations, and thus reduce the tensor expression with 
respect to this basis to yield a canonical form for the tensor expression. Moreover, we do not 
have to worry about how or in what order we assemble the system of equations due to the 
following definition and theorem. 
Definition 6.14.D: A set G c F[xl, ... , xn] is reduced if g = reduce(g, G\ (g}) for all 
g E G. The set G is monic if for every g E G the coefficient of the leading term (largest 
term) in g is 1. 
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Theorem 6.14.B: If G, H are reduced monic Grabner bases such that (G) = (H), then 
G=H. 
Proof: See Buchberger [35]. II 
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Owing to this theorem, it does not matter in what way we assemble the defining symmetry 
equations, since the Grabner basis is guaranteed to be unique. Of course, reductions still 
depend upon the term ordering. Term orderings are the topic we will be especially interested in 
since they will dictate the final mold of our canonical forms. 
Technical Note: Actually, given a Grabner basis with respect to one term ordering, It is possible to efficiently find a Grabner 
basis to the same polynomial ideal but with respect to a different term A notable method to do this is the 
recently discovered "Grabner walk" - see Col/art [1'1] or Amrhein[8]. Indeed, to find a lexicographic Grabner basis, it can 
be considerably more efficient to first find a total degree order Grabner basis and then convert this to a lexicographic 
Grabner basis via a "Grabner walk", 
Before we close this section it should be mentioned that since we will only be using linear 
polynomials, we have no fundamental need for the full theory of Grabner bases and instead 
could content ourselves with merely using Gaussian elimination. However, the Grabner basis 
generation algorithm implemented in Mathematica defaults to Gaussian elimination in any case, 
and the reduction to a canonical form is the pivotal property that is proved in many texts for 
Grabner bases. Moreover, the formalism of Grabner bases is more fitting to our description of 
the problem. 
6.14.5 Equational Systems and Grabner 
Canonicalization 
The previous subsection presented a brief overview of Grabner bases. In it we saw that 
reducing an expression with respect to a Grabner basis was a canonicalizing operation. 
However, the term ordering we chose was important in determining the final answer. In this 
section we will give concrete examples using the Grabner basis method to find canonical forms 
with respect to a set of equations and a term ordering. 
Let us first illustrate why term orderings are important with an example. Recall the tensorial 
expression we used in our motivating examples in §6.14.2 Overview of the Linear Symmetries 
Algorithm. 
In[32]:= expr 
ey 
We canonicalized expr to yield a sum of two tensor products. 
In[33]:= Canonicalize [expr] 
cx(3'A"[ cx:t(3"[ 
Out[33}= - R <5 R Y (3 e + R <5 R Y (3 EO 
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However, somewhat perturbingly, our original expression expr is in fact expressible as a single 
tensor product. 
a A f3 L 
In[34]:= Canonicalize [expr ,,= -R c5 R y f3 EO 1 
Out[34]= True 
Why then does our canonicalize function return an answer that is obviously not as simple 
as a single tensor product? The answer is that, unfortunately, we do not have an efficient 
general algorithm which finds the shortest form for our expressions. This was previously 
mentioned in §6.14.3 Linear Symmetries and Canonical Functions. We will elaborate on this 
shortly. though, let us investigate what underlies the answer that Canonicalize returns. 
Internally the canonicalization algorithm generates all its equations in terms of configurations. 
encoding and reconstitution phases of our algorithm occur only at the beginning and the 
end of the overall process. In fact, each configuration which is canonical with to the 
standard symmetries that is, Sx, Sv, and Sr - is stored as a symboL This greatly simplifies 
manipulation of the governing equations. To view our set of equations, let us use the 
function tensorProductToTensorSymbol (defined in the Tensors package), which 
transforms from a canonical tensor product to a tensor symboL 
In[35]:= toTensorSymbols @ tensors_Plus: = toTensorSymbols /@ tensors i 
toTensorSymbols [ nC tensor'ProducC] : = 
nt toTensorSymbols @ tensor'Product / i FreeQ [nt, Tensor] i 
toTensorSymbols @ eqn_Equal : =: toTensorSymbols /@ eqni 
toTensorSymbols @ other _ : = tensorProductToTensorSymbol @ other i 
We can now view and manipulate the governing equations for our tensorial eX1Jre:SSlon expr. 
In[39]:= equations = toTensorSymbols /@ EquationsOfExpression @ expr 
Out[39]= {TPS'TI2 - TPS'm == TPS'TIl, TPS'TI5 - TPS'TI6 
TPS'n6 - TPS'n7 == TPS'TI.l, TPS'TI5 - TPS'n8 
TPS'TI4 - TPS' n9 == TPS' TI3, TPS' TI8 TPS' n9 
TPs'n4, 
TPS'TI2, 
TPS'TI7 } 
The symbols in the equations are defined in the context TPS'. This separate context is 
intended to be suggestive of "Tensor Product Symbol", and has been used in order to avoid 
polluting the global name space. 
Our original expression can be reduced to canonical symbols. 
In[40):= canon(cafSymhofs = toTensorSymbols /@ ize @ expr 
Oul[40]= -TPS'n.l - TPS'TI8 + TPs'n9 
We now have an expression, that is -TPS' rll-TPS' ITS +TPS' which we would like to 
reduce with respect to a set of equations. This exact topic was covered in the previous 
subsection. Thus, let us proceed by applying the methods presented therein to reduce this 
expression. 
The Grabner basis method depends on a term ordering, which in this case means an ordering 
on the symbols in our expressions. Yet these symbols signed configurations, on 
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_ .......... __ ... _-------------------
----_ ........... __ .. _----
which we have an almost total ordering. Moreover, the tensor package actually caches just the 
positive signed configurations, thus all of the symbols represent positive signed configurations. 
(That is why minus signs have arisen in some of our equations, for instance TPS' TI2 -TPS' TI3 
:== TPS' TIl.) Since there is a total ordering on the positive signed configurations, we can use 
this ordering to naturally generate a derived term ordering on the tensor symbols. 
In[41]:= ordered'TensorSymbofs = Reverse @ sortTensorSymbols @ 
Union @ Cases [ {equatfons} 1 symb_? tensorProductSymbolQ I {O, oo} 1 
Out[41]= {TPS' II7 1 TPS' TI8 1 TPS' [16, TPS' Ill, 
TPS'TI5, TPS'TI2, TPS'TI9, TPS'TI4, TPS'TI3} 
Technical Note: Both sortTensorSyrnbols and tensorProductSymbolQ are defined in the full source code for the 
canonicalization algorithm. Their meanings should be self evident. 
We can now directly apply the Grabner basis reduction methods of the previous subsection. 
In[42]:= Last @ PolynomialReduce [canonicafSymbofs, 
GroebnerBas i s [equations, ordered'Tensor Symbofs ] , ordered'Tensor Symbols] 
Out[42]= TPS' TI4 - TPS' TI5 
If we transform each of these symbols back to a tensor product, we obtain exactly 
result as was obtained by applying Canonicalize to expr. 
same 
In[43]:= % /. term_? tensorProductSymbolQ:-7 tensorSymbol ToTensorProduct @ term 
o.(3Jc L 0. 
out[43)= -R 6 R ¥ (3 EO + R 
In[44]:= Canonicalize [expr] % 
Out[44]= True 
Thus we have stepped through almost exactly the same process that the full algorithm follows. 
That is, we have stepped through the algorithm embodied in Canonicalize. Let us now 
progress onto examining how this algorithm depends on term orderings in practice. 
6.14.6 Term Orderings 
Now that we have a deeper understanding of how our algorithm functions, let us return to the 
issue of term ordering. Because our algorithm reduces expressions with respect to a Grabner 
Basis, we do not always obtain the "simplest" equivalent form for a given tensorial expression. 
In fact this is exactly what we observed at the beginning of the previous subsection. That is, we 
found a single tensor product which upon canonicalization became the sum of two tensor 
products. 
In[45]:= Canonicalize [ -R 
a.(3A L CXA{3 L 
out[45]= -R <5 R Y (3 e + R 6 R Y /3 EO 
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Admittedly, each of the terms is more /I canonical" than the original, but this is of little 
consolation since now there are two terms instead of one. Naturally this begs the following 
question. In general, does it often occur that canonicalizing a single term will yield an answer 
which consists of many terms? Fortunately the answer is "mostly no". Usually the result is 
limited to just a few terms. We will revisit this in appendix §C.3.3 Multiple Reductions. It is 
illuminating though to observe this phenomenon in the context of symbols and equations 
rather than for full blown tensor products. 
a A {3 1: 
In[46]:= toTensorSymbols [-R.5 R '( {3 EJ 
Out[46]= -TPS' IT6 
Reducing TPS' II6 with respect to our Grabner basis and the derived term ordering we obtain 
the following. 
In[47]:= Last @ [TPS'rr6, 
GroebnerBasis [equations, orderecfTensorSymbots 1, ordered'TensorSymbots 1 
Out[47]= -TPS' rr4 TPS' IT5 
This of course parallels the results returned using the full tensor products. However, 
since we have used product symbols we can simply change the term ordering and repeat the 
calculation. If we make TPS' II6 the least important term in our ordering, then reducing 
TPs'rr6 should no change. 
In[4B]:= ordered'TensorSymbots2 {TPS' rr7, TPS' rrs, TPS' rrl , 
TPS'n5, TPs'n2, TPs'rr9, TPs'n4, TPs'n3, TPS'n6}; 
In[49]:= Last @ PolynomialReduce [TPS' n6, 
GroebnerBasis [equations, ordered'TensorSymJ;ots2 1, ordered'TensorSymbots2 1 
Out[49]= TPS' n6 
It must also be case then that anything equivalent to TPS' rr6 will be reduced to TPS' rr6. 
Indeed we can confirm this for the equivalent expression -TPS' II4+TPS' IIS. 
In[50]:= Last @ 
GroebnerBasis [equations, ordered'TensorSymbots2 1 , ordered'TensorSymbots2 1 
Out[50)= TPS' IT6 
Thus we see that term orderings are critically important in determining the "simplicity" of our 
final result. Obviously this raises the question of whether there exists an optimal term 
ordering? The answer is in general no: the optimal term ordering depends on both the 
governing equations and the expression to be canonicalized. 
It is important to point out that the various Grabner bases with respect to the different term 
orderings are in fact distinct. 
In[51):= /@ GroebnerBasis [equations, ordered'TensorSymbots 1 
Out[511= 3, 3 t 3, 3, 5} 
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In[52]:= /@ GroebnerBasis [equations, ordered7ensorSljmbofs2 ] 
Out[52]= { 3, 3, 3 I 4, 4} 
Given all of the above, the next question we could ask is the following. Why not try all of the 
different orderings? Although this is theoretically possible, in practice it becomes infeasible due 
to combinatorial explosion. For instance, for the simple system we have just considered there 
are 9!::::362880 different term orderings. We could possibly reduce this by several orders of 
magnitude by some careful considerations, but the point would be moot. The generation of a 
Grabner basis for each term ordering takes a significant amount of time. So much so, that for 
some of our more complex problems it would be unacceptable to try even 100 different 
orderings. (To corroborate this we will later give some timings of finding the Grabner basis for 
larger sets of equations. This is despite the fact that given a Grabner basis for a set of equations 
with a given term ordering, there are special methods whereby one can find the Grabner basis 
for the equations with respect to a new term ordering see Collart [71], Amrhein[8J, 
Froberg[1171, Adams & Lousraunau[S], and Becker & Weispfenning[19].) 
Technical Note: As a related item, finding the "best" term ordering for a Grabner basis is an I\IP-complete problem [122]. 
Motivated by the ideas in this subsection and the fact that we appear to have some latitude in 
choosing the term ordering, we can then ponder whether alternatives exist to the Grabner basis 
method in our special case. This is the topic of the next subsection. 
6.14.7 The Method of Direct Reduction 
Given the intricacies of the methods described previously, one might think that there may be 
other, simpler ways of getting to the canonical form for a sum of tensor polynomial terms. 
Indeed, we cannot rule out the possibility that a simpler way exists. Actually, it would be ideal if 
a simpler provable method could be found that covered all of the relevant cases. Such a 
canonicalizing algorithm might be made possible since we are dealing only with linear 
equations. 
For the linear symmetries introduced so far, each of the final equations come out in the form 
a + b + c O. The first and most obvious algorithm is thus the following. If we already have a 
term ordering on the various polynomial parts of our canonicalized tensor, we could just reduce 
the highest order term to the relevant combination of the lower order terms. That is, in this 
case if a -< b -< c, then we could transform c -7 -a b. us call this method direct reduction. 
This can be formally stated in the following definitions. 
Definition 6.14.E: Given a linear equation Cl tl + C2 t2 + ... + Cn til == 0 and a term 
ordering -< on the terms in the equation, then the induced reduction rule is the rule 
tl -7 -Cl.:i*l ti) I CI, where t/ is the leading term in the equation. 
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Definition 6.14.F: Assume H is a set of linear governing equations on the terms 
tl , ... , tn, and also that -< is a term ordering on the terms. Relative to -<, the reduction 
rules induced by H consist of all the reduction rules induced by each equation in H. 
The method of direct reduction just consists of reducing each term in an expression with respect 
to a set of reduction rules induced by a set of governing equations. Formally this is stated as 
follows. 
Definition 6.14.G: Assume H is a set of linear governing equations on the terms 
tl , ... , tn, and also that -< is a term ordering on the terms. Given an expression expr, 
then the reduced form of expr is given by repeatedly applying all replacement rules in the 
set of reduction rules induced by H. We will equivalently refer to this as the method of 
direct reduction. 
Unfortunately, in general the direct reduction strategy is not always a canonicalizing one. That 
is, two equivalent expressions are not always reduced to the same canonical form - see 
Definition 6.7.A. A simple counterexample, showing that direct reduction is not a 
canonicalizing function, is provided by the following system. It violates (ii) of Definition 6.7.A. 
a+b+j==O 
c+d+j==O 
a-<b-<c-<d-<j 
(6.14.e) 
Now consider the expression a + b - c - d. This is clearly equivalent to - f + ford. However, 
our reduction strategy will not alter any of the terms in the equations. Thus at first, it appears 
that the simple strategy of just reducing any higher order terms to combinations of lower order 
terms is flawed beyond redemption. 
Technical Note: The concepts of reduced forms and reduction rules just presented have strong parallels to concepts in the 
theory of Grabner bases, introduced in §6.14.4 Grabner Bases. 
Yet the question then arises: Do we ever encounter such systems as (6.14.e)? It appears to be 
the case that, in practice, the answer is no. Seemingly, whenever we have more than one linear 
symmetry acting, we always get more than two equations. That is, if we generate the closure of 
our cyclic symmetries, we get further equations. Intuitively, this means that in practice, we 
would have further equations; for instance, for the system (6.14.e) we would also generate 
something like a + b + d == 0, etc. Let us demonstrate this on our prototypical example. If we try 
to find the equations for the following tensor product, we find that there are many such 
equations. 
In[53]:= equations = toTensorSymbols /@ EquationsOfExpression @ expr 
Out[53]= (TPS' n2 - TPS' n3 == TPS' nl, TPS' ns - TPS' n6 == TPS' n4, 
TPS' n6 - TPS' n7 == TPS' Ill, TPS' ns - TPS' ns == TPS' n2 , 
TPS'n4 - TPS'n9 == TPS'IT3, TPS'nS - TPS'n9 == TPS'n7} 
To obtain a better intuitive feel for these equations let us represent them in the form of a graph. 
Any two vertices in the graph will be linked if and only if they are both directly involved in 
some single equation in the set of governing equations. 
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From this diagram we can see that there is a large degree of latitude. Intuitively, the tensor 
product symbols have enough linkages that situations like those embodied in (6.14.e) will not 
arise. 
How then can we make use of this abundance of linkages or connections? It is unknown to the 
author if the step by step term reduction algorithm will always terminate with the smallest 
configuration, exactly as does the Grabner basis method. But it appears to work for a large 
number of examples. Thus we speculate the following. 
Speculation I Conjecture I Phenomenon 6.14.A: Under appropriate conditions, the 
equations which arise in our systems of linear governing equations are always such that 
direct reduction is a canonical operation. That is, the algorithm which takes any higher 
order symbol and rewrites it to equivalent lower order symbols is a canonicalizing 
algorithm. 
Evidence: We can provide some corroborating evidence for this conjecture by 
examining the method of direct reduction in conjunction with several different sets of 
governing equations. These examples are given in appendix §C.3 Evidence for Direct 
Reduction Conjecture. III 
Technical Note: COr]jecture 6.14.A holds for a surprising number of cases. Yet given that there exist pseudo-
counterexamples, such as (6.14.e), then it is not surprising to know that we can find corresponding pseudo· 
counterexamples in actual tensor The next subsection gives such a pseudo-counterexample in the case when we 
are including auxiliary linear symmetries. The predominant issue is whether we can find a stable set of criteria whereby we 
can use direct reduction. 
Using direct reduction - in those cases where it is a canonical operation would greatly 
speed up the canonicalization of tensorial expressions with linear symmetries. The reason is 
that we would only have to traverse from our starting point to the set of "bottom" symbols, that 
is, we would be able to use a downhill method - see §C.3,4 Reduction Structure. Also we could 
cache our reductions as we find them, thus allowing us to avoid many of the redundant 
computations. In contrast, when using Grabner canonicalization, we must generate the whole 
set of governing equations using the closure method. 
The method of direct reduction has been included as an option in our overall Canonicalize 
algorithm, but in only a limited way. We still generate the whole set of governing equations. It 
would not be difficult to recode the algorithms in §D.13 The Complete Canonicalization Algorithm 
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to include this optimization. It will likely be highly productive to investigate statement 6.14.A 
further. 
Shortly we will present some timings for canonicalizations involving linear symmetries, but 
prior to this we will discuss some of the implementation issues and the representations we will 
use for linear symmetry permutations. To close this subsection, note that there are other 
alternatives we could explore besides Grabner canonicalization and direct reduction, but have 
not done so. The main idea the author envisages would be to obtain the core reduced symbols, 
that is the symbols which all the other symbols are reduced to, and then try different orderings 
on these symbols. However, these ideas are highly speculative. 
6.14.8 Linear Symmetry Permutations 
The previous subsections have discussed equational linear symmetries in detail. We have not yet 
actually described how to represent these by formal linear symmetries, the objects we actually 
use in our Canonicalize algorithm. That is the topic of this subsection. 
In §6.3.1 Permutations and Configurations we introduced data types for both signed permutations 
and transpositions. We must now introduce the data type for linear symmetries. 
Definition 6.14.H: A linear symmetry is a collection of signed permutations, all of which 
are the same size. 
We use the following notation for linear symmetries. 
In[54]:= Notation [(perms_ )l;ooQ = LinearSymrnetry [perms_] ] 
Let us give a simple example of this data type. Recall from §6.14.1 Origins of Linear Symmetries, 
the equational linear symmetry (6.14.a) ofthe Riemann tensor, that is 
We would represent this equational linear symmetry by the following (formal) linear symmetry. 
In[55]:= ({ 1, 2, 3, 4} +' {l, 3, 4, 2} +' {l, 4, 2, 3} + ) l;ooQ 
Out[55]= ({ 1, 2, 3, 4} +' {l, 3, 4, 2} +' {l, 4, 2, 3} + ) l;=O 
In[56]:= FullForm @ % 
Out[56]IIFuIlForm= 
LinearSymrnetry [SignedPermutation [1, List [1, 2, 3, 4] J, 
SignedPermutation[l, List[l, 3, 4,2]], 
SignedPermutation[l, List[l, 4, 2,3]]] 
A linear symmetry acts on a configuration to generate an equation. It does this by acting on the 
configuration with each individual signed permutation of the linear symmetry, reconstituting 
the indices in the resulting configurations, then summing these tensors and equating this to 
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zero. Formally stated, the action of a linear symmetry (SP1' ,.,' SPn)r.=o on a signed 
configuration tEe is in essence the following. 
423 
(SPl' ... , sPIl >1;=0 *equation t ---> ( 0 t reconstitute (SPi *c t) ) (6.14.f) 
Technical Note: In our description of how a linear symmetry is applied to a configuration to yield an (6,14J), we 
used * eqllaliall and reconstitute (",). Technically. the action * equaliall does not exist. In actuality, the code uses the routine 
buildEquation. Moreover. the configurations are not reconstituted since the complete algorithm works with the linear 
symmetries in terms of cached configurations see §O.13 The Complete Canonicalization Algorithm. 
The correspondence between the linear symmetry for R, ( (I, 2, 3, 4}+, {1, 3, 4, 2} +' 
{I, 4, 2, 3}+ )r.==o, and its equational form R ex f3 )' (; + Rex)' {; f3 + R 0: (; (3)' = 0 should now be clear. 
Just as signed permutations are usually associated with generators for the symmetries of a 
particular tensor, so also, linear symmetries are usually associated with a given tensor. In §6.7.2 
Specification of Generators, we gave several examples using the function DeclareSymmetries. 
This function declared the primitive symmetries of a given tensor to be those specified in the 
declaration. us include the above linear symmetry in the declared set of primitive 
symmetries for the Riemann tensor. 
In[57]:= DeclareSymmetries [R, 4, {(1 ('7 2) _, (3 ('74) I {3 f 4 f 1 f 2} +' 
( {1 f 2 f 3 f 4} + f {I, 3 f 4 f 2} + f {1 f 4 f 2, 3 L > ~ooO } 1 
Now Canonicalize will use the specified linear symmetry when canonicalizing Riemann 
tensors. (Actually, this symmetry is one of the default symmetries automatically loaded by the 
package.) 
There are other equations that can be added besides just standard linear symmetries. For 
instance, there exists a relationship involving the Riemann tensor and the swapping of any two 
covariant derivatives - see [81, 240, 255, 326, 333]. The Tensors package has a facility to add 
such II auxiliary" equations to the set of governing equations generated by the linear 
symmetries. This function is AddAuxiliaryEquations. Here is an example involving the 
double covariant derivative of the four-vector potential. 
In[58]:= AddAuxiliaryEquations [ { 
[3 
A -A R O:.Uv A [3f ex ; ,U v ex i Y J1 
[3 
AiJ;exv -A R iJexvA[3f iJ;vex 
[3 
viJcxA,e}] A -A R v;!J.a ViajJ. 
Now the governing set of equations includes those reachable from the linear symmetries and 
the auxiliary equations. 
. . [[3 ] In[59]:= Equat~onsOfExpress~on A R f3 ex iJ v 
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(3 (3 (3 (3 
Out[59]= {A a ; ~I V - A 0: ; V P = = A R (3 0: P V I - A R 0: P (3 V + A R (3 p a v = = A R (3 a p v I 
(3 (3 
A - A == A R -A + A == -A R } ~l;av jj.iva (3/.-ICAV 1 ViCXI.l Vipa CX/.-l(3v 
Canonicalize makes use of the full set of governing equations. 
• • [ (3 (3 (3 1 In[60]:= Canonlcallze A - A + A R (3 - A R (3 - R A (3 + A /1;va v;a/1 /1av a/1 v v/1a a;/1V 
Out[60]= A + A - A 
a;/1V /1;av v;a/1 
Just for comparison, it is reassuring to also perform this canonicalization using direct reduction 
as opposed to Grabner canonicalization. 
In[61]:= • • [ (3 (3 (3 Canonlcallze A - A + A R (3 - A R (3 - R A (3 + A I /1;va v;a/1 /1av a/1 v V/1a a;/1v 
LinearSymmetrYMethod~DirectReductionl 
Out[61]= A 0: ; /1 v + A /1 ; a v - A v ; 0: ~I 
The results are the same, as they should be. The last example brings up an interesting dilema. 
By suitable inspection one can concoct the following example, where Grabner canonicalization 
works yet direct reduction does not. 
In[62]' Canonicalize[A -A -A +A -A +A 
.= a ; /1 va; v /1 /1 ; a v /1 ; v a v ; /1 a v ; a /1 I 
LinearSymmetrYMethod~DirectReductionl 
Out[62]= A - A ~ " v " - A + A + A - A 
a ; ~I V ~ fA P ; a v /1 ; v a v ; 0: ~I V ; /1 a 
In[63]:= Canonicalize [A - A - A + A - A + A O:;/1V O:;V/1 /1;O:V /1;VO: V;/1O: v;O:/1' 
LinearSymmetrYMethod~GrobnerBasesl 
Out[63]= 0 
At first sight, the above disparity is rather disturbing, since it seems to provide a contradiction to 
our Conjecture 6.14.A. Yet, strictly speaking, there is no contradiction since our conjecture 
concerns only "proper" linear symmetries, whereas the above example has entered the realm of 
"auxiliary" linear symmetries. 
In spite of the qualification, I still feel that Conjecture 6.14.A should be stated as a "soft" 
conjecture. This is because I believe that in all likelihood, an unqualified version of it will be 
broken somehow. This is a matter of personal experience and some gut instinct. I somehow 
feel that it cannot hold in general, especially since we can concoct pseudo-counterexamples by 
considering "auxiliary" linear symmetries. Thus more work is needed in exploring the 
"appropriate conditions" and limits of Conjecture 6.14.A. However, for the cases when it is 
true, it could lead to dramatic improvements in canonicalization times. 
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Technical Note: Actually in reference to our pseudo-counterexample above. if we included the linear symmetry A 0: ; f.1 v 
A 0: ; ,U V - A 0: ; v f.1 - A f.1 ; 0: V + A f.1 ; v 0: - A v ; f.1 0: + A v ; 0: f.1 0 then direct reduction would indeed yield 
the same answer as does Grabner canonicalization. However, Grabner canonicalization. in contrast to direct reduction, 
does not need the full set of linear symmetries to be explicitly stated, as was evidenced by our example, 
To close this section, we should mention that DeclareSymmetr ies can be called with a triple 
for the valence of the tensor as opposed to just a single number of indices. Specifically, 
DeclareSymmetries [T, {n, cd, pd}, symmetries] will declare the symmetries symmetries 
for the primitive tensor denoted T with n normal indices, cd covariant derivatives, and pd partial 
derivatives. The valence-triple can contain patterns. instance, the Bianchi identities (6.14.b) 
can be added as follows. 
In[64]:= DeclareSymmetries [RI {4, cd_ /; cd 2: 11 _}, 
{(1<-72)_, (3<-74) , {31 4,1, 2}+, 
< {1, 2 l 3, 4} +' {1, 3 l 4, 2} +' {1, 4, 2, 3} + > )';,~o ' 
< {1, 2, 3, 4, 5} +' {1, 2, 4, 5, 3} +' {1, 2, 5, 3, 4} + > ),;,,0 } ] 
Consequently, some expressions can take a significant length of time to canonicalize since the 
set of governing equations is so large. For instance note the number of governing equations 
alone for the following tensor product. 
0:0(3f.1 ~y 
In[65]:= EquationsOfExpression [R R (36 R 1 
i v a ~ ; E: f.1 Y fen 
OUI[65]= 66 
6.14.9 Implementation Of Linear Symmetries 
We will not cover any of the other implementation details involving linear symmetries in any 
depth. The interested reader should consult the code section §D.13 The Complete 
Canonicalization Algorithm for details. Obviously the overall method should be clear. However, 
we will briefly mention some details of the process beyond the background given in the 
previous subsections of this section. In no particular order: (i) we must handle the various 
options passed to the canonicalization algorithm; (U) we must account for the canonicalization 
of the free indices at each stage of the linear symmetry generation; (iii) we must cache all of the 
computations, and associate these caches with the appropriate tensor symbols to avoid 
recomputation; (iv) we must create code for both AdditionalEquations and 
EquationsOfExpression; (v) we must include code for clearing the tensor caches; (vi) if 
the free indices are canonicalized we can use a more efficient ordering by skipping some of the 
comparisons; (vii) we must implement reduction methods for both direct reduction and 
Grabner canonicalization. 
The following is the generalization of Theorem 6.7.A. 
Theorem 6.14.C: The function Canonicalize, implemented in §D.13 The Complete 
Canonicalization Algorithm, is a canonic ali zing function on tensor products. 
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Proof: Omitted. (It is similar to Theorem 6.7.A.) • 
Let us finally observe some results and timings for our overall Canonicalize algorithm. This 
is the subject of the next subsection. 
6.14.10 Examples and Timings of 
Canonicalizations with Linear 
Symmetries 
Because of the linear symmetries of R, some tensor products can change shape. 
/3LCXA Y)' !1 
In[66]:= Canonicalize [R R A cx T Y)' 1 / / Timing 
1 /3LCX), OE I) 
Out[66]= {o. 566667 Second, - - R R T '" } 2 CX)' uE 
When we set our linear symmetry method to none then our overall Canonicalize algorithm 
ignores linear symmetries, and so in essence, defaults to the optimized canonicalize algorithm 
presented in §6.11 The Optimized Algorithm. Let us demonstrate this. 
/3A)'L 
In[67]:= Canonicalize [R 
; Y 
/3A )' L /3AL 
+ R + R 
Y 
LinearSymmetryMethod --7 None 1 
/3A)'L 
Out[67]= R ; v 
/3 A)' 
-R 
II ; 
L /3 A L 
+R y. 
Y ; 
However if we include linear symmetries, then because of the Bianchi identities (6.14.b), the 
above expression is in fact equivalent to O. 
In[68]:= Canonicalize [%] 
Out[68]= 0 
Actually, it is comforting to verify that the same result is returned if we use direct reduction as 
opposed to Grabner canonicalization. 
In[69]:= Canonicalize [%%, LinearSymmetryMethod --7 DirectReduction] 
Out[69]= 0 
For another example here is the timing for the following canonicalization. 
CX/3A L)' !1 
In[70]:= Canonicalize [R R /3' T 1 / / Timing 
cx A;Y L)' 
cx(3)' 0 E 1-1 
Out[70]= {1.13333 Second, R R (3 T '" } 
ex ~ ),;Y uE 
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Let us again compare Grabner canonicalization to direct reduction but this time include the 
timing information 
In[71]:= ClearTensorCaches [1 
a{3). 1: I' !J. 
Canonicalize [R R (3' T I 0: A;V 1:1' In[72]:= 
LinearSynunetryMethod --7 DirectReduction] / / Timing 
a(31( <5 E t1 
Oul[72]:= {1. 1 Second, R 0: R /3 'l; v TOE} 
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We cleared the tensor caches above in order to get an accurate timing for the canonicalization. 
If we had not done so, then the cached results would have been used. For instance, if we now 
canonicalize the expression, the answer will be given extremely quickly. 
a(iA 1: 'I' t1 
In[73]:= Canonicalize [R R (3 -. T ] / / Timing 0: A,V LI( 
a{3y 0 E !J. 
Oul[73]= {O.0833333 Second, R a R y; v TOE} 
Finally to get an idea of just how many governing equations can arise, note that the following 
tensorial expression gives rise to some 285 different equations. 0Ne need to increase the 
recursion limit since there are so many governing equations.) 
In[74]:= $RecursionLimi t = 512 i 
0: 0 (3!J. YE 
In[7S]:= Canonicalize [R ; v R 0: ,3 0 'r ; e R /-1 , '1'] / / 
OUI[7S]= {121. 967 Second, 
0:,3y E s'll 
R R a y;[;'R/3 
1 a yo 
--R 
o/);v 4 
sll 
R a(3;[;,R OEI7;V} 
ao/3/-1 
In[76]:= EquationsOfExpression [R 
Out[76]= 285 
1:ye 
R R ] 
;v a(3or;e /-1;1' fen 
This yet again reinforces the issue that using direct reduction could potentially save a large 
amount of superfluous computations. Once the equations are cached, it is sometimes much 
faster to perform direct reduction than it is to perform Grabner canonicalize. 
0:0/3/-1 ryE 
In[77]:= Canonicalize [R R /3" R ] / / Timing 
;v ex vl:;E lJ.i¥ 
Oull77]= { 55 . 8 Second I 
a/3y<5 E [;' n 
R R 0: '1'; R /3eoT/;v 
1 0:(3'(0 E sr) 
R R 
0: 0/3 !J. 1:yE 
In[7S]:: Canonicalize [R R R 
;v a(ioT.;e t1;y' 
LinearSynunetryMethod --7 DirectReduction] / / Timing 
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Out[78]= {2. 8 Second, 
a /3 y 0 
R 
'7 1 a,'3y 
R R --R 
a ,;1:; ,'3eoT];v 4 R R. 1 ex ; r.: ,0 E T] ; v J 
The above provides corroborating evidence that direct reduction, where applicable, will likely be 
orders of magnitude faster than Grabner canonicalization. The implementation of the direct 
reduction method in the Tensors package is a simplistic one, since it builds all possible reduction 
rules as opposed to the much smaller set that is strictly necessary. If we generated only the 
smaller strictly necessary the process would be much faster still. There remains much scope 
to investigate the direct reduction method. 
For comparison's sake it is important to point out that if we ignore linear symmetries, then we 
can canonicalize the above expression extremely quickly. 
In[79]:= ClearTensorCaches [] 
[ 
a B~ ~,E 
Canonicalize R ; y Rexl30 ~; E R ~; y' 
LinearSymmetryMethod -) None] II Timing 
ex(3yo E I:; 1) 
Out[80]= {o. 33333 3 Second, R ; R ex E; S R /3, 0 T] ; y} 
6.15 Concluding Remarks on the 
Canonicalization Algorithm 
6.15.1 A Brief Summary 
For the purposes of an overview more detailed than that given in the introduction, let us 
summarize the key results and ideas of this chapter. 
In §6.3 Pennutations and Configurations, we introduced the basic ideas of signed configurations 
as well as signed permutations. We then described how signed permutations can act on signed 
configurations through group actions. We also described how a permutation can be viewed two 
ways: as shuffling elements or as directly changing them. 
In §6.4 Labeling, Relabeling, a~nd Group Actions we gave a motivation for transforming all 
"labelling-equivalent" configurations to a common configuration by using" 81, /' indices. Using 
" Sf, j" indices is one of the pivotal steps in any of the variants of our canonicalization algorithm. 
Loosely, it allows us to treat /I dummy indices" as true dummy indices. By introducing a new 
group action *c, we could both permute and relabel our signed configurations in a way 
consistent with the underlying symmetries of a given tensor product. Related to our new group 
action, we presented the concept of an equivalence class of signed configurations. 
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The simple closure algorithm for generating all reachable configurations from a starting 
configuration was first given in §6.5 Generating Configurations. Formally, we presented an 
algorithm for calculating the orbit of configurations reachable from an initial configuration 
under our permutation and relabeling group action. Variants of this basic closure algorithm 
were also used in §6.9.4 Transpositional Canonicalization and GenerateConfigurationsT' §C.4 
Canonicalizing in Stages, and §D.13 The Complete Canonicalization Algorithm. Besides proving the 
"correctness" of the algorithm generateConfigurations, we commented on some basic 
algorithms in computational group theory which share similarities to our algorithm. The main 
reason why standard computational group theory is not directly applicable, is that our 
permutation and relabeling action entangles the group operations. 
The next facet of our overall algorithm was to introduce an ordering on signed configurations in 
§6.6 The Ordering of Configurations. The ordering was chosen in such a way that it is almost a 
total ordering (formally, a linear quasi-ordering). With this ordering we can define the notation 
of a configurational minimum or minima. The case when there is more than one minimum 
only arises when the tensor under consideration is identically zero. In the case when there is 
only one minimum we choose this configuration to be our canonical configuration. 
We put the concepts of the preceding sections together to form the basic canonicalization 
algorithm in §6.7 The Basic Canonicalization Algorithm. Briefly the algorithm consists of (i) 
encoding a tensor product into a corresponding signed configuration, (ii) finding all the 
permutation generators prescribed by the primitive symmetries of the tensors in the tensor 
product, (iii) generating all equivalent configurations under the symmetries, (iv) picking the 
minimum equivalent configuration from the generated set, and finally (v) reconstituting the 
configurations back to a tensor product. Also, in this section we formally defined what 
"canonical" meant and then proved that our basic algorithm was a canonicalizing function. 
The fundamental ideas involving group theory were presented in §6.8 Generators and Group 
Theoretic Underpinnings. We split the set of symmetry generators into comple~ degenerate, and 
transpositional symmetries. We used the computation group theory package GAP to verify and 
illustrate several key concepts and ideas. We then proceeded to formally introduce the concept 
of a Jointly Recursively Directional and Extrema Stabilizing GRDES) set. The JRDES concept is 
close to a notion used in computational group theory, that of a base with a strong generating 
set; only in the case of JRDES, the base is in a sense "flexible". We showed that sets of adjacent 
transpositions were JRDES, gave a simple coding of an algorithm to determine whether a given 
set of generators was JRDES, and proved several results using JRDES generating sets. 
Once we could formally qualify what was required of our generating sets, we introduced the 
notation of transpositional canonicalization in §6.9 Transpositional Canonicalization. This is 
essentially mini -canonicalization but only across the transpositional symmetries of the 
underlying tensor product. By using the reducing swap operator, l::::;?, we could find a 
transpositionally minimum configuration extremely efficiently. We proved that the reducing 
swap operator always predicted when it was best to perform a swap. However, for our 
transpositional canonicalization algorithm to work, we needed to conjecture that we could 
obtain the transpositionally minimum configuration in a /I downhill fashion". Although a direct 
proof has not been found by the author, hard evidence that the conjecture is true is given in 
§C.2 Evidence for Steepest Descent Conjecture. The section concludes with a proof that when 
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transpositional canonicalization is included in our algorithm for the generation of 
configurations, we will obtain a configuration from each of the reachable transpositional 
equivalence classes. 
The question of whether a tensor is identically zero or not is covered in §6.10 Identically Zero 
Tensors. At first the question is addressed with respect to the basic canonicalization algorithm. 
But once we include transpositional canonicalization into our algorithm, the theoretical 
question becomes much more difficult to answer. Fortunately, the answer is still extremely easy 
to discern in practice. The concept of an induced transposition played a pivotal role in regards 
to the issue of !1identically zero". 
Finally in §6.11 The Optimized Algorithm, we brought together the developments of the previous 
subsections to yield a much more efficient algorithm. Loosely, we included (i) the 
canonicalization of the indices, the theory of which was developed in §6.8 Generators and 
Group Theoretic Underpinnings; (ii) the removal of superfluous permutation generators by 
stabilizing on the canonicalized free indices; (iii) we included transpositional canonicalization 
into the generation of equivalent configurations; and finally (iv) we incorporated our 
enhancements to the routines for determining whether a tensor was identically zero or not. We 
demonstrated that the optimized algorithm was vastly superior to the basic canonicalization 
algorithm. This efficiency occurs in both storage and in execution time. 
Due to the presence of partial derivatives, in certain circumstances indices are not allowed to be 
raised and lowered in a complementary way by the metric. The reasoning behind this was 
given in §6.12 Refinements for Partial Derivatives. To allow for this restriction we had to 
specialize the data structures for summed indices, by including fixed elevations into the 
summed indices themselves. This necessitated corresponding changes to the ordering on 
configurations, transpositional canonicalization, and the determination of when a tensor is 
identically zero. The changes to transpositional canonicalization were somewhat involved. Yet 
in the end, all of our previous results still held. 
In practice, tensors with indices from different classes are used, and thus it was all but necessary 
to extend our algorithm yet again. This was the topic of §6.13 Refinements for Mixed Index 
Classes. As with fixed elevations, the basic data structure of a summed index was changed by 
affixing an index class to each summed index. As before, incorporating this extension forced 
corresponding changes to the ordering on configurations, transpositional canonicalization, and 
the determination of when a tensor is identically zero. Fortunately, all of our key concepts were 
correspondingly extensible. 
The final section, §6.14 Linear Symmetries and the Complete Algorithm, introduced the concept of 
a linear symmetry and its attendant consequences. Several examples from physics were given 
to motivate such symmetries. The various possibilities for a canonical function over linear 
symmetries were discussed before presenting some brief background on the theory of Grabner 
bases. We utilized the properties Grabner bases in order to create a function that 
canonicalized across linear symmetries. We used the natural ordering on configurations to 
obtain a derived term ordering for our Grabner canonicalization. Similar to concepts in 
Grabner basis theory, we introduced direct reduction. All of these developments, together with 
almost all of the concepts and their changes and variants introduced in the previous sections, 
combine and culminate in the routine Canonicalize. We closed the section by presenting 
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some of the auxiliary functions of the Tensors package and finally several examples of the 
algorithm working in practice. 
6.15.2 Lingering Issues 
431 
Before we conclude this chapter let us briefly comment on several outstanding issues. First, the 
codeis not perfect in that there are some small optimizations we could have possibly made, yet 
have elected not to implement. For instance, our ordering, -<0 always tries to compare two 
signed configurations according to their index classes in a last ditch effort to find an ordering 
on the configurations. However, if we are not including index classes explicitly in the indices, 
than this is. clearly a waste of time. Note, though, that this case will arise very rarely in 
practice, since for c E C there is only one other configuration that will fall through to this case, 
-c. Although this might seem like an excruciatingly small point, we could probably attain a 
further 10% efficiency in our algorithm by performing such optimizations. 
However, such minute detail is not warranted in our approach. If we really desire high speed, 
it would be much more productive to write the core algorithm in, say, C++ and call it through 
MathLink[342,343]. This would likely yield an improvement of two orders of magnitude or 
more. Also, any of the other potential optimizations given in the previous subsections could 
be investigated. We further comment on this in the next subsection. 
We could have included an option for a metric connection but have decided against this. If 
anyone needs to use metric connections, it is eminently possible to modify the encode tensors 
algorithm so it keeps fixed elevations for indices in tensors with covariant derivatives. 
In every algorithm but the basic one, an early step is to canonicalize all of the free indices. 
After this, every free index will remain in a fixed position. Most of the work is then just 
dealing with different configurations where the summed indices change positions. Therefore, 
we can introduce partial versions of the comparison operators defined in §1.6.2. The complete 
algorithm does exactly this. And consequently, the complete algorithm is slightly faster than 
the optimized algorithm. Actually, a partial comparison would be pretty easy to add to the 
optimized algorithm, but it has not been done. 
In accordance with many books using tensors, we allow the symbol '0' to be an index. 
However, the user should be extremely careful since it is almost always used as the delta 
function as well. The symbols that we use for tensor indices are protected. This stops them 
being assigned values, which would seriously compromise computations. We could have 
attempted to define a context sensitive notation that parsed the indices into some non -default 
context and also formatted these non -default indices back as standard indices. Such an 
approach would most likely have been problematic, and hence we have avoided implementing 
it. 
As before, we need to point out that we need our generating sets for our tensor products to be 
JRDES in order that our more advanced algorithms function correctly. If a primitive tensor 
has non -adjacent transpositions, then we either need to enter these transpositions as signed 
permutations, or we need to introduce an intermediate tensor whose index symmetries are a 
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permuted version of the originals, a version in which the transpositional symmetries are 
adjacent. 
Currently, the complete algorithm needs to recanonicalize the free indices at each stage when 
taking linear symmetries into account. At a gut level, I feel that it may be possible to devise 
some way to canonicalize the free indices - once and for all when dealing with linear 
symmetries. However, this has not been investigated in any depth. 
Since the results are cached at each stage, it may be necessary in extremely large scale 
calculations to clear the tensor caches. 
Some of the major speed enhancements made in our algorithms depend quite strongly on 
conjectures. Even though we can verify these conjectures by brute force up to a certain order 
and by random sampling beyond that, it would still be highly desirable to find proofs for these 
conjectures. During the course of my research, I have come to suspect the following is possible 
to prove. Loosely, after the free indices have beencanonicalized, if we should transpositionally 
swap indices aj and aj to make a configuration smaller and if i and j are not adjacent, then 
there exists another index between them, say k such that the configuration would be made 
smaller by either swapping i with k or swapping k with j. It should be possible to prove this 
by logical inference, but the inference engine of Mathematica has so far proved insufficient. I 
have developed extensions to the inference engine which would enable one to prove 
logical results more effectively. Yet even these are still insufficient to the task. Possibly some 
theorem provers would be more suitable. And this is yet another area for further research. 
6.15.3 Concluding Remarks 
This subsection concludes the presentation of the algorithm for canonicalizing ten..c;orial 
expressions. In the next chapter we progress on to some applications using the 
Canonicalize algorithm. Indeed,in the rest of this thesis, the Canonicalize algorithm 
will be used only in the capacity as a tool. 
It should be abundantly clear that the algorithmic advances made in this chapter are extremely 
significant. It appears that we have discovered an algorithm that is orders of magnitude better 
than all others known to the author. It has been implemented in its various variants and is 
eminently usable on a practical basis. 
The algorithm embodiedin Canonicalize handles all of the variants developed throughout 
this chapter. It handles dummy indices, with both natural elevations and fixed elevations. It 
easily canonicalizes expressions with mixed index classes. It handles linear symmetries either 
by Grabner canonicalization or by direct reduction. The results are cached so that any other 
equivalent tensor (up to indices) is handled extremely quickly. It allows additional linear 
symmetries to be addedto the set of overall governing equations. And finally, comparatively 
speaking, it is extremely efficient. 
It is important to note that even though the canonicalization algorithm depends on a 
conjecture, it will never a wrong answer. It is possibly conceivable that it may give an 
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answer that is not in the most canonical form, but it will never be wrong. That is, any answer 
calculated with the algorithm will always be correct, just possibly not as simple as it could be. 
Technical Note: Of course we make the above statement with the proviso that we are assuming the underlying machine does 
not have hardware faults and I or Mathematica does not have core defects in its computational engine. 
It would be nice to somehow prove the transpositional canonicalization conjectures, that is, 
Conjecture 6.9.A, and extensions to Conjecture 6.12.A and Conjecture 6.13.B. Yet, proofs of 
these conjectures are not strictly necessary since §C.2 Evidence for Steepest Descent Conjecture 
gives extremely strong evidence for their truth-hood. 
the future, in order to further increase the speed of the algorithm, there are several factors 
we might pursue. These factors have been mentioned throughout the chapter. First and most 
obvious is to code the algorithm in C++ or an equivalent low-level compiled language. This 
would probably speed up the algorithm between 50-500 times. It should be clear that our 
canonicalization algorithms are easily translated to a language like since they do not 
"intrinsically" use any of the "higher level" programming structure of Mathematica. This is, 
however, not the case for hueristic algorithms such as Ricci [ 202] or MathTensor[ 2581. It 
would be excedingly difficult to rewrite something that fundamentally depends on the pattern 
matching engine since to replicate this in C++ is quite hard. 
Next in importance in terms of efficiency would probably be adapting our algorithms for 
canonicalization in stages and proving their "correctness"- see §C.4 Canonicalizing in Stages. 
Next after this would probably be the further investigations of Conjecture 6.14.A, trying to put 
hard limits on when it will hold. 
It should again be pointed out that the method of direct reduction holds vast promise. The 
results in §6.14.10 Examples and Timings ofCanonicalizations with Linear Symmetries demonstrate 
that direct reduction has the potential to be orders of magnitude faster than Grabner 
canonicalization. Direct reduction should be further investigated. 
In summary, the original developments in this chapter have yielded a highly efficient 
algorithm to provably canonicalize indexed tensorial objects. To the best of the author's 
knowledge, this algorithm is orders of magnitude faster than comparable algorithms. 
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Chapter 7 
Tensor Calculus, 
Applications, and Quasi-Spin 
7.1 Introduction 
7.1.1 Overview 
Throughout the previous chapters we have developed notations, language modifications, 
generic prototypes, and finally an algorithm for the canonicalization of tensorial expressions. In 
this chapter we combine aspects from all of the previous chapters by presenting a system for 
tensorial calculus. 
In this chapter we can use our notations, our language modifications, and our canonicalization 
routines in order to perform calculations with tensors. Most of the calculations in this section 
are examples from general relativity. They are intended to give a guide to the sorts of 
calculations one would normally perform and the ease with which they can be structured. As 
mentioned in the introduction, there are several systems available that perform computations in 
a general relativity setting. The goals of our implementation are to have as intuitive an interface 
as possible, while at the same time to have the most efficient general canonicalizing algorithm, 
which can be extended in many ways. As such, we develop a general indicial manipulation 
package according to the classification of [150]. Further specialization to specific calculations is 
easily achieved using the framework presented herein. 
We start with a discussion of indices, coordinates, and conventions used. We then present the 
notations for tensorial assignment. Succeeding this are some basic definitions for common 
tensors in general relativity, for instance, the Ricci and Riemann tensors, the metric tensor, the 
Weyl tensor, etc. Some of the basic handling methods for tensors and tensor calculus are then 
presented. The handling methods use the language modifications of the earlier sections. 
Since the MathTensor system of Parker & Christensen[258] is widely known and used, it 
provides a convenient benchmark against which we can compare the Tensors package. In this 
regard, some of the examples we illustrate are similar to or the same as those of the MathTensor 
documentation. In this way, the user will be able to compare and contrast the differing styles of 
notation, functionality, and elegance. There are several other sources of examples upon which 
this section is based. None of the examples in this section constitute anything fundamentally 
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new from the point of view of applications, except the result in quasi-spin, which is not fully 
reported here. Rather, it is the method of performing the computations as well as our 
canonicalization algorithm itself which are original. To again reiterate, to the best of the 
author's knowledge, our canonicalization algorithm is orders of magnitude faster than other 
competing canonicalization algorithms on larger scale problems. Occasionally, we will 
comment on the speed of other algorithms. 
AB a preliminary to this chapter, let us load the Tensors package and the Prototypes package. 
In[1]:= «Tensors' 
In[2]:= «Prototypes' 
The Tensors package loads the Notation package, if it is not already loaded. Similarly, the 
Prototypes package loads the Assign package, if that is not already loaded. 
Let us also load the common notations. 
In[3]:= «CornmonNotations' 
We next proceed on to consider the manipulation of tensors and the introduction of a calculus 
for our tensors 
7.2 Tensor Manipulations and 
Tensor Calculus 
7.2.1 Indices And Coordinates 
The whole subject of §6.13 Refinements for Mixed Index Classes concerned the modifications to 
our canonicalization algorithm necessary to handle mixed index classes. However, it was never 
actually stated what constitutes an index or how to specify the coordinates that an index can 
take on. In this subsection, we present the commands for declaring coordinates and indices. 
Loading the Tensors package has the effect, amongst many others, of adding the following 
functions. 
Declare!ndexClass [ dec1arethat the indices if .•• ~ in 
class I {ill 12 I ... I in}.] are the base indices fortheindex c1assclass 
ClassOfrrtdex [index] return the class which index belongs to 
ValidIndexClasses return all the index classes in use 
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The functions for declaring and querying indices. 
Upon loading, the Tensors package automatically declares two sets of indices: General Indi -
ces and SpaceTime Indices. This is in accordance with the conventions that most authors 
adopt. Inside the Tensors package, this is accomplished byperforrning the follmving commands. 
In[1]:= DeclarelndexClass [ SpaceTiroelndices , 
{a, p, y, 0, 6, 1:, 17, .A, 11, V, f:, 0, '1:, X, w}] 
DeclarelndexClass [GeneralIndices, 
{a, b, c, d, i, j, k, I, ro, n, 0, p, q}] 
The function DeclareIndexClass and its related functions ClassOfIndex, IndexQ, 
ValidIndexClasses, and BaseIndices,' are all reasonably straightforward to implement. 
Currently, the tensor and canonicalization algorithms have been restricted to use only symbols. 
The interested reader can consult the detailed code in §E.3 Set Up Index Conventions. 
The base indices of a given class of indices give only a finite number of acceptable indices. 
However, during the course of a calculation, further indices of the same class may be needed. 
For this reason, any base index suffixed with a positive integer is also treated as an index of the 
same class. That is, if x is a base index, then xl, x2, ... are also acceptable indices. Moreover, 
x$l, x$2, etc., are also acceptable. 
Under most circumstances, it is not critical which class of indices one uses for which function. 
Some particular algorithms the user might write can depend on one class or another; but other 
than keeping track of such indices, no intrinsic requirements exist as to the particular class used. 
To provide values over which the indices of a particular class can range, the Tensors package 
also declares corresponding coordinates. 
The functions for declaring and querying coordinates. 
Upon loading, the Tensors package declares a "base" list of objects which should be treated as 
coordinates. 
In[3j:= DeclareCoordinates [{O, I, 2, 3, t, X, y, z, r, p, 8, cP}] 
To reiterate, coordinates are distinct from indices. Coordinates provide the values over which 
indices can range, and over which dummy indices are to be summed. In order to carry out 
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expansions over sums, the default coordinates for each index class must be declared. The 
Tensors package makes the following choices as to default ranges of coordinates. 
In[4]:= DeclarecoordinateClass [SpaceTimelndices, {O, 1, 2, 3}]; 
DeclareCoordinateClass [Generallndices, {1, 2, 3}]; 
The function ExpandContraction will expand a tensorial expression conta~ning a dummy 
index into a sum of terms according to the class of the dummy index. Here is an expansion over 
a general index. 
i 
In[6]:= T T i / / ExpandContraction 
1 2 3 
Out[6]= TTl + T T 2 + T T 3 
Similarly, when the dummy index is a space-time index, then it is expanded according to the 
default indices of that class. 
a 
In[7]:= T T a / / ExpandContraction 
o 123 
Out[7]= T T 0 + TTl + T T 2 + T T 3 
If we change the default indices of a class, then the summation occurs over the new coordinates. 
In[8]:= DeclareCoordinateClass [SpaceTimelndices, {t, p, 8, ¢}]; 
a 
In[9]:= T T a / / ExpandContraction 
t e p ¢ 
Out[9]= T T t + T T e + T T p + T T ¢ 
It is trivial to introduce a new class of indices or new coordinates. For instance, let us introduce 
a set of indices for the structure constants of SU(2) for use in some calculations involving Yang-
Mills fields. This problem is also treated by Parker & Christensen [258] . For further information 
on group theory in physics, consult Butler[45], and for texts treating Yang-Mills gauge fields, 
consult [138, 186, 278]. We will use gothic i and j indices for these SU(2) structure indices. 
In[10]:= DeclarelndexClass [SU2Structurelndices, {i, j}] ; 
In the case of SU(2), the structure indices run from 1 to 3, since there are three gauge fields. (To 
consider SU(3), which is used in the color symmetries of the standard model, we would extend 
our set of declared coordinates by including 5, 6, 7 and 8 since there are eight gauge fields.) 
In[11]:= DeclarecoordinateClass [SU2Structurelndices, {1, 2, 3}]; 
As an illustration, let us expand over the contracted indices in the following term, which is 
present in the Yang-Mills Lagrangian. 
i a(3 
In[12]:= ExpandContraction [F a (3 F i 1 / / Short 
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Out[12]IIShort= 
1 tt 1 te 1 tp 1 t,p 
11' tt11'1 +11' te11'1 +11' tP11'1 +11' t,p11'1 + 
1 et 1 ee 3 p,p 
11' e t 11' 1 + 11' e e 11' 1 + «3 7» + 11' p,p 11' 3 + 
3 ,pt 3 ,pe 3 ,pp 3 <:/><:/> 
11' <:/>t11'3 +11' ,pe11'3 +11' ,pp11'3 +11' <:/><:/>11'3 
It is evident that the indices of the two classes were handled as dictated by the declared 
coordinates of their respective index classes. Actually, since it is more common to work with 
indices ranging from 0 to 4, let us revert back to this set of default coordinates for the space-
time indices. 
In[13]:= DeclareCoordinateClass [SpaceTimelndices, {O, 1, 2 I 3} J ; 
It should be noted that one can work in any class of indices (as long as they are symbols) and 
over any coordinates. 
7.2.2 Dummy Indices Revisited and Reindexing 
As was first mentioned in §3.5.3 Dummy Indices, reindexing expressions is unfortunately an 
intrinsic action that cannot readily be avoided. Under the current working paradigm, it is not 
possible, at least in the author's opinion, to keep track of used indices without major 
modifications to the basic calculation mechanisms of the underlying Mathematica language. 
Indeed, this appears to also be generally true for the other computer algebra systems designed 
to handle tensors, such as MathTensor[258L Ricci[202], etc. The reason is fundamental to the 
Einstein summation convention itself. It states that if an index appears twice in an expression, 
then it is summed over. The dilemma originates in what constitutes a "complete expression". 
For instance, consider 
i 
In[14]:= expr = T T i 
i 
Out[14]= T T i 
Then we might think of expr as a /I complete expression". However, a user might then request 
expr2, in which case expr is no longer a complete expression but only part of a greater whole, 
and as such, the Einstein summation convention is broken by normal multiplication. 
In[15]:= expr * expr 
(T i ) 2 (T { ) 2 Out[15]= ~ 
This follows because expr * expr --) TiT iT i T i --) (T i) 2 (T i) 2. This is 
mathematical nonsense. To avoid this erroneous behavior, we need at least one pair of dummy 
indices to be automatically renamed. If we use normal Mathematica manipulation commands 
on tensorial expressions, we must have unique dummy indices internally when multiplying 
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expressions and other manipulations, etc. Thus, inexorably, internal uniqueness must be 
maintained. There are two solutions to this uniqueness problem: (i) to furnish tools or methods 
by which the user can keep track of the dummy indices and (ii) to overload the basic operations 
like Power and Times. We will adopt (1) since overloading the basic Mathematica functions 
appreciably slows down the overall system. 
The tools we provide can take several forms. One form is the introduction of a new 
multiplication that is "tensor friendly". By this stage, introducing the notation for such an 
object should be somewhat routine. Here is one possible infix notation. 
In[16]:= InfixNotation [*T' TensorTimes 1 
We can easily provide some simple semantics for this new operation, TensorTimes. We 
change all dummy indices of each argument into unique dummy indices via the function 
Dummify introduced by Tensors'. Then normal multiplication is performed on the 
arguments, and finally the resulting expression is reindexed back again. 
In[17]:= TensorTimes @ args __ : = Relndex [Times @@ Dummify /@ {args} 1 
This is now adequate to solve our uniqueness problems. 
In[18]:= (Ti T i) *T (Ti T i) 
a b 
Out[18]= T T TaT b 
Furthermore, it is comparably trivial to introduce a new power operation, say TensorPower, 
which is similarly "tensor friendly". 
The above approach is somewhat flawed in that eventually we must use normal multiplication 
and powers in order to use functions like Simplify, Factor, etc. Of course, we could write 
such versions ourselves with the basic inheritance paradigm, but that approach would be 
somewhat isolationist. It is conceivable that in some languages, possibly AXIOM, or maybe the 
extension GAUSS[243] for Maple[58, 152, 244], one may be able to define one's own 
multiplication that seamlessly interoperates with the simplification functions of the underlying 
language without any loss of efficiency. In this case, it would be ideal to introduce one's own 
tailored tensor multiplications, powers, factoring, simplifications, etc. 
Of course, with the developments and language modifications previously presented in this 
thesis, it should be evident that we could in fact introduce new structures that perform tensor 
multiplications which incorporate automatic reindexing. But even this would still not provide 
true "interoperability". Notably though, that we have to trouble ourselves with such exceptions 
and that it is not possible to fix them in a "nice" way is testament to the fact that there is still a 
large scope for improvement in the underlying language. 
The alternative solution, which we previously superficially presented in §3.5.3 Dummy Indices, is 
greatly preferable. It is much like delayed assignment in Mathematica, but we need the dummy 
index to be dummified in a delayed manner. 
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In[19]:; expr: Module [ {i}, TiT i 1 
Now multiplying expr by expr maintains the correct dummy indices. 
In[20j:= expr expr 
i$1298 i$1299 
Out[20]= T T T i$1298 T i$1299 
One common function that almost all of the tensor packages seem to share is a function to 
reindex an expression. For instance, MathTensor[258], Ricci[202], TTC[15, 56], EinS[192, 193], 
etc., all seem to have such a function. As we saw in §3.5.3 Dummy Indices, the Tensors package 
is no exception. Although our canonicalization algorithm performs reindexing as a by-product 
of canonicalization, it is still faster to reindex expressions if this is all that is required. In order to 
reindex an expression, the dummy indices being used must be declared. For instance, the last 
expression can be reindexed, since any index of the form i$num is known to be a general index. 
In[21]:= Relndex @ % 
a b 
Out[21]= T T T a Tb 
Yet, when the index class of an index is not known, then reindexing cannot take place. 
t:. 
In[22]:.. Relndex @ T T t:. 
t:. 
out[22J= T T t:. 
Therefore, we have achieved an acceptable level of functionality by using modules. Yet, despite 
achieving unique dummy indices, explicitly using a module in every definition involving tensors 
is somewhat ugly. The dummy indices must be specified every time, even though we should 
easily be able to work such things out. As we saw in §3.5.3 Dummy Indices, we can incorporate 
this automatic relabeling into a new assignment. This is the topic of the next subsection. 
7.2.3 Tensorial Assignments 
It should be clear after the motivation of the previous subsection that we need to create a new 
"tensorial assignment" operation which automatically incorporates unique dummy indices. 
Here are the notations for such assignments. 
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'raggedTens6rSet'· [lhi ,.rhs,tdg 1 
TaggectTensorSetDelayed 
Ills, fils., tag] 
DynamiqTenSorSetl)elayed 
lhs,rhs1tag ,elly L 
Syntax of tensor assignment functions. 
tag!: Jhs eo rhs 
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senhe IHs to be equal to. the 
rhs, but associate therllIe with: 
tag .AU summed indicesontherhs 
will be replaced by newuruqueindices 
set the lhs to be equaltothedelayedvalue of 
rhs , but associate therulewith: 
tag. All summed indices on therhs 
will bereplacedbynewuniqueindices 
se,t the 'lhs. to be equal to the 
, . 
rhs , within the environment 
envibut assoclatethe rule, with 
t(W.' All summed ihcllces.oll therhs 
wilrbereplitcedbynewuniq~e indk;e$ 
. - . - -" 
seHhe lHato beeqUa1to thf.'delayed value of 
rhs Within the enVironment . . . 
Creating such notations as in the table above should be routine by now. (yVe previously used 
such assignments for our "associative" dynamic rules in §5 Prototypical Structures CJ.nd Quantum 
Mechanics, and have seen many other similar examples.) The new "tensor" assignments have 
the following sorts of notations. 
In[23]:= Notation [fhs_ :-= rhs_ = TensorSetDelayed [fhs_ t rhs_ll i 
Notation [fhs_ ~ rhs_ = TensorSet [fhs_ t rhs_ll i 
Our "tensor" assignments should work with tags, just like normal Mathematica functions. 
In[25]:= Notation [tag_ I: fhs_ :-= rhs_ = TaggedTensorSetDelayed [tag_ t fhs_ t rhs_ll i 
Notation [tag_ I: fhs_ "" rhs_ = TaggedTensorSet [tag_, fhs_ f rhs_ll i 
Indeed, for proper handling, we need our tensorial assignments to be dynamical. These cases 
can easily be handled by notations like the following. 
In[27]:= Notation [env_ l'tag_ I: fhs_ :-= rhs_ = 
DynarnicTaggedTensorSetDelayed [env_ t tag_ t fhs_ t rhs_ll i 
The Prototypes package includes the rest of the notations associated with tensorial assignment, 
and also the notations for the corresponding rules to the above assignments. As in the case of 
the" associative" structures of §5 Prototypical Structures and Quantum Mechanics, these heads are 
non-persistent. That is, any statements involving such tensorial assignments or rules are imme-
diately transformed to modified assignments or modified rules. The complete list of structures 
are: TensorSet, TensorSetDelayed, TaggedTensorSet, TaggedTensorSetDe-
laye~DynamicTensorSet,DynamicTensorSetDelayed,TensorRule,TensorRule­
Delayed, TaggedTensorRule, TaggedTensorRuleDelayed, DynamicTensorRule, 
DynamicTensorRuleDelayed. 
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These functions can all be fairly simply encoded using our notations and the function 
DummyIndices. For instance, here is the definition for the DynamicTensorSetDelayed. 
In[28]:= l' C I: fhs_ := rhs_} : 
With [{dummies = DurnmyIndices [rhsu 1 \ Durnmylndices [fhsUll } f 
eUl l'tu I: fhsUl : Module [dummies f rhsu 1 ] 
Thus, there should be nothing mysterious about our definitions for tensorial assignments. 
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For instance, as we presented earlier in §3.5.2 Simple Examples Using Tensors, we can expand the 
Christoffel symbol in terms of the metric. 
A_ 
In[29j:= Resolver l' r I: r 1 All ( ) :-= "2 g gall f f3 + g 11 f3 , a - g a f3 , 11 
Resolver @ any_ : = DynamicBar @ any 
Similarly, the Riemann tensor can be expanded as follows see [81,240,255,326,333, etc]. 
0Ne previously mentioned this in §6.14.1 Origins a/Linear Symmetries.) 
A_ 
In[31]:= ResolveR l' R I: R P_ 11_ v_ 
A A a A a A 
r pY,I1- r PI1,y+r pyr al1- r Pl1 r 
ResolveR @ any_ : = DynamicBar @ any 
av 
If we combine both of these environments into a new environment, we can perform resolutions. 
In[33]:= Assign [Values @ Resolver +{} Values @ ResolveR I. 
Resolver -7 Resolve f 
ResolveR -7 Resolve} J 
Let us now resolve a typical Riemannian tensor. 
a 
In[34]:= Resolve [R f3 y {j] 
Out[34]= 1 a 11$1380 a$137811$1379 ( ) g g -g f3 {j , 11$1379 + g f3 11$1379 , {j + g 11$1379 {j , f3 
(-g a$1378 y , 11$1380 + g a$1378 11$1380 , Y + g 11$1380 Y , a$1378) -
1 a 11$1382 a$13 7 8 11$1381 ( ) 
g g -g f3 Y , 11$1381 + g f3 11$1381 , Y + g 11$1381 Y f f3 
( -g a$1378 {j f 11$1382 + g a$1378 11$1382 f (j + g 1'$1382 (j , a$1378) -
In[35]:= Relndex @ Expand @ % 
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1 ex 17 €[; 1 ex 17 €[; 
Out[35]= 
"4 g 9 g/36,[;g€Y,17-"4 g 9 g/3[;,6 g €Y,17-
1 ex 17 €[; 1 ex 17 €[; 
"4 g 9 g/3y,[;g€6,17+"4 g 9 g/3r:,yg€6,17-
1 ex 17 €[; 1 ex 17 €[; 
"4 g 9 g/36,[;g€17,y+"4 g 9 g/3[;,6 g €17,Y + 
1 ex 17 €[; 1 ex 17 €[; 
"4 g 9 g/3y,[;g€17,6-"4 g 9 g/3r:,yg€17,6+ 
1 ex 17 €[; 1 ex 17 €[; 
"4 g 9 g€6,17 g [;Y,/3-"4 g 9 g€17, 6 g [;y, /3-
1 ex 17 €[; 1 ex 17 €[; 
"4 g 9 g€Y,17 g [;6,/3+"4 g 9 g€17,yg[;6,/3-
1 ex 17 €[; 1 ex 17 €[; 
"4 g 9 g/36,[;g17y,€+"4 g 9 g/3r:, 6g 17Y,€ + 
1 ex 17 € [; 1 ex 17 €[; 
"4 g 9 g[;6,/3g17y,€+"4 g 9 g/3y,[;g17 6 ,€-
1 ex 17 €[; 1 ex 17 €[; ex ex 
"4 g 9 g/3r:,y g 17 6 ,€-"4 g 9 g[;Y,/3g17 6 ,€ -r /3y,6+ r /36, 
Therefore, the expansion occurs as one would hope. Yet there is a problem: the partial 
derivatives of the Christoffel symbols have not been resolved. Shortly we will see how to easily 
rectify this matter; but first, let us introduce the remaining manipulation functions of the Tensors 
package. 
7.2.4 Manipulation Functions of the Tensors 
Package 
Let us formally present the functions that the Tensors package provides. These are summarized 
as follows. 
Usedlndices[expr] retums theiridicesusedinthe expression expr. 
Relndex[ exprJ reindex all dummy indices in the expression 
expr to canonical indices 
ExpandContraction [exprJ expand out any contracted dummy 
indices into a sum of tenrts.where the dummy 
indices range over their allowedcoordil1ates 
Durnmify I expr] . reindexall dummy iridices in. the 
expression. expr into unique dummy indices 
which have not been used previously 
DUmr'Clylndices [exprJ retu:ms the list o£durruny 
indices occurring in the expression expr 
The index handling functions. 
The function Dummylndices will give all dummy indices in an expression. For instance, 
a b In n 
In[36]:= Durnmylndices [T T TaT b + f [g In n T T II 
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Out[36]= {a, b, m, n} 
Yet, when the head of an expression is not recognized as a "multiplicative head", then the 
dummy indices are not" recognized" . 
[ a b [Till Tnll In[37):= Dummylndices T T TaT b + f gill n ' 
Out[37)= { a, b} 
In contrast, Usedlndices recognize all indices at any depth. 
a b ill n 
In[38)::: Usedlndices [T T TaT b + f [g ill n' TTl] 
Out[38)= {m, n, m, n, a, b, a, b} 
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The fact that Dummylndices does not recognize indices at every depth makes intuitive sense, 
since one would not expect say Dummylndices [Hold [ ... ]] to return any dummy indices. 
Thus, we need to be able to determine when a head should be treated as a tensor multiplicative 
head. The following function is provided for this case. 
The fUnction for declaring that a head should be treated as multiplicative by the Tensors package, 
If we now declare f to be a tensorial mUltiplicative head, Dummylndices will consider indices 
separated within the top level of an expression with head f to be dummy indices. Let us 
demonstrate this. 
In[39):= Dec lareTensor ialMul tiplica ti veHead [f, Commuta ti ve --j True] 
[ a b [TillTnl] In[40):= Dummylndices T T TaT b + f gill n ' 
Out[40)= {a, b, m, n} 
Moreover, Canonicalize will treat the head f in the same way. For instance, 
a b ill n 
In[41):= Canonicalize [f [T ,T ,g a b] + f [g ill n' T ,T II 
ab 
Out[41)= 2 f [g ,T a' T b 1 
In fact, we saw this exact same behavior previously for our non-commutative times in §3.5.5 
Simple Cartesian Vector Calculus I. 
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7.2.5 Partial and Covariant Derivatives 
Let us return to the of the handling of derivatives. Due to our canonicalization algorithm 
and the tensor parsing and formatting, it is easier to make the partial derivatives as well as the 
a .. , 
covariant derivatives part of the structure of the tensor itself, that is, something like T f3 ... ! Jl • 
Henceforth, let us call this form of a derivative an embedded form, since the derivative, like the 
other indices, is part of the tensor structure itself. This was discussed to some extent in §3.4.3 
Prototypical Tensor E:tpression Structure. 
AB we saw previously, the Christoffel symbols with partial derivatives were not being handled 
by our rule for resolving Christoffel symbols. To reiterate, without partial derivatives, resolution 
works as intended. 
In[42]:= Resolve [ r ex (3 y ] 
Out[421= 1 ex 11$1392 I \ 9 l-g + 9 + 9 (3 Y I 11$1392 (311$1392 ! Y 11$1392 Y ! (3 j 
Yet as we saw, when partial derivatives are included in the tensor, resolution does not work. 
ex 
In[43):= Resolve [r (3 y ! <5 ] 
ex 
Oul[43]= r (3 y ! <5 
This, of course, has to do with the full form of the tensor expression. What is needed is a 
general/l explicit/l partial derivative. First, we introduce the notation for explicit tensor partial 
derivatives. 
In[44]:= Notation expr _ ~ TensorD [expr _, P_ 11 
"""p Notation[a -expr_ ~ TensorD[expr_1 p-+ll 
Notation ,expr_ ~ TensorD[expr_1 p-l] 
We now inherit from the prototype of a generic derivative to create our tensor partial derivative. 
In[47]:= [{1enericDRUles I. { 
{1enericD ~ TensorD 1 
{1enericTimes ~ Times 1 
{1enericPlus ~ Plus! 
{1enericCons tQ ~ Cons tQ! 
{1enericEnv ~ Ac t} 1 
Act @ an!:L : = DynamicBar @ any 
To illustrate the action of our new tensorial derivative, consider the following example. 
In[49]:= 
Oul[49]= 7§1l 
b c)) 
"iL' a (all (bc)) 
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We see that by the design of the generic rules, the linearity of the derivative is always active. 
This, of course, can be changed if desired, so that the" activity" of the linearity rules is restricted 
to a specific environment. It is also clear that the "product rule" is not always active. Indeed, by 
design, the distribution of derivatives over powers and products is restricted to being active in 
the Act environment. 
In[50):= Act @ % 
Out[50]= aj.! b ...... j.! -o b OJ.!c + 2 
Actually, it is again convenient to have Act be an "expanding" environment. This is 
accomplished by simply inheriting the appropriate rules of Expand. 
In[51]:= [Select [Values @ Expand, (NonCommutati veTimes) 
Expand ~ Act] 
rufe &rufe] /. 
We can also make our tensorial derivative active over non-commutative times objects. 
In[52]:= Ass [(JenericDRules /. { 
(JenericD ~ TensorD I 
(JenericTimes ~ NonCommutativeTimes I 
(JenericPlus ~ Plus, 
(JenericConstQ ~ ConstQ, 
(JenericEnv ~ Act} ] 
In[53]:= oj.! ( • b) 
Out[53]= oj.! ( • b) 
In[54]:= Act @ % 
Out[54)= a· a .aj.! b + a . aj.! a . b + a· a . b 
In[55]:= Simplify @ % 
Out[55]= 
Yet, since our oJ). now works over both non-commutative and commutative objects, we obtain 
some slightly unwanted behavior. 
In[56]:; Act [aj.! 
Out[56]= a· a + a j.! a . a 
Of course, if we declared the various objects in our expressions as semi-commutative 
multipliers, then everything would work as desired. However, it is only because the rule for 
NonConunutati veTimes power expansions was declared last and replaces the similar earlier 
rule for Times, that we obtain this behavior. We could easily change our prototypical rule set 
for non-commutative powers; but for simplicity, let us just reinherit the rules for differentation 
involving Times. 
In[57):= [(JenericDRules /. { 
(JenericD ~ TensorD I 
(JenericTimes ~ Times I 
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-'t Plus, 
generlcConstQ -'t ConstQ, 
Act} ] 
In[58]:= aJ.i (a2 • b) / / Act 
Out[58]= a· a .aJ.i b + a . a . b +81' a . a . b 
In[59]:= aJ.i a 2 / / Ac t 
Out[59]= 2 a 01' a 
Of course, there are many variations on the above behavior. For instance, instead of expansion-
like behavior for Act, we might instead prefer to change the generic prototypes for non-commu-
tative differentation. In this case, we would just change the rules for genericDPowerRules ' In 
any case, with some simple changes, the desired behavior follows. This illustrates the supreme 
flexibility of our approach. Let us observe the rules for derivatives working in the following . 
...... 1' ...... 2 ...... I' ..... . 
Out[60]= 0 (oJ.ia )-0 (01' (bc)) 
In[61]:= FullForm @ % 
Out[61]IIFuIlFoml= 
plus [TensorD [Power [a, 2], Low [fA] 1 , High [fA]]1 
Times [-11 TensorD [TensorD [Times [b, c], Low [fAll I 
In[62]:= Expand @ Ac t @ % 
[fA] ] ] ] 
Before progressing on, let us add" explicit" covariant derivatives to our system. The covariant 
ex... . 
derivative is defined for any tensor T [3 ... as follows - see [81, 255,326, 333] for further 
background. 
+r [3"'ifl 
ex Y ••. Y ex ... 
T [3 + ... -r [3T flY... fl Y ••• (7.2.a) 
We introduce covariant derivatives in almost exactly the same way as was done for the tensorial 
partial derivative. First the notation. 
In[63]:= Notation [vp_expr_ ~ TensorCovD[expr_, p_-]] 
NotationCVP-expr_ TensorCovD[expr_ 1 P_+]] 
Notation [Vp_. expr_ TensorCovD.[expr_ 1 p_l] 
The covariant derivative is also a /I differentation" operator, and so again we inherit from the 
prototype of generic differentiation. 
In[66]:= Assign [generfcDRules /. { 
genericD -'t TensorCovD I 
generfcTimes -'t Times I 
genericplus -'t Plus, 
genericConstQ ConstQ, 
genericEnv -'t Act} 1 
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······11 ..... . 
In[67]:= V (Vil (a - b c - 1) ) 
Out[67]= V 11 (1711 a) ······11 ..... . V (VIl(bc)) 
In[68]:= Act @ % 
OUI[68]= -Vll bVllc VllbVIl C + vll 
By examining the above, one realizes that some of these terms should be able to be 
canonicalized to the same term. In fact, the same statement was also true of the analogous 
partial derivative expression above. Therefore, further to all of the other rules above, we should 
declare that TensorD and TensorCovD are both tensor multiplicative heads, so that it is 
permissible to reindex over these derivative operations. 
In[69]:= DeclareTensorialMultiplicativeHead , Commutative -7 False] 
DeclareTensorialMultiplicativeHead[TensorCovD, Commutative-7False] 
In[71]:= Relndex [%%%] 
Clearly, the variables of differentiation have been "reindexed" as desired. In the next subsection 
we introduce mechanisms to transform back and forth from the explicit form of the derivatives 
to the embedded form of the derivatives. 
On a final note for this section, it should be evident from the above that it would be extremely 
simple to create an "explicit" Lie derivative, in addition to the explicit partial and covariant 
derivatives. 
7.2.6 Embedded versus Explicit Derivatives 
In the previous subsection, we presented the "explicit" forms for the partial and covariant 
derivatives. Let us now introduce two generic prototypes to transform from the" embedded" 
derivatives to the /I explicit" derivatives. 
In[72]:= explicit izePartialDer iva ti yes Rules { 
genericEnv .l' (T_ ;) :~ap T{', 
, p- ": 
genericEnv .l' (T_ , par_· p_' ) :~ Tr , par' } 
In[73]:= implicitizePartialDerivativesRules . - { . -
• T ) 
- i HnY' 
_ '1'-- H T t , par' p' , 
Let us instantiate these prototypes to two simple transformation functions. 
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In[74]::= Assign[implicitizePartialDerivativesRules /. {:;if!17f!rI'C_,, __ ~ implicitizePD] 
Assign [expl ici tizePartialDeri vati yes Rules /. genericEnv ~ explici tizePD] 
implicitizePD @ any_ DynamicBar @ Relndex @ any 
explicitizePD @ any_: DynamicBar @ Relndex @ any 
We can now easily solve the problem raised back in §7.2.3 Tensorial Assignments. Recall that 
there we resolved the Riemann tensor into Christoffel symbols, which in tum were resolved 
into metric tensors and derivatives thereof. If we now make our resolving environment 
"explicitize" partial derivatives, then the normal formulas for resolving will once again be 
directly applicable. It is also convenient to have the resolutions be "expanding". Moreover, it is 
convenient to create a generic set of resolution rules, so that we may use them later in specific 
environments. 
In[78]:= genericResol veRules = 
(explicitizePartialDerivativesRules /. genericEnv ~ genericResolve) +{} 
(Select [Values @ Expand, (NonCommutati veTimes) E~ rute &rufe 1 / . 
......... ...,Cl..uY- ~ gener/cResol ve) + {} 
(genericDRules /. { 
gener/cD ~ TensorD, 
~ Times, 
genericPlus ~ Plus, 
genericConstQ ~ ConstQ, 
genericEnV ~ genericRes 01 ve} ) i 
Let us next inherit these rules to Resolve. 
In[79]:= Assign[genericResolveRules /. genericResolve ~ Resolve] 
Resolutions are now carried through to completion. 
CI. 
In[8D]:= implicitizePD @ Resolve @ R f3 y <5 
1 CI. T/ E £: ( ) I ) 
OUI[8D]= 4 9 9 - 9 f3 <5 , £: + 9 (3 £: , <5 + 9 £: <5 ,f3 l- 9 E Y , T/ + 9 E T/ , Y + 9 T/ Y ,E -
1 Cl.T/ €£: ( ) ( ) 4 9 9 -g f3 Y , £: + 9 (3 £: , Y + 9 £: Y , (3 -g E <5 , T/ + 9 E T/ , <5 + 9 T/ <5 ,E + 
~ (-g CI. E , 6 ( 9 f3 Y • E + 9 (3 E , Y + 9 E Y , (3) 
CI. E ( \ \ 
9 -g (3 Y , E <5 + 9 (3 E , Y <5 + 9 E Y , {3 <5 ! i + 
1 (g CI. € ( ) 2 ,Y -g {3 <5 , E + 9 (3 E , <5 + 9 E <5 ,{3 + 
9 CI. E (-g f3 <5 , E Y + 9 {3 E , <5 Y + 9 G <5 , (3 Y ) ) 
Similarly, we can perform the same sorts of transformations for covariant derivatives. 
In[81]:= explicitizeCovariantDerivativesRules : = { 
; par __ p_ ),' H Vp T i J par' / i II I II rt:.? {par}} 
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In[82]:= implici tizeCovariantDeri vati vesRules 
{JenericEnV 7' (v p_' '1'_ i_" ; par_' ) 
: = { 
:-7 '1' r'" /. " ""'? {par} ; par' P' , , 'F , 
r.2enericEnv 7' (vp_' '1'_ i __ ' ) } !3 :-7 '1' i ; p' / i "," rt? U} 
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Finally, let us also create an environment for expanding covariant derivatives into partial 
derivatives according to (7.2.a). It is convenient to perform the expansions in the embedded 
derivative form. The following code is somewhat contorted, since targeted replacements need 
to be made throughout copies of the structure . 
In[83):= expandCovar ian tDer i va t i yes Rules . - { -
i ) :-7 '1' i ' 
)../1 
:~ g '1' i" ; c· /1 ' 
Module [{Il}, Plus@@ Table [With[ {a {i} m}' 
rmul [a, 11, A] MapAt [replacelndex [a, 11] &, 
This code relies on the following routines. 
In[84]:= rmul [" i ,,- , 11-, : = 0 
replacelndex[a_+, 
replacelndex 
/1 
r (l).. 
(l 
+r /1).. 
: = 11+ 
11_] := 11 
('1' r) , {2, j}]], {j, 1, {i} len} 1 ]} ; 
u 
Let us now create a simple function for transforming all covariant derivatives in a tensorial 
expression to partial derivatives. 
In[89]:= Assign [explicitizePartialDerivativesRules +() 
expandCovariantDerivativesRules /. {JenericEnV -i> covariantsToPartia: 
In[90]:= Assign [EnvironmentValues @ Act / . Act -i> covariantsToPartials] 
In[91]:= covariantsToPartials @ any_ : == DynamicBar @ Relndex @ Expand @ any 
Here is a simple example of our expansion. 
In[92]:= covariantsToPartials @ '1' f3 ; /1 
(l .... 
Out[92)= -'1' (l r f3 /1 + OJ.< '1' f3 
For yet another example of why it is extremely useful to use generic prototypes, consider the 
following. Since Canonicalize works on the embedded form ofthe partial and covariant 
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derivatives, it is natural to transform any explicit derivatives into an embedded form under the 
Canonicalize environment. This is simply accomplished by inheriting from the generic 
implicitizing prototypes. 
In[93]:= Assign [implicitizePartialDerivativesRules +{} 
implicitizeCovariantDerivativesRules /. 
[JenericEnv ---7 Canonicalize] 
As a preliminary to our next example, let us declare that the Christoffel symbols are symmetric 
on their second and third indices, since we are working with a metric connection [81, 326, 333]. 
In[94]:= DeclareSyrnmetries [r, 3, {(2 (-73)+}] 
Here is an example calculation involving the "symmetric difference" of a covariant derivative. 
In[95]:= covariantsToPartials [T {3 ; 11 - T 11 ; {3l 
ex ex 
Out[95]= -T ex r {3 11 + T ex r 11 {3 + all T {3 - of3 T 11 
By canonicalizing the above expression, the explicit forms of the partial derivatives are 
transformed into the embedded partial derivatives. 
In[96]:= Canonicalize @ % 
Out[96]= T {3 , 11 - T 11 , {3 
Thus, we see that the" differences" of covariant derivatives are equivalent to the" differences" of 
partial derivatives. 
7.2.7 Partial Derivative Handling 
In this subsection we perform some simple calculations involving the derivative structures we 
have built up throughout the past two subsections. Let us first show that commuting two 
covariant derivatives of a covariant vector leads to a term involving the Riemann tensor. 
In[97]:= covariantsToPartials [ T {3 - T {3 1 
;I1V ;VI1 
ex Y ex Y ex Y ex Y 
Out[97]= T y r {3 v r ex 11 - T y r {3 11 r ex v + T y r 11 v r {3 ex - T y r v 11 r {3 ex -
rex 11 vc3a T {3 + r ex v l1c3a T {3 - T ex By rex {3 11 + T ex c31l rex {3 v + c3y (c31l T (3) -c3J1 (c3y T {3 
ex 
In[98]:= R {3 11 v T ex / / ResolveR / / Relndex 
(
ex y ex y ex ex) 
Out[98]- T - r r + r r - r + r 
- ex yv {311 YI1 {3v {311, v {3v, 11 
In[99]:= % == %% / / Canonicalize 
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Out[99]= True 
A similar relation is also true of the commutation of the covariant derivatives of a contravariant 
tensor. 
. 'l[{3 (3 1 In[100):= covarlantsToPartla s '1' - '1' 
; j). Y ; Y j). 
{3 a 
-R '1' 
aj).Y / / ResolveR / / 
canonicalize 
Out[100]= True 
In fact, the commutation of covariant derivatives leads to a Riemann tensor for each index in the 
base tensor. 
a a 
In[101]:= covariantSToPartials ['1' {3 Y " , II Y '1' 1 V.r (3yo;yj). 
cae a c a 
R {3j).Y'1' cy6+ R yj).Y'1' {3c6+ R 6j).Y'1' {3yc-
a c 
R c 1-1 Y '1' {3 y 6 / / ResolveR / / Canonicalize 
Out[101]= True 
These sorts of equations can be used to generate auxiliary equations for our tensor 
canonicalization algorithm. 
Let us consider another example that we encountered earlier. 
In[102j:=af.! (BIJ (a2 - be) ) 
If we make the partial derivatives act on their arguments, we obtain the following expansion. 
In[103j:= Expand @ Act @ % 
Some of the terms in the above expression can be combined. 
In[104j:= Canonicalize @ % 
a a a 
Out[104j= 2 a a +2aa 
f a 
-b a e-2b e ex , I a. be 
In[105j:= explici tizePD @ % 
Out[105]= 2a~aaa a - 2a ctbact e + 2 a aa (acta) - e 
It is evident that two terms have combined into the single term a abaa c. Even with the fairly 
general rules and definitions we have given so far, there are many design choices we need to 
make at each stage. For instance, when we consider say a a (Ba c) , should we implicitize this 
a 
to c ,a ? That is, should we make c a tensor? This could easily be accomplished in a single 
line of code. Yet for now, our design decision will be to not make this change. 
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Let us repeat the calculation in §6.14.1 Origins of Linear Symmetries, that showed that 
F + F + F = 0 for the Maxwell field tensor. This time, instead of defining a /1v,a va,/1 a/1,v 
direct reduction rule for the Maxwell field, we state how the basic field tensor resolves under a 
new resolution environment. 
In[106]:= ResolveF.7' F /: (F /1- vJ 
,,". 
ResolveF @ any_ : = DynamicBar @ any 
We would like Resal veF to be a "resolution environment", so we inherit from the generic 
prototype genericResal ve. 
In[108]:= Assign [genericResolveRules /. genericResolve ~ ResolveFJ 
The fields in the sum can now be resolved as follows. 
In[109]:= ResolveF [F + F + F 1 /1v,a va,/1 a/1,v 
By changing the covariant derivatives to partial derivatives and canonicalizing, we obtain the 
desired answer. 
In[110]:= covariantsToPartials @ % 
{3- {3 ...... {3 ...... {3 ..... . 
Out[110]= -r /1 v Oa.J{ {3 + r v /1 Oa.J{ {3 + r a v 0/1.J{ {3 - r va 0/1.J{ {3 -
{3 {3-- {3- {3 
r Oy .J{ {3 + r Oy .J{ {3 -.J{ {3 Oy r + .J{ {3 0/1 r + 0./1 /10. 0./1 av 
.J{ {3 a y r {3 - .J{ {3 Ba r {3 - .J{ {3 a/1 r {3 + .J{ {3 aa r {3 + By (a/1.J{ )-/10. /1V va V/1 a 
In[111]:= Canonicalize @ % 
Out[111]= 0 
Thus, as before, we have shown the linear symmetry to be true. In comparison to the previous 
calculation in §6.14.1 Origins of Linear Symmetries, the resolution of the field tensor is specialized 
to a specific environment, and also the resolution is more general since all partial derivatives are 
explicitized. The new methods are much cleaner. 
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7.3 Calculations in General 
Relativity 
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In this section we perform some selected calculations which occur in general relativity. We use 
the calculus tools we built up in previous section to facilitate this. As will be seen, our 
calculations are extremely elegant to formulate. Moreover, they highlight both the inheritance 
paradigm we have developed as well as our canonicalization algorithm. We have so far given a 
thorough description of our framework. Unfortunately, due to space restrictions, this 
applications section we must increase the speed of delivery. 
7.3.1 Standard Tensors in General Relativity 
In this subsection we collect and enter some standard tensors which are used in general 
relativity, along with the standard behaviors for these tensors. We of course enter these 
behaviors using the notations we developed in §7.2.3 Tensorial Assignments. 
First, the Riemann tensor. Under resolution, we would like all Riemann tensors to be 
a 
transformed into a default form akin to R f3 y 6' This can simply be accomplished as follows . 
In[1]:= ResolveR.l' R /: (R .:C cc f3_' L' ) 
ResolveR .l' R /: (R ce' A_ f3_' y_ ) 
ResolveR .l' R /: (R a_' f3_' A_ y_. ) 
ResolveR .l' R /: (R a_' f3_' y_ A_) 
. -_ g RJ.t 
• - A J.t a' f3' y' 
AJ.t 
:-= g R a' J.t f3' Y' 
AJ.t 
:-= g R a' f3' J.t y' 
AJ.t 
:-= g R a' (3' Y' J.t 
Also the Riemann tensor is resolved, as we have previously stated, as follows. 
A 
r 
A 
-r pv,J.t 
ResolveR.l' R /: (R ) P_ V_ 
A a A 
r -r r pv aJ.t PJ.t €Xv 
A A €X 
:-= r , - r , + r PV,A PA,V 
ResolveR @ an!::L : = Relndex @ Expand @ any 
Next, the contracted Riemann tensor simplifies to the Ricci tensor. 
A 
r pv 
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In[8]:= Simplify ,?l R / : (R f3_ CC' f3_ y_' ) := R cC y' 
Simplify 
I f3_ f3J ,?l R / : IR := -R C'X_ y- C'X'y 
Simplify (R C'X_' f3_ f3_ L') ,?l R /: := -R ext y~ 
Simplify ,?l R /: (R C'X_ f3_ y_' t3J, : = R cC Y 
i. i~. 
Finally, the contracted Ricci tensor simplifies to the curvature scalar. 
(R C'X_ ~_) In[12j:= Simplify,?l R / : ~ := R 
,?lR/: (RC'X_'C) := R 
Similar to these properties, we can also transform the Christoffel symbols to a normal form 
under resolution. 
In[14]:= Resolver,?l r /: 
Resolver ,?l r /: 
C'XJ1 
:-=g r A'J1f3' 
t3J1 
:-= g r A' C'X' J1 Resolver ,?l r /: 
As previously stated, the Christoffel symbols can be resolved into metrics, as follows (r is a 
metric connection (81,326,333]). 
In[17]:", Resolver,?l r /: (r A_ C'X_ f3_)" 1 A J1 ( ) :-= "2 g g C'X J,j , {3 + g J,j f3 , C'X - g C'X (3 , J,j 
h',:' 
Resol ver @ any_ : = Relndex @ Expand @ any 
We want Resolver to act like a resolution environment, so we make it inherit from 
Y'enericResol ve. Also, as noted before, the Christoffel symbols are symmetric on their second 
and third indices, since we are working with a metric connection [81, 326, 333]. 
In[19]:= Assign [genericResolveRules /. genericResolve -7 Resolver] 
[r, {3, _, _}, {(2B3)+}] 
As mentioned previously, we will use 8 both as an index and also to refer to. the Kronecker 
delta. This is a somewhat dangerous thing to do, since we must consequently unprotect it so 
that we can use it in upvalue assignments. 
In[21]:= Unprotect [0] ; 
The metric tensor, as well as the Kronecker delta, are symmetric. 
In[22]:= DeclareSymmetries [g, {2, _, _}, {(1 B 2) +}] 
[6, {2, _, _}, {(1 B 2) +}] 
The mixed form of the metric tensor is the Kronecker delta. 
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ex_ 
In[24]:= g I: 9 
ex 
: = 6 /3 /3_ 
The contracted Kronecker delta is equal to the dimensionality of our space, namely d. Also 
In[27]:= <5 I: (6 ex_ ex_) ,. ::::: d I; IndexQ [ a] 
!lq:,' 
( .lI. ex_ ex_) <5 I: u : = 1 I j CoordinateQ [a] 
<5 I: (6 ex_ /3J ::::: 0 I j Coordina teQ [a] A Coordina teQ [J3] 
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The embedded derivatives, as well as the explicit derivatives, of the Kronecker delta are 
obviously zero. Also, since we are working in a metric connection, the covariant derivatives of 
the metric are zero [81, 326, 333]. 
(9 ex_ /3_ I i_" ) In[30]:= g I: ::::: 0 
<5 I: (6 __ ' . ,) 0 1'- ;.. d: 
g I: (9 il_ ) ::::: 0 
-
<5 I: (6 _,_. ; '- ), . : 0 ;,.,J, 
6 , ::::: 0 
The metric tensor will lower any index in any tensor, as long as the index does not occur within 
a partial derivative. More generally, the Kronecker delta will raise and lower any index. 
T t /3r Ij (","- f/";? (r}) A IndexQ[a] 
T ,. /3' r' I j (" I II f/";? {r}) A IndexQ[a] 
( 
/3_ 
Contract ?' Tensor I: 9 ex_' T_ f_ /3_ 
Tf' ex'r Ij (","- f/";? (r}) A IndexQ[J3] 
Contract ?' Tensor I: (9 ex_' /3_ T_ f_' /3_ r_' ) 
T f' ex" r' Ii (" I II f/";? {r}) A IndexQ[J3] 
Contract ?' Tensor I: (6 cc /3_' T_ "ex_r_'). ::::: T f W r' Ij IndexQ[a] 
1,;[:) 
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a 
-
(6 a_ (3_' T_ f_' ) .•..... Contract 7' Tensor / : : = T f' {3" r' r 
-
(6 a_' 
{3_ 
T_ f_' (3_ r_' ) Contract 7' Tensor / : := T r 
( 6 a_' {3_ T_ f_' 
(3_ 
r_') Contract 7' Tensor / : : = T f' 
Contract [an!L] : = DynamicBar @ any 
Further, let us again combine the resolution operations. 
In[44]:= Assign [Values @ Resolver +() Values @ ResolveR /. { 
Resolver --7 Resolve, 
ResolveR --7 Resolve} ] 
a' r' 
a' r' 
/ i IndexQ[cx] 
/ i IndexQ[(3] 
/ i IndexQ[(3] 
Also, we would like our simplification to have the" contraction" rules, so we inherit them. 
In[45]:= Assign [Values @ Contract / . Contract --7 Simplify] 
TagSetDelayed: :write : Tag Simplify in Simplify [any_] is Protected. 
Let us now perform some calculations from general relativity with these structures. 
7.3.2 Linear Symmetries Revisited 
In this subsection we revisit the linear symmetries previously commented on. 
Let us re-verify the first Bianchi identity, which we previously showed in §6.14.1 Origins of 
Linear Symmetries. Only this time we use our new tensor handling mechanisms. 
In[46]:= ResolveR [R + R + R 1 a{3yo ayo{3 ao{3y 
ErE r ErE r 
Oul[ 46]= - 9 a r r y OrE {3 + 9 a r rOY r E {3 + 9 a r r {3 OrE y - 9 a r r ° {3 r EY 
ErE r E E 
9 ar r {3yr Eo+9 ar r yf3r Eo- 9 aE r {3y,o+9 aE r {3o,y+ 
E E E E 
9 aE r yf3,o-9 aE r YO,{3-9 aE r of3,y+9 aE r oy,{3 
In[47]:= Canonicalize @ % 
Oul[47]= 0 
Let us now verify the second Bianchi identity, which we previously only stated. 
In[48]:= Canonicalize @ Act @ 
ResolveR @ covariantsToPartials [R {3" + R {3" + R {3 ,,1 a yu;a a ua;y a ay;u 
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G' 6' 6' 
Out[48]= -g 6 a I a r '0 r {3 Y + 9 G a lor 'a r {3 Y - 9 6 a I Y r 'a r {3o + 
6' TJ 6' 6' 
9 r {3yr6TJ6r'aa+g6a,ar yr'{3o gsa,o r yr'(3a+ 
6' 6' TJ 6' TJ 
g6a , y r or'{3a+ g r (3or 6ay r'TJa- g r {3yr 6aO r'TJa 
6' TJ 
9 r6 yr'aa r TJ{3O 
66 
9 r +g r +g r 6a , a {3y , 6 6a , o {3y , a 6a , a {3o,Y 
6  
g6~lyr {3",~ 9 r +g r + ~ U v 60.,0 {3a,y €o.,Y {3a,o 
'TJ 6 TJ , € 'TJ € 
r {3yr '6 r €TJa O o.+r {3or 6 yr'TJa O o.-r yr G,a r TJ{300 0.+ 
'TJ 6' TJ €, TJ G 
r yr€'6 r TJ{3a O 0.-r6 yr, or TJ {3a O a r {3y r G orTJ,a O 0.+ 
, € , € , € 
r r 0 r r ° -r r {, + G'a {3y,o a G'O {3y,a a G'a {36,y a 
, G , € , 6 
r r {, +r r {, r r 0 + G'y {3o,a a G,6 {3a , Y a €'y {3cr,o a 
, 6 , 6 , € 
r r 0 -r r {, 
€o.a {3y , o , 60.6 {3y,a , r r 0 + Go.cr {3o,Y , 
, G , G 
r r {, +r r 0 Gay {3o,a , Gao {3a,y 
, G 
- r r {, 
, 60.y {3a,6 , 
Let us evaluate this expression in geodesic coordinates. In these coordinates the metric is locally 
flat, that is, the first partial derivatives of the metric are 0 at a given point. In addition, the 
Christoffel symbols are then also zero at that point. We can always transform to such a 
coordinate system - see [81,326,333]. In this locally flat frame, the expansion reduces to zero. 
Out[49]= 0 
The equation is manifestly generally covariant, so since it holds in a locally flat metric, it holds in 
general [81, 326, 333]. 
Actually, it is heartening to see that all the index handling is working in an "automatic" way. 
Consider a term like (30 r {3 . Under r -resolution this becomes (30 (g r Ii (3 ) , which in 
a y \ ali Y 
tum is expanded. This all happens in the correct order and the right way through specifying the 
various actions under the various environments. That is, we do not have to make sure we apply 
one set of rules before another, etc. Everything just occurs in the correct order, since 
replacement and actions are occurring according to the normal Mathematica evaluation model. 
In fact, let us introduce a simple normal form to see this explicitly occurring. 
In[50j:= Assign [Values @ Resolver / . 
Resolver -7 NormalFormr 1 
We override the specific rule for the expansion of the Christoffel symbols. 
In[51]:= NormalFormr 7' r /: r 
A_ 
NormalFormr @ any_ : '" DynamiCBar @ Relndex @ implicitizePD @ any 
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We see the index is automatically raised, and we obtain the derivative of the metric as required, 
all II automatically". 
In[53]:= NormalFormr @ r" 6 cx",y, 
6 6 
Out[53]= g cx 6 , 6 r (3 y + g CX 6 r (3 y , 6 
Let us move on to an example which is more challenging to our canonicalization algorithm. 
7.3.3 The Weyl Tensor and its Contractions 
Let us now introduce the Weyl tensor, which we use to illustrate our canonicalization 
algorithm. Typically, this tensor is denoted by C, but we will use a script' C' to distinguish it 
from the arbitrary constants that arise in solving differential equations in Mathematica. This 
tensor is used in conformal transformations [81, 326, 333], The Weyl tensor shares the 
symmetries of the Riemann tensor. If we denote the dimensionality of our by d, then for 
d ~ 3 the Weyl tensor can be decomposed into products of Riemann, Ricci, and metric tensors. 
_ ( -g cx' 6' g (3' y' + g CX' y' g (3' 6' ) R 
In[54]:= ResolveC l' C /: C .,,; 6;: '" -------,.--..,-..,.-------
cx_ "'_ y_ _ + 
1 
\ 
g cx y R (3' 6 ! + R cx (3' y' 6' 
In[55]:= ResolveC @ any_: Relndex @ Expand @ any 
Let us compute the complete contraction of the Weyl tensor. 
cx(3y6 
In[56]:= C C cx (3 y 6 
cx(3y6 
Out[56]", C C cx (3 y 6 
In[57]:= ResolveC @ % 
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ay {36 2 
9 9 gayg{36 R 
(- 2 + d) 2 (-1 + d) 2 
{3y a6 
9 ga6 g {3yRR 
(_2+d)2 (-l+d) 
a 6 {3 l' 
9 gayg{36 RR 
(_2+d)2 (-l+d) 
a 6 {3 l' 
9 9 g{36 RR ay 
(-2+d)2 ( l+d) 
{3y a6 
9 g{36 R Ray 
(_2+d)2 
a 6 {3 l' 
9 9 9{3y RR a6 
(_2+d)2 (-l+d) 
,sy a6 
9 g{3y R R a6 
(_2+d)2 + 
a6 {3y 
9 9 ga6 RR {3y 
(-2 +d)2 ( 1 + d) 
{3y a6 
9 ga6 R R{3y 
(_2+d)2 + 
a6 ,sy 
9 9 gay RR J36 
(_2+d)2 (-l+d) 
131' a6 
9 gay R R 13 6 
(_2+d)2 + 
a{3y6 
ga6 g {3yRR 
(- 2 + d) (-1 + d) + 
a 6 {3 l' 
9 9 RR a {3y6 
+ 
,sy a6 
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ay {36 2 
9 9 ga6 g {3yR 
a 6 {3 l' 
9 9 gay 9 {3 6 R2 
( 2 + d) 2 (-1 + d) 2 ( 2 + d) 2 (-1 + d) 2 + 
{36 a l' ,s6 ay 
9 ga6 g ,syRR 9 gayg,s6 RR 
+ (- 2 + d) 2 ( 1 + d) ( 2 + d) 2 (-1 + d) 
{3 l' a 6 a 6 ,s l' 
9 gayg{36 RR 9 ga6 g {3yRR 
+ (- 2 + d) 2 (-1 + d) ( 2 + d) 2 (-1 + d) + 
a l' {36 a l' {36 
9 ga6 g ,syRR 9 gayg,s6 RR 
( 2+d)2 (-l+d) + ( 2 + d) 2 (-1 + d) + 
a l' ,s 6 {36 ay 
9 9 g{36 RR ay 9 g,s6 R Ray 
(_2+d)2 ( l+d) + (_2+d}2 
a6 {3y a l' {36 
9 g{36 R Ray 9 g{36 R Ray 
(_2+d)2 (-2 +d)2 
a l' {36 {36 ay 
9 9 9,sy RR a6 9 g,syR Ra6 
+ ( - 2 + d) 2 (-1 + d) (-2 +d)2 + 
a6 {3y ay ,s6 
9 g{3y R Ra6 9 g,sy R R a6 
(-2+d)2 + (-2 +d)2 
ay {3o {36 ay 
9 9 ga6 RR ,sy 9 ga6 R R{3y 
+ (-2+d)2 ( (-2 +d)2 
+ 
1 + d) 
a6 {3y ay {36 
9 9 a6 R R,sy 9 9 a6 R R{3y 
+ 
(-2 + d) (-2 + d) 
ay ,s6 ,s6 ay 
9 9 gayRR,s6 9 gay R R,s6 
+ (- 2 + d) 2 (-1 + d) (-2 + d) 2 + 
a6 131' ay 136 
9 gay R R{3o 9 gay R R{36 
(-2+d)2 + (-2 +d)2 
a{3y6 a{3y6 
gayg{36 RR g{36 R ayR 
(-2 + d) (-1 + d) -2 + d + 
a l' {36 {36 ay 
9 9 RR a {3y6 9 R R a {3y6 
--------~-----+ 
- + 
a 6 {3 l' a l' {36 
9 R R a ,sy6 9 R R a {3y6 9 R R a {3y6 a{3y6 
+ -2+d +R R a {3y6 + 
- + - + 
In[58]:= Contract@ % 
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y 
2 d 2 RZ 2dRR , 
+ (_2+d)2 (_1+d)z + (- 2 + d) 2 + d) ( 1 + d) Out[58]= 
6 ay a, a6 a6 
2RR 0 R R dR R R R al5 dR R ao ay ay 
2 + d)2 + (_2+d)z + 2 + d) 2 2 + d) 1 + d) ( ( 2 + d) ( 
{3, 
R R (3 y 
(3y 
dR R{3y 
{30 
dR R{3o 
----,;:- + 
2 + d) 2 2 + d) 2 + ----,;-----(_2+d)2 (-1+d) ( 2 + d) 
y y 0 0 y a yo 
2dRR y 2R 15 Ry 2R , Ro Ral5 R y 
+ (_ 2 + d) 2 + (- 2 + d) ( 1 + d) (-2 + d) 
a yo yl5 {3 0 y l5y 
R R 15 RR yl5 R R {3yl5 RR ,0 a, 
+ 
2 + 
+ 
-2 + 2+ 
{3 y 15 al5 y ay 0 
R R (3,15 
+ 
+ 
R Ra yo 
-2 + d 
R Ra yo a{3,6 
-2+d +R R a {3yl5+ 
In[59]:= Canonicalize @ % 
Out[59]= 
2 dR2 
a 
4RR 
a. 
----,;----- + ----;;-----
(-2+d) (1+d) 2+d)z (-1+d) 
a 
4dRR 
a 
(_2+d)2 (-l+d) 
a.{3 
8RR 
a.{3 
a{3 a{3 
4 d R R a {3 4 d Z R R a {3 
-----:;----- + ----;::-----
2+d)2 (-1+d) (-2+d) (-1+d) 
a{3 a{3 y 
4dRR a{3 8R R a{3y 
----,;----- + ----,;----- + -----;:-----
2+d)2 (-1+d) (_2+d)2 ( 1+d) (- 2 + d) (1 + d) 
a{3yl5 
4R Ra{3yo 
a {3 y 
12 d R R {3 a y 
a. {3 y 
4 d 2 R R {3 a y 
-----;:-----+ (_2+d)2 (-1+d) -----;:-----+-----;:-----(_2+d)2 (-1+d) (-2+d) (-1+d) 
3 a{3,15 
d R R a {3yl5 
a{3,15 
8dR Ra{3yo 5 
----;;0------ + ----;;-----
(-1 + d) (- 2 + d) 2 (-1 + d) (-2+d) 1 + d) 
In[60]:= Simplify /@ % 
4 R2 2 d RZ 
Out[60]= - + ----;::-----(- 2 + d) Z ( 1 + d) 2 + d) (1 + d) 
a.{3 a{3 a/3yl5 
8R R a {3 8dR R a {3 4R R a {3yl5 
----,,----- + -----;;-----
(-2+d)z (l+d) 2+d) (-1+d) ----;;-----+ (_2+d)2 (-1+d) 
a{3yl5 
8dR Ra.{3,o 
2 a.{3,15 
5d R R a /3yO 
a./3yl5 
d 3 R R a /3,0 
(- 2 + d) Z ( 1 + d) ( 2 + d) (-1 + d) 
+ ----,;-----
(_2+d)2 (-1+d) 
In four dimensions this simplifies to the following. 
+ 
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In[61]:= % I . d ~ 4 
OUI[61]= 
This particular contraction is used in conformal transformations. It is also used in the Petrov 
classification scheme [209, 211, 212], whereby after calculating certain invariants, one can 
determine if a given metric is unique, or if indeed one has only found a transformed form of an 
already known metric. For a more advanced challenge, let us calculate a higher order 
• IX {3 Y (5 € C U f I hall' . ld' contraction, G G ex {3 G y <5 € C. n ortunate y, w en our c cu abons start yte mg 
thousands of terms consisting of complex tensor products, we can no longer just "whack" the 
expression with Canonicalize. Instead, we have to be a bit more intelligent in our 
application of our tools. To this end, in order to calculate the triple contraction of the Weyl 
tensor, let us proceed as follows. First, we remove the reindexing from the resolution of the 
Weyl tensor, since this can take a long time if there are a large number of terms. 
In[62]:= Resol veC @ am:.L : = Expand @ anI} 
Then we resolve the product; as done previously, 
ex{3y<5 €C 
In[63]:= invariant Resol veC [c C ex {3 C y <5 € C 1 ; II Timing 
Out[63]= {O. 0666667 Second, Null} 
In[64]:= Count [invariant, _Tensor, {O, co}] 
Length @ invariant 
Out[64]= 2129 
Out[65]= 343 
Thus, we have some 2000 tensors comprising 343 terms. By contracting metrics and also the 
resulting Kronecker deltas, we can eliminate a good portion of these terms. 
In[66]:= inv1 = Contract@ invariant; II Timing 
OUI[66]= {O. 633333 Second, Null} 
In[67]:= Length @ inv1 
Out[67]= 174 
Also; to ensure that our timings are representative, let us clear the tensor caches. 
In[68):= ClearTensorCaches [1 
We can now perform the canonicalization. 
In[69):= inv2 == Canonicalize @ inv1; II Timing 
Out[69]= {16, 5 Second, Null} 
In[70):= Length @ inv2 
Out[70)= 33 
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In four dimensions, this simplifies as follows. 
In[71]:= [inv2 /. d~ 4] 
Out[71]= 
Consequently, we see that it is easily viable to do these larger calculations involving several 
thousand terms. We could easily calculate the other higher order non-vanishing curvature 
invariants. 
Before we close this subsection, let us mention that we can also easily perform fairly complex 
calculations involving higher order products of the Riemann tensor. Indeed, here is a 
calculation that is quoted by MapleTensor. Unfortunately, they do not report the time their 
system took to achieve this result. 
d m io c j ba c j d ab iom 
In[721:= Canonicalize [R a c b R j R d m Rio + R d m R c R j Rio a b 
i a job c m d] 
ROb R m i R daR j c // Timing 
Out[72]= {34.8167 Second, O} 
Note that we have solved this problem, we have in some sense solved all equivalent 
problems that are related by the symmetries to this expression. Also note that if we encoded 
our algorithm in then we would likely be able to speed it up by around 500 times. 
7.3.4 Yang-Mills Fields 
To compare the style of calculation in our system to that of MathTensor, let us perform a 
computation which is also presented in Parker and Christensen[258]. The calculation expands 
the totally contracted field term in the Yang-Mills Lagrangian. 
The Yang-Mills field resolves in terms of the gauge fields as follows. 
l . i* [* i* j [1 
In[73]:= Resol veYM JI r / : r - cc' /3_ : = 9! ex', {3* - 9! {3*, ex* + gym f j i1 9! ex* 9! /3' 
Resol veYM @ any_: DynamiCBar @ any 
Technical Note: We have used the vector potential Jl here as opposed to A, since the latter has the symmetries of the totally 
anti-symmetric tensor. We could introduce further sophistication into our algorithms so that our symmetries are index class 
dependent. However, since we sometimes desire that the symmetries remain the same, say in a 1 +3 split, it is probably 
easier just to use a different tensor name. 
We can now resolve the completely contracted field term which arrises in the Yang-Mills 
Lagrangian. 
i ex f3 
In[75]:= r ex f3 r i 
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[ a f3 
Out[75]= 'F a {3 'F i 
In[76]:= ReIndex @ Expand @ ResolveYM @ % 
I a{3 I a{3 I {3a 
Out[76]= 9f a, {3 9f i - 9f {3, a 9f i 9f a, {3 9f I + 
i (3 a 11 ) a {3 I 
9f {3, a 9f i + gym 9f a 9f (3 9f I f 11) 
[1 ) (3 a [ [1 a ) {3 I 
gym 9f a 9f (3 9f i f (1) + gym 9f 9f 9f a, (3 fill j -
[1 a ) {3 i 2 il {3 i2 a j )1 i 
gym 9f 9f 9f f3, a fill j + gym 9f 9f 9f (3 9f a f )1) f 1 12 t1 
Let us declare that a few more symbols are SU2Structurelndices in order to make our 
calculations more readable. 
In[77]:= DeclareIndexClass [SU2StructureIndices, {i, J, R, I, tn, n}] ; 
The structure factors are completely anti-symmetric and in addition, products of the structure 
factors are resolvable into products of the Kronecker deltas. 
In[7S]:= Dec lareSymmetries [f { 3 { {( 1 0 2) _, (2 0 3) }] 
1-
ResolveSU2 ,71 Tensor I: fl_LII_ f I_m_: o)lollm -o)m 0 111 
The Resol veSU2 should act like a resolution environment, so we inherit those rules. 
In[SOl:= Assign [Values @ Resolve I. Resolve -7 ResolveSU2] 
1 a (3 
In[S1]:= ResolveSU2 @ ReIndex @ Expand @ ResolveYM ['F IX{3 'F [ ] 
Out[S1]= 
[ ) (3 II I IX 2 i j f3 ~ 'I a 
9f f3 9f 9f IX 9f 0 ) II 0 I i + gym 9f f3 9f 9f IX 9f 0 ) [ 0 I II + 
j i1 i ~/3 IX ~ iJ3 a 
gym 9f (3 9f IX f II) 0 9f + 0/3 9f a 0 9f I 
i ...... J3 a 
9f f3 09f i 
i II I~ex {3 .. ~~ lex {3 
gym 9f (3 9f a f i1 ) 0 9f i - 0/3 9f a 0 9f + 
i ...... ex f3 
9f f3 09f i 
We are working in a locally flat metric, so we can raise and lower the indices on the gauge fields. 
In[S2]:= Canonicalize [%{ MetricLocallyFlat -7 True] . 
[IX {3 iIX f3 ia jf3 II 
Out[S2]= 2 9f 9f . {3 - 2 9f 9f . {3 + 4 gym 9f 9f 9f {3 f . k + la, { la at tJn 
2 la J{3 II I 2 IIX j{3 II 1 
gym 9f 9f 9f IX 9f {3 0 i II 0 j 1 - gym 9f 9f 9f a 9f (3 0 i ) 0 II I 
As Parker & Christensen notes, this expansion leads to the cubic and quartic interactions in the 
Yang-Mills Lagrangian [138, 186,278]. 
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7.3.5 Component Calculations and the 
Schwarzschild Metric 
Our main purpose here is to demonstrate our canonicalization algorithm and our language 
modifications. However, in some approaches, one works with components themselves as 
opposed to the abstract tensors. Let us consequently give a simple example involving a 
component calculation. 
As is by now evident, we can easily resolve tensorial expressions into expressions involving just 
the metric and derivatives thereof. For instance, say we would like to calculate the Christoffel 
symbols of a given metric. We would expand the Christoffel symbols like so. 
a 
In[83]:= Resolver @ r {3y 
1 a 0...... 1 ao...... 1 ao ..... . 
Out[83]= -"2 9 0 0 9 {3 y + "2 9 Oy 9 {3 0 + "2 9 0f3 gOY 
1 
Thus, if we needed to calculate say r 0 2' we would do so as follows. 
1 
In[84]:= ExpandContraction @ Resolver @ r 02 
Out[84]= 
1 10 1 11..... 1 l1. .. m 1 13 .. 
"2 9 02 goo + "2 9 02 9 0 1 - "2 9 01 9 0 2 - "2 9 03 9 0 2 + 
1 13...... 1 11...... 1 12...... 1 13. 
"2 9 02 9 0 3 + "2 9 00 9 1 2 + "2 9 00 9 2 2 + "2 9 00 9 3 2 
Of course, to evaluate these derivatives, we need to work in a specific metric. Let us perform 
this calculation for the Schwarzschild metric [81, 255, 326, 333]. The Schwarzschild metric can 
be stated as follows. 
(1-2 rn) 
r 
0 0 0 
0 r 0 0 
In[85]:= gMatrix = (1-2 rn) 
0 0 r2 0 
0 0 0 r2 Sin[B]2 
Let us introduce a function which substitutes the primitive values of the metric 
In[86]:= Table[primitiveFOrml'g/: glj = gMatrix[i+ 1, )+1], {I, 0, 3}, {j, 0, 3}j; 
In[87]:= gInverse = Simplify @ Inverse @ gMatrix; 
In[88]:= Table[PrimitiveFOrml'g/: glj = gInverse[i+ 1, )+1], {i, 0, 3}, {j, 0, 3}]; 
We also need our Primi ti veForm operation to be able to resolve any tensorial expressions it 
encounters, so we inherit all the values of the resolution environment. We also want our partial 
derivatives to act on objects, so we inherit the values of Act. 
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In[89]:: Assign [Values @ Act /. Act -7 PrimitiveForm] 
Assign [Values @ Resolve / . Resolve -7 PrimitiveForm] 
Our tensor partial derivatives act like "partial derivatives" on the semicommutative multipliers. 
In[91]:= Primi ti veForm ?lao expr _? SCMul tiplierQ : = at expr 
Primi tiveForm ?la1 expr _? S(Mul tiplierQ : = ar expr 
PrimitiveForm ?la2 expr _? SCMultiplierQ . - aeexpr 
PrimitiveForm?l expr_?S(MultiplierQ:= arpexpr 
In[95]:= DeclareS(Multiplier@ {t, r, m, B, ¢, Sin[vaC/i §CMultiplierQ@vaf]} 
Finally, if there are any dummy indices in the expression given to Primi ti veForm, then we 
need to contract over them. 
In[96]:= Pr imi t i veForm @ expr _ : 
PrimitiveForm @ ExpandContraction @ expr / i Dummylndices @ expr:t {} 
Now we can simply apply PrimitiveForm to an expression in order to obtain its "primitive 
value", 
1 
In[97]:= PrimitiveForm @ r 22 
Out[97]= -1 + 2 m 
ex{3 
In[98]:= Pr imi t i veForm [ 9 9 ex {3 ] 
Out[98]= 4 
This operation works partially when it can. 
In[99]:= Pr imi t i veForm @ r ex {3 y 
Out[99]= 
r 9 ex 0 a{3 gOy 
2 (1 - 2 m) + r 
m 9 ex 1 a{3 9 1 Y 
r 
2 " 
Csc [BJ 9 ex 3 a{3 9 3 Y 
+ 
r 9 ex 0 ay 9 {3 0 
2 (1 - 2 m) + 
m 9 ex 1 a y 9 {3 1 gex2 ayg {32 Csc 
+ + 
r 
9 ex 1 a 1 9 {3 y m 9 ex 1 a1 9 {3 y 9 ex 2 
2r + r 
+ + 
a y 9 {3 3 
g{3y 
is the table of the standard form of the Christoffel symbols for the Schwarzschild metric. 
In[100j:= MatrixForm /@ Simplify @ 
ex 
primitiveForm@Table[r {3y' {<X, 0, 3}, {f3, 0, 3}, {y, 0, 3}] 
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0 1 0 0 (1-2 m) 2 0 0 0 2 r 2 r' 
1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 Out[100]= { 2 r 2r 
0 0 0 0 0 0 -1 + 2 m 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 (-1+2m) Sin [e]2 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 l 0 0 0 0 l 
r r } 
0 l 0 0 0 0 0 Cot[e] 
r 
0 0 0 -Cos [e] Sin [e] 0 1 Cot[e] 0 r 
Thus we have obtained the Christoffel symbols for the Schwarzschild metric. Of course, if we 
were to apply our calculations to large expressions, it would be extremely wise to cache values, 
since there is a large amount of redundant calculations occurring. This style of calculation is 
done in other programs, and any further implementation here would not illustrate this point 
further. For instance, if we wanted to calculate the complete contraction of the Riemann tensor, 
we would simply perform the following . 
. l' d . [a{3Y{) 1 In[101]:= Canonlca lze @ Expan Contractlon R R a {3 Y {) 
0101 0102 0103 0112 
Out[1011= 4 R R 0 1 0 1 + B R R 0 1 0 2 + B R R 0 1 0 3 + B R R 0 1 1 2 + 
0113 0123 0213 
BR R Ol13 +16R R 0123 -BR R 0123 + 
0202 0203 0212 0123 
4R R 0202 +BR R 0203 +BR R0212 -BR R 0213 + 
0213 0223 0303 
16R R0213+ BR R0223+ 4R R 0303 + 
0313 0323 1212 1213 
BR R 0313 +BR R 0323 +4R R1212 +BR R 1213 + 
1223 1313 1323 2323 
BR R 1223 +4R R 1313 +BR R 1323 +4R R 2323 
Then we would plug in the various components. There is nothing intrinsically difficult about 
such calculations, and it should be clear how to proceed. Consequently, we omit further 
calculations and move on to the last example, that of quasi-spin. 
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7.4 Example: Quasi-Spin 
7.4.1 Introduction to the Problem 
In §5 Prototypical Structures and Quantum Mechanics, we performed some calculations involving 
angular momentum. Let us now tackle a more advanced problem, that of the quasi-spin 
commutation relations. We would like to reproduce and correct the calculations of Savage and 
Stedman. Savage's thesis is concerned with "Higher Symmetries in Jahn-Teller systems". He 
performs many calculations involving quasi-spin, its behavior and its interaction with other 
operations. The second quantized commutation relations that arise are extremely cumbersome 
to perform by hand. So much so that Savage neglected to verify that his formulation of the 
quasi-spin operator was a spherical tensor-operator in quasi-spin space. It transpires that it is 
not. This arose because the Fano-Racah contra-standard transformation between Cartesian 
quasi-spin components and spherical quasi-spin components was used, as opposed to the more 
standard transformation. We will confirm that the Fano-Racah contra-standard transformation 
leads to the incorrect commutation relations for the quasi-spin operation, while the standard 
transformation leads to the correct result. 
Again it is largely outside the purview of this thesis to enter into the theory behind such 
operations so we will content ourselves to verify and reproduce some of the calculations in the 
thesis of Savage[2841. These are concerned with verifying and deriving relations involving the 
quasi-spin operator, and also being able to manipulate expressions containing these operators 
as well as other operators which act on the quasi-spin operator, such as complex conjugation, 
time reversal, particle hole conjugation, tensor couplings, etc. To progress to these issues, we 
need to discuss second quantization in shell theory. 
Unfortunately, we are faced with a minor dilemma. To properly present the following material 
to a non-expert requires quite some explanation. Thus we present an extremely superficial 
treatment. It will be assumed that the reader knows about the concepts in the field of quasi-
spin and shell theory. 
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7.4.2 Tensorial Creation and Annihilation 
Operators 
Previously in §S.4.4 Creation and Annihilation Operators we introduced the creation and 
annihilation operators. In what follows we will use creation and annihilation operators that 
have attached indices. These are needed when we consider Ilsecond-quantized" creation and 
annihilation operators, which we soon describe. First thoughl let us dispense with some of the 
formulation details of the problem in Mathematica. At this stage such details should be routine. 
We define the notation for creation and annihilation operators as we did previously. The work 
here is just given a superficial treatment due to the size of the thesis. 
In[1]:= Notation [a+ ~CreationOp[a]] 
In[2):= Notation [a- ~AnnihilationOp [all 
In[3]:= AddlnputAlias [a+ 0' "cop" 1 
In[4):= AddlnputAlias [a.~ !J' "aop" 1 
is an expression involving a collection of creation and annihilation operators. 
In[5):= a+ i . a- j . a- k • a+ 1 / / FullForm 
Out[5]IIFuIlForm= 
NonCommutativeTimes[Tensor[CreationOp , List[Low[illJ, 
Tensor[AnnihilationOp[al, List[Low(jll], 
Tensor [AnnihilationOp [a] , List[Low(k]]], 
Tensor [CreationOp (a] , List(Low[l]l]l 
Let us re-enter our normal ordering operation. NormalOrder is IImulti-linear'1 as well as 
II expandingll . 
In[6]:= Assign [ [JenerlcMLop /. { Rules 
[JenerlcMLop -'; NonCommutativeTimes, 
Expand -'; NormalOrder , 
Simplify -'; NormalOrder} 1 
In[7]:= Assign[Select @ Expand, NonCornmutativeTimes E'; rute&rutel /. 
Expand -'; NormalOrder 1 
In(8):= NormalOrder @ expr_ DynamicBar @ expr 
In(9):= DeclareConstant [ ,s 
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Under fermionic shell theory we cannot have two electrons in the same state because of the 
Pauli exclusion principle [68, ,292]. The commutation relations for the second quantized 
operators are as follows. 
at a\ t t 
I J -aj aj 
at a\ t t 
I J -aj aj 
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a· ai; 
I J 0" - at at t J J I (7.4.a) 
at at I I 0 
ai aj 0 
By now, encoding such operations is easy. 
NormalOrder 7' a ( -a - j • a-I) / i j -<lex I 
NormalOrder 7' 
NormalOrder 7' 
NormalOrder 7' (a+ i_ • a+ c) at 0 
Here are some simple calculations involving the normal ordering of fermionic creation and 
annihilation operators. 
In[16j:= a - • a+ ·a - • a+ ·a -
m i 1 j k 
Out[16]= a - • a+ ·a - · a+ ·a -
m i 1 j k 
In[17]:= a - • a+ ·a - / / NormalOrder 
m i 1 
Out[17j= a+ ·a - ·a - +15 a -i 1 m mi 1 
In[18]:= a - • a+ ·a - · a+ . a - k / / NormalOrder 
m i 1 j 
Out[18]= a+ · a+ ·a ·a ·a - + a+ ·a - ·a t5 1j -i j k 1 m i k m 
a+ 
·a - .a- 1
6
mj +15 (a+ j ·a - ·a - +t5 1j a- k ) i k mi k 1 
Results of this same sort can also be obtained by Wick's theorem [206]. Let us now discuss 
second quantization. 
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7.4.3 Introduction to Second Quantization 
In the formalism of second quantization, the creation and annihilation operators do not just 
modify the eigenvalues of our eigenstates by creating or destroying a quantum of some label; 
instead they create or destroy whole particles. Consider a quantum harmonic oscillator. 
Creation and annihilation operators can act on this to create or destroy quanta of oscillation; 
however, just a single oscillator is involved. In the second-quantization formalism, we are in 
essence dealing with operators that create or destroy whole oscillators, not the quanta in the 
oscillator. This formalism is extensively used in quantum field theory [173, 186, 278]. However 
in field theories, the second-quantized creation and annihilation operators are actually quantum 
fields themselves. Also, there is a continuum of these operators ranging over the different 
momenta. In the "semi-classical" approach, we quantize the electromagnetic field but retain a 
non-relativistic formalism for our particles. This is quantum electrodynamics, or QED. In 
quantum field theory (QFn the matter fields themselves become quantum operators. This 
gives rise to the term 'second quantization'. Such a formalism is necessary in an intrinsically 
many particle theory. 
The second quantized operators used in this section are of a similar kind, yet different. We will 
use second quantization operators as applied to shell theory. These operators create and 
destroy particles but they are not fields. They create and destroy electrons in a given shell of an 
atom (or possibly nucleons in a nucleus). In this sense, we are not working in a field-theoretic 
formalism. Brink & Stachler were among the first to revive interest in applying the method of 
second quantization to shell theory. Amongst others, Judd[179], Lindgren & Morrison[206t 
and Weissbluth[334] provide details of this approach. In shell theory there are just a finite 
number of creation and annihilation operators for any given shell. These operators create or 
destroy specific electrons in the shell. For instance, we can write the state 11,0,1/2,-1/2) as 
1 1£ 10C, I (1 I 2 ) 1l f ( 1 I 2 ) s"z ) = a + L = 1 f ml 0, S 1 / 2 I ms = -1/ 2 . I 0 ) (7.4.b) 
or more compactly, 
(7.4.c) 
where K is a composite label containing all the individual labels. Within this framework, we can 
describe the quasi-spin operator. 
The Cartesian components of the quasi-spin operators obey the same commutation relations as 
do the standard angular momentum relations, hence the name 'quasi-spin'. Historically, the 
quasi-spin operators were introduced in order to add particles to a shell in pairs. For instance, 
in atomic shell theory, we might add two electrons with opposite orbitial angular momenta and 
opposite spins to a shelt thus adding two electrons but adding no net angular momenta. The 
quasi-spin operators have application outside just theoretical considerations, for instance in 
Cooper pairs in superconductivity. Formally, up to some normalization coefficients which we 
soon explore, the spherical components of the quasi-spin operator can be stated as follows. 
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In[204]:= Q [K] 1 (K i + 2) -{2 a . a+-K K 
Q [KJ 0 == ~ (1 + a+ K • a- K - a+ K . a- K) 
- t i _ _ 
Q [KJ -1 ::: (K K) 2 j -{2 a K . a K 
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(7.4.d) 
It turns out that the results in Savage[284] appear to have problems in that it is not possible to 
find the correct normalization factors to make these objects obey the correct commutation 
relations. We explore these normalizations later in this section. 
For the background on why the quasi-spin operator is a useful operator, what its significance is, 
and what the applications of such an operator are, one can consult Savage's thesis. Let us now 
progress onto describing the objects used in the definition of the quasi-spin operator and their 
semantics. 
7.4.4 Coniugate States 
In calculations involving angular momentum, a frequent concept that arises is that of a 
conjugate state. In our quasi-spin calculations, this is also the case. Thus, let us define the 
conjugate of one state with respect to another. The conjugate state to some state I K >, call it 
I K), is the unique state that couples to I K> to yield the zero state I 0 >. That is, I is the 
unique state such that 
(oIK,K) IK}'IK}= 10) (7.4.e) 
The Clebsch-Gordan coefficient ( 0 I K, K ) is called a 2} symbot and is unique. For an 
example involving LS coupling, here is a state and its conjugate 
(7.4.f) 
Unfortunately, in symbolic computation we must again tackle the issue of context sensitive 
notations. In the context of ket reversal or conjugation, the overbar notation denotes time 
reversal. However, it shares the same appearance as complex conjugation. For instance, in the 
calculus of complex variables, a typical function might be 
f(z) = z z + zre iz (7.4.g) 
How then should we reconcile the dual use of the conjugation notation for both time reversal 
and complex conjugation? Even more importantly, if we have other labels not involved, do we 
time reverse those? Judd does not always do so, thus it appears that in general the conjugate 
state I K> is not the same as the time reversed state. 
(7.4.h) 
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This means we have three distinct concepts all using an overbar to denote them. All of these 
subtleties can lead to potential problems. In our case to disambiguate the situation we will use 
the notation to be a time reversed expression, to be a conjugate state, and expr* to be 
the complex conjugate of an expression. As usual we will denote the Hermitian conjugate of 
expr by expr t . 
In[19]:= Notation [expr _ = StateConjugate [expr _] ] 
In[20]:;: AddlnputAlias [TI, II "] 
Due to the nature of the conjugate state, we have the fact that double conjugation is equivalent 
to the original state. (However, this is not true for time reversal.) 
In[21]:= Ie' Ki 
Under the conventions of Savage[284] the expansions that are performed do not obey the 
Einstein summation convention. Thus we need to enter some rather non-standard rules. Let 
us add these rwes to a new operator, say QuasiNormalOrder, so as not to pollute the func-
tions of NormalOrder. 
In[22]:= Assign [Values @ NormalOrder I. NormalOrder ~ QuasiNormalOrder] 
Further to the above, the expansion of the commutator should also be performed by quasi 
normal ordering. We also make QuasiNormalOrder simplify the expressions it returns. 
In[231:;: QuasiNormalOrder ,71 [X_f _ : = X • Y -y . x 
QuasiNormalOrder @ any_: DynamicBar @ SimplifY @ any 
Savage refers to all the quantum labels for a partial creation operator as K. The conjugate labels 
are referred to as 1. The conjugate labels are those labels such that the K and L couple to the 
invariant of the group. In this case we have left the group open, but in practical situations an 
example might be SO(3) the group of 3 space rotations. 
In fermionic systems, states cannot be self conjugate. We can thus enter the following 
simplifications 
In[251:= Tensor I: 6 cc -cc : = 0 
Tensor I: 6 cc cc : = 1 
QuasiNormalOrder ,71 Tensor I: 6 K_ K_ : = 0 
QuasiNormalOrder ,71 Tensor I: 6 K.:::' K_ : = 0 
QuasiNormalOrder ,71 Tensor I: 6 K_ K_ :;: 1 
(This is not however true for bosonic angular momenta systems, for 
instance , 0C
z
).) 
Let us next introduce the 2j symbols and their conjugates. 
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7.4.5 2i Symbols and Phases 
In the full definition of the quasi-spin operators we must include 2j phases and 2j symbols. In 
these calculations as many labels as possible have been suppressed in order to ease 
computational problems. 
Let us create a notation and behavior for 2j symbols. 
In[30):= Notation [ (K_ 2j 
Notation [ (K_L_) ~ J 
TwoJ[K_, L_l 1 
TwoJConjugate[K_, 
In[32]:= TwoJ I: expr _TwoJ t : TwoJConjugate @@ expr 
TwoJConjugate/: eXpr_TwoJConjugate t: TwoJ @@ expr 
The 2j symbols and their conjugates are constants. 
In[34):= DeclareConstant@ {_TwoJ, _TwoJConjugate} 
In[35):= (K_ L_) 2 J 
(K_ L_) ~ J 
(L K)2j I; L «ex K 
(L ~ J I; L «ex K 
This rule generalizes to work over powers of TwoJ symbols. 
In[38]:= QuasiNormalOrder l' (( (K_ Ll_) ~ j ) n_. (K_ ;j' ) : = 
(With[{P Min[n, m]}, 0L1L2 ((KL1)L)n-p (KL2);~Pl/; m>O I\n>o) 
is an example of this behavior. 
J t 2 In[39]:= (L K) 2 j (L K) 2 J II QuasiNormalOrder 
Out[39]= - (K L) 2 j 
Technical Note: The powers have to be positive or else we can encounter expressions of the form 1/00, 
7.4.6 Quasi-Spin in Spherical Components 
We now define the quasi-spin operator following Savage. It appears that this operator is not 
actually a quasi-spin operator, in that it does not satisfy the commutation relations required of 
it. Namely, (i) that it is a spherical tensor operator, and (ii) that it has the same commutation 
relations as that of normal angular momenta. 
Here is the fundamental definition of the quasi-spin as given in Savage. (These are the 
spherical somponents of quasi-spin.) 
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In[40j:= Tensor I: Q [IC] 1 ~ i + • - (K K) 2) -J2 a K 
Tensor I: Q [IC] 0 : i (1 + - + -) -a ·a -a ·a K K 'K 'K 
~ t i 
Tensor I: Q[IC] -1 := (K K)2) -J2 a- K' a- K 
We can now verify the relations reported in Savage, namely relations (4.104) (4.106). 
In[43]:= [Q [IC] 1 I Q [IC] -1] i Q[IC] 0 
2) 
Out[43]= 
Just for illustration's sake, we can expand the commutator in this equation with Expand since 
Expand still has the environment rules for commutators incorporated into it. 
In[44]:= Expand @ % 
1 _ 1 Out[44] --a a- a+ a+ J: + a+ .a+ .a- .a- J: 
= 2 1(' K' K' 'K"'K'K "2 K 'K 1( K"'K1( 
Now by normal ordering the operators in this expression, and by simplifying the Kronecker 
delta functions, we can verify that the above equation is true. 
In[45]:= %% II QuasiNormalOrder 
Out[45]= True 
In total, the spherical commutation relations of Savage are satisfied. 
In[46]:= QuasiNormalorder[{ 
[Q[IC] l' Q[IC] -1] == i Q [IC] 0' 
[Q [IC] -1' Q [IC] 0] i Q [IC] -1 I 
[ Q [IC] 1 I Q [IC] 0] i Q [IC] 1}] 
Out[46]", {True, True, True} 
Again, just to illustrate the computational complexity of attempting to do this by hand, here is 
the expansion of the above equation before normal ordering the creation and annihilation 
operators. 
In[47]:= [Q [IC] 1 I Q [IC] 0] == i Q [IC] 1 II Expand 
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Out[47]::= 
2 
a + • a+ (K K 'K 2 j 
In[48]:= % II QuasiNormalOrder 
Out[48]= True 
7.4.7 Quasi-Spin in Cartesian Components 
Since we are attempting to verify the results in Savage we will use the transformation matrix 
that he uses to transform between spherical and Cartesian components, This contra-standard 
Fano-Racah transformation matrix is i times the normal transformation matrix, Using this 
matrix, we obtain the Cartesian components of quasi-spin. 
In[49]:= Tensor I: Q [K] x := i ( Q [K] 1 - Q [K] -1) II QuasiNormalOrder II Expand 
Out[49]= 1 + + ~ 1 ~t a ' a ~ (K K) 2 ' + a- K • a- (K K) 2 J' K K J 'K 
In[SOj::= Tensor I: Q [K] y 1 ( Q [K] 1 + Q [K] -1) II QuasiNormalOrder II Expand 
Out[50j= 2} 
In[S1]:= Tensor I: Q [K] z i ( Q [KJ 0) II Expand 
1 Out[S1]= 1 + 1 + _ a K • a- K a 'K . a K 
The Cartesian components of quasi-spin should obey the normal commutation relations of 
angular momentum, that is, those given in §5.5.1 Primitive Cartesian Angular Momenta. 
In[52j:= [Q [K] x I Q [K] y 1 i Q [K] z II QuasiNormalOrder 
Out[S2j= True 
In[53j:= [Q [K] x I Q [K] z 1 == i Q [K] y II QuasiNormalOrder 
Out[S3]= True 
In [S4]:= [Q [K] y f Q [K] z 1 i Q [K] x II QuasiNormalOrder 
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Out[54]= True 
Collectively, this shows that [Q [K] i' Q [K] j] == - i e i j k Q [K] k' This is the opposite of 
what we need since the normal commutation relations of angular momentum are 
[J i' J j ] i e i j k J k' Thus, this current formulation of quasi-spin is flawed. However, 
we will persevere with it and confirm the relations shown in Savage [284] before attempting to 
fix these normalization problems. 
7.4.8 Particle-Hole Coniugation 
We now skim the treatment of particle-hole conjugation. Our first step is to symbolize the 
operators to be used. 
In[55j:= Symbolize [ f SymbolizeRootName -7 "ParticleHoleConjugation II 1 
Symbolize I SymbolizeRootName -7 II InverseParticleHoleConjugation "] 
The following relations give the commutation relations of the creation and annihilation 
operators with the linear particle-hole conjugation operator, CL and its inverse ci. This is the 
operator that turns particles into holes and vice-versa. 
In[57]:= QuasiNormalOrder 71 (GL . a- K_) hlP a (K K) 2 j a+ K . GL 
QuasiNormalOrder 71 (GL . a- K_) "", a (K K) 2 j a+ K . GL 
QuasiNormalOrder 71 (GL . a+ K_), 
a (K 2) 
QuasiNormalOrder 71 (a+ K_ • G,£l) 
Finally, the operator C L is the inverse of Ci . 
In[62]:= 
The Cartesian components of the quasi-spin operators commute with the particle-hole 
operators. 
In[63]::= (GL' Q [K] x . 
In[64]:= @ % 
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Out[64]= 1 + + Cr • a . a . 
J.. K 'K 
t 
2) 
In[65]:= QuasiNormalOrder @ % 
Out[65]= True 
In[66]:= (CL . Q [K] y • cLI ) (Q [K] ~) / / QuasiNormalOrder 
Out[66]= True 
In[67]:= (CL . Q [K] z . C~?) Q [KJ z 1/ QuasiNormalOrder 
Out[67]= True 
However the spherical components are conjugated by the particle-hole operator. 
(CL . Q [K] \ In[Ga]:= 1 . CLI J Q [K] -1 / I QuasiNormalOrder 
Out[68]= True 
In[69]:= (CL . Q[KJ -1 Q [KJ 1 / I QuasiNormalOrder 
Out[69]= True 
In[70]:= (CL . Q [K] o • cLI ) -Q [K] 0 II QuasiNormalOrder 
Out[70]= True 
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Time reversal acts on states by reversing the direction of motion or time, and also by complex 
conjugation. 
In[71]:= Notation [expr_~TimeReversal [expr -11 
The action of time reversal distributes over the nonnal arithmetic operators. 
In[72J:= Act ?I producLNonCommutati veTimes : = # & /@ product 
Act ?I producLTimes : # & I@ product 
Act ?I sum_Plus : = # & I@ sum 
For pure constants, all that time reversal does is to complex conjugate them. 
In[75]:= c_ ?ConstQ : ct 
Here is a typical example involving the action of time reversal. 
In[76]:= Act @ a (b + c) 
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Out[?6]= a + 
In[77]:= Act ,71 a+ K_ • - (K K) 2 J a+ K 
_ ~) t _ 
Ac t ,71 a K_ • - (K K 2 J a K 
In[?9]:= Act @ any_ ::=: DynamicBar @ any 
Here is how the creation and annihilation operators respond to time reversaL 
In[SO]:= 
Out[SO]= 
In[S1]:= Act @ % 
Out[S1]= {) K K a+ K 
In[S2]:= QuasiNormalOrder @ % 
Out[S2]:=: -a+ K 
In(S3]:= a- K / / Act / / QuasiNormalOrder 
Out[S3]= -a- K 
The particle-hole conjugation operator is time even. 
In[84]:= 
In[S5]:= C-:/ 
7.4.10 The Inter-Relations of Time Reversal 
Here is how time reversal acts on the Cartesian components of quasi-spin 
In[S6]:= (Q [KJ x Q [K] x) / / Act / / QuasiNormalOrder 
Out[86]= True 
---I 
In[S?]:= l Q [KJ y -Q[K] y) / / Act / / QuasiNormalOrder 
Out[S?]= True 
In[88]:= [K] z Q [K] z 'I / / Act / / QuasiNormalOrder 
I 
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Out[88]= True 
Here is how time reversal interacts with particle-hole conjugation 
In[89]:= (CL' Q [K] x . CL1 ) 
Out[89]= ( 1 + + . -"2 a K • a K (K 
1 _ _ ( 
2) + "2 a K • a K K t) -1 2) • CL == 
1 + + ~ 1 t 
a K . a K (K K) 2) a K • a- K (K 2) 
In[90):= % / / Act / / QuasiNormalOrder 
Out[90j= True 
Out[91]= ( 1 i a+ . a+ (K K K 
1 . _ _ (=) t ) 
2J+"21.a K· a K KK 2) 
2 J 
1 . _ ( 
"21. a K' a- K K 2 J 
In[92j:= % / / Act / / QuasiNormalOrder 
Out[92]= True 
In[93]:= (CL • Q [K] z . c/ / / Expand) == - (Q [K] z) 
O [9] 1 C C 1 1 C + - C- 1 1 C + - C 1 ut 3 = L' L -"2 L' a K . a K' L -"2 L' a K . a K' L = = 
1 1 + 1 + 
- - + - a . a- K + a . a-2 2 K K 
In[94]:= % / / Act / / QuasiNormalOrder 
Out[94)= True 
7.4.11 Quasi-Spinors 
We now superficially introduce the concept of quasi-spinors. The creation and the symmetrized 
annihilation operators transform irreducibly in quasi-spin space. That is, they are spherical 
tensor operators in quasi-spin space. Formally, the rank 1/2 operators, a+ K and a- K transform 
irreducibly, where a- K is given by 
In[95]:= a. - K_ 
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To show that these operators satisfy the properties of spherical tensor operators in quasi-spin 
space we must verify the following relations (exactly like we previously did in §5.5 Example: 
Angular Momentum). 
In[96j:= [ Q [K] 0 ' a + K 1 1 a+ K II QuasiNormalOrder 
Oul[96]= Iii) + \-"2 - a K 0 
In[97]:= [Q[K]_l,a+ K l 1 N-a K II QuasiNormalOrder 
Out[97]= - ----=---- o 
Unfortunately the formulation of Savage also does not work here. 
7.4.12 Corrected Components of Quasi-Spin 
To find the correct components of quasi-spin which satisfy the Cartesian and spherical 
commutation relations we simply insert unsolved coefficients into the quasi-spin operator and 
then back solve for these coefficients from the correct relations. We omit this step. Here are the 
final correct spherical components of quasi-spin. 
-1 ~ 
In[98]:= Tensor I: Q [K] 1 : = V2 (K K) 2 j a+ K • a+ K 
Tensor I: Q [K] 0 1 (1 + -- - a ·a 2 K K 
-1 t 
Tensor I: Q[K] -1:= V2 (KK)zja- K .a- K 
With these relations the quasi-spin operators are spherical tensor operators in quasi-spin space. 
In[101j:= [Q [K] 0' a+ K 1 == ~ a+ K II QuasiNormalOrder 
Out[101]= True 
In[102j:= [Q[K]_l,a+ K l ==.k a-KII 
Out[102]= True 
In this formulation it is interesting to observe the squared components of quasi-spin. 
In[103j:= Q [K] • Q [K] + Q [K] . Q [K] + Q [K] • Q [K] 
x x y y z z 
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Out[103]= ( 1 1 + _ 1 + _) (1 1 + _ 1 + _ \, ---a ·a --a ·a . ---a ·a --a ·a + 2 2 K K 2 K K 2 2 K K 2 K K/ 
( 12 . + + (~) 1. _ ~ t ) :n. a K • a KKK 2 j + 2" :n. a K • a- K (K K) 2 j • 
( 1.+ + (~1, ~t) :n. a K • a KKK) 2 j + 2" :n. a- K • a- K (K K) 2 j + 
In[104]:= Expand @ % 
1 1 + _ 1 + 
Out[104]= - 2" a K • a K - 2" a K . a- K + 
In[105]:= Expand @ QuasiNormalOrder @ % 
33+ Out[1051= 4 - "4 a K • a - K 
Thus, we can see that Q2 is equivalent to something like t (1- n(K) n (K) + 2 n(K)· n(K)). 
FinallYI let us note that by using the standard transformation between the Cartesian 
components and the spherical components we obtain the correct commutation relations of 
Cartesian angular momenta. 
In[106]:= Tensor /: Q [K] x = 1 (Q [K] 1 -Q [K] -1) / / QuasiNormalOrder / / Expand 
1 + + ~ 1 __ ~t 
Out[106]= 2" a K • a K (K K) 2 j - a K • a K (K K) 2 J 
In[107]:= Tensor /: Q [K] y 
i 
( Q [K] 1 + Q [K] -1) / / QuasiNormalOrder / / Expand 
1.+ + (~1, ~t Out[107]= - 2" :n. a K • a KKK) 2 j - :n. a- K . a- K (K K) 2 j 
In[108]:= Tensor /: Q [K] z ( Q [K] 0) / / J.;.<.A.'JC;UJ''-' 
O[] 1 1 + _ 1 + -ut 108 = - 2" + a K • a K + a K . a K 
Here are the new commutation relations for the Cartesian components of quasi-spin. 
In[109]:= [Q [K] x I Q [K] y 1 i Q [K] z / / QuasiNormalOrder 
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Out[109)= True 
In[110):= [Q [K] x' Q [K] z 1 == - i Q [K] y / / Quas iNormalOrder 
Out[110)= True 
In[111):= [Q[K] y' Q[K] zl == iQ[K] x II QuasiNormalOrder 
Out[111)= True 
Our corrected quasi-spin operator satisfies the correct commutation relations for cartesian 
angular momentum, namely [Q [K] i' Q [K] j ] _ == i e i j k Q [K] k' Moreover, it can easily 
be show that the other commutation relations are suitably satisfied by our new formulation of 
quasi-spin. 
There are many other relations we could show with these operations. Again for the background 
and concepts behind these operations consult Savage[284]. However, the above examples 
should provide a "taste" of what is possible. The important realization that comes from the 
calculations presented in this subsection is that once the foundational structures are in place it is 
now much easier to create our computations. We can now create computations with an ease 
that was unparalleled before. The foundations of these calculations are exactly the same as 
those previously given in the section §5 Prototypical Structures and Quantum Mechanics. 
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Chapter 8 
Conclusions 
8.1 Summary 
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This thesis presents original contributions to the capabilities of symbolic computation systems 
in general, and Mathematica in particular. The developments are interdisciplinary in nature, but 
the applications given in this thesis are to physics. 
Since almost all of the constituent chapters have a detailed introduction and conclusion, we 
forego a detailed summary here. Instead, the following is an extremely brief summary of the 
chapters that comprise this thesis. 
Chapters 2 and 3 presented a thorough description of the features of the Notation package. 
These chapters described what can be considered a major advance in computer algebra interface 
systems, at least to the extent that such overall interfaces were not available before this work. 
Of course the system is built on top of Mathematica's already extremely advanced system (at 
least at the time of this thesis), yet our advances should not be underestimated. The setting and 
representations in which we choose to carry out our calculations can now be tailored to the 
specific notations of a given field. The functions in the Notation package automatically set up 
parsing and formatting rules for the specified notations, including the correct parenthesizing, 
styling, and precedences. 
Even with the Notation package, it is a non-trivial task to introduce properly functioning 
notations for some standard notions common in physics. Chapter 2 culminated in an 
exposition of the development and details leading up to a complete and functioning 
implementation of Dirac's bra-ket notation. In Chapter 3 a corresponding development was 
presented for tensorial notations. To the best of the author's knowledge, neither of these tasks 
has been achieved before. Also, the latter should be of immediate significance, considering the 
large number of recognized tensor packages available, none of which have a properly 
functioning tensorial notation. 
Chapter 4 presented our language extensions. These extensions, embodied in the Assign 
package, center around a prototypical inheritance system that provides a context sensitive non-
local rewrite rule paradigm. From a computer science viewpoint, our developments are radical 
since they enact a model whereby the" code" of a program changes dynamically as evaluation 
proceeds. 
Various applications to physics, of the language modifications and notational advancements, 
were given in Chapter 5. In that chapter many standard topics from quantum mechanics were 
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presented from a perspective in keeping with the theoretical developments of the foundational 
Chapters 2 through 4. The style of the calculations presented in that chapter are truly elegant in 
comparison to the attempts of many others. 
Tensors are ubiquitous in modern physics, from general relativity to modern field theories. In 
symbolic computation and indeed the wider field, one often needs to simplify complicated 
tensorial expressions, consisting of possibly thousands of terms. Chapter 6 presented an 
algorithm to canonicalize tensorial expressions. It in essence removed the problem of dummy 
index relabeling by an innovative relabeling scheme. After presenting a basic canonicalization 
routine based on this innovation, the chapter proceeded on to consider other original 
developments needed to yield the optimized canonicalization routine. This optimized routine 
was then further extended, to handle full linear symmetries and other equational symmetries. 
Indeed, the algorithm presented handles mixed index so we can naturally obtain 1+3 
splits. Moreover, it also handles all the subtleties necessary when canonicalizing expressions 
with partial derivatives. 
In the final chapter, we presented some substantial applications of our developments to selected 
problems in physics. We presented the operations for tensor calculus. The expressive power of 
our extensions was fully illustrated. It is evident that our language models and our 
canonicalization routines have combined to yield a system in which calculations are "natural" 
and readily extensible. Indeed, the author has found that most of the calculations are 
recognizable to physicists who have had little exposure to symbolic systems, if any at all. 
The appendices of this thesis variously contain: some common notations, a discussion of 
attributes and their interaction with our models, permutation group conventions, a system for 
machine verifying our conjectures up to a certain stage, a system for examining the direct 
reduction method in the canonicalization algorithm, and the code for the heart of the 
canonicalization algorithm. 
8.2 Conclusions 
Since all of the major chapters include conclusions, we will end this work with only the briefest 
of conclusions. 
We have chosen to make our early treatment simple enough that many readers would 
understand all of the presented material. For contrast, in the final chapter, we presented some 
physics computations" in the raw". It is hard finding the exact balance of readability, but at the 
same time exposing the powers of ones system. Also the varying backgrounds of readers from 
the disciplines of physics, computer science, and mathematics, mean that different parts of 
different sections will be challenging to different readers. We attempted to strike the right 
balance with these considerations in mind. 
There are several directions in which we could pursue further research based on the work in this 
thesis. The most direct applications of the developments herein are to physics. We could treat 
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an extremely large class of problems, since the approach taken here is from a general 
perspective. Certainly, the applications given in Chapter 5 and 7 could be extended in myriad 
ways. Of course, certain specific problems can be much more efficiently "hard coded". 
However, in many problems in symbolic computation, solution times turn out to be exponential 
in "problem size". So even hard coding a problem will not always yield that much of an 
improvement. Thus in a very real sense, it matters more that we can state our problems in a 
flexible and extensible way. 
It should be pointed out that although it is remotely possible that th~ canonicalization 
algorithm may not yield the most canonical answer, it should never give a wrong answer. The 
algorithm appears to be orders of magnitude faster than other comparable algorithms which are 
"full" algorithms. Finally, we once again reiterate that it would seem that direct 
canonicalization has vast potential for improving the speed of our algorithm. 
The physics applications that have been experimented with outside those directly documented 
in this thesis involve non-commutative canonicalization, Dirac algebras, general relativity, and 
field theory. We can treat certain symmetries in non-commutative products with our 
canonicalization algorithm by removing degeneracy symmetries or introducing new 
symmetries. The basis whereby one should proceed to tackle these issues should be clear. 
Even though the computer science aspects of our extensions are extremely interesting, as 
commented previously, most modem computer languages are strongly typed and have leanings 
towards "formality". This, however, does not necessarily preclude our developments from 
being integrated into a highly theoretical or rigorous model. In some sense, we could describe 
the developments in this thesis as "experimental language design / computer science" as 
applied to physics. Certainly as previously stated, the rewrite rule paradigm employed by 
Mathematica is quite advanced. Our inheritance paradigm builds on Mathematica's foundation 
and extends it in an extremely elegant but non-trivial way. 
It is extremely important in computer algebra for our computations to be recognizable. This is 
not just for the use of others, but also for the ability to create and manage the calculations 
oneself. This can be achieved, as we have demonstrated, through both an appropriate language 
model and a sufficiently general interface, such as that provided by the Notation package 
integrated with the Mathematica front end. 
We close with one final reiterated comment. At the end of Chapter 3 we mentioned that the 
expansion of the Christoffel symbol in an alternative computer algebra system was written as 
follows. 
withmetric = 
{Gam[i_, k_, 1_] :-7 
Module [ {m} , 
DefES[1/2gc[i, m] * (PD[g[m, kL x[l]] + 
PD[g[m, 1], x[k]] - PD[g[k, 1], x[m]]), 
{m}, ESRange --7 $ESDimension] ] } i 
Truly, this could only be comprehensible to a select few. Alternatively, here is how this 
expression can now be written in Mathematica, subsequent to the developments of this thesis. 
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9 (gkm,l+gml,k-gkl,m) 
This is but a small illustration of our overall goal. I believe that in the end, we, the practitioners, 
will only really be satisfied with our symbolic computation systems once the programs we create 
and the formulas that we write are essentially one and the same. 
It is my belief that the work of this thesis breaks new ground in this and other regards. 
Hopefully, it will be one of the steps in the staircase upon which symbolic computation systems 
must travel in order to reach Zielberger's marvelous computer-mathematics revolution of the late 
21stcentuty. 
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Appendix A 
Notational Issues 
A.l Common Notations 
§A.O.O: Conclusions 
Throughout the body of the thesis it is convenient to use some common notations which have 
broad applicability. These notations are in addition to the specific notations used in individual 
sections, for instance, say the notations in §3.4 Tensorial Notation, §6 An Algorithm for Tensor 
Simplification, and §2.7 Example: Bra-Ket Notation. 
The following notations are defined in the package CommonNotations'. The package 
CommonNotations', where possible, creates these notations in a context independent way as 
described in §3.2.3 Tags in Tag Boxes. 
InfixNotation[+{}, 
Notation [patC"" ¢::::> HoldPattern [patt_ll 
Notation [patt~lhc ¢::::> [pdtt~l 1 
Notation [expr -u ¢::::> Unevaluated [expr..:..J 1 
Notation [bodJL&)._ ¢::::> Function [P_}, bod!Lll 
Notation [body_&~tr- ¢::::> Function [{A_}, body-, II 
AddlnputAlias [ "function" ~ 0&0 1 
InfixNotation[:t;, UnsameQl 
InfixNotation[=, SameQl 
Notation [efem_ E? expr _ MemberQ [expr_, el'em_ll 
Notation [efem_ expr_ MemberQ [expr_, efem_, fevef_lJ 
Notation [efem_1=? expr_ FreeQ [expr_, efem_, 1]] 
Notation [etem_ expr_ ¢::::> FreeQ[expr_, efem_ t fevel'_lJ 
(Notation [ ! f test!Tunctlon_ NotFunction [test!Tunction_J 1 
! ) f tesC = ! test [ # 1 &; 
silentEvaluate @ Notation [patC?~ tesC = patC? (If 
silentEvaluate @ Notation [patC?! UsC ¢::::> patC? (! f 
Notation [Clen ¢::::> Length [Cll 
Notation [a_ ~fex b_ ¢::::> 
Notation [a_ 'iifex b_ 
Notation [a_ <-(ex b_ 
InfixNotation[\, 
[{a~, b.:..J 11 
Not [OrderedQ [{a_ f b_} 111 
Not [OrderedQ [{b_, a_} III 
] 
Notation [a_ \1- b_ ¢::::> UnorderedComplement [a.....;, 
§Al.0; Common Notations 
DeleteCases [fist, Alternatives @@out] 
~ r-J 
:~ r-J 
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Appendix B 
Language Modifications 
B.l Attributes, Pattern Matching, 
and Associativity 
Included in the Mathematica language are attributes. Attributes allow designers to specify 
certain facts about functions, for instance, that they are constant (Constant), or protected 
(Protected), etc. This subsection focuses on the attributes which affect pattern matching. 
specifically, the attributes Flat, OneIdenti ty, and Orderless. 
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The general purpose of the Flat attribute is to state that a function is "flat", for instance, that 
f[a, f[b, c]] is the same as f[a, b, c]. More documentation on attributes can be obtained from 
the Mathematica book [343] or from [222, 312, 325, 123]. Let us give an example where we 
would like to introduce a flat function. In §5 Prototypical Structures and Quantum Mechanics we 
introduced creation and annihilation operators. For fermionic operators, the commutation 
relations of the operators satisfy the following. 0Ne use traditional notation in the following.) 
(B.l.a) 
Say we entered a rule trying to implement relations (B.l.a). For example, consider the following. 
(B.l.b) 
We will need the rule to act correctly with expressions like a- m • a+ i . a- 1 • a+ j . a- k' Yet, 
the hypothetical rule (B.l.b) would not match any parts of the example expression since the left 
hand side of the rule has only two arguments while the expression has five. We need pattern 
matching to "look inside" the non-commutative head and pattern match by regrouping objects. 
For instance, regrouping a- m • a+ i . a- 1 . a+ j • a- k as a- m • a+ i . (a- 1 • a+ j) . a- k 
would make it possible to apply (B.l.b). Thus, it would be desirable to use an attribute like 
Flat. 
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Technical Note: We could easily load up the various notations to demonstrate the validity of the paragraph above, but after 
the material in §3 Foundations of Notation, the argument should be self-evident. 
Unfortunately, there is a problem with using the Flat attribute. To illustrate this problem, 
note the following behavior. 
In[i):= Plus 
Out[i)= a 
In[21:= Times 
Out[2]= a 
Both plus and two fundamental and extremely common operations in Mathematica, 
are equivalent to the identity when acting on a single element. We would usually like the same 
behavior to be true of our operators, for instance, our non-commutative times operation. Yet, if 
we set the attributes of our operator to Flat and Oneldenti ty, this will lead to infinite 
recursion. us illustrate this for a hypothetical operator myPlus. We will attempt to make 
myp 1 us mimic the standard Plus. 
In[3]:= ClearAll 
In[4):= SetAttributes [myPlus, {Flat}] 
In[5]:= myPlus [any_] : any 
Yet, unfortunately with the addition of this simple rule, any subsequent expressions involving 
myPlus fail through infinite recursion. 
In[6]:= myplus ,yl 
$IterationLimit::itlim Iteration limit of 4096 exceeded. 
Out[6]= Hold yJ] 
So it appears that we cannot set the Flat attribute for a function if we need to have that 
function act like the identity on single elements. This is a huge restriction since most normal 
additivity or multiplicative operators or operations are of this kind. What to do? Typically the 
approach taken is to just define one's own rules to mimic the Flat and associative nature of 
our operation. This is the approach taken in this thesis. In particular, see §5.2.2 Generic 
Linearity, Associativity, and Flatness. 
There is a way around this fiasco, but one should treat the following approach with trepidation. 
If a rule is entered before an attribute is set, then the rule is unaffected by the attribute. For 
instance: 
In!?]:= myTimes [any_l any 
In[8]:= SetAttributes , {Flat, Oneldentity} 1 
In[9]:= myTimes [x, y] 
Out[9]= myTimes y] 
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In[10):= myTimes [x] 
Out[10)= x 
This temporal attribute behavior appears to span at least several known versions of Mathematica. 
Specifically, this behavior is true for Mathematica versions 2.x, 3.x, and 4.x. In addition, this 
behavior has also been confinned to be true for an early alpha of version SXX [private 
communication with Robby Villegas]. 
This raises several issues. First, is it a bug that flat functions infinitely recurse for the simple 
rules above? The answer is strictly no, since Flat is working according to the documented 
specification, yet intuitively this leaves much to be desired. Second, given that there exists a 
method to circumvent this bug / feature, should we adapt the rules returned by values to turn 
off the bug / feature? For instance, it would not be terribly difficult to have Values return a 
modified list of rules, such that any of the rules which we can ascertain would lead to problems, 
would be surrounded by statements which would tum the offending attribute(s) off, and then 
back on. 
Values @ f ---') { 
... } 
AttributelsSetQ [f, Oneldentity] -1 False, 
AttributelsSetQ[f, Flat]j,!:> -1 False, 
f [any_] -1 any, 
AttributeIsSetQ [f, Oneldentity] -1 True, 
AttributeIsSetQ [f, Flat] -1 True, 
(B.l.e) 
Currently the Assign package does not do this. There are several reasons why it does not. 
Firstly, code like (B.l.c) might be viewed as working around a bug. Secondly, it might be 
difficult to ascertain what other rules besides the single identity rule could be affected. Thirdly, 
such approaches using Flat are dangerous. 
Even though the Assign package does not explicitly support temporal attribute assignment code 
like (B.l.c), by creating rule sets such as that (B.l.c) manually, one can still obtain the overall 
temporal attribute behavior. However there are other possible reasons not to use the attributes 
Flat and Oneldentity. These concern efficiency. Due to space considerations the following 
result will only be quoted. If one uses operators with the Flat attribute, then due to the 
attempts of Flat to "rearrange expressions in order to accommodate pattern matching", 
pattern matching can become markedly slower with more complicated expressions. This can 
easily be verified by (1) entering some rules for factoring out constants, and then say creating a 
non-commutative product of maybe 100 terms and timing the expansion of the product; and(ii) 
comparing the factoring of constants in the exact same expression when using rules to 
implement flatness - see §S.3.5 Efficient Matching. Typically the latter implementation will be 
orders of magnitude faster on larger expressions. 
It is likely that the drop in efficiency due to using Flat is primarily due to the pattern matching 
trying so many different combinations in order to match the pattern. 
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Appendix C 
Canonicalization Topics 
C.l Permutation and Group Action 
Conventions in Nlathematica 
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In the subsections of §6.3 Permutations and Configurations and §6.4 Labeling, Relabeling, and 
Group Actions the group action *c was developed in parallel with the group operation·. This 
appendix enters into more detail on how the design decisions were entered into concerning 
how to define the various operations. First we need to describe the concepts of an operator 
acting" from right to left" and "from left to right". 
In the following we will refer to binary operations as "multiplication", even though, strictly 
speaking, some particular binary operation might not be multiplication but rather a group 
operation, or function application, or otherwise. For instance, in quantum mechanics. it is 
ubiquitous to promote the position and momentum operators P and X to algebraic variables. 
Then, if we have the Hamiltonian it (p + X)2, we talk of multiplying this out to give 
A ...... 2 "'" .......... ..... 2 
<J{ = (P) + P . X + X . P + (X) . However, in these expressions we are dealing with operators 
which can subsequently be applied to wave functions. 
We say that a multiplication operator acts from right to left if we add new multipliers onto the 
left. For instance, one might say "multiply it by X", which would mean X· it. Conversely, a. 
multiplication operator acts from left to right if we add new multipliers onto the right. For 
instance, an algebraist might say f g followed by h is f g h. 
These differences in "right to left" or "left to right" only become apparent when our expressions 
act on some object. For instance the operator X . it might act on if!(x) to give (X. it) (if!(x». A 
physicist would never write this as (if!(x» (X. it). Moreover (X.it)(if!(X»=X(it(if!(x»), so 
whenever we act on a wave function with an operator, we do this on the left. It is only through 
the interaction of the expressions (or operators) being multiplied and their action on the things 
they can operate on that we get any sense of handedness, that is a "right to left" or "left to right" 
action. 
We must address the distinction between "right to left" and "left to right" because we are 
working so extensively with permutations, and many algebraists and indeed computer algebra 
programs adopt the "left to right" convention when working with permutations. Examples of 
such programs are Maple, Magma and GAP. In contrast, Mathematica, in the Combinatorica 
package, adopts the "right to left" convention. To give an illustration of this difference, 
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consider two non-commuting permutations, say (1, 2, 3) and (1, 2) in cycle form. Let us 
illustrate the typical algebraist's approach of "left to right", via GAP. 
gap>( 1 ,2,3)*( 1,2); 
(2,3) 
gap> (1,2)*( 1 ,2,3); 
0,3) 
The full permutations corresponding to these cycles are given by the following. 
In[81]:= a1 FromCycles [ { {1, 2, 3}}] 
Out[81]= {2, 3, 1} 
In[821:= a2 FromCycles [{ {1, 2}, {3}} 1 
Out[82]= {2, 1, 3} 
AB opposed to GAP, Mathematica essentially uses "right to left" multiplication as is 
demonstrated by the.following. 
In[83]:= Permute [a1' a2] / / ToCycles 
Out[83]= {{ 3, 1}, { 2 } } 
This last answer is just the Mathematica form of the cycle (1, 3). 
After this preamble we can now discuss how and why we have described the action *c as we 
have. Since our permuting and relabeling group action, *c' is fundamentally based on our 
permuting group action, *7T' it is sufficient to discuss the latter action. We would like our group 
action to be of the form * : (J x A ~ A where A is some set of objects. This means that our 
group operation for (J should be "right to left". Of course, the handedness of our group action 
and hence of our group operation will only become important once we start using the group to 
act on objects. We have chosen the "right to left" handedness since it is more in keeping with 
programming language notations, analysis, and physicsJ all of which have been intimately 
involved in the development of the "overall algorithm". Let us now examine several of the 
consequences of having a right to left operation. 
usual representation of elements of Sn is via bijective functions on set of integers 
.n {1, ... , n}. The result we are about to state is such an obvious one that it is often omitted in 
discussions about permutation groups. However, since the purpose of this appendix is to be 
strictly clear about the underlying fundamentals of our permutation groups, let us nevertheless 
state this result. With respect to the group operation of composition, 0, there is a natural group 
action of permutations on points, and this action is just application. If we call this natural action 
*n, then *It : Sn X n ~ n, where if p E Sn and f3 En then p *11 f3 = p(f3). action is a group 
action since if p, cr E SI1 and f3 E n then 
P *1l (a- *11 fl) P *11 a-(fl) = p(a-(fl» = (poa-) (fl) = (poa-) *n fl (C.l.a) 
This natural action is just the way all authors have almost always used permutations and 
permutation groups. In a somewhat similar manner, in §6.3.1 Pennutations and Configurations 
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we have defined *n : {; xC -? C in Mathematica. The question is, in defining the operator as we 
have, what choices were made and why? 
The function Permute is implemented in a low-level and extremely efficient way in 
Mathematica, using the function that extracts parts of an expression, specifically 
Permute[f, 0-] = f[o-]I. So, as was mentioned in §6.3.3, when permuting a list f by a 
permutation 0-, Mathematica yields the list f' = Permute[f, 0-], according to fi = f(Teo' 
Unfortunately, ignoring signs, if we were to define 0- *n f :::: Permute [f, 0-], then *n would not 
be a group action with respect to 0. In fact, we would get P *n (0- *n f) = (0- ° p) *n f, since their 
ith components would be equal, as shown by 
The problem is due to the fact that when permuting a list f by a permutation 0-, Mathematica 
uses Permute [f, 0-], which looks like a "left to right" type notation, whereas when 
multiplying permutation P by 0-, Mathematica uses Permute [p, 0-], which equals p0O-, hence is 
using a "right to left" notation. 
There are two simple ways one can resolve the above difficulty. One is to drop our requirement 
that our group operation be ° and define a new binary operator, " by 0-' P = p0O- - resulting in 
what MacLane[216] calls the opposite operation to the group operation 0. In this case, *n 
becomes a group action with respect to . and, as desired, . is a "left to right" operation. The 
other solution is to define *n as we did in §6.3.1 Pennutations and Configurations, namely by 
0- *n f :::: Permute [f, 0--1 ] I in which case *n is a group action with respect to 0. A proof of this 
fact was given in §6.3.2 Pennutation Groups and Actions. Another proof that 
P*n(o-*nf) = (P°o-)*nf, avoiding the explicit mention of Permute, is as follows. When 
f' = Permute[f, 0-], we had fi f(T(t). Consequently, when we permute via the inverse permuta-
tion, that is f' = Permute[f, 0--1], we obtain fi = f(T-l(i). So 
summary, we chose a "right to left" operation because it was more in keeping with the 
setting in which it would be used. And we chose to Permute via the inverse of the 
permutation since then *n is a group action with respect to function composition (actually, a 
slight extension of function composition to signed function composition). Though in any case, 
the other conventions we could have chosen are, in a sense, equally valid since they would lead 
to isomorphic results. 
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C.2 Evidence for Steepest Descent 
Coniecture 
This appendix provides extremely strong evidence that Conjecture 6.9.A, and its extensions to 
Conjecture 6.12.A and Conjecture 6.13.B, are true. For reference purposes, we repeat below the 
three conjectures. 
Conjecture 6.9.A: Given a signed configuration a E C and a set of adjacent 
transpositions 'T such that V T E 'T, a ~c T *c a, then OrCa) a. 
Conjecture 6.12.A: Given a signed configuration a E C, which can include indices with 
fixed elevations, and a set of adjacent transpositions 'T such that V T E 'T a ~c T *c a, then 
0r(a) = a. 
Conjecture 6.13.B: Given a signed configuration a E C, which can include indices with 
fixed elevations and lor index class extensions, and a set of adjacent transpositions 'T 
such that: 
(i) V T E 'T a ~c T *c a, and 
(ii) V T, T E 'T a ~c T *c T *c a (where T, T are complementary-effect transposition 
pairs), 
then 0r(a) = a. 
These conjectures, in essence, all mean that one can follow a steepest descent method to find 
the transpositionally canonical or transposition ally minimum configuration after any type of 
permutation on a given configuration. That is, formally, a locally minimum configuration 
obtained via any descent path based on the use of the reducing swap operator, defined in §6.9.2 
ReducingSwapQ, is actually a globally minimum configuration (over the 'T-equivalence class of 
configurations). These concepts were explained in §6.9 Transpositional Canonicalization. 
This section proceeds by first developing some code to investigate the conjecture. Then, 
utilizing this code, we just exhaustively verify the conjecture for all configurations up to n 
indices. Due to combinatorial explosion, the practical verification of our conjectures is 
unfortunately limited to around at most 12 indices. 
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C.2.1 Transpositional Canonicalization 
Validation 
We need a testing function to validate that our transpositional canonicalization algorithm, 
presented in §6.9 Transpositional Canonicalization, indeed yields the same result as does basic 
canonicalization with respect to the transpositional generators. 
In[1]:= transposi tionallYCanonicalizeValidQ [ 
signedConfiguration_signedConfiguration I 
generators_List] : = egenerators [signedConfiguration] ==e 
Mine [generateConfigurations [signedConfiguration , generators]] 
We will see that there exists specific sets of transpositions and specific configurations for which 
our transpositional canonicalization will not always yield the transpositionally minimum 
configuration. Yet, such instances lie outside all the types of problems that arise in the fields of 
usage known to the author. Furthermore, any tensor can be rearranged into a tensor which 
obeys the restrictions needed to ensure that our transpositional canonicalization method is valid 
- these concepts were explained in §6.8.5 Jointly Recursively Directional and Extrema Stabilizing 
(JRDES) Sets. Therefore, in practice there is no limitation. 
We will also be testing our conjectures for the cases when our configurations have indices with 
fixed elevations. Therefore, we must be able to check if two configurations are essentially the 
same. This occurs if they are equal up to occurrences of fixed elevations; and that when the 
configurations differ, say as when we have SIj or stj in one configuration and Si,l in the other, 
then the fixed elevation in the former agrees with the natural elevation in the latter. We say 
that they are essentially the same since when the configurations are reconstituted they will both 
lead to exactly the same tensor product. Formally, two configurations are essentially equal if 
and only if they are equal in as far as our ordering will distinguish them. That is why we have 
defined equality via ==c rather than in transpositionallyCanonicalizeValidQ. 
is a simple example of these ideas in practice. 
In[2]:= = {( 1 ~ 2) + I (3 ~ 4) + } 
Dut[2]= {( 1 ~ 2) + I (3 ~ 4) + } 
In[3l:= es, [ { 4 I S2, 3 I S3 2 Ii} + ] 
Dut[3]= {Sl, 3 I 
The following two distinct configurations are minimal, and yet essentially the same. 
In[4]:= eST [{Sl,3 I 
In[5]:= eST [ { 
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Out[5]= 
In[6]:= {Si.3' S2.4' 
Out[6]= True 
In[7]:= transpositionallyCanonicalizeValidQ {SL4' S2,3' S3,2' 
,1 } +' 57 1 
Out[7]= True 
C.2.2 Initial Labeling 
Let us introduce a specialized function for initially labeling an unlabeled signed configuration. 
This is a simplified version of our routine encodeTensors. 
In[8]:= ini tialLabeling @ config_slgn_ : = 
M:apindexedTrenamelndex[i;;dex-,position~-posTtIonT~o;;li 9 ,indexl] &Index ,;;~;;;;~-~-;;O;;j 
In[9]:= rename Index [index_, position_, affrpositions_l : = index / i affrpositionsfen == 1 
rename Index [index_, position_, affrpositions_l : = 
s [position[lD' (Flatten [affrpositionsl \ position) [lD J / i affrpositionsfen == 2 
Here is an example using initialLabeling. 
In[11]:= initialLabeling [{a, b, b, a} + J 
C.2.3 Generating all Configurations 
In this appendix, to demonstrate the properties of the transpositional canonicalization operator, 
we will need to perform tests on all possible configurations of a given number of indices which 
are all summed. There are several ways one could generate all such configurations. The first 
and most obvious way is to create all permutations of some initial set, relabel these, and discard 
any duplicates. This is easy to implement. For example, the following creates every 
configuration on four indices with each index being summed. 
In[12]:= config+ 
Out[12]= config+ 
In[13]:= Union [ initialLabeling /@ (config+ &oon(lg /@ Permutations [{a, a, b, b} J) J 
Out[13]= 
It is easy to generalize the method above; however, the above algorithm's space and time 
efficiency is awful. For example, to generate all configurations on 10 indices requires calculating 
roughly 3.6 million configurations even though there are only 945 different configurations. 
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Therefore, due to practical considerations, we must turn to a different algorithm to calculate the 
configurations. 
The second way we can generate all configurations is by using a recursive method. Basically, for 
each configuration on n indices, we create n + 1 configurations by inserting the symbol a into 
the original configuration at every possible position. For each of these configurations, we then 
create n + 2 configurations by repeating the above insertion process. We then relabel all these 
configurations. The resulting set will span the complete set of configurations on n + 2 indices. 
In this way we can create all configurations on n + 2 indices from all the configurations on n 
indices. Let us formally present the recursive algorithm that does this. 
10[14]:= allConfigurations @ 2: Sl,2 I S2, 1 +}; 
allConfigurations @ n_Integer? EvenQ : 
Union[initialLabeling/@ 
(insertSymbolA @ insertSymbolA @ allConfigurations [n- 2] II. 
si_.L:~ Min[i, j] )]; 
This code uses insertSymbolA, which simply creates configurations with a single a added to 
them in possible position. 
10[16]:= insertSymbolA @ signedConfigurations_List : 
Flatten [ 
Table [Insert a, {2, il] I {ill, 1 +sc[2]'en)] &5o/@sfgnedConfigurations] 
There are some configurations that are generated twice this way; however, all duplicate 
configurations are removed in the end by taking the union of the configurations. We can easily 
test this method to see that it is giving the correct results by comparing it to the complete set of 
configurations on four indices generated above. 
10[17]:= allConfigurations @ 4 
Out[17]= 
To get some idea of the growth in size and complexity, examine the following. 
10[18]:= Table [allConfigurations [i],en l (il 4, 10, 2)] 
Out[18]= {3, IS, lOS, 94S} 
With a small amount of insight, this can be recognized as the following sequence . 
. ! 
10[19]:= Table [--:-:---;-:::-;1_' ---:::-;c-;-;:-, {i, 4, 10, 2}] 
Out[1 {3, IS, 1 0 5, 9 4 5 } 
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C.2.4 Generating all Configurations with Fixed 
Elevations 
Due to considerations of length, the following code will not be explained in detail. Interested 
readers can trace through the code for themselves. 
In[20):= allConfigurationsWithElevations @ n_Integer ?EvenQ .-
Flatten /@ allConfigurations @ n] 
In[21):= allElevations [sc: ] .-. -
Block [{efevationSubsets, configChanges} , 
efevationSubsets 
Drop [Sort @ Subsets @ Cases [config, si_,L /; i < j], 1] /. 
Si_, ~ {{ j}, {sL}}; 
configChanges Flatten [ (Outer [Join, Sequence @@ #, 1] & /@ 
efevationSubsets) /. } ~ changeElevations @ a] ; 
( (sc / . elevationToRules @ # &) /@ configChanges +{} {sc})] 
In[22):= elevationToRules @ aChange_changeElevations : = 
aChange /. { :~ {Si,j ~ sI j , Sj i ~ ,d, 
H {si, j ~ sI, j' Sj i ~ ,d} /. 
changeElevations @ any_:~ Flatten @ {any} 
Let us quickly demonstrate how this code works in practice. 
In[23]:", allConfigurations @ 4 
Out[23]= 
We generate all possible elevations on a signed configuration as follows. 
In[24):= allElevations @ S1,3' S2 .. 4' S3,l' S4.2 + 
Out[24)= 
With respect to a configuration of n indices, by combining the generation of all configurations 
with the generation of all elevations for a configuration we can generate all configurations with 
fixed elevations. 
In[25]:= allConfigurationsWithElevations @ 4 
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Out[25]= 
C.2.5 Generation all Configurations with Class 
Extended Indices 
507 
We need to be able to generate all possible configurations involving all possible class extended 
indices. This can be accomplished by adding dass extensions to the dummy indices of pre-
existing configurations. 
Initially we use numbers to represent the different index classes: Thus, at first, we will represent 
a given set of class extensions by a list of numbers. For instance, {1,2,2,1} would mean the first 
pair of summed indices of a configuration is of class 1, the second pair is of class 2, the third pair 
is of class 2, and the fourth pair is of class 1. Here is a function which will generate all possible 
dass extension representations. 
In[26]:= allClassExtensionRepresentations @ n_Integer: Select [ 
Subsets @ Flatten @ Join @ Table [Range @ n, {n} l, subset'en == n &s"bset 1 
Some of the representations generated by allClassExtensionRepresentations are 
essentially equivalent. For instance, {3AA,3} is essentially the same as {1,2,2)}. The following 
function, normalizeRepresentation, just normalizes all class representations. 
In[27]:= normalizeRepresentation @ ffsLList : '" Fold[lower, fist, Range @ fist'en] 
lower [fist: { __ , a_, , a_l : '" fist 
lower [fisLList, n_l /; Select [fist, I 2: n &d ~ {} : = 
lower[If[i> n, 1-1, f] &{/@ fist, n] 
lower [f1sLList, n_Integer]: fist 
Here are all possible variations on the class extensions for 8 indices. (Both indices of a summed 
pair must obviously be of the same class.) 
In[31]:= union [normalizeRepresentation /@ allClassExtensionRepresentations [4] ] 
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Out[31]= {{1, 1, 1, 1}, {1, 1, 1, 2}, {1,1,2,1}, {1, 1, 2, 2}, {1, 1, 2, 3}, 
{1, 1, 3, 2} , {1, 2, 1, 1} , {1, 2, 1, 2}, {1, 2, 1, 3}, {1, 2, 2, 1}, 
{1, 2, 2, 2}, {1, 2, 2, 3}, {1, 2,' 3, 1}, {1, 2, 3, 2}, {1, 2, 3, 3}, 
{1, 2, 3, 4} , {1, 2, 4, 3}, {1, 3, 1, 2}, {1, 3, 2, 1}, {1, 3, 2, 2} , 
{1, 3, 2, 3} , {1, 3, 2, 4}, {1, 3, 3, 2}, {1, 3, 4, 2} , {1, 4, 2, 3} , 
{1, 4, 3, 2} , {2, 1, 1, 1}, {2, 1, 1, 2}, {2, 1, 1, 3}, {2, 1, 2, 1} , 
{2, 1, 2, 2}, {2, 1, 2, 3}, {2, 1, 3, 1}, {2, 1, 3, 2} , {2, 1, 3, 3} , 
{2, 1, 3, 4}, {2, 1, 4, 3}, {2, 2, 1, 1}, {2, 2, 1, 2} , {2, 2, 1, 3}, 
{2, 2, 2, 1}, {2, 2, 3, 1}, {2, 3, 1, 1}, {2, 3, 1, 2}, {2, 3, 1, 3}, 
{2, 3, 1, 4} , {2, 3, 2, 1}, {2, 3, 3, 1}, {2, 3, 4, 1}, {2, 4, 1, 3}, 
{2, 4, 3, 1} , {3, 1, 1, 2} , {3, 1, 2, 1} , {3, 1, 2, 2}, {3, 1, 2, 3} , 
{3, 1, 2, 4} , {3, 1, 3, 2} , {3, 1, 4, 2}, {3, 2, 1, 1}, {3, 2, 1, 2} , 
{3, 2, 1, 3} , {3, 2, 1, 4}, {3, 2, 2, 1}, {3, 2, 3, 1}, {3, 2, 4, 1}, 
{3, 3, 1, 2} , {3, 3, 2, 1} , {3, 4, 1, 2}, {3, 4, 2, 1}, {4, 1, 2, 3}, 
{4, 1, 3, 2}, {4, 2, 1, 3} , {4, 2, 3, 1} , {4, 3, 1, 2} , {4, 3, 2, 1}} 
Having generated all numerical representations of a class, we subsequently transform these into 
real classes, 
In[32]:= toClasses @ cl'asses_ .-
{Union @ I. Clnteger :~ Symbol [ "class" <> ToString @ I] 
Here is a simple way to say that the following are valid index classes. (yVe never consider 
testing 14 index configurations in any event due to combinatorial explosion.) 
In[33J:= ValidlndexClassQ [classl] = True; 
ValidlndexClassQ [class2] = True; 
ValidlndexClassQ [class3] = True; 
ValidlndexClassQ [class4] = True; 
ValidlndexClassQ [class5] = True; 
Val [class6] = True; 
We need to be able to affix the class extensions to the indices at the levels required. 
In[39]:= mergeClasses 
mergeClasses[ 
sc : 
0] :=sc 
index: (sLL I stL I sl_,L) , 
[MapAt[setClass[sij, 
In[41]:= setClass [ 
setClass[ 
, cfass_l 
L' cl'ass_l 
• _ cfass, l' 
• - Sl,j 
• _ cfass I J.. 
· - Sl,) 
: = sda~s 
I, J 
Here is an example of merge Classes. 
4' S2,3, S3,2' s~ 1} , 
• + 
In[44]:= mergeClasses 
, Generallndices}] 
Out[44]= { d 
+ 
, {cfass_, rest_}] .-
slgn_ 
, sc, {{ 2, I}, {2, j}}], { rest} ] 
Finally, we create a simple function that generates all possible class extended versions of a given 
signed configuration. 
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In[45):= addAllClasses @ sc_signedConfiguration : 
mergeClasses [sc, extensions] &extenslons /@ 
toClasses[normalizeRepresentation/@ 
allClassExtensionRepresentations @ 
(Count [sc, s @_' {2}] /2)] 
In[46):= addAllClasses @ 5cs_List: Flatten [ addAIIClasses /@ 
In[47]:= addAllClasses @ d+ 
Out[47]= {{ S class2 I 3,2 ' 
These configurations can become somewhat involved, as evidenced by the following. 
In[48):= signedConfigurations::: addAIIClasses @ allConfigurationsWi thElevations @ 6 i 
RandornKSubset [signedConfigurations, 5] 
Out[49]= 
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The number of possible configurations when including class extensions and fixed elevations 
exhibits combinatorial explosion. For example, there are just 15 configurations on 6 indices if 
class extensions and fixed elevations are not included, but 5265 if they are. 
In[50):= 5i gned Confi guration5fen 
Out[50)= 5265 
C.2.6 Restriction: No Disconnected 
Transpositional Orbits 
To analyze the following algorithms, it is important to be able to get some idea of how a set of 
permutations can act on a configuration. If we borrow the terminology from group action, we 
can examine the "orbits" of a permutation. For instance, the transpositions (1 B 4) +' 
(2 B 5) +' and (5 B 6) + can move an index between 1 and 4 or move an index between 2, 5 
and 6. We can represent these orbits by lists as follows: {IIIII,D,D,IIIII,D,D} and {D,IIIII,D,D,IIIII,IIIII}. 
Alternatively, we can include all the orbits into the same list by labeling each orbit by its 
smallest element: {l,2,D,1,2,2}. 
Definition 13.2.A: An orbit of a set of generators S is a set of positions where an index 
(3 in anyone of the positions can be moved into any other position in the set by applying 
a sequence of the generators. Basically an orbit of a set of generators is just the set /3(8) . 
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An orbit is connected if there are no gaps in the orbit. For instance, an orbit of the shape 
{D,.,.,.,D,D} would be connected, while an orbit of the shape {[J,.,D,D,.,.} would be 
disconnected. Note, we should be cognizant of the distinction between the orbit of an index 
under a set of permutations, and the orbit of the configuration under the permutation group 
action, that is the orbit of all equivalent configurations under the permutation symmetries. 
We can now ask the question that was raised when we first looked at transpositional 
canonicalization. When will our steepest descent method of transpositional canonicalization 
actually yield a minimum transpositional equivalence class representative? The following 
example demonstrates that one must not have disconnected transpositions that cross each 
other, like (1 (-7 4) + and (2 (-7 5) + . Our transpositional canonicalization algorithm will 
frequently fail on different configurations with crossed disconnected transpositional generators. 
In[51]:= S, = {(1 (-7 4) + I (2 (-75) +} i 
.:m .................... _.......................................... _ ..... _ ................................ . 
testConfiguration = 81.51 82,3 I 83,21 84,61 85,11 86,4 + i 
In[53]:= 8s, [testconfiguration] 
Out[53]= 81,51 82,3 I 83,2 I 84,61 85,11 86,4 + 
In[54]:= genera teConf igura tion8 [testConfiguration I S,] 
Out[54]= 81/2 I 82/11 83,51 84,61 85/3 I 86,4 + I 81,51 82,3 I 83,2 I 84,61 85,11 86,4 + I 
81,6 I 82,3 I 83,2 I 84,5 I 85,4 I 86,1 + I 81,6 I 82,41 83,5 I 84,2 I 85/3 I 86,1 +} 
In[55]:= Mine [%] 
However, even if the transpositional orbits do not cross each other, being disconnected is 
sometimes enough to make transpositional canonicalization fail. Typically this requires at least 
two disconnections in orbits and does not occur in situations other then when an orbit has a 
disconnected singleton part. (In other words, this occurs very rarely, but it can happen.) In fact, 
for six indices there are just 12 cases out of 1323 different combinations of transpositions and 
configurations for which this will occur. Here is one of the examples where transpositional 
canonicalization fails. 
In[56]:= S, = {( 1 (-7 3) + I (4 (-7 6) + } i 
........................ c ..............................•................................................................. , 
testConfiguration = 81,5182,4183,6184,21851186,3 +' 
In[58]:= 8s, [testConfiguration] 
In[59]:= generateConfiguration8 [testConfiguration , S,] 
Out[59]= 81,4/ 8 2,6/ 8 3,5/ 8 4,1/ 8 5,3,86/2 +' Sl,51 82,4, 83,61 84,21 85,11 S6,3J+, 
81,5182,6183,4184,3185,1186,2 +' 81,6182,4183,5184,2185,3186,1 +} 
In[60]:= Mine [%] 
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C.2.7 Design Consequences 
At this stage we can now see the underlying choices faced when the algorithm was being 
created. For this particular facet of the overall problem, we had a dilemma with two 
alternatives: (i) we could allow disconnected orbits that do not overlap, and try to find which 
class of transpositional generators will work with our transpositional canonicalization 
algorithm or (ii), we could only allow connected orbits. In practice the author has only seen 
tensors where the transpositional orbits are connected. For instance, this is true of Christoffel 
symbols, Riemann tensors, Stress energy tensors, vector potentials, Maxwell tensors, 
Civita tensor densities, etc. However, it is a virtual certainty that in some branch of physics, 
someone somewhere at sometime defined a tensor which has disconnected transpositional 
orbits. In this case to use transpositional canonicalization, they must introduce an equivalent 
intermediate tensor which has connected orbits. 
C.2.8 The Construction of all Valid 
Transpositional Generating Sets 
We now have a possible criterion on the set of transpositions under which our steepest descent 
algorithm will work - that is, we hypothesis that our generating sets must be adjacent in order 
to ensure that transpositional canonicalization works. We would like to demonstrate the 
hypothesis by generating all possible sets of transpositions fulfilling the criterion and showing 
that every one of these sets of transpositions obeys the transpositional canonicalization property 
on every possible configuration on a fixed number of indices. 
Since we will only use adjacent transpositions, and hence always have connected orbits, we can 
obtain all valid transpositional generator sets on n indices simply by the following. 
In[61]:= allValidTranspositionSets @ n_Integer?Positive .-
Subsets[Table[(iBi+1)+, {i, 1, n-1}JJ \ {O} 
Technical Note: Prior to the final choice published herein, I experimented with several different types of orbit generation 
schemes, for several allowed classes of orbits. The code is available upon request. 
We can combine the complexity orders of both the generation of configurations and the 
different generating sets to arrive at the number of tests that must be done on each number of 
indices. 
• I 
In[62]:= Table [---:--;--:-_1.,--' -.-:-::- - 1), {i, 4, 14, 2} 1 
OUI[621= {21, 465,13335,482895,21278565, 1106890785} 
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C.2.9 Testing the Transpositional 
Canonicalization of Configurations 
The following routine is a II smart wayl to test that transpositional canonicalization is working. 
Given a whole class of configurationsl we choose onel and generate all transposition ally 
equivalent configurations. Our transpositional canonicalization operator is then applied to all of 
these equivalent configurations. If the result of all of these applications is the same 
configuration (up to equivalence)1 then we know that on these configurations transpositional 
canonicalization is valid. We then eliminate this entire equivalence class of configurations from 
the set of total configurations remaining to be testedl and repeat the whole process. 
In[63]:= testTransposi tionalCanonicalizationOfConf igura tions [ 
slgnedConfiguration_signedConfiguration, generators_List] .-
testTranspositionalCanonicalizationOfConfigurations [ 
{slgnedConflguratfon} , generators] 
In[64]:= testTransposi tionalCanonicalizationOfConf igurations [ 
conflguratfonSTdTesCList, generators_List] : = 
Block [{ 
= True, 
conffguratlonsLeft = configurationSTdTest, 
transpositionaUy8qulvafentConfigurations = {}}, 
While [conflgurationsLeft *- {} /\ passed == True, 
transpositionaf f y8qulvafentConfi gurations = 
generateConfigurations [ configurationsLeft[l] , generators] i 
If [ Length @ Union [polishElevations @ [c] &c I@ 
transpositionaffy8quivafentConfigurations] > 
1, passed = False] j 
configuratlonsLeft configurationsLeft \ transpositionaffy8quivafentConfiguratlonsj ] i 
InI6S]:= polishElevations @ conflguratlon_ : = 
configuration I. { r I i I < j :-7 sr~jSS , J, I i I > j :-7 s7:}' , 
L I; i<j:-7sij, st,L Ii l>j:-7 SI,}} 
Thusl given a set of configurations and a set of generating transpositionsl we can exhaustively 
test all possible cases. 
In[66]:= exhausti veTransposi tionalCanonicalizationTest [ 
configuratlonSTdTesCList, generatlngTransposltlons_List] .-
Block [ {faifed 0, passed = 0, falfedflst = {}}, 
Do[ 
If[ testTranspositionalCanonicalizationOfConfigurations [ 
configuratlonSTdTest, generatlngTransposltlons[I]]' 
+ + passed , 
++falfed; AppendTo [falfedflst, generatingTranspositions[l] ]], 
{I, 1, generatlngTransposftionsfen }] ; 
Print ["passed : ", passed] ; 
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Print ["Failed : II 1 failed] i 
Print ["Failed generating Transposition sets 
Union @ falledflst] i J 
• II 
• 1 
C.2.10 Example: Testing the Coniecture for 6 
Indices 
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We are now, finally, in a position to verify Conjecture 6.9.A by brute force for up to n indices. In 
this subsection we will tackle the case n;;:: 6. (This also subsumes all cases of n less than 6.) 
First we generate all configurations on 6 indices, and then generate all possible adjacently 
generated transpositional generating sets. 
In[67]:= slgnedConffguratlons == allConfigurations [6] i 
generatingrranspositions = all ValidTransposi tionSets [6] i 
Here are the kind of configurations we are verifying transpositional canonicalization for. 
In[69]:= RandomKSubset [signedConffguratlons 1 5] 
Out[69]= 
+' '{Sl,31 S2,61 S3,l1 S4,51 S5,41 S6,2 +, 
"""""""",',~~~",""","",","","',','",,""""","',' c~ 
Sl,51 S2,31 S3,21 S4,61 S5,11 S6,4 +' Sl,61 S2,41 S3,51 S4,21 S5,31 S6,1 +} 
There are 15 configurations and 31 different transpositional generating sets for which we must 
verify the conjecture. 
In[70]:= sfgnedConflguratlonsfen 
Out[70]= 15 
In[71]:= generatlngrransposltlonsten 
Out[71]= 31 
In[72]:= exhaustiveTranspositionalCanonicalizationTest [ 
sfgnedConfiguratlons, generatingrransposltions] II Timing 
Passed :31 
Failed ;0 
Failed generating sets : {} 
Out[72]= {1. 73333 Second, Null} 
Therefore we have verified, by brute force, that transpositional canonicalization will work 
correctly with any set of adjacent transpositions and any standard configuration with up to 6 
standard indices. 
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C.2.11 Optimizing the Testing of 
Transpositional Canonicalization 
§C.2.11 : 
Actually, we can make a significant optimization to our brute force testing algorithm. Starting 
with set of all possible configurations, we can set all indices not involved in our calculations 
to fixed high indices, say al t, a2 t, a3 t, ... , and then take the union of this resulting set. This 
reduces the number of configurations, since we will not be considering all of the multitude of 
variants of a configuration where only indices that do not affect the calculation are changing. A 
moment's reflection will confirm that this simplification is valid. Here are the functions we 
need in order to normalize a list of configurations. 
In[73]:= normalizeConfigurations [signedConfigurations_List, movedPoints_List] : 
Block [{uniformConfig Table [High [ToExpression [" a" <> ToString @i] , iJ , 
{i I 1, signed Configurations [1, 2]] ten} ] } , 
Union [toUniformConfiguration [sc, movedPoints] &5C /@signedConfiguratlons) ] 
In[74]:= toUniformConfiguration [con!ig=sign_' movedPoints_List] : = 
Block [ 
/@ ((sl)[21 &Sij /@ config[movedPoints]) U movedPoints)}, 
................ --.. -....... ~ 
ReplacePart indiceffoPreserve] sign] 
For some of the smaller transpositional generating sets, we can get a rough idea of the 
reduction in the number of configurations that need to be considered. 
In[75]:= signedConfigurations = addAIIClasses @ allConfigurationsWithElevations [6] ; 
In[76j:= signedConfigurationsten 
Out[76J= 52 6 5 
In[77]:= reducedSet = normalizeConfigurations [signedConfigurations, {l, 2}]; 
reducedSetfen 
Out[78]= 873 
Thus we have reduced the number of configurations which we must test by a factor of 6. The 
normalized configurations look like the following. 
In[79j:= RandomKSubset [reducedSet, 5) 
Out[79]= {{ S claSS2 I 2,4 , 
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When most of the indices are "moved", then the reduction in the number of configurations that 
must be tested is much smaller. 
In[80j:= reducedSet=normalizeConfigurations[signedConfigurations, {I, 2, 3, 4}li 
reducedSet'en 
Out[81)= 4428 
Here is the modification to our testing function testTransposi tionalCanonicaliza-
tion-OfConfigurations. 
In[82]:= testTranspositionalCanonicalizationOfConfigurations [ 
configuratlonSTdTest_List I generators_List] : 
Block [{ 
passed True I 
configuratlonsLeft = normal i zeConf i gura t ions [confi gurationSTdT est , 
Union @ Flatten [S"Crr2] &S"(. /@ generators]], 
transpositionalfy8quivalentConfigurations {} } , 
While [configurationsLeft :f. {} 1\ passed == True, 
transpositionalfy8quivalentConfigurations = 
generateConfigurations [ configurationsLeft IT1 ] I generators] i 
If[ 
Union [polishElevations @ €Igenerators [c] &c /@ transpositionalfy8quivalentCc 
> I, passed False]; 
confi gurationsLeft = confi gurationsLeft \ transpositionalf y8qulval entConfi gurations; ] ; 
passed] 
In[83]:= exhausti veTransposi tionalCanonicalizationTest [ 
confl guratlonSTdTesLList, generatingTransposltions_Lis t] .-
Block [ {failed = 0 , passed 0 , falfedflst = {}}, 
Do [ 
If[ testTranspositionalCanonicalizationOfConfigurations [ 
configuratlonSTdTest, generatingTransposltions rriD ] , 
+ + passed , 
++falled; AppendTo [failedflst I generatlngTranspositlons rri]]] I 
{i, I, generatingTranspositions'en}] ; 
Print ["passed :", passed] ; 
Print ["Failed :" I falfed] i 
Print ["Failed generating Transposition sets 
union @ failedflst] i 1 
. " • 1 
Let us now use this optimized testing function for all of our forthcoming brute force 
verifications. 
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C.2.12 Example: Testing the Coniecture for 6 
I ndices with Fixed Elevations 
Now that we have presented the general style in which we will proceed, let us verify Conjecture 
6.12.A for all configurations having at most 6 indices, including those containing indices of fixed 
elevation, but excluding any class extensions. 
In[84]:= signedConfigurations = allConfigurationsWithElevations [6] i 
generatingrranspositions allValidTranspositionSets [6] i 
are some examples of the kind of configuration for which we are verifying the 
transpositional canonicalization conjecture. 
In[86]:= RandomKSubset [signedConfigurations, 5] 
Out[86]= 
3}+' {Sl,S, 
............ : ...•.•...... --~~~----:- ............ : - :---
{ l}+' {Sl,6, 
We can see that by including indices with fixed elevations, we have generated dramatically 
more configurations. 
In[87]:= signedConfigurationsten 
Out[87)= 405 
In[88]:= generatingrranspositionsten 
OUI[88)= 31 
are 405 configurations and 
verify the conjecture. 
different transpositional generating sets for which we must 
In[89]:= exhaustiveTransposi tionalCanonicalizationTest [ 
signed Configurations , generatingrranspositions] / / Timing 
Passed ; 31 
Failed :0 
Failed generating sets ; {} 
Out[89J= {57. 9167 Second, Null} 
Thus, as before, we have verified that transpositional canonicalization works correctly on all 
possible configurations of up to 6 indices with all possible adjacent transpositional generating 
sets but this time allowing fixed elevation indices. 
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C.2.13 Example: Testing the Coniecture for 6 
Indices with Class Extended Indices 
Let us now proceed with the first stage of verifying Conjecture 6.13.B. Specifically, we only 
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verify the conjecture for class extended indices. We do not include fixed elevations in our 
test cases. We will assume that no indices or all indices in a configuration have class 
extensions. This is valid since associating classes with just some indices is equivalent to treating 
all indices without a class as being of the same class. 
In[91]:= sfgnedConfiguratfons = addAIIClasses @ allConfigurations [6] ; 
generatin!fTransposlttons = allValidTranspositionSets [6] ; 
The kind of configurations we are verifying transpositional canonicalization for are the 
following. 
In[93]:= RandoroKSubset [signedConflguratfons I 5] 
. -.-_ ............•• - ..•.....•.•.•........••..••••.......•..•• 
OUI[93]= {{Si~~SS3, 
We can see that by affixing to our indices, we have generated many more configurations 
than without, but still less than if we included fixed elevation indices in our configurations. 
In[94]:= slgnedconfiguratfons'en 
Out[94]= 195 
In[95]:= generatin!fTransposlttons'en 
OUI[95]= 31 
are 195 configurations and 31 different transpositional generating sets for which we must 
verify the conjecture. 
In[96]:= exhausti veTranspositionalCanonicalizationTest [ 
signedConfiguratlons, generatin!fTransposltlons] / / Timing 
Passed :31 
Failed :0 
Failed qenerating Transposition sets :{} 
OUI[96]= {3l. 35 Second, Null} 
Thus, we have shown the conjecture to be true for all possible adjacent transpositional 
generating sets and all possible class extended configurations on up to 6 indices. 
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C.2.14 Example: TesHng the Coniecture for 6 
Indices with Class Extended Indices and 
Fixed Elevations 
Let us now proceed with fully verifying Conjecture 6.13.B on 6 indices. 
In[97):= signedConfigurations addAIIClasses @ allConfigurationsWithElevations [6] i 
generatingTransposttfons = allValidTranspositionSets [6] i 
We will be verifying transpositional canonicalization for configurations like the following. 
In[99):= RandomKSubset [stgnedConfigurations, 5] 
Out[99)= {{ S Classl, t 
, 4· 6 ' 
We can see that by allowing fixed elevations in our class extended indices, we have generated 
dramatically more configurations than ever before. 
In[100]:", sl gnedConfl gurations'en 
Out[100)= 5265 
In[101]:= generatingTranspositions'en 
Out[101]= 31 
There are 5265 different configurations and 31 different transpositional generating sets for 
which we must verify the conjecture. 
In[102]:= exhaustiveTranspositionalCanonicalizationTest [ 
signedConfigurations, generatingTranspositions] / / Timing 
Passed :31 
Failed :0 
Failed Transposition sets :{} 
OUI[102]= {1956. 82 Second, Null} 
This now verifies Conjecture 6.13.B for all possible adjacent transpositional generating sets and 
all possible fixed-elevated class-extended configurations on up to 6 indices. As can been seen, 
the combinatorial explosion is starting to effect us. To test the hypothesis for higher numbers of 
indices than 6 requires random sampling methods. 
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"'- • .£ •• ~ Limits to Testing the Coniecture 
In this subsection we push our verification to the limit. The results are somewhat uninteresting 
since we are already extremely confident of the outcome. However, it is nice to explicitly push 
the algorithm to its limits. 
We can verify the basic Conjecture 6.9.A on up to 10 indices. 
In[103]:= signed Configurations = allConfigurations [10] i 
generatingTranspositions = allValidTranspositionSets [10] i 
In[105]:= signedconflgurations1en 
Out[105]= 945 
In[106]:= generati ngTransposltionsfen 
Out[106j= 511 
!n[107j:= exhaustiveTransposi tionalCanonicalizationTest [ 
signedconfiguratfons I generatingTransposltlons] / / Timing 
Passed :511 
Fail",d :0 
Failed generating Transposition sets :{} 
Out[107]= {3742. 57 Second/ Null} 
This is really the practical limit of our ability to test our basic Conjecture 6.9.A. To test it for 12 
indices would take in the vicinity of 33 hours on the author's machine, and for 14 indices it 
would take approximately 2.3 months. 
Once we allow indices with fixed elevations in our configurations, we can only practically 
perform the above type of computation for up to 8 indices. 
In[10B]:= slgnedconfiguratlons allConfigurationsWithElevations [8] ; 
generatingTransposltlons = all ValidTransposi tionSets [8 J ; 
In[110]:= signedconfigurationsten 
Out[110J= 8505 
In[111]:= generatingTranspositions1en 
Out[111j= 127 
In(112j:= exhaustiveTranspositionalCanonicalizationTest [ 
signedconfiguratlons I generatingTransposltfonsj / / Timing 
Passed :127 
Failed :0 
Failed generating Transposition sets :{} 
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Out[112]= {11242. 9 Second t Null} 
Similarly when we allow indices with class extensions, we can practically only perform this 
computation for up to 8 indices. 
In[113]:= signedConffgurations addAIIClasses @ allConfigurations [8] i 
generatingTransposftions all Val idTranspos i tionSets [8] i 
In[115j:= sfgnedConfiguratfons'en 
Out[115j= 7875 
In[116]:= generatingTranspositions'en 
Out[116]= 127 
In[117]:= exhaustiveTranspositionalCanonicalizationTest [ 
sfgnedConfiguratfons t generatingTranspositions] / / 
Passed :127 
Pailed :0 
Failed gene:t:'ating sets : {} 
Out[112)= {11556.3 Second t Null} 
We should note in conclusion that since intuitively we have enough "room to move" in our 
configurations, if it were possible to find a contradiction to one of our conjectures, then we 
would have almost certainly already "found" one. 
C.3 Evidence for Direct Reduction 
Coniecture 
e.3.1 Direct Reduc'tion Rule Sets 
In this subsection let us briefly give some corroborating evidence to support Conjecture 6.14.A 
Let us re-enter the code for transforming a tensor product to its corresponding internal symbol, 
as well as clearing the cached tensor symbols. 
In(1):= toTensorSymbols @ tensors_plus: = toTensorSymbols /@ tensors; 
toTensorSymbols [ nC tensor'Product_l : = 
nt toTensorSymbols @ tensor'Product / i FreeQ [nt, Tensor] ; 
toTensorSymbols @ : = toTensorSymbols /@ eqni 
toTensorSymbols @ other _ • - tensorProductToTensorSymbol @ other i 
In[5j:= ClearTensorCaches [J 
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For demonstration purposes, it is convenient to use a more complicated set of governing 
equations than that used in the previous subsections. Thus, let us obtain the set of governing 
equations of the following; more complicated, tensor product. 
In[6):= equations 
aO/3).J 
toTensorSymbols /@ EquationsOfExpression [R i V R a /3 0 1: ; G 1 j 
There are 49 governing equations for our symmetries. 
In[7]:= equations(en 
Out[7]= 49 
Here is a simple function that, given a set of governing equations, creates a corresponding set of 
reduction rules based on the derived ordering. 
In[8]:= toReductionRules @ equations_ : 
Sort @ Flatten [ 
With [{variabi'es Cases [{eqn}, _? tensorProductSymbolQ, {O, oo}]}, 
Solve [eqn, Last @ sortTensorSymbols @ var/abfes]] &eqn /@ 
equations] 
In[9):= reduction'Rufes toReductionRules @ equations j 
These rules look like the following. 
In[10):= RandomKSubset [reduction'Rufes, 5] 
Out[10]= {TPS'TI16 -1 TPS'TI21 , TPS'TI22 -1 TPS'TI21 , TPS'TI22 -1 TPS'TI10 + TPS'TI23, 
TPS'TI30 -1 -TPS'TI12 +TPS'TI25, TPS'TI4 -1 TPS
2
'TI7 } 
Often, many of the rules have "branchings" in them. That is, there are several different 
reductions possible from any given initial symbol. 
In[111:= reduction'Rufes [ {2, 3}]1 
Out[111= {TPS' TI12 -1 TPS' TIll , TPS' TI12 -1 TPS' TI14 TPS' TI9 } 
In fact, we can see the number of "branches" each tensor product symbol has by simply 
counting the number of times it occurs as the left hand side of one of the reduction rules. 
In[12]:= Length /@ Split [First /@ reduction'Rufes] 
Out[121= {1, 2, 2, 1, 2, 2, 3, 2, 1, 1, 1, 2, 
3,1,1,1,2,2,1,2,2,2,3,4,2,1,1,1} 
So for instance, the 11th ,12th , and 13th rules are all reductions for the same symboL 
In[13]:= reduction'Rufes [ {11, 12, 13} 11 
Out[13]= {TPS'TI17 -1-TPS'TI15 + TPS'TI16, 
TPS'TI18 
TPS ' TIl 7 -1 2 ' TPS' TIl 7 -1 - TPS 'TI13 + TPS ' TI4 } 
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There is, of course, the question of what happens if we use one reduction versus another. Will 
we obtain the same answer in the end? If we could obtain different answers, then we would be 
able to find contradictions to our Conjecture 6.14.A. To determine if any such reductions exist, 
it is convenient to use a data structure for multiple solutions. 
C.3.2 Aside: Multiple Solutions 
We need to introduce a data structure for "multiple-solutions" objects so we can perform 
computations which return multiple solutions. We will use the wrapper 
MultipleSolutions for this purpose. Let us denote such objects by the notation OM' 
10[14]:= Notation [ { =Mul tipleSolutions 
Technical Note: Previously, in §4,6,4 Dynamic Rules and Assignments III, the issue of multiple solutions was commented on in a 
technical note, That discussion is somewhat relevant to the concepts in this subsection, Also, the concept of multiple-
solutions as we use them here were first presenWd in Harris[148]. 
Intuitively, a multiple-solutions object should behave, unsurprisingly, like a multiple solution. If 
we perform any arithmetic operations on one of these objects, then that operation should be 
done on each solution. Also, a multiple-solutions object should be "flat". Formally, 
MultipleSolutions objects have the following properties. 
where +op is restricted to an arithmetic operation and the ei are expressions. Let us now 
implement MultipleSolut objects. For the flat-like behavior, we have the following. 
In[15]:= expr: { __ , _MultipleSolutions, __ }f.j : = 
Flatten [expr."" 2, Mul tipleSolutions 1 
To ensure that we include each sub-solution in our multiple-solutions objects only once, we 
add the following rule. 
In[16]:= {sofutions_}M : = With [ Union@{solutions}}, 
MultipleSolutions @@ test I i test "$ {sofutions} 1 
Finally, since Mul tipleSolutions should distribute over arithmetic type heads, we include 
the following rules. 
In[17]:= Mul tipleSolutions I: expr: (head_? distributeOverQ) 
Distribute [expr1J[' MultipleSolutions] 
10[18]:= Mul tipleSolutions @ singfeSofution_ singleSofutlon i 
distributeOverQ @ symb_Symbol : 
{-}M' -] .-
distributeOverQ@symb (Listable E? Attributes@symb) i 
distributeOverQ @ Replace True; 
distributeOverQ @ 
distributeOverQ @ = Truei 
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We can easily demonstrate the behavior of Multiple Solutions objects with the following. 
In[23]:= {at b} 
{ a + Out[23]= 
+ {c, d}M 2 
In the remainder of the code in this subsection, it is also convenient to define the following 
boolean test. 
In[24]:= isSingleSolutionQ @ an.!;LMultipleSolutions False i 
isSingleSolutionQ @ other _ = True i 
C.3.3 Multiple Reductions 
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We can now return to our example demonstration that following any reduction strategy allowed 
by our reducing rules leads to the same final result. Since we now have the use of multiple-
solutions objects, we can create multiple reducing rules, that is, rules that will reduce an 
expression and return all such reductions. 
In[26):= mul tipleReductionRule 
{term_ ? tensorProductSymbolQ / i (term;f: (term I . reduction'Rul'es)) H 
MultipleSolutions @@ ReplaceList [term, reduction'Rul'es] } i 
In[27]:= reduction'Rul'es[l7] /. multipleReductionRule 
Out[27]= 2 TPS' nl --1 - 2 TPS' nl 
If we then apply our multiple-reduction rule again, we can obtain all possible expressions 
reachable after two reductions 
In[28]:= TableForm[List @@ (% /. multipleReductionRule) 1 
Out[28]lfrableForm= 
2 TPS'nl 
2 TPS'nl 
If we repeatedly multiply reduce each symbol for which we have a reduction rule, we will obtain 
the final set of possible answers from using the reduction rules in any order. 
In[29]:= TPS' nl 7 / / . mul tipleReductionRule 
Out[29]= { TPS'n6+TPS'n9, TPS'nl-TPS'nlO+ 1 ( 2TPS'nl+2TPS'nlO) -TPS'n6+TP 
These reductions are in fact all the same. 
In[30]:= "" ........ ,,"' ... u /@ List @@ % 
Out[30j= { TPS' n6 + TPS' n9 , TPS' n6 + TPS' n9, -TPS' n6 + TPS' n9} 
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This is essentially the method we will use to show that every tensor product symbol in our 
equations is reduced to a unique answer by our reduction rules. The complete set of tensor 
product symbols occurring in our governing equations is found by the following. 
In[31]:= ordered'TensorSymbofs = Reverse @ sortTensorSymbols @ 
Union @ Cases [{equations}, symb_? tensorProductSymbolQ, {O, co} 1 
Out[31]= {TPS' II3 3, TPS' n2 8, TPS' n2 7, TPS' n17, TPS' n18, TPS' n4 , 
TPS'n7, TPS'n32, TPS'n29, TPS'n31, TPS'n26, TPS'n30, 
TPs'n25, TPS'n16, TPS'n15, TPS'n19, TPs'n3, TPS'n5, TPS'n6, 
TPS'n22, TPS'n23, TPS'n24, TPS'n21, TPs'n20, TPS'n2, TPS'nl, 
TPs'n13, TPS'n8, TPS'n12, TPS'n14, TPS'n9, TPS'nll, TPS'nl0} 
In[32]:= isSingleSolutionQ [ Expand /@ ('T'PS // . mul tipleReductionRule) 1 &r'Ps /@ 
ordered'TensorSymbofs 
Out[32]= {True, True, True, True, True, True, True, True, True, True, True, 
True, True, True, True, True, True, True, True, True, True, True, 
True, True, True, True, True, True, True, True, True, True, True} 
We can see that no matter how we reduce any of the symbols, we arrive at the same final 
answer. Thus no matter how we reduce any expression via the reduction rules, we arrive at the 
same answer. Thus for this example we have confirmed Conjecture 6.14.A. 
C.3.4 Reduction Structure 
The code developed in the previous subsection brings up a point that we commented on in 
§6.14.5 Equational Systems and Grabner Canonicalization. After canonicalization, is it possible 
that a single term will get canonicalized into many terms? Previously, we stated that the 
answer was "mostly no". Let us examine this question in detail for our example case. The 
number of terms each symbol is reduced to can be found as follows. 
In[33]:= numberOfTerms @ any_Plus : = Length @ any; 
numberOfTerms @ other _ = 1; 
In[35]:= numberOfTerms [ Expand /@ ('T'PS II. multipleReductionRule) 1 &r'Ps /@ 
ordered'TensorSymbofs 
Out[35]= { 1, 1, 2, 2, 2, 1, 1, 3, 3, 4, 3, 2, 1, 2, 4, 
2,1,2,1,2,1,1,2,2,1,1,1,1,1,2,1,1,1} 
Looking at the above, we can better gauge what is meant by "mostly no". Most of the terms 
lead to just a single term, but for a small number of terms, it transpires that upon 
canonicalization, a single term will become an answer with 4 terms. Here is such an example. 
In[36]:= ordered'TensorSymbofs[10ll //. multipleReductionRule 
Out[36]= TPS' nl + TPS' n2 5 - TPS' n 6 + TPS' n9 
In[31]:= orderedrensorSymbofs[10ll 
Out[37]= TPS' II31 
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In fact, this is exactly the same answer as returned by Grabner canonicalization. 
In(38):= Last @ PolynomialReduce [TPS'rr31, 
GroebnerBasis [equations, orderedTensorSymhofs] , orderedTensorSymhofs] 
Out[38)= TPS'rrl + TPS'rr25 - TPS'rr6 + TPS'rr9 
It should be clear that in the end, all of the symbols are reduced to a fairly select set of symbols 
which are "smallest". 
In[39):= Reverse @ sortTensorSymbols @ 
Union @ Cases [ {Expand /@ (TtpS / / • mul tipleReductionRule) } &'T1'S /@ 
orderedTensorSymhofs, symh_? tensorProductSymbolQ, {a, oo}] 
Out(39)= {TPS' I12 5, TPS' rr6, TPS' rrl, TPS' rr9, TPS' rrla} 
Consequently, any expression made up of terms in the governing equations of our example can 
be expressed as the linear sum of at most 5 terms. Finally, to close this section, it is interesting 
to compare the timings of using direct reduction as compared to Grabner canonicalization. 
In[40):= Timing [TPS' rr31 / / . toReduct ionRules @ equations] 
Out(40)", {a.283333 Second, TPS'rrl + TPS'rr25 TPS'rr6 +TPS'rr9} 
In[41]:'" Timing [ 
orderedTensorSymhofs = Reverse @ sortTensorSymbols @ Union @ 
Cases [{equations}, symh_? tensorProductSymbolQ, {a, J; 
Last @ PolynomialReduce [TPS' rr31, GroebnerBasis [equations, 
orderedTensorSymhofs] , orderedTensorSymhofsl] 
Out[411= {a. 633333 second, TPS' rrl + TPS' rr25 - TPS' rr6 + TPS' rr9} 
So we see that using direct reduction leads to a doubling in speed for the linear canonicalization 
stage. 
Finally, it should be noted that we can try even more complex examples to verify our conjecture. 
However, we cannot use the code given above verbatim. This is because the number of 
branchings becomes so large that the number of intermediate stages swamp the calculation. 
We would need to start caching reductions in order to rectify this. The overall situation can be 
compared to the code for the Fibonacci numbers, defined by: fib(O) = 1, fib(1) = 1, 
fib(n) = fib(n 1) + fib(n - 2). If we evaluated the Fibonacci numbers without caching, the 
timings grow exponentially; however with caching, the process becomes linear. The same sort 
of thing is true for our branchings. 
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C.4 Canonicalizing in Stages 
C.4.1 Symmetry Factorization and Truncated 
Orderings 
We should comment on one final potential optimization we could make to the process of 
generating configurations. We have not yet taken into account the commutative nature of 
permutations that operate on different tensors. For instance, it is obvious that if we have a 
tensor like A k i j k S a i j then any permutation acting on S commutes with any permutation 
acting on A. We can exploit this commutativity of generators to factor the generation of 
configurations into stages. Once we can generate all configurations in stages, then at each 
stage we can eliminate all configurations that we know will lead to larger configurations. Such 
an optimization has the potential to lead to the generation of far fewer configurations in our 
search for the canonical configuration. 
us first motivate the algorithm by presenting a concrete example of when we can prune 
abc d e 
configurations in stages. Consider the tensor R R b S d'" Assume that after 
cae ~ J 
generating all possible configurations using only the symmetries of R, we have obtained just the 
following two configurations: 
abed e d abed e 
R R eabSedijan R R abeSedij 
It should be apparent from considering our ordering on configurations, that no matter what 
permutations involving S are applied to the first tensor configuration, the resulting 
configuration will always be larger than the result of applying any permutations to the second 
configuration. This is because the free indices are in the same positions and the summed 
indices are in the same shape, and therefore the order is determined solely on the relative 
values of the summed indices. 
We can make the above clearer by setting all indices involved in S, and any tensor factors 
to the right, to the symbol III. This allows us to compare the two configurations on just 
the indices that have been so far fixed. 
abc III III abell III 
R Rca b S IiIIIIIIII III vs. R R abc S III III III III 
With new pseudo-tensorial form, it should be clearer that no matter how the permutations 
on S move the indices in S, there is no way that the second configuration can be larger than the 
first with the same permutations on S, since the shape of the two configurations will always be 
the same. In general, applying permutations to one particular tensor factor cannot affect the 
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shape of other tensor factors in the tensor product. However, they may change the ordering of 
the indices in the other factors. 
We can confirm that once these pseudo-forms are translated to configurations, the first 
configuration is larger than the second. 
(
abc. • ) (abc.. ) 
In[1]:= R Rca b S •••• >-c R R abc S •••• 
c c 
Out[1J= True 
Definition 13.4.A: A set of generators Sis jactorizable if S can be factored (or 
partitioned) into disjoint subsets Si such that generators from distinct factors commute. 
That is, S = Ui Sit such that V s E Sit t E Sj then s· t = t . s if i * j. 
The nature of the permutation generators for the various tensor factors ensure that the total 
permutation group of a tensor product is factorizable into an internal direct product of the 
permutation groups for each individual tensor cluster. Ousters of tensors are tensor factors that 
are linked by degeneracy symmetries. (The issues surrounding degeneracy symmetries and 
factorization were commented on in §6.8.2 Examining the Classification oj Symmetries via GAP.) 
The permutation group for a tensor product is always factorizable in terms of the subgroups 
corresponding to the various tensor product factors. This is because (i) these subgroups have 
just the identity in common, (ii) elements from these different subgroups commute with each 
other, and (iii) the only subgroup of the overall permutation group containing all of the above 
mentioned subgroups is the overall permutation group itself - see Fraleigh[114L Rose[276], or 
MacLane[216]. 
Theorem 13AA: Given a configuration a E C and some pennutation P E (J that does 
not move the indices in the part of a corresponding to a tensor factor T, then the shape 
of the indices in the T part of p *c a are the same as the shape of the indices in the T 
part of a. 
Proof: Obvious. II 
The purpose of factorization is that it allows us to remove those configurations at each stage 
which we know will lead to larger configurations. Thus, from an initial configuration, we 
generate all configurations due to the symmetries of the first tensor. From this set we eliminate 
any configurations that we know will lead to non-minimal configurations. Then, with this 
reduced set, we generate all configurations reachable by the second set of symmetries. We then 
eliminate the configurations that will lead to non-minimal configurations, and proceed to the 
third set of symmetries, and so on. 
Now that we know why we want to generate configurations in stages, let us proceed to do so. 
First, we need to be able to partially compare configurations on just the indices that have been 
permuted so far. 
In[2J:= Notation [a...,. ~~p b_ $=? trundatedSignedConfigurationorder [a_,b_ I n_l J 
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In[3]:= scl_signedConfiguration ~~p sc2_signedConfiguration : = 
truncateConfiguration [scl, n] ~c truncateConfiguration [sc2, n] 
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To truncate a configuration, we just take only the part that has already been involved in the 
permutations. We transform all summed indices in this truncated part which have a link 
outside the part to a uniform Sf, j. 
In[4]:= truncateConfiguration [config~slgn_' n-l : = 
Take , n] ; j > n Vi> n --7 Sl n . 
, sfgn 
We can see that this truncated ordering is the standard ordering on the elements so far 
permuted. 
In[5]:= (R abc d R e cab Sed i j) ~:p (R abc d Rea b c Sed i j ) 
c c 
Out[5]= -1 
However, the indices after the cutoff point are not distinguished by the partial comparison 
operator. For example, in the following the indices e and d in the tensor S are not as ordered in 
the second configuration as they are in the first. 
(
a bed e ) <8 ( abc de) 
In[6]:= R R abc S d e i j >cp R R abc Sed i j 
c c 
Out[6]= 1 
Despite being different tensors, our truncated ordering operator says that they are the same 
configurations according to their truncated parts. 
C.4.2 Canonicalizing in Stages 
Let us proceed to apply the ideas of the previous subsection and create a simplistic version of 
our algorithm to investigate how" canonicalizing in stages" works in practice. 
To the above end, let us create a simple function that eliminates all configurations which are 
"larger" than the "smallest" configurations in a given set. The algorithm collates the 
configurations which are the same under the partial order by scanning over a list of 
configurations. If a configuration of the same" size" is encountered, it is added to the collated 
configurations. If a configuration that is smaller is encountered, the collection is reset to just 
this configuration. If a larger configuration is found, it is discarded. In this way we obtain the 
subset of smallest configurations under the partial order. This process is linear in the size of the 
configuration set. 
In[7]:= rernoveLargerConfigurations [configurations_List, n_Integer? Positive] .-
Block [{coffection = {}, smaffest = First @ configurations} , 
handleConfiguration [sc, sc ~~p smaffest] &sc /@ configurations; 
coffection] 
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InI8l:= handleConfiguration [sc_signedConfiguration, 0] ::= AppendTo [cottection, sc] 
handleConfiguration[sc_signedConfiguration, 1] 
(smaffest := sc i coffection = {sc}) 
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Let us examine how this algorithm works in practice. First let us use the following as our test 
configuration. 
In[10j:= signedConfig ( 
cmdn a b) R R S . 
c ma n bd ' 
c 
This tensor product has the following symmetries. 
( 
cmdn a b) 
In[11j:= R Rem a S n b d 
sr.x.1! 
Out[11j= {{(1~2)_, (3~4), (5~6)_, (7~8)_, (9~10)+, (10~11)+, 
(11~12)+}, {{3, 4, 1, 2, 5, 6,7,8,9,10,11, 12}+, 
{1, 2,3,4,7,8,5,6,9,10,11, 12}+L 
{{5, 6, 7, 8, 1, 2, 3,4,9,10,11, 12}+}} 
So let us manually split this set of symmetries into the symmetries for the cluster RXR and the 
tensor factor s. 
In[12j:= Symbolize [oRxRl i Symbolize [os 1 ; 
In[13j:= 0RXR = {(1~2)_, {1, 2, 3, 4, 7, 8, 5, 6, 9, 10, 11, 12}+, 
{3, 4,1,2,5,6,7,8,9,10,11, 12}+}i 
Os = {(9~10)+, (10~11)+, (11~12)+}; 
We must also slightly update the routine for the generation of configurations from §6.5.2 The 
Algorithm for Generating Configurations. This slight modification just allows us to start with a set 
of configurations rather than a single seed configuration. 
In[15]:= generateConfigurations [ 
{seedConfigurations_signedConfiguration} , 
Block [{r = {}, N {seedConfigurations} } , 
While [N '" {} , 
r rUN; 
N (S*cN) \rl; 
r] 
Now, starting with our signed configuration, by applying the symmetries for the RXR cluster, 
we obtain 16 different configurations. 
In[1 generateConfigurations [signedConfig, 0RXR 1 fen 
Out[16]= 16 
However, if we eliminate from this collection all configurations which we conclusively know 
wi1l1ead to non-minimal configurations, we obtain only 4 configurations. 
In[17]:= partiaftygeneratedConfigurations = removeLargerConfigurations [ 
generateConfigurations [signedConflg, ORXR] , 8] i 
partiat tygeneratedConfi gurationsfen 
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Out[18]= 2 
If we continue and generate the signed configurations reachable by the symmetries of our 
second tensor factor, we obtain 24 configurations. 
In[19]:= genera teConfigura tions [partiaffy(}eneratedConfigurations, as] fen 
Out[19]= 24 
Thus we have only generated 16+24=40 configurations, compared to 96 configurations if we 
generated them in the conventional way. 
In[20]:= generateConfigurations [signedConfig, aRXR U as] fen 
Out[20]= 96 
It is instructive to compare the timings taken by these two approaches. Conventionally, to 
generate all configurations and find the minimum one for our tensor product would take the 
following length of time. 
'In[21]:= Mine @generateConfigurations[signedConfig, aRXRUaS] II Timingso 
Out[21]= {O. 554333 Second, 
......... _ ............................... - ....................................................................... __ ............................. __ .... _. . ..................... - ......... _ .....•...... 
{sg1.S' sg2 7' sg3,lO' sg4,1l' sgS.l' sg6 B' sg7.2' sgB.6' sg9.12' sglO 3' sgll 
} 
Compare this to the same procedure in the truncated approach. 
In[22]:= Mine @ generateConfigurations [removeLargerConfigurations [ 
generateConfigurations [signedConfig, aRXR] , 8], as] I I Timingso 
Out[22]= {O .173 Second, 
sg1.S' sg2,7' sg3.10' sg4.11' sgS.l' sg6,B' sg7.2' sgB.6' sg9.12' sglO.3' sgll 
In this case, we can see that the truncated approach is around three times faster. The next 
subsection examines how these results change once we include transpositional canonicalization 
C.4.3 Canonicalizing in Stages: Incorporating 
Transpositional Canonicalization 
This subsection examines how the results of the above subsection change once we include 
transpositional canonicalization into the algorithm for canonicalizing in stages. The test 
example in the previous subsection included tensor factors with degeneracy, as well as having a 
factor that was completely transpositional in nature. Let us therefore switch to a more 
complicated and suitable example for examining canonicalizing in stages while including 
transpositional canonicalization. Here is the tensor product we will use. 
(
a c mn ij b d) 
In[23]:= signedConfig = C b a K d n U c i W j m ; 
e 
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Throughout this subsection we will usually show only the indices of the signed configuration 
and omit the sign, in order to stop the display of the signed configurations running off the 
printed page. 
In[24]:= signedConfig[2] 
Out[24]= {Sg1,3' Sg2,13' Sg3,l' ,II' sgs 16' Sg6 IS' ,8' sgs 7' 
Sg9,12' SglO,14' sgn,4' Sg12,9' Sg13,2' Sg14,lO' 6' Sg16,S} 
Let us also give Riemann-like symmetries to each of these tensor factors. 0Ne have chosen 
different names since if they all had the same name, then there would be degeneracy 
symmetries between them, hence they would only form a single tensor cluster, hence there 
would no difference between generating in stages and the conventional approach.) 
In[25]:= DeclareSymmetries[U, 4, {(1 .... 2L, (3 .... 4L, {3, 4, 1, 2}+}]; 
DeclareSymmetries[C, 4, {(1 .... 2)+, (3 .... 4)+, {3, 4, 1, 2}+}] i 
DeclareSymmetries[K, 4, {(1 .... 2)_, (3 .... 4)_, {3, 4, 1, 2}+}] i 
DeclareSymmetries[W, 4, {(1 .... 2)_, (3 .... 4)_, {3, 4, 1, 2} +} ] i 
As before, we must slightly update the generation of configurations via closure and 
transpositional canonicalization. Again as before, this slight change allows us to start with a set 
of configurations rather than a single seed configuration. 
In[29]:= generateConfigurationsr_List [ 
{seedConfigurations_signedConfiguration}, 1<_List] .-
Block [Cr = {}, N ®r [ {seedConfigurations} ] } , 
While [N "* {} , 
r = rUN: 
N ®r [1< *cN] \r:]; 
The tensor product we have chosen has the following symmetries. 
(
a c mn ij b d} 
In[30]:= C b a K d n U c i W j m 
Sr,x 
Out[30]= {{ (1 .... 2) +' (3.... 4) +' (5.... 6) _, (7.... 8) _ , 
(9 .... 10) , (11 .... 12)_, (13 .... 14) , (15 .... 16)_}, 
{{3, 4,1,2,5,6,7,8,9,10,11,12,13,14,15, 16}+, 
{1, 2, 3, 4, 7, 8, 5, 6, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16}+, 
{1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 11,12,9, 10, 13, 14, 15, 16}+, 
{1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 15, 16, 13, 14}+}} 
Thus, let us again split up this generating set into its factorizable parts. 
In[31]:= Symbolize [uc] ; Symbolize [UK] ; Symbolize [Uu] ; Symbolize [Uw] ; 
In[32j:= Symbolize [Tc] i Symbolize [TK ] ; Symbolize ['Tu] ; Symbolize [Tw] ; 
In[33]:= Tc ::: {(1 .... 2) +' (3 .... 4) +}; 
TK = {(5 .... 6) , (7 .... 8)_}: 
Tu={(9 .... 10) , (11 .... 12)_}; 
T w ={(13 .... 14), (15 .... 16L}; 
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In[37]:= Oc = { {3 , 4, 1, 2, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16}+}i 
OK = { {1, 2, 3, 4, 7, 8, 5, 6, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16}+}i 
Ou = { {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 11, 12, 9, 10, 13, 14, 15, 16}+}i 
Ow = { {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 15, 16, 13, 14}+}i 
In stages, we would canonicalize our configuration as follows. 
In[41]:= (partiafl = removeLargerConfigurations [ 
genera teConf igura tions rc [signedConfig, oc], 4] i 
partiaf2 = removeLargerConfigurations [ 
generateConfigurations rK [partiafl, OK] , 8] i 
partiaf3 = removeLargerConfigurations [ 
generateConfigurations ru [partiaf2, ou] , 12] i 
partiaf4 = Mine @ generateConfigurations rw [partiaf3, ow]) [2] / / Timing100 
Out[41]= {0.055 Second, {sgL4' sg2,ll' sg3,13 , sg4,l' sgS.lS' sg6,16' sg7,B' sgB,7' 
sg9,12' sglO.14' sgll,2' sg12,9' sg13.3' sg14,lO' sgls,s' sg16.6}} 
Conventionally, when we use transpositional canonicalization, we would proceed as follows. 
In[42]:= Sr = {(lB2)+, (3 B 4) +' (5 B 6) _, (7 B 8) _, 
(9Bl0)_, (11 B 12) _, (13 B 14) _, (15B16)_}i 
In[43]:= Sx = {{3, 4, 1, 2, 5,6,7,8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16}+, 
{1, 2, 3, 4, 7, 8, 5, 6, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16}+, 
{1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 11, 12, 9, 10, 13, 14, 15, 16}+, 
{1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 15, 16, 13, 14} +} i 
In[44]:= Mine [ generateConfigurations ST [signedConfig, Sx]] [2] / / Timingso 
Out[44]= {O. 330667 Second, {Sgl,4' sg2,ll' sg3,13 , sg4.1' sgS.lS' sg6,16' sg7 B' sgB.7' 
sg9,12' sglO,14' Sg1l2' sg12 9' sg13.3' sg14.10' SglS.S' sg16.6}} 
We see that our answers agree and that again canonicalizing in stages is around 3 times faster 
than conventional canonicalizing (both times including transpositional canonicalization). Even 
in this extreme test case, when canonicalizing in stages has the best "working conditions" that 
it is typically likely to have in practice, we have only obtained a speed increase of around a 
factor of 3. 
In practice, it is likely that several of the tensor factors will be degenerate, thus obviating that 
portion of the" speed increase". Also, it is not entirely guaranteed that canonicalizing in stages 
will be faster. This is because removing the larger configurations takes a noticeable length of 
time in the algorithm, and it may well be the case that very few are removed if the truncated 
ordering does not distinguish between them. Let us briefly show this, by considering the 
following contrived example. 
In[45]:= 
Out[46]= 
( 
abcd ijmn ) 
signedConfig = C K U. W b . d 
al.cm J n 
e 
signedConfig [2]l 
{sgl.9' sg2,13 , sg3,ll' Sg4.1S' sgs,lO' Sg6,14' Sg7,12' sgB,16' 
sg9.1' sglO,s' sgll.3' sg12,7' sg13,2' sg14,6' sg15,4' sg16.B} 
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In[47]:= (partkd1 = removeLargerConfigurations [ 
generateConfigurations'Tc [s/gnedConf/g, oc], 4] i 
partiaf2 removeLargerConfigurations [ 
generateConfigurations'TK [part/an, OK]' 8]; 
part/af3 = removeLargerConfigurations [ 
generateConfigurations ru [part/af2, ou], 12] i 
partfaf4 MiI1c@ generateConfigurations'Tw [part/af3, ow]) [2] II Timing100 
Out[47]= {O. 0501667 Second, { 
,9' sg2,13' sg3,11' sg4,lS' sgS,lO' ,14' sg7, 12 ' 
,7' sg13, 2 ' 
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Comparing the above timings to those obtained when using the conventional approach, we see 
that our extra efforts have reduced the computation time only marginally. 
In[48j:= Mil1c [generateConfigurations s,- [signedConf/g, Sx] :I [2]1 II Timing50 
Out[48]= {0.137 Second, {sgl,9' sg2,13' sg3,ll' 15' sgs 10 ' ,14' sg7, 12' sg8, 16 ' 
6' sg15,4' sg16,8}} 
ill any case, once we canonicalize the free indices, the number of symmetries usually decreases. 
ill addition to all of the above, encoding and reconstituting a tensor product takes up a 
significant fraction of the total time to canonica1ize a tensor product, so any efficiency gains in 
generating configurations will be somewhat diluted. Moreover, there are still some questions 
that must be readdressed. For instance, the question of the determination of a tensor being 
identically zero must be considered again, since we no longer generate g / r *c t, but only a 
subset of this set. 
In summary, it appears that it is not absolutely critical that we add the optimization of 
canonicalizing in stages to our overall algorithm. However, in most practical cases, some 
degree of improvement should be achievable. Further work needs to be done on this subject. 
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Appendix D 
Tensor Simplification Code 
This appendix contains the complete code and ancillary routines for the tensor simplification 
algorithms presented within the main thesis. It was written for Mathematica 3.0 and 
Mathematica 4.0. Ordinarily such code would not be included directly a thesis; however, it 
would be hard to verify the correctness of the canonicalization algorithms without it. For 
comparison, the source code for the Assign package, the Notation package, and the Prototypes 
package have all been omitted from the printed form of this thesis. 
0.1 Set Up Package Beginnings 
D.l.l Private Preamble 
• Wipe Old Package if Present 
Block [ {Message} , 
Unprotect /@ (Names @ "Tensors' Private' *" U Names @ "Tensors' *") ; 
ClearAll /@ (Names @ "Tensors' Private' * II U Names @ "Tensors' *") j 1 
• Set Input Notebook 
We make a copy of the input notebook since it takes a little while to load the package, and the 
user might select a new notebook in the intervening period while the package is loading. 
Tensors' Pri va te' input Notebook = InputNotebook [] ; 
• Set $contextSearchPath 
We make a copy of the Context Path in order that we may search it for symbols which the 
Tensors package must own. 
Tensors' Pri va te' $contextSearchPa th == $Con text Path 
{"Global' ", " "} 
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D.1.2 BeginPackage 
BeginPackage ["Tensors' ", 
"Utilities'Notation''', "Utilities'PilterOptions' "] i 
D.1.3 Private Utilities 
Begin@ II 'Private' "i 
• Timing functionality 
Notation [ 
Function [ {expr}, AverageTiming expr] , HoldAll] ] i 
SetAttributes [AverageTiming, HoldAll] i 
[n_Integer lin> 1, expr_] : = MapAt [# In &, 
[Do [Unevaluated @ expr;, {n - 1} ] : Unevaluated @ expr] , 1] i 
• friendlyOff / friendlyOn 
friendlyOff will turn off a message. friendlyOn will turn that message on only if it was on 
before the friendlyOff. 
SetAttributes[ 
{friendlyOff, friendlyOn, messageStatus, wipe}, HoldAll] i 
messageStatus @ MessageName [func_, mesg_String] : 
If [ Head [ MessageName [func, mesg] I. Messages @ fune] =! = $Off, 
$On, $OH, $OH] i 
@ mesg_MessageName : = (mesgWasOn @ Hold @ mesg = 
(messageStatus @mesg ) ; Off @ mesg:) i 
@ mesg_MessageName : 
On @ mesg i mesgWasOn @ Hold @ mesg 
@ General: : spel11 ; 
• Setup basic error handling routines 
@ Hold @ mesg, 
False;]; 
Some basic functions which the error handling routines uses. 
held Length just gives the length of an expression without evaluating CIIYLI'"l:f. 
isNot will return true for anything that does not match the pattern. 
headlsNot will return true for anything whose head does not match the ..,aU ... , .. 
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SetAttributes[{heldLength, headlsNot, isNot}, HoldAll] 
heldLength @ expr_ :::: Length @ Unevaluated @ expr; 
isNot @ pattern_ 
Function [tesmead, .., MatchQ [Unevaluated @ tesmead, pattern], HoldAll]; 
headlsNot @ pattern_: Function [tesmead, 
.., MatchQ [Head @ Unevaluated @ tesmead, pattern], HoldAll]: 
General: : optval "Option of the form '4' ~ '5' or '4' :-7 '5' 
expected (instead of '1') at position '2' in '3' .": 
• End preamble 
End [] ; 
D.l.4 Usage Statements 
R: :usage ::: "R represents the Riemann or Ricci 
tensor depending on the number of indices.": 
S: :usage "s represents the totally symmetric tensor."; 
A: :usage "A represents the totally anti-symmetric tensor.": 
AddAuxiliaryEquations::usage 
"AddAuxiliaryEquations [{equations}] declares that the equations 
equations are to be used in conjunction with canonicalizing 
when linear symmetries are being included.": 
Baselndices::usage ::: 
"Baselndices [class] returns all the base or root indices 
which belong to the index class class. "; 
BasicCanonicalize::usage 
"BasicCanonicalize [expr] transforms each tensor occurring in 
expr into canonical form according to the symmetries 
previously declared. It works on a more simplistic and 
primitive algorithm than Canonicalize, consequently 
it is slower, however it is included since users 
might want to verify for themselves that the 
optimized algorithm returns identical results."; 
Canonicalize: :usage ::: 
"Canonicalize [expr] transforms each tensor occurring 
in expr into canonical form according to 
the symmetries previous declared. " : 
CanonicalizeBrief::usage 
"CanonicalizeBrief [expr] transforms each tensor occurring in 
expr into a semi-canonical form according using only 
the transpositional symmetries previously declared.": 
ClassOflndex: :usage ::: 
"ClassOflndex [index] returns the class which index belongs to."; 
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ClearTensorCaches: : usage = 
"ClearTensorCaches[] will clear all tensorial equation 
sets that have been cached as a by-product of 
canonicalizations. This function is probably only useful 
to regain memory during extremely large calculations."; 
CoordinateQ::usage 
"CoordinateQ [coord] determines if coord is a coordinate."; 
DeclareCoordinates: : usage = 
"DeclareCoordinates [{C1' C2 , ... , cn }] declares that 
the Ci are to be treated as valid coordinates. 
Note: a coordinate cannot be an index"; 
DeclareIndexClass: : usage = 
"DeclareIndexClass[cI'ass, {i1, ... ,in }] declares that the indices i1 
through in are the base indices for the index class cl'ass."; 
DeclareCoordinateClass: :usage = 
"DeclareIndexClass [cI'ass, {C1 ,C2 , ... , cm}] declares 
that the coordinates of each index in the index 
class cl'ass range over the coordinates C1, ... , cm "; 
DeclareTensorialMultiplicativeHead: :usage = 
"DeclareTensorialMultiplicativeHead [head] declares 
that the symbol head will be treated as a 
multiplicative head to be canonicalized over."; 
Commutative::usage = 
"Commutative is an option for various functions which 
states the commutativity of specific operations."; 
DeclareSymmetries::usage = 
"DeclareSymmetries [name, num, symmetries] declares that the tensor 
named name, having num indices has the symmetries 
symmetries. DeclareSymmetries [name, {n, ncd, npd} ,symmetries] 
declares that the tensor named name, having n 
standard indices, ncd covariant derivatives, and npd 
partial derivatives has the symmetries symmetries."; 
EquationsOfExpression: : usage 
"EquationsOfExpression [expr] returns all tensorial 
equations arising from the linear symmetries of 
the tensors in the tensorial expression expr."; 
SpaceTimeIndices: :usage 
"SpaceTimeIndices is the index class for space 
time indices (four vector indices) ."; 
GeneralIndices: :usage 
"GeneralIndices is the index class for general indices."; 
High: : usage = "High [index], or index + , represents a high 
or contravariant index in a tensorial object."; 
IndeterminateIndexClass::usage = 
"IndeterminateIndexClass is the index class for coordinates and 
other things that should not be treated as dummy indices."; 
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IndexQ: : usage = II IndexQ [Index] determines whether Index is an index. IIi 
IndexClassInclusion::usage = 
IIIndexClassInclusion is a boolean option for canonicalize 
and related functions. If set to True then the 
class of each index will be internally included 
in the canonicalization algorithm. It is used in 
cases when dummy indices of different types are 
used in the same tensor.The default is True. IIi 
LinearSymmetryMethod::usage 
IILinearSymmetryMethod is an option to Canonicalize. Their 
are three values it can take: GrobnerBases, 
DirectReduction, and None. The default is GrobnerBases. 
If the option is set to None then linear symmetries will 
not be included in the canonicalization of expressions. IIi 
GrobnerBases::usage 
"GrobnerBases is one of the option values for the option 
LinearSymmetryMethod for the function Canonicalize. 
If this value is chosen then finding a canonical form 
for a tensorial expressions, with respect to a set of 
polynomial tensor equations, is done via GrobnerBases."i 
DirectReduction::usage = 
"DirectReduction is one of the option values for the option 
LinearSymmetryMethod for the function Canonicalize. 
If this value is chosen, then finding a canonical 
form for a tensorial expression with respect to a set 
of polynomial tensor equations is done via a direct 
reduction method. This method is faster than others 
but may not give optimal results. (The reductions 
it does give are still to be correct.)"i 
LinearSymmetry::usage 
" LinearSymmetry [permutations] or \! \ (permutatfons) \_ \ (~=:: \ 
0\)\) represents a linear symmetry, where each 
permutation in permutations is a SignedPermutation." i 
Low: :usage = "Low [index] , or index-, represents a 
low or covariant index in a tensorial object."i 
MetricLocallyFlat::usage = 
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"MetricLocallyFlat is a boolean option for Canonicalize. If true 
then the elevations of of dummy indices can be 
freely switched irrespective of partial derivatives. 
OptimizedCanonicalize: :usage = 
" . , 
1I0ptimizedCanonicalize [expr] transforms each tensor occurring in 
expr into canonical form to the 
previously declared. It is a simplified version 
of the full canonicalize function. It has 
been included for pedagogical purposes. It ignores 
linear symmetries and does not cache any values. IIi 
ReturnOptimizedEquations::usage = 
"ReturnOptimizedEquations is a boolean option 
for EquationsOfExpression. If true then the 
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equations returned by EquationsOfExpression 
will be transformed into a Grabner basis form 
before returned. The default is False."; 
SignedPermutation: : usage 
"SignedPermutation[sign, {permutation}] or {permutation}± represent a 
permutation with an overall + or - sign."; 
SignedTransposition::usage 
"SignedTransposition [sign, {I,)} 1 or (ff-'f)) ± represents 
a transposition with an overall + or - sign."; 
StandardSymmetries::usage = 
"StandardSymmetries [tensoKProduct] or (tensoKProduct)s returns 
the standard symmetries for the tensor product 
tensoKProduct. The standard symmetries consist of 
the transpositional symmetries, the complex 
symmetries, and the degeneracy symmetries."; 
Symmetries::usage 
"Symmetries [tensor'Product, \" sym1 \", \ "sym2 \" , ... ] or \! \ (tensor'Product 
\O\_\(S\_\(sym\_l, \ \ sym\_2, \ \ ... \)\)\)\) returns 
the for the tensor product tensoKProduct 
corresponding to the sym,. The sym{ can be any of 
T, X, D, L, T •. These represent the 
labels for transpositional, complex, degeneracy, 
linear, and transpositional closure symmetries."; 
Tensor: : usage ::: "Tensor [T, {il , ... , in}] represents 
the tensorial object T with indices 11 through 
in. These indices should be either High or Low."; 
Usedlndices: : usage "Usedlndices [expr] returns the 
list of indices used in the expr. " ; 
validlndexClasses::usage 
"ValidlndexClasses returns all the valid index classes in use."; 
validlndexClassQ: : usage = "ValidlndexClassQ [class] 
determines whether class is a valid index class."; 
ClassOflndex: : usage 
"ClassOflndex [index] return the class which index belongs too "; 
Dummify: : usage II Dummify [expr] reindexes all dummy 
indices in the expression expr, into unique dummy 
indices which have not been used."; 
Dummylndices: : usage ::: "Dummylndices [exprJ returns a list of 
dummy indices occurring in the expression expr."; 
ExpandContraction::usage = 
"ExpandContraction [expr] will expand out any contracted 
dummy indices into a sum of terms where the dummy 
indices range over their allowed coordinates."; 
Relndex: : usage II Relndex [expr] reindexes all 
dummy indices occurring in the expression expr." i 
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UsedIndices: :usage ::: "UsedIndices [expr] returns a 
list of all indices used in the expr." ; 
D.l.5 Begin Private 
Begin @ ,,' Private' II ; 
TnlllnW'lnn avoids spelling errors being displayed in the package. 
friendlyOff @ General: : 
env; tag; fhs; rhs; 
D.l.6 Private Usage Statements 
D.2 Set Up Notations 
D.2.1 Set Up Package Notations' 
These notations are used during the creation of the "compiled" package, yet they are not 
present when the package loads. 
InfixNotation [+() f 
Notation [patClhlP = HbldPattern [patC] 1 
Notation [exPLlhC = HoldComplete [expr _] 1 
Notation [expr~lhf => HoldForm [expr_ll 
Notation [expr--u = Unevaluated[expr_l] 
Notation [bodlL&)._ = Function[ P_' _.} i bodY_l1 
Function [ p_.. }, body_, {attr_} Jl 
InfixNotation [ii', UnsameQl 
InfixNotation[=, 
Notation [efem_ E? exPT_ = MemberQ [exPCr efem_ll 
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Notation [etem_ $, expr_ <=:> FreeQ [expr_, etem_, {l} l] 
Notation [patC ?"'tesC = patC? (! tesC [#] &)] 
Notation [patC?! tesC = patC?(! test_ [#l &) 1 
Notation ["'-fen <=:> Length[Cll 
Notation 
Notation 4:.fex b;... = Not [OrderedQ [{a_, b,-} l]l 
Notation 
InfixNotation[\, Complementl 
Notation \;. b_ <=:> unorderedComplement [a_, b_ll 
\f. out_List: = DeleteCases [fist, Alternatives @@outl 
Off ::"spelll"] 
Symbolize [$7] ; Symbolize[Sxli Symbolize[S~]i 
[S~] i Symbolize [S~d; Symbolize [S~l ; Symbolize 
ize [ (S7) .] i Symbolize [r.] ; 
0.2.2 Implementation of Tensor Notation 
Notation [iL+ <=:> High[a_ll 
Notation[a_ <=:> Low[a_l] 
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First let us handle the extremely simple default case. Thls occurs when the tensor has no 
indicesl that iSI a scalar. 
Notation [r_ = Tensor [T_, {}]] 
Notation [make'l'ensorName [r_J = Tensor [r_1 {}]] 
This notation differs slightly from the one described in the discussion section. The reason is 
that it is nice to parenthesize the "namell of the tensor if it is not a single symbol. 
Nota tion [make'l'ensorNamelr _] makeGrid?oxr{ndices~l = 
Tensor [T_, indices,-7validlndicesQl] 
makeTensorName @ name_Symbol : = MakeBoxes @ name; 
makeTensorName @ name_Tensor : = 
RowBox [{ II (", MakeBoxes @ name, ") "} 1 ; 
makeTensorName @ name_ : = Parenthesize [ name, StandardForm, Power]; 
validlndicesQ @ 
{indices-u. ? (MatchQ [#11' High [_] I Low [ l] &)} 
validIndicesQ @ _ ::: Truei 
makeGridBox @ indices_List:::: 
GridBox @ Transpose [makeStringIndexPair /@ ] i 
True; 
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makeStringIndexPair @ @ Index_ : = {MakeBoxes @ Index I II "} i 
makeStringIndexPair @ Low @ index_ : = {"" I MakeBoxes @ index} i 
makeStringIndexPair @ Low [ "i "] {nUl "j"}i 
makeStringIndexPair @ Low [" , "] = {"", ","} i 
makeStringIndexPair @ Index_ : = 
{" ", SuperscriptBox [MakeBoxes @ index, 
StyleBox["*", "TensorStarStyle"]]} 
SetAttributes[{validIndicesQ, makeGridBox, 
makeStringIndexPair, makeTensorName}, HoldAll] ; 
Notation [ 
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r-,- stringIncfices_?validStringIndi.c!'lsQ = Tensor [r_, nia1l;eIpdices [stringIndlces_l 1 ] 
These notations are actually different; the second one has the adjustment box and style box 
striped from it. This allows the parsing of nested tensors. It also circumvents possible style 
striping in different Mathematica front ends. 
Notation [r_ stringIncfices_?validStringIndicesQ = 
Tensor [StripBoxes [r_l , makeIndices [stril1gIndfces_]]] 
Notation [r_ strlngIncflces_?validStringIndicesQ = 
Tensor , makeIndices [stringIndfces_1 ] ] 
validStringIndicesQ @ GridBox [ indices_List, 
And @@ (validStringIndexPairQ /@ Transpose @ indices) ; 
validStringIndicesQ @ StyleBox [ boxes_, .-
val idStr ingIndicesQ @ boxes; 
validStringIndicesQ @ other _ = False; 
validStringIndexPairQ @ ?whiteSpaceQ, ?validStringIndexQ} 
validStringIndexPairQ @ L ?validStringIndexQ, _ ?whiteSpaceQ} 
validStringIndexPairQ @ = Falsei 
validStringIndexQ [ " ; II I II " I _ ? silentParsableQ] = True i 
validStringIndexQ @ = False; 
make Indices @ [boxes_, __ 1 : = makeIndices @ boxes; 
makeIndices @ GridBox [ indices_List, 
RowBox @ {" {", RowBox @ padList [ 
True; 
True; 
parseStringIndices /@ Transpose @ indices, "," 1, "}"}; 
makelndices @ other _ ErrorBox @ other; 
parseStringIndices @ ?whiteSpaceQ, 
SuperscriptBox [index_ ?validStringIndexQ, "* "]} index; 
parseStringIndices @ {SuperscriptBox [index_ ?validStringIndexQ, "* "], 
_ ? whi teSpaceQ} = index i 
parseStringIndices @ 
{_ ? whi teSpaceQ, Superscr iptBox [index_ ? validStr ingIndexQ , 
StyleBox [ " *", "TensorStarStyle" 11 } = index; 
parseStringIndices @ {SuperscriptBox [index_ ?validStringIndexQ, 
StyleBox [" *", "TensorStarStyle "11, _ ?whi teSpaceQ} index; 
parseStringIndices @ ?whiteSpaceQ, Index_ ?validStringIndexQ} 
RowBox @ {"Low", "[", parseSpecial@ index, "1"} i 
parseStringIndices @ {lndex_ ?validStringIndexQ, _ ?whiteSpaceQ} 
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RowBox @ {" High", "[ I!, parseSpec ial @index, "l"} i 
parseStringlndices @ other _ = 
RowBox @ {" tensorParseError", "[", other, I! 1 " } i 
parseSpecial @ "; I! == I! \ I! i \ I! I! ; 
parseSpecial @ ", " I! \ " , \ I! " ; 
parseSpecial @ other _ : == First @ StripBoxes @ other 
padList pad 8 femenC1 .-
Drop[#, 1] & @ Flatten @ Thread @ {fist, pad8fement} 
whi teSpaceQ @ string_String : == 
DeleteCases [Characters @ string, 
( "\t" I "\n" I " " I 
II n If II I II II I " " " " I 1111 tlU I 
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II" I 1111 I "\nl! I 1111 " " I II ... It " I! n II II II I If II) ] 
(}i 
whi teSpaceQ @ other __ False; 
parsableQ @ boxexpr _ .-
[boxexpr, StandardForm, HoldComplete 1 -
SetAttributes[silentEvaluate, HoldAll] i 
silentEvaluate @ expr _ : == 
Block[ } f SetAttributes [Message, HoldFirst] i expr] i 
silentParsableQ @ boxexpr __ : = silentEvaluate @ parsableQ @ boxexpr i 
MakeExpression [TagBox [any_, Tensor, f StandardForm] == $Failedi 
D.2.3 Configurations, Permutations and 
Transpositions 
~ signedConfiguration [ 1, {efms_·. _}]] 
Notation ~ signedConfiguration[l, conflguration_ll 
Notation [con{iguratlon __ ~ sighedConfiguration [ 1, configuration_ll 
Notation [conf(guraiion_S(gn_ ~ $ignedConfiguration[sign_, configuration;.....] ] 
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Notation [{etms_. _. } + = SignedPermutation [i., {efms_}]] 
Notation [{etms_} _ = SignedPermutation [-1, {efms_}]] 
Notation [(i_ (-') 1-) + = SignedTransposition [1 I {C, 1-} II 
Notation [(C (-') .1-) _ = SignedTransposition 1; {i_I 1-} 1 ] 
Notation [ U;....<07 }_) 5_ = SignedTransposition {/,,-, }-} l] 
Notation [ (perms_> 1:=0 = LinearSymmetry [perms_l1 
D.2.4 Standard Labeling Notation 
The data structures, notations, and meanings for summed indices. 
Notation [81_,1- = 8 
Notation t = High ] i 
Notation [C;:_ = Low ,n_] ] i 
Notation [stL = s [C, High]] 
Notation [8tL = 8 [i_I Low] ] 
I cfass_:l] 
1-, cfass_ I Highl] 
I Gfass_ I Lowl] 
I cfass_ 1 efv_l] 
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D.3 Set Up Index Conventions 
D.3.1 Indices and Index Classes 
The functions declaring and querying indices. 
ValidIndexClasses {}; 
@ other _ = False; 
ClassOfIndex @ Index_Symbol + : = ClassOfIndex @ Index; 
ClassOfIndex @ Index_Symbol- : = ClassOfIndex @ index i 
ClassOfIndex @ Index_Symbol : = 
ClassOfIndex @ Index classOfIndexAux @ Index; 
finds the index class of symbol for which no class has yet been specified or derived. 
classOfIndexAux @ index_Symbol : =: 
wi th [ {baseSymbof = ToExpression @ baseString @ ToString @ index} , 
ClassOfIndex @ baseSymbof / i index $ baseSymbot] 
classOfIndexAux @ index_ : =: IndeterminateIndexClass 
ClassOfIndex @ index_ IndeterminateIndexClass 
This takes the first non-numeric part of a string. It is used for getting the "base string"; that is, 
the baseString[a4] ---? a, baseString[ijk6u] ---? ijk, etc. 
@ string_String : = 
With[ 
{num= Min@Flatten@StringPosition[string, {"$", "1", "2", "3", 
1!4 U , 115 11 , !l6f!/ "7 11 , "8 11 ,119 11 , HO"}] -I}, 
If [NumberQ @ num, StringTake [string, num], string, string]] 
We can now UIO'LCU whether a symbol is an index or not. 
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IndexQ @ index_Symbol : 
IndexQ @ index = ClassOflndex @ index $ IndeterminatelndexClass 
D.3.2 DeclarelndexClass 
This piece of code first removes any indices that are already defined to be in the given class 
class. It then adds class to the list of valid classes. It then sets the class of each index to class 
and protects the symbol so it cannot be changed. 
DeclarelndexClass [class_Symbol, indices: {_Symbol}] : = ( 
DownValues @ ClassOflndex DeleteCases[ 
DownValues @ ClassOflndex, rule_ / i MemberQ [rule, cfass]] i 
ValidlndexClasses = ValidlndexClasses U {cfass} i 
ValidlndexClassQ @ cfass = True; 
Baselndices @ cfass = indices; 
silentEvaluate [ Unprotect /@ indices] i 
ClearAll /@ indices; 
Protect /@ indices i 
(ClassOflndex @ efem = cfass) &etem /@ indices; 
for DeclarelndexClass. 
The 1st argument of DeclareIndexClass must be a Symbol. 
error: DeclarelndexClass [notSymb_? (headIsNot [Symbol] ) , __ ] 
$Failed / i Message [DeclarelndexClass: : sym, notSymb, 1] i 
The 2nd argument of Declare Index Class must be a List. 
error: DeclarelndexClass [_, notflsC? (headIsNot [List] ) , 
o..I...l..<;;"" / i 
Message [DeclarelndexClass : : list, HoldForm @ error I 2] i 
DeclareIndexClass expects 2 arguments. 
error : DeclarelndexClass [ __ ] 
With [{num = heldLength @ error} I / i 
Which[num == 1 I Message[DeclarelndexClass::argr/ 
HoldForm@DeclarelndexClass/ 2] / 
num * 2 / Message[DeclarelndexClass::argrx/ 
HoldForm @ DeclarelndexClass / num, 2] / 
True, False]] i 
D.3.3 Default Indices and Index Classes 
End [ ] 
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"Tensors'private' " 
The index variables which are allowed to appear in a tensor will vary among users and also vary 
disciplines. The following gives a "base// list of indices we will allow for space-time 
indices and also for general indices. 
Tensors'Private'$oldContextSearchPath = $ContextPath; 
Tensors'Private'$contextSearchPath; 
Tensors'Private'allStringlndicesUsed = 
{nan, "b u , "ell, lid", ni n
t 
nju
f 
nkll, °1 11 , urnn, nnn, nolf, "pu, 
fig" I "til, n0:1I, 11(311, nyu I lion t ne!! t n~lI, tt17,t I uA n I 11/1 11 I "yn I 
ff~", tfall, u{:", "XUI uw", !Ix!!, lIyft/ !tzu, "rUt "p", lien, 1I¢1I} 
Tensors' Private 'badlndices = Tensors' Private' silentEvaluate @ Select [ 
Tensors'Private'allStringIndicesUsed, 
Head @ Context @ # "$ Context 1\ Context @ # ;t: "Tensors' " &] i 
DeclarelndexClass: : "overridingContexts" = 
liThe '1' appear outside the Tensors context. The Tensors 
package needs these symbols for indices or coordinates 
and has thus removed them from their current contexts."; 
If [Tensors'Private'badIndices ;t: {}, 
Message [DeclareIndexClass : : "overridingContexts ", StringJoin @ 
Tensors'Private'padList [Tensors'Private'badIndices, ","]]; 
Tensors'Private'silentEvaluate[ 
ClearAll /@ Tensors'Private'badIndices; 
Remove /@ Tensors'Private'badlndices;]]; 
Tensors'Private'$oldContextSearchPath; 
DeclareIndexClass [ SpaceTime Indices , 
{ex, (3, ¥, 6, 6, t:., TI, }.., fJ., v, t;, a, 'C, X, w}] 
DeclareIndexClass [Generallndices , {a, b, c, d, 1, j, k, 1, m, n, 0, p, q} 
@ II 'Private' "; 
ClassOfIndex[ex] 
BaseIndices @ SpaceTimeIndices 
{ex, (3, ¥, 6, 6, t:., TI, Tensors'}.., fJ., v, t;, a, 'C, X, w} 
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D.3.4 Coordinates 
The functions declaring and querying coordinates. 
DeclareCoordinates @ coordinates_List.-
( ( 
Coordina teQ @ coordinate = True i 
..LHUt::A'.l @ coordinate = False; 
@ coordinate == Symbol, Protect @coordinate] ;) &coordlnu.te /@ 
coordinates; ) i 
Coordina teQ @ other_ False; 
DeclareCoordinateClass [class_Symbol 1 {coordinates_? CoordinateQ}] .-
(CoordinatesOflndexClass @ class = {coordinates}) 
for DeclareCoordinateClass. 
The 1st argument of Declare Coordinate Class must be a Symbol. 
error : DeclareCoordinateClass [notSymb_ ? [Symbol]) 1 _J 
/ ; Message [DeclareCoordinateClass : : sym, notSymb, 1] i 
The 2nd argument of DeclareCoordinateClass must be a List. 
error: DeclareCoordinateClass [_I notflsL? (headlsNot [List]) 1 __ ] 
/ ; 
Message [DeclareCoordinateClass: : list l errorhf 1 2] i 
error : DeclareCoordinateClass 
notCoord_ / i ! CoordinateQ [notCoordJ 1 1_] / ; 
Message [DeclareCoordinateClass : : nonCoordinate 1 notCoordhf 1 errorhf] ; 
DeclareCoordinateClass: :nonCoordinate 
·'1' is not declared as a coordinate so cannot be used in '2'"; 
DeclareCoordinateClass expects 2 arguments. 
error : DeclareCoordinateClass 
With[ {num = heldLength @ error} 1 / ; 
Which [num == 1 1 Message [DeclareCoordinateClass : : argr 1 
DeclareCoordinateClasshfl 2] 1 
num * 2 1 Message[DeclareCoordinateClass: :argrx 1 
DeclareCoordinateClasshf 1 num l 2] 1 
True 1 False]]i 
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Error handling for DeclareCoordinates. 
1st argument of DeclareCoordinates must be a List. 
error: DeclareCoordinates [notflsC? (headlsNot [List]) , 
Ii 
Message [DeclareCoordinates : : list, errorhf, 1] i 
expects only one argument 
error : DeclareCoordinates [ __ ] .-
With[ {num = heldLength @ error}, $Failed Ii 
num f 1 A Message[DeclareCoordinates: :argx, 
HoldForm@ DeclareCoordinates, num, 1]] 
D.3.5 Default Coordinates 
Set the starting coordinates the system uses to the following list 
End [] i 
DeclareCoordinates[{O, 1, 2, 3, t, X, y, Z, r, p, S, ¢}] 
The following gives a "base" list of coordinates we will allow for space-time indices and also for 
general indices. 
DeclareCoordinateClass[SpaceTimelndices, {O, 1,2, 3}]; 
DeclareCoordinateClass[Generallndices, {1, 2, 3}]; 
@ "'Private'''; 
D.3.6 Operations 
The function for declaring that a head should be treated as multiplicative by the Tensors 
tensorialMul tiplicati veHeadQ @ other _ = False; 
headIsCommutativeQ @ other_ = False; 
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DeclareTensorialMultiplicativeHead [head_I optlons __ ?OptionQ] : 
Module [ {commutative = Commutative I. {options} I. 
Options[DeclareTensorialMultiplicativeHead]} I 
tensorialMultiplicativeHeadQ @ head = True; 
headIsCommutativeQ @ head = commutative:] 
Options [DeclareTensorialMultiplicativeHead] = {Commutative -7 False}: 
Error Checking for DeclareTensorialMul tipl ica ti veHead 
The 2nd argument of DeclareTensorialMultiplicativeHead and beyond must be 
options 
error: DeclareTensorialMultiplicativeHeaq [_I 
notOption_? (iSNot L ?OptionQ] ) I Ii 
Message[DeclareTensorialMultiplicativeHead::nonopt l 
notOptlonhf , 11 errorhE]: 
DeclareTensorialMul tiplicati veHead expects one or more arguments 
error : DeclareTensorialMul tiplicati veHead [1 led I; 
Message[DeclareTensorialMultiplicativeHead::argm l 
DeclareTensorialMultiplicativeHeadhf , 0, 1]; 
D.3.7 Default Opera1'ions 
End [] : 
This just declares that is a commutative multiplicative head to be canonicalized over. 
DeclareTensorialMultiplicativeHead[Times, Commutative -7 True] ; 
Begin @ ,,' Private' \I ; 
D.4 The Primitive enerators 
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Throughout the implementation of the canonicalization algorithms, by a primitive tensor we 
mean a single indivisible factor in a tensor product. For instance, the tensor 
).{3yT. J.1 Y • d fth··· d R S y,; T J.1 a IS rna e up 0 e pnmItIve tensors R, S an T. 
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D.4.1 Declare the Symmetries for Primitive 
Tensors 
primitiveTranspositionalGenerators@other_{}i 
closureOfPrimitiveTranspositionalGenerators @ other_ {}; 
primitiveComplexGenerators @ other_ = {} i 
primitiveLinearGenerators@other_={}; 
indexOptions @ {} i 
DeclareSymmetries [name_, length_Integer, symmetrles_] : 
DeclareSymmetries [name, {length, _, _}, symmetries] i 
DeclareSymmetries [namc, valencCList, symmetrles_] : 
Block [{ 
ST Cases [symmetries, _SignedTransposition], 
Sx = Cases [symmetries, _SignedPermutation], 
SL, Cases [symmetries, _LinearSymmetry]}, 
If [ST :P {}, 
primitiveTransposi tionalGenerators [name, valence] = ST] ; 
If [ST :P {}, closureOfPrimitiveTranspositionalGenerators [ 
name, valence] = closeUpTranspositions @ ST] ; 
If [Sx :P {}, primitiveComplexGenerators [name, valence] = Sx] ; 
If [SL, :P {}, primitiveLinearGenerators [name, valence] = SL,];] 
Handling for DeclareSymmetries. 
The 2nd argument of DeclareSyrnmetries must be an 
error : DeclareSymmetries [_, notiJsC? 
$Failed / i 
or a List. 
[List I Integer] ) , 
Message [DeclareSymmetries : : listOrInteger, HoldForm@error, 2] i 
DeclareSymmetries::listOrInteger 
"Integer or List expected at 
The 3rd argument of DeclareSyrnmetries must be a 
, 2' in '1'." i 
error: DeclareSymmetries [_, _, notiJst_? (headIsNot [List] ) , 
$Failed / i 
Message [DeclareSymmetries : : list, HoldForm@error, 3] i 
DeclareSyrnmetries expects 3 arguments. 
error: DeclareSymmetries [ __ ] .-
wi th [{num heldLength @ error}, / ; 
Which [num 1, Message [DeclareSymmetries : : argr, 
HoldForm@DeclareSymmetries, 3], 
num * 3 , Message[DeclareSymmetries::argrx, 
HoldForm @ DeclareSymmetries, num, 3] , 
True, False] ] ; 
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0.4.2 Default Symmetries for some Primitive 
Tensors 
DeclareSymmetries[R, 2, {(lB2)+}] 
DeclareSymmetries[R, 4, {(lB.2)_, (3 B 4) , {3, 4, 1, 2}+}] 
DeclareSymmetries[A, 2, {(lB2)_)] 
DeclareSymmetries[A, 3, {(lB2)_, (2 B 3) } ] 
DeclareSymmetries[A, 4, {(lB2)_, (2 B 3) , (3B4)_}] 
DeclareSymmetries[S, 2, {(lB2)+}] 
DeclareSymmetries[S, 3, {(lB2)+, {2B3)+}] 
DeclareSymmetries[S, 4, {{lB2)+, (2B3)+, (3B4)+}] 
transpositionalGenerators[S, {n_Integer, _, _}] := 
symmetricGenerators @ n 
DeclareSymmetries[R, {4, _, _}, {{lB2)_, (3B4)_, {3, 4, 1, 2}+, 
( {1, 2, 3, 4} +' {1, 3, 4, 2} +' {1, 4, 2, 3} + > 1:=0 } ] 
DeclareSymmetries [R, {4, cd_ /; cd?! 1, 
{(lB2)_, (3B4)_, {3, 4, 1, 2}+, 
( {1, 2, 3, 4} +' {1, 3, 4, 2} +' {1, 4, 2, 3} + > 1:=0 ' 
( {1, 2, 3, 4, 5} +' {1, 2, 4, 5, 3} +' {1, 2, 5, 3, 4} +) 1:=0} ] 
0.4.3 Characterization of Primitive Tensors 
ab 
In our algorithm we need to be able to distinguish between tensors like RiC d and tensors 
ab 
like Red' One is the Ricci tensor with two covariant derivatives and one is the Riemannian 
tensor. Since both tensors have the same name and the same number of indices, that is Rand 
4, we need to include the nature or character of these indices. Therefore, the way we will 
distinguish between such objects internally in our algorithm is changing the name of each 
tensor to a fuller description or characterization of the tensor. The following function 
determines the kind or style or characterization of the tensor. (There are only a limited number 
of words to describe the concept of kind, so here I have used the word' characterization'.) The 
characterization includes the number of normal indices together with the number of derivative 
indices. We also include the type of each index:" that is a space-time index, a general index, a 
spin index, or maybe some fiber bundle index, etc. The characterization is only used internally 
in our algorithm. 
characterizeTensor @ 
Tensor [name_, indices: {n_, \I;" , cd_, ", 11- , ] : = 
With [{T == tensorId [tensorCount]} , 
T[name] name; T[indexValence] {{n},en' {cd}'en' {pd}fen}i 
T[indicesJ {n, cd, pd}; 
T [order] createOrder [name, T [indexValence}] ; T] 
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characterizeTensor @ Tensor [name_, indices: ", II - , pd_}] ._ 
With [{T = tensorId [tensorGount]} , 
T[name] = name; T[indexValence] = {{n}ten' a, {pd}ten}; 
T[indices] {n, pd}; 
T[order] = createOrder[name, T[indexValence]]; T] 
characterizeTensor @ Tensor [name_, indices: II i 11- , cd_}] ._ 
Wi th [ {T = tensorId [tensorGount] } , 
T[name] = name; T[indexValence] == {{n}/en' {cd}/en' O}; 
T[indices] {n, cd}; 
T [order] = createOrder [name, T [indexValence]l i T] 
characterizeTensor @ Tensor [name_, indices: ] .-. -
With [{T = tensorId [tensorGount] } , 
T[name] = name; T[indexValence] = {{n}!en' a, OJ; 
T [indices] {n}; 
T [ order] = crea teOrder [name, T [indexVal ence 1 ] iT] 
§D.4.3 : 
createOrder [name_, valence_l :::: {name, plus @@ valence} +0 Reverse @ valence; 
calculatelndexClassOfTensorlndices @ 
First @ Union @ Cases [ClassOflndex I@ First I@ Flatten @ indices, 
Alternatives @@ ValidlndexClassesl 
Using characterizeTensor we characterize a tensor by the name, then number of normal 
indices, the number of covariant derivatives, and the number of partial derivatives. Once we 
have characterized the tensors, we can then sort the tensors according to this characterization. 
D.4.4 Closure of a Set of Transpositions 
Given a set of transpositions, say Sf, this calculates the set of transpositions in (Sf), that is, the 
set of all transpositions which can be formed by products of the original transpositions. 
closeUpTranspositions @ generators_List:::: 
generators I I. { 
transpositions: { __ , (i_ B L) 
Sort [transpositions + {) {(i B k) s}] I; 
i < k 1\ ( (i B k) S $? transpositions) , 
:-. 
transpositions: { __ , (1_ B s_' , (C B k_) s ' :-. 
Sort [transpositfons +{} {(j B k) s} 1 Ii 
j < k 1\ ( U B k) s ft.? transpositions) , 
transpositions: { __ I U_ B s_' ,(k_ B i_) s ' :-. 
} I I. 
Sort[transpositfons+O {UBk)s}] Ii 
j < k 1\ ( U B k) s $? transpositions) 
{transpositions: { __ , (1_ B L) 51_ ' 
[DeclareSymmetries::ldenticallyZero, 
Min [i, k], Max [f, k]] : $Failed) Ii sl -s2, 
§DAA: 
transpositions: B j_) 51_' __ , (i- B k_) 52_' :~ 
(Message[DeclareSymmetries::ldenticallyZero, 
Min [j, k] , Max [j, k]] i $Failed) I; sl == -s2, 
transpositions: B i_) 51_' , (k_ B i_) 52_' __ } :~ 
(Message[DeclareSymmetries::ldenticallyZero, 
Min[j, k], Max[j, k]] i $Failed) Ii sl s2}; 
DeclareSymmetries: : IdenticallyZero == 
liThe given tensor symmetries lead to a tensor that 
is identically zero since the transposition 
on elements '1' and '2' occurs as both a 
symmetric and anti-symmetric generator."; 
D.4.5 Symmetric Generators and Closure of the 
Symmetric Generators 
555 
We need a simple function that returns the set of all possible adjacent symmetric transpositions 
on n indices. This is used when generating the transpositional symmetries of a tensor with 
multiple partial derivatives. 
symmetricGenerators [0] {} i 
symmetricGenerators [1] {}; 
symmetricGenerators[n_Integer?Positive] 
Table [ (i B i + 1) +' {i, n 1} ] ; 
We also need a simple function that returns the closure of the set of adjacent symmetric 
transpositions on n indices. (In general the resulting set will contain non-adjacent 
transpositions.) This is used in checking when a tensor that is symmetrically generated is 
identically zero. 
closureOfSymmetricGenerators [oJ == {}; 
closureofSymmetricGenerators [lJ = {}; 
closureOfSymmetricGenerators [n_Integer?Positive] 
Flatten @ Table [ (i B j) +' {i, 1, n 1}, {j, 1+ 1, n} J 
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D.S Constructing Generators from 
Primitive Generators 
D.S.1 Shift Pernlutations 
The complex and transpositional symmetries for a primitive tensor with m indices are given in 
terms of permutations on {i, .", m}, When such a primitive tensor factor appears in a product 
tensor having n indices, then the symmetries corresponding to the primitive tensor factor need 
to be expressed in terms of permutations on {i, "" n}, If the primitive tensor starts at position k 
in the product tensor, then the original permutation symmetries on {i, '''' m} need to be offset 
by k, that is, shifted so that they start with k, and then filled out in front and/or in back, to yield 
a permutation on {i, ",' n} that at the most moves positions only within {k, "" k + m}, 
shiftPermutation [sfgned'Permutations_List, n_, len_l : 
shiftPermutation [p, n, lenl &p /@ signed'Permutations 
shiftPermutation [SignedPermutation [sign_, perm_l, 
n_Integer 7 positive, length_Integer 7 positive] ,-
[sign, Range [1, n -1] +{} 
(perm + n - 1) + (} Range [n + perm'en' length] ] 
shiftPermutation [ H J-) sign_' n_Integer? Positi ve, 
?Positive]:== U+n-1Hj+n l)$;gn 
shiftPermutation[{3, 4, 1, 2L, 5, 12] 
{1, 2,3,4,7,8,5,6,9,10,11, 12L 
D.S.2 Calculate Generators 
We also need to be able to calculate the symmetries the tensor obeys. 
calculateGenerators @ tensorIdentifiers_List : == 
Flatten /@ { 
calculateTranspositionalGenerators /@ tensorIdentifiers, 
calculateComplexGenerators /@ tensor Identifiers , 
Flatten [calculateDegeneracyGenerators /@ 
(T[offset] &T /@ degn &.egn) /@ 
[tensorIdentffiers, (#1 [order] '" #2 [ ) &]] , 
Flatten[calculateClosureOfTranspositionalGenerators /@ 
tensorIdentifiers] } 
§D.5.2 : 
calculateAllGenerators @ tensorIdentifiers_List : = 
Flatten /@ { 
calculateTranspositionalGenerators /@ tensorIdentifiers I 
calculateComplexGenerators /@ tensor Identifiers , 
Flatten [calculateDegeneracyGenerators /@ 
(T[offset] &T /@ degn &degn) /@ 
Split [tensorIdentifiers, (#1 [order] :: #2 [order]) &]]/ 
calculateLinearGenerators /@ tensor Identifiers, 
Flatten[calculateClosureOfTranspositionalGenerators /@ 
tensor Identifiers] } 
D.S.3 Calculate Transpositional Generators 
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Calculate the transpositional generators of a tensor product factor from the corresponding 
primitive transpositional generators. The new set of generators may contain more than just the 
shifted primitive generators if the tensor product involves covariant or partial derivatives of the 
primitive tensor. 
calculateTranspositionalGenerators @ 
calculateTranspositionalGeneratorsAux[T, T[indexValence]] 
calculateTranspositionalGeneratorsAux [T_, {n_, 0, OJ] : 
shiftPermutation[primitiveTranspositionalGenerators[ 
T[name] , {n, 0, O}], T[offset] , configurationLength] 
calculateTranspositionalGeneratorsAux 
shiftPermutation[primitiveTranspositionalGenerators[ 
T [name], {n, cd, pd}] , T ] , configuratlonLength] + 0 
shiftPermutation[symmetricGenerators[pd], 
T[offset] +n+cd, configuratlonLength] 
calculateTranspositionalGeneratorsAux [T_, {OJ cd_, pd_}] 
shiftPermutation[symmetricGenerators[cd] , 
T[offset] , configurationLength] +0 shiftPermutation[ 
symmetricGenerators [pd] , T [ + cd J conflgurationLength] 
D.S.4 Calculate Complex Generators 
Calculate the set of complex generators of a tensor product factor from the corresponding set of 
primitive complex generators. 
calculateComplexGenerators@ T_tensorId : 
shiftPermutation[primitiveComplexGenerators[ 
T[nameJ J T[indexValenceJJ, T[offsetJ, conffguratlonLength] 
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D.S.S Calculate the Closure of the Set of 
Transpositonal Generators 
This function behaves like that of calculateTransposi tionalGenerators, but it works 
on the closure of 'T rather than 'T, where 'T is the set of primitive transpositional generators of 
the given primitive tensor. 
calculateClosureOfTransposi tionalGenerators @ T_tensorId : = 
calculateClosureOfTranspositionalGeneratorsAux[T, T[indexValence]] 
calculateClosureOfTranspositionalGeneratorsAux [T_, {n_, 0, O}] := 
shiftPermutation[closureOfPrimitiveTranspositionalGenerat~rs [ 
T[name] , {n, 0, O}], T[offset] , conftguratlonLength] 
calculateClosureOfTranspositionalGeneratorsAux ,{n_, cd_, pd_}] .-
shiftPermutation[closureOfPrimitiveTranspositionalGenerators [ 
T [name], {n, cd, pd}] , T [offset] , configurationLength] + {} 
shiftPermutation[closureOfSymmetricGenerators [pd], 
T ] + n + cd, configuratlon.Length] 
calculateClosureOfTranspositionalGeneratorsAux [T_, {Of cd_, pd_}] 
shiftPermutation[closureOfSymmetricGenerators[cd] , 
T [offset] , configurationLength] +{} 
shiftPermutation[closureOfSymmetricGenerators [pd], 
T [offset] + cd, configuratlonLength] 
D.S.6 Calculate Degeneracy Generators 
From the characterization of the factors of a tensor product, calculate the set of degeneracy 
generators for the overall tensor product. 
calculateDegeneracyGenerators @ {_} {} i 
]f the head of the tensor product is not commutative, then there are no degeneracy generators. 
calculateDegeneracyGenerators @ .-
{} Ii"" headIsCommutativeQ @ product'Head 
Finally, if there is more than one degenerate tensor and the overall product head is 
commutative, then calculate the degeneracy generators. 
calculateDegeneracyGenerators ] : 
1], Drop [offsets, 1], List] Inner [blockSwap [i, J] &i, j' Drop 
blockSwap ,J_]: S ignedPermutat ion [1, 
Range [ 1, i - 1] + {} Range [j, 2 J - i - 1] + {} 
Range [i, j - 1] + {} Range [2 J - i, confl gurationLength] ] 
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D.S.7 Calculate Linear Generators 
calculateLinearGenerators@ T_tensorId : 
Map [shiftPermutation [perm, T [offset], configuratfonLength] &perm' 
primitiveLinearGenerators [T[name] , T[indexValence]], {2}] 
D.6 Fundamental Operations 
D.6.1 Permuting, Relabeling, and Group 
Actions 
Notation [sp-+- *7r sc_ perm1.lteConfiguration[sp_1 sell 
The following implementation, instead of using Permu tel uses the exact same code as Pennute 
defined in the package DiscreteMath' Combinatorica' but bypasses some error 
checking. That is, Permute[l, p] ::::![p]. 
SignedPermutation [sfgnp_1 p_] *7r 
....................... ,'" ............. _- ......................................... , ... --.~ 
config[inversePermutation @ P ]signpSignCi 
inversePermutation @ p_: inversePermutation @ P 
(Transpose @ Sort @ Transpose @ {P, Range @ Plen}) 12] i 
generateRelabelingRules @ 0_ : = 
Dispatch @ DeleteCases [Table [i -7 0[1] I {i, O'en}], (y_ -7 y-) hlP] 
relabelingRules @ P_ : = 
relabelingRules @ P = generateRelabelingRules @ P 
relabelConfiguration [sP_SignedPermutation ,cc;;;lrg~5Ign_l .-
@ SP[2] , {2} sign 
Notation [sp_ *c sc_=permuteAndRelabel [sp_, 
sp_SignedPermutation *c sc_signedConfiguration 
relabelConfiguration [sp I sp *7r 
s1:_SignedTransposition *c sc_signedConfiguration .-
transposeAndRelabel ,sc] 
S~ist *c signedConfigs_List .-
Flatten @ Outer [permuteAndRelabel , S, signedConfigs, 1] 
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transposeAndRelabel [ (i_ (-) L) signT._ ,co~iig=signc_l 
Block [{newConfig coniig} f 
{newConfig[iD' newConfig vD } = coniig[U,iH ; 
, {i--7j, )--7 
D.6.2 Ordering of Indices and Configurations 
InfixNotation[ ,signedConfigurationOrder] 
Block [{ordering} , 
ordering Order [Sort @ Cases [coniigi f _High] f 
Sort @ Cases [config2, _High]] i 
§D.6.1 : 
If [ordering 0, ordering = Order [Reverse @ Sort @ Cases [coniig2, _Low] , 
Reverse @ Sort @ Cases [coni/gi, _Low]] ; 
If [ordering 0, ordering = Order [ coniigi I. s --7 elevation, 
coniig2 I. s --7 elevation] ; 
ordering] 
If [ordering == 0, ordering = Order [ conilgi I. Index_s :~ Index[2] , 
config2 I . Index_s :~ Index[2] ] ; 
If [ordering == 0, ordering = Order [ 
conilgi I . s --7 classOfSurnmedIndex, 
config2 I . s --7 classOfSurnmedIndex] ] ] ] ] ; 
The class of an index is determined by classOfSummedlndex. Any index without a specified 
class is treated as a general index. 
classOfSummedIndex 
classOfSummedIndex[_f 
: = General; 
High I Low] = General; 
_ f cfass_l = cfass; classOfSummedIndex 
classOfSurnmedIndex [_, _, = cfass; 
The elevation of a summed index is the fixed elevation if given, or High if it is the first of a 
summed pair and Low if it is the second of a summed pair. 
elevation 
elevation 
elevation 
elevation 
f LInteger] : = If [I < ), High, Low] ; 
, )_Integer, cfass_] = If [I < ), High, Low] ; 
InfixNotation[<c, signedConfigurationLess] 
InfixNotation[~cf signedConfigurationLessEqual] 
InfixNotation[~c, signedConfigurationGreaterEqual] 
InfixNotation[>Cf signedConfigurationGreater] 
InfixNotation[ ,signedConfigurationEquivalent] 
For two arguments: 
• - (a 
• - (a 
b) 1 
b) l!:: 0 
§D.6.2 : 
a_ "'e (a ~e b) :s 0 
a_ >e b_ : = (a b) == -1 
a_==eb_:=(a b}==O 
For three or more arguments: 
with [{se signedConfiguration, seo = signedConfigurationOrder}, 
f_se-<cmid_se -<cg_se: Inner [seo, {i, mid}, {mid, g}, Min] 1; 
f_se~e ~cg_se Inner [seo, {i, mid}, {mid, g}, Min] ;::;0; 
f_se"'e "'eg_se :=Inner[seo, {f, mid}, {mid, g}, Max] :sO; 
f_se >c mid_se >e g_se := Inner [seo, {f, mid}, {mid, g}, Max] == -1; 
==c mid_se ==c g_se : = 
Inner [seo, {f, mid}, {mid, g}, Union @ List @ # &] == {O}; 1 
In the special case when the free indices are in their canonical positions in both signed 
configurations, then we no longer have to perform the comparison between the free indices 
since they will be the same. 
configl-"'-signl_ config2_sign2_ / i freeIndices:Jl.reCanon/caf : 
Block [{ordering} , 
ordering = Order [conffg1 /. s -7 elevation, conflg2 /. s -7 elevation] ; 
If [ordering == 0, ordering = 
Order [ config1 / • fndex_s H fndex[2] , conf/g2 / . index_s H fndex[2D 1 ; 
If [ordering == 0, ordering = Order [ config1 / . s -7 elassOfSumrnedIndex, 
config2 /. s -7 classOfSumrnedIndex] ] ] i 
ordering] 
D.6.3 Minimum Configurations 
Symbolize [Mine' SymbolizeRootName -7 "minimumConfiguration"] 
@ {signedConfig_signedConfiguration} = signedConfig i 
Mille @ signedConflgs_List : = Module [{smaffest signedconflgs[l]} ' 
Sean[If [sc -<c smaffest, smaffest = sc] &sc, signedConfigs] i smaffest] 
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0.7 Converting Tensor Products to 
Configurations 
D.7.1 Encoding Tensor Products into 
Configurations 
At the beginning of the algorithm, we need to manipulate the tensors into a form for the 
canonicalization algorithm. This means we must sort the tensors if required, transform the list 
of indices to a configuration, and store all pertinent information about the tensors such as: 
tensor names, number of normal indices, number of partial derivatives, number of covariant 
derivatives, etc. information is used to create the set of symmetries the tensor product will 
obey and also allows us to restore the signed configuration back to a tensor when we have 
obtained the canonical form. 
Options @ encodeTensors ::; {sortTensors -7 Automatic, 
IndexClassInclusion -7 False, MetricLocallyFlat -7 False}; 
encodeTensors [ tensor_Tensor, options __ ?OptionQ] : 
+() encodeTensorsAux [ {tensor}, options] 
encodeTensors [ head_ @ tensors_Tensor, options __ ? OptionQ] .-
{head} + () encodeTensorsAux [head @ tensors, options] ; 
encodeTensorsAux [ head_@tensors_, ?OptionQ] .-
Block [ {sorted'Tensors, sorted'TensorIds, 
tensorIdentifiers, tensorCount, indexLists, fengthsOfIndexLists, 
indexOffsets, fahefedConfig, signedConfiguration, 
sortThem ::; sortTensors /. {options} / . [encodeTensors] , 
optMetric.LocafftjFfat ::; 
MetricLocallyFlat /. {options} /. [encodeTensors] , 
IndexCfassIncfusion::; IndexClassInclusion /. {options} / . 
Options [encodeTensors]}, 
Clear @ tensorId; 
tensor Count = 0 i 
tensor Identifiers = 
(++tensorCounti characterizeTensor @ #) & /@ {tensors} i 
I: th" tensor;} HnG c"I<:,)"t" 
If [sort:Them :; Automatic, sort:Them headIsCommutativeQ @ head] i 
sorted'TensorIds =: If [sort:Them, Sort [tensorIdentift'ers, 
(#l[order] ""{ex #2[ ) &], tensorIdentlfiers]; 
IndexLists = T[indices] &T /@sorted'TensorIds; 
§D.7.1 : 
fengthsOfIndex.£)sts =: Length /@ index.£)sts; 
indexOffsets =: Drop[FoldList[Plus l 11 fengthsOfIndex.£)sts]1 -1]; 
Inner[(T[offset] =:offset) &T,offsetl sortedTensorIds l indexOffsets l List]; 
fabetedConfig 
labelTheConfiguration [Join @@ index.£)sts l sortedTensorIds] i 
signedConfiguration = fabefedConfig+ i 
{sortedrensorIds 1 signedConffguration}] 
SetAttributes[{encodeTensors l encodeTensorsAux} 1 HoldFirst] 
This creates a signed labeled configuration. 
label TheConfiguration [theIndices_ 1 sortedTensorIds_] 
Block [ {tabefedConfig 1 fixedefevation'Positions 1 affIndices theIndices} 1 
Wrf:,p any 
fabetedConfig = wrapNumericCoordinates /@attIndicesi 
fabetedConfig MapIndexed [addPosition 1 fabetedConfig] ; 
surolned 
fabefedconfig = transformToSij Labels @ fabetedConfig; 
If [ optMetricLocattyTfat == True 1 fabefedconfig 1 
fixElevationOfTensorIndices /@ sortedrensorIds; 
fabetedConfig] 1 
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The above code used the following auxiliary procedure that just affixes the position of the index 
to the index. 
addPosition [0:_+ 1 {n_} 1 
addPosition [0:_- 1 {n_}] 
=: o:~ ; 
o:~' n , 
When we use numeric coordinates like 0, 1,2,3, we must include a wrapper around them so 
they are not transformed under permutation and relabeling. 
wrapNumericCoordinates @o:_Integer+ 
wrapNumericCoordinates @o:_Integer-
wrapNumer iCCoordina tes @ other _ = other i 
coordinateWrapper[o:l+i 
coordinateWrapper[o:]-; 
In special circumstances, certain types of indices are not allowed to be raised and lowered in 
pairs at liberty. This is fully explained in §6.12 Refinements for Partial Derivatives. As a default, 
we assume the connection is a metric one, which implies that indices appearing inside covariant 
derivatives can be raised and lowered in pairs. However, in general this is not true for indices 
appearing inside partial derivatives, so we fix these indices. Therefore, as a general default, we 
assume the metric is not locally flat; however, we can override this with specific options. 
optMetricLocattyTfat == False; 
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fixElevationOfTensorlndices @ T_tensorId : = 
fixElevationOfTensorlndicesAux[T[indexValence], T ]li 
fixElevationOfTensorlndicesAux [{n_, C, O}, offseCl = {} i 
fixElevationOfTensorlndicesAux [{n_, c_, _}, offseCl 
Block [ {start = offset, finish = offset + n + c - 1, index}, 
Do [fixElevationOflndex @ labefedConfig[posD' {pos, start, finish} 11 
For any index summed with a corresponding index outside the tensor which is being partially 
differentiated, we need to fix the elevations of both indices. If the summed indices both occur 
within the tensor, we do not need to fix their elevations. See §6.12 Refinements for Partial 
Derivatives for further explanations. 
fixElevationOflndex @ S'_,L / i (j < start V j > finish) .-
labeledConfig[iD = s [i, j, Head @ altIndfces[I] 1 i 
labeledConfig[jD == s [j, I, Head @ allIndices[jD ] i) i 
fixElevationOflndex @ s~~s;-=-?ValidIndexClassQ / i (j < start V j > finish) .-
labeledConffg[ID = s [i, j, class, Head @ alt Indices [IE ] i 
labeledConffg[jE s [j, I, class, Head @ allIndices[jD] i) i 
fixElevationOflndex @ other _ = False; 
D. 7.2 Transform to S[i,i1 Labels 
The following function just transforms all pairs of dummy labels into Si,j type labels. It is 
somewhat cryptically coded in an effort to achieve speed. It turns out that this function is one 
of the slowest parts of encoding a tensor, and usually takes about 1/3 of the overall time to 
canonicalize a tensor. (The overall algorithm is still very fast: - 0.1-0.2 of a second on a 160Mhz 
604e based Macintosh.) However, the encoding process must be run on every term in an 
expression. So if one has, say, a hundred terms, then we have already taken in the order of 10 
to 20 just to encode them. Thus it is important to have this routine as fast as possible. 
Labels @ labeledConfl9_ : = 
@ 
Flatten[labelPair /@ 
Split [sortBylndex @ labeledConfig, (#l[lD == lf2[lD) &]] 
If [lD & /@ Sort [ (If [lD) [If] & /@ labeledConflg] ; 
@ labeledConflg_ : = 
If[lD & /@ Sort [(pos @ If) [lfl & /@labeledConfig] i 
pos @ 
pos @ 
pos @ 
Ii 
Ii 
I' ,
If we are including index classes in our summed indices, then include the relavent index class 
when we label a pair of indices. 
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label Pair @ {cc~, 
{ sClassoflndex @c< {,j f @c<} / i IndexCfassIndusion 1\ IndexQ @ a.; 
labelPair @ {o._~ f 
{ sr;:l~ssofIndex @c< tfl I @ c<} /; IndexCfassIndusion 1\ IndexQ @ a.; 
labelPair @ {o._~ f .j, } {Sl, j f Sj.;} / ; IndexQ @ a.; 
labelPair @ {o._~ f f } . - {s{,} f Sjl} / ; IndexQ @ a.; 
label Pair @ other_ other i 
Note: a simplistic version might be something like the following, which, however, fails on 
several counts. One, it is slower and two, it might fail if there are three indices to be summed. 
Currently, the canonicalization algorithm leaves three or more repeated indices alone. 
transformToSij Labels @ fabefedConfig_ : = 
fabefedConfig / / . 
{{ r __ , o._~ f m __ f o._~_ f l __ } -? {r f Sl,j f m, Sj,i, I}, 
, SI,), m, S),I' I}} 
D.7.3 Encoding Examples 
Here is the tensor encoded into a signed configuration. 
a(3y6 v J.l 
encodeTensors [ { R , R € 1: Y , a' A v" (3 a}' sortTensors -? 
{List, {tensorId[l] , tensorId[21, tensorId[3] }f 
.8' o~, s; 11 ' 
a(3y6 v J.l 
encodeTensors [{ R , R A } 
E1:Y I a' v(;(3a' 
sortTensors -? False, MetricLocallyFlat -? True] 
{List, {tensorId[l], tensorId[2], tensorId[3]}, 
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0.8 Converting Configurations to 
Tensor Products 
D.8.1 Reconstitute Tensors 
Once we have a canonical configuration, we can reconstitute the indices as above. Then finally, 
using the characterized tensor names, we can form the new canonical tensor product. First, we 
need to be able to calculate which class an index comes from. If this is not readily apparent, 
then use the default class for that particular tensor; and if there is no default for that tensor, 
then use the general default. 
determinelndexClasses @ T_tensorId : 
ClassOflndex/@ T[indices] /. indexOptions@ T[name] 
Now we are in a position to reconsitute a labeled signed configuration back into a tensor. 
reconsti tuteTensors [head_ t tensor Identifiers_List t 
Block [ {reconstftutedIndices t indexCfasses} t 
(11(, ,,!i,';''iiS of tile iniiicH'5 oilqinai 
1 .-.-
indexCfasses = Flatten [determinelndexClasses /@ tensorIdentifiers] ; 
reconstitutedIndfces = reconsti tutelndices @ configuration; 
(T [indices] = Take [reconstitutedIndices, 
{T[offset],T[ -l+Plus@@ 
T[indexValence]}]) &T /@ tensorIdentifiersi 
sign * (head @@ reconstructTensor /@ tensorIdentifiers) ] 
This code reconstructs a tensor from the characterized parts of a tensor identifier. This is the 
inverse of characterization. 
reconstructTensor @ T_tensorId : = 
Block [ {n, cd t pd, indices = T [indices] } , 
{n, cd, pd} = T[indexValence]; 
tensorIndices = Take [indices, n] +{} 
If [cd * 0, {";"-}, OJ +() Take [indices, {n+l, n+cd}] +{} 
If[pd:f: 0, {","-}, 0] +{} Take [indfces, {n+l+cd, n+cd+pd}Ji 
Tensor [T [name] t tensorIndices]] 
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D.8.2 Reconstitute Indices 
At the end of our canonicalization algorithm, we need to transform our canonical signed 
configuration using Si,j indices back into a signed configuration with normal index labels like 
0;', p, i, j, k, m, etc. To do this, we reconstitute the indices. All the new indices generated will be 
of the class from which the index came. Also, some indices cannot change their covariant or 
contravariant nature, so if an index is fixed to be high or low, we must be aware of this. 
reconstituteIndices assumes that tndexCfasses has been dynamically set in the code that 
calls it. 
reconstituteIndices @ configuration_ : = 
Block [ {indeXTabfe, reconstitutedIndices } , 
lniilalizo index 
indeXTahfe @ usedIndices = Cases [configuration, CCt I cc,j. -7 cx]; 
i Heconstitute tth) 
reconstitutedIndlces = reconsti tuteIndex /@ configuration j 
a second 
reconstituted Indices 
of 
reconstitutedIndices I. reconstituteIndex -7 oppositeIndexj 
any 
reconstitutedIndices I . coordinateWrapper @ any_ -7 any 1 
Following is the supporting code for reconsti tuteIndices. We use an indexTable in order 
to store the lists of available indices. 
reconstituteIndex @ cx_ t cx+; 
reconsti tuteIndex @ cx_,j. = cx- j 
reconstituteIndex @ S'_,L I j i < j ::;;: High @ get Index @ indexGtasseSmiD ; 
reconsti tuteIndex @ I i f < j : '" High @ get Index @ indexCfasses[iD i 
reconstituteIndex @ Iii < j : '" Low @ getIndex @ indexCfassesUID ; 
reconstituteIndex @ I; i < j ::;;: High @ getIndex @ cfass; 
reconsti tuteIndex @ l' I; i < j @ getIndex @ 
reconsti tuteIndex @ J. I; i < j ::;;: Low @ getIndex @ cfass i 
oppositeIndex @ oppositeElevation @ reconstitutedIndicesHIB ; 
oppositeElevation @ cx_+ cx- ; 
oppositeElevation @ cx_- cx+ ; 
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D.8.3 getlndex 
The set Baselndices [class] gives only a finite number of acceptable indices. However, we 
may well need more than these. It seems reasonable that if x is a base index, then xl, x2, ... 
should be acceptable indices. In line with generating extra indices besides the starting ones, we 
next define the function AppendToName so that, given any integer, for example 8, then 
AppendToName [8] will itself be a function which applied to any symbol, for example a, will 
give the symbol a8. 
The following code is inelegant. And though mundane, it yet involves necessary book-keeping 
of which indices can be used or reused, etc. It is not immediately apparent how to make this 
code more elegant. 
appendToName [m_] [symb_SyrnboJ] : = 
ToExpression [ ToString @ symb <> ToString @ m] i 
indicesInClassForCount [dass_, n_] : = indicesInClassForCount [dass, n] 
appendToName [n] [symb] &symb /@ BaseIndices @ dass 
It should be noted that before getlndex is called, indeXTabfe should not have any values in it. 
This is obeyed inside this package by having indeXTabfe be dynamically scoped inside a block on 
each occasion when it is used to generate a new set of indices. 
getIndex @ IndeterminateIndexClass : = ( 
Message [getIndex: : IndeterminateIndex] i 
getIndex @ GeneralIndices) 
getIndex: : IndeterminateIndex = 
"getIndex has been called with an index of 
IndeterminateIndexClass. A general index is 
being used. This has most likely occurred during 
the reconsitution of a tensor product from a 
configuration. To avoid this problem set the option 
IndexClassInclusion --7 True when calling Canonicalize."i 
get Index @ dass_ / i indeXTabfe @ dass f. {} : = 
Block [ {newIndex = First @ indeXTabfe @ dass} , 
indeXTabfe @ dass = Drop [indeXTabfe @ dass, 1] i 
newIndex] 
getIndex @ dass_ / i -, ValueQ @ indeXTabfe @ dass : = 
indeXTabfe [dass, count] = 1 i 
indeXTabfe @ dass = 
BaseIndices @ dass \~ indeXTabfe @ usedIndices i 
getIndex @ dass) 
getIndex @ dass_ / i indeXTabfe @ dass == {} .-
Block [ {newIndex} , 
indeXTabfe @ dass = 
indicesInClassForCount [dass, indeXTabfe [dass, count]] \~ 
§D,8,3 : 
indeXTabfe @ usedlndices ; 
++indeXTabfe [cfass, count] i 
getlndex @ cfass] 
D.8.4 Reconstitution Examples 
a{3yr. 0 /J. 
encodeTensors [ { R ( R ,A" b}' sortTensors ~ True] 
€ r. y , a v" ( 
{List, {tensorId[3] , tensorId[l] (tensorId ]} , 
{tli, v~, fi, b~, 0:;, /3~, S;, 12' s~, 11' coordinateWrapper [0] 9 ' 
} 
reconstituteTensors @@ % 
a{3yr. 0 /J. 
encodeTensors [ { R , R ,A" b}' 
€ r. y , a v" ( 
sortTensors ~ True, indexKindlnclusion ~ True] 
{ L i s t, {tensor I d [ 3] , tensor I d [ 1] , tensor I d [ 2] } , 
,bL 0:;, /3~, S~,12' S~,l1( coordinateWrapper[O]9' 
} 
reconstituteTensors @@ % 
D.9 The Basic Canonicalizing 
Algorithm 
D.9.1 The Basic Canonicalizing Algorithm 
BasicCanonicalize @ tensors_Plus: = BasicCanonicalize /@ tensors; 
BasicCanonicalize @ (num_ ?NumberQ tensor'ProducC) 
num BasicCanonicalize @ tensor'Product; 
BasicCanonicalize @ other _ = other; 
BasicCanonicalize @ tensor'Product: (head_ @ _Tensor I _Tensor) .-
Block [ {S, producf!Head, tensor Identifiers, signedConfiguration, 
configurationLength, aff8quivafentConfigurations, tensor Id} , 
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{product:Head, tensorIdentifiers, signedConfiguration} '" 
encodeTensors @ tensor'Product; 
configuration length '" signedConfiguration[2] fen; 
S Union @ Flatten @ calculateGenerators @ 
aff8qu(vafentConflgurations = genera teConfigura tions [signedConfiguratfon, S]; 
If [ tensorIdenticallyZeroQ [aff8qulvafentConfigurations] , 0, 
reconsti tuteTensors [product:Head, 
tensor Identifiers, Mine @ aff8quivafentConfiguratlons]] ] 
tensorIdenticallyZeroQ @ signedConfigs_List : 
union &sc /@ sfgnedConfigs] fen < slgnedConfigsfen 
D.9.2 Generating Configurations 
generateConfigurations [seedConfiguratlon_signedConfiguration, S_List] .-
Block [ {if"' {}, N = {seedConfiguration}} , 
While [N :/= {} , 
if"' if"' UN; 
N = (S *c N) \ if"'] ; 
D.9.3 Examples of Basic Canonicalize 
Omitted. 
D.10 The Optimized Canonicalizing 
Algorithm 
D.10.1 Transpositional Canonicalization 
Operator 
Notation 
_s G1 _High = True; 
G? _s = False; 
_s G? _Low = False i 
_Low G1 _s = True i 
G? _Low False; 
_Low G1 _High = True; 
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l' 1:::;1 a_ t . _ a <-(ex b; 
.j, 1:::;1 a_.j, . - a <-(ex b; 
Si_,lILl:::;? SL.n_= i<j <n<m V n<m<i<j V Max[i, m] < Min[j, 
Notation [®'T_ [c_J = transpositionallyCanonicalize [c,-, r_]] 
[signedConfigs_List] : ®'T [sc] &sc /@ sfgnedConfigs; 
[configuraiion_SignC_] : 
Block[ 
{nevvConfiguration configuraiion, newSfgn = sfgnC, partiafCanonicafConffguration = {}}, 
While [partiafCanonfcafConfiguration '" newConffguration, 
partiafCanon/cafConflguratfon = new Configuration i 
transposeIfMoreCanonical /@ 
partiafCanonlcaf Confi gurationnewsign ] 
transposeIfMoreCanonical @ (1_ ~ j_l signr:_ .-
If [newConfiguration[i] I:::;? newConfiguration[)I' swapThem [signL:, i, j]] 
swapThem [signL:_, i_, 
{newConfi guratfon [i] , newConfi guratlon VI} = nevvConfi guration [{), i}ll ; 
nevvSign = nevvSign 
nevvConfiguratlon 
compareS = Compiler 
[nevvConfiguraiion, {I -7 j, j -7 i}, {2}]); 
{{i, _Integer}, {j, _Integer}, {m, _Integer}, {n, _Integer}}, 
Max [ i, m] < Min [j, n J V i < j < n < m V n < m < i < j ] i 
Actually the followmg code is faster. 
compareS = Compile [ 
{{i, _Integer}, {j, _Integer}, {m, _Integer}, {n, _Integer}}, 
(i < j A (m < n A (j < n A (m < i Vi < m A m < j) V n < j A (i < m V m < i A i < n) 
n < m A (j < n V m < i) ) ) ] ; 
compareS [i, j, m, nl; 
D.10.2 GenerateConfigurationsr 
Notation [generateConfigti.rations'T.;.. (sc __ 1 = 
generateTranspositionallyCanonicalConiigurations (SC_i 'R_, 
genera teConf igura tions'T _List [ 
seedConfiguraiion_signedConfiguration, 'R_List] .-
Block [{r = {}, N {®'T [seedConfiguraiion]}} , 
While [N '" {} , 
1" 1" UN; 
N ®r['R*cN] \1";]; 
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~. I U. Canonicalization of Free Indices 
canonicalizeFreelndices[ 
sc_signedConfiguration, 5 r 
Block [ {n = sc, final = Null, t}, 
While [final "$ n, 
final = n; 
5 x '-' 
If[(t=p *e n) -<en, n=t] &p /@5']);]; 
final = Null; 
While [fina!"$ n, 
final = n = Els,.- [n] ; 
H[(t=p *e n) -<en, n=t] &p /@5x ]; 
finaf] 
D.10.4 Stabilize Permutations 
5']) : _] .-
Once we have put the free indices into their canonical positions, we only need to generate the 
stabilized subgroup of permutations which keep the free indices fixed. Since the free indices are 
the most important in our ordering, we know that any comparison of configurations is first 
determined on the free indices and then on the summed indices. This means that if the free 
indices of a configuration a E C are in their canonical positions with respect to the group g, 
then the minimum configuration of gstab *c a will be the same as the minimum configuration of 
g *c a (where gstab is the subgroup of g which does not move the free indices of the 
configuration a). 
Because of the properties of our generating set 8, we can generate 8 stab simply by removing 
from 8 all S E 8 such that s moves one or more of the free indices of the configuration a which 
has its free indices in canonical positions. We can also remove all elements that are equivalent 
to some other element. 
stabilizePermutations [~oniig~;dtion. ,5r : _, 5 x : _, 51) : -l .-
-slgn_ 
Block [ {stabifized'Positions = Cases [configuration, _~_ I _;_ ---7 n] , 
stabifizedT, stabifizedX, stabifized1J} , 
stabifizedT = removePermutationsWhichMovelndices [ 
5 r , stabifi zed'Positions] ; 
stabifized1J = removePermutationsWhichMovelndices [ 
51), stabifized'Positions]; 
stabifizedX = removePermutationsWhichMovelndices [ 
5 x , stabifized'Positions U Fla tten [ 
(Select[p, P[m] <m&m] &p) /@ (0'[2] &,,) /@stabifized1J]]; 
{stabifizedT, stabifized X, stabifized'D}] 
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removePermutationsWhichMovelndices [S_List, {}] = S; 
removePermutationsWhichMovelndices 
removePermutationsWhichMovelndices [ 
DeleteCases[S, (SignedPermutation 
(m (-) _) I (-) m) ], {rest} 1 
{m_, rest_}] .-
/; P[mll '" m) I 
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Also, we are sometimes able to remove some excess X generators (complex generators), since if 
the 1) generators are still present after stabilization, we will have an overcomplete generating 
set. For instance, if X = {o-, 7f} where 7f = {3,4, 1,2, 5, 6, 7, 8} and 0- = {1, 2, 3, 4, 7, 8, 5, 6} and 
p = {5, 6, 7, 8, 1, 2, 3, 4} is part of 1), then we can remove 0- from X since p and 7f are sufficient. 
That is, 0- = p. 7f. p-\ and so p and 7f generate the same set of configurations as p, 7f and 0-. Of 
course, we always need the full set of adjacent transpositions. 
To remove excess X generators (complex generators), we simply find all the larger indices that 
are moved by the degenerate name symmetries and remove all permutations in X that move 
these indices. 
D.10.5 Identically Zero Tensors 
Symbolize Ulna'] ; Symbolize [Jind 1 
inducedTransposition @ 
Block [{ 
lind = I / . indudng'Rutes, 
jlnd = j / • indudng'Rutes} , 
} sign' (Jind (-) lind) sign 1 ] 
tensorldenticallyZeroQ[ 
minSignedConfiguratlon_, signedConflgs_List, 'T. : _List 1 : 
Block [ 
{atff, min Configuration = minSignedConfiguration OC2 ] , inducing'Rutes} , 
indudng'Rutes Flatten @ Cases [minConfiguration, Si-=-.L --7 {i --7 j} 1 ; 
atff = 'T. U (inducedTransposition /@ 'T.) i 
(Union [se[2] &sc /@ signedConfigs] fen < signedConfigsten) V 
(Union [2] &51: /@ atffl fen < atfften ) V 
directlyZeroQ [minConfiguration, 'T.l] 
directlyZeroQ [minConfiguration_, 'T. : st 1 : = 
Block [{redueedIndiees = reducelndex /@ minConfiguration} , 
Or @@ directlyZeroTestAuxQ /@ 'T.l 
directlyZeroTestAuxQ @ (C (-) j_) + = False i 
directlyZeroTestAuxQ @ (C (-) j_) _ : redueedIndiees[l] '" redueedIndieesV] 
reducelndex @ s'-,1-: s @ Min [i, j] i 
reducelndex @ [Index_, = h @ Index i 
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~. I u. Optimized Canonicalize 
OptimizedCanonicalize @ tensors_Plus: = OptimizedCanonicalize /@ tensors 
OptimizedCanonicalize @ (num_ tensor'ProducC) : = 
num OptimizedCanonicalize @ tensor'Product /; FreeQ [num, Tensor] ; 
OptimizedCanonicalize @ other _ = other; 
OptimizedCanonicalize @ tensor'Product: (head_ @ _Tensor I _Tensor) : = 
Block [{Sr, Sx, S,]), (Sr)., productHead, tensor Identifiers , signedConfiguration, 
aft8quivatentConfigurations, tensor Id, configurationLength} , 
{productHead, tensorIdentifiers, signedConfiguration} 
encodeTensors @ tensor'Product; 
configurationLength = signed Configuration [2]1 fen; 
{Sr, SX, S,]), (Sr).} = calculateGenerators @ tensor Identifiers ; 
signedConfiguration = 
canonicalizeFreelndices [signedConfiguration, Sr, Sx, S'])] ; 
{Sr, Sx, S'])} = stabilizePermutations [signedConfiguration, Sr, Sx, S'])] ; 
aft 8quivatentConfi gurations = 
generateconfigurations s,.- [signedConfiguration, S']) U Sx] ; 
signedConfiguration = Mine @ aft8quivatentConfigurations; 
If[ tensorldenticallyZeroQ[ 
signedConfiguration, aft8quivatentConfigurations, (Sr).], 0, 
reconsti tuteTensors [productHead, tensor Identifiers, signedConfiguration]]] 
D.10.7 Canonicalize Brief 
canonicalizeBrief @ tensors_Plus: = CanonicalizeBrief /@ tensors 
CanonicalizeBrief @ (num_? NumberQ tensor'ProducC) .-
num CanonicalizeBrief @ tensor'Product 
CanonicalizeBrief @ other _ = other 
other 
CanonicalizeBrief @ tensor'Product: (head_ @ _Tensor 1 _Tensor) : = 
Block [{Sr, Sx, S,]), (Sr)., productHead, 
tensor I d enti fiers , signed Configuration, tensor I d, configurationLength} , 
{productHead, tensor Identifiers, signedConfiguration} 
encodeTensors @ tensor'Product; 
configurationLength = signed Configuration [2] fen; 
{Sr, SX' S,]), (Sr).} = calculateGenerators @ tensorIdentifiers; 
signedConfiguration = 
canonicalizeFreelndices [signedConfiguration, Sr, SX' S,])] ; 
reconsti tuteTensors [productHead, tensorIdentifiers, signedConfiguration]] 
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D.lO.8 Optimized Canonicalization Examples 
Omitted. 
D.ll Refinements for Fixed 
Elevation Indices 
D.ll.l Refined Transpositional 
Canonicalization Operator: Fixed 
Elevations 
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This code is predicated on §C.2 Evidence for Steepest Descent Conjecture. It is necessary if we use 
tensors containing partial derivatives, since then we cannot raise and lower indices at free wilL 
Gearly we should not swap l' f::; J. but we should swap J. f::; 1'. 
'=;7 S~ J_,n_ Falsei 
t sr = True; si_,1!L '=;7 J_,n_ 
Also, if both signs are the same, then we should clearly just order using the normal conventions. 
'=;1 sr J_,n_ n < m; 
'=;7 
.J, 
SL,n_ n < m; 
And finally, when we mix kinds, we have the following. 
'=;? sL.!L m> n V n > i; 
'=;7 Sj_,n_ j < n < m; 
S* = n < m < i; J_,n_ 
n_ = j > m V m > n; 
To show that this code actually fulfills its design, we again have to conjecture that 
transpositional canonicalization can again be achieved in a downhill fashion. As before, we 
again have to defer to computer justification of our conjecture, and this is given in §C.2 Evidence 
for Steepest Descent Conjecture. 
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ILl. I I. 
2 Re'fined Identically Zero Tensors: Fixed Elevations 
tensorldenticallyZeroQ[ 
minSignedConfiguration_, signedConfigs_List, r. : _List] : = 
Block[ 
{afff, minConfiguration = minSignedConfiguration[2] , inducing'Rufes}, 
inducing'Rufes = Flatten @ Cases [minConfiguration, si_,L -> {i -> j}] ; 
afff = r. U (inducedTransposition /@ r.); 
(Union[sc[2] &sc /@ signedConfigs]ren < signedConfigsren ) V 
directlyZeroQ [minConfiguration, r.] V 
zeroByComplementaryPairQ [minConfiguration, afff]] 
zeroByComplementaryPairQ proceeds by removing the signs from the set 
§D.ll.2 : 
T. U induceda CT.) and finding any duplicates in the resulting set. If any of the index pairs in 
this set operate on indices which are not both fixed and of opposite elevations, then the tensor 
is zero. 
zeroByComplementaryPairQ [minConfiguration_, afff _] : = 
Or @@ (permissibleZerolndicesQ @ minConfiguration[#] &) /@ 
Cases [Split @ Sort [S1:[2] &s-r; /@ afff], {pair_, pair_} -> pair] 
permissibleZerolndicesQ @ {s~_, s~_} = False; 
permissibleZerolndicesQ @ {s~,_, s~,_} = False; 
permissibleZerolndicesQ @ other _ = True; 
0.12 Refinements for Varying 
I ndex Classes 
D.12.1 Refined Transpositional 
Canonicalization Operator: Index 
Classes & Fixed Elevations 
This code is predicated on §C.2 Evidence for Steepest Descent Conjecture. It is necessary if we use 
tensors containing mixed index types. It exactly follows the code for the first extension of the 
summed indices to indices with fixed elevations. The only initial change is to add a slot for 
index classes in our summed indices. 
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compareS [i, j, m, n] ; 
Clearly we should not swap j t:; J. but we should swap J. t:; t. 
i=>7 s-:-'J, J~,n_ = False: 
s-.J. i~,ll\_ i=>7 s-:-,j J_,n_ True: 
Also if both signs are the same then we should clearly just order using the normal conventions. 
i=>7 s-:-' j = n < m; J_.n_ 
i=>7 s-:-,J, = n < m; J_,n_ 
And finally when we mix kinds, we adopt the following. 
m>nVn>i: 
<=;7 s':L n_ = j < n < m: 
<=;? s-:-,J, n < m < i; J~,n_ 
<=;7 Sj~:n_ = j >mVm>ni 
D.12.2 Complimentary-Effect Transpositional 
Pair Canonicalization 
®S_List [ configuraJ:lon_slgnc] /; optIndexCtassIndusion : 
Block [{newConfiguration configuration, 
newSign = , partiatConflg = {}, r , N, r S} , 
While [partiatConfig 'Ii newConfiguration, 
partiatConftg newConfiguration i 
transposelfMoreCanonical /@ r] i 
complementaryTransposelfMoreCanonical /@ 
Cases , (1_ ('7 J-) signr:_ / i mixeslndexClassesQ@ partiatConfig[{i,JJD J i 
While [partiatConflg 'Ii newConflguration, 
partiatConfig newConfiguraJ:ion: 
complementaryTransposelfMoreCanonical /@r]: 
,"""""""""""""" J 
partlat Confl 9 newS/gn 
mixeslndexClassesQ @ {s~~~1_7validIndexclassQ, 
dassl 'Ii dass2 
mixeslndexClassesQ @ other _ = False i 
, scfasS2_ ?ValidlndexClassQ ,_ } 
complementaryTransposelfMoreCanonical @ ('7 J-) slgnr:_ : = 
reducingComplementarySwap [sign?:, newconfiguratlon[{I,)}] 1 
reducingComplementarySwap [slgn?:_, 
{ '. cfassl_,validlndexClassQ ,_ 'sclaSSn2_?ValidIndexclassQ '_}] /,' a.( , si_,m_ ' a): J_._ 
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dass2 -<lex dassl /\ i < j < Min [m, n] /\ 
doubleSwapIsMoreCanonicalQ [ai, aj] .-
Block [ {foundSign} , 
foundSign = Cases ['1', (Min [m, n] f7 Max [m, n]) slgn_ ---7 sign] ; 
If [found Sign '" {}, 
doubleSwapThem [sign"!: (First @ foundSign) , i, j, m, n] ;] ] 
reducingComplementarySwap @ other_ = False; 
. [claSSl claSS2] doubleSwapIsMoreCanonlcalQ Sl_.m~' sL,n_- = True; 
doubleSwapIsMoreCanonicalQ [sts~~-d, sj~~~~-d] = True; 
doubleSwapIsMoreCanonicalQ [s~~~S~~-' T, sj~~~~-' T] = True; 
d bl S . 1 [ dass! ,T daSS2_] ou e wapIsMoreCanonlca Q Sl_. m_- , S L, n_ = True; 
d bl ' 1 [daSS! dass2, T ] ou eSwapIsMoreCanonlca Q Sl_.m_-, sL,n_- = True; 
doubleSwapIsMoreCanonicalQ [_, _] = False; 
doubleSwapThem [sign"!:"!:_, i_, j_, m_, n_] : = ( 
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{newConfiguratfon[i], newConfiguration[j], newConfiguration[m], newConfiguratfon[n]} 
newConfi guration [ {j, i, n, m}]1 ; 
newSign = newSign sign"!:"!:; 
newConfiguratfon = 
Replace [newConfiguration, {f---7j, j---7i, n---7m, m---7n}, {2}];); 
D.12.3 Refinement to tensorldenticallyZeroQ 
We must modify one final piece of code. The test to see whether a tensor is identically zero 
proceeds almost as before, except the test to determine if there exists a signed transposition 
T E 'T. such that both T and -T are present in'T. U induceda('T.). We must also check that this 
transposition T only affects indices of the same class. If it moves indices in different classes, 
then the configurations are distinguishable and thus the tensor is not identically zero. 
Therefore, our code is very similar to the previous code, except that the final condition is 
changed in zeroByComplementaryPairQ. 
permissibleZerolndicesQ @ {s=:!, s=::} = False; 
permissibleZerolndicesQ @ {s=::, s=:!} = False; 
permissibleZerolndicesQ @ 
{ s~~~l_?ValidIndexClaSSQ '_, S~~~2-?ValidIndexClassQ , -} : == classl = class2 ; 
permissibleZerolndicesQ @ other _ = True; 
Finally, we need to slightly change one of the tests for directlyZeroQ. As long as we are not 
operating on a pair of indices with fixed elevations, then a tensor can still be directly zero. 
Clear @ reducelndex 
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reduce Index @ Si_ j_ : = S @ Min [i, J] ; 
d I d @ - ?ValidlndexClassQ @ M' [ . 'J re uce n ex sc, L : = s In I, J ; 
reduceIndex @ h_[index_, = h @ index; 
D.12.4 Canonicalization Examples with Mixed 
Index Classes 
Omitted. 
D.13 The Complete 
Canonicalization Algorithm 
D.13.1 SetUps 
Canonicalize options. 
@ Canonicalize { 
MetricLocallyFlat ~ False, 
LinearSymrnetryMethod~GrobnerBases, 
IndexClasSInclusion ~ True}; 
extraEqua tionsOfTensorSymbol @ symh_ True; 
valueHeadQ @ expr_ @ hody_ : = 
Hold @@ {expr @ body} ;t. Hold @ expr @ # & @@ {hody} 
SetAttributes[ 
D.13.2 tensorProduct +-+ tensorSymbol 
tensorProductToTensorSymbol @ tensor'ProducC : = 
With [{symh:= Unique @ "TPS' II"}, 
tensorProductToTensorSymbol @ tensor'Product = symh; 
tensorSymbolToTensorProduct @ symh = tensor'Product; 
symh] 
tensorProductSymbolQ @symh_Symbol Con text @ symh "TPS'II 
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~. I.:P. signedConfiguration H tensorSymbol 
signedConfigurationToTensorSymbol [keySymboC, config __ ] : = 
- signedConfigurationToTensorSymbol [keySymbot, config+]; 
signedConfigurationToTensorSymbol [keySymbot_, 0 J = 0; 
signedConfigurationToTensorSymbol [keySymbot_, signedConfig_J .-
signedConfigurationToTensorSymbol [keySymbot, signedConfigJ = 
Block [ {tensorrproduct, tensorSymbot} , 
tensorSymbot = Unique @ "TPS'II"; 
J; 
tensorrproduct = reconsti tuteTensorsCached [keySymbot, signedConfigJ ; 
tensorSymbol ToTensorProduct @ tensorSymbot = tensorrproduct; 
tensorProductToTensorSymbol @ tensorrproduct = tensorSymbot; 
canonicalSymbolOfTensorProduct @ tensorrproduct = tensorSymbot; 
orderOfTensorSymbol @ tensorSymbot = keySymbot; 
tensorSymbolToSignedConfiguration @ tensorSymbot = 
signedConfig; 
tensorSymbot 
D.13.4 reconstituteTensorsCached 
This is a cached scheme to avoid the recalculation of tensors when we have already calculated 
the corresponding tensor product for a given signed configuration with a given tensor key, that 
is, knowing the names and valences of a tensor. Note: tensorIdentifiers is a dynamic variable 
that is set inside canonicalizeTerm and, as such, does not have to be explicitly passed in. 
reconstituteTensorsCacheq [keySymbot_, signedConfig_J : = 
reconsti tuteTensorsCached [keySymbot, signedConfig J = 
reconstituteTensors[ 
First @ keySymbol ToKeyOrder @ keySymbot, tensorIdentifiers, signedConfig] 
D.13.5 Clear Caches 
We have just presented the individual code pieces that need to be reinitialized whenever we 
clear the tensor caches. In full, here is the code. 
ClearTensorCaches[] := 
(Clear [linearEquationsOfTensorSymbol, 
signedConfigurationToTensorSymbol, 
canonicalSymbolOfTensorProduct,orderOfTensorSymbol, 
tensorProductToTensorSymbol, reconstituteTensorsCachedJ; 
reconsti tuteTensorsCached [keySymbot _, signedConfig_J : = 
reconsti tuteTensorsCached [keySymbot, signedConfigJ = 
reconstituteTensors [First @ keySymbolToKeyOrder @ keySymbot, 
§D.13.5 : 
tensorIdentifiers I signedConflg] i 
tensorProductToTensorSymbol @ tensor'ProducC : 
With[{symb = Unique @ "TPS'n"}, 
tensorproductToTensorSymbol @ tensor'Product symb; 
tensorSymbolToTensorProduct @ symb = tensor'Producti 
symb] i 
signedConfigurationToTensorSymbol [keySymbot_, config __ J .-
- signedConfigurationToTensorSymbol [keySymbot, conffg+ 1 ; 
signedConfigurationToTensorSymbol [~ySymbot_, 0] 0; 
signedConfigurationToTensorSymbol [keySymboC, s{gnedConfig_] .-
signedConfigurationToTensorSymbol [keySymbot, signedConfig] 
Block [{tensor'Product, tensorSymbot} , 
tensorSymbot = Unique @ "TPS' n" ; 
tensor'Product = 
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reconsti tuteTensorsCached [keySymbot, slgnedConflg] i 
tensorSymbol ToTensorProduct @ tensorSymbot tensor'Product i 
tensorProductToTensorSymbol @ tensor'Product = tensorSymbot i 
canonicalSymbolOfTensorProduct @ tensor'Product = tensorSymbot i 
orderOfTensorSymbol @ tensorSymbot = keySymbot i 
tensorSymbolToSignedConfiguration @ tensorSymbot = 
1 i ) 
signedConflg i 
tensor Symbol 
D.13.6 keyOrder ~ keySymbol 
keyOrderToKeySymbol @ keyOrder _ : 
With [ {keYSymbot = Unique @ "key"}, 
keyOrderToKeySymbol @ keyOrder keySymbot i 
keySymbol ToKeyOrder @ keySymbot = keyOrder i 
keySymbot] 
D.13.7 tensorExprs ~ tensorSymbols 
tensorExprsToTensorSymbols @ tensors_Plus .-
tensorExprsToTensorSymbols /@ tensors i 
tensorExprsToTensorSymbols [a_ ] := 
tensorExprsToTensorSymbols @ a tensorExprsToTensorSymbols @bi 
tensorExprsToTensorSymbols [ nt_ tensor'ProducC] : = 
nt tensorExprsToTensorSymbols @ tensor'Product /; FreeQ [nt, Tensor] ; 
tensorExprsToTensorSymbols@{Times@ tensor'Product_Tensor) hlP 
. tensorProductToTensorSymbol @ Times @ tensor'Producti 
tensorExprsToTensorSymbols @ tensor_Tensor.-
tensorProductToTensorSymbol @ tensor i 
tensorExprsToTensorSymbols @ other _ = other; 
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tensorSymbolsToTensorExprs @ expr _ ::= expr / . 
? tensorProductSymbolQ ~ tensorSymbol ToTensorProduct @ symb; 
D.13.8 Canonicalize 
canonicalize [expr_, optlons __ ?OptionQ] .-
Block [{ 
optMetricLocaNljTlat =: 
MetricLocallyFlat /. {options} / . Options 
optLinearSymmetryMethod =: LinearSymmetryMethod / . 
Options [Canonicalize], 
ze] , 
{options} / . 
optIndexClassInduslon := IndexClasslnclusion /. {options} / . 
Options [Canonicalize], 
optLinearSymmetries} , 
optLinearSymmetrles: ., (optLinearSymmetryMethod None); 
Which [ 
optLinearSymmetries, 
., optLinearSymmetrles, 
canonicalizeLinear @ expr I 
canonicalizeNoLinear @ expr]] 
canonicalizeNoLinear @ expr_ ::= 
tensorSymbolsToTensorExprs @ canonicalizeTerm @ expr 
canonicalizeLinear @ expr _ : =: 
Block [ {equatfons, tensorSymbotsIn8quations, canonicalSymbofs} , 
canonicalSymbofs =- canonicalizeTerm @ expr i 
tensorS ymbof sIn8quatfons := 
connectedTensorSymbols @ Union @ Cases [ {canonlcaISymbofs} , 
symb_? tensorProductSymbolQ, {O, co}] i 
equations == (Flatten [linearEquationsOfTensorSymbol /@ 
tensorSymbofsIn8quations] U 
Flatten [extraEquationsOfTensorSymbol /@ 
tensor SymbolsIn8quatlons]) \ {True} ; 
reduceExprWRTEquations [canonicalSymbots, optLinearSymmetryMethod] ] 
Both these functions rely on the implicit dynamic passing of the variables 
tensorSymbo/sIn8quatlons and equations. These variables are not "fundamental" to the method, so 
this choice was taken. (Really, it would be nice if Mathematica had local functions.) 
reduceExprWRTEquations [canonlcafSymbofs_ , 
tensorSymbolsToTensorExprs [ 
canonicafSymbols / /. Flatten [ 
With [{variabfes := Cases [{eqn} , ? tensorProductSymbolQ I {O, co}]} 
Solve [eqn, Last @ sortTensorSymbols @ 
variables]] &eqn / @ equations] ] 
If we are not using the direct reduction method for simplifying the expression, then we are 
using the Grabner-bases method. 
reduceExprWRTEquations [canonicafSymbols_ 1 (Gr6bnerBases I _)] .-
Block [{ordered'TensorSymbofs = Reverse @ 
§D.13.8 : 
sortTensorSymbols @ tensorSymbofsIn8quations, groebner13asis} , 
groebner13asis : = GroebnerBasis [equations, orderedTensorSymbofs] i 
tensorSymbolsToTensorExprs @ reduceExpr @ canonlcafSymbofs] 
reduceExpr @ expr_Equal : = reduceExpr @ term &term /@ expr; 
@ exw_ / i PolynomialQ [expr, orderedTensorSymbofs] .-
Last @ PolynomialReduce [expr, groebner13asis, orderedTensorSymbofs] i 
reduceExpr@expr_Equal@args_.-(reduceExpr@term&term) /@expr; 
reduceExpr @ other __ = other; 
D.13.9 AdditionalEquations 
Options @ AddAuxiliaryEquations = { 
MetricLocallyFlat ~False, 
IndexClasslnclusion ~ True} i 
AddAuxiliaryEquations [eqn_Equal, options __ ? OptionQ] .-
AddAuxiliaryEquations [{eqn}, options] 
AddAuxiliaryEquations [ {eqns_Equal} , options __ ? OptionQ] .-
Block [{ 
optMetricLocaffljFfat MetricLocallyFlat /. {options} / • 
Options [AddAuxiliaryEquations], 
optIndexCfassIncfusion IndexClasslnclusion /. {options} /. 
Options [AddAuxiliaryEquations], 
optLinear Symmetries = True, 
equations, symhfified8xpr, tensorSymhofsIn8quations, 
orderedTensorSymbofs, canonicafSymbof8qns} , 
canonicafSymhof8qns == canonicalizeTerm /@ {eqns}; 
storeEquations /@ canonicafSymbof8qnsi 
storeEquations @ eqn_: storeEquationForSymbol [eqn, #] & /@ 
Union @ Cases [{eqn} , ?tensorProductSymbolQ, {Of =}] 
storeEquationForSymbol [eqn_, symb_? tensorProductSymbolQ] .-
If [extraEqua tionsOfTensorSymbol @ symb == True, 
extraEquationsOfTensorSymbol @ symb = {eqn} , 
extraEquationsOfTensorSymbol @ symh = 
(extraEquations @ symb) U {eqn} ] 
D.13.10 EquationsOfExpression 
Options @ EquationsOfExpression = { 
ReturnOptimizedEquations ~ False, 
MetricLocallyFlat ~ False, 
IndexClassInclusion~ 
EquationsOfExpression [expr_, ? OptionQ] : = 
Block [{ 
optMetricLocaffljFfat MetricLocallyFlat /. {options} / . 
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Options [EquationsOfExpression] , 
optIndexCfassIndusion := IndexClassInclusion /. {options} / . 
Options [EquationsOfExpression] , 
§D.13.10: 
opt'ReturnOptimized8quations = ReturnOptimizedEquations /. {options} / . 
Options [EquationsOfExpression] , 
optLinearSymmetrfes := True, 
equations, tensorSymbofsIn8quations, orderedrensorSymbofs, canonicafSymbofs} , 
canonlcafSymbofs = canonicalizeTerm @ expr i 
tensorSymbofsIn8quations = 
connectedTensorSymbols @ Union @ Cases [{canonicafSymbofs} , 
symb_ ? tensorProductSymbolQ, {O, oo}] ; 
equations = (Flatten [linearEquationsOfTensorSymbol /@ 
tensor Symbof sI n8quations] U 
Flatten [extraEquationsOfTensorSymbol /@ 
tensorSymbofsIn8quations] ) \ {True} i 
orderedrensorSymhofs = Reverse @ sortTensorSymbols @ 
tensorSymbofsIn8quations i 
tensorSymbolsToTensorExprs @ If [opt'ReturnOptimized8quatlons, 
(0 == # &) /@ GroebnerBasis [equations, orderedrensorSymbofs] , 
equations] ] 
D.13.11 sortTensorSymbols 
sortTensorSymbols @ symhofs_ : = 
Sort [ symbofs, totalOrderOnTensorSymbols [#1, #2] &] 
totalOrderOnTensorSymbols [symbofl_, symbof2_] : '" 
Block [{ordering} , 
ordering = Order [orderOfTensorSymbol @ symbof1, 
orderOfTensorSymbol @ symbof2] ; 
If [ordering == 0, ordering == 
tensorSymbolToSignedConfiguration @ symbofl ~c 
tensor Symbol ToSignedConf iguration @ symbof2] ; 
If [ordering :$ 0, False, True]] 
D.13.12 connectedTensorSymbols 
connectedTensorSymbols works in almost the exact same manner as the algorithm for 
generating configurations. We start with some seed symbols. We then find all the equations 
involving these seed symbols. If we find any new symbols in equations, then add these 
symbols to the found symbols, and so on. We only stop when we find no new symbols in the 
latest equations. In this way we will find all relevent symbols that are joined together by 
equations. 
connectedTensorSymbols @ {} = {} i 
connectedTensorSymbols @ {seedsymbofs_Symbol} 
Block [{new8quations = {}, 'T = {}, N {seedSymbofs}} , 
While [N :/= {} , 
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'T UN: 
new8quations = (extraEquationsOfTensorSyrnbol /@ N) U 
(linearEquationsOfTensorSyrnbol /@N); 
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N == Cases [new8quations , ? tensorProductSyrnbolQ, {O, oo}) \ 'TJ ; 
D.13.13 canonicalizeTerm 
canonicalizeTerm takes an expression containing tensors and returns an expression with 
all the tensors replaced by symbols referring to canonical versions of the tensors. We can strip 
out any multipliers and distribute over any sums. 
canonicalizeTerm @ tensors_Plus: canonicalizeTerm /@ tensors; 
canonicalizeTerm @ expr : head_ [ __ , sum_Plus, 
canonicalizeTerm @ Distribute @ expr / ; 
tensorialMultiplicativeHeadQ @ head 
canonicalizeTerm [ nC tensor'Product_l : == 
nt canonicalizeTerm @ tensor'Product /; FreeQ [nt, Tensor] ; 
canonicalizeTerm [ (nt : Tensor [name.:..., {}) m_. ) lhlP tensor'ProducC) 
nt canonicalizeTerm @ tensor'Product; 
canonicalizeTerm @ eqn_Equal : == canonicalizeTerm /@ eqn; 
canonicalizeTerm @ other_other; 
If the tensor product has already been canonicalized and linear symmetries are being used, then 
we return the cached value, if there is one and if the equations have already been generated. 
canonicalizeTerm @ tensor'Product: (head_ @ _Tensor I _Tensor) .-
canonicalSyrnbolOfTensorProduct @ tensor'Produd / : 
optflnearSymmetries A 
(ValueQ @ canonicalSyrnbolOfTensorProduct @ tensor'Product) A 
(valueHeadQ @ linearEquationsOfTensorSyrnbol @ normalize @ 
canonicalSyrnbolOfTensorProduct @ tensor'Product) 
normalize [nt_ ?NumberQ tensor'ProducC] == tensor'Product: 
normalize @ tensor'ProducC == tensor'Product: 
If the tensor product has previously been canonicalized and we are not including linear 
symmetries, then we return the cached value, if there is one. 
canonicalizeTerm @ tensor'Product: (head_ @ _Tensor I _Tensor) .-
canonicalSyrnbolOfTensorProduct @ tensor'Produd / ; 
-, optflnearSymmetries A 
(ValueQ @ canonicalSyrnbolOfTensorProduct @ tensor'Product) 
In all other cases we must actually perform the computation. We encode the tensor and 
calculate the generators of its signed symmetry group. Then we canonicalize the free indices in 
the signed configuration. Then we pass it off to the canonicalizing engine. And finally, we 
calculate the governing equations of the linear symmetries. 
canonicalizeTerm @ tensor'Product: (head_ @ _Tensor I _Tensor) : == 
Block [{ST' Sx, S'J), SL, (ST).' productfHead, tensorIdentifiers, signedConfiguration, 
tensor Id, configurationLength, minSignedConfiguration, keySymbot, tensor Symbol, 
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canonicalizeEngine I equationsGeneratedQ I options} I 
options = Sequence [MetricLocallyFla t --7 optMetricLocaffljFfat I 
IndexClassInclusion --7 optIndexCfassIndusion] i 
{producmead I tensor Identifiers I signedConfiguration} 
encodeTensors [tensor'Product I options] i 
keySymbof = keyOrderToKeySyrnbol @ 
§D.13.13 : 
Prepend [key @@ (T [order] &T) /@ tensor Identifiers I producmead] i 
confi gurationLength = signed Configuration [2] fen i 
{SrI SXI S'!)I SLI (Sr).} = 
calculateAllGenerators @ tensorIdentifiers i 
canonicalizeEngine @ signedConfig_ .-
canonicalizeEngine @ signedConfig = 
canonicalizeEngineAux @ signedConfig i 
minSignedConfiguration = canonicalizeEngine @ signedConfiguration i 
tensorSymbof = signedConfigurationToTensorSyrnbol [ 
keySymbof I minSignedConfiguration] i 
If [optflnearSymmetries /\ ..., valueHeadQ @ 
linearEquationsOfTensorSyrnbol @ 
normalize @ tensorSymbof I 
generateEquations @ minSignedConfiguration] i 
canonicalSyrnbolOfTensorProduct @ tensor'Product = tensorSymbof] 
Of course, many different variations on the total algorithm are possible. We could refrain from 
generating any new linear symmetry equations and instead just use the existing linear 
symmetries. Alternatively, we could ignore linear symmetries altogether. However, we must 
ensure that the options do not conflict with one another. 
D .. 13 .. 14 canonicalizeEngine 
canonicalizeEngine takes a signed configuration and returns the corresponding 
equivalent signed configuration that is canonical with respect to all symmetries except the linear 
symmetries. It is a cached set of values that is cleared for each term. 
Canonicalizing a negative configuration yields the opposite configuration of the canonicalized 
positive configuration. 
canonicalizeEngineAux @ con(fg=_ .-
oppositeConfiguration @ canonicalizeEngine @ conlig+ i 
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oppositeConfiguration @ (;on{19 -S{g,,; 
oppositeConfiguration @ 0 0; 
]f we try to canonicalize a configuration where the free indices are not in their canonical 
position, then move the free indices to their canonical positions and try again. 
freeIndfces:JI.reCanonicaf = False; 
canonicalizeEngineAux @ signedConfig_ / i .., freeIndfces:JI.reCanonfcaf : = 
Block [ {freeIndices:JI.reCanonicaf I answer} I 
answer = canonicalizeFreelndices [signedConfig I Sr I 
freeIndices:Jl.reCanonicaf = True; 
canonicalizeEngine @ answer] 
I So] i 
Finally, if all else has failed, we actually have to do the calculation. This finds the minimum 
equivalent signed configuration. 
canonicalizeEngineAux @ signedConfiguration_ : = 
Block [ {S~ I S~ I S~ I minSlgnedConfiguration I aft8qu!vafentConffgurations} I 
{S~ I S~ I S~} = stabilizePermutations [signedConffguration I 
aft 8qufvafentConff gurations = 
generateConfigurations s;.. [sfgnedConfiguratfon, U S~ J i 
minSlgnedConfiguration Mine @ aft8qufvafentCon{igurations; 
If [tensorldenticallyZeroQ[ 
I Sx t Sv 1 ; 
minSignedConfiguratfon I aft8qufvafentConfigurations I (Sr).] I 0 I 
canonicalizeEngine @ absSignedConfig @ minSignedCon{iguratfon = 
absSignedConfig @ minSignedConfigurationi 
minSignedConfiguration 1 ] 
absSignedConfig @ con{ig+ i 
absSignedConfig @ expr_ = expri 
D.13.15 generateEquations 
The equations generated are independant of the sign of the signed configuration, and in 
addition we don't need to generate any equations for a zero tensor. 
generateEquations @ 0 = True; 
generateEquations @ : = generateEquations @ 
generateEquations @ signedConffg_ : = 
Null / i equationsGeneratedQ @ signedCon{ig 
Given a signed configuration that is canonical with respect to everything except linear 
symmetries, we build all the equations dictated by the linear symmetries. We then express the 
tensors in these equations as tensor symbols. Finally, we put these equations into a standard 
form using Reduce and then save them in the appropriate place. 
generateEquations @ signedCon{ig_signedConfiguration .-
Block [{tensorSymbof t equations} t 
tensorSymbof 
signedConfigurationToTensorSyrnbol [keySymhof t slgnedConfig]; 
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equationsGeneratedQ @ signedConfig = True; 
equations = Flatten [buildEquation [st, signedConfig] &sf /@SL] ; 
generateEquations /@ 
Flatten @ Cases [equations, _signedConfiguration, {O, <Xl}]; 
equations = equations /. sc_signedConfiguration:--') 
signedConfigurationToTensorSymbol [keySymhot, sc] ; 
equations = Union @ Flatten @ 
§D.13.15 : 
{( equations /. eqn_Equal :--') Reduce [eqn]) /. And --7 List}; 
If [Head @ linearEquationsOfTensorSymbol @ tensorSymhot of. List, 
linearEquationsOfTensorSymbol @ tensorSymhot = equations] ;] 
D.13.16 buildEquation 
buildEquation just builds an equation corresponding to a linear symmetry. It takes as 
arguments a linear symmetry and a signed configuration and returns an equation containing 
signed configurations that are canonical with respect to all the symmetries except the linear 
symmetries. 
buildEquation [LinearSymmetry@perms_,sc_signedConfiguration].-
° == Plus @@ (canonicalizeEngine [sp *c sc] &sp /@ {perms}) 
On[General::"spelll"] 
D.14 User Functions and 
InputAliases 
D.14.1 User Functions for Symmetries 
We define a special complex notation in order to circumvent the parsing of the requested 
generator specifications. That is, we avoid introducing the symbols 'T, X, V, Land r II' This 
also avoids any problems due to package contexts, etc. 
Notation [(tensor'ProducC) s = StandardSymmetries [tensor'ProducC]] ; 
Notation [ (tensor'ProducC) s = 
tgpe_ 
Symmetries [tensor'ProducC, Tensors ' Private' li teralBoxes [type_]] ] ; 
Tensors'Private'literalBoxes /: 
MakeExpression[any_Tensors'Private'literalBoxes, 
HoldComplete @ validSymmetryTypes @ any; 
validSymmetryTypes @ types_ : = 
Cases [types, "r" I "X" I "'D" I "L" I SubscriptBox["r", 
] .-
- .-
11 .. 11]] i 
§1.0.0 : History, Background, and Goals 
StandardSymmetries [tensorProducC] : = 
Flatten @ Symmetries [tensorProduct, {'''Til, "X", '''D"}] 
SetAttributes[ 
{StandardSymmetries, Symmetries, symmetriesAuxJ, HoldFirst] 
Symmetries [tensorProduct: (head_@_Tensor)hlP' types_List] := 
symmetriesAux [tensorProduct, types] 
Symmetries [tensor_TensorL~IP' types_List] : = symmetriesAux [{tensor}, types] 
symmetriesAux [tensorProducC, types_List] : = 
Block[ 
{product:Head, tensor Identifiers, sfgnedConfi guratlon, conff gurationLength, parts}, 
{product:Head, tensorIdentlffers, slgnedconflguration} = 
encodeTensors [ tensorProduct, sortTensors ~ False 1 i 
confi gurationLength = sf gnedConff guration [2] ten i 
parts 
Sequence@@ (Hold@types/. {'''T"~l, IX"~2, "1)"~3, "L"~4, 
SubscriptBox["T", "."] ~5})i 
(calculateAllGenerators @ tensorIdentifiers) [parts]]] 
Remembering that the signed configuration is the third component returned by 
encodeTensors, 
Notation [(tensOfProducC)c = toSignedConfiguration [tensorProducCJ 1 
(head_ @ tensors_Tensor>c .-
encodeTensors [ {tensors}, sortTensors ~ [3D 
(tensor_Tensor) c : = encodeTensors [ {tensor}, sortTensors ~ [3D 
SetAttributes[toSignedConfiguration, HoldAll] 
D.14.2 Input Aliases 
Omitted. 
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0.15 Index Handling and 
Reindexing 
The public index handling functions. 
D.15.1 Miscellaneous Functions 
Next, we want the list of a which are neither numbers nor strings, but are such that o:+or 0:- is 
used in the expression expr. 
Usedlndices @ expr_ 
Cases (expr, ((O:_?IndexQ)+ I (O:_?IndexQ)-) -70:, {O, 
selectMultipleOccurrences @ fist_ : = 
Cases [Split @ Sort @ fist, {o:_, _} -70:] 
selectDisjointMultipleOccurrences @ expr_ .-
Union @ selectMul tipleOccurrences @ 
Flatten [ (Union @ Usedlndices @ #) & /@ List @@ expr] 
freeOfHolds @ • -
FreeQ [Attributes @ f, HoldAll I HoldFirst I HoldRest I 
I HoldComplete I SequenceHold] 
headIsTensorialProductHeadQ @ head_ @ expr __ : 
tensorialMultiplicativeHeadQ @ headu 
SetAttributes[headlsTensorialProductHeadQ, HoldAll]; 
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D.1S.2 Relndex 
ReIndex @ expr _Plus: ReIndex /@ expr 
ReIndex @ expr_Tensor reLabel [expr, DummyIndices @ expr] 
ReIndex@ expr_ ?headIsTensorialProductHeadQ 
reLabel [expr, DummyIndices @ expr] 
Re Index @ other _ = other; 
We could have avoided this and indeed made our reindexing reduce things further by being 
clever with the implementation of Relndex, However, the slowdown implicit in such an 
approach, coupled with the fact that Relndex will almost always be called on expanded sums, 
leads us to conclude that it is not worthwhile to implement this extended Relndex, 
D.1S.3 Dummify 
Dummify @ expr_Plus : = Dummify /@ expr 
Dummify @ expr _Tensor : 
reLabelUnique [expr, selectMultipleOccurrences @ UsedIndices @ exprJ 
Dummify@ expr _ ?headIsTensorialProductHeadQ : = Dummify /@ 
reLabelUnique [expr, selectDisjointMultipleOccurrences @ exprJ 
Dummify@ function_Symbol? freeOfHolds [args_J : = function @@ Dummify /@ {args} 
Dummi fy @ other_other; 
reLabeIUnique[expr_, indices_l .-
With[ 
{ intermedfate'Repfacements 
indices, 
Inner [Rule, indices, Unique @ ToString @ First @ 
BaseIndices @ ClassOfIndex @ # & /@ 
List] }, expr / . intermedlate'Repfacementsl 
D.1S.4 ExpandContraction 
ExpandContraction @ expr_Plus: ExpandContraction /@ expr 
ExpandContraction @ expr _Tensor. -
sumOverIndices [expr, selectMultipleOccurrences @ UsedIndices @ expr] 
ExpandContraction @ expr _ ? headIsTensorialProductHeadQ : 
ExpandContraction /@ 
sumOverIndices [expr, selectDisj ointMul tipleOccurrences @ exprl 
ExpandContraction @ function_Symbol? freeOfHolds .-
function @@ ExpandContraction /@ {args} 
ExpandCon trac t i on @ other _ other; 
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D.1S.S Dummylndices 
Dumrnylndices @ 
union @ Flatten @ Join [Dumrnylndices j@ List @@ exprl 
Dumrnylndices @ expr _Tensor : = 
selectMultipleOccurrences @ Usedlndices @ expr 
Dumrnylndices@ expr _ ? headIsTensorialProductHeadQ : 
Union @ Flatten @ Join [selectDisjointMultipleOccurrences @ expr, 
Dumrnylndices j@ List @@ exprl 
Dumrnylndices@ function_Syrribol ? freeOfHolds [args_l : 
Union @ Flatten @ Join [ Dumrnylndices j@ {args} 1 
Dumrnylndices @ other _ = {} ; 
D.1S.6 reLabel 
reLabel just relabels the given indices occurring in an expression to unique canonical indices. 
reLabel 
wi th [ {lntermediateIndices = Table [Unique @ II)..", {Indlces'.n} 1 t 
newIndices.!Jst generateNewlndices [ 
Union @ Usedlndices @ expr \ indices t indices]} I with [ 
{finaf'Repfacements = MapThread [Rule I {intermedlateIndices I newIndices.!Jst} 1 I 
intermediate'Repfacements = MapThread I {indices I intermediateIndices} 1 } I 
expr j . intermediate'Repfacements j . finaf'Repfacements 1 ] 
[fndicesS{freadljUsed_ 1 indicesro'Repface_] 
Block [ {indeXTabfe } t 
indeXTabfe @ usedlndices = indicesS{freadljUsed; 
D.1S.7 sumOverlndices 
transformlterators [iterationS{ssignments __ dumrnySet 1 
Apply [Set t Hold @ {lterationS{ssignments}, {2}] 
sumOverlndices [exfJr_, {} 1 = expr; 
sumOverlndices [expr _, indices_] : '" 
Plus @@ (Block [iterators, expr] &~;:.~:1l) @@@ 
Flatten @ 
(Outer [transformlterators, Sequence @@ iterators] &;terators) @ 
( (First @ Outer [dumrnySet, {index}, 
CoordinatesOflndeXClass @ 
ClassOflndex @ index] &;ndex ) j@ indices) 
§D.16.0: 593 
D.16 Package Endings 
D.16.1 Add Styles and Aliases to the Notebook 
if Necessary 
Omitted. 
D.16.2 End The Package 
friendlyOn @ General: : spelll i 
End [] i 
SetAttributes[ 
{AddAuxiliaryEquations, BasicCanonicalize, Canonicalize, 
CanonicalizeBrief, ClearTensorCaches, Commutative, 
DeclareCoordinateClass, DeclareCoordinates, DeclarelndexClass, 
DeclareSymmetries, DeclareTensorialMultiplicativeHead, 
DirectReduction, Dummify, Dummylndices, EquationsOfExpression, 
ExpandContraction, Generallndices, GrobnerBases, 
IndeterminatelndexClass, IndexClasslnclusion, LinearSymmetry, 
LinearSymmetryMethod, MetricLocallyFlat, OptimizedCanonicalize, 
Relndex, ReturnOptimizedEquations, SignedPermutation, 
SignedTransposition, SpaceTimelndices, StandardSymmetries, 
Symmetries, Usedlndices} , {ReadProtected, Protected}] 
EndPackage[]; 
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